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FOREWORD
The 'First International Workshop on the Management of Zoological
Collections ; Recent Mammal Collections in Tropical Environment'
was held in Calcutta from 19th to 25th January, 1984, under the auspices
of the Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta and the Carnegie Museum
of Natural History, Pittsburgh, U.S.A.
The objective of the Workshop was to discuss ways and means
for the management of mammal collections under tropical environment
in the context of the present-day knowledge, so as to improve upon
the existing procedures.
To achieve this goal, scientists from 11 countries of the tropical
region and of USA discussed various aspects of collection-management
namely, collecting and labelling, preservation, storage, management,
pest-control, computerisation of collection data, etc. A total of 42 papers
were presented. At the end of the Workshop the outcome of the discussions in various sessions led to a number of recommendations which
are appended at the end of this volume for the benefit of institutions
which maintain mammal collections.
An editorial committee, comprising Dr. V. C. Agrawal and Shri P.
K. Das from the Zoological Survey of India and Drs. H. H. Genoways
and D. A. Schlitter from the Carnegie Museum of Natural History, was
constituted for processing the papers and seeing through the publication
of this volume. These gentlemen have devoted much of their time to
edit the contributions and I am glad that they have done their job In
the most befitting manner for which they deserve sincere thanks.
Calcutta,
29th December, 1988

Dr. Asket Singh
Scientist SF-In-Charge
Zoological Survey of India

PREFACE
The First International Workshop on the Management of Zoological
Collections, concentrating on Recent Mammal Collections in Tropical
Environment, was a landmark event. Held at Calcutta, January 19-25,
1984, it brought together two great organisations- the Zoological Survey
of India and the Carnegie Museum of Natural History- and provided
an effective forum for the dissemination of information and exchange
of ideas on a common theme. Observations from participants, both
from the two organising groups and from external participants, attest
to the success of the Workshop and to the desirability of continuation of
such a programme with varying venues and organisers.
The American contribution to the Workshop was led by the Section
of Mammals, Carnegie Museum of Natural History, Carnegie Institute,
Pittsburgh. Dr. Duane A. Schlitter and Dr. Hugh H. Genoways devoted
enormous amounts of time and energy to the project, collaborated
extensively with their Indian colleagues, and mobilised not only the
resources of Carnegie Museum of Natural History but also Inammalogists and collection specialists from across America. They also helped
the Zoological Survey with the task of selecting and inviting foreign
delegates who could both contribute to and benefit from the Workshop.
The Special Foreign Currency, administered through the Office of
Grants and Contracts of the Smithsonian Institution, played the pivotal
role of providing financial support for both the American delegation and
participation in the Workshop of the numerous non-Indian delegates.
This assistance was essential to the entire programme, and all beneficiaries of the Workshop, both participants and those who will use the
extensive information in this volume of papers presented at the Workshop, owe a deep debt of gratitude to the Smithsonian Institution.
The idea to organise such a Workshop arose out of a visit by Drs.
Duane A. Schlitter and Hugh H. Genoways of the Carnegie Museunl to
the Zoological Survey of IndIa in December 1982. These two gentlemen
were in close touch with Dr. V C. Agrawal and Shri P. K. Das, mammalogists in the Zoological Survey of India. During their visit to Calcutta,
they had an elaborate discussion with Dr. K. C. layaram, loint Director
A Memorandum of Underand Dr. A. K. Ghosh, Scientist 'D'
standing was drawn up and the preparations for the Workshop thus
began.
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The Government of India in the Department of Environment kindly
arranged for the release of the PL 480 funds to the tune of 65,000 US $
and also granted a sum of Rs. 1.30 lakhs in Indian Rupees towards this
Workshop.
The proceedings of the Workshop were held in the beautiful premises
of Ramakrishna Mission Institute of Culture at Gol Park, Calcutta,
where most of the foreign delegates were also housed. The Workshop
was divided into six Sections and each was opened with a special
lecture. A field trip to Araku valley, Andhra Pradesh was organised. A
panel of recommendations were drawn up.
A total of 43 participants attended, of which 24 were from abroad
representing 11 countries. India was represented by 19 scientists. The
Workshop was inaugurated by Shri Digvijay Sinh, the then Deputy
Minister for Environment and the Valedictory function was chaired by
Prof. R. Natarajan, Director, Centre of Advanced Studies in Marine
Biology, Porto Novo.
The Workshop though a nlaiden attempt for the Zoological Survey
of India in respect of organising an International meet of this kind
was a grand success as evidenced by the unsolicited appreciations
received following the Workshop. The untiring efforts of several months
made by the team of staff of Z.S.I. and listed elsewhere, are mainly
the contributory factor for the success of the Workshop. However,
certain names have necessarily to be mentioned because they were
mainly instrumental in co-ordinating the diverse aspects of the Workshop and ably and effectively meeting the several needs that arose from
time to time. Dr. K. C. Jayaram, Joint Director took a heavy burden
in this re~pect and is due the deserving thanks and warm appreciation.
Drs. A. K. Ghosh, Scientist 'D', V C. Agrawal, Scientist 'C', P. K.
Das, Scientist 'C' in a like manner shared many responsibilities. Shri S.
Sivagurunathan, Publication Production Officer, with his staff undertook
the onerous task of getting the different literature of the Workshop
elegantly printed and issued. Drs. O. B. Chhotani, Scientist '0', R.
K. Kacker, Scientist 'c' with his team of staff from the Photography
Section, Dr. Kuldip Rai, Scientist 'C', Dr. J. K. Jonathan, Scientist 'C',
Dr. J. R. B. Alfred, Scientist'D', Dr. R. C. Basu, Scientist 'B', Dr. J.
K. Sen, Scientist' C', Shri Sukumar Banerjee, Scientist 'C" Shri S. M. Ali,
Scientist 'C', Dr. S. Chakraborty, Scientist 'B' and Shri Biswanath Roy
rendered assistance in various ways. To all these gentlemen and several
other staff of the Z.S. I. not mentioned here we express our sincere
heartfelt thanks.
Dr. T N. Khoshoo, the then Secretary, Departnlent of Environment,
actively supported the programme and assisted at critical tin1es with
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his ready advice and positive response. Shri K. B. Iyer, Director, Department of Environment, Shri K. V Mahalingam, Dy. F.A. responded
to our requests promptly without which the smooth functioning of this
programme would not have been possible. We are deeply indebted
to Hon'ble Shri Digvijay Sinh, former Deputy Minister, for his continuous
encouragement and support.
Lastly, to all the participants, particularly to those fronl abroad our
thanks are due for co-operating whole-heartedly which has made this
experience a very memorable one.

B. K. TIKADER
Director
Zoological Survey of India
34 Chittaranjan Avenue
Calcutta 700 012
INDIA

ROBERT M. WEST
Director
Carnegie Museum of
Natural History
Carnegie Institute
4400 Forbes Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
U.S.A.
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SCOPE OF THE WORKSHOP
HUGH

H.

GENOW A YS

Carnegie Museum oj' Natural History
4400 Forbes A venue
Pittsburgh, PA 15213, USA

The idea for an International Workshop on 'Management of
Zoological Collections: Recent Mammal Collections in Tropical
Environments' was developed during the organisation of a workshop on
"Mammalogical Museum Collections", held at the Third International
Theriological Congress in Helsinki, Finland, in 1982. It became
apparent during the planning of that workshop that many of the
people in charge of mammalogical collections throughout Africa
and southern Asia would not be able to travel to Finland. The workshop in Finland, although successfully completed, focussed primarily
on collections of the temperate areas of North America and Europe.

Because the staff of the Section of Mammals, Carnegie Museum of
Natural History, has had a long-standing interest in the technology of
collection management, Dr. Duane Schlitter and I decided to try to
organise a workshop that focussed on problems encountered in maintaining collections in tropical environments. Much of our own research
is centred in tropical areas; therefore, we have a natural interest in
these collections. We decided that it would be best to restrict this first
workshop to those collections in East Africa, West Asia, South Asia
and Southeast Asia. This would restrict the logistical problems in gathering a group of scientists for such a workshop. India, a leading nation
in this region, was a logical location. During our previous visit to India,
our proposal for such a workshop was warmly received by Dr. TN.
Khoshoo, Secretary of the Department of Environment, and Dr.
B. K. Tikader, Director of the Zoological Survey of India. It is only
through their continued active support and the tireless planning efforts
of Dr. K. C. Jayaram, Joint Director of the Zoological Survey of India,
that we are here today inaugurating this workshop.

It is indeed impressive to find in India the political and scientific
leadership that makes possible the formulation of an international
scientific conference. We must remember after all, that although the
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subject of this conference may seem parochial, the reality is that we are
here discussing the preservation of a common lleritage for a common
good.
The scope of our meeting far exceeds its title. This conference
ultimately will have a bearing on such far-reaching subjects as 1) environmental quality, 2) agricultural production, 3) the economy, 4) public
health, and 5) conservation of endangered wildlife. We are gathered
here because we know that museum collections, are, in fact, an extremely
significant resource to planners, scientists, educators, and ultimately
to the people themselves. The presence in Calcutta of more than 60 top
scientists from 15 countries re-enforces our common belief in the importance of our work, and in my view, is a signal of India's emergence as a
technological resource to her neighbours.
The Honorable Deputy Minister Digvijay Sinh, Dr. Khoshoo, Dr.
Tikader, and Dr. Jayaram are to be congratulated for their farsightedness because surely this conference will become a model of successful
international scientific cooperation. Undoubtedly, we are preparing
here a foundation for exciting future international research aimed at
finding solutions to common problems of humanity.
The focus of this workshop is on collections of animals of the Class
Mammalia. These are the animals that are characterised by having
hair, at least on part of their bodies, and feeding their young milk.
Specimens of mammals may be found as taxidermy mounts, dried study
skins, tanned hides, skeletons, skulls, whole individuals stored in formalin or alcohol, and numerous other special preservations, or any
combination of these. Because the materials involved are so delicate
and the variety of material that must be handled so varied, mammal
collections are particularly difficult to manage. Although our focus
during the workshop will be on mammal collections, many of the techniques that will be discussed will be applicable to other natural history
collections, particularly the vertebrate collections such as those of birds
amphibians, reptiles, and fish.
During this workshop, we will be discussing the luanagement of
collections from the methods of acquiring the specimen in the field until
the specimen is ready for research purposes in the museum. Our proceedings will begin with the methods of capture and field preparation
of specimens. Techniques for preparation of skeletal material are especially critical to our studies because we rely heavily on cranial morphology
for identification and cOlnparison of specimens. Methods of cataloguing
or registering specilnens into the museum's pernlanent records will be seen
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from two points of view. We will be discussing the arrangement and long
term maintenance of collections. The latter subject includes prevention of
damage to the specimens by insects, dust, light, humidity, and a variety
of other physical and environmental factors. The records that accompany
the specimens are of equal value to the specimens. These must be managed
with equal care and attention to detail. Finally, the success of any collection depends upon strong and wise administration. The administration
of collections will be discussed from several different viewpoints. Our
discussions will also include detailed consideration of individual collections representing a wide range of histories. These include a very new
collection at the University of Addis A baba in Ethiopia as well as some
that date from the early 1800's such as those of the Zoological Survey
of India and the National Reference Collection of Singapore.

The tropical environment presents a number of difficult problems
for the management of Recent mammal collections. The high humidity
and seasonally high rainfall cause problems ranging from mildew to
increased mobility of acids in paper and wood. The species of insect
pests are different from those in temperate regions and they occur the
year around. Therefore, the purpose of this workshop is to present
curators with as many proven solutions to problems encountered in
collection management as possible. It will be the responsibility of the
curators to select those solutions that best fit their own situation and to
adapt these methods for their own particular needs.
Although our primary discussions will concern the technology of
the management of collections of Recent mammals, we must never
forget that the primary purpose of these collections is the production
and dissemination of knowledge through research and publication.
Science has been developed by human society for the purpose of creating
and distributing knowledge. Curators and their collections must be
contributors to this increase in human knowledge. The specimens that
they accumulate are means to this end. If the specimens are not used as
the basis of research and publication, their maintenance becomes only
that of operating a warehouse, and the cost of maintenance cannot be
justified. However, if the collection is part of an active research programme, the expenses for maintaining them are easily justified.
With each publication, the value of the specimen is increased as
it becomes a voucher for this research. One of the basic tenets of all
scientific research is that the results of the studies must be repeatable
and verifiable. It is the voucher specimens stored in collections that
make this possible in any specimen-based research. A unique attribute
of museum specimens is that, while they serve as vouchers for previous

4
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studies, they can serve as the raw material for future studies.
specimen is never used up ; its value actually increases with each use.

A

We, as curators, are charged with preserving voucher specimens
which prove the validity of research done by past generations. We also
serve as custodians for specimens that provide a basis for studies which
are yet to be formulated by future generations. We have gathered here
for the next week to discuss, in as much detail as possible, the management of our international resource- collections of Recent mammals.

Proc. Wkshp Mgmt Manlma/ Colin Tropical Environ., Calcutta (1984).

PHILOSOPHY AND ETHICS OF MUSEUM COLLECTION
MANAGEMENT
HUGH

H.

GENOW A YS

Carnegie Museum o.lNatural History
4400 Forbes A venue
Pittsburgh, P A 15213, USA

INTRODUCTION

Science has been developed by human society for the purpose of
creating and distributing knowledge (Anderson, 1985). Curators of
mammals and their collections are contributors to this increase in human
knowledge. The specimens that they help accumulate and maintain are
means to this end. The specimens serve as vouchers (Yates, 1985) for
past and current studies and form the basis for further investigations
(Anderson, , 1985).
It is the specimens that make museum research unique. Curators of
collections of mammals may engage in a wide variety of research projects
but those that are not based on the specimens in the collection could
just as easily be performed by university professors with no available
collections. Consequently, curators of mammals should concentrate
their research efforts on specimen-based research in order to justify the
expenditure of time and effort that is involved in making and maintaining these collection resources (N icholson, 1983). There can be no
doubt that much research on mammals remains to be done in which
specimens are essential. This research is to be done in the future by an
ever-decreasing number of mammalogists who are trained in whole
organism biology (Genoways et al., 1976); therefore, each curator
becomes increasingly important.
The types of specimen-based research performed by curators are
highly varied as has been discussed in detail later by Schlitter () 988). These
may be basic studies with no apparent immediate utility or applied
studies with goals directed toward solving a specific problem. However, these collections find their primary utHity in studies of identification,
taxonomy, and systematics and in mapping distributions and zoogeography of mammals. These studies find their theoretical basis in Darwinian evolution and Mendelian genetics. Evolutionary and distributional studies are primarily basic research. Nevertheless, it must
never be forgotten that very little research of any type would be possible
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on mammals without proper identification, and any field study of wild
mammals requires a knowledge of distributional patterns. Interpretation of the results of comparative studies of mammals are possible only
with a thorough knowledge of the relationships of the species involved.
We must remember as scientists that our duty is not only to create
knowledge but also to disseminate this knowledge (Colbert, 1958;
Ripley, 1973; Nevling, 1983; Nicholson, 1983). The dissemination of
knowledge begins with the writing and publishing of scientific papers,
but does not end there. Those curators who work in museums with
public programmes, have an opportunity to disseminate information on
mammals through temporary and permanent exhibitions and participation in educational programmes. However, curators who work at institutions without public programmes still have the responsibility to get the
results of their studies the widest audience possible. They may teach at
local universities or other schools. They may give limited tours of their
research facilities to groups of advanced students. All curators can write
and distribute popular literature on mammals. These can range from
one page of photocopied information distributed upon request to the
beautifully illustrated popular guidebooks as will be discussed later by
Mares (1988).
Because the specimens in our collections are what make our
research unique, we have organised the "First International Workshop on
Management of Zoological Collections: Recent Mammal Collections
in Tropical Environment" and this resulting volume. However, before
becoming involved in the mechanics of management of collections, we
should ask ourselves some questions about why we do, what we do. At
the same time, we must examine our personal ethics in dealing with the
collection, staff, and public.

PHILOSOPHY

In this section, three questions that are commonly asked of collection personnel are examined. These questions really go to the heart of
reasons for making and maintaining collections.

Why Make Collections?
The instinct or desire to collect is probably as old as human society
(Alexander, 1979; Burcaw, 1975). This desire to accumulate oddities
or unique items resulted in the organisation of natural history cabinets
as the European nations began to explore the world. The cabinets began
to grow beyond the accumulation of uniques into more modern natural
history museums with the development of Darwinian evolutionary
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concepts of individual and popUlation variation. Thereby, these natural
history cabinets have developed into modern natural rustory museums
with extensive collections of the world's flora and fauna.
One of the main, but often not remembered, reasons that collections
of mammals are made and maintained is that they preserve a record of
the world's mammalian fauna (Ripley, 1973). There are mammals such as
the red wolf (Canis rufus) in North America, the quogga (Equus quogga)
in Africa, and Shomburgk's deer (Cervus shomburgki) in Southeast Asia
which are now extinct and can be seen only in collections of mammals.
Many other cases are not as dramatic, but these collections do serve as
baseline data for documenting the past distributions of mammals. With
the numerous environmental changes, such as the clearing of tropical
rainforests and increasing size of deserts throughout the world, the
geographic ranges of many species of mammals are changing rapidly.
However, without the baseline data in the collections of mammals
throughout the world, these changes can not be documented nor their
meanings interpreted (Ripley, 1973). These collections should be viewed
as records of our national natural heritage that are as valuable as the
artifacts of our cultural heritage.

The other primary reason for making and maintaining collections is
the obvious one- research (Nicholson, 1983). Specimens that we collect
as part of our ongoing studies will serve as vouchers for our work to
future generations. Yates (1985) has defined a voucher specimen as
"one which serves to physically and permanently document data in an
archival report by (1) verifying the identity of the organism(s) used in
the study; (2) by so doing, assuring the repeatability of the study which
otherwise could not be repeated and/or accurately reviewed or reassessed."
One of the basic tenets of all scientific research is that the results of the
studies must be repeatable and verifiable; therefore, if we do not save
and maintain the specimens on which our research is based, we are not
being scientists.
A unique attribute of museum specimens is that, while they serve as
vouchers for previous studies, they can serve as the raw material for
future studies. Many of these future studies are not even formulated
because we do not at this time have the information to ask the appropriate questions. When I wrote my doctoral dissertation (Genoways,
1973), I used a significant number of specimens which were collected
before 1900 and which had been used in a number of previous studies.
Therefore, a specimen may serve as a voucher for numerous studies. A
specimen is never "used up"; it can provide raw material for countless
studies.

8
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To answer the question of why we make collections, I believe the
response should be-' Because we are scientists who must conserve
vouchers of our research and who are interested in conserving a record
of our national natural heritage.'

Why Collect Series ?
The question that is most commonly asked by members of the
general public is-'Why do you need more than one specimen of anyone
kind?' This is a reasonable question because it would certainly reduce
the space and funds necessary to maintain collections, and it would
reduce the number of animals being removed from natural populations.
It is also a reasonable question because natural science had its origin in
such typological thinking before the importance of variability was recog_
nised. I will try to answer this question by telling the following story:
Suppose that you were the mammalogist who arrived on the same
alien spaceship as the botanist 'E.T' Your mission is to collect specimens of the human race to return to your home planet. How many
specimens would you need to collect to represent the full range of variation in the human race? First, we know that members of even local
populations exhibit differences. If we travel to Poona, India, or Kent,
England, we would find that some people are taller than others, some are
fat, some thin, and all variations in between, and some may have light
hair while others have dark. This type of variation is termed individual
variation.
All of us quickly recognise the primary differences among the sexes,
but upon reflection, you can probably also list some differences between
the sexes that are not related directly to sexual reproduction. These
are secondary sexual differences. Among humans, we know that males
are generally larger and have a more robust build than females.
The ontogenic changes of a newborn infant into an adult are well
understood by anyone who has watched a child grow up. Different
parts of the body grow and develop at different rates as the body progresses to its adult size. In scientific studies, this is called age variation.
These three types of variation are present in any population of
humans and they are present in all populations of wild mammals. Before
we can assess the final type of variation within a species, we must have
a thorough knowledge of individual, secondary sexual, and age variations. To be able to assess these types of variation, we need large series
of individuals from relatively restricted areas.

GENOWAYS :
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It does not take a trained systematist to recognise that humans living
in Uppsala, Sweden, look different from those living in Nairobi, Kenya,
Beijing, China, or the native Americans from Pine Ridge, South Dakota.
This is geographic variation. This is usually assessed by comparing adults
of one species from one area with adults of the same species from another
area. When significant secondary sexual variation is present, males and
females are analysed separately . To do studies of geographic variation,
series of individuals are needed from throughout the geographic range
of the species. We must have a thorough understanding of geographic
variation before we can start describing differences among species.
We see, therefore, that our alien mammalogist is faced with a rather
large task. A large series of individuals from several local populations
must be collected to assess the individual, secondary sexual, and age
variations in humans. Furthermore, series from throughout the Earth
must be obtained to assess geographic variation. He will need to return
to his home planet with at least several hundred specimens to be able to
accurately evaluate variation in the species. This is exactly the logic
that all mammalogists use when planning studies of wild mammals,
and is the reason that series of mammals must be collected and maintained. These studies of variation are basic to any understanding of
identification, taxonomy, and systematics.
I have heard it stated that we really do not need to collect large
numbers of common species for our collections, the logic being that
because they are common, there is little left to be learned about them.
However, the exact opposite may be closer to the truth- we probably
need to concentrate more of our efforts on common species. No one
likes to find a new species or a specimen of a rare species more than I
do, but the common species are the ones which will most likely be of
economic importance, and will be most important to non-mammalogists. It is often possible to get samples of sufficient size of common
species to do detailed analyses of variation, which may never be possible
with rare species; therefore, it is possible to develop a better understanding of the systematics and evolutionary history of these commoner
speCIes.
There are numerous examples in the literature where studying widespread species, utilising new techniques and specimens in collections,
reveals that we have a great deal more to learn about such species. My
colleagues and I have been studying short-tailed shrews (genus Blarinll)
for nearly 20 years. This shrew is a common inhabitant of most habitats
in eastern North America, and in many places it is the commonest sm,lll
mammal present. Remains of these animals are commonly found in
Pleistocene and Holocene deposits where these shrews are used to interpret
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the paleoclimate. Since the genus was last revised in 1895 (Merriam, 1895),
two species were recognised-one with a range over the eastern half of
North America (B. brevicauda) and one restricted to coastal Virginia
and North Carolina (B. telmalestes). The species with the restricted
distribution has been shown to be a subspecies of B. brevicauda (Handley,
1979), whereas our work (Genoways and Choate, 1972; Genoways et
al., 1977; George et al., 1981, 1982; Moncrief et 01.,1982) has shown
that at least four, and possibly more, species are present in what was
previously considered to be B. brevicauda. This new insight was made
possible by using new techniques, such as karyology and electrophoresis,
while studying museum specimens of Blarina.
The black rat, Rattus rattus, is a common inhabitant of the Old
World and has been transported throughout the world by human activity.
In eastern and central Asia, the black rat has a karyotype of 2n==42,
whereas in western Asia, Europe, and Mrica, this species has a 2n=38
(Niethammer, 1975). The 2n=38 form is the one which has been transported to North and South America, Australia, and New Zealand
(Davis and Baker, 1971, and citations therein). It has been suggested
that these chromosomal forms are distinct species, but this will not be
proven until the contact zones between these forms have been intensely
studied. These two forms come together in southern India where a
karyological study would answer questions about the systematic relationships of these chromosomal races.
The house mouse, Mus musculus, has a nearly worldwide distribution because it is a highly successful commensal with man. It is a
common experimental animal in biomedical research. The house mouse
native to Europe, Africa, and Asia has been believed, until recently, to
belong to a single species, Mus musculus. However; recent chromosomal
studies by Capanna and others (Capanna et al., 1977; Capanna, 1980,
and citations therein) have shown that this is really a complex of closely
related species. Species such as abbotti, castaneus, domesticus, hortulanus, posc/tiavinus, and spretus are now being considered as distinct
from Mus musculus (Honacki et 01., 1982; and citations therein). Clearly,
much more work remains to be done to carefully document the exact
relationships of these taxa and to map the distributions of the newly
recognised species. These examples should clearly indicate that no
matter how common and weU known a species of mammal is, we can
still learn more about it.
The answer to our original question-' Why collect series?~ is because
series are necessary to study all types of variation. An understanding
of variation is required for any study involving identification, taxonomy,
or systematics, and as stated previously, the~e studies are basic to most
research on mammals.
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A related question that is often asked is-' What constitutes a sufficient sample size?' This is a question with no precise answer because
so many variables are involved. However, there are some general
guidelines that can be followed when conducting multivariate analyses
of geographic variation. Each sample will ideally consist of 20 adult
specimens, but 10 can be considered minimal. If secondary sexual variation is present, then these sample sizes would be necessary for both
sexes. Obviously, one or more of the samples will need to be much larger
(50 to 75 individuals) so that individual, age, and secondary sexual
variations can be assessed. The samples should be located about every
160 km throughout the geographic range of the species. The samples
would need to be much closer together if we are in zones of primary or
secondary contact or at the boundaries between nominal sUbspecies.
It is clear that few, if any, species are presently represented in collections to such an extent. Only the commoner species will ever be so well
represented, but we should strive towards this ideal situation as we build
OUr collections.

How Are Collections Maintained?

This is the question that is the focus of this entire book. However,
there are some basic principles that we should consider. These were
eloquently discussed by Joseph Grinnell in 1922. He stated that every
collection was in need of a "special type of curator who has ingrained
within him the instinct to devise and put into operation the best arrangement of his materials- who will be alert to see and hunt out errors and
instantly make corrections- who has the museum conscience"
In Grinnell's opinion, the museum conscience rested upon a careful
regard for accuracy and order when working with the collection. Grinnell
did not advocate a particular way to order the collection, but he felt
any system should be simple and clear. The order was to apply not only
to the specimens, but also to all associated data and materials. It is
the responsibility of the curator to select the system which best fits his
situation. Throughout this book, curators are presented with alternative
methods for managing collections. All of these are solutions that have
worked in other collections, but none are considered to be Hbetter"
than others ; this is for the curator to decide. Once the order to be used
is selected, the curator's job is not done. He must see that it is put into
operation for all materials in his care. As Grinnell (1922) pointed out.
"Any fact, specimen, or record left out of order is lost"
The accuracy of data published on collection materials depends
upon the accuracy of the data associated with the specimens. This
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begins with specimen labels and field notes made at the time the specimen
is obtained and prepared. These are the primary sources of information about the specimen and should serve as the ultimate authority for
checking all other data. Field collectors must check and recheck the
specimen labels and field catalogs to insure the accuracy of these primary
sources of information. When these primary sources of information
are transcribed to secondary sources such as catalogues, handwritten card
files, or computerized data banks, the work should be done by a staff
member who has an appreciation for the need for accuracy and who
understands how these data will ultimately be used. The curator should
establish a system of checks and rechecks for the accuracy of all materials
in the collection. Members of the staff should be made to understand
that their work will be rechecked by someone else. No one, including
the curator, is perfect, so there should be no one exempted from the
system.
Any curator who has established a system for his collection, sees
that the system is implemented for all materials, and works to insure the
accuracy of all data, will successfully maintain his collection regardless
of the specific techniques or systems that are used. He will have the
~museum conscience~

ETHICS

Members of the museum staff, just as members of any other profession, are regulated by the ordinary rules of moral conduct that govern
all human interactions (Constable, 194 I ). However, beyond these ordinary constraints, there are special ethical considerations that curators
and other collection staff must follow in their relations with other
museums, other museum staff members, the public, standards of maintenance of the collection, and compliance with legal regulations. In
the following sections, each of these areas of ethical consideration are
examined in more detail.

Standards for Curators

The standards in this section are directed primarily toward curators, but many of these standards will a180 apply to other staff members
working with the collection. The standards that apply to these other
staff members depend upon the scope of their responsibilities with
the collection. However, when ethical questions arise in a collection of
mammals, the curator of mammals will be the final authority and win
bear the final responsibility.
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There have been numerous attempts in the past to try to codify
standards for curators and other museum staff (Swinton, 1958; Douglas, 1967; Hairston, 1970; Zelle, 1972; Anonymous, 1974; Bostick,
1974; Mead, 1978; Malaro, 1979; Phelan, 1982). The latest and by
far the most complete of these was published by the Curators
Committee of the American Association of Museums (Lester, 1983).
These ethical standards have been modified in Table 1 so that they
apply directly to collections of mammals.
The curator of mammals must be directly involved in the acquisition of all specimens of mammals for his institution (Colbert, 1958).
It does not matter what the source of the material is, whether it is direct
acquisition from field studies, deposition of voucher specimens from
other scientists, or a gift. It does not matter what the ultimate use of
the specimen will be, whether it is for research, exhibition, or education.
The curator is best qualified to determine the utility of specimens and
their value to his collection. This also gives the curator the opportunity
to determine if the specimens were obtained legally before they become
the property of the museum. When receiving gifts, the curator nlust try
to obtain the specimens with no restrictions. However, if this is impossible, he must see that all parties involved understand the restrictions,
and he must determine if these restrictions are in the best interests of
the museum.
One of the primary ethical responsibilities of a curator is for the
maintenance and safety of the collections. He must keep the collections
in order (Grinnell, 1922) so that they can be easily studied. ]f the collections are not kept in order, the collection becomes just a storehouse;
the specimens can not be used for the benefit of the museum, nation,
or mankind. The obvious safety hazards for the collection are theft
and mechanical breakage. However, there are also long-term considerations for the safety of the specimens from insect pests, dust, light, and
pollutants. These conservation and preservation concerns for mammal
specimens are only now becoming the subjects of study (Hawks, 1988).
Curators must avoid all situations where there is a potential for a
conflict of interests, or the appearance of a conflict of interests. For
curators of Recent mammal collections, this includes avoiding nlaking
personal collections of mammals. The curator with a personal collection
is always faced with the question of where new and exciting specimens
are deposited. The curator will not be tempted to collect Hafter hours"
or "on weekends" for his personal collection while on museum-sponsored field trips. Curators should never acquire items that have previously been the property of the museum. Appraising items for people
outside of the museum including donors should be avoided because of
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the potential for conflict of interests. ]n the United States, the Internal
Revenue Service will not accept for tax purposes appraisals of donations
made by staff members of the institution which is the recipient of a
donation.
Curators must do research on the collections (NevJing, 1983;
Nicholson, 1983). It is impossible to justify the expense of making and
maintaining collections if they are not studied by the collection staff.
This research is a primary source of information on the natural history,
systematics, zoogeography, and evolution of mammals. This primary
information forms the basis for secondary uses such as educational
programmes, formal teaching, and exhibition. Because curators generate
the primary information, they must involve themselves in the dissemination of this information in secondary and tertiary uses. Within the
museum, the curator of mammals must be responsible for the scientific
accuracy of all information that is disseminated on mammals (Colbert,
) 958).

Standards .for Collections
Because the specimen and its associated tags are the ultimate source
of information for collection data and all studies are based upon the
collection, it is incumbent upon the staff of the collection to give their
maximum attention to the care of the specimens. The American
Society of Mammalogists (Anderson and Choate, 1974; Choate, 1978),
recognising the need for quality care of collections, established a set of
minimum standards for collection maintenance (Malaro, 1979). The
Systematic Collections Committee, which has been responsible for the
implementation of these standards, has worked closely with the individual curators. The emphasis of this Committee's work has been to aid
collections to meet these standards. The committee wants the list of
collections nleeting the standards, which is published periodically in the
Journal (~f Manzma/og)" to be inclusive rather than exclusive. The ideal
situation would be to have all collections of Recent mammals meeting
these standards. This is the only way to insure the future availability
of the specimens upon which all museum research rests.
Because these standards established by the American Society of
Mammalogists are really the only attempt to codify standards for maintenance of collections of mamnlals (Black, 1975), they are worth
a closer look. The entire set of standards are listed in Table 2.
The collection must be under the direction of a professional mammalogist. This is someone who depends upon the collection as a research
resource and whose future employment depends upon the maintenance
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of the collection. No particular academic degrees are indicated, but a
scholarly attitude towards the collection is intended.
The specimens must be protected from mechanical and pest damage.
This is accomplished through housing specimens in an adequate museum
building and in adequate storage cases. No specific standards are set
but these must protect the specimens from the normal physical dangers
such as fire, water, dust and light. The entire science of mammalogy is
hurt when a collection such as the one in the Museu Bocage, Lisbon,
Portugal, is destroyed by fire. Collections must be protected against
insect pests that are able to destroy specimens.
Because the most important part of the specimen for research purposes is the skeletal material, its preparation in the laboratory is of
particular concern. The recommended procedure is preliminary preparation with dermestid beetle larvae and then soaking in ammonia
solution before final preparation. This method is considered to be the
best because it can give consistently good results with little or no breakage of delicate areas such as the pterygoid processes and zygomatic
arches (Groen, 1988).
The collection must be arranged according to a specific plan, because
as pointed out by Grinnell (1922) any collection that is not in order is not
usable. The exact plan is not important, although it should be as simple
as possible, but the plan must be rigidly enforced throughout the collection.
The data and tags associated with the specimen are of equal importance to the specimen. The curator must give these items equal attention, particularly to insure their accuracy. It is also important that
these ancillary data are cross-referenced to the specimen so that al1
information about a specimen can be easily accessed. The best way to
cross-reference material is with field numbers and museum catalogue
numbers.
The data suggested for inclusion in the permanent catalogue (catalogue number, genus, species, sex, method of preparation, and country,
states and date of capture) are the minimal amount that should be used.
It is particularly important that more detailed locality information be included as well as the collector's name and field number. There are other
items that individual collections will want to include depending upon
their needs (McLaren, 1988).
The collection must be accessible to qualified users because a collection that is not being used is not justified. However, access of unqualified
users must be rigidly controlled and can be allowed only under direct
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supervISion of a staff member The use of the collection by qualified
scientists may take place either at the site of the collection or on loan.
When specimens are sent on loan, they are particularly vulnerable to
loss or damage. Extreme care should be taken to properly label and
pack parcels that contain loan shipments.
The curator must be certain that all specimens entering the collection are obtained in a legal manner. This is the subject of the following
section.

Legal Considerations

In recent years, curators have been faced with an escalating number
of laws and regulations which concern the collection, export, import,
exchange, and loan of museum specimens. Staying abreast of new laws,
changes in the old laws and regulations, and obtaining of the necessary
permits to conduct field research are taking an increasing amount of
the curator's time. Nevertheless, if a curator is to meet his legal and
ethical obligations, he must be certain that each specimen in his collection is obtained and handled in a legal manner.
In many countries, the collecting of mammals is controlled at the
state, provincial, or other local level, whereas in some countries, this
is handled at the national level. In the United States, each of the 50
states controls the collecting of mamnlals within its boundaries (McGaugh
and Genoways, 1976; Berger and Neuner, 1981). The import and
export of specimens are normally handled at the national level. The
exact department of the government that will be responsible will differ
from one country to another All imports/exports including loans and
exchanges to Ifrom the United States must be accompanied by a declaration of Importation/Exportation of Fish and Wildlife (Form 3-177).
Then, depending upon the material being imported/exported, permits
may be needed from the Department of the Interior, Department of
Commerce, Department of Agriculture, or Department of Human
Services (Genoways and Choate, 1976; Phelan, 1982). In other countries, the permits may be issued by the Department of the Environment,
Department of Agriculture, or Department of Forestry; it depends
upon which department is responsible for renewable natural resources
within the country. The point that a curator must keep in mind when
planning field work is that permits will be needed to collect and import/
export mammals in most countries. The exact authority to issue these
permits will vary from one country to another, but it is the responsibility
of the curator to determine permit issuing agency and to obtain the
appropriate permits before work begins.
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The most important legal agreement at the international level is the
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild
Fauna and Flora (CITES) signed on 3 March 1973 in Washington, D. C.
This convention sets the rules for the international movement of listed
species among countries who are party to the convention. Three levels
of protection were given to species to be covered by the Convention.
Species believed to be threatened with extinction, which are or may
be affected by trade, are listed on Appendix I of the Convention. The
trade of specimens of these species is particularly restricted so as not
to further endanger the survival of the species in the wild. An export
permit is required from the country of origin of a specimen of any species
listed on Appendix I. This permit is to be issued only after the Scientific Authority of the State has certified that export of the specimen
will not be detrimental to the species in the wild and the Management
Authority of the State is satisfied that the specimen was taken in accordance with the laws of the State. The import of any specimen of a
species on Appendix I requires an import permit. The import permit
will be issued only when the Authorities in the importing country agree
with the decisions of the exporting country. Re-exporting a specimen
requires a re-export permit under the same conditions as the original
export permit.
Appendix II contains species that are not immediately threatened by
extinction but may become threatened unless trade is restricted. This
list may also contain certain look-alike species. The export of specimens of species on Appendix II requires an export permit under the
same conditions as those listed on Appendix I, but an importation permit
is not required. Re-exportation does require a permit.
Appendix III includes all species which any Party to the Convention identifies as needing regulation within its jurisdiction for the purpose
of controlling exploitation, particularly as the result of international
trade. The export of a specimen of a species included in Appendix III
from any State which has included that species in Appendix III requires
an export permit. An import permit is not required, but are-export
permit is required.
Curators must remember that these regulations apply to any movement of CITES-listed species whether it is the original collecting or
whether the specimens are being re-exported as a loan or exchange.
However, these regulations only apply to CITES-listed species (Berger
et al., 1979; Tikader, 1983) and not to all species of mammals and these
regulations apply only if one of the States involved is a Party to the
Convention.
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The Management Authority of States that are Party to the Convention do have the authority to grant exemptions for non-commercial loan,
donation, or exchange between registered scientists or scientific institutions of museum specimens. For example, the Fish and Wildlife
Service of the Department of the Interior issues such permits in the
United States (Berger and Gatchell, 1980). These permits allow the
institutions to carryon international loans and exchanges of CITESlisted species. The parcels containing the specimens must be labelled as
containing CITES-controlled species and must display the permit number
of the institution. Each institution must make a report of an of their
activities under the permit each year.

CONCLUSIONS

As the technical aspects of collection management are discussed in
this book, it should never be forgotten that the specimens and their
management are only means to an end. This end is research resulting in
the creation and dissemination of knowledge. The specimens draw their
value from being used in scientific research.
Specimens are not used up, but become more valuable as they
become vouchers for more and more studies. This makes those who
manage collections responsible to those who have gone before. We
must preserve the vouchers of their work to prove the validity of the
work to future generations. At the same time, we serve as custodians
of these specimens to future generations because this material will serve
as a basis for stud ies which are yet to be formulated. Therefore, it is
the responsibility of managers of collections to give their collections the
most professional care possible.

SUMMARY

Curators of mammal collections are scientists who are responsible
for the creation and dissenlination of knowledge about mammals.
Their research is unique because it is specimen based. The specimens
are a resource that curators must maintain as vouchers of past studies
and as the raw material for future investigations.
It is important for those people who care for collections to understand why collections are made, why series are collected, and how to
care for collections. Collections are made because it is necessary to
conserve vouchers from specimen-based research so that this research is
repeatable and verifiable in the future. Collections also preserve a record
of mankind's natural heritage. Series of each species of mammal are
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preserved in collections because an understanding of variation in populations is required for any study involving identification, taxonomy, or
systematics, which are basic to most research on mammals. Curators
should be most concerned with the order and accuracy of their collections and associated materials.
The curator of mammals will be the final authority when ethical
questions arise concerning the collection and he will bear the final responsibility. Areas of ethical concern are personal conduct and work,
standards for the collection, and legal questions about the acquisition
and handling of the specimens. These ethical standards apply not only
to curators but to anyone working with the collection. The scope of
their responsibilities with the collection will determine which standards
should be of concern to them.
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Table 1. Code of Ethics for Curators oj' Recent Mammal Collections
(modified from Lester, 1983)
I. Acquisition and Disposition
1. Curators must be involved with the acquisition and disposition of all mammal specimens.
2. Final decision for accessioning and deaccessioning of specimens of mammals is the responsibility of governing authority
of the museum, but with guidance from the curators.
3. Curators must insure that all mammal specimens entering the
collection have been collected in accordance with international,
national~ and local laws.
4. Curators must insure that all gifts of specinlens of mammals
are unrestricted or that the cond itions are specific and accepted by the museum.
5. Curators should never purchase or otherw~se acquire for
themselves specimens of mammals that have been
deaccessioned from the coJlection.
II. Field Study and Collecting

1. All field studies and collecting of mammals must be done In
accordance with national and local laws.
2. All shipments of specimens of manlmals between nations
must be done in accordance with provisions of the C onvention on International Trade in Endangered Species.
3. When working with endangered species of mammals, it must
be remembered that preservation of species in the wild is the
highest priority.
4. When on museum-supported collecting trips, aJI specimens
obtained and all photographs and other materials taken are
the property of the museunl.
III.

Management, Maintenance, and Conservation
1. The curator is responsible for the safety of speCll11ens and
associated materials in his charge.
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2. The curator

IS

responsible for keeping collection in order.

3. The curator is responsible for ensuring the accuracy of all
records associated with specimens.

IV

Availability of Col1ections
1. The curator must make the collection available for use by
qualified scientists, including filling reasonable loan requests.
2. The curator is responsible for obtaining exhibition material of
mammals specifically for that purpose.
3. The curator should establish a separate teaching collection of
mammals for training future mammalogists and providing
information to the public.
4. The curator should restrict the use of the collection by commercial concerns un1ess funds are provided that can be used for
maintenance of the collections.
5. Curators should be aware that if their collections contain
human remains then special handling may be required.

V

Personal Collections
1. Curators of collections of Recent Inammals must not maIntain personal collections of Recent mammals.

2. Curators of collections of Recent n1ammals should avoid
maintaining personal collections in disciplines maintained by
their museums.
3. Curators should avoid housing personal collections on museum
property.

VI. Appraisals
Curators should prepare appraisals of man1mals only for
internal use at their institution.
2. Curators should never appraise itell1S for outside interests,
including for donors of itenls.
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VII. Responsibilities
1. Curators are expected to perform research on the col1ections.
2. Teaching, lecturing, and writing are professional responsibilities of curators.
3. Curators may at times do professional outside consulting
concerning mammals, but they must be certain that they are
not in conflict with their home institutions or that they are not
detracting from their primary position.
4. The ownership of the results of the curator's scholarly activities (manuscripts, books, art work, etc.) may be in doubt;
however, the general rule should be that items resulting from
work done within the scope of employment and fully funded
by the institution are the property of the museum.
5. Curators are responsible for accuracy of information on
mammals presented to the public.
VIII. RelationShips
1. Curators owe loyalty to their museums.
2. Curators must carry out their assigned duties and function
according to the guidelines established by the institution.
3. Curators employed by the same institution should work in full
cooperation toward the goals established by the institution.

Table 2. The minimal standards for collections of Recent nlamlnals
established by the American Society oj" Mammalogists (Anderson and
Choate, 1974; Choate, 1978).
(1) Collections should be administered by non-profit public or
private institutions.
(2) A collection must have at least one professional mammalogist
who is directly responsible for it.
(3) Collections must be housed in buildings that provide adequate
protection from fire, water, dust, excessive heat or light, and other physical hazards. We recommend that important pernlanent records (such as
catalogues and field notes) be kept in a fireproof or fire retardant safe
or its equivalent.
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(4) Specimens must be stored in insect, dust, and light proof con ..
tainers.
(5) Specimens must be periodically inspected and fumigated.
(6) Specimens must be prepared in a manner that insures their
utility. It is particularly critical that osteological materials be properly
prepared. The use of dermestid beetles and their larvae in cleaning small
skulls and other osteological materials is strongly recommended, but
dernlestid colonies should be located so to prevent infestation of the
collection proper.
(7) Specimens must be arranged according to a specific plan that is
recorded and, preferably, posted.
(8) Field notes and ancillary data must be preserved as a part of
the permanent record for each specimen.
(9) Data on specimen labels, in field notes, in the permanent cata-

logues, and wherever else data are recorded in the collection must be
accurate.
(10) A permanent catalogue of all specimens in the collection must be

maintained. The catalogue must include at least the following minimal
data: catalogue number; genus; species; sex; country, continent, or
ocean of capture; state or province of capture; method of preparation;
data of capture.
(11) The collection nlust be accessible to all qualified users.
(12) Accessibility to collections by unqualified persons must be

restricted. We recomlllend the formation of separate teaching collections for u~e in basic courses, and the restriction of catalogued specilTIenS for research purposes.
(13) Loans with other institutions must be handJed in a professional

manner
( 14) Type specimens must be identified as such, stored in cases

marked accordingly, and lTIade accessible to qualified scientists. They
should not be sent on loan.
(15) The institution 1l1Ust intend to continue support of the collec-

tion at least at a level necessary to maintain these standards. Should
institutional priorities be changed at some future tinle~ the institut~on
should express a willingness to transfer the collection to another public
institution which will insure its perpetual nlaintenance.
( 16) Acquisition and possession of specinlens of nlanlmals nllist

accord with international, federal, and local regulations pertaining
thereto.
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COLLECTION METHODS FOR SMALL MAMMALS
SARAH

B.

GEORGE*

Museunl oj'Southu'estern Biology
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131, USA
INTRODUCTION

Numerous traps and trapping methods have been devised for small
nlammals over the years. The collector must take many factors into
consideration when selecting a particular method for use. What type of
trap should be used ? Is it necessary to collect the animal alive ? In
what type of habitat will the trapping be done ? What are the weather
conditions at the trap site? Is the collector interested in a particular
species, and, if so, what special allowances for behaviour, ecology, physiology, or other factors must the collector make for that species?
TRAPS

The first consideration should be the kind of trap to be used. All
traps described are summarised in Table I. When the collector does not
need live specimens, the snap or break-back trap is most commonly
used. There are three types of snap traps: the Victor rat (176 x 87 mm ;
large treadle, very strong spring), the Victor mouse (98 x 46 mm ; small
treadle, strong spring), and the Museum Special (138 x 68 mm ; small
treadle, light spring). Wiener and Smith (1972) found the Museunl
Special (Fig. I) the most effective of these three traps in colJecting most
species of small mammals. With its lighter spring, the Museum Special
is more sensitive to the presence of an animal than is either Victor trap.
In addition, the Museum Special has the greatest distance from the
treadle to the bar. As a result, skulls are damaged least often with this
trap. For the same reason, however, very small animals, such as shrews.
often are caught only by the tail, and thus escape. Foster (1945) solved
this problem by soldering 20-24 gauge wire across the jaw of the trap.
Small animals are caught under this wjre, but serious damage to the
skulls can be prevented by using a soft metal wire, such as a nickel alloy.
Snap traps are often thrown some distance when they go off ; thus it is
advisable to tie them to vegetation wjth string to prevent loss. Wiener
and Smith (1972) found that small squirrels were collected equally successfully with Victor rat and Musem Special traps. Because of the larger
*Current address: Life Sciences Division, Los Angeles County Museum of Natural
History, 900 Exposition Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90007, USA
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body size of these species, they set off Victor rat traps as easily as they
set off Museum Specials. Large squirrels and cricetines such as pack
rats require Victor rat traps, as the spring on the Museum Special is not
strong enough to kill them.
TABLE I.-A summary of traps and the animals for which the traps are best suited.
Type of
Animal 1

Live or
Kill

Size of Animal

Museum Special

Kill

Shrew to small squirrel

T, A, B

Victor rat

Kill

Mouse to large squirrel

T, A, B

Victor mouse

Kill

Shrew to mouse

T

Sherman

Live

Shrew to small squirrel

T, A, B

Young

Live

Mouse to small squirrel

T, A, B

Holdenreid

Live

Mouse to small squirrel

T, A, B

Fitch

Live

Mouse to small squirrel

T, A, B

Scheffer mouse

Li ve

Shrew to mouse

T

Longworth

Live

Shrew to small squirrel

T, A, B Nest chamber

Buech

Live

Shrew to smalI squirrel

T, A, B Nest chamber

Rose/Fitch

Live

Shrew to small squirrel

T, A, B Nest chamber

Burt

Live

Shrew to mouse

T

Multiple capture

LOBue/Darnell

Live

Shrew to mouse

T

Multiple capture

Brown

Live

Shrew to mouse

T

Multiple capture

Pitfalls

Live, Kill Shrew to mouse or mole T, F

Hav-a-Hart

Live

Squirrel

T, B

Tomahawk

Live

Squirrel

T, B

Horn/Fitch

Live

Mouse to slnall squirrel T, B

Snare

Live

Small squirrel

B

Wobeser/Leighton Live

Small squirrel

B

Gen

Live

Small squirrel

B

Prychodko

Li ve

Small squirrel

B

Macabee

Kill

Gophel

F

Scheffer

Live

Gopher

F

Ingles

Live

Gopher

F

Sherman gopher

Live

Gopher

F

Baker/Willialns

Live

Gopher

F

Victor spike

Kill

Mole

F

Yates/Schmidly

Live

Mole

F

Jensen

Live

Mole

F

Collapsible tube

Live

Mole

F

Trap

Comments

Multiple capture

IT= terrestrial species, A= arboreal species, B= burrowing species, F= fossorial species
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Some investigators are interested in taking karyotypes or blood,
which requires that animals be taken alive. Innumerable live traps have
been designed for small mammals. The live trap most commonly used
in North America by museum collectors is the foldable Sherman trap
(Fig. 2A). It is constructed of sheets of aluminium, has a floor treadle,
and when it is set, only one door is open. Sherman traps are light, can
be folded, and thus are easy to carry and set. Because animals sometimes gnaw through the aluminium doors and escape, the doors and
treadle may be made of galvanized steel. These traps come in several
sizes; the most commonly used are 8 x 8 x 25 cm and 5 x 6.5 x 16.5 cm.
Quast and Howard (1953) and Stickel (1948a), in comparisons of these
two sizes, noted a higher trap success with the larger trap. The treadle
in the larger trap can be adjusted to lighter weights than can the treadle
in the smaller Sherman. Also, because of the greater length of the larger
Sherman, there is a lower probability of catching tails in the door when
it shuts. The Young trap (Holdenreid, 1954), in contrast to the Sherman, is made of hardware cloth and both doors are open when it is set ;
this allows the animal to see through the trap before venturing into it.
In comparisons of the Sherman and the Young traps, Holdenreid (1954),
working in desert grassland, found the Young to have higher trap success, whereas Sealander and James (1958), working in forest, found the
Sherman to have the higher trap success. Holdenreid (1954) designed a
trap using hardware cloth (screen of heavy wire with 5 mm mesh) and
a wire rather than a sheet metal treadle (Howard, 1953) ; only one door
is open when it is set (Fig. 2B). Fitch (1950) designed another hardware cloth live trap with a wire trigger suspended from the roof rather
than the floor of the trap (Fig.2C). Scheffer (1934) attached a beancan to the treadle end of a Museum Special, and then soldered wire across
the jaw of the trap to fashion an inexpensive live trap (Fig. 2D).
One major problem with these live traps is that in cold or wet weather, survivorship may be significantly decreased. The traps of hardware cloth afford no protection frolll inclement weather. Nesting material may be put in Sherman traps to add insulation, but this tends to
foul the treadle and the traps must be cleaned before they can be reused. Chitty and Kempson (1949) designed the Longworth trap with a
wire treadle and a nest chamber attached at the rear (Fig. 3A). The rear
chamber may be stocked with food, water, and nesting material. In
comparison of Longworth to Sherman live traps Morris (1968) found
a slightly higher trap success for cricetines and microtines with Shermans. Crowcroft (1951) and Grant (1970), however, found that very
small mammals, such as shrews and juvenile mice, were more easily
caught in the Longworth traps, which are capable of being set for lower
weight animals. Buech (1974) designed another metal live trap with a
built-in nest chamber that, with its wire trigger, is capable of capturing
smaller animals at an even greater rate than the Longworth (Fig. 3B).
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Fig. I.-Museum Special Trap, shown set. The break-back bar (A) is held poised by
a stiff wire (B), which fits under the lip of the treadle (C). The bail is set on
the treadle.
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Fig. 2.-A. Sherman foldable live trap, shown set with side cut away. Door (A) is held open by a catch (B) attached to the treadle (C). Dry
bait is tossed in the rear of the trap.
B. Live trap designed by Holdenreid (1954) and Howard (1953), shown set. Door (A) is held open by wire trigger (B). Ends of the wire are
wrapped around the mesh to hold the trigger in place (C). Modified from a figure in Howard (1953).
C. Fitch (1950) trap, shown set. Door (A) is held open by wire (B) attached to wire trigger (C). Modified from a figure in Fitch (1950).
D. Live trap designed by Scheffer (1934). Small can (A) is attached to a Museum Special trap (8). Escape is prevented by covering the
bar with mesh (C). Trap is set as in Fig. 1. Drawing from Scheffer (1934).

w
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c

Fig. 3.-A. Longworth trap designed by Chitty and Kimpson (1949), shown set with side and roof cut away. Door(A) is held open by stiff wire (B),
attached to wiretrigger plate (C). Nest chamber (D) is attached to the rear of the trap; for storage, the trap may be put inside the nest
chamber. Modified from figures in Chitty and Kempson (1949).
B. Live trap designed by Buech (1974), shown set, with roof removed. Door (A) is held open by wire trigger. Nest chamber (C) is within the
trap. Modified from a figure in Buech (1974).
C. Live trap designed by Rose (1973), shown set. The trap is a Fitch (1950) trap (A; see Fig. 2C) with a large can (B) attached to the rear
for a nest chamber. Modified from a figure in Rose (1973).
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Rose (1973) added a No. 10 coffee-can to the rear end of a Fitch (1950)
trap (Fig. 3C) ; the can acts as a nest chamber so as to greatly increase
survivorship.
The traps described so far are capable only of single captures. Burt
(1940) designed a wooden trap with a one-way swing trap door to allow
multiple captures. It is possible to stock the trap with food, water, and
nesting material to increase survivorship. LoBue and Darnell (1958)
modified Burt's (1940) design by adding a second chamber (thus two
swing doors) (Fig. 4A); with this 4double-trap,' the possibility of
escape (a problem with Burt's trap) is decreased significantly. It is
possible for animals to gnaw out of wooden traps, thus Brown et al.
(1969) designed a simple multiple-capture trap using plastic pipe and a
stainless steel spring door (Fig. 4B). In a comparison of Burt's (1940)
trap with the trap of Brown et al. (1969), the latter had a higher overall
trap success, as well as more multiple captures.
Because of their low weight and small size, soricids are notoriouslY
difficult mammals to catch with any of the traps described so far.
Many authors (Brown, 1967; Buckner, 1955; Edwards, 1952; Moore,
1949) have found that pitfall traps are, by far, the most successful traps
for shrews. Edwards (1952) found that pitfall traps caught taxa (soricids, zapodids, and some 'rare' microtines) which were rarely, if ever,
caught with snap traps. Kale (1972) got similar results when he compared pit traps with Shermans. Boonstra and Krebs (1978) found that
pitfalls caught lighter animals than did Longworth traps. Pitfall traps
may be used as live traps (Andrzejewski and Rajska, 1972; Boonstra
and Krebs, 1978) or, when water is put in the bottom, as kill traps
(Buckner, 1955; Edwards, 1952). Pitfalls are also capable of multip1e
capture whether or not they have water in them (Boonstra and Kreb,
1978). Many items have been used as pitfall traps: No. 10 coffee cans
(Brown, 1967), imperial quart oil cans (Buckner, 1955), steel soda cans
(Kirkland, pers. comm.), tennis ball cans (Heinemann, pers. comm.),
and five pound plastic cottage cheese containers (Yates, pers. comnl.).
It is possible to obtain lids for the coffee cans aud cheese containers;
thus traps may be set out permanently and covered when not in use.
The soda cans are so small that they must be used with water in the
bottom; otherwise, most animals can jump out. The cheese containers,
because they can be stacked, are the most convenient to transit. All
of these traps are flat-bottomed, and thus sometimes may be difficult
to set, especially in rocky or root-filled soil. Robbins (pers. comm.)
fashions cone-shaped pitfalls from galvanised steel; these can be set
with much less work than any of the flat-bottomed pits require. GaJvanised sheet metal drift fences, 6 m long and 20 cm high, may be set
radiating out from pitfalls to increase trap success (Riddle, peTS. comm.).
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Fig. 4.-A. Multiple-capture trap designed by LoBue and Darnell (1958). Animals
push pas.t first door (A) to enter first chamber (B), then past a second door
(C) to enter a second chamber (D). The rear wall (E) fits into grooves in the
side walls. and can be ren10ved to allow the collector access to the second
chan1ber. Modified fron1 a figure in LoBue and Darnell (I958).
B. Multiple-capture trap designed by Brown el 01. (1969). Anin1als push
past the stainless steel plates (A) which are bent to press lightly against each
other. The plates arc attached to an aluminium tube (B) which is set into
one end of a plastic pipe (C). The nlesh (D) at the other end of the pipe is
removable. Modified froln a figure in Brown et al. (1969).
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Arboreal species are commonly collected with Victor rat traps
nailed to tree trunks. If specimens are needed alive, Shermans, small
Hav-a-Harts, or small Tomahawk traps are set in trees. The Hav-aHart trap is constructed from heavy-duty large mesh wire, has two
sheet metal doors and a floor treadle (Fig. 5A). It is available in many
sizes, ranging from 12x12x43 cm to 26x30xl00 cm. When
set, either one or both doors can be opened. The Tomahawk is
composed entirely of heavy-duty large mesh wire; it has a floor treadle
and only one door is open when it is set (Fig. 5B). It is available in
sizes comparable to the Hav-a-Hart sizes. In addition, it is foldable,
and thus is easy to transport. For maximum trap success in trees, live
traps should be set so that they are oriented horizontally
(Merritt, pers. comm.) Harrison (1960) designed a simple balance
composed of a cement-filled bean-can attached to a long, stiff wire,
which is then attached to any box-type live trap (Fig. 6). It can be used
to set the trap on a tree limb above the investigator's head and the
trap will balance on the limb without the need for attachment. Muul
(1968) collected flying squirrels by looking for entrances to nest holes,
covering the entrance with a net or plastic bag, and then shaking the
tree until the animals exited into the bag. Sonenshine et al. (1973) set
out nest boxes;
once the boxes were occupied by squirrels,
they
followed
Muul's
(1968) procedure for capturing the
squirrels.

For burrowing animals that come to the surface during the day
(e.g. ground squirrels), Victor rat traps, Shermans, Tomahawks, or
any of the other traps described so far may be set at burrow entrances
for capture. Horn and Fitch (1946) designed a surface trap of hardware cloth with a hanging trigger (Fig. 7 A). Beer (1959) encircled active
burrow entrances with a 25 cm high hardware cloth fence (circumference of 7-8 m); the only opening in this fence was a live trap. Some
investigators have used snares for burrowing mammals with much
success (Oenelly, 1965; Lishak, 1976). Rope is a better snare material
than wire because of the high rate of mortality and skin damage associated with the use of wire. Wobeser and Leighton (1979) designed a
live trap made of hardware cloth that can be set into the burrow entrance.
Several tube live traps have been designed which can be set into excavated burrows. The Oen trap (Shemanchuk and Bergen, 1968) is such a
trap and is made of galvanized metal with mesh at one end and a spring
door at the other (Fig. 7B). There is no trigger; squirrels simply push
their way into the trap past the one-way door. Prychodko's (1952)
trap is made of heavy, stiff wire and looks like a giant spring (Fig. 7C).
It winds shut at one end; at the other end a tongue of smaller gauge,
stiff wire is attached to the trap by a spring. This door can open inward
allowing the animal in but not out.
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Fig. 5.-A. Hav-a-Hart trap, shown set with both doors open. Aluminium doors
(A) are held open with stiff wires (B). These wires are set under trigger (C),
which releases when an animal steps on treadle (D).
B. Tomahawk trap, shown set. Door (A) is held open by stiff wire (B) attached
to treadle (C).
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c
Fig. 6.-Balance designed by Harrison (1960) for setting traps in trees. Trap (A) is
soldered to still wires (B) which are bent over the trap. The ends of the wires
are put into a cement-filled can (C). The trap can be Jifted on to a branch by
the can. Modified from a figure in Harrison (1960).
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Fig. 7.-A. Squirrel trap designed by Horn and Fitch (1946). Stiff wire (A) is attached
to door (8). Door is held open by hanging trigger (C) over wire (8). Wires
(D) slip down in front of door as it shuts to hold it in place. Modified from
a figure in Horn and Fitch (1946).
B. Gen trap designed by Shemanchuk and Bergen (1968). Concave, metal
door (A) is set in one end of a metal tube. The door is one-way. The other
end of the tube is covered by removable mesh (8). Modified from a figure in
Shen1anchuk and Bergen (1968).
C. Squirrel trap designed by Prychodko (1952). Heavy wire is wound into
a helix and prevented from straightening by interlacing small wire (A).
The helix winds shut at one end ~ at the other, a tongue of wire (B) is
attached so that it can move in, but not out of the trap. Drawing from
Prychodko (1952).
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Fossorial animals present special problems. Geomyids are collected
most commonly with the Macabee trap (Ingles, 1949; Fig. SA). Macabees are set in excavated burrows; when the animal pushes on the treadle
it is caught around the torso by two spikes. It is possible to file down
the points on these spikes and use Macabees as live traps with some
success. Scheffer (1934) designed a live trap for geomyids u~ing a tube
of hardware cloth, blocked at one end. A Museum Special with a trap
door attached to the bar is then set in the floor of the tube. The trigger
of the Museum Special serves as the trigger of the live trap. Ingles (1949)
modified this design by deleting the snap trap and attaching a spring
door and trigger directly to the roof of the tube. Sherman (1941) designed
a box trap of sheet metal with a hardware cloth floor (Fig. SB); the
treadle and door are similar to that of the Sherman live trap. The trap
put together by Baker and Williams (1972) is of plastic pipe (Fig. Se);
a Victor rat trap sits on top of the pipe and serves as the treadle. The
trap door is a safety hasp and is attached to the bar of the Museum
Special by a wire. All of these live traps are set in excavated burrows.
Talpids, because of their extreme aversion to any opened burrow,
are notoriously difficult to collect. The Victor spike trap is most commonly used as a kill trap for moles (Fig. 9). Without any excavation, it is
set directly into the ground across an active tunnel. As the animal
digs under the trap, it is speared when it hits the treadle. Yates and
Schmidly (1975) modified the Victor spike trap by adding a metal box
to it. The spike is removed and replaced with a horizontal steel plate.
This plate drops down on to the roof and blocks the entrances of the
trap when the trigger is hit by the mole. Jensen (19S2) designed a trap
using similar principles; once set off, the animal is contained within a
V-shaped cage of interlocking steel stakes. A collapsible plastic tube
with a one-way plastic door has been used with some &uccess for moles,
but only if the diameter of the tube is the same as that of the burrow
(Yates, pers. comm.). If the diameter is not the same, the moles wi))
avoid the trap. A few species of moles can be collected in pitfall traps,
but most species avoid pitfalls.
Trap disturbance by larger animals can be a serious problem for
the collector. Brand (1956) solved this problem by setting traps within
open-ended rectangular metal boxes. Wires are run through the ends of
the boxes at 2.5 cm intervals to keep large animals out, yet allow small
mammals to reach the traps. Getz and Batzli (1974) constructed large
rectangular boxes of hardware cloth. One end of the box is blocked by
wood, the other by mesh wide enough (2.5 cm) to allow small mammals
to enter. Live traps are set in the cages with their closed ends to the wood.
These protective devices serve to decrease trap disturbance by larger
animals, but Getz and Batzli (1974) did not observe any significant
~ffect of the devices on trap success.
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Fig. S.-A. Macabee trap shown set. Animal hits treadle (A) releasing stiff wire (B),
which releases prongs (C) that stab the animal.
B. Gopher trap designed by Sherman (1941), shown set. Door (A) is held
open by wire attached to trigger (B). Drawing from Sherman (1941).
C. Gopher trap designed by Baker and Williams (1972), shown set. A rat
trap (A) is o10unted on a pipe (B). Anin1al hits the treadle (C), which is
attached to trigger (D) through hole (E). When trigger is released, bar (F)
flips over, tightening wire (G) and shutting door (H). Drawing from Baker
and Williams (1972).
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Fig. 9.

Victor spike trap shown set (left) and set off (right). Animal hits treadle
(A), releasing trigger (8), dropping spike (C).
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TRAPPING TECHNIQUES

Placement of traps is very important to trap success and should
depend on the species desired and the habitat to be sampled. For woodland species, it is best to place traps along natural drift fences such as
logs or stumps. For grassland species, trap success may be increased
by setting in runways or, again, along natural drift fences. Desert species
are best collected by setting traps in bare areas between clumps of vegetation or around obvious dens or diggings. Semi-aquatic species can be
collected by setting traps at water's edge or on relatively dry hummocks
in marshes.
During the winter in areas where the snowfall is heavy, it is still
possible to collect small mammals. Many species are active in winter
and build elaborate tunnel systems under the snow. It is possible to
excavate the snow, and set live or kill traps in active runways found
underneath (Fay, 1960; Iverson and Turner, 1969; Merritt and Merritt,
1978; Pruitt, 1959). If the animals are needed alive, it is necessary to
stock the traps with ample nesting material for insulation.
Trap stations are, in general, spaced about 10 m apart. As some
species are more easily captured with one type of trap than with another,
it is often advantageous to set more than one type of trap at each station
(Fowle and Edwards, 1954). Traplines should be marked at the beginning and end to prevent loss of traps. It is not necessary to mark each
station unless the traps are particularly cryptic (e. g. pitfalls), are set in
dense vegetation, or have been set in a random fashion (i.e. not evenly
spaced). Surveyor's tape tied to vegetation near traps is most commonJy
used as a marker. If traps are to be checked at night, it may be advantageous to use reflective flagging or paint for marking (Lewis, 1967).
RiddJe (pers. comm.) glues reflective tape to wooden clothes pins, which
are then easily clipped to vegetation.
When using snap traps or above-ground live traps, the use of bait
significantly increases trap success (Patric, 1970; Stickel, 1948b).
Bait preferences vary between species, but the most consistently successful bait in use in North America for snap traps is a combination of
peanut butter and rolled oats (Beer, 1964; Gottschang, 1965). Microtine rodents tend to prefer raisins (Townsend, 1935), whereas ground
squirrels prefer scratch grain (Horn and Fitch, 1946). Plain rolled oats
are generally tossed in live traps as bait, as those traps are very difficult
to bait with peanut butter. Pitfall traps and traps set underground for
fossorial species are generally not baited. Verts (1961) found that carrying the peanut butter-rolled oats bait (with oil added to decrease the
viscosity) in a plastic squeeze bottle allowed convenient dispensing.
Bait rerlloval by insects can be a serious problenl, especially in warm
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climates. Getz and Prather (1975) used saturated cotton with peanut
butter warmed to 65°C, and then set the cotton on snap trap treadles.
Insects were unable to remove the cotton from the traps. Anderson and
Ohmart (1977) added dimethyphthalate to a peanut butter-rolled oats bait
(1 part dmp : 24 parts bait). The dimethyphthalate repelled insects for
up to 20 hours, but did not affect mammal catch success.
Trap success is influenced by many other factors. Rain can significantly increase the capture rate as Mystkowska and Sidorowicz (1961)
and Sidorowicz (1960) found in the forests of Poland. In deciduous
forest of North America, Gentry et ale (1966) and Gentry and Odum
(1957) found a higher capture rate on warm, cloudy nights than on cold,
clear nights. Trap success is also affected by the season. Some species
hibernate, whereas other aestivate (0' Farrell, 1974). Activity patterns
should also be considered when setting traps; some species of small
mammals (e.g. squirrels) are diurnal, many are nocturnal, and many
display a bimodal pattern of activity (i.e. they are most active at dusk
and just before dawn; Allred and Beck, 1963; O'Farrell and Kaufman,
1975). Food availability can affect trap response; when more food is
available in the habitat, capture rates can decrease significantly (Horn
and Fitch, 1946; Smith and Blessing, 1969). At low population densities, trap success will be significantly decreased. Stickel (1960) and
Kaufman et ale (1974) found that at low densities, animals move farther
from their nests than at high densities, thus offsetting some of the
effect of low density on trap success.
Many museum collectors are interested in series of animals that
include both sexes and all age classes of a species. Trap response of
individuals, however, is affected by age and reproductive status. Males
of many species are more readily captured than females because they
range farther in search of mates (Smith, 1968). Older animals and dominant animals of most species have a higher rate of capture (Andrzejewski and Rajska, 1972; Davis and Emlen, 1956; Gliwicz, 1970; Kikkawa, 1964). In comparing the relative success of clean and dirty traps,
Hansson (1967) found that most animals were attracted to traps that
had been used previously by conspecifics, but avoided traps that had
been used by non-similac species. Generally, during breeding season,
used traps have far greater success than do clean traps (Boonstra and
Krebs, 1976). For some species, young animals prefer clean traps
(Summerlin and Wolfe, 1973), whereas for other species, used traps
are selected by juveniles (Boonstra and Krebs, 1916).
Experimentation with traps and trapping techniques is recommended to maximise trap success. In addition, factors such as behaviour,
ecology, and physiology should be taken into consideration when
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preparing to collect small mammals and when evaluating the results of
the field-work.
SUMMARY

Numerous traps and methods of trapping for small mammals have
been devised over the years. The trapper must take many factors into
consideration when selecting a particular method for use : the type of
trap, whether or not the animals are needed alive, the habitat and weather
conditions at the trap site, whether or not a particular species is of interest,
and what special allowances for behaviour, ecology, physiology, or other
factors must be made for that species.
For terrestrial mammals, several snap traps are in common use
There are many live traps; some are capable of multiple capture, others
have nest boxes built in to increase survivorship. Pitfall traps increase
the capture rate of animals too small to set off snap or conventional live
traps. Pitfalls can be used as Jive traps, or when filled with water, as kill
traps. Arboreal species are generally collected with snap or conventional
live traps set in trees. Some fossorial species can be captured with pitfall
traps. Special spike traps have been designed to kill fossorial animals
in their burrow systems. For live capture, there are several tube-type
traps that are set in underground burrow systems.
Trap stations are, in general, well spaced. It is often advantageous
to set more than one type of trap at each station to compensate for
species-specific trap preference. Trap1ines shou1d be marked to prevent
loss of traps. Trap success is influenced by many factors, including
temperature, cloud cover, rainfall, food availability, time of day, season,
trap placement, and bait usage. Trappability of various species can be
affected by activity cycles, density, sex and/or age of individuals, dominance hierarchies, and trap odor. All these factors should be considered
when setting traps and evaluating the results.
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COLLECTION METHOD OF BATS
H.

KHAJURIA

High Altitude Zoology Field Station, Solan, Himachal Pradesh, India

INTRODUCTION

Good collection methods ensuring a thorough survey are essential
for satisfactory taxonomic and ecological study of a group. Many species
of bats, because of their obscure and inaccessible roosts, and nocturnal
flying habits, present special difficulties to the collector. This paper deals
with various methods used by the author during collection of 24 species
and subspecies of bats, mostly in central India and central and western
Iraq. A thorough survey also depends upon a good knowledge of habits,
and particularly of the habitats, of the animals. Accordingly, notes on
the pertinent habits have been provided under each species or subspecies,
followed by the method(s) recommended for collecting, given by referring
to the serial numbers corresponding to the detail method of collection
as given under 'Material and Methods'
I am grateful to the Director, Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta,
the Director, Iraq Natural History Museum, Baghdad, and to the Officerin-Charge, Zoological Survey of India, High Altitude Zoology Field
Station, Solan, for providing faci1ities during the work.

MATERIAL AND METHODs

For the diurnal habitat, enquIrIeS to the
local people are very necessary as they are at least aware of very large
colonies of bats and other large cavities where small colonies may be
hiding in holes and crevices, though invisible from outside. During the
night, street lights and water holes attract bats for feeding and drinking
though it is difficult to collect them at such situations as they generally
avoid mist nets (Khajuria, 1979). Fruit bats have been found on fruit trees
particularly in guava orchards where they are pests. Presence of faeces
may indicate roosts of bat. However, quite often, they show only temporary nocturnal feeding porches where bats rest periodically during
foraging activity, most1y to devour the food gathered. A search for faeces
is a good method but cannot be used for a thorough survey as the faeces
may also fall on places difficult to access, particularly when there is a good
vegetational cover. The only good method to ensure a thorough survey
LOCATION OF ROOSTS:
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of bats in an area has been described by Khajuria (1976). The bat collectors should move about at dawn and dusk and note the direction of flight
in which the bats have disappeared at dawn and from which they are
coming out at dusk. If a bat is seen during these hours, it cannot be very
far from its roost. A few attempts of waiting every day, watching the
direction of the flight will reveal the presence of the roost. As the bats
generally live in colonies, large or small, they usually take sufficient time for
the entire population of the colony to enter or leave the roost, facilitating
their easy location. By using this method, the author was able to collect
practically all the species of bats found in Jabalpur district of central India.
Besides, this method resulted in the discovery of a new species, and extension of the distributional range of four species of bats. Of course, waiting
near human dwellings at dusk and dawn may result in strong protests at
least from the lady members of the house, in India.
If the collector is interested in a particular group of bats, one
is referred to the classification of bats according to their modes of suspension (Khajuria, 1975c) which gives clues to the nature of their roosts. For
instance, the usual roosts of true suspenders (Megadermatidae, Rhinolophidae, Hipposideridae, etc.) are large cavities where bats can suspend
themselves by the toes for long periods, while the vespertilionids usually
frequent small, narrow cavities where they can rest on all fours, in
smaller colonies.
It may, however, be noted that the same species of bat may occupy
different habitat types if protection against enemies and weather, and
good supply of food and facilities for reproduction are available (vide
notes under each species and subspecies of bat studied). They also change
roosts in search of the above facilities. A few stray individuals may be
found in places where they have entered because of bad weather conditions or as a result of mating chases. A few exceptions to the usual roosts
may be found. An important exception to the usual roost occupied by a
species was found in the case of Pipistrel/us kuhli in Iraq, where a very
large colony occupied shallow cavities on ceilings of seven dark rooms of
a ruined monument fully exposed to light. It was a permanent roost. The
place was free from human disturbances, and a nearby lake provided
good foraging ground.
COLLECTION METHODS: After the location of the roosts, the following
collection methods have been used by the author:
If the cavity had fewer smaller openings, a butterfly net was
tied around one of the openings after plugging other exits with cotton
wool. While leaving the roost in the evening, the bats flew into the net
I.
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(Fig. l). It is suggested that ordinarily all individuals of the roost
should not be collected, at least som'e of them should be left for further

observations.
2. When the roost was insid'e a narrow and short tunnel, the bats
w~re collected even during the day .. tinle by exhaling cigarette . . smoke into
the roost till the bats came out. Th,ey w,ere th,en picked up by hand or with
a pair of forceps .
3. If the roost was a large cavity, e.g., a cav,e, with one or a
few exits, the bats were collected by tying a mist net or even a fishing net
(for fruit bats) so as to block t hle 'exits in the aft,e rnoon before the bats
start coming out of the roost. During the day-time the bats can be disturbed to enter the net, but to avoid unusual disturbances due to which
the bats may leave the roost, tile 'ev,e ning collection is to be preferred.
4. Setting up of mist nets/fishing nets at places where bats have been
seen fiying, ,e.g., near water holes, lamp .. posts, orchards, -etc., has usuaUy
resulted in the capture of fruit bats as other species of bats more or less
effecfvely avoid the nets under such situations (Khajuria, 1979). An
interesting m,e thod of collection of fiying fox,es by net, for food, fur and
as a ,c ontrol measure, has been d,es{;ribed by Khajuria (1965). In this

ig. I . Hat collection Method No.1.
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Fig. 2. Bat collection Method No. 4.

method an extensiv,e cotton-twine net of ,a bout 30 metres in length and
one . .,a nd-a-half metre in width, with m'eshes of about ) 2 em sq is set up
near th,e roost (Fig. 2). The net is allowed to slide on a long 'c otton
rope. Small weights in the form of stones, pebbles, etc., are tied to the
lower border of the net, at intervals, to keep the net stretched. Each end
of the cotton rope from which th,e net is hung,is passed over a fork tied
to ,a long pole and is held in pos,ition by one person. Each of the two poles
is tied to the branches of a tree or to some other support as is generally
avail.able near the roost, to ke,ep the net at the level of the flight of the bats.
If no such support is available the poles have to be sufficiently long to
keep the net at the proper height. In the latter ,case, the poles can
be permanently fix'ed in the ground so as to be availabte when required.
The variations in the levels of flight of individual flying fox'es appear to
be restricted so as not to necess itate a very wjde net. 'T he bats in the
roost can be disturbed during the day to enter the net but continuous
disturbances may result in abandonment of the roost~ A number of
nets can b used to cov,er all dire,c tions of flight of the bats.
As soon as one or two flying foxes have been ,e ntangled in the net,
the latter 'is lowered by looseni g the sliding ends of the rope manually
so as to fa'cilitate the f'enloval of the bats immediately. If the bats are
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allowed to remain in the net for a longer period, the latter may be damaged
by their teeth and violent movements. The net is again put in position
for further use, by pulling down the two ends of the rope. In this way the
device can be used for a number of times both at dusk and dawn when the
flying foxes are in flight which may sometimes be 5.pread over an hour
or so.
5. Where the bats can be seen during the day-time and exits are not
suitable for the setting up of nets, they can be collected with the help of
shot guns using dust shots. If, however, shooting is risky because of the
disadvantageous position of the roost or if it is not allowed on religious
grounds, nevertheless a few can be collected by throwing pebbles or other
missiles. Shooting is also practiced when the bats are flying in large
numbers in the open, although the author has failed to bring down
a single one so far.
6. If neither a gun nor a net is available and the bats are fiying or
can be made to fly in large numbers, some of them may be caught
by swinging an insect net tied to a pole. A thick thorny bush can also
replace the net.
7. Less vigilant bats living in narrower and shorter cavities can be
pulled out during the day-time with the help of a pair of long forceps.
8. In very hot weather, some species of bats, particuJarly the vespertilionids, come out of their narrow roosts and suspend themselves on
walls, fully exposed. They can be picked up with a pair of forceps or can
be collected with nets.
9. A special type of roost very difficult for a thorough survey, was
found near Jabalpur city. It consists of boulders forming a hillock
covering about eight acres of land and rising up to a height of
about 200 metres. The hillock is surrounded by agricultural lands and
is about only one-fourth of a kilometre away from a small railway station.
It is well-covered over by earth and overgrown with herbs, shrubs and a
few trees, except a portion of about 5,000 square metres in area on the
northern face, which presents a bizzare appearance, being a confusion
of disorderly huge granite boulders some of which have dimensions reaching up to 40 metres. The spaces among the boulders take the form of
countless zigzag caves and crevices of various dimensions ramifying in
the interior of the hillock up to a depth of about 50 metres. These caves
and crevices, some of which are too narrow for investigation, have several
openings through which the bats can leave or enter, thus making their
capture very difficult. The temperature, light ~nd humidity vary considerably in different parts of the interior of the hillock. The bats shift to different parts of the caves in different seasons. They were found in deeper
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parts in severe winter and summer. Only five species could be collected
from here using all the above methods, but apparently more were
present.
PRECAUTIONS: Although bats have not finally been proved to be the
agents for spreading any serious disease to man or to his livestock in India
or Iraq, they continue to be good suspects, particularly in the case of rabies
and leptospirosis. Immunizat!on of the collector is strongly recommended. In addition to paper masks, it is advisable to use some sort of nasal
plugs. Cotton soaked in some harmless antiseptic chemicals such as a weak
solution of 'Dettol' or 'Septol' may serve the purpose very well. This will
help avoiding the foul smell of the roost as also any viral exhaling of bats
particularly when they are being removed alive from nets and there is a
possibility of their breath entering the collector's body through his
mouth or nostril. While collecting Pipistrellus kuhli in Iraq, the author
always felt strong congestion in the back of the neck during the removal
of live bats from the net with his face close to that of the bat. The congestion was removed after inhaling ~Septol' vapours and applying it in the
nasal passages. Khajuria (1975a) has described the habit of urination of
several species of Indian bats. Rasweiler (1977) has given a good review
of the precautions to be taken while handling bats.

NOTES ON

THE

BATS COLLECTED

The following notes concern habits and habitats of bats pertinent to
their methods of collection (indicated by serial numbers corresponding
to those given under 'Collection Methods'). The habitat given is either
in central India (abbreviated as ('C.l.') or in central and western Iraq
(indicated by the word ~Iraq'). A colony of 50 or less individuals has been
regarded as a snlall colony while a colony of more than 50 individuals has
been regarded as a large one.

Fanlily PTEROPODIDAE
Rousellus leschenaull i leschenaull i (Desmarest)
It was occasionally found in ruined temples (large colony) or in
tenlples under worship (snlall colony), surrounded by custard apple
(Annona squal11osa) and \\Iood apple (Aegle Inarn1elos) trees near the Narl11ada river (C.L). This bat is sensitive to disturbances and to cold. 3,4,5.

A sillall colony of this fruit bat was also found under a snlall bridge
}n Darjiling district, West Bengal.
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2. Pteropus giganteus giganteus (Brunnich)
It was found on shady tall trees but not on the thorny ones (C.l.).
The pregnant females appear to leave the roost for some better place,
during parturition. 4, 5.
3. Cynopterus sphinx gangeticus Andersen
It was met with in two different habitats in two far off localities, the
undersurface of the fronds of palmyra palms and ceiling of a corridor,
hanging in small separate clusters. They were not sensitive to noise. 4, 5.

Family

RHINOPOMATIDAE

4. Rhinopoma hardwickei hardlt'ickei Gray
It was found in large cavities, either dark or well-lighted (C .J.,
Iraq). 3, 4.
5. Rhil1opoma microphyllum microphyl/um (Brtinnich)
In Iraq, it was met with only at one place, in a large cavity (an artificial cave) near a river. 3. 4.

Family

EMBALLONURJDAE

6. Taphozous longimanus longimanus Hardwicke
It is very specific in habitat selection. In and around Jabalpur city
(C.I.), large colonies were found under the drooping fronds of palmyra
palms. A few smaller colonies each of less than half-a-dozen individuals
were found on the ceiling of a corridor. In the adjoining district, it occupied a very peculiar habitat. Here a colony of about 50 individuals was
found in an extensive slit (2 m by 4 cm) having a depth of about 13 m,
running vertically in the middle of a concrete pillar of a bridge on
Narmada river. Most of the bats Were well exposed and some of them
were only about a metre above the surface of the water. 5.
7. Taphozous melanopogon melanopogon Temminck
It was met with in larger cavities (ruined tenlples and a church) and
smaller cavities in between granite boulders in Jabalpur district (C.1.). 3,5.
8. Taphozolls theobaldi seca1us Thomas
This bat was collected from small boulder caves along with T
nzelanopogon from which it is difficult to distinguish in the field. 3,5.

/11.

9. Taphozous nudh'en1ris kachhel1sis Dobson
This bat was found to be a permanent resident of a deep fissure on
a rocky hillock near Jabalpur city (C .1.). Sonle individuals were also
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found occasionally on the ceiling of a church and in the well-lighted boulder caves (C.I.). 3, 5.
10. Taphozous nudiventris magnus Wettstein
In Iraq, this bat lives in deep rocky fissures. Individuals were also
seen in ruined buildings. 3, 5.

Family

MEGADERMATIDAE

1I. Megaderma lyra lyra E. Geoffroy
It is indifferent to the selection of diurnal habitat and has been found
in small and large colonies in well-lighted, ruined buildings, soapstone
mines, just away from direct sunlight, dark or well-lighted caves and in
deserted buildings, etc., but always near a water source (C.I.). 3, 5.

Family

RHINOLOPHIDAE

12. Rhinolophus lepidus lepidus Blyth
It appears to prefer dark and quiet roosting places, natural or artificial, near water source, and lives in small colonies. 3, 5.
13. Rhinolophus mehelYi Matschei
It has been found in small and large colonies in dark sink-holes
near water, in Iraq, only during spring and fall.

Family

HIPPOSIDERIDAE

14. Hipposideros lankadiva unitus Andersen
Dilapidated corridors of a temple under worship near a large tank
were inhabited by a large colony (C.I.). 3, 5.
15. Hipposideros fulvus fulvus Gray
It was found near Jabalpur city (C.I.) in small or large colonies, in
the darker parts of two caves situated on a hillock. 3, 5, 6.
16. Hipposideros durgadasi Khajuria
It occurs with H. f fuh'us and in a habitat described under serial
number 9 (,Collection Methods'). 3, 5, 6, 9.
17. Asellia tridens tridens (Geoffroy)
In Iraq, large colonies of this bat inhabit ruined buildings and caves
near water. 3, 5.
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VESPERTILIONIDAE

18. Myotis peshwa Thomas
It was found in small colonies on the under-surface of palmyra palm
fronds, in holes of buildings and on the under-surface of a bridge. 1, 3, 5, 6.

Myotis capaeeinii (Bonaparte)
In Iraq, a small permanent colony of this bat was found in an extensive dark sink-hole, with some water at its end. 3.
19.

20. Pipistrellus coromandra coromandra Gray
Any dark hole, crevice, or a crack may be inhabited by this species
(C.I.). 1, 2.
21. Pipistrel/us mimus mimus Wroughton
Same as in the previous species.
22. Seotozous dormeri Dobson
Same as in the previous species.
23. Seotophilus kuhli kuhli Leach
In Jabalpur district (C.I.), large colonies of this bat inhabit drooping
fronds of palmyra palms. 5.
24. Scotophilus heathi heathi Horsfield
Large holes below the eaves of buildings leading to large spaces
between ceilings and tiled roofs are favourite roosting sites of this bat.

SUMMARY

Methods of collection of 24 species and subspecies of bats belonging
to seven families have been discussed. The bats were collected and studied
by the author in central India, particularly in the centrally placed district
of Jabalpur, and in central and western Iraq. The bats collected are:
Rousettus I. lesehenaulti (Desmarest), Pteropus g. giganteus (Brunnich),
Cynopterus sphinx gangetieus Andersen (Pteropodidae) ; Rhinopoma 111.
mierophyl/um (Brunnich), R. h. hardwiekei Gray (Rhinopomatidae) :
Taphozous m. melanopogon Temminck, T theobaldi seeatus Thonlas, T
nudiventris kaehhensis Dobson, T l1udh'entris magnus Wettstein (Elnballonuridae) ; Megaderma I. lyra E. Geoffroy (Megadermatidae) ; RJlinotophuS I. lepidus Blyth, R}1. melle!yi Matschie (Rhinolophidae) ; Hipposideros lankadira unitus Andersen, H. .f .fulvlIs Gray, H. durgadasi
Khajuria, Asellia t. tridens (Geoffroy) (Hipposideridae) ; Myotis peshH'a
Thomas, M. eapaceinii (Bonaparte), Pipistrellus e. eorolnalldra (Gray),
P. m. mimus Wroughton, P. kuhli (Kuhl), Scotozous donneri Dobson,
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Scotophilus k. kuhli Leach and S. h. heathi (Horsfield) (Vespertilionidae).
A new method effective in thorough survey of bats of a restricted area,
developed by the author, is discussed in detail.
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INTRODUCTION

The proper preservation of bat specimens is an important consideration of all research collections of Recent mammals. In addition to being
unique among mammals, bats are often very delicate and require special
measures to ensure their care. The proper preservation of bat specimens starts in the field, when the bats are being collected and prepared
for the research collection. This paper will discuss these aspects of
preservation as they are used by personnel of North American research
collections.

HANDLING

The proper handling of bat specimens can facilitate subsequent
preparation. Normally captured bats are kept alive in cloth collecting
bags until they are processed. An awareness of problems associated with
this method of temporary storage is necessary. If a bag has seams on the
inside and the threads of the cloth are fraying, it is possible for a bat
to become entangled in the threads, damage membranes, and possibly
strangle itself. The body of an unattended dead bat will start decomposing and the membranes will become dessicated. Care shOUld also
be taken to avoid similar situations caused by overcrowding specimens
in collecting bags. Overcrowding can cause many bats to die because of
suffocation and lor overheating. Furthermore, overcrowding of bats
may result in "dirty" specimens caused by defecation and urination
from other bats. Ideally, only a few specimens of the same species will
be maintained in a single bag. These bags should be hung vertical1y and
should be kept in situations that will protect the bats from adverse temperatures, predators, and possible crushing. Greenhall and Paradiso
(1968) have commented on a variety of holding cages that may be used
instead of cloth bags.
Any sampling technique has bias and, for that reason, it is necessary
to become familiar with and implement different approaches to capture
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bats. The following summary will provide insight to existing techniques,
so that a greater representation of a bat fauna can be obtained.
Prior to the use of Japanese mist nets, acquiring specimens of bats
was greatly dependent on locating roost sites. Good sources for roosting
are available from Greenhall and Paradiso (1968), Dalquest and Walton
(1970), Tuttle (1976),and Kunz (1982), but roosts are generally associated
with vegetation such as hollow trees, broadleaf foliage, palm fronds,
holes of trees, under loose tree bark, inside rotting snags or tree stumps,
inside unfurled banana leaves, and among exposed roots of riparian
trees. Buildings may shelter bats under roofs, rafters, eaves, and corrugated metal roofing shingles. Bats may also roost behind tiles and shutters, or inside walls, towers, and elevated floors. Bridge trusses offer
sites for some types of bats. Other habitats include mines, sewers, culverts, tunnels, caves, crevices, flat rocks, and fissures. Brosset (1966),
Greenhall and Paradiso (1968), and Tuttle and Stevenson (1978) discuss
the partitioning of microhabitats within caves in relation to light, temperature, and humidity. Other specific roosts include mammal burrows
and arboreal termite nests. A number of neotropical fruit bats will construct roost sites by manipulating palm and Heliconia leaves. Tylonycteris
roost inside the internodal cavities of bamboo.
The collecting of bats in roosting sites include capture by hand,
long forceps (or equivalents), hand nets, and special collecting bags on
long poles. These and other approaches are discussed by Rosevear
(1965), Greenhall and Paradiso (1968), Barbour and Davis (1969), and
Tuttle (1976). The use of smoke to force bats from tree hollows can be
productive, but the collector must seal other exits and use care to prevent
a fire.
Anthony (1931) and Tuttle (1976) discuss the use of firearms to
collect bats. The use of a .22-caliber pistol and long rifle dust shot to
collect at roosts is recommended. For ranges greater than 4 to 9 m,
one can use dust shot in a .32 or .410-caliber auxiliary barrel for larger
gauge shotguns. Firearms may also be used for collecting specimens in
flight. In this case, it is suggested to shoot the bats over water or an
open field for easier retrieval. When collecting bats with firearms, it is
also recommended that equipment for care of the specimen be used at
the collecting site. This might include small cloth bags, cotton, and
absorbants to minimise bleeding and other physical damages to the skin
and bones.
In the early 1900's, Lyman (1926) constructed a small net made
from material used for insect hand nets, while Jackson (1926) reported
that ordinary gill-nets could capture bats. Linen trammel nets from
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Italy were found to improve bat collecting and withstand damage in the
tropics (Van Tyne, 1933; Sanborn, 1936).
When the Japanese silk mist net was introduced to North American
bird banders in 1947 (Greenlaw and Swinebroad, 1967), mammalogists
quickly adapted these nets for collecting bats (Dalquest, 1954). These
nets proved successful because the fineness of the netting allowed the
capture of greater numbers of bats and greater diversity of species, many
of which were difficult to acquire by other methods.
Mist nets are now constructed from nylon, monofilament nylon,
and terylene. The webbing of nylon or terylene is cut about 20 per cent
larger than the frame produced by several horizontal support and vertical
end support cords (Bleitz, 1970). The horizontal cords or shelf strings
support the loose "pockets" of webbing. Each self string terminates
with loops of heavy cord, which provide a means of attaching the net
to supports (Fig. 1). The most widely used mist nets have four or five
"pockets" and are 6, 10, 12, 14, and 20 m wide and 2.3 or 3.3 m high.
The webbing preferred for bats is constructed of 38 mm mesh made of
50 denier, 2-ply black nylon thread.
Handley (1968) and Bleitz (1970) provide good accounts for erecting,
handling and caring for mist nets. Nets are usually supported at each
end by poles. Reasonably straight, uniform, and stiff saplings can also
be used. The height of the pole will depend on the height of the net.
Metal poles or wooden poles with metal ferrules are convenient for
driving the poles into firm ground. Dehaven (1969) presents an example
of a telescoping pole arrangement to hoist nets up to 6.7 m. Sections of
metal poles with wooden or metal dowels at one end can be stacked by
inserting the dowel end of one pole into the open end of another pole.
The nets are stretched taut between the poles. The poles are held erect
by cords that are tied to stakes, vegetation, rocks, and other stationary
objects. The base of the poles can also be supported with rocks or forked
sticks in situations where tying is not possible.
Bats that do not detect the net strike it and fall in a "pocket" created
from the excess webbing. The bats entangle themselves further in the
net when they struggle. Captured bats should be removed as soon as
possible in order to prevent damage to both the net and the bat. The
tautness of the net should be loose enough so that bats cannot struggle
free or bounce off. Holes in the webbing should be repaired to prevent
bats from passing through the net.
In the forest habitat conventional mist nets can be hoisted from
ground level positions to higher levels for co1lecting purposes (Greenlaw
and Swinebrod, 1967; Handley, 1967; Humphrey et al., 1968; Bleitz,

..-----

-----

Fig. I.-Mist nets are set between vertical poles so that the supporting lines are taut, yet spaced to allow the net to sag at
each level. It is possible to use a single pole for two nets set in tandem.
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1970; Whitaker, 1972}. Aerial nets involve the use of support and guy
lines that pass over branches, high in the forest canopy, and are tied off or
anchored at ground level. An arrangement of nylon net lines strung
through pulleys (brass or stainless steel rings) increases the efficiency
of lowering the nets to the ground for the retrieval of bats. These elevated

Fig. 2.-The bat trap consists of two parallel frames that support a series of fine vertical wires. Bats fly into the trap and are caught in the space between the two
frames. Because the bats can not fly in this space and there is nothing to
grab on to, they fall down into a plastic bag that funnels them down into a
collecting cage.
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nets can also be adapted to non-forest situations. Oejonghe and Cornuet (1983) implemented an aerial net rig at 2460 meters in the northern
French Alps for bird migration studies. Bleitz (1970) recommends aerial
nets over the face of cliffs.
Constantine (1958, 1967) first devised the 'bat trap' for collecting
large series of bats, such as Tadarida. The bat trap captures bats as they
fly into a grid of parallel wires, slide down along the wires, and fall into
a receptacle at the bottom of the framework (Fig. 2). This trap consists
of a rectangular aluminium frame (5 m x 3.3 m) that supports vertical
stainless steel wires (0.03 cm). Three one-meter-side lengths compose the
single face of strung wire. Each wire is attached to a coil spring on an
angle iron fixed to the top of the frame. The tension for each of the
three gribs of wire is adjusted through a 20 cm turnbuckle, which fastens
the bottom angle iron to the frame. A smooth plastic-lined cloth
funnels bats down into a collecting cage.
Smaller variations in the bat trap, including a collapsible and
more portable version, were used to capture insectivorous bats in open
habitat, from roosts in buildings (Constantine, 1958), and from cave
entrances (Constantine and Villa-R., 1962 ; Constantine, 1969). Hamilton-Smith (1966) also describes a portable trap made of aluminium
tubing and strung with nylon line.
Tuttle (1974a, 1974b) devised and tested an improved Constantine
bat trap in an effort to capture the highly manoeuverable vespertilionids
and emballonurids. The Tuttle trap employs two frames (2m by 1.7m)
with wires supported by telescoping legs. The tension of all wires is
adjusted at the top of each frame. Light monofilament nylon line
can be used in place of wire (M. D. Tuttle, pers. comm.). Proper
adjustment of the trap frames and wires is essential (Tuttle, 1974b).
Tautness of the wires should be proportional to the speed of the bats,
adjusted so they are barely tight. When bats escape by bouncing off,
wires should be loosened; when bats pass completely through the trap,
wires on both frames should be tightened. Many phyllostomid bats
are captured when the spacing between wires on each frame is two
centimetres or less (Tuttle, 1974a). Modification of spacing to larger
than two centimetres increases the capture of vespertilionids. Spacing
the wires of the two frames 7.6 cm seems to reduce the chances of bats
passing through the trap. Traps are best suited in narroW passages
along streams, trails, and openings to roost sites. The outline of the
trap should be camouflaged with vegetation or pieces of foam rubber,
so the bats cannot detect the shape of the trap.
Greenhall and Paradiso (1968) summarise a variety of procedures,
other than mist nets and traps" for collecting bats from building roosts.
These include Htrap roosts" (Griffin, 1934), Htunnel nets'" (Griffiin,
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1940), plastic funnel traps (Davis, 1961), and "hopper traps" (Davis
et 01., 1962). All are designed to capture bats as they roost or as they
exit from roost sites.
There are unusual approaches, or accidents, that have captured
bats. Borell (1937) and Rausch(1946) have used a fine wire stretched from
2.5 to 3.8 cm over water. When bats fly low to drink, they hit the wire
and fall into the water The bat is retrieved as it swims to the edge of the
water. Bats have also been collected in insect light traps (Wilson, 1965);
Antrozous pallidus have been snap-trapped (Huey, 1936 ~ Killpack and
Goates, 1963); Glossophaga and Carollia were captured in mouse traps
baited with banana (Hall and Dalquest, 1963); Lasionycteris was
captured in a snap trap baited with cheese (Bartzsch, 1956) ; Glossophaga,
Anoura, and Lasiurus were caught in mouse traps hanging over a pile
of raw sugar (Good win, 1934). Cries of a trapped M yot is lucifugus
apparently attracted others to enter an open jar, from which they were
unable to escape (Hitchcock. 1963). Pine and Duncan (1975) summarised
reported impalements of bats on barb wire fences and burdocks, besides
an unusual capture on flypaper. Electric cables have been used near
fruit trees to electrocute fruit bats (AJlen, 1939; Rosevear, 1965). Some
bat species can be attracted to the mist nets in response to distress calls
from captive conspecifics or from mimic calls produced by the bat collectors themselves or with the aid of mechanical devices.
PRESER V ATION

The methods used for preserving bat specimens have received considerable attention flom ma.ny authors (Anderson, 1965; Anon., 1982,
undated ; Anthony, 1931; Barbour and Davis, 1969; Bis\vas, 1968;
British Museum (Natural History), 1968; DeBIase and Martin, 1981;
Hall, 1962; Knudsen, 1966; Nagorsen and Peterson, 1980; Primrose,
1936; Rosevear, 1965; Setzer, 1968; Smithers, 1973b; Villa-R., 1966;
and Wagstaffe and Fidler, 1968). Specimens of bats are usually preserved as skin and skull, skeletal material only, or in fluid.
Data documentation is one of the most important aspects of specimen preparation. Complete locality records and dates are absolutely
necessary. If it is possible to determine the sex of the specimen by external examination, it should be noted and recorded. Standard measurements (total length, length of tail vertebrae, length of hind foot, and
length of ear from notch) are taken in millimetres and recorded in the
notebook and on the skin tag of the specimen. Total length is taken
from the tip of the nose to the last vertebrae, with the specimen lying
on its back against the rule. The length of tail vertebrae is taken frorn
the dorsal side of the specimen with the tail positioned perpendicular
to the body. The rule is placed at the base of the tail and then used to
measure the distance to the last vertebrae. When measuring the total
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length of the tail vertebrae, one must be aware that some species have
reduced tails enclosed in the uropatagium, resulting in a specimen that
appears not to have a tail. Careful examination is always required.
The length of the hind foot is usually measured from the heel to the end
of the claw of the longest digit. It is recommended to take this measurement by bending the ankle to expose the heel. The length of the ear is
usually measured from the notch to the longest point of the pinna.
There are other external measurements that are occasionally taken.
For instance, some references (Anderson, 1965; Anthony, 1931) suggest
measuring the length of the ear from the crown. The length of the tragus
(measured from the base to the tip) is a measurement that may be useful for identification purposes (Anderson, 1965; DeBIase and Martin,
1981; Nagorsen and Peterson, 1980). Anderson (1965) and Wagstaffe
and Fidler (1968) suggest illustrating the shape of the tragus on the
specimen tag. If possible, accurate weights (in gramme) of the specimens
should be recorded. Other measurements such as forearm length are
sometimes recommended (Anon., 1982; DeBIase and Martin, 1981;
Nagorsen and Peterson, 1980; Rosevear, 1965; Smithers, 1973a) for
the sake of field identifications. Wing length and wing breadth have
also been described (Anon., 1982). Others (Barbour and Davis, 1969;
Nagorsen and Peterson, 1980) have mentioned the use of wingspan.
Any measurements other than standard measurements (total length,
tail, foot and ear) should be clearly indicated as to what they represent
to avoid confusion to other investigators. If a measurement is not taken
for some reason, an "X" (not "0") should be used to indicate the omission
of that measurement. Some investigators (Anon., 1982; Barbour and
Davis, 1969) ad vocate brief documentation of habitat on the tag. Others
(Hall, 1962; Nagorsen and Peterson, 1980 ; Rosevear, 1965) prefer such
information be provided in more detail in the field notes.
The precise methods used for preparing bat specimens will vary
from institution to institution, and even from preparator to preparator
within the same institution. The primary objectives to keep in mind for
any method used are I) to Provide the best long-term preservation for
the specimen, and 2) to prepare the specimen in a manner that will expose
distinguishing characters and all parts (particularly appendicular osteological parts) for measuring purposes. Both of these objectives can be
met with little effort.
Skin and Skull Preparations
The use of water for cleaning a specimen should be held to a minimum (Rosevear, 1965). The specimen should be cleaned and dried
with an absorbant of the preparator's choice. The use of various absorhants has been described in the literature. These include hard wood
sawdust, cornmeal (Hall, 1962), magnesium carbonate (British Museum
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Natural History, 1968), magnesium oxide (Biswas, 1968), sodium fluosilicate (Smithers, I 973b), borax (Rosevear, 1965), and others. The authors
are aware of problems associated with some of these absorbants and
are not prepared at this time to recommend any particular kind.
The skin is next removed from the specimen. This is done by making
a midventral incision at the abdomen, being careful not to open the
abdominal cavity or sever diagnostic sexual organs. The pelvis is pushed
through the opening of the skin, and the tail (if present) and femurs
are cut next to the pelvis. This will remove those parts from the carcass, but leave them remaining in the skin. Next, gently slip the skin
over the body of the bat until the humeri are exposed. The humeri
are cut next to the body and left attached to the skin. The skin is gently
slipped over the shoulders, neck, and onto the head. When the base of
the ears are exposed they should be carefully cut as close as possible to
the skull. After the ears have been disconnected from the skull, carefully slip the skin to the level of the eyes. Extreme care is requjred to
disconnect skin around the eyes from the skull. Damage to cranial
parts, such as supraorbital processes (for example, Emballonuridae
and Pteropodidae) and zygomatic arches, is to be particularly avoided.
The skin around the eye should be removed without cutting the eyelid.
Next, the skin is pulled over the rostrum, making it possible to expose
the mouth cavity and remove the skin around the lower jaw. The final
point of attachment of the skin is at the end of the rostrum. Extreme
care is again required to avoid damaging the cranium. Some bats (for
example, Rhinolophidae and Hipposideridae) have delicate protruding
premaxillary bones and incisors. These bones as well as nasal bones
are easily damaged if care is not taken in removing the skin.
Whe,1 the skin is removed, extraneous tissues should be removed
from the skin to facilitate quicker and more even drying. This includes
the removal of fat, glands (mammary, facial, pectoral, and anal glands,
if present) and muscle tissue from the humeri and femurs. When removing tissues, avoid excessive stretching of the skin. For very large specimens, it may be advisable to remove muscle tissue from the forearm.
If this is not done, it may be necessary to inject the muscle tissue with
formalin, at a later stage of preparation, to prevent decomposition. It
is conceivable that the decision to leave or remove massive muscle tissue
from the forearm could have an effect on the forearm measurement
after drying, but we do not know of any studies to verify this possibility
so that one method could be recommended over the other.
After the skin is carefully removed from the carcass, the skull should
be partially cleaned and promptly labelled. DeBIase and Martin (1981)
caution against damag~ng the occipital condyles during this process.
The tag with the preparator's initials, field number, and the sex of the
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specinlen, is strung through the lower jaw, and loosely, but securely,
tied, preferably using a square knot (DeBIase and Martin, 1981). Cleaning of the skull usually involves removing the brains, eyes and tongue.
The brains may be expelled by gently breaking up the brain tissue and
forcing water into the brain cavity with a syringe. Finally, the skull is
placed in an appropriate situation for safe drying, that is, safe from loss,
mechanical damage, scavangers, insect pests, mildew, and masceration.
After extraneous tissues have been removed from the skin, the
specimen may be stuffed. While the skin is inverted, it is easy to close
the mouth and other tears or cuts (if present) by sewing. The mouth
may be closed by stitching the lower lip to the two sides of the upper
lip (Anthony, 1931; Hall, 1962; Nagorsen and Peterson, 1980; Setzer,
1968), or in the case of very small bats, joining the lips together with a
single stitch (Barbour and Davis, 1969). The skin can then be turned so
that the hair is on the outside. The wings, back legs, and tail should
be gently pulled to insure they are properly positioned. Next, a loosely
folded piece of cotton, that approximates the size of the carcass of the
specimen, ! s secured with forceps or hemostats. While holding the
cotton with either instrument, the specimen is opened at the incision
and slipped over the cotton body. It is also possible to insert the cotton
by pushing an inverted skin over the cotton as described by some authors
(Hall, 1962; Nagorsen and Peterson, 1980). Some preparators may
find the latter method a little more difficult for bat specimens because of
the wings. Once the cotton is in the specimen, the skin can be positioned while the cotton is still being held with the forceps or hemostats.
After positioning is completed, the cotton is released and any excess is
removed. The remainder of the cotton is neatly tucked into the skin.
The preparator should avoid grossly understuffing or overstuffing bat
specimens (Rosevear, 1965). Overstuffing is very easy to do because
the dorsal and ventral sides of the wing membranes can easily separate
to accommodate excessive cotton. Over-stuffed specimens typically
appear to have bare sides between the shoulders and back legs.
Before the incision of a specimen is sewn closed, it may be necessary
to add wire to the back legs and tail (if present) for support. This will
depend on how the specimens have been prepared and the characteristics of the species. For those specimens that have most of the leg bones
remaining in the skin and have an interfemoral membrane, it may not be
necessary to put wires in the legs because the bone and dried membranes
will provide adequate support (Hall, 1962). If the leg bones have been
removed, or the interfenloral membrane is greatly reduced, it may be
advisable to provide additional support with monel wire (any metal
that is subject to corrosion should not be used). If the tail is present it
can be treated in a similar manner-that is, allow the tail vertebrae to
provide the necessary support. However, for some groups of bats (for
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example, Vespertilionidae, Nycteridae, and Natalidae) a wire used with,
or replacing, the tail vertebrae can be useful in properly pos!tioning the
interfemoral membrane. For some other types of bats, it may be desirable
to sue a wire to help expose the extent, or position of, the tail (for example, Emballonuridae). The decision to use wire in preparing bat specimens ultimately depends on the support and positioning required by the
individ ual specimen.
Finally, the midventral incision is closed by sewing. Next, the specimen tag should be attached. Any final examination, such as verifying
sex and obtaining reproductive condition (DeBIase and Martin, 1981 ;
Smithers, 1973a) by dissection, should be conducted and appropriate
data added to the tag. The tag is then secured to the right leg of the
specimen. It is recomnlended that the tag be passed through the membranes on the dorsal side at a location below the right knee (DeBiase
and Martin, 1981; Hall, 1962), using fine-pointed forceps or a large
needle. This will allow secure attachment of the tag to the skin, which
is not necessarily guaranteed if the tag is tied at the ankle. Also, Use of
the latter method can interfere with pinning the specimen as well as
obscure identifying characters (for example, keeled calcar and position
of membrane attachnlent to the foot) of the bat (DeBIase and Martin,
1981). Tags should be securely tied, using a square knot. The string
attaching the tag to the specimen should not be so short as to interfere
with the positioning of the tag or potentially damage the specimen; also
it should not be so long that the string gets tangled. For most situations,
a length of 2.5 cm is a suitable distance between the tag and specimen.
At this stage of skin preparation of bats, it must be realised that
the positioning and pinning of a specimen will determine its usefulness
for research purposes, the likelihood of it being subjected to physical
damage or causing damage to other specimens in storage, and the appearance of the preparation. No matter how well, or how poorly, a specimen
is prepared up to this point, the pinning and positioning will influence
the quality of the specimen. When positioning and pinning bat specimens for drying, there are a few important points to remember for easier
identification and examination in the future (Fig. 3) : (I) The distal and
proximal portions of the forearm should be exposed so that they nlay be
measured. This primarily involves tucking the wing membranes under
the proximal end of the forearm. (2) All of the metacarpals and phalanges
should be exposed so that they may be measured and compared to one
another (Anderson, 1965; Hall, 1962; Nagorsen and Peterson, 1980).
A slight bend at the joints may facilitate measuring these bones. (3)
The attachment of the wing membrane to the hindfoot should be evident. (4) The calcar should be exposed to show its length and whether
or not it is keeled. There are two points to remember to provide protection to the specimen as well as surrounding specimens. (1) Bat speci-
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Fig. 3.-Skins of bat specimens should be positioned and pinned in a manner that
will provide protection and expose distinguishing characters and appendicular parts for nleasuring purposes. A. The wings of the specimen should
be positioned far enough forward to protect delicate facial characters during
storage. B. The thumb of the specimen should be turned down so that it is
not broken, or catch and damage other specimens. C. The metacarpals and
phalanges should be exposed for measuring purposes and comparing with
one another. D. The menlbrane at the elbow should be pinned down to
expose the proxinlal end of the forearm for measuring purposes. E. The
specinlen tag should be tied on the dorsal side, below the right knee, to ensure
the tag does not slip oft' the specinlen. F. The location where the wing nlenlbranc attaches to the leg should be exposed for purposes of identification.
G. The presence (or absence) of a keeled calcar should be evident for purposes of identification.
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mens should never be positioned with either wing extended. This practice serves no practical purpose. Such specimens require four to six times
the storage space normally required and the wings are very likely to
receive physIcal damages such as torn membranes and broken bones
(Anderson, 1965; Knudsen, 1966; Wagstaffe and Fidler, 1968). Furthermore, measurements of the forearm cannot be taken in the same
manner as those specimens with folded wings, thus causing another
variable in data documentation. (2) The thumb of the bat should always
be turned down and pinned beside the next digit (Anthony, 1931; Hall,
1962). If left extended it is subject to breakage or catching and tearing
other bat specimens. Finally, an effort should be made to make symmetrical specimens that can easily be stored in standard storage situations.
The pinning of the specimen starts by placing the bat ventral side
down and placing a pin in each wing near the wrist. These pins should
be spaced slightly wider than the body and should be equidistant from,
and form a line perpendicular to, the long axis of the specimen. Next,
the forearms are aligned more or less parallel to the long axis of body,
perhaps converging slightly at the proximal ends. A pin is placed at
each elbow so that the proximal end of the forearm is exposed. The
position of the feet will determine the position of the body. Normally,
the anterior portion of the body is slighly behind the distal portion of
the forearm. This will help protect delicate facial characters from physical damage during storage. The feet are next positioned about the same
distance apart as the wrists so that the uropatag!um can be adequately
displayed. The feet, pinned ventral side down, should be equidistant
from, and form a line perpendicular to, the long axis of the body. If a
tail is present, the base is pinned down along the midline, the tail is
extended, and the tip is pinned down along the nlidline. For specimens
with, or without, tails, each calcar is gently extended to display the margin of the uropatagium. Care is required to pin the calcar in a manner
that will show the presence of a keel. Next, the wings are positioned and
pinned. Some preparators will position the wings so that the digits
form wide arcs. However, extreme cases of this method result in more
space-consuming, saucer-shaped, specimens that tend to turn easily
in collection storage trays. When positioning the digits, one may find
a pair of forceps very useful. The first digit of each wing is positioned
more or less parallel to the long axis of the body, and pinned near the
tip. The remaining digits should be positioned so that they are not
hidden among the membranes of the wing. It may be convenient and
necessary to pin the tips of the remaining digits to properly expose all
of the metacarpals and phalanges. Finally, the thumbs are turned down
and pinned next to the first digit. A. final inspection may require minor
positioning and pinning of the specimen to ensure symmetry or exposure
of important characters (Hall, 1962). If a nose-leaf is presenC a pin
should be positioned to hold it in an erect position.
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With the specimen pinned, the next consideration is drying. If the
specimen is large and has excessive muscle tissue remaining on the forearm, drying the wing may be slow. It may be necessary to inject the
tissues with formalin to ensure preservation and facilitate drying. The
membranes, ears, and nose-leafs (if present) are among the more difficult parts to dry. Exposure to sunlight is never recommended because
uneven drying and color changes may occur. Good air circulation is
the best solution. Often the ears and nose features are deformed because
of improper drying. Methods used to minimise this probJem have included propping the parts in position. At the Thailand Institute of
Scientific and Technological Research in Bangkok, a piece of masking
tape has proved useful in drying the ears in an extended position. Although the method does have merit, it is not known what the masking
tape does to the surface tissue of the specimen. Anderson (1965) discusses the use of shellac on the inside of the ear and 'pinching and positioning the ear as it dries. Once the specimen is completely dry, the pins
are carefully removed by holding the specimen securely as each pin is
extracted.
Skeletal Preparations

Preparation of full skeletons can provide a research collection with
valuable comparative osteological material as well as being particularly
useful for paleontological and anthropological studies. Such preparations
have been described in detail in the literature (DeBiase and Martin, 1981 ;
Lucas, 1950) and involve evicerating the specimen and removing the
skin and excess muscle tissue from the bones to facilitate drying, Nagorsen and Peterson (1980) describe the removal of the membranes from
the appendages. Care is required to avoid damaging or losing small
skeletal parts, such as clavicles, hyoid bones, and bacula (DeBIase
and Martin, 1981; Hall, 1962). After the skeleton has been cleaned
sufficiently, it should be neatly folded and wrapped with thread or string
(Anthony, 1931; Hall, 1962; Lucas, 1950). This procedure will help
save space and will help prevent bones from being broken. For large
specimens, it may be necessary to remove the skull so that the brains
may be removed (see Skin and Skull Preparations). The skull is labelled
with a skull tag as previously described. If the skull is detached, a similar
tag is also required for the postcranial skeleton. These tags wilJ serve
as references to additional data documented in the field catalogue and
field notes.
Fluid Preparations

Standard preservation procedures of bats should always include
fluid-preserved material. Such preparations are ideal for maintaining
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diagnostic features of the mouth, nose, and ears. Furthermore, such
specimens allow external and internal examination that would be suitable
for a variety of research applications.
If the skull is needed for
examination, it can be extracted through the mouth opening of the skin.
Because the cranial sutures of bats are completely fused, the deleterious
effects of fixatives and preservatives to connective tissues of bone are
minimal. Methods of cleaning skeletal material extracted from fluidpreserved specimens have been described in the literature (Case, 1959;
de la Torre, 1951).
Generally data documentation for fluid-preserved specimens is restricted to the use of the field catalogue. A tag of high quality paper (resistant to deterioration by fluids) is tied through the membranes and around
the right leg below the knee on the dorsal side, using a square knot
(DeBIase and Martin, 1981 ; Hall, 1962). The preparator's initials and
preparation number and sex of the specimen are written in permanent
black ink on the tag. Other data and documentation concerning the
specimen is placed in the field catalogue.
For most fluid preparations, a one-to-nine ratio of 37-40 % commercial formaldehyde to water is used to prepare a formalin fixative (Barbour and Davis, 1969; Biswas, 1968; Hall, 1962; Nagorsen and Peterson, 1980). Because formalin is acidic, it is recommended that it be
buffered if possible. Phillips (1988) discusses the use and benefits of
buffers and other fixatives. Specimens should be fixed as soon after
death as possible. For purposes of identification, it is often convenient
to prop the mouth open to allow examination of the teeth. Generally,
the preservation process involves injecting sufficient amounts of fixatiVe
into the abdominal and thoracic cavities and into the larger muscles.
A hypodermic needle attached to a squirt bottle is an ideaJ apparatus for
injecting large series of specimens. Sometimes an incision is made into
the body cavity to allow free entry of the fixative into the body (Barbour
and Davis, 1969; Biswas, 1968; Nagorsen and Peterson, 1980). The
body with the attached specimen label is placed in the fixative. Over
crowding of specimens in fluid is to be avoided to ensure proper preservation as well as prevent physical damage to the specimens (Levi, 1966).
The amount of fixative used should be ten times the volume of the specimen (Biswas, 1968).
The specimens should remain submerged in fixative for at least 12
hours (Nagorsen and Peterson, 1980) to four days (Quay, 1974). Storage
for extended periods of time in standard formalin solutions should be
avoided, because decalcification of the bone and teeth can occur (Quay,
1974; Nagorsen and Peterson, 1980). Nagorsen and Peterson (1980)
suggest storage in fixative for less than two months will not create serious
problems with preservation. After the specimens have remained in
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fixative for a sufficient amount of time, they should be washed in clean
water to remove the fixative, and then transferred to a preservative.
Either 70 % ethyl alcohol or 45 % isopropyl alcohol are commonly used
preservatives (Levi, 1966; Nagorsen and Peterson, 1980 ; Quay, 1974).
The use of isopropyl alcohol is less desirable because it causes the specimen to be brittle (Anon., 1982). Phillips (1988) discusses the use of
various preservatives.

CONCLUSION

The preservation of bat specimens begins with proper care and
handling of the specimens when they are collected. The primary considerations in preparing specimens are providing the best long-term
preservation method possible and preparing the specimen in a manner
that will be the most useful for research purposes.

SUMMARY

The proper preservation of bat specimens is an important consideration of all research collections of Recent mammals. Bats are often
delicate and require special measures to ensure their care and usefulness. The proper preservation of bat specimens starts in the field when
the bats are being collected and prepared for the research collection.
The proper handling of bat specimens can facilitate subsequent
preparation. There are various methods and techniques of maintaining
them until they are prepared.
Details are given about preserving bats as a skin and skull, skeleton
only, and in fluid. The primary objectives in preparing specimens are (1)
providing the best long-term preservation method possible and (2) preparing the specimen in a manner that will be the most useful for research
purposes. Recommendations that support these objectives are provided.
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COLLECTION METHODS FOR MEDIUM-SIZED MAMMALS
SUBHENDU SEKHAR SAHA

Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta

Mammals range from tiny-sized shrews of c 50 mm length to gigantic blue whale of c 50 m length, and their average size will be something much larger than the largest living land animal like elephant of
c 3m in length. There is no such term used as "medium-sized
mammal" sensu stricto in the technical usages, although, often the
term 'medium-sized' is used when intra-group references are made. For
convenience, the so called medium-sized mammals may be defined to
include arbitrarily the mammals in the group-size from mongoose to
monkeys, i.e., roughly between 30 em and I m in length. In the Indian
context, there are some 375 odd species of mammals known from the
region. Of them, the following groups of animals may be included in the
'medium-sized' category:
Primates

-

all species except tree-shrews and lorises.

Carnivora

-

most species excluding
Ursidae and Hyanidae.

Artiodactyla -

only Tragulidae.

Pholidota

all species.

-

Pantherinae, Acinonichinae,

Lagomorpha -

all species except Ochotonidae.

Rodentia

-

Hystricidae, Petauristinae, Ratufa, Marmota, Rhizomyidae.

Cetacea

-

Platanista.

In the present context, however, the terrestrial mammals are the
only concern.
Zoological collecting involves 'procurement of specimen' (live or
dead), and 'preparation of museum specimen' in order to incorporate
them in a standard zoological collection for conventional studies and
researches. The first part of zoological collecting, i.e., procurement of
specimens demand a great skill and prudence. A proper planning is
necessary for any collecting endeavour. In doing so, the first question
should be 'what to collect' and this will, in turn, bring in 'where to collect'
and 'when to collect' The answer to 'what to collect' is determined by
the need of the zoological collection for the scientific investigation in
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general or for any specific purpose. The want-list should not only include the name of the species, but also should specifically narrate which
part of the animal is to be sought, particularly for the special specific
investigation. However, for general taxonomic studies the standard
zoological material in mammals consists of "skin", which includes the
entire skin with the appendicular part of the body; the "skull", which
includes the cranium with the adjoining bony parts together with the
lower jaw and sometimes with horns or antlers as the case may be ;
and "baculum" or "os penis" of some mammals. Besides the
above-mentioned material, often many other visceral parts, skeletal
parts, stomach-contents, faecal matter in the form of pellets and scats,
nesting material, and any other material associated with the animal
which plays significant role in the life of the animal are also taken as
specimens for the zoological collection, as supporting material. All these
objects that are required for zoological collection need specific treatment or preparation so that they will last as study material for future
reference and this would be the second part of the zoological
collecting.
While making plans for 'what to collect', a requisite permit to
collect specific mammals is necessary in the Indian context under the
perview of the Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972. The permit may be
obtained from the Chief Wildlife Warden or the Chief Conservator of
Forests of the State concerned. Although the Act has provisions for
collecting zoological specimens for scientific research, in practice, the
permit is generally issued to authorised bodies carrying out scientific
studies and research in recognised institutions. Moreover, only the
species listed under the Schedules III, IV, and V and unscheduled species
(if any) are ordinarily allowed for collecting. For the other species
included in Schedules I and II, a special permit is essential. Besides for a
permit for collecting for scientific research, there are provisons in the
Act for game licences of different categories issued for specific forest
blocks and for specific types of animals and also for specific period for
hunting or live trapping of some restricted number of animals.
After determining "what to collect," the next step eventually will
be "where to collect" For this purpose, the range of distribution of
the species concerned is determined first and then the suitable areas are
selected where most of such species are expected to occur. Sometimes
the area may be stretched over various administrative jurisdictions and
in those cases administrative formalities with all concerned bodies are
to be cleared. The next step will naturally be "when to collect," i.e.
which part of the calender year should be chosen. It is a very important
point because, in India different seasons of the year differ to offer various
facilities as well as difficulties. Moreover, the local sentiments and
other factors like issues concerning geopolitical, socioeconomic and
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exegencies of the land and the people may pose difficulties, if not impossibilities to carry out collecting work. Again, all the three above mentioned stages of collecting may turn up in micro-level. For example, in
"what to collect", one has to be particular which individuals of a species
are required in respect of age, sex, etc. ; and in "where to collect," one
has to look for the convenient site or location not only for encounter
with the animal but also for proper application of collecting gear and
also for recovery and retreival; and in "when to collect," the timings
in terms of clock hours is to be determined, for instance, nocturnal
animals are to be sought for in the darkness of night and so forth. A
particular species should be looked for during a particular hour of the
day when such animal is expected most in a particular site for particular performance of its activities.
For the purpose of collecting zoological specimens various methods
are applied and this is "how to collect" part of the story. This
involves trapping of animals or hunting of animals in general. Trapping
may involve live trapping or snap trapping which may injure or kill
the trapped animal. Various types of traps, both conventional or unconventional, may be applied for the purpose. Efficiency of all types of
traps, however, depends largely on the skill and experience of the trapper
in the way of selection of right type of trap, bait, site and the time provided for setting the trap. Sometimes the number and arrangement of
traps also determine the success of the trapping. For most medium-sized
mammals the live traps like cage type or box type are suitable and safe
and also uncontroversial. Net traps are convenient for timid type of
animals like hares in particular. Snares and poison baiting are often
applied for vermin species, but are not recommended. Most of the traps
used popularly are conventionally uncontrolled ones, i.e., the animals
are trapped by themselves in such traps. There are, however, many
types of traps which are controlled by attending persons from a distance.
Besides trapping, conventional hunting by use of firearms is an
important method and practiced almost universally. For most of the
medium-sized mammals, 12 bore shotgun with No.4 shot is suitable.
Small bore rifles are also convenient weapons for such hunting. Certain
precautions are to be rigorously followed while hunting with firearms.
Safety of the hunter and safety of unwanted intruder in the field
of action should be watched. Range of the shot as well as the arm
in use should be carefully judged in order to be sure to kill or fatally
injure the target animal. Careful watch should be kept on the shot
animal. Often it may take sometime for the animal to be dropped after
the shot injury. As soon as the animal is dropped one has to be sure
that the animal is dead before handling it. On occasions the animal
shot may be injured but is capable of inflicting injury to the handling
person or is able to escape. Most of the medium-sized mammals
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are capable of biting or scratching. It should be safe to keep the injured
animal pressed against the substratum by a suitable stick or apply a
few blows with a blunt instrument to kill it. Care should be taken not
to damage the skull or other delicate parts of the animal's body. Retrieval of the shot animal often pose difficulty specially amidst the thick
cover of undergrowths or in an undulating terrain. Therefore, the terrain
should be carefully studied and chances of retrieval adjudged before
shooting an animal.
After procurement of the specimen dead or alive, it should be brought
soon to the field laboratory for preservation. The hot and humid
climate accelerates the process of decay of dead animals. After sunrise,
especially when the days are hot, preparation work should be started
within a few hours after the specimen is killed, but this period may
be extended a little further during the winter or cold days. The traps
set during day-hours should be frequently checked and those set
during night hours be checked well before the morning gets hot.
In the field laboratory, the preparation work begins with the recording of the standard measurements and other characteristic features
necessary for scientific studies. An individual animal may be prepared
as a dry or a wet specimen. For wet specimen a fluid preservative is
used. Formaldehyde solution is one of the popular chemicals used for
fixation. A solution of about 10-12 % strength is prepared in a quantity
about 10-12 times the volume of the animal to be fixed. The
same fluid is injected liberally in the viscera till the fluid oozes out through
various orifices of the animal. The animal is then properly set in a container providing a suitable posture for convenient study and the fixative fluid is poured in the container to immerse the animal completely.
Sometimes a suitable weight may be required to keep the animal immersed in the fluid. After keeping the animal in the fixative solution for
overnight, the fluid is changed by a fresh solution and left for another
half a day. By this time the animal gets fixed. It is then transferred to the
lower strength of the flxative-fluid, such as 4 % formaldehyde solution,
where it may be preserved for an indefinite period. Sometimes instead
of injecting the fluid, a slit is made in the abdomen of the animal with a
sharp knife to facilitate the entry of the preservative fluid into the
viscera. Each animal thus fixed is properly labelled and wrapped in a
piece of white cotton-wool and stored immersed in the preservative
fluid. Besides formaldehyde solution, many other chemicals are
also used for fixation as well as for preservation in the fluid medium.
The conventional option is the ethyl alcohol. Fixation is done in alcohol
of 90-95 % strength and preserved in 70-80 % strength. The alcoholfixation necessarily requires a longer period and frequent changes of
the fluid. Normally three changes during 48 hours are sufficient to fix a
specimen. Although various formulae for fixation and preservation of
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tissues for histological studies are also used for fixation and preservation of the zoological specimens but this is done for special and specific
study purposes. In general, the fluid medium that may stain or change
the colour of the animal is avoided for conventional preservation of
zoological specimens.
For dry specimen, the art and craft of taxidermy have to be applied
for curing the animal to be preserved. It involves skinning, tanning or
fixation, and preparation of the mUseUlTI specimen in the form of a
"skin" In skinning, the skeletal and muscular parts of the torso of
the animal are taken out to retain the entire skin with the fur and the
external skin derivatives. The skin part is then fixed or tanned.
Along with the skin, the skull and baculum are also cleaned
and preserved as zoological specimens. The material collected and
thus prepared is packed carefully to be transported to the laboratory
or the place of research. In the tropical climate, care should be taken
to save the zoological specimens in the field and also in the laboratory
from moisture, fungal infection, attacks from injurious pests, etc. In
the field it is very important to take special care of the material collected. Again, storage of zoological specimens in the same context is equally
important. Fluctuation of temperature vis-a-vis moisture in different
seasons of the year affect very much the life of zoological specim~ns,
unless precautionary measures are taken in time. In fact, fluctuation of
temperature and moisture may create a suitable condition for the pests
to breed and feed on the derivatives of animals, especially the dry skins.

SUMMARY

Medium-sized mammals may be defined to include arbitrarily the
mammals in the group size from mongoose to monkeys, i.e., roughly
between 30 cm and 1 m in length.
Zoological collecting involves procurement of specimen and preparation of museum specimen. In planning any collecting endeavour the
eventual series of questions are : What to collect, where to collect, when
to collect and how to collect ? In the Indian context, under the perview
of the Wild Life (Protection) Act, 1972, a permit must be obtained from
the Chief Wildlife Warden or the Chief Conservator of Forests of the
State for collecting zoological specimens. Ordinarily, animals of Sche..
dules III, IV and V are allowed for collecting.
Of various Inethods applied for collecting, trapping and hunting
by firearms are important methods universally practiced. Efficiency
of all traps depends largely on the skill and experience of the trapper in
the way of selecting right type of trap, bait, site and time provided. For
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hunting with firearms, 12 bore shotgun with No 4 shots or small bore
rifles are convenient weapons for the medium-sized mammals.
After procurement of animals, preparation work begins in the field
laboratory, with the recording of the standard measurements. The
animal is either preserved wet or dry. For wet specimen, fluid preservatives like formaldehyde solution or ethyl alcohol are conventionally
used. The animal is fixed and then preserved. For fixation 10 to 12%
formaldehyde solution or 90-95 % ethyl alcohol is used and for preservation 4 %formaldehyde solution or 70-80 %ethyl alcohol is used. Before
storing the specin1ens, each specimen is properly labelled and wrapped
in white cotton wool. For dry preservation, art and craft of taxidermy
have to be applied. The animal is skinned and then tanned. In skinning
the skeletal and muscular parts of the torso of the animal are taken
out to retain the entire skin with the fur and the external skin derivatives.
Along with the skin, the skull and baculum are also cleaned and preserved. Care should be taken in the field as well as in laboratory to
save the zoological specimens from moisture, fungal infection, attacks
from injurious pests, etc., especially in case of the dry skins.
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INTRODUCTION

Recent mammal collections are valuable resources for many disciplines like systematics, wildlife, agriculture, veterinary science, medicine, etc. As a result, considerable money and space are devoted for
the proper storage, maintenance and utilisation of these collections.
In developed countries, considerable attention has been given to this
area of study. Numerous ideas concerning collection-management
have been conceived and published (Lewis et al., 1970 ; Chenhal1, 1975 ;
Williams et al., 1977). But in a developing country like India, there is
still a dearth of literature on this aspect. Except for the work of Biswas
(1968) on the preservation of mammals for scientific study, practically
nothing is known on other aspects of collection and management of
mammalian specimens, in India.
In the present paper the techniques employed in India for the preservation of small mammals in the field are discussed.

COLLECTING

It is difficult to draw a clear line of demarcation between small
and medium-sized mammals. However, small mammals, as are
considered here, include shrews, bats, rats, palm squirrels, pikas,
etc. All these, except bats, are normally collected by trapping (Agrawal,
1979) and the latter with the help of mist nets or by picking from
their roosts (Khajuria, 1965; 1977; 1979). Some are also collected
with the help of firearms. However, in the latter case there are chances
of damage to specimens especially to their skulls. Hence, currently
collecting of small mammals by shooting with firearms is discouraged,
as far as practicable.
Live specimens are killed in the field laboratory by exposure to
chloroform or other vapour just before processing. But if a specimen is
killed in the process of collecting, it is brought to the camp as early as
possible, at least before it starts rotting.
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MEASUREMENTS

Prior to preservation, the external measurements (Ellerman, 1961 ;
Khajuria, 1953 ; Roonwal and Agrawal, 1966) are taken and other data
like sex, number and position of mammae, condition of gonads, number
of plantar pads, etc., are noted. Ectoparasites, if any, are also collected.
External measurements are generally taken from freshly killed
animals before rigor mortis has set in and with the body-parts fully
relaxed. The body is pressed against a flat surface, but no stretching is
allowed. All measurements are taken as straight distances between two
parallels running through the two points of reference. The measurements
are expressed in millimetres.
For small mammals the following body-measurements are generally taken (Fig. 1).
1. Head and body length-from the tip of nose to the anterior
margin of the anus.
2. Length of tail-from the anus to the tip of the tail-vertebrae,
excluding the pencil of hairs, if any.
3. Length of hind foot-from the outer surface of the heel to the
tip of the longest toe, excluding the claw.
4. Length of ear-from the intertragal notch to the farthest edge
of the pinna, excluding hairs.
In the case of bats, in addition to the above-mentioned measurements, the lengths of forearm, tibia, foot and claw, the length and breadth
of nose-leaf, etc., are also taken.
The sex of the specimen is determined by examining its external
genitalia. In case of doubt, however, it is advisable to examine the
internal reproductive organs.
In females, the number, position and condition of mammae are
coted. These are broadly classified as thoracic and abdominal. Thoracic mammae include axillary, anterior thoracic and posterior thoracic,
and the abodominal mammae consist of anterior and posterior abodominal and inguinal. Sometimes the position of testes (abdominal or
scrotal) and the condition of vaginal orifice (open or closed) are also
noted. These give sonle indication as to the reproductive condition of a
~peClmen.

The nunlber of plantar pads in SOllle nlurids, especially in the genus
M il/arelia is helpful in the identification of different species within the
genus. Hence, particulars of plantar pads are noted in case of murids.
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Dorsal and ventral views of the body, hindfoot and ear of Rattus ralluS,
showing body-measurements.

In recent years, the baculum has received increased recognition in
the systematics of mammals. Many workers have pointed out the probable significance of this structure in assessing the relationship anl0ng
bats and squirrels. Although the baculum can be extracted from an
alcohol-preserved specimen, it is easier to take it out from the freshly
killed one. Hence, as far as possible, the baculum is taken out, cleaned,
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and preserved for future studies, in the field itself (Hamilton, 1946;
Fri1ey, 1947).
After accessioning the specimen in the field-book, a collection
number /lot number is given against it. A field-label giving all the details
like collection number, locality, date of collection, sex, name of conector, external measurements, brief description of habitat, ecological notes,
if any, etc., is prepared and kept ready to be eventually tied to the processed specimen.

FIELD-PRESER vATION

The specimens are either preserved wet or dry. At least 50 %
of the specimens of each species are made into study-skins (which facilitate the study of their colour, nature of fUr, etc.) and the rest are either
preserved wet or converted into skeletons. If per chance, a large number
of specimens are collected in a day and if it is not possible to roll the
desired number of specimens in the field, these are brought to the headquarters in the skinned condition and are afterwards given the shape.
In any case, before processing, it is ensured that the specimen is not
a decomposed one. The latter, if any, is converted into skeleton.
A list of articles required for the preservation of mammals is given
by Biswas (1968).

WET-PRESERVATION

The popularly used word "preservation" actually includes two
distinct processes-fixation and preservation. Either one chemical in
different concentrations is used for both the processes or separate chemicals are used for each one of them. Normally 10 % formaldehyde
solution (1 part 40 % solution of formaldehyde and 3 parts water) or
90 % ethyl alcohol is used as fixative and 4 % formaldehyde solution
(1 part 40 % formaldehyde solution and 9 parts water) or 70 % ethyl
alcohol as preservative. Sometimes the specimens are fixed in 10%
formaldehyde solution, but preserved in 70 % ethyl alcohol.
For proper fixing of the internal organs enough solution of 10 %
formaldehyde is injected into the abdominal cavity so as to somewhat
distend it. Alternatively, the abdomen is slit open along the mid-ventral
line to expose the viscera. The extent of incision varies with the size of
the specimen. Sonle amount of absorbent cotton is pushed inside the
abdominal cavity through the slit to facilitate the inflow of fixative.
The specimen is then given the desired shape in an enamel tray and is
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kept completely imme rs'ed in formaldehyde solution of the above strength
for 12 to 24 hours or more depending on its size, the volume of the
fixative is maintained at abollt nine tim,es the volume of th specimen.
After it is thoroughly checked that the d iiferent body-parts of the
specimen hav'e been properly fixed i.e., have becom,e st iff, it is trans . .
ferr,ed to the pres,ervative which is either a fr sh solution of 4 % for ..
maldehyde or 70 % ethyl alcohol. How,ev r if a specim1en fi xed in formalin is to be preserv,ed in alcohol, it is first tho roughly 'w ashed in
running water , sem idried, and then transferred to the latt,c rWhen the
specimen is to be fix'ed in alcohol the sam'e proced ure is followed as
for the formaldehyde preserved specirnen . The on ly difference is that
tbe specimen is kept in 90% ethyl alcohol for a longer peri,od i.e., for
two or three days, and then transferred to 70 % alcohol.

In wet-preserved specimen' , the skulls are normally left in situ tin
these are requJred for study,. n the fie ld, the speci.mens preserved wet
are separate y wrapped in absorben t cotton and stored in a large wid,e mouthed polythene or copper container (Fig.. 2) having a solution of 4 %
formaldehyde or 70 % ethyl alcohol. However it should b ensured
that each specimen has a label tied to it.

Fig. 2 : A large wide-mouthed polythene ,container,
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Whether to preserve a specimen in formaldehyde or in alcohol is a
matter of one's choice. It is seen that the specimen preserved in alcohol
decolours relatively quicker than the one preserved in formaldehyde.
However, in the latter case, the specimen becomes too stiff. Moreover,
handling of such a specimen becomes difficult because of pungent smell
and corrosive action of formaldehyde. Hence, before study, such a
specimen needs to be thoroughly washed in running water.

DRY-PRESERVATION

In dry-preservation, the skin of the animal
body and treated with chemicals to fix the tissue.

IS

removed from the

Skinning:

The animal is placed on its back. The fur along the mid-line of the
abdomen is parted. With a scalpel the skin of the animal is cut longitudinally for about 2-3 cm. It is separated from the flesh over the
abdomen and on each of the hind-limbs, with the help of fingers, until
both the knee-joints are exposed. After loosening the skin round the
knee, the joint is severed. The skin is separated all around up to the
base of tail so that it can be grasped with two fingers. Magnesium carbonate is sprinkled on the inner surface of the skin to facilitate gripping.
The skin is held on the base of tail by nails of the left thumb and forefinger and the tail-vertebrae are pulled out of the skin by the right hand
(Fig. 3A). In some cases where the tail-vertebrae cannot be pulled out
easily due to injury, etc., the skin of the tail is cut length-wise at the
place of obstruction and the tail-vertebrae freed. Freeing of the skin
from the body is continued forward turning it inside out. On each of
the forelegs, it is freed upto the elbow joint and then the joint is severed.
Freeing of the skin is continued further forward. The ears are cut as
close to skull as possible. The eyelids are freed from the eyeballs with
the point of a scalpel. Further anteriorly the skin is cut free at the nose
by slicing it through the nasal cartilage. It is finally freed from the flesh
by cutting it at the base of lips. The skin over the fore-and the hindlimbs is inverted as far as possible and the flesh over the remaining portion of the bones cleaned off. The fat below the skin is scraped off. The
soft tissue from the sole is removed as much as possible through a slit
made down the middle of it.
The lips are stitched and the skin is turned fur-side out. The blood
stains, if any, are cleaned with cotton soaked in water. If the skin is
too dirty, it is washed in cold water with soft soap. The fur is dried by
using magnesium carbonate. The skin is again inverted. Moist alum
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A

Fig. 3 : Process of skinning and rolling of a squirrel.

powder (alum pulverised) is rubbed throughout the skin's inner surface.
Some quantity of alum powder is also inserted inside the hollow tailskin with the help of a wire. Soft parts like lips, base of ears, sole of
feet, etc., are painted with arsenical soap (a mixture of 900 g soft soap,
225 g arsenic trioxide, 50 g borax, 25 g camphor and 50 cc oil of turpentine). In case of a small specimen like a mouse, the application of
the arsenical soap throughout the inner surface of the skin serves the
purpose; alum may not be used at all.
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,A t pres'e nt two methods are prevalent for ke,e ping the processed
skin. One is the traditional method in which the shape .s given to the
skin by filling cotton .. wool or saw-dust inside ,i t, and is termed as rolling
(Fig. 4). he other method is to preserve the skin flat by inserting a
piece of card-board of suitable size, inside it (Fig. 5). Skins thus pre,·
pared are called study-skins.

Rol ·ng :
A piece of galvanise j wi re of 18, 20 or 22 gauge (d'e pending .on
tbe thickness o f the tail) slightly longer than the ta,il is taken and one .of

Fig. 4 : A rolled specimen of a vole.
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its tips filed to make it pointed. Some cotton-wool is twisted around the
wire to make the structure approximately equal to the original thickness of the tail. A little arsenical soap is then smeared on it which is
now in erted into the tail-skin. 'T he limb-muscles are prepared by wrapping cotton-wool around the limb bones. The skin 's turned fur-side
out. An artificial body, somewhat similar in size and shap.e to tbe body
removed is prepared with cotton-wool and inserted within the skin.
Little w'sps of cotton-wool are ins'e rted in the spa,ces between the outer
skin and the artificial body, especially below the eye, ears, nose, etc.,
to give the skin a proper shape. After thls, the cut on the abdominal
portion of the skin is cross-stitched (Fig. 3B).
Specimens other than bats are set on a pieoe of thennocol plac.ing
the limbs close and parallel to the body, the forelimbs pointing forwards

Fig. S ; A skjn of metad, preserved flat.
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and the hindlimbs backwards. A thin layer of cotton-wool is wrapped
from the nose to the neck of the specimen so that the whiskers lie backwards along the sides, and the ears lie flat on the head. It should be mentioned that keeping the ears erect in rolled skins, no doubt facilitate
examination of both sides of the ear but is disadvantageous in storing
and there is every likelihood of the ears being damaged. The specimen
is left to dry in a shady, airy place.
In the second method, instead of making an artificial body with
cotton wool, a piece of thin card-board is cut to the approximate
size and shape of the head and body of the animal and inserted into the
skin. The fore- and hindlimbs are folded over the card-board on the
ventral side and the tail is set straight on the dorsal side. Each limb
and the tail are then fixed in position either with the help of an adhesive tape or by a loop of thread. The practice of using adhesive tape
is discouraged because the adhesive may melt and stick to the fur of
the specimen as also to those of other skins and damage them. The
dried skin is separately wrapped in a thin sheet of tissue-paper or a
piece of newspaper. The paper not only protects the specimen from
external injury during transit but also absorbs the residual moisture in it.
PREPARATION OF SKULL

The skull of each study-skin of mammal must be available for study.
Hence, after the specimen is skinned, the skull is cut off from the body
at the neck region and is either fully cleaned in the field itself (depending
on the time available) or is given a label with a number corresponding
to that of its skin, and stored in a 'kilner' jar, in 70 % ethyl alcohol or in
4 % formaldehyde solution.
For extracting the skull of a wet-preserved specimen, an incision is
made between the two jaws on both sides of the head and the skin is
gradually freed posteriorly up to the neck and anteriorly up to lips,
with the help of a scalpel. The ears are sliced off as close to skull as
possible and the eyelids cut over the eyeball. The skull is cut off from
the body at the neck region. After taking out the skull, a small ball of
cotton, approximately of the size of the skull, is put inside the skin of
the head, and the lips along with the incision are stitched.
For cleaning, the skull is boiled in water until the flesh becomes
soft. If the muscles of a formaldehyde-preserved specimen have become
very stiff, a few pellets of caustic potash are added to the water. This
softens the muscles. Care is taken so that there is no over-boiling of
the skull, which may cause disarticulation of bones. Now with the help
of a pair of forceps and a scalpel all the flesh is removed from the
bones. The thin layer of connective tissue needs to be scraped off. The
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brain is scooped out through the foramen magnum, either with a piece
of flat-tipped wire and repeated washing in water, or by forcing water inside the cranium through a syring~. The skull is now thoroughly washed
and dried. It is either tied to the skin or kept separately in a glass vial
\\'ith a label bearing the same collection number as that of its skin.
A specimen to be converted into skeleton is generally preserved in
4 % formaldehyde solution, in the field. In case of larger specimens,
the bones are partially cleaned and dried thoroughly in the sun. These
are finally cleaned in the laboratory.

PREPARATION OF BACULUM

The penis is cut from the specimen as close to the skin as possible.
Care is taken that no portion of the baculum is cut. The penis is kept
in I N solution of caustic potash for softening the tissues. The time
which depends on the thickness of the tissue, ranges from two to twelve
hours. If the baculum is not very small and cartilaginous, the penis
can safely be kept overnight in the solution. After this the adhering
tissues are removed by holding the baculum at one end with a pair of
forceps and teasing the tissue by a needle, under a binocular microscope. Thick tissues remaining attached to the basal end may be cut out
with a scalpel. The cleaned baculum is treated in 5 % acetic acid solution
and washed with water to return it to a chemically neutral condition.
It is then preserved either in a dilute aqueous solution of glycerine or
fixed dry on a cellulose acetate paper, and mounted on a pin. For
future study a label is given to the baculum. Also, an entry is made
on the label of the specimen to the effect that its penis has been cut
away to extract the baculum.

SUMMARY

In the present communication, information relating to the processing of small mammals in the field, has been embodied.
Live specimens are killed in the field-laboratory by exposure to
chloroform or ether vapour. Specimens collected with the help of
firearms are, however, processed before these start decomposing. Prior
to fixation, the external measurements are taken and other data like sex,
number and position of mammae, number of plantar pads, etc., noted.
Ectoparasites are also collected. At least 50 % of specimens collected
are preserved dryas study skins and the rest are either preserved wet
or converted into skeleton.
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The word 'preservation' includes two distinct processes-fixation and
preservation. For both these processes either one chemical in different
concentrations or separate chemicals are used for each one of them.
Normally 10% formaldehyde or 90 % ethyl alcohol is used as fixative
and 4 ~~ formaldehyde solution or 70 % ethyl alcohol as preservative.
Generally, specimens are fixed in 10% formaldehyde solution and after
thorough washing with water, are preserved in 70 % ethyl alcohol. In
wet preserved specimens, the skulls are normally extracted only when
these are required for study.
In the dry method of preservation, the skin of the animal is removed from the body and treated with chemicals to fix the tissue.
Then it is either given the shape by filling the cotton-wool or maintained flat by inserting a piece of card-board. The skull is cleaned
after boiling in water. Two separate labels having the same collector's
number are tied to both the skin and the skull.
The specimens to be converted into skeletons are generally preserved wet in 4 /~ formaldehyde solution in the field and cleaned in the
laboratory. However, in case of larger specimens, the bones are partially
cleaned in the field itself and then dried.
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DISCUSSION

Q.

What is the chemical name of rectified spirit.

A.

Ethyl alcoho1.

Q.

Is the formalin solution used both for fixation and preservation,
buffered with anything to prevent decalcification of the bones.

A.

Two to three spoon-full of common salt (sodium chloride) are added
per litre of the formalin solution. Normally, specimens are preserved in 70 % ethyl alcohol.
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Q.

Please elaborate on your experience with carded-specimens. Is there
a problem with losing parts. Is there any effort to remove grease
from cards?

A.

Carded-specimens of small mammals like rats are being maintained in the National Institute of Virology, Pune. The limbs are
stitched to the card-board. There is no problem of greasing at
least in the last two decades.

Q.

Is 4 % formalin adequate for preserving mammal material?

A.

Actually 4 % formaldehyde solution is adequate for preserving
mammal material. More than this strength will make the specimens very hard and brittle.
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FIELD PREPARATION TECHNIQUES,
MEDIUM AND LARGE-SIZED MAMMALS
TIMOTHY

J.

MCCARTHY*

Section of Mammals, Carnegie Museum of Natural History,
4400 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213, USA
INTRODUCTION

During the late 1800s and the early part of this century, the development of North American museum exhibits was in its heyday and field work
was conducted throughout the world in search of mammal specimens
for display. Hornaday (1891) provides an early account of preparation
of larger mammals in the field for taxidermy mounting. This book is
directed to the field naturalist and collector of that era. During this
period, mammal specimens were also systematically collected and maintained in growing research collections. Consequently, field preparation
techniques of study specimens were greatly influenced by taxidermy procedures. Many of these taxidermy procedures are not necessarily appropriate for the preparation of scientific specimens.
Modifications of preparation methods can be derived from a review
of the available literature since that earlier time. Anderson (1965), Anonymous (n.d.), Anonymous (1911), British Museum (Natural History)
(1968), DeBIase and Martin (1981), Hall (1962), Knudsen (1966), Miller
(1912), Nagorsen and Peterson (1980), Rowley (1925), Setzer (1968) and
Wagstaffe and Fidler (1968) are references that provide insight on both
techniques and the improvement of preparation quality. This paper
presents field preparation techniques that are suggested for medium and
large-sized mammals. Mammals larger than the size of the larger species
of North American squirrels (for example, Sciurus niger) are
considered. These large mammals usually are not obtained on a regular
basis in North America. Nonetheless, larger specimen preparation should
receive the necessary time and proper consideration in the field.
Hall (1937, 1962) established a preparation principle that should
stand as our primary goal. Although different preparators of equal
experience may use different methods, Heach preparator should constantly
strive to improve the quality of his product. The aim should be firm,
symmetrical skins free of al1 fat." Other factors concerning shape, durability, field applications of preservatives and solvents, and tanning
*Current address: Department of Mammalogy, American Museum of Natural
History, Central Park West at 79th St., New York, NY 10024, USA
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procedures are considered here also because of their impact on space,
expense, and potentially the long-term integrity of the scientific specimens
in museum collections.

MEASUREMENTS

The size range for the two categories of "medium" and "large"
which are used in this paper, depends on the size limits of the
storage facilities in the museum collection. In the Section of
Mammals, Carnegie Museum of Natural History, medium-sized
specimens are those that can be accommodated within the
quarter-unit and half-unit storage case facilities, which house all stuffed
skin preparations (Fig. 1). The inside dimensions of the trays for the
quarter-unit cases measure approximately 57.5 cm in width by 91.0 cm
in length, whereas those for the larger half-unit cases measure 144.0 cm
in width by 97.5 cm in length. As will be seen under the respective preparation discussions, the size restrictions of these cases will determine
whether the preparation is for a medium-sized or a large-sized mammal.
These tray measurements are recorded for reference in the collector's field
notebook.
Field measurements of specimens should be taken soon after death
while the body is limp and positioning for measurement is less difficult (Fig.
2). The following primary measurements are taken (terrestrial mammals):
total length, length of tail, length of hind foot, and length of ear. Total
length is measured from the tip of the nose to the tip of the last
tail vertebra. The specimen should be placed on a level surface so that the
backbone is in as straight alignment as possible. The measurement is
taken at one side of the body or along the midline of the back, but not
around the curves of the back. A steel tape is preferred by Anderson
(1965) because it is not elastic and thus the measurements will be consistent. Tail length is taken from the base of the tail as it is bent upward at
a right angle to the body, to the tip of the last vertebra. The hind foot
should be measured with the leg extended and the foot bent at the ankle.
This length is determined from the back of the heel to the end of
the longest claw, or, from the tip of the "hock" to the edge of the hoof
on ungulates. This differs from procedures of the British Museum (Natural
History) (1968) where the claw of a non-ungulate is not included in the
foot length. External ear length is determined from the inner base to the
most distal tip of the pinna (not including hairs). The ear is held in a
natural but erect position. Field weights are included when possible.
Different authors present a variety of additional measurements for
taxidermy preparation (see Anderson, 1965; Anonymous, n.d.; Hornaday, 1891 ; Miller, 1912 ; Rowley, 1925). The various dimensions listed
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Fig. ) . -Example of a half·unit specimen ,case with trays in the Section of
M,ammals, Carnegie Museum of Natural H istory. Not'e the ditl'er,enoe in
height between the flat, Icase-filled study skin!> (upper left) and the more
naturaUy stuffed specimens (rjghO (Agouti paca) in the tray .

'1

.
'

~,.

•

;

•

Fig. 2.- The four standard measurements taken from mammal specimens .
(1) tota length; (2) length of tai'l . (3) length of hindfoot ; (4 ~ length

of ear.
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are not uniform among these accounts. Should an occasion for taxidermy
preparation arise, it would be advisable for the field preparator to consult
with the taxidermist.
For direct comparisons of morphological data from stranded cetaceans, The Committee on Marine Mammals, American Society of
Mammalogists (1961) has standardised the necessary measurements.
Twenty-two of the 36 measurements are presented in Fig. 3. Wagstaffe
and Fidler (1968) discuss numerous measurements that are taken from
stranded whales in order to produce scale models for study.
MEDIUM-SIZED MAMMAL PREPARATION

Taxidermy has had a strong influence on field preparations of
medium-sized mammals (Hornaday, 1891). Two avenues were available
during the early period for the preparation of study specimens. First,
skins could be preserved wet in a salt-alum bath. This was considered
efficient and time-saving, more specimens could be obtained. The specimens could be completed later, at the museum, as dry preparations
(tanned or stuffed skins). Second, and encouraged as more suitable for
study, the specimens could be prepared dry, stuffed for natural size and
likeness.
Chemical preservation by salt-alum bath should never be considered.
Some field collectors were still preserving field skins in this manner as
late as 1937 (Clark, 1937). Rowley (1925) states that salt-brine, alone or
in combination with alum or acid, changes the texture and affects certain
colours in the hair. This causes negative, irreparable damage to the specimens decreasing their value for research (Hall, 1937). Hall (1937, 1962),
Howell (1937) and Downing (1945) expressed their reservations and
provided proof that salting alone can cause colour change. The use of
borax can make a skin, brittle over time (Hall, 1968). Consequently,
time and effort must be taken in the field to prepare dry study skins
without using salt-alum baths, salt brine baths, acid, salt, or borax.
Natural drying should be adequate to preserve the natural colour and
texture of the pelage. All fat and connective tissue must be removed from
the skin's inner surface in order to assist this drying process.
There are no known studies that assess tanning methods in terms of
their application to research collections and the preservation of the
scientific integrity of specimens (Hawks et a/., (984). Tanning may be
hazardous to the scientific value of the specimen. For example, it appears
that the keratin structure of hair is altered by formaldehyde, strong acids,
and alkalies. In addition, different tanning and storage procedures could
produce skins that become susceptible to drying, tearing, stretching,
chemical deterioration, or nlildew.
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Fig. 3.-Twenty-two of the 36 measurements standardized for cetaceans by The
Committee on Marine Mammals, American Society of Mammalogists.
LENGTH: (1) total; (2) tip of upper jaw to center of eye; (3) tip of
upper jaw to apex of melon boss; (4) gape; (5) tip of upper jaw to external
auditory meatus; (6) centre of eye to external auditory meatus; (9) tip of
upper jaw to blowhole along midline or of midlength of two blowholes ~
(10) tip of upper jaw to anterior insertion flipper; (11) tip of upper jaw to
tip of dorsal fin ; (12) tip of upper jaw to midpoint of umbilicus; (13) tip
of upper jaw to midpoint of genital aperture; (14) tip of upper jaw to
centre of anus; (29) anterior insertion of flipper to tip; (30) axilla to tip
of flipper; (33) dorsal fin base; (35) distance from nearest point on
anterior border of flukes to notch. WIDTH : (31) flipper (maximum);
(34) flukes (tip to tip). HEIGHT: (32) dorsal fin (fin tip to base).
GIRTH: (21) on a transverse plane intersecting axilla; (22) maximum ~
(23) on a transverse plane intersecting the anus. Refer to The Committee on Marine Mammals, American Society of Mammalogists (1961)
for further details.
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A study skin preparation that replaces a carcass with a filler body
of similar volume creates storage space problems and is vulnerable to
mechanical damage in both the field and the museum. Specimens stored
within bug-proof cases increase the vertical distance between storage
trays. It is more convenient to flatten these specimens so that their height
can be accommodated within the depth of the trays. The depth of most
trays used in the Section of Mammals, Carnegie Museum of Natural
History, range from approximately 4.5 cm to 5.5 cm. These trays are
placed in runners located along each side of the case, which regulate the
spacing between trays. Overly stuffed specimens exceeding the depth of
these trays are exposed to potential damage when the tray is carelessly
returned to the case (Fig. 1). Ears can be broken, the skin can be creased
or ripped, and hair structures such as quills can be broken (Fig. 4).
Preparation of medium-sized specimens as flat, case-filled skins
apparently began with a concern for preventing damage to fragile and
thin-skinned specimens. Anderson (1961), Hall (1962), and Swenson
(1954) discuss a sturdy and compact lagomorph preparation that was
designed to prevent detachment of the large and heavy feet from the
body and damage to the long ears and brittle skin. The resulting skin
is flat with a rigid cardboard body supporting the outline of the
specimen that accommodates the depth of storage trays and strengthens all appendages.
This method also can be extended to mammals larger than rabbits
and hares. Consequently, the smaller ungulates and most carnivores can
be prepared in this manner immediately in the field. Flat, case-filled skins
are promoted as a preparation alternative in order to avoid the cost of
tanning, produce research specimens free of chemical and mechanical
damage, and reduce storage-space problems.
The skins of medium-sized mammal specimens are first case-removed,
following the approach of the commercial fur traders (Henderson, 1975).
The stretching of the skin and the removal of feet are avoided as unsatisfactory for scientific specimens. No mid-ventral incision is made. The
incision begins at one heel with a scalpel or knife, cutting the skin at the
back and inner side of a hind leg, across the pelvis between the anus and
the external genitalia, and up along the other hind leg (Fig. 5). With a scalpel, work back the skin around each leg, separating flesh and fat from
the skin. In many cases, the skin can be removed by pushing down with
the thumb and fingers between the skin and carcass. Certain species such
as porcupines can not be turned inside out and it is necessary to extend
the primary incision from the tip of the tail to the neck (DeBiase and
Martin, 1981). The feet can be disarticulated at the ankles or skinned to
the claws. To prevent damage to the ventrum of the foot, it is necessary
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Fig. 4 .-Example.of speci,alized 's tructures 'Such as porcup.ine quills (£rell1i:oll
dorsatum) that can be easily damaged by candess spac'ing between trays
in the spedmen case. The preparation of Hat, case-filled study skins
helps to avoid 'mechanica;1 damage.

Fig. 5.- Example of cas s'kin incisions. Pelvic inci ion connects those incisions
along each leg: the tan incision can extend from the tail tip to the bae of
the taii lor compl,e,tely to the pel ic incision.
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to cut to either side to remove the skin. For the sake of obtaining a complete skeleton, it may be advisable to remove all the bones with the claws
from at least one side of the body.
Many medium-sized mammals have scaly tails (for example, Didelphis, Tamandua, Castor, Ondatra) or bushy tails (for example, Urocyon,
Conepatus, Eira) that need to be cut in order to remove the tail vertebrae
without stretching or damaging the skin (DeBIase and Martin, 1981).
The round or laterally compressed tails are slit along the mid-ventral line.
The tail incision originates from the pelvic incision and continues, along
one side of the anus, to the tail tip. With the legs freed, it is also possible
to work back the skin to the rump and the base of the tail before cutting
along the tail, (Fig. 5). The rectum is severed well inside the anus.
The proximal tail skin for mumerous mammals can be worked back
for a distance without the need to split the tail before the skin becomes
extremely difficult to remove. The tail is then split from that point to
its tip.
The broad tail of the beaver (Castor) is split along a lateral edge.
The skin is freed from the tail with a scalpel or knife. In some armadillos,
the tail is completely enclosed with bony rings, which must be cut with
shears to remove the tail (DeBiase and Martin, 1981). Formalin is injected into that distal portion of the armadillo's tail if it is impossible to
remove.
The body skin is worked downward towards the head. When the
hind legs are freed, the carcass can be hung, supported at spread legs or
around the pelvis (Fig. 6). This way the skin can be removed evenly from
around the body, allowing a downward pull from the weight of the skin.
The forelimbs are handled in the same manner as the hindlimbs. The
skin is removed from the head region with special consideration for severing each ear close to the base and detaching the eyelids and lips without
damage (see further discussion for large mammal preparation).
The skin is removed from the carcass with the flesh-side-out. Without
excessive stretching, the skin is positioned on a sheet of corrugated cardboard and the outline of the body is drawn and cut out (Fig. 7a). Some
collectors prefer a Htorpedo" outline tapering at the neck and head. An
outline that considers body proportions can lend a more natural appearance. Time should be spent to draw a sYlnmetrical body form. Large
sheets of corrugated cardboard need to be taken to the field. Larger
mammals with thick skin may require double sheets preferably with the
second set of corrugations perpendicular to the first.
A sturdy hardwood stick of approximately 1.3 cm x 1.3 Cffi. dimensions is affixed ventrally to the mid-length of the flat body (Fig. 7a). The
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Fig

6.~A

III

convenient n,ethod for case-removing ;a skin by suspending the
specimen (Procyoll 10101') from its hind Jegs or from around its pelvis.
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Fig. 7. - The support for a flat, case-filled study skin reUes on a body outline
of corrugated cardboard with a midrib hardwood stic'k attached to the
ventral side (a). This flat cardboard body is completely wrapped in a layer
of couon~ which is securely wound with cotton thread (b).
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length of this midrib should exceed the length of the head and body and
it extends from the nose tip (tapered) along the full length of the outline.
Sticks cut from coniferous softwoods should not be used. Monel or other
noncorrosive metal wire is looped through the board, around the stick,
and tightly fastened at two or more points along the stick A hardwood
slat can also be attached along the posterior dorsal border of the cardboard flat to provide additional support during drying.
A layer of clean, combed cotton is wrapped around the cardboard
body. Sterile cotton is preferred since it will be in direct contact with the
skin. Cardboard is contaminated with chemical impurities and is acidic.
This may possibly affect the specimen in time. The ends of this layer of
cotton meet and are folded along the ventral nlidline; thread can be
wrapped around the flat body to hold the cotton in place (Fig. 7b).
While the skin is inverted, all fat and other tissue should be scraped
away with a dull edge tool, such as a butter knife. Use with care so
as not to cut the skin. A mammal such as the North American porcupine
has a thin dorsal skin, besides quills that can be damaged. Fat
deposition can vary through the year so more effort may be needed
during one season than at another to remove all possible fat. Fat
left on the skin can eventually work through the pelt, discolour the fur,
and may even cause hair slippage. Fatty skin can be washed in warm
water and detergent (Knudsen, 1966) or the fleshy side of the skin may be
soaked in gasoline (Anderson, 1965) to remove fat and grease. Cornmeal
and fine hardwood sawdust wil1 quickly remove water from the fur.
Wagstaffe and Fidler (1968) recommend washing in soapy water followed
by full immersion for several hours in gasoline. After removing the skin,
leave it until the gasoline evaporates. Greasy fur can be cleaned with an
application of a gasoline-alcohol-turpentine mixture or carbon tetrachloride, trichlorethylene, or acetone (Wagstaffe and Fidler, 1968). Bloodstains should not be allowed to dry; clean, cool water is used to remove
blood (Knudsen, 1966). Hot water is excellent for softening and removing coagulated blood by dabbing the dry clots with cotton-wool and
combing the hair. White gasoline is recommended when gasoline is used
as a solvent. It has far less impurities that may cause hair colour change.
Similar to drying procedures used by commercial trappers, Nagorsen
and Peterson (1980) suggest that the case skin be allowed to partly dry
over a period of one day or more, while the skin is inverted and the flesh
side is exposed. Grease can be wiped from the surface with a rag. All
cuts in the skin need to be sewn and repaired on the flesh side before the
skin dries and is reversed onto the flat body. A light spray of commercial
strength formaldehyde can be applied to the cotton of the flat body to
assist drying and repel flies during the final drying.
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The inverted skin is oriented "nose-to-nose" with the flat body an
worked right-side out onto the body (Figs. 8a, b). Adjust the skin without
unnecessary stretching. Depending on the length of the legs and tailor
the size of the feet, make a decision of how you want to orient these
appendages. If the legs are long, these may be folded back on the body
ventrunl so the sole of one foot is showing while the back of the other
foot is exposed for each pair. Legs and feet should not obscure important
features on the ventrum. Specimens with short tails can have the hind
feet ar.d tails attached for support to the stick, which is allowed to
extend beyond the body. This can also provide an appropriate handle,
especially while handling specimens such as procupines. Feet and ears
are stitched to the skin to dry close to the body. The long tails of certain
species, such as arboreal examples, \\'ill need to be positioned along the
left side of the preparation, stitched to the body at a couple of points
for drying. Male specimens should have the penis severed close to its
base on the carcass and leave it attached to the skin, where it should be
everted, stitched to the belly, and dried in place.
The legs are reinforced with a heavy gauge monel wire so that they
can be bent for position and support. A small amount of sterile cotton
can be used to cover the wire. The feet can be packed with cotton if the
bones have been removed. Wires should be inserted (in those with
attached feet) on the dorsal side and extended into a longer toe. It is advisable to inject any attached feet, lips, nasal pads, or other fleshy parts with
commercial strength formaldehyde to preserve the tissues when drying
could be difficult. Where flies are a problem, squirt formaldehyde into
any opening (nasal, eye, ear, mouth, anal) so as to discourage egglaying. Gasoline may be effective also. Sew the tail incision after inserting a support wire with a cotton body. All ends of wire lengths should
be tucked under the cotton of the ventral surface. The use of a heavyduty needle for sewing will be necessary. Once the body is oriented for
drying, sew up the hind legs and across the pelvic region. The flat, casefilled skin requires no pinning during drying.
A skin label of heavy paper stock is tied to the right ankle. This contains all of the necessary field data (sex, reproductive condition, collector,
preparator number, locality, field measurements, date). It may be advisable to thread one of the label strings on a needle and pass the
string through a portion of the ankle skin before affixing the label. This
provides greater security against the label becoming lost.
LARGE MAMMAL PREPARATION

If the field nleasurements, esp~cially for the length of head and body
(total length minus tail length) exceed the preparator"s ability to make
a flat, case-filled skin, which will fit inside the storage trays, an open,
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Fig.

8. - Theinverled skin (flesh-side showing) is ofi.ented Hnose to nos _ '~ with
the flat body (a) and lis worked onto 'the body :so that the fur is rjghl ~side
out fb).
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flat skin intended for tanning may be prepared in the field. It is the desire
of some museum personnel that larger specimens also be prepared dry
for study so that the expense and the chemical process of tanning
can be avoided. H. H. Genoways and D. A. Schlitter (pers. comm).
related a method that they observed at the Museum Zoologicum
Bogoriense, Indonesia. Large tiger skins were stored untanned after
apparently being draped, positioned, and dried on large hanger
structures.
Anderson (1965), DeBiase and Martin (1981), and Miller (1912) are
the primary references for this large mammal preparation. The opening
incisions (Fig. 9) for skinning have not changed since Hornaday (1891).
The open, flat skin begins with a ventral incision extending from the tip
of the tail, up the mid-ventrum (along one side of the anus and external
genitalia), to the throat. Each leg receives an incision that cuts from the
underside of the foot up the back of each leg until reaching either the
"elbow" or knee joints ("hocks-joints" in ungulates). The incision on
ungulates proceeds between dew claws to the edge of the hoof on each
foot (Fig. 9). This incision continues to the inner side of each leg and
upward to the median cut. Extend the ventral incision through the middle
of the lower lip (DeBiase and Martin, 1981) or to one of the corners of
the mouth (Anderson, 1965). These would be unacceptable for a taxidermy preparation (Anderson, 1965). Avoid cutting through the abdominal wall and do not begin skinning until all incisions are made.
The skin of some mammals is tightly attached to the flesh,
while that of others, such as the white-tailed deer, is loose and can be
more easily removed. Free the skin from the Achilles tendon and
the adjacent portion of the hind leg. As you pull the skin away from the
leg, the leg can be more fully flexed to produce enough slack so that the
skin can be worked down over the foot. On ungulates, a scalpel handle
can be inserted between and around each of the toes to work the skin away
up to the last joint. This joint is cut and the terminal phalanx or coffin
bone is left with the hoof in the skin, unless this distal bone can be easily
removed. The incision on the nonungulate foot should not be extended
across the sole (Rowley, 1925). It is advisable to make the incision along
its outside edge, avoiding damage to the foot pads. Skin out all of the
phalanges of the foot to the base of each claw (Fig. lOa). DeBIase
and Martin (1981) leave the foot skin inverted for degreasing,
defleshing, and drying. Hornaday (1891) provides skinning instruction
for the hands of apes, which includes incisions along the ventral length of
the palm and each finger. This is apparently oriented toward taxidermy
preparations.
As a taxidermy procedure, Hornaday (1891) leaves all the leg bones
of deer and smaller-sized mammals with the dry skin. This practice has
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Fig.

10. Skin on each fOOl b rcmoved to thc claw or hoof (a) ~ the ears are severed clo e to th ir ba. e on the sk ull
(b) : the eyelids are cut free without danlage (C)~ the . kin is remoed from the nose with mo t of the nasal
cartilage attached to the ' kuU (d). The specimen is a black bear (Ur.'w,\ americawo' ,.
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continued over the years, even when open, flat skins were prepared as
study specimens. All bones must be removed in the field to prevent
mechanical damage such as tearing of the skin (Fig. II) before and after
tanning.
Skin carefully and remove all of the tail vertebrae. Do not cut the
tail if the skeleton is to be collected. Sever the rectum well inside the
aperture and work the skin over the rump. If the preparator is able and
chooses, the hind legs can be slit so that a strong stick or hooks can be
thrust under the tendons of Achilles. The specimen can then be hoisted
and hung while the skinning is completed. AlI possible flesh, fasciae, and
fat are separated from the skin. Should bleeding occur, roll the edges
of the skin with the hair underneath so that the hair will not become
bloody (Anderson, 1965). An old cloth can be used to blot the blood.
The forelegs can be freed of skin in the same manner as the hind legs.
Continue to work the skin over the shoulders and neck. If the specimen
has no horns or antlers, continue to skin the head, working back the skin
as free of fat and connective tissue as possible. Upon reaching the base
of the ears, cut these as close as possible to the skull to free them (Fig.
lOb). Bleeding may occur after doing this. Blot with a cloth or a small
amount of hardwood sawdust or cornmeal. Work the skin over the cheeks
and throat. Use care not to cut the eyelid. Insert a finger into the eye
socket from the fur side and pull the skin away from the skull, stretching
the tissues that hold the eyelids to the skull. Cut these tissues close to the
bone and free the lids (Fig. IOc). Continue to cut close to the bone in
front of the eyes to avoid cutting through the skin of the antorbital pits
(on some artiodactyls). The lower lip is cut along each dentary until the
skin is completely freed from the mandible. The upper lip is freed in a
similar fashion. With care, the skin can be removed from the rostrum
leaving most of the nasal cartilage attached to the skull (Fig. lOd).
A special incision is made on the back of the head and neck to skin
a horned or antlered specimen (Fig. 12). A cut is made about midway
on the back of the neck and extending to a point above the position of
the occipital condyles. A Y-shaped incision results when the neck incision
continues to the base of each horn or antler. The skin is cut and wedged
away from the base of each structure. It may be convenient to disarticulate the skull from the carcass so that the skin can be worked from
the remainder of the head.
The lips must be opened ("pocketed") to prevent loss of hair.
Separate the inner mucous membrane up to the bottom where the skin
folds inside the mouth cavity. Remove as much muscle as possible without damaging the lips. The ears must be skinned all the way to their tips
to separate the ear cartilage from the backside of the ear. This will
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It.- Example of foot bones that were left attached to ,a dry skin. The skin is
torn at the foot, above the hoof.
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12.-An incision (heavy lines) is required on the back of the head and the neck of
an antlered or horned specimen so that the skin can be removed from
the head completely.
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prevent the ear from shrivelling during tanning. Invert the ear as the
work proceeds until the ear is inside out. It is usually not
necessary to remove the cartilage from the front of the ear unless
the skin is fatty or densely haired. The inside of the eyelid needs
to be opened to prevent the loss of eyelashes. Small cuts parallel
to the edge of the eyelid are made to the back of the eyelids
but not through the skin itself. Be careful not to cut into the root papillae
of the eyelashes, which appear as a line of small yellow bumps near the
rim of the eyelid. Split the nasal cartilage attached to the skin down
the middle almost to the skin. This will help to maintain a more
4'natural" shape to the nose while it dries. If there are large pads of
tissue to the inside of the nasal skin and covering the base of the
whiskers, carefully remove this tissue so as not to damage the whisker
roots (DeBiase and Martin, 1981).
Miller (1912) comments that an elephant, as an example of great
size, is best skinned in at least three pieces-head-neck and two longitudinal halves of the body skin.
Hall (1962) stresses that all fat should be scraped off the large skin
before drying. If this can be done, then it is not necessary to soak such
skins in white gasoline. This also applies to flat, case-filled preparations.
Preservatives such as salt, alum, formalin, or borax should not be applied
to the skins. Air-drying is the safest approach to avoid colour change of
the pelage. When nearly dried, the open, flat skin can be rolled flesh-side
out for packing.
Under certain circumstances, as in a hot and humid climate, it may be
necessary to salt a skin in order to save it. Anderson (1955) presents a good
discussion about salting as a temporary preservative and good poison.
Salt is easily obtained for use. Ample amounts of fine salt are spread
evenly over the whole flesh surface of the skin soon after skinning. Rub
salt into the skin well. The ears, lips, eyelids, feet, and skin-folds are wellsalted to get to the bases of the hairs. The skin of the head, neck, and legs
is folded over the body skin (flesh to flesh) and rolled up. A major problem with salt is that it readily absorbs moisture from the atmosphere
besides from the skin. Consequently, the resulting brine should be removed from the skin surface and the skin resalted.
Clearly record on skin labels and in field notes that the skin was
treated with salt. If an insecticide or repellant agent is used on the skin,
it should be applied with precautions for the health of the preparator
and the skin should be clearly labelled that it has been treated.
Following tanning, record the specific tanning process utilised for
future reference, should storage deterioration occur.
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SKELETAL PREPARATION AND DRYING

Following removal and the subsequent preparation of a skin, a deci ..
sion needs to be made about keeping all of the remaining skeleton, a
select portion of this or just the skull. Many systematists prefer not to
obtain the postcranial elements since their research primarily concerns
cranial morphology and pleage characteristics. Additional problems such
as storage space, drying time, and protection from insect damage weigh
heavily against preparing the entire skeleton. Regardless, an effort should
be made to secure at least representative adult skeletons so that this
material is available for investigations of comparative anatomy and
functional morphology. In a case such as a roadkill, the skeleton may
be the only salvageable remains if not badly damaged.
The viscera are excised following the removal of the skin or after
the preparation of the study skin. The immediate removal and burial
of the viscera away from the work area will reduce the number
of flies drawn to the carcass, especially in humid environments. It may
be necessary to work under the protection of mosquito netting in order
to protect the skeleton from fly larvae infestation during preparation
and drying. Of course, the same applies to the skin preparations.
Lucas (1891) provides a thorough account for the preparation of full
skeletons. The legs are detached from the carcass and all excess masses
of flesh and fat are cut away. Slits between the digits and the lower long
bones assist the drying time. Remove the scapulas with the forelimbs.
Continue removing muscle from the axial skeleton ; slit and remove the
muscle from between the ribs to increase ventilation and reduce the drying
time. Skeletons should be more thoroughly roughed out in areas of high
humidity (Hall, 1962). It is recommended to skin and remove the extremities completely, which means to the tip of the tail and to the claws
or hoofs of the feet. Fig. 13 provides a view of all the roughed skeletal
elements of a young North American black bear (Ursus anlericanus).
While roughing the specimen, take care not to remove such bones as
the clavicle or patella with the meat. The clavicles are sma)) or minute in
the cats and the weasels, for example, and missing in the canids, bears,
seals, and most artiodactyls, whereas climbing and burrowing mammals
have well-developed clavicles.
Avoid damaging the hyoid apparatus, baculum (if male), epipubic
bones in marsupials, tail tip, splint bones, and cheek and pelvic bones
in cetaceans (Hall 1962 ~ Lucas, 1891). All of these should be saved and
properly tagged. The hyoid bones are located at the base of the tongue
so caution must be taken when removing the majority of the tongue mass.
The skull is always disarticulated at the joint between the occipital
condyles and the atlas vertebra. The eyes and heavy muscle are
removed. An adequate-sized forceps can be forced beneath and behind
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Fig. J3.- The roughed skeleton .of a bJack bear (Ursus americanus). The
mandible normally is n.ot disarticulated fr.om the ,c r,a nium jn tile field.
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the eye in order to pull it from the socket. Use care when cutting
excess muscle so as not to damage any thin skull processes.
Sever the esophagus and trachea so that the hyoid apparatus
remains attached to the skull. Prolonged gentle boiling to clean
skulls (British Museum Natural History, 1968) is not necessary in the
field. The mandible is not disarticulated from the cranium in the field.
Miller (1912) suggests that the lower incisors of deer are too exposed and
should be wrapped with cotton for protection.
The use of a looped or hooked wire or a wooden stick will facilitate
the loosening of the brain, which must be removed from the skull (Anonymous, 1911; British Museum (Natural History), 1968; DeBIase and
Martin, 1981; Lucas, 1891; Nagorsen and Peterson, 1980). The brain
tissue can be scooped out and the skull cavity flushed with water from a
large syringe. DeBIase and Martin (1981) and Hall (1962) recommend
that the skulls be soaked for 12 hours in cold water to remove blood and
loosen the brain. The brains are blown out with water from an atomizer
bulb or a large hypodermic syringe fitted with a large blunted needle.
This soaking method is not encouraged in humid regions because it is
necessary to dry the skulls quickly.
All skeletal material and skins must be thoroughly cleaned and dried
in the field to prevent rotting (Anonymous, 1911). Never dry in direct
sunlight or direct heat, but in a shaded, safe location. In a humid climate,
skulls, skeletons and skins should be dried within an enclosure where a
heat source keeps the atmosphere dry and warm. Specimens can also be
arranged under a canopy of black plastic sheeting so that solar heat can
be generated without exposing these specimens to direct sunlight or heat.
Drying will be more even with proper ventilation and rearrangement.
The drying heat should not be so intense that flat, casefilled skins will
dry unevenly, causing parts of the preparation to warp. This can
increase overall the intended height of the specimen and it will be unable
to lay flat in a museum storage tray. Partially dried flat, case-filled
skins can be layered and spaced within field equipment boxes during the
night, slow burning candles are safely positioned inside these boxes so the
direct heat of the flames exit from openings between cardboard sheets
that are arranged to act as a cover. The candle heat keeps the box warm
and dry inside, as opposed to a damp tropical night. Open, flat skins
should be layed out in a flesh-side-out manner over a board, a rail, a light
frame, or what-ever is available for proper drying. Direct sunlight can
fade pelage colour and the direct heat can cause cracking and shrinkage.
Do not hang the skin by the nose or unduly stretch during drying.
Hall (1962) and Nagorsen and Peterson (1980) recommend cloth
wrapping for skulls to dry within, protected from damp weather and flies.
Cloth bags have been used for larger mammal skeletons and skulls under
humid tropical situations, where flies can cause great difficulty (personal
observations). It is important to keep all bone material dry and free of
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maggots and beetle larvae. Maggots will discolour the bone, loosen sutures, and obliterate data on tags (Hall, 1962). Rather than wrap the skull,
appendages, and the axial skeleton together (Lucas, 1891), each element
has field tags attached with the appropriate field number and identification, and is then stored ina separate cloth bag. These are placed in a
shady, breezy location that is out of the reach of scavengers. If the material can be initially dried as mentioned above, the bags will be free of the
blood stains that encourage flies to lay eggs. It is important to keep the
cloth dry and not in contact with the drying flesh. A complete wire hoop
stitched to the inside will keep the bag material taut. The field number
can be written on each bag. When thoroughly dried, the skeletal elements
can remain within their bags (remove wire loops) and are stored in a dry
field locker that is not air tight, but is bug-proof. An air-tight enclosure
such as plastic bags can cause mold or the skeletal material to macerate
(DeBIase and Martin, 1981). All skeletal material should be periodically
investigated for maggots. Heat will force out maggots for removal with
a forceps. Never use salt, formalin, large amounts of sawdust, or any
poison, such as arsenic, on any skeletal material if this will be subjected
to cleaning by carnivorous beetles. Naphthalene or paradichlorobenzene
crystals and DDVP (dimethyldichlorovinylphosphate) resin strips in cloth
bags can be placed with the skins and skeletal material during storage to
discourage mould and beetles.
Nagorsen and Peterson (1980) state that it may be necessary to split
the velvet of developing antlers with a knife to facilitate drying. Miller
(1912) suggests that antlers or horns be removed from artiodactyl specimens where storage space is a problem. The cranium should not be mutilated in any way.
Skeletal specimens of the size of a large deer can be disjointed to
accommodate packing, usually separating the axial skeleton into three
portions-neck vertebrae, rib cage and mid-portion of vertebral column,
and remainder of vertebral column, pelvic girdle, and tail (Anonymous,
1911 Lucas, 1891). Larger ungulates can be cut up still further by
separating the leg bones at each joint and making several sections of
the backbone.
The skeleton of cetaceans is all that is usually preserved because of
their large size and the difficulty of completely removing the thick layer
of blubber [ronl the inner surface of the skin. Wagstaffe and Fidler (1968)
suggest fixing a block of skin with blubber; fins and flippers can
be pickled.
SUMMARY

This article reviews the preparation techniques available from primarily the North Anlerican literature. The E. R. Hall preparation principle (1937, 1962) is enlphasized for mediunl-and large-sized mammals
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(larger than the squirrel, Sciurus niger). The objective of "firm, symmetrical skins free of all fat" is primary. In addition, the preparation of
larger specimens Inust consider the expenses of tanning and storage space,
besides the long-term effects that preparation materials, chemicals, and
tanning procedures can have on the integrity of scientific study specimens.
Field preparation of flat case skins ranging up to small ungulates and
most carnivores, is encouraged as a means of preservation that avoids
tanning exp~nses and permits conventional storage. The depth, width
and length of case trays determine the physical constraints of species prepared in this manner. The skinning involves an incision that extends from
the hind foot or hoof down the inside of one leg up along the opposite
hind leg. The skin is then removed from the carcass without further unnecessary incisions. The resulting skin, which is turned flesh side out, is
outlined on a stiff backing such as double-corrugated cardboard. The
body outline is cut and a rigid wooden spine is attached to run the total
length. This form is wrapped with one layer of non-absorbant, sterile
cotton and the skin is drawn over it at the inverted head position. All
appendages are supported with monel wire and positioned to accommodate storage space.
Open, flat study skins of the larger carnivores and large ungulates
are generally preferred for tanning. Incisions are made along the midventral body, from the tip of the tail to either the jaw or through the middle of the lower lip. Further incisions are extended from the ventral incision along the inside of each leg to the base of the claws or hoofs. Special
considerations are directed to the ears, lips, eyelids, and feet. Specific
incisions are made in order to remove the skin from a skull with antlers
or horns.
All brains, eyes, tongue and excess muscle of the skulls and
all viscera and excess muscle of the skeletons need to be renlovcd to insure
proper drying in the field. All skin and skeletal preparations are dried in
the shade and are protected from fly and beetle damage.
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SKELETAL PREPARATION TECHNIQUES
R. L.

CHOWDHURY

Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta

INTRODUCTION

Skeleton is the enduring evidence for the study of relationships
among animals. From the characters and the shape of the skeleton a
specimen can be identified up to genus or even to species. It serves as a
basis for studies of vertebrate relationships, classification and evolution.
It helps the palaeontologists to compare the animal remains of the past,
which they collect in archeological or geological excavations, with the
present day forms. The skeleton is a very important subject to taxidermists too. Without a fair knowledge of it, they can not achieve
perfection in the articulation of skeleton and mounting, for museum
display.
Skeletal system is divided into two parts: (a) Exoskeleton, consisting
of hairs, nails, scales, spines, horns, etc., which are epidermal in origin.
These parts are automatically preserved with the proper preservation of
skin, for which special techniques are adapted. (b) Endoskeleton, consisting of the bony parts which constitute the frame work of the body
and give protection to most of the vital organs, such as brain, heart,
lungs, etc.

SOURCES OF ACQUISITION

In the Taxidermy section of the Zoological Survey of India, animals
are acquired from different sources.
(i)

Specimens brought by different field parties of the department,
making collections.

(ii)

Dead animals from the Zoological Garden, Calcutta.

(iii)

Donation from private parties.

(iv)

Purchase from local market.

India is rich in faunal resources. But in recent years, due to
changes in land use, the population of most of the free ranging animals
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have reduced. So it is advisable to preserve both the skin and the
skeleton of each of the large mammals collected.

TECHNIQUES

For the preparation of articulated or disarticulated skeleton, the
following methods are adapted in the Zoological Survey of India:(i)
(ii)

Hot water maceration technique
Burial technique

HOT WATER MACERATION TECHNIQUES

Hot water maceration is the easiest and the most popular method for
the preparation of ligamentary(Fig. la) as well as disarticulated skeletons
in the Zoological Survey of India. Mter taking all the relevant data from
the animal, it is skinned first. Then the viscera is removed and the muscles
attached to the bones are scraped off as far as possible with the aid of a
skinning knife. In all the cases special care is taken not to cut the ligaments and damage the bones. Now the skull is sep:lrated from the Altas
vertebra. The brain is removed with the aid of a brain-spoon or a flat
curved needle, through the foramen magnum.
If the animal is of the size of an adult bear, or a tiger, it is separated
into smaller parts like head, neck, rib-cage, lumb~r, tail, limbs, etc. In
the vertebral column, a brass wire is inserted through the neural canal
and is knobbed at both ends.
Now water is boiled in a tub over an electric heater/gas burner. A
small quantity of sodium carbonate is added in the water. When the
temperature of the water reaches about 40°C, all the bones are dropped
in it. The heater is switched off to avoid direct flame to the bones. A
stream of water vapour can also be passed over the bones through a pipe.
Constant observation is essenti21 because over maceration will loosen
the bone-sutures and ligamentous connections. When the flesh on the
bones becomes softened, it is removed with a pair of forceps and a scalpel. The skeleton is again kept in hot water tub for a few minutes. The
remaining flesh is cleaned with a hard hair brush or soft brass wire brush.
When properly cleaned, all the bones are dried. Maceration of bones in
water at room temperature also gives a good result. In this case the
skeleton is allowed to macerate in running tap water for two or three
days. Constant observation is required to prevent the ligaments from
disintegrating. It is then kept in lime water (300 gms of calcium hydroxide in 10 litres of water) for another one or two days. Now all the
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Fig. l.-(a) Articulated skeleton ofa mammal prepared by H 'l.ll Water Mac~rat:ion
Te'chnique (b) Skeleton of a monkey prepared by Burial T~dlnique
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flesh is cleaned. The remainder of the proced ure is the same as mentioned earlier.

BURIAL TECHNIQUE

Burial technique is applied for the preparation of disarticulated
skeletons of large mammals such as deer, bear, elephant, tiger, rhinoceros, etc. It is a slow but sure process. In this process the carcass is
skinned and the viscera is removed before burial. A trench, depending
on the size of the carcass, is dug in a vacant space. The trench should be
at least 30 cm larger than the specimen on all sides but the layer of soil
above the sp~cimen should be at least 100 cm thick. It is wise to keep a
plan of the burial site so that at the time of exacavation the skeleton
may not be damaged.
Now decomposition sets in. Dermestid beetle larvae, ants, isopods
and many other micro-organisms feed on the flesh of the buried animal.
Ultimately all flesh is consumed by the above organisms, leaving behind
the skeleton. It is observed that the cleaning of the skeleton takes about
three months for an animal of the size of a monkey, and about four or
five months for an adult tiger or dolphin. This cleaning time varies with
the season. During the rainy season it takes less time than in the winter
season. After a lapse of the above mentioned period the skeleton is
dug out from the trench. Special care is taken while removing the soil
from the upper layer.
A dead monkey was buried in the museum campus on August
27, 1982. On November 18, 1982 the skeleton was dug out and washed
in tap water to remove the soil attached to the skeleton. It was found
that all the parts were nicely cleaned within this period (Fig. 1b).

PREPARATION OF SKELETON OF LARGE MAMMALS IN THE FIELD

This method is applied only in the field during the collecting tour.
When a large mammal is collected, it is skinned after taking all the
measurenlcnts and other relevant data for mounting in the laboratory.
The carcass is left in the field a t some distance from the camp. In no
time the vultures flying in the sky will land and attend the carcass. They
eat much of th~ flesh leaving behind the intact skeleton.
Care should be taken to protect the carcass from the attack of other
carnivores during the process of exposing it to vultures. When considerably cleaned, th~ carcass is removed from the open field. All the
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bones are dried in the sun and packed for transport to the laboratory
for further treatment.

DERMESTID BEETLE TECHNIQUE

Cleaning of osteological material by larvae of the dermestid beetle is
very popular in western countries. This technique is useful as the skeletal
material is cleaned without any manual labour and secondly even very
small and delicate skulls can be cleaned without any damage inflected to
them. However, this technique is, at present, not adopted in the
Zoological Survey of India as we don't have the infrastructure for
maintaining a dermestid beetle colony and secondly this beetle is very
harmful to museum exhibits. If once the infection reaches the maIn
collection, the whole collection may be spoiled within no time.

DEGREASING METHOD

For small animals special treatment for removal of fat from the
skeleton is not required, as during the process of hot water maceration
and bleaching of bones, the fat automatically washes away. However,
in case of large animals, fat is to be removed before bleaching and this
process is known as degreasing. If the bone is not properly degreased,
the fat may emit offensive odour, discolour the bones, and may even
attract insect pests in course of time.
It is advisable to degrease the skeletons of large mammals including
birds and reptiles by keeping them in fat-solvent. I n case of long bones,
two holes at two ends of th~ limbs are drilled for easy p~netration of
solvents inside the bone marrow where plenty of fat is present. The
bones are kept in a jar containing carbon tetrachloride. Since carbon
tetrachloride is extremely volatile, a little water is poured on the upper
surface to check the evaporation as well as to avoid any possible fire.
Special precautionary measures are taken while wor king with carbon
tetrachloride because it is harmful both to skin and health. !t is advisable to handle the solution after wearing rubber gloves. The bones
should remain in the above chemical from a few hours to a few days
according to the size of the bones and the amount of fat stored
in them.
There are other chemicals too which are fat-solvents. The skeleton
may be kept in an air tight container, containing a mixture of liquid
benzene and chloroform. This method also gives a good result. The
smoking should be avoided during processing. Such degreasing operations should be carried out in a fireproof building as far as possible.
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In yet another method, the limb bones of elephants, rhinoceros,
camels, etc., are thoroughly dried before the defatting process
commence. As stated earlier, such bones are drilled with two holes
on either extremity. Petrol is pumped through one of the holes to
penetrate inside the marrow and left for a few minutes, then pumped
again. Through the hole at the other end, the fat will flow out. When
satisfactorily cleaned, the bones are dried in the sun.

BLEACHING OF BONES

Bleaching of bones is generally carried out by keeping the bones in
hydrogen peroxide in the proportion of one part of hydrogen peroxide
and five parts of water. A weak solution of calcium hydroxide or chlorinated water may also serve the purpose. After bleaching and obtaining
the desired whiteness, the bones are taken out. The time vary from four
to 24 hours depending upon the age and size of the bones. The bones
are throughly rinsed in running tap water to remove all the residue
chemicals, and then dried in the sun. When completely dried, 50 gms
of bleached shellac in 500 cc. of 90% ethyl alcohol, or 20 gms of
celluloid dissolved in 200 cc of acetone and amyl acetate is sprayed on the
skeleton.

MOUNTING OF SKELETON

A taxidermist must have a fair knowledge of the habits and habitat
of the animal to be mounted. Some photographs in different poses will
help a lot in articulating and mounting the skeleton. For hollow mounting of large mammals, the measurements of the dead specimens are taken
at different points before skinning, such as the length of head and body,
tail, forelimbs, hind-limbs, distance between the two limbs, circumference of the body, height from the ground, etc. These measurements
help to determine the length of the main support and to shape the skeleton
while mounting.

ARTICULATION

Skeleton of small-sized mammals up to the size of a rabbit may be
prepared as ligamentary skeleton. But care should be taken during the
process of Jnaceration. Bones may be detached if there is over maceration. The detached and disarticulated parts may be fixed to their respective places with adhesive. Stickfast is good for quick setting, whereas
araldite is a slow setter but is a strong adhesive.
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Preparation of ligamentary skeleton is not possible in case of large
mammals. The skeletons are generally prepared as articulated ones.
All the cleaned and bleached parts of the skeleton (vertebrae, ribs, pelvic
girdle, pectoral girdle, skull, etc.) are serially arranged on a board. In
case of any doubt help of a specia1ist may be sought.
For mounting skeleton of a large mammal (Figs. 2a & b), a brass or
galvanised rod of suitable diameter is selected as per measurement. It is
then pushed through the entire length of neural canal of the vertebral
column. The rod is curved where necessary, to give it a proper shape. The
curving should be according to the shape of the animal. The anterior
end of the rod is pushed into the skull through the foramen magnum.
Lower jaw is plugged with the upper jaw by inserting a brass wire.
For medium-sized mammals the ribs are arranged serially. The
head of each rib is tied with the concave facet of the thoracic vertebrae
by the help of wire. The ribs are spread and held in position by twisting
wire around each rib and in between adjacent ribs. To keep the rib-cage
in position, an iron rod of required size is fitted transversely with central
rib of each side by drilling holes in them. In case of large mammals,
the ribs are arranged around an iron plate (approx 1.5 cm thick) of the
size and shape of the rib case, and each one of them is screwed with it
from the inner side.
The pelvic girdle is attached to the posterior end of sacrum. Each
half of the pelvic girdle is screwed with the sacral vertebrae. Similarly,
the scapula of the pectoral girdle is fitted in position on the second thoracic vertebra. For setting the caudal vertebrae, a soft galvanised wire
of desired gauge is tappered at one end. The caudal vertebrae are arranged
from 1st to the last vertebrae. Then the wire is pushed through their
neural canal. The distal end of the wire is plugged and the proximal
end is pushed through or plugged with the sacral vertebrae. Bones
which do not move freely against each other are wired rigidly, but those
which articulate together at a joint are wired in such a way that these
can move. A hole is drilled in the head of the femur and another in the
acetabulum. A single brass wire is pushed through these holes and bent
at both ends to hold the leg in position. The fibula is joined with tibia by
screwing on both extremities. Then tibia-fibula is joined with the femur
by using a brass wire. Similarly, the head of the humerus is fitted in
the glenoid fossa of the pectoral girdle. The radius is screwed with the
ulna. The trochlea of humerus is placed on the sigmoid notch and joined
with a wire through a hole drilled for the purpose. The front portion
of the sternum (Presternum) is tied with the first thoracic vertebra from
the ventral side and the posterior end is banged in position on two wires
fixed with the eighth rib of the two sides.
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Th carpals~ m,e tacarpa is, tarsals, m tatarsals and phalanges are
separately mounted by passing wire through holes nlade Ilength~wise
with a high sp:eed dril1. Ternlinal ends of the wire are fixed with the
perrnanent base by driUing hoi s in it.

'The skel,eton is now r1eady to be transferred and nlounted on a permanent base 11lade of t,eak wood. Dirnension of the base-board dep ... nds
upon the size and shap'e of the specinlen . For holding the articulated
skeleton tvvo iron rods of ~uitabl'e size and thickness are selected. One
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end of each rod is threaded so as to fit it on the base with the help of nuts
and washers. The tip of the other end is split (2.5 cm to 5 cm in length)
by using a hacksaw and the two halves are bend in the shape of a 'V'
for placing the vertebral column on it. Two holes of suitable size are
drilled on a wooden platform at appropriate position. The rods are
fixed on the platform one in line with the pelvic girdle and another with
the axis vertebra (2nd vertebra). The articulated skeleton is now transferred for mounting on the permanent platform. The vertebral column
is positioned on the Y-shaped hook of the rods. Broken or disarticulated
part.), if any, is glued at its respective place with araldite. After completion of the mounting, white shellac dissolved in rectified spirit is sprayed
on the skeleton. Transparent varnish can also be sprayed to make it
moisture and dust-proof.

SUMMARY

The skeleton serves as a basis for studies of vertebrate relation~hlp3. It also helps in identification of taxonomic categories. The present
paper deals with th':! techniques of preparation of skeletons. Hot water
maceration and burial techniques are used in the Zoological Survey of
India. Next follows degreasing and bleaching of bones. The method of
preparation of articulated skeletons has also been discussed.
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SKELETAL PREPARATION TECHNIQUES
JANE

A.

GROEN

Section of Mammals, Carnegie Museum of Natural History
4400 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213, USA
INTRODUCfION

In museums worldwide, preparation procedures for mammals involve
skinning and stuffing study specimens, preserving specimens in formalin,
and cleaning skeletal material. The skeletal material is probably the
most scientifically valuable part of the specimen. Proper labelling, handling, and cleaning of skeletal parts is the most time-consuming and tedious
aspect of specimen preparation. Improper labelling, handling, and cleaning of skeletal material can change a scientifically valuable specimen into
a pile of nearly worthless bones.
FIELD PROCEDURES

Proper labelling and handling of skeletal material begins in the field.
As soon as the skin is removed from the specimen, the skull and/or skeleton should be tagged. In the case where the only part of the skeletal material to be saved is the skull, the tongue and flesh between the lower jaws
should be removed. In animals the size of a rat or larger, the muscle
masses on the cheeks and cranium should also be removed. The eyes should
be removed, taking care not to damage any of the surrounding bones.
The skull is then labelled with a small tag of 100 % rag content. On only
one side of the tag is written in permanent, black ink the preparator's
initials, the preparation number, and the sex of the animal. The tag is
then tied by running the string between the lower jaws and tying loosely
around one ramus. The string is tied with ei!her a square or an overhand
knot, taking czre not to tie tightly as there is a danger of breaking the jaws
of small, fragile sp~cimens. The loose ends of the string are cut off at
approximately two centilnetres from the knot (Hall, 1962, Setzer,
1968).
Specinlens for which a complete skeleton are to be kept should be
evicerated, taking care not to cut into the sternum or its associated cartilage. Remove as much of the muscle mass as possible being careful not
to remove the clavicles or patellas. In some animals the clavicle Hfloats"
in the muscle and must be dissected out and physically tied to the skeleton.
Removing the flesh between the ribs also aids in drying. In large specimens it may be necessary to detach the limbs.
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The skull in larger animals should be detached and the eyes, major
muscles, and tongue removed. In removing the tongue, care must be
taken to avoid damaging the hyoid apparatus, a series of small bones
connecting the trachea to the skull. The brain should also be removed
and the skull tagged.
If the skull was detached, place it within the chest cavity. Fold the
legs alongside the body, or, if they were detached, tie them in or alongside
the chest cavity. Fold the tail down on itself and tie securely. The skeleton
should be tagged in numerous places such as ribs, limbs, and pelvis to
assure against a tag being torn off (Lucas, 1891, 1950).
Small mammals, upon being skinned and evicerated, are tagged and
simply folded in half upon themselves. They are loosely wrapped with
thread and allowed to dry. Care should be taken not to overwrap a specimen and thus hinder the drying process.
The brains should be removed from all specimens by use of a brain
hook or spoon, or by a method commonly referred to as "blowing the
brains" With the brain hook, the skull is held so that water from a tap
falls into the foramen magnum. The brains are worked out using the
hook. When most of the brain is out, the skull is filled with water, shaken,
and drained. This is repeated until all the brain is removed (Hildebrand,
1968).
To "blow the brains", a hypodermic needle and syringe are used.
The point of the needle is either cut or ground down to a blunt end. The
syringe is filled with water and inserted into the brain through the foramen magnum. The brain is gently "scrambled" with the needle and, as
the skull is held with the foramen magnum pointed downward, water is
injected into the brain cavity. The stream of water forces the brain
through the foramen magnum. This is repeated until all of the brain is
removed. The skull is then given a final shake to remove any residual
water in the brain cavity.
Skulls and skeletons are then hung and dried as quickly as possible
to avoid mildew. In the tropics, skulls can be aided in drying by placing
them in a jar of denatured alochol for 24-48 hours. The alcohol displaces
the water in the skulls. Directing a blowing fan on the skulls greatly aids
in drying.
To avoid damage by animals and having the skeletal material become
infested with flies, the skulls should be hung to dry in skull cages (Fig. 1).
These cages may be of various sizes and made from various types of screening material. They should be of rigid construction to avoid damaging
the skeletal material. They may be constructed of wood and screening, or
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of vinyl and plastic screening with acoJlapsible metal frame. Screening
small enough to prevent entrance by fHes should be used as much
as possible throughout the construction to allow for ad,e quate air ,c ircula . .
tion. If the skeletal material is to be cleaned by organisms, under no ,circumstances should the skeletal material be poisoned.

Fig.

l.~

SkuH drying cases constructed of vinyl" scre,enin,g, and .a collapsible
metal rack (left) and a permanent rigid cages 'constructed of wood and
screening. Photo by J. A. Groen/Casne.

When dry, the skeletal material should be properly pac~ed to avoid
cfushing,and delivered, along with the skins, to the laboratory for further
processing. 'Once catalogued, the skeletal material is then f,eady to be
cleaned.

CLEANING

'T

CHNIQU ES

To be of any u e in a research collection, the skeletal material 111USt
be cleaned of all dried tissue. R,emoval of this tissue is the most tinle~
consuming aspect of thewholecoHection op,eratlon. Throughout the
years, va rious techniques have been developed to aid the preparator in
the processing of skeletal materiaL These techniques, and slight varia~
tions,can be broadly categorised into the following: cleaning by macer,ation; cl,eaning by heat; cleaning by chemicals; cleaning by digestion or
enzymes ,; cleaning by organisms ,; degreasing; and final bleaching .and
\v,ashing .
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Cleaning by maceration

Cleaning by maceration involves immersing the specimen in water
until all the flesh decays (Anderson, 1965; Anon., 1958; Hildebrand,
1968; Knudsen, 1966; Thompsett, 1958; Thompson and Robel,
1968; Williams et al., 1977). The bones are placed in a glass, enamel, or
earthenware container and covered with water. Metal, wood, etc., must
not be present in the maceration container as this will cause discoloration
of the bones. The container should be kept in a warm room above 26°C.
Complete maceration may take from a few days to months depending on
the size of the skeleton. Maceration is complete when the flesh becomes
gelatinous and can be scraped off the bones with a fingernail. The bones
are then removed, rinsed under running water and scrubbed with a stiff
brush to remove any remaining flesh.
Although this method takes little effort on the part of the preparator,
the disadvantages far outweigh the benefits. A considerable length of time
is needed for its completion and the resulting odour can be most offensive.
Maceration causes great disarticulation of the bones including the cranial
bones. Unless one wishes a completely disarticulated skeleton, this
method is not recommended.
A variation of this method is to bury large skeletons and flippers
of cetaceans in sand, thus allowing them to macerate underground
(Pycraft, 1925). This method has proven to be quite successful but a
tremendous length of time is needed for its completion.

Cleaning by heat

Heating or boiling produces clean material in a relatively short time.
However, the resulting skeletons are almost completely disarticulated.
Various cartilages such as those between the ribs and sternum are destro ..
yed. Bones of immature animals or bones of animals under the size of
a dog may warp after boiling.
Skeletons are covered with water and simmered for 1/2 to 2 hours.
They are removed from the fire and allowed to cool. The bones must not
be cooled rapidly as this may cause cracking of the teeth and long bones.
If sn1all holes are drilled into each end of the shaft of the long bones (Fig.
2), the marrow and grease will cook out during heating. Bones are then
cleaned with brushes and scrapers under running water. If need be, the
bones are resubmerged and heated again until the flesh can be readily re ..
moved from the bones (Hildebrand, 1968).
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Long bone of a white-tailed de,e" before final cleaning and degrcasing
howing 'the small holes driHed into the ,e nds of the bones to aid in
removal of the ,narrow. Photo by J. A. Gro ... n/C.asnc.

As previously stated, this method is not sugge ted for pecime s
under the size of a dog. Most of the teeth of specinlens processed in this
manner will be loos,e and require gluing. On specim'e ns with loose sutures
in the cranium, there wil be a pr.oblemwith disarticulation of the bone
of 'the skull. An oflensive .odor may also be produced hy this method.
A variation of this method involves cookin,g the p ... cimens in an
autoclave or pressur,e ,cooker (Bro'wn and Twigg, 1967). This method has
also been refined by the addition of Jneat t'e nderizer to the nlat'e rial being
cleaned by pressure (Hastings, 197 J). The specimens are cooked at a
pressure of 1.1 kg/em 2 for 5-40 minut,es depending upon size. Specimens
are removed from the pr,essure cooker and inunediately cleaned under

water.
Cleaning by ('henlicals

Partial y due to objectionable results obtained by cleaning skeletons
by maceration or by cooking them, numerouschenlica nleans have been
tried either alone or in ,conjunction with heat. Thes,e include the use of
sodium hypochlorite (commercial bleach, i.e. Clorox. Purex) (Gro sand
Gross" 1966: Leppart, 1966): ammOniUJll hydroxide (Hofrnl bter and
Lee, 1963)' hydrogen peroxide (Howell, 19 J9) ~ alllillonia, Clorox, and
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peroxide (Schmidt, 1966); carbolic or cresylic acid, ammonia, and peroxide (Holden, 1914, 1916); antiformin (Green, 1934); sulphurated potash
(de Klerk et al., 1964); sodium perborate (Chapman and Chapman, 1969;
Jakway et al., 1970); and potasium carbonate (Iverson and Seabloom,
1963).
Cleaning skeletal material using chemicals involves repeated soaking
of the specimens in these solutions anywhere from hours to days. This
long exposure to liquids can cause disarticulation of the bones. If left
for too long, actual disintegration of the bones begins, resulting in the
rounding of bones and a white, chalky powder present on the bones when
dried. Many of these chemicals are not only deleterious to the specimens,
but can be extremely harmful and possibly fatal to the preparator if used
incorrectly.
Cleaning by digestion or enzymes
Skeletal nlaterial has been cleaned using various proteolytic enzymes
such as trypsin, papain, or pancreatin (Egerton, 1968 ; Harris, 1959 ;
Hildebrand, 1968; Luther, 1949; Sandstrom, 1969). Laundry Hpresoakers" marketed in the United States under the names of "Biz" and
"Axion" have also been successfully used. These laundry products also
contain a variety of proteolytic enzymes (Ossian, 1970).
The skeleton is placed into a 0.5-1.0 % solution of the enzyme. This
solution is then incubated at a constant temperature between 25° and
40°C for 1-24 hours. The time is variable depending upon the size of the
specimen, temperature of the solution, and degree to which one wishes to
have the muscles dissolved. The specimen is then removed, rinsed under
running water, and brushed to remove any remaining tissue.
WilIams et al. (1977) stated that after an extended time following
cleaning by enzymes, material at Carnegie Museum of Natural History
showed signs of deterioration and in some cases led to destruction beyond
use. It has been suggested that the enzymes continue working inside the
bone tissue after the actual cleaning has stopped. I suggest, should this
method be employed, that all bones be soaked for a brief period of time
in Clorox to ~~kill" the enzymes and then rinsed well in water. Once again,
this method of skeletal preparation produces totally disarticulated
skeletons.
Cleaning by organisms
Various living organisms have been used to do the initial cleaning
of skeletal material. These include ants (Crawford and Atkinson, 1975;
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Williams et al., 1977), isopods (Bolin, 1935), crayfish (Sealander and
Leonard, 1954), clothes moths (Banta, 1961), mealworms (Allen and
Neill, 1950), and dermestid beetles (Borell, 1938; Case, 1959; Coleman
and Zbijewska, 1968; Hooper, 1950; Laurie and Hill, 1951; McComb,
n.d.; Scheffer, 1940; Sommer and Anderson, 1974; Tiemeier, 1940;
Williams and Groen, 1980; Williams et al., 1977).
If skeletal material which has been poisoned is to be cleaned, extreme
care must be taken that the material be thoroughly washed to remove any
trace of the poisoning agent. This lnaterial should then be isolated and
cleaned by a sub-colony of organisms. Introduction of poisoned material
into the main colony can cause sterilisation or even death of the colony.
Ants, which are readily acquired, rapidly and thoroughly clean a
skeleton. However, the formic acid which is secreted and deposited on
the bones can contribute to the disarticulation of the skeleton. They are,
therefore, not recommended.
Under specialised circumstances, one may wish to use isopods
(Bolin, 1935) or crayfish (Sealander and Leonard, 1954) to clean skeletal
material. Their use is greatly hindered by having to be maintained in an
aquatic environment. Introduction of too much skeletal material at one
time will cause the flesh to begin rotting before it can be eaten. This in
turn pollutes the water and could lead to the demise of the crustaceans.
Care must be taken to use only the smaller individuals since skulls may
be crushed by the chelae of larger individuals.
Another organism which has been used to clean skeletal material is
the larvae of the common clothes moth (Lepidoptera : Tineidae) (Banta
1961). The larvae readily clean both skinned and unskinned material and
are quite easy to raise and maintain (Griswold, 1933). These organisms
produce a natural webbing which must be carefully removed once the
material is cleaned. Clothes moths are extremely hazardous to skins if
infestation of the collection occurs. A colony of clothes moths must be
strictly monitored and the collection should be fumigated regularly
(Williams et al., 1977).
Mealworms (Coleoptera: Tinebrionidae) have successfully been used
to clean skulls (Allen and Neill, 1950). Mealworms are easily obtained
and take little maintenance (Galtsoff et aI, 1937; Peterson, 1964). They
are not as likely to cause infestation problems in the collection. They
prefer fresh material but care must be taken not to introd uce too many
fresh skulls as a mildew problem may result which is deleterious to the
mealworms. Mealworms are easily contained in metal or plastic buckets
to which bran is added to a depth of a few centimetres. Skulls are placed
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just under the surface of the bran. A disadvantage to the use of m,eal~
worms is that many times the skulls of small mammals are damaged by
large m,e alworrns. It is ther,e fore" recommended that mealworms be used
only for larger sp.ecimens (Williams et al., 1977).
Probably the nl0st wid,ely used organism to clean skeletal material
is the dernlestid beetle (Coleoptera: Dermestidae). They readily and
successfully clean aU sizes of skeletal material, are easily obtained, and
with dHigenc,e, they are contained and maintained. Cleaning using dermestids is most efficient on medium .. to small .. sized specimens. There
is no warping of bOllles, loosening of teeth, warping of cartilage, and, if
removed at the appropriate time, an articulated skeleton is possible.
Dernl estidscan becoUe,c ted from most carcasses or Hroad kills ~,
particularly if they are partially dried (Hall .and Russ'eH, 1933; Hardy.,
1945 ~ Hildebrand " 1968. Tiem'e ier, 1940). Dermestids ar,e small oval
beetles varying in length from 2 to 12 mm (Fig. 3). They are usually black
or brown abovle ,a nd white below but many have a ,c haracteristic colour
pattern. Their antennae are short and clubbed. 'The larvae are brown
above, white below, covered with long hair, and from 2 to 18 mn1 long.
PredorninantJy it i the larvae which do the 'e ating of the flesh.
l

Fig. 3. -- Skull of OlllSldid showing prop,e r tag JabeUing and dernles(id I.arvae
and aduhs. Photo by V. Ahronli ,ti '.

'T he col.ony should be hou 'ed in Inetal .or glass containers varying in

size fronl ,coffee <.:tlns to walk-in ,environmental chalubers (Fjg. 4) in which
tenlperaturc Hnd hUll1idityare uuto'lnaticaUy controlled (WiUianls and
Groen, J 980). For sll1all colonies, coffee cans., 4-liter glass jars, aquaria,
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nvironnlental chamber al CMNH showing the use of egg cartons
and the control panel nlonj tor~ t ,e mp~ ra lu re an'j hU01id ity levels.
Photo
'
by V. A bromitis.

lnetal ice chests, or old deep freezers ar'e uitabl'e for nlaint.aining and
confining the ,c olony (Borell., 1938, G,e nnaro and Salb, J972 ~ Hardy,
1945' Hildebrand, 1968; Laurie and Hill 195 1 Somm'e r and Anders.on,
1974: Vo rhie , 1948). Due to the damag,e inflicted on skins by dernlestids by a possible infestation, the colony should ideaJIy be hous,ed in a
separate building from the collection ,. If th is i not feasible, they can be
housed in ,c ontainers in a well~s.ealed separate rOOITI as far fr.om the coUec ..
tion as possible. Careful monit.oring is needed to prevent the,ir ,es,c ape.
A 3.. cm-wide layer of petroleum j'elly or grease slneared at the top of the
rearing contai ners will retard the be,etles" escape. All rearing containers
sh.ould be fitted with a li d of s'cre,e ning to provide v,entHation and prevent
escap:e of the beetles .
.A layer of cottoOn newspaper or corrugated cardboard t.o a depth of
3 cm should be placed at the bottom of the container. This is to allow a
safe place for the larvae to pupate. 'T agged specimens in op~n containers
ar'e then placed .on top, A variety of containers can be used dep'e nding on
the size of the specim,en. Cardboard trays or boxes, egg cartons lnesh or
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wire trays, match boxes, or paper cups secured to a base, make inexpensive
and suitable containers (Coleman and Zbijewska, 1968; Hall and Russell,
1933 ; Hardy, 1945; Hildebrand, 1968; Scheffer, 1940; Sommer and
Anderson, 1974). Separate containers for each specimen are needed as
the "bugs" tend to move the specimens around while cleaning.
Ideally the dermestid colony should be kept at an even temperature
between 24° and 28°C. Some moisture is needed but care must be taken
to avoid excess which could lead to mould and mildew and infestations of
mites or spiders (Doetschman, 1947; Galtsoff et al.. 1937 ; Hardy, 1945;
Tiemeier, 1940). It is a must that the colony be kept in darkness, the only
light being that which is needed by the preparator to add new material
or remove cleaned material from the colony (Roth and Willis, 1950).
Dermestids must not be maintained on a diet of lean, very dry meat.
Some material with meat laced with fat must be added to encourage egg
laying and normal growth of larvae and adults (Russell, 1947).
When the skull and/or skeletal material is cleaned of flesh, it should
be removed from the colony immediately to prevent eating of the ligaments by the beetles thus resulting in disarticulated skeletons. In specimens to be used for exhibits, the eating of articulations of bones by the
beetles can be slowed by painting the joints with a 50 % solution of formalin (Sommer and Anderson, 1974). To avoid eating of paper tags by
the beetles, these, too, can be treated with a formalin solution (Williams
et al., 1977).
Dermestids can be enticed to clean material which has been left for
years or skeletal material which has been preserved in alcohol by repeatedly washing the material in ammonia and water for 2-3 days (Case,
1959; de la Torre, 1951). The beetles may be further enticed by painting
the skulls with cod liver oil before introduction into the colony (Hooper,
1956).
Once the cleaned material is removed from the colony, it is fumigated
to kill larvae or adults which may be hidden inside skeletal parts. This is
necessary to prevent infestation of the collection (Williams et al., 1977).
The material is then ready for degreasing, final washing, and bleaching.
DEGREASING, WASHING AND BLEACHING

Certain specinlens, especially those with large bones, need to be
degreased. Numerous apparati and solvents have been used.
Bones to be degreased should have a small hole drilled into each end
of the long bones (Fig. 2). One should first try soaking the bones for
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24-48 hours in a 50 % ammonia solution. After soaking, a stream of
air is directed into one of the holes forcing the marrow out of the other.
The bones are washed with water and thoroughly air dried.
Should an ammonia soaking be insufficient, organic solvents are
used to remove the grease. Solvents used are carbon tetrachloride (CCI 4 ),
ethylene trichloride (C 2 HCI 3), and methyllene chloride (CH 2CI 2). All
produce vapors which are toxic (Hidebrand, 1968; McComb, n. d.;
Schmidt, 1966). Specimens are placed in covered glass jars containing
the solvent and allowed to soak for 1-2 weeks. At the end of this time,
the specimens should be free of grease, removed from the solvent, and
allowed to air dry. Any bones floating in the solution at the end of the
soaking time need further degreasing.
This method may be facilitated with the addition of heat. Because
of lethal vapours, special containers must be constructed to contain the
vapours produced by boiling the solvent. Degreasing apparati described
by Hildebrand (1968) and Sherman (1925) use carbon tetrachloride as the
solvent. With the addition of heat, the time required in the solvent is
reduced to 4-6 hours. Due to its expense, the carbon tetrachloride should
be reclaimed by distillation.
Material which does not need degreasing is placed in individual
glass vials or jars. They are soaked for 12-24 hours in a 25 % solution of
household ammonia. This soaking loosens any remaining tissue and
also helps to whiten the skulls. After soaking, the material is rinsed in
water and any remaining tissue is hand-cleaned. If further bleaching is
desired, the material may be soaked for 30 seconds to 1 minute in a 50 %
solution of Clorox. Skulls should be well washed in water and allowed
to air dry (Borell, 1938; Hall and Russell, 1933; Hardy, 1945; Hildebrand, 1968; Laurie and Hill, 1951).

LABELLING AND REASSOCIATION WITH SKIN

Once completely dried, the skeletal material is numbered. All
bones should be labelled with permanent black ink. Bones should be
labelled with the collection initials, collection catalogue number, and sex,
if the size of the bone permits (Fig. 5). At the minimum, the collection
acronym and the catalogue number should be on the bone (Williams et
ai, 1977). Skulls should be labelled with the collection acronym, collection catalogue number, and sex (Fig. 6). Labels should be placed on
the left side of the braincase and readable from the left side. Lower
jaws should have both mandibles labelled. All labelling must be legible
and accurate.
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Fig.

5 .~

Rabbit sk,eleton showing proper numbering of aU bones. Photo
J. A. Groen/Casne.

by

The skeletal material is then placed in a,p propriate conta.iners along
with a label which includes all catalogue data. It is then reassociated
with its ,c orresponding skin to await further organisation ,a nd installation.
SUMMARY

Skeletal parts of a specimen are a major component in the scientific value of that specimen '. Proper abeHing and handling of the skeletal
parts begin in the fieJd. Fast, compl,ete, and protective drying methods
must be employed t.o avoid damage by moulds, insects, and ,o therpests.
The major time spent in skeletel preparation involves cleaning the
dried tissue from the specimens. A variety of methods have been used.
Opinion varies as to the best method, whether it be cleaning by heat,
mac'e ration, chemical nleans, or various insects and invertebrates.
Following the in"tial cleaning, hand scraping and washing of the
skeletal parts are employed to remove stains ,a nd any remaining tissue.
Degreasing procedures, especially for specimens having large bones,
are initiat'e d at this time. Washings w,i th solutions of ammonium hydroxide, hydrogen peroxide, enzymes, or Clorox bleach re,move any
finaJ tissue and stains.
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When completely cleaned, the skeletal material must be dried,
numbered with permanent black ink to prevent loss of parts, placed
in appropriate containers, and reassociated with the corresponding skin.
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DISCUSSION

Q.

What is your opinion about using enzymes like papain and pancreatin for skeletal preparation ?

A.

Bones cleaned with enzymes, after a number of years, tend to become
brittle. In cases of extreme grease we use it only with large specimens. If it is used, the cleaned material must be soaked in a solution
of Clorox to kill the enzymatic activity.

Q. Can sex be determined on the basis of skeleton?
A.

In some cases careful examination of the pelvic girdle may be used
to determine sex. In some species that exhibit marked sexual dimorphism, adults may be differentiated on size.
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INTRODUCTION

Little is known about the origin of stuffing or mounting of animals
either for decorative pieces or for scientific purposes. Although it is well
known that the ancients knew the art of preparing animal skins for their
personal use but the techniques remained unknown to the scientific world.
The Egyptians and Mexicans had further improved the techniques of
tanning the skins as well as embalming the bodies of their dead and of
other small animals. They are presumed to be the first 'animal preservers' or taxidermists.
The term taxidermy is derived from Greek and its literal meaning
is 'arrangement of skin' The Dutch were probably the first to have used
this art for commercial purposes and in the early part of the sixteenth
century began their trade of stuffed birds with other countries, but the
techniques for mounting of mammals remained obscure for quite sometime. Thus it may be surmised that the art of taxidermy gained momentum during the last three or four hundred years. But this art still needs
further improvements particularly in respect of minimising the sweating
or fat-burns of the treated skins.
For a successful taxidermist, knowledge of comparative morphology,
particularly of skeletal and muscular system of the animal concerned is
essential. Such knowledge helps him to acquire a clear insight for the
normal and natural posture of the animals with which he is dealing. Besides, an idea of their habits and habitats are equally indispensable
to enable him in planning, sketching, and modelling the exhibits to give
a tinge of natural posture. Thus the modern taxidermy technique is more
of a combined skill of a carpenter, a mod eller, an artist, and a scientist.
The present contribution deals with the techniques adopted for collecting, mounting, and display of mammals in the Zoological Galleries of
the Indian Museum, Calcutta.
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Collection of specimens

Several methods are used for collection of the mamnlalian specimens,
such as netting, trapping, shooting with firearms and sometimes by
poisoning the quary through the use of baits. The methods may differ
from place to place, animal to animal and often from time to time. Filearms of varying bores are generally used to collect medium and largesized mamlnals for use in the galleries of the Indian Museum. However,
the task of a taxidermist begins with the death of his quary. The colour
of the soft parts, namely, nose, iris, pupil, etc., as well as the sex of the
concerned animal are recorded for future reference.

Measurements
Necessary nleasurements are recorded carefully before the decomposition of the carcass begins. Mammals which exclusively feed on vegetation
or on insects decompose more quickly than the carnivores. Small mammals like shrew, rat, squirrel, hare, etc., are measured as follows: from
snout to anus, length of tail, from anus to the tip excluding the hairs of
tail-tip, girth of body at two places i.e. on the chest and the abdomen,
length of limbs (but in study skins only the length of hind foot excluding
the claws), length of ear from intertragal notch to tip of the ear, distance
between the inner border of the forelimb (from the head of the humerus)
to the hindlimb (to the head of the femur), preferably over a rough sketch
of the animal. Similarly, in case of medium and large-sized mammals,
the total length from occipital region to the tip of the tail, length from
the apex of the throat to the insertion of the tail, circumference of chest
and groin regions, girth of the neck at three different places, namely,
anterior, middle and posterior parts of the neck in deer and bovids, the
distance between the inner borders of fore and hind limbs, height at the
shoulder as well as other details of the measurements are recorded over a
sketch of the animal concerned (Figs. 1a and 1b).

Skinning
Snlall Inalnmals, like a squirrel, is placed on its back and an
incision nlade along the middle of the belly fronl the vent proceeding
upwards to the sternunl (Fig.2a). The body is released from the skin
without leaving any flesh upon it as far as practicable. The entire body
is extracted carefully through this belly incision by disarticulating the hip
joints and the leg nluscles from the pelvis. The tail is skinned a
little up and with the help of a crowder the tail skin of the dorsal surface
is loosened, subsequently the entire tail is pulled out from the sheath of
the skin by a few jerks. The attachment of tail-flesh with the sheath of
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Fig. 2-(a) Skinning process of a small mammal like a squirrel.
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skin is comparatively more firm at certain points in some animals. In
such a condition, the concerned portion of the tail is incisioned ventrally
and skinned off. With the release of the tail-skin the posterior part of the
body becomes free from the skin. Similarly, the anterior part of the body
is skinned and the forelimbs are detached from the shoulder joints. The
entire skin is turned inside out to sever the ears, eye-lids and nose close
to the skull with utmost care, without damaging the skin around the head
region. By this time the entire body is free from the inverted skin except
the skull stiil attached at the lips. At this stage the body is detached
from the skull along with the atlas. The ear is opened up as far as
workable to remove the cartilage from the ear-skin, further the flesh from
the sides of the face, as well as the eyes from the orbits and cartilage of the
nostrils are also removed. The brain from the cranium is scooped out
through the foramen magnum and the cranium is washed with saturated
borax solution. The flesh from the limb-bones is removed and further
the soles of the limbs are split open to clear the flesh as far as practicable.
The inverted bag-like skin, commonly called the 'round-type skin' is
attached to the skull and limb-bones including the claws.
The medium-sized mammals like, large bats, primates, mouse deer,
other small deer, and antelopes are skinned by means of the full-length
dorsal incision from the back of the head to the tip of the tail.
The legs are completely turned inside out up to the soles or hooves of
the fore and hind-limbs, during skinning. In horned or antlered animals,
the back of the head is given a prominent Y -shaped incision. Each arm
of the 'V' during skinning leads to the base of the horn or antler and the
skin around it is detached along the rim of the circumference.
Flat-type skins have generally been used in the preparation of
museum exhibits for animals like large cats, other carnivores, deer, yak,
elephant, etc. For this type of skin, like the small mammals, the carcass
of the animal(Fig. 3) is placed upon its back and an incision is made on the
skin of the belly in a straight median line through the under lip to the
tail-tip. This is followed by four cross cuts from the median line along the
inside of the limbs down to the toes and the body is skinned out by stripping cautiously around the head region. The skin is made entirely free
from the body except the soles or hooves, which remain intact with the
skin. The cartilage of each ear is separated from the outer skin of the ear.
In the case of a stag or horned animal the antlers or horns are severed
before laying down the carcass for skinning. This method was only used
for the hollow mounting of the stag. Otherwise horned or antlered animals are skinned by giving the "Y" cut at the back of the head
like that of the method mentioned under the full-length dorsal incision
type. Sometimes the antlers or horns are kept with the skin by cutting
a portion of the parietal.
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Preparation of skin for mounting

The skin of small mammals may be treated either with borax, alumborax, or arsenical paste. The skin with fur may be soaked well for about
two hours in saturated solution of borax agitating the skin periodically
to facilitate complete saturation. Subsequently the treated skin is hung
in the shade to drain out the solution. At times the wet treated skin may
even be dusted with dry borax to make it fluffy for immediate mounting.
The skins treated in borax solution often adversely effect the fur, particularly the milky white fur which may turn to creamy in due course.
The skin with fat is rubbed thoroughly on the flesh-side with alumborax paste (Appendix I) as a 'cure' and such cured skins may be used
for mounting.
The use of arsenical paste (Appendix I) has been found quite satisfactory for the skins like that of a rabbit (i.e. thin skin) as it keeps the skin
moist during the mounting process. Further, it is a perfect dryer of animal
tissues as well as protects the exhibit from the insect pests. The arsenical
paste has certain disadvantages like "sweating of skin", deposition of
matallic arsenic while drying, giving off poisonous dust when thoroughly
dry or poisonous fumes when hot. These properties of the arsenical paste
may at times be hazardous to the health of the user. But inspite of its ill
effect, the paste has been quite popular in our taxidermic works both in
the laboratory and in the field. It is easy to prepare, use and store it. It
is applied on the flesh-side of the skin with a brush.
Both the full-length dorsal incision-type and the flat-type of skins
are cleaned and washed in water before stretching them on the floor, keeping the flesh-side at the top. The top skin is dressed with common salt,
borax, carbolic acid, and water (App~ndix I). While dressing the skin due
care is taken that no part of it escapes proper application of the dressing
mixture, particularly on those portion where the skin is thick, such as
around the lips, eyes, ears, as well as in the folds of the skin. The skin of
poorly dressed portion will Hsweat" and the hairs will come off from such
places in due course. The flesh-side of the dressed skin is scrapped each
day for a period of two to three hours and the dressing mixture is rubbed
again and again after each scrapping. The treatment may be continued
for about a week or more, depending upon the condition of the skin. Thus
the treatment will eliminate the fats and any other undesirable tissues,
making the skin thin and soft. When the skin appears to be workable it
is thoroughly washed to remove all possible traces of the dressing mixture, particularly salt. After washing, the dressed skin is transferred
to alum-bath i.e. in a mixture of alum, potassium nitrate, potassium dichromate, and water (Appendix I) for at least two weeks. Such treatment
will enable the preservative to penetrate through the skin deeply and fixing
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Fig.2-(b) Mounting process of a small mammal like a squirrel.
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the hairs in an admirable manner. It is desirable to examine the skin at
regular intervals of 24 to 48 hours during the course of the alum-bath,
to work on it, if necessary. Finally the treated skin may be used in wet
condition for immediate mounting or it may be dried in open airy shed
for its use in due course.

Mounting
A snlall mammal like a squirrel is normally mounted with a roundtype of treated skin along with skull and complete bones of limbs including claws. The artificial body is made in parts on the five galvanised wire
pieces of suitable gauge and size, depending upon the measurements, with
the help of any of the modelling material (eg. clay, plaster of Paris, papiermache compound), tow, and cotton. In case of a long-eared animal like
rabbit or hare, a thin zinc sheet is used to substitute the ear cartilage. Five
pieces of wires, one for each limb and one for the central body are made
pointed at one end (Fig. 2b). The size of each wire may be about 12 cm
more than the actual measurements. The length of the wire for the central
body should be for the total length of head, body and tail together, whereas for the fore-limbs from the toe to the shoulder and for the hind-limbs
from the toe to the pelvis joints. Initially the skull is patched up by any
one of the modelling material to replace the flesh which has already been
removed from the cheeks, the chin, the top of the head including the ears,
eye region and the cartilage of the nose. The skull after such patching is
inserted back to the skin and the correct placement of it is ensured. Then
the pointed end of each leg-wire is thrust through the pads of palms and
soles of the fore and hind limbs, respectively, traversing the limb bones.
The leg-skin is turned inside out, down to the toes for attaching each
leg-wire to the respective limb bone and stuffing each with tow and cotton
to replace the leg muscles which has already been cleaned earlier. The
body is roughly made on the central body-wire, preferably with one loop
upon the wire to keep the body in position or it may be done even on a
straight body-wire, depending upon the skill of the taxidermist. The
pointed end of the body-wire is pushed through the foramen magnum to
come out on the cranium of the skull and the opposite blunt end up to the
tail-tip. The exposed wire on the skull is turned upwards to keep
the head in position during the mounting. Now the pointed limb-wires
of each limb is thrust through the artificial body at the position corresponding to the shoulder and pelvis joints according to measurement, to
appear onthe opposite side of the body. These pointed ends of each limbwire are turned like a hook and the wire is pulled back through the palm
and sole regions to fix each stuffed limb to the body. Any space
on the entire body including the neck and tail regions is stuffed with appropriate material either tow or cotton, or even both, to give a proper shape
to the animal. Stitch the belly incision from the vent to the chest and
complete the p:llms and soles by any modelling material to replace the
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Fig. 3-Skinning process (flat-type) of Chital, Axis axis.

removed flesh from these regions. Finally, the desired posture to the body
including the proper shape to limbs is given. Now it is fixed on a temporary mounting board or perch by inserting the exposed limb-wires in
the holes previously made on them, and each wire is turned back under
the board or the perch to keep the animal in position. The claws are
arranged and duly pinned on the board or perch for the desired position.
The head region is also attended, and with the help of insect pins the respective positions of lips, nose, and ears are arranged. The tail and body
hairs are combed and allowed to dry in a shed. After complete drying
of the exhibit the exposed skull-wire is cut off. The skin of the
eye region is softened by cotton soaked in saturated solution of borax.
The eye socket is filled up with modelling material, the artificial eye is
placed over it and the eye-lids are shaped properly. The eye-lids,
lips, and nose region are waxed and retouched before it is displayed.
For medium and large-sized mammals, a treated flat-type skin is
generally mounted over a mannikin. A mannikin may be prepared, based
on measurements, by anyone or a combination of materials like, jute,
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Fig. 4-Mounting process of nledium-sized mammal of the size of a Chital,
Axis axis.

clay, plaster of Paris, rough frame-work of wood and wire-mesh. In re·
cent years it has been found that a much stronger and lighter hollow structure of papiermache can accomplish this work in a much efficient manner. This method was adopted for some of the exhibits in the Zoological
Galleries of the Indian Museum, Calcutta, during 1962 to 1968. During
this period several specimens of Yak (Bos grunniens) and Chital (Axis
axis) were mounted and a Chital habitat case was introduced in the
gallery. The techniques used for the hollow mounting of animals are
briefly discussed with special reference to Chitai.
A clay nl0del of Chital was constructed with the help of a wooden
plank, primarily cut into oval shape, about 80 cm long, 30 cm wide and
2.5 cm thick. It was used as a backbone in the centre of the model which
supported four iron rods as lin1bs and two wooden strips for the neck.
The iron rod of 12 n1n1 in dian1eter was used for lin1bs. The length of each
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limb-rod was 120 cm, approximately 30 cm longer than the actual
measurement of the legs (i.e. the length from toe to either the shoulder
or pelvis joints). One end of each rod, approximately 20 cm in length,
was beaten flat and drilled with three holes to screw it on the central body
plank. The other ends of these rods, nearly 10 cm long were threaded to
screw the "nuts" on the mounting board. Each rod was bend at three
places according to the desired position of the legs. Subsequently
four wooden strips (each being 30 cm long, 5 cm wide and 5 cm thick)
were fixed, two on each side of the central body plank in the corresponding position of the scapula and the pelvis over which the flat ends of the
fore and hind limb-rods were screwed. Two wooden strips (each being
30 cm long, 5 wide and 2.5 cm thick), one on each side of the body plank
were nailed at an angle of the desired posture of the neck. This frame was
fixed on the mounting board with the help of four pairs of nuts and metallic washers. Four nuts, one in each limb-rod was screwed up to the
anterior end of the threading and each nut was succeeded by a metallic
washer. The frame was erected on the mounting board by inserting the
limb-rods in corresponding holes, previously made on the mounting board
according to the position of the legs. The remaining exposed portion of
each threaded-rod under the mounting board was secured by placing the
metallic washer first and then screwing the nuts tightly in each limb-rod.
The model of Chital was then completed by using jute and
modelling-clay, approximately 5-10 cm smaller than the measurement of
the skin, but true to the desired posture (Fig. 4). Through this clay model,
eight pieces of mould were obtained. One pair for neck, one pair each
for the anterior and posterior parts of the body, one piece from the
junction of the neck and chest to the middle of the bellyand the other
from the middle of the belly to the groin region (Fig. 5). The material
used for the mould was plaster of Paris and cement in the ratio
of three to one (3 : 1), to avoid any breakage of mould during handling.
The wall of the mould was about 5 cm thick. The clay model was
covered in parts by a total of eight pieces. After proper setting up of the
plaster-cement mould, all the eight pieces were detached from the model
and allowed to dry for about a week. The duration of drying vary with
the season. The model was dismantled and the limb-rods along with the
respective wooden strips were unscrewed from the body plank. The nuts
were also unscrewed from the mounting board for their future use in
the cast.
A layer of papier-mache compound (Appendix II), about one centimetre thick, was given in each piece of moulds. This layer was superceeded by chickenwire duly cut to the shape of each piece of mould over
which another layer of papier-mache compound of the same thickness
was given to strengthen each of the casts. Afterwards each piece was
covered with a sheet of blotting paper over which dry sand was put as
weight by filling the cavity of the cast to maintain the proper shape of the
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Fig. 5-Preparation of mould from the clay model of a Chital, Axis axis.

cast as well as to absorb moisture. It was allowed to dry in a shed rather
than in sun to a void crumpling of the edges of the cast. During the process of drying the sand was changed thrice at an interval of three, seven,
and fifteen days. In summer, the casts were separated from the moulds
after six weeks. In the anterior and posterior pairs of body-casts, respective limb-rods along with the wooden strips were screwed correspondingly
on the inner surface of the casts. Both these anterior and posterior pairs
of upp~r body-casts were again erected and fix.ed on the mounting board
in a similar manner as described earlier. The two pieces of belly-casts
were also fixed accordingly. In one piece of the neck-cast, a round wooden peg was screwed to hold the skull, and this pair was also joined and
fixed to the body . . cast. Thus the entir e eight pieces of casts were assembled to give the shape of the original clay model. In trus hollow papiermache mannikin the skull was fixed by inserting the wooden peg in the
foramen magnum. All the spaces between the walls of the casts as well
as the marks of stitches on the mannikin were patched with the papiermache compound and allowed to dry for about a week. After complete
drying, the entire surface was retouched to bring up even the minor details
of contour and depression of n1uscles as well as the prominence of veins
with the help of modelling material. Finally, the roughness of the man ..
nikin-surface was filed down and sandpapered to make it smooth as far
as practicable. Subsequently the mannikin was given a coat of 'black
Japan' as water-proofing. The treated skin, duly soaked in alum solution
was placed over the mannikin and stitched. In case of the stag, the detached antlers were screwed over the pedicel. The eyes were fixed and waxed
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Fig. 6- A habiltat case of Chital, Axis axis.

as well as all the soft parts were retouched. Finally a coat of 0.05 percent
mercuric chloride solution, prepared in 90 percent ethyl alcohol,was
given as a dressing to avoid any possible fungal infection,. Bef.ore disp~laying, it was fumigated (Appendix II).

Display

The Indian Museum originated in 18 J4 with the ,c ollection of the
Asiatic Society. In 1865 the museum coUection was shifted to the present
building and the Zoological 'G alleries wer,e established during 1878. The
display of the exhibits are of the .old concept in fixed running show'cases
of diflerent sizes along the walls. Now to make any rad ical ,c hange in the
dis'p lay is difficult as well as costly. However" under the existing circumstances, a habitat case of Chital (Fig. 6) from the sal (~~hore.a robusla) fo r'e st
of Madhya Pradesh was introduced in tbe mammal gaJlery _ The di.m en ..
sion of the case (length approx. 4 m., width 3.75 m. and height 3 m.)
was dependent on theavaiJabHity of space. The vegetation of the habitat
case, ranging from grass to trees were manipulated artificially. The diffi ...
culty of merging the fOf,eground with the background was overcom,e by

r,elief"painting.
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SUMMARY

Animals procured for taxidermy purpose should be dealt with before
the decomposition starts. Necessary measurements, namely the total
length from occipital region to the tip of the tail, from the apex of the
throat to the insertion of the tail, greatest width in the centre of the body,
girth of neck, the distance between the inner borders of the fore and hind
limbs, height at shoulder, etc., should be recorded preferably over a sketch
of the animal concerned. Mounting of small mammals like shrew, rat,
hare, squirrel, etc., are normally done by the round-type of skin along
with skull and complete bones of the limbs. During skinning, the body
is extracted out carefully from the round-type of skin through the belly
incision by disarticulating the hip joints and the leg muscles from the pelvis, and the fore limbs at the shoulder joints, besides severing the ears,
eye-lids, lips, and nose close to the skull. Mounting of large mammals
is done with either flat skins or skins removed by means of the full-length
dorsal incision. For the flat-type, slit the skin underneath, in a straight
line through the under lip to the tip of the tail, then make four cross cuts
from the median line along the inside of limbs down to the toes and skin
out the body stripping cautiously around the head region, namely ears,
eyes and nostrils. This method is in practice in our museum for the animals like cat, deer, yak, elephant, etc. Skins removed by means of the
full-length dorsal incision are suitable particularly for primates. Borax
treatment is preferred for round-type of skins, but at times arsenical soap
may also be used for preservation of skins. Such prepared skins are mounted over a body made of tow with the help of five galvanised wires of suitable gauge and length, and limb bones and a little bit of modelling with
appropriate material. The flat skins should be salted, boraxed and scrapped for about a week or more depending on the condition of skin. Subsequently salted skin should be washed thoroughly before giving the alumbath for over two weeks. When the skin is ready, it may be mounted over
any of the mannikins, made of jute, clay, plaster of Paris, framework of
wood and wire-mesh or even on hollow cast of papier-mache obtained
through the model. After the drying of the exhibits under shade, a dressing of the coat with dichloride of mercury in 90 % alcohol is required
particularly in humid region.
Display of exhibits varies according to needs and expertise. It may
be exhibited in an artificial replica of natural surrounding. Such display
is commonly called habitat case or diorama. Size of such cases are directly
proportional to the availability of space and fund and the habit and size
of the animal concerned.
The mounting and display will need a combined effort of carp~nter,
mod eller, artist, taxidermist and scientist. Efforts and efficiency of individual wi)] lead to perfection.
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APPENDIX-I

I.

Alum-borax paste
Alum
Borax
Water

2. Arsenical paste
Arsenic oxide
}
or
Arsenious trioxide
Soft soap (having less caustic)
Zinc oxide
Camphor
Water

3.

Dressing mixture
Common salt
Borax
Carbolic acid
Water (warm)

4.

Alum bath
Alum
Potssium nitrate
Potassium dichromate

Water

4 parts

1 part
according to requirement, to
make it a paste.

1 part

3 parts
3 parts
! part
according to requirement, to
make it a paste.

4 parts
1 part
very little. (For a Chital skin
about 100 cc was used.)
according to requirement.

5 parts
1 part
small quantity (about 300 g
were used for each skin of
chital).
according to requirement.
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APPENDIX-II
1.

Papier-mache compound
1. Paper pulp

4 parts.
Card board well socked in
water with a little amount of
KOH for about a week,
squeezing the solution, beaten
to fine particles.
1.5 parts
3 parts (preferably burnt)
1.5 parts (molten over water
bath)
100 g for an animal of the size
of Chital
according to requirement.

2. White powder (Chalk)
3. Linseed oil
4. Glue
5. Arsenic oxide
6. Water

The beaten fine cardboard particles were mixed with the other ingredients and beaten to make the compound as model1ing clay.
2.

Chemicals used for fumigation
1. Ethylene dichloride
2. Carbon disulphide
3. Benzene

1 part
0.5 part
1 part

The exhibit was exposed to the mixture of the above chemicals In
an airtight chamber for two weeks.

DISCUSSION

Q. Can you tell something about softening process for an old hardened
mammal skin.

A. Old preserved skins can be softened by the alum bath.
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BIODETERIORATION OF MAMMAL COLLECTIONS
IN MUSEUMS

s.

M.

NAIR,

National Museum of Natural History,
New Delhi, India.

INTRODUCTION

Mammal collections in the form of study skins or mounted speci.
mens are susceptible to a wide range of insect attack. The presence of
protein as keratin and collagen in them attract severa) insects which
feed on such material. Dermestid Beetles and Clothes Moths account
for the heaviest amount of damage that is caused to mammalogical
collections in museums in tropical countries like India. This paper
presents some of the observations on the biodeterioration of mammal
collections and discusses methods for prevention and control of the
problem.
Of all the insects known to cause damage to museum collections,
the Dermestid Beetles are most conspicuous in India. About 52 species
of Dermestidae are reported as pests of stored products throughout
the world (Patel, 1958). The name dermestidae has orginated from th~
Greek word meaning "to devour a skin" These beetles are known to
feed on skins, hides, leather, taxidermy specimens of birds and mammah,
hair, fur, feather, woollen carpets, fabrics, dried entomological specimens, etc. It is believed that originally the dermestid larvae fed on skins,
hooves, horns, feathers, etc., of cadavers found lying on the ground in
the open. Artificial conditions created by man in households, stores,
museums, libraries, etc., have proved so ideal that many have been drawn
from their natural habitats, adopting a new mode of life. The adults of
these species still live outdoors frequenting flowers and feeding on pollen
(Hinton, 1945). Today Dermestid Beetles are distributed throughout
the world inhabiting a wide range of ecological niches and feeding on a
variety of materials.
The dermestids, in general, possess certain remarkable adaptation~
enabling them to live under varied nutritional and environmental conditions. They can thrive on a variety of organic materials without imbib·
ing water, withstand fairly wide variations of temperature and humidity
and survive long periods of starvation when food supply fails. The egg
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production is autogenous, the majority of eggs being laid without
feeding, which again is a definite advantage for the survival of the
speCIes.
A large number of dermestid beetles, belonging to the genera
Anthrenus, Attagenus, Dermestes, and Trogoderma are recorded as
pests in museums. According to Patel (1958), the genus Anthrenus
alone accounts for 8 different major pest species. These are Anthrenus
jlavipes Le Conte (Furniture-Carpet Beetle), Anthrenus scrophulariae
(Linnaeus) (Common Carpet Beetle), Anthrenus verbasci (Linnaeus)
(Varied Carpet Beetle), Anthrenus museorum (Linnaeus) (Museum
Beetle), Anthrenus pimpinellae Fabricius, Anthrenus coloratus Reit~
Anthrenus fuscus Oliver and Anthrenus caucasicus Reitter.
The common museum pests of the genus Attagenus are Attagenus
gloriosae, A ttagenus pellio and A ttagenus elongatus all known as Carpet
Beetles, Attagenus megatoma (Black Carpet Beetle) and Attagenus
fasciatus (Wardrobe Beetle).
The genus Dermestes contains pest species such as Dermestes vulpinus Fabricius lalso named as Dermestes maculatus De Geer) commonly
known as the Hide Beetle or Leather Beetle, Dermestes frischi Kug
also known as Hide Beetle, Dermestes lardarius Linnaeus (Larder Beetle)
and Dermestes ater De Geer (Black Larder Beetle).
The genus Trogoderma consists of Trogoderma granarium Everts
(Khapra Beetle), Trogoderma ornatum (Say) (Cabinet Beetle), Trogoderma variabile BaHion (Warehouse Beetle) and Trogoderma inclusum
Le Conte also known as Cabinet Beetle.

The Furniture Carpet Beetle
The Furniture Carpet Beetle, Anthrenus fiavipes Le Conte (Fig. 1) is
the most 'Widely distributed and most harmful of the several species of
dermestid beetJes found in tropical countries. In India Anthrenus jlavipes
was first recorded from Madras in 1883 by Waterhouse and later by
Cotes (1890) who found it on dried mammalian skins in the Indian
Museum, Calcutta. The larva of this beetle is particularly adapted for
feeding on keratinous materials. Considerable damage is caused to
hair and fur of mammal specimens, horn and antler. Temperatures
ranging from 30 to 32°C are most ideally suited for the development
of the eggs of Anthrenus jiavipes, requiring only 6 to 10 days for incubation. At lower temperatures the incubation period increases, for example, at 20°C the period required for hatching may be about a month.
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Fig. I.-Life cycle stages of the Furniture Carpet Beetle, Anthrenus jiavipes-Iarva,
pupa and adult.

Humidity does not produce any appreciable vanatIon on the incubation period. 30 to 32°C is also found to be ideal for the larval development and feeding activity. Variation in temperature upto 40°C does
not affect the larvae in their normal feeding behaviour. It was also
observed that temperature between 30 and 35°C is favourable for metamorphosis of the insect from pupal stage to the adult. These factors
account for the wide spread distribution of Anthrenus jlavipes in tropical
countries.
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Observations made on the feeding response of the larvae introduced
on different kinds of food material showed that wool, horn, feather,
dried insects, hair and fur form their most preferred diet. On mammal
collections infestation by Anthrenus jlavipes larvae are seen mostly on
hair/fur and horns and hooves which are rich in keratin.

The Hide Beetle
The Hide Beetle or Leather Beetle, Dermestes vulpinus Fabricius
(maculatus De Geer) is also a serious pest of mammalogical collections
(Fig. 2). In India, though they have been found feeding upon museum
specimens of birds, mammals, hair, feather, fur, dried entomological
collections, wool, bristles of brushes, horn, antler, etc., it was noticed
that their strong preference is raw hides and skins, vegetable tanned
leather, and dried fish.
Temperature ranging between 25 and 30°C and relative humidity
above 70 /~ are ideal for the growth of the larvae of Dermestes vulpinus.
They cannot tolerate the extreme hot summer weather, which accounts
for the fact that they are not as common in museums in India as are
Anthrenus jlavipes. They are often found in large numbers in dried-fish
markets and tanneries where raw skins and hides are stored. While
infesting mammaJogical collections they usually feed on the skin portion
of specimens, especially in cases where the preservatory treatments have
been inadequate.
The larvae of Dermestes vulpinus are used successfully by several
natural history museums for making osteological preparations. They
do an excellent job of cleaning the skeletons by feeding upon the dried
and semi-dried fleshy matter leaving the bones and cartilages intact.
They would feed upon the flesh even of specimens that were previously
preserved in alcohol.

The Carpet Beetle
Several species of the genus Attagenus are described as Carpet
Beetles. According to Kingsolver (1981) Carpet Beetles found in
U.S.A. are the Varied Carpet Beetle Anthrenus verbasci, the Black Carpet
Beetle Attagenus nlegato/na, and the Carpet Beetle Reesa vespula. Attagenus gloriosae (Fig. 3) is the most common Carpet Beetle found in
India harmful to n1useum collections. These are known to be confined
mostly to the tropical humid regions of the world. A. gloriosae was
first recorded in houses in Hawaii in 1955. According to Willcocks (1922)
it is a C0l11mOn household pest in Egypt where the larvae feed on skins,
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Fig. 3.-Larva and adult of the Carpet Beetle, Attagenlls gloriosae.
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fur, feathers, woollen garments, and carpets. Kalshoven (1935) recorded
it from Java in horse hair in store houses. Szent Ivany (1968) mentions
that the larvae of this insect have been found damaging specimens of
insects in New Guinea. The insect was introduced in England, according
to Hinton (1945) during 1934 through cargoes coming from India.
In India it is mostly found as a household pest of woollen fabrics
and among collections of woollen textiles and carpets in museums. They
have been found occasionally infesting hair and fur in mammal collections in museums. Keratin, particularly of hair, is the diet most preferred by the larvae of A. gloriosae. Temperature ranging from 30 to
32°C are ideal for its growth; humidity is not having any appreciable
effect on their feeding activity.
Among the three dermestid beetles mentioned above, Anthrenus
jlavipes and Attagenus gloriosae cause damage to hair and fur, the former feeding also on horn, antler and hoof (also keratinous in nature).
Dermestes vuipinus, on the contrary, prefer collegenous protein and
therefore cause damage to the skin portion of mammal specimens.
Other dermestid beetles recorded as museum pests in different
parts of the world include the Museum Beetle, Anthrenus museorum,
Larder Beetle, Dermestes lardarius (Wagstaffe and Fidler, 1968),
Varied Carpet Beetle, Anthrenus verbasci, Black Carpet Beetle, Anthrenus
megatoma, Carpet Beetle, Reesa vespula, Cabinet Beetle, Trogoderma
inclusum, and the Khapra Beetle, Trogoderma granarium (Kingsolver,
1981).

The Case-bearing Clothes Moth
The Case-bearing Clothes Moth, Tinea pellionella Linnaeus (Fig. 4)
is a common pest of woollen fabrics in India. Laboratory studies on the
feeding habits of the larvae of this insect showed that they can thrive
on several kinds of protein substances, particularly where keratin is
abundantly present. They have been found infesting on hair and fur in
mammal collections in India, though not as frequently as the larvae of
the Furniture Carpet Beetle.
The larva of T pellionella constructs a cigar shaped case around its
body with which it moves about (hence the name Case-bearing Clothes
Moth). The presence of the larva is not easily seen because the outer
surface of the case is covered with small pieces of the hair/fibre cut and
pasted on to it. As a pest this insect is more of a problem to woollen
fabrics, and infestation on mammalian hair in museum collections are
of comparatively lesser significance.
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Fig. 4.--Larva and adult of Case-bearing Clothes Moth, Tinea pel/jonel/a.

Other minor pests
Other nlinor pests of nlanlnlalian collections in nluseums include
the Spider Beetle, GibbiuI11 psylloides (Czenlp) capable of feeding on
anilnal skins the Redlegged Hanl Beetle, Nercobia rujipes De Geer,
reported fronl Freeze-Dry Laboratories in U.S.A. (Edwards and Bell,
19t< I), feeding on dried aninlal flesh as found in anirnals preserved by
the technique of freeze drying the Drug Store Beetle, StegobiuI11 paniC(,IIII1 (Linnaeus) reported to feed on leather (Kingsolver, 1981)
the
Tapestry Moth. Tric!Jop!Jaga lapel::cl/a (L) and the Cornnl0n Clothes
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Moth or the Webbing Clothes Moth, Tineola bisselliella (Hum) that
could feed on hair and fur (Wagstaffe and Fidler, 1968), etc.

PREVENTION AND CONTROL

The treatment of museum objects against biodeterioration caused
by insect pests should include preventive measures aimed at forestalling
the possibilities of infestation and control measures required to be undertaken once the infestation has already taken place.
Preventive measures should primarily consist of "good housekeeping practices" that prevent opportunities for insects to survive
inside the museum premises. Proper storage conditions, regulation
of temperature, humidity and ventilation and periodical inspection of
collections are essential factors to be attended to at all times.
Preventive treatments required can be grouped conveniently into
two categories:
(i) Chemical treatments given to the skins during preparation and
(ii) the use of chemical repellants within storage and display cabinets.
The first category consists of chemical treatments given by taxidermists in the preparation process of study skins and mounted specimens. They vary from dusting the inner side of the skin with arsenic
oxide or a mixture of arsenic and borax to elaborate tanning processes.
A large number of chemicals and chemical formulations are used by
taxidermists to prevent insect attack on mammal specimens. Some of
them are mentioned below :
Arsenic-borax powder
A mixture of equal portions by volume of dry white arsenic and
powdered borax (Sodium tetra borate ) is applied on the inner side
of skins, mostly in bird specimens during the process of taxidermy. It
keeps the skin supple and prevents insect attack.
Arsenic-Alum powder
A mixture of equal portions by volume of white arsenic and powdered alum (potassium aluminium sulphate) is used for the same purpose
as the above mixture.
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Wagstaffe-Barrow Mixture
A mixture for dry application to bird and mammal skins from
the inside is made in the following proportion (Wagstaffe and Fidler,
1968).
Borax powder
Tannic Acid
Camphor

DDT
Beechwood Creosote

500 g
30 g
16 g
3.5 g
9 drops

Hornaday"s Arsenical Soap

A formulation, recommended as the finest mixture for treatment
of bird and mammal skins (Wagstaffe and Fidler, 1968) is made with
the following ingredients :
White bar soap
(soft variety)
Powdered white arsenic
Subcarbonate of potash
Camphor
Alcohol

1 kg.
1 kg.
190 g
150 g
250 cc

Salt-acid Tan Solution
Common salt
Sulphuric acid
Water

250 g
30 cc
5 litres

(The salt and water to be mixed first and sulphuric acid added to it).

Sulphonated Neat"s foot oil (Moyer, 1953)
Sulphonated Neat's foot oilWater

1 part
1 part

(Water to be warmed a little and mixed with the sulphonated oil).

Allan solution (Moyer, 1953)
Water
Salt
Alum
Carbolic Acid

1 gallon
1/2 lb
1/41b
1/2 ounce
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Rowley's Mixture
(for preservation of Antlers in "velvet", Wagstaffe and Fidler, 1968)
Water
Glycerin
Salt
Alum
White Arsenic
Formalin

Arsenical paste
White Arsenic
Zinc oxide
Soft soap

1 litre
2 litres

400 g
400 g
400 g
500 ml

f

equal quantity

(Boiled together in water to form a paste. A few crystals of camphor
to be mixed when cool.)
The insecticidal chemicals or chemical formulations mentioned
above are used for application on the flesh side of the skin in birds and
small mammals during the process of taxidermy. In the case of larger
animals, however, the skin is tanned to strengthen it as well as to prevent
biological deterioration.
Animal specimens preserved by the process of freeze drying are
also prone to insect attack. Susceptibility to biodeterioration is more
acute in such specimens because no chemical treatments are given to
the skin as in the case of taxidermy. Furthermore, the body tissues
including fats are dried in situ and therefore a larger amount of nutritional matter is available for insects to thrive upon. Adequate precautionary measures to prevent insect attack are very essential for freezedried zoological specimens.
The second category of preventive measures consist of the use of
repellents. Paradichlorobenzene and Napthalene are the two most
commonly used repellent chemicals in zoological collections. The latter
is less effective compared to the former.
Wagstaffe and Fidler (1968) are of the opInIon that Paradichlorobenzene has some deleterious effect on certain colours of bird and
mammal skins, although there is no conclusive evidence in this respect.
Most museums use this chemical in storage boxes and display cases
containing dried animal specimens with success.
The British Museum (Natural History), London recommends the
use of a mixture of Chloroform, Creosote and Napthalene (C.C.N.)
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named as British Museum Mixture as a suitable insect repellent. Observations made in India show that a mixture of Paradichlorobenzene,
Benzene and Creosote (P.B.C.) is a highly effective repellent. Edolan
V is another mothproofing agent recommended for application on
specimens for repellent action.
Fumigation with suitable chemicals is the best method for eliminating insect pests from affected specimens. A large number of fumigants are available today. Wagstaffe and Fidler (1968) recommend
liquid fumigants such as Ethylene dichloride, Methly formate or Carbon
disulphide. All of them are highly inflammable. A mixture of Ethylene
dichloride and carbon tetrachloride (3: 1 by volume) is a satisfactory
non inflammable mixture. Methyl Bromide is also a very useful fumigant. Periodic inspection of specimens for possible biodeterioration and
immediate isolation and treatment of affected materials are necessary
to ensure proper preservation of mammalogical collections in museums.
SUMMARY

Mammal collections in museums and related institutions in the
form of study-skins or mounted specimens are susceptible to various
kinds of deterioration. In tropical countries the destruction brought
about by biological agencies such as fungi and insects is a major problem in the storage and display of such materials. Because of the protein
contents of the skin and hair in the form of collagen and keratin respectively, certain insects especially adapted to feed on them cause severe
damage to mammal specimens.
The most common insect pests of mammal collections in India
are dermestid beetles and clothes moths. The species attacking museum
collections, their characteristics, feeding habits and control measures
are discussed in this paper. Also, pests of mammal collections reported
from other countries, are discussed.
The prevention and control of biodeterioration of mammal collections through chemical treatments given during preparation of the
specimen, use of repellants, insecticides and various processes involved
in applying these control measures including fumigation are discussed ..
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DISCUSSION

Q.

Clothes moths are generally considered to be greater p:!sts to Museumspecimens than dermestid beetles in tropical countries. Is this true
for Museum-collections in India?

A.

Dermestid beetles, namely Anthrenus jlavipes is the most predominant insect pest of Natural History Collections in India. Clothesmoth damage is less frequent.

Q.

What is the effect of chemical degredation (formalin) and other
insecticides on the specimens?
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A.

This is a very important aspect of pest control operation. It is.
important to select a chemical that is not harmful to the object,
least toxic to man and most effective to pest in question.

Q.

Would you please describe the proportion of materials used for
the repellent mixture CCN and PBC ?

A.

For CCN, add napthalene to a quantity of chloroform to make
a saturated solution. Decant and add an equal quantity of creosote ..
For PBC a mixture of Paradichlorobenzene 50 gm, Benzene 50 cc
and Creosote 50 cc are required.

Q.

Could you tell the problems caused by fungi or mildew?

A.

Already discussed in the paper.

Q.

Do PBC or the British Museum Mixture have any effect on the
colour of mammal pelage? Also do these substances etch plastic
or corrode exposed metal ?

A.

There is no conclusive evidence on PBC or British Museum Mixture
affecting the colour of specimens. These are not applied to specimens but kept in storage vaults to have the repellent fume within.
British Museum Mixture and CCN could etch plastic in direct contact because of the presence of chloroform and benzene.

Q.

Do you think, the technique of freeze-drying will ever becomefeasible a cost effective method of preparing research specimens?

A.

This technique cannot replace taxidermy. It is useful only for
small and medium-sized specimens, for use as display items.

Q.

How often a displayed material needs to be fumigated?

A.

Displayed material need be fumigated only if it shows sIgns of
insect attack. Repeat once or twice.

Q.

Do you use regular checking and cleaning of specimens?

A.

This is a very important aspect of maintenance.
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IMPORTANCE OF PROPER LABELLING OF MAMMALIAN
SPECIMENS

P. K.

DAS AND BISWAMOY BISWAS

Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta

INTRODUCTION

A mammalian taxonomist today is not satisfied with merely establishing the taxonomic identity of the specimens before him, but is also
eager to study variations, geographic or otherwise, which exist among
them. For such studies the specimens should have labels accurately
depiciting adequate data regarding the locality, date of collection, sex,
various measurements, and a host of other essential information. Specimens without such informative labels are liable to prove useless for the
study of variation. Most unfortunately, a very large number of mammalian specimens housed in various institutions of the world, including the
Zoological Survey of India, suffer from such inadequacy of data of the
labels, and are, therefore, not very useful for modern taxonomic research.
Much attention is paid towards the routine care of specimens by
institutions engaged in the maintenance of mammalian collections.
Huge sums of money are also spent to augment such collections. But
the attention paid towards proper labelling of the specimen by many of
these institutions can perhaps be rated as inadequate while a serious
thought on the quality of the material for the label is almost non-existent
in them. Tohe detai1s of the information to be entered on the label, the
quality of paper, ink and string to be used in proper labelling of mammalian specimens, and necessary precautions in connection with them are,
therefore, discussed in this paper.
In most of the institutions of the world, including the Zoological
Survey of India, mammalian specimens have two categories of labels,
viz., the field label and the institutional label.
FIELD LABEL

The field label is written in the field itself. This label being the
first label to be tied to a specimen, is also known as the 'original label'
The field label is written by the collector of the specimen. It is, there~
fore, otherwise called the 'collector's label' This label is further designated as the 'permanent label' because it is never replaced and is maintained as long as the specimen remains.
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Minimum data required on the field label
In order that the specimen becomes worthy of use in connection
with modern taxonomic research, its field label should have some minimum data entered on it (Fig. I). They are : -

Locality
This is the most important single piece of information required on
a field label. A specimen can be utilised in a study of geographical
variation only if its label precisely bears the locality from where it was
collected. It is desirable to use the current name of the 10caJity and to
follow only the standard spelling. To avoid confusion regarding a recent
change in the name of a place and its spelling, it may sometimes be
necessary to give the older name and spelling in parenthesis, e.g.,
Sumatera (= Sumatra), Bardhaman (= Burdwan), Beijing( = Peking),
Boudkhandmals ( = Phulbani), Chandrapura ( = Chanda), Hugly
(=Hooghly), Pune (=Poona), Saptagram (=Adisaptagram), Thane
(=Thana), Xizang (=Tibet), etc.
Again, mentioning only the name of the place from where the specimen was collected, is, in most cases, not enough. If a specimen obtained
from India has entries like Ramgaon, Ramgarh, or Rampur on the
label as its locality, it practically conveys no idea as to the exact locality
from where the specimen was collected for there are 14 different Ramgaons, 92 Ramgarhs, and as many as 319 Rampurs in India. Even
Rampur, Uttar Pradesh, India, is not of much help. Because there are
284 Rampurs in Uttar Pradesh itself. Mentioning of the name of the
district after the name of the place is sufficient in most cases. But even
this fails when there are more than one locality having the same name
in the same district. Thus, Rampur, Faizabad district, Uttar Pradesh,
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Fig. 1. A field label for a mammal specimen
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India, is not quite indicative, for there are 52 Rampurs in Faizabad
district alone. In situations like this and when the name of the locality
is not to be found in commonly available maps, the approximate distance and direction of the locality from a well-known place (and indi
cated in such maps) are to be added after the name of the place. This
will unmistakably pinpoint the locality in question. The distances is to
be calculated in a straight line (as the crow flies) and expressed in kilometres. The following abbreviations may be used in this connection:
c=approximately,
km=kilometre,
NNW =north-northwest, and so on.

N =north,

SE==southeast,

Incidentally, Williams et al. t 1977) suggest that to avoid difficulties
in pinpointing a )ocality, it should be shown with reference to the major
compass points only, i.e., north, south, east and west, and not with
reference to other compass point subdivisions such as northwest, southeast, east-northeast, south-southeast, etc. According to this method the
distance of a locality from a specific reference point should be shown in
the longitudinal direction (north or south), followed by the distance of
the locality from the same reference point in the latitudinal direction
(east or west). For example, Balivasa, a small village in Medinipur
district of West Bengal, should be expressed as 'Balivasa, 10 km S, 15.5
km E of Jhargram, Medinipur district, West Bengal', rather than 'Balivasa, c 15 km SSE of Jhargram, Medinipur district, West Bengal'
Surely the method suggested above is a better one in pinpointing a
locality. But most countries of the world including parts of the United
States of America follow up to tertiary subdivisions of the primary
compass points in expressing less known localities. The Zoological
Survey of India still finds this method satisfactory.
It would, therefore, follow that statements like '7 km N of Forest
Rest House' and 16 km from Berhampur, are practically of no help in
determining the exact locality. Structures like the forest rest house,
dak bungalow, irrigation bungalow, inspection bungalow, etc., are in
no way permanent. As per demand of the situation, new rest houses and
bungalows are constructed after several decades at locations situated at
distances of several kilometres from the earlier ones and the older structures may even be demolished. In the second case, only the distance
from a well-known place is given, but not the direction, and, therefore,
is not helpful in finding out if the location is ] 6 km north, south, east
or west of Berhamur.
Statements like 'Tirupati, Andhra Pradesh, South India,' 'Darjiling, North Bengal', 'East Africa', etc., are to be avoided. No part of
India is officially designated as South India. If, however, the southern
portion of India must be emphasised, southern India (meaning only
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southern portion of India) may be added after Andhra Pradesh. Similarly, there being no area officially known as North Bengal, 'Darjiling,
northern West Bengal' would be ideal if the northern part of the state
of West Bengal is to be emphasised. East Africa as part of
locality is to be avoided because at present there is no country known by
that name, though several decades ago a portion of the eastern part of
Africa used to be known as Portuguese East Africa. Here again, if the
eastern part of Africa is to be emphasised, the entry 'eastern Africa'
will be sufficient.
If a collection is made in hilly and montane areas, the altitude (in
metres) of the place above the mean sea level (a.m.s.l. or m.s.l.) is to be
given in parenthesis just after the name of the place. It is better to note
the altitude of the actual location from where a specimen is collected,
directly with the help of an altimeter. Different locations of the same
locality may have appreciably different elevations. In such a case the
actual elevation of the place of collection is to be entered after the name
of the place, e.g.Bulfai (c. 2475 m), Manas Valley, Bhutan
Bulfai (c. 2621 m), Manas Valley, Bhutan
Bulfai (c. 2745 m), Manas Valley, Bhutan
As long as collecting is done in locations within a radius of five
kilometres around a place, the name of that place can be entered as the
locality. This procedure is based on the principle that mammalian
populations generally do not vary significantly within such a small area.
For areas whose detailed maps are not yet available, mention of
broad geographical features under the locality may help in indicating
the place of collection. The detailed map of Bhutan has not yet been
completed. Hence, instead of writing simply 'Bulfai (c 2475 m), Bhutan'
if the words 4Manas Valley' are added after Bulfai, it would be easIer
to locate the place.
One final word about making the entry regarding the locality on a
label is that it is to be done in a manner which would pinpoint the place
of collection of the specimen without any element of ambiguity, and
only with this end in view any amount of deviation from the suggestions
offered above is to be accepted without the slightest hesitation.

Date of collection
A specimen can be utilised in a study of seasonal variation (pelage
condition, reproductive condition, etc.) only if its label mentions the
date of its collection. Therefore, the date on which the specimen is
collected is to be clearly entered on the label. Here again, it is to be done
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in a manner so that there is not even the slightest doubt. An entry like
3-7.. 50 or 3-VII-50 is to be avoided for in many parts of the world it
will mean the seventh day of the third month (March), while in other
parts of the world, including India, it will mean the third day of the
seventh month (July), and if both the label and the specimen are in depleted condition, it will be quite difficult to determine with certainty whether
the specimen in question was collected in 1850 or in 1950. It is always
safe to write the day of the month first followed by the first three letters
of the month (not followed by a full stop) and the year in full. Thus,
3 Jul 1950 will always mean that the specimen was collected on the
third day of the month of July in the year 1950, in every part of the
world.
The date of collection means the date on which the specimen is
actually killed for preservation. N'ormally the date of procurement
and the date of preservation are the same. If, however, a living specimen
is procured, kept alive for several days and is subsequently killed for
preservation, both the date of procurement and that of killing are to be
clearly stated.
Name of collector

The name of the collector of the specimen is to be clearly entered
on the label. Usually prefixes like Mr., Dr., Fr., Br., Major, etc., need
not be added to the name of the collector. But if there is any chance of
confusion, such prefixes are to be added to make the situation clear.
For example, at present, there are two A. K. Mandals at the Zoological
Survey of India, and both collect mammals. One of them has a doctorate degree, the other does not have it. The first-named person can
enter his name as Dr. A. K. Mandai against 'Collector,' while the other
should write simply A. K. MandaI. This arrangement, however, will be
valid till the second A. K. MandaI obtains his doctorate degree when
perhaps the first person will have to write An. K. MandaI and the second
Aj. K. Mandai, for their full names differ (Anil Krishna Mandai vs
Ajay Kumar MandaI). Again, there are two persons in the Zoological
Survey of India who both collect mammals and have exactly the same
full name, viz., Ranjit Kumar Ghose. One of them is a mammalogist
and is differentiated from the other in writing by adding'!' in parenthesis
after the name. The other person who is a helminthologist also collects
mammals (as hosts of helminths). He is distinguished from the other
person of the same name by putting 'II' in parenthesis after his name.
These two collectors can utilise this system when entering their names as
collectors.
The name of the collector on the label is desirable due not only
to the fact that it indicates relative authenticity of the data on the label
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but at times can also throw light on some other incomplete data supplied
on the label. Surely the data on the label written by a trained mammalian
taxonomist would be more authentic and informative than those of a
layman collector.
Dobson (1876) lists three unsexed specimens of Phyllorhina diadem a
(Geoffroy) from Odeypore (= Udaipur) coJlected by V Ball. In the
absence of any further information regarding the locality one is apt to
take this locality as the well-known Udaipur of Rajasthan. This, of
course, would be erroneous as V Ball collected in an area called Udaipur
which is not in Rajasthan but in the present Raigarh district of Madhya
Pradesh. Thus, so long as V Ball is the collector, the locality Udaipur
is to be read as stated above. Sinha (1977) records Megaderma spasma
(Linnaeus) from the Andaman Islands on the basis of a female specimen
collected from Ross Island, and present in the National Zoological
Collections of India housed in the Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta.
There are at least two Ross Islands more familiar to workers on Indian
mammals, one in the Andaman group of islands, and the other off the
coast of Mergui Archipelago (Burma). The collector of Sinha's (op.
cit.) specimen is C. Primrose who collected for the Mammal Survey of
India, Burma and Ceylon organised by the Bombay Natural History
Society during 1911-1930. The Mammal Survey nevercollected in the
Andaman and Nicobar Islands, but did so in the Mergui Archipelago.
The specimen in question was collected from Ross Island, Mergui Archipelago, and not from the one of the same name and included in the
Andaman group of islands. This little bit of additional information
about the collecting activities of the collector of his specimen would
have been enough to enable the author to avert this erroneous
conclusion.
Sex and age
The sex of the specimen is to be written on the label by using standard notations, viz.,- 3 for the male and ~ for the female. This piece
of information is essential if the specimen is to be utilised in a study of
variation due to sex. Most mammals pose no problem as regards their
sexes. An examination of the external genitalia reveals the sex of the
specimen in most cases. In many insectivores and juvenile rodents,
however, sexing by this method may be difficult, if not impossible. Examination of gonads is the only method left in such cases. Females of
megadermatids, rhinolophids and hipposiderids at times have each a
pair of asymmetrical false inguinal teats. The penis in these groups of
bats is quite slender. To make the situation worse, the longer of the
false inguinal teats is often similar to the length of the penis. This appears
to be the potential source of error in sexing (females labelled as males)
of many specimens of hipposiderid and rhinolophid bats by Dobson
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(1876). Hence, utmost care is to be taken in examining the external
genitalia of these bats for sexing.
In those rare cases where one is not quite sure about the sex of the
specimen even after the examination of its gonads, a '?' sign may be
used to indicate the situation. If due to some reason or the other sexing
has not been done, a dash '-' or '0' may be used to express that
the specimen in question is unsexed.
The approximate age of the specimen may also be noted on the
label, if possible. This information about a specimen is needed if it is to
be utilised in a study of variation due to age. Depending on the group of
mammals there are various methods of determining the approximate
age of the individual. Relative body-proportions, degree of wear of
the tips of canines in fruit bats and the same of the crown surface of
the cheek-teeth of rodents and insectivorous bats, degree of ossification
of the skull, fusion of certain sutures in the skull, etc., are some of the
useful methods generally used in this connection. While no special
notations are required for adult specimens, prefixes such as Suckling,
Subad. (subadult), etc., may be added to the symbol for the sex. If one
is sure that the specimen is not adult and is not sure about its age-group,
it is better to use the notation Imm. (meaning immature) before the
symbol for the sex, e. g., Suckling 3 ,Imm. ~ ,Subad. J , etc.
Measurements
Standard measurements (in millimetres) as are applicable for the
concerned group are to be noted on the label. These are not only essential in establishing the taxonomic identity of the specimen, but are also
useful in studying variation due to size. Perhaps bats meant for preservation by the wet method may be exempted from this, as most of the
bat workers like to take these measurements themselves from the fluid
preserved specimens. Such measurements do not vary significantly
from those taken before fixation.
Additional data on the field label
Some further data in addition to those discussed above may increase
the value of the specimen in so far as its utility in various studies is concerned. These are enumerated below.
Collector's nlllnber
For each specimen collected a running serial number may be given.
This number is otherwise known as the 'original number' Not all information can be noted on the label however informative it may be.
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Additional information with respect to a particular specimen if required,
may be obtained from the collector's 'field note book' by referring to
this number.

Weight
Weight (in gram) of the freshly killed animal at times is helpful in
determining the reproductive state in some rodents and insectivores.
Mammae

The number and position of mammae in females help in some cases
to determine their taxonomic identity. A simple formula in this connection may be useful. Thus, 'Mammae: 1+2==3 pairs' means the total
number of mammae is six (three pairs) of which one pair is thoracic
and two pairs are abdominal. A further detailed formula for mammae
may be like this-'Mammae : 0+ 1+0+2==3 pairs' meaning there are
no axillary malnmae, there is a pair of thoracic mammae, there are no
abdominal mammae and there are two pairs of inguinal mammae.
Reproductive condition

Reproductive conditions such as the position of the testes (scrotal
or otherwise), relative size of the testes, etc., may be noted for the males.
In females the condition of the vaginal orifice (open or closed), number
and size of the embryos or foetuses in each of the horns of the uterus, if
gravid, whether mammae are lactating (in lactation), etc., may be noted.
These data furnish useful information on the seasonal reproductive
condition of the specimen. Thus, if the vaginal orifice is closed, it indicates that it has not yet bred. Lactating mammae implies a nursing
mother, and so on.
Plantar pads

The number of plantar pads may also be helpful in some cases in
determining the species. Thus, the three Indian species of the genus
Millardia can be distinguished by the numbers of plantar pads.
Habitat

A short note on the habitat from where the specimen is collected
may also be written on the label, e. g., IoTrapped in a cereal godown,'
'Shot in a secondary sal forest', etc.
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Time of collection
If nets are set in the afternoon to capture bats and if it is possible
to take out the bats as soon as they are entangled in the net, the time of
capture may also be noted. The time gives some idea as to the onset of
activity of the bats concerned.
Relative abundance
Whenever possible, the relative abundance of a species may also
be noted on the label with suitable words such as 'Rare', 'Fairly common
in paddy fields', etc.
When a specimen is made into a skin, its skull which is also preserved for study, should also have a label of its own. The separate
label for the skull need not have to be as exhaustive as that for the skin.
It would be sufficient if this label bears only the collector's number
(same as that of the skin), date of collection, name of collector, and the
place of collection (not necessarily the full locality). Such a label will
help in correlating the skull with its skin in the laboratory.
If, however, a specimen is made into a complete skeleton, a fuller
field label like that for the skin is to be written.
Material for the field label
As has been stated above, the field label should last as long as the
specimen lasts. In view of this, the material for the field label should be
of high quality.
Quality of paper
Parchment paper, though highly durable, gets wrinkled on standing,
at least under the tropical humid conditions. The Mammal Survey used
some labels made of this material for specimens preserved in formalin.
All these labels are now so much wrinkled that it is practicaUy impossible to read the data on them with certainty. Use of parchment paper
for labels is, therefore, not desirable.
Any light-weight, good quality paper having 100 % rag-content is
perhaps the ideal material for the label. Most unfortunately, such
machine-made papers are not produced in India. Good quality handmade paper with fairly smooth surface is the nearest approach to the
ideal material for the label. But handmade paper has one great disadvantage: when soaked in fluid preservatives (4 % formalin or rectified spirit) it becomes soft and thereby liable to be torn off the string or
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even tear into bits under the slightest stress. This paper, however, regains
its toughness when fully dried. Handmade paper, therefore, is quite
suitable for labels for specimens to be preserved dry, but most unsuitable for those to be preserved in fluids.
The Zoological Survey of India is using at present 'SKOLAR'
brand drawing cartridge paper for labels both for dry and fluid preserved
specimens. This paper, though not having 100 % rag-content, appears
to be quite satisfactory, at least now. Its limitations as the material for
the label will, however, be known only after 50 years or so.
Incidentally, the National Museum, Bulawayo, Zimbabwe, uses
'resistal' paper for dry specimens, and 'syntosil' paper for wet specimens.
It has been stated that these two types of paper are long lasting and
difficult to tear (Jones, 1984).
Size of the label

A big-sized label is of disadvantage if it is to be used for smaIlsized specimens like Mus musculus Linnaeus, Suncus etruscus (Savi).
Pipistrellus mimus Wroughton, or Tylonycteris pachypus (Temminck).
At the same time a label of very small size does not have sufficient space
to enter all the required data on it. A rectangular piece of paper, 8 cm
in length and 2 cm in breadth appears to be the optimum size for a field
label for a mammalian specimen.
String

Not only the paper for the field label should be durable, but the
string to tie it to the specimen should also be so. Ordinary cotton threads
of various counts have been used for field labels in various institutions,
including the Zoological Survey of India. Even jute thread has found its
use for the preparation of field labels! Considering the durability factor,
these threads are to be taken as unsuitable. For the last several years the
Zoological Survey of India is using mercerised cotton thread (No.8)
for field labels. Even this may not be quite durable under the tropical
conditions. The Zoological Survey of India is now actively searching
for a better substitute. Silken thread, nylon thread, and any other synthetic thread are much more durable. But with such threads the knot cannot be tightened. Perhaps, real linen thread (No.8, approximately
0.5 mm thick) may be a better substitute.
Metal eyelets vs punch

Metal eyelets, either one central or two lateral, at one end of the
label, as are used in some institutions for the insertion of the string, are
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detrimental for the label. These eyelets, made either of iron or of brass,
with the passage of time develop rust/verdigris which corrode both the
paper and the string. Therefore, use of metal eyelets on the label is not
desirable.
A medium-sized sewing needle with the desired string passing
through its eye is better used for the insertion of the string through the
label.
Writing of the field label
Needless to say that the pernlanency of the field label beconles
useless if the entries on it become faded and impossible or difficult to
read. Many of the field labels of fluid preserved specimens collected by
the Mammal Survey have thus become practically useless. Therefore,
the ink to be used for writing the field label should be selected with
utmost care. Obviously it is to be such that it leaves a permanent impression on the label. Ordinary fountain pen inks are unsuitable for this
purpose as most of them are completely washable while some leave but
a faint impression on the label, when washed with water. Ball pen inks
are soluble in rectified spirit. It even spreads out on paper with the
passage of time. Its use on the label is, therefore, not desirable.
Waterproof drawing ink such as the India ink can be used for field
labels. 'Rottringer'-type of pens with their ink (which is waterproof)
can also be profitably used for this purpose, under certain conditions.
Even waterproof inks like the India ink and the others as mentioned
above are at least partially washable if the label is immersed in fluid
preservatives immediately after writing. Such inks really become waterproof only if the writing is allowed to dry for several hours. This, therefore, makes these inks unsuitable for writing field labels for wet specimens, for a mammal already dead for some hours cannot wait for
several hours under the tropical humid conditions only because the ink
on its proposed label is not yet properly dried.
If, however, field labels are written with good quality lead pencils,
such labels can be immediately and safely used for specimens to be
preserved by any method. Depending on the surface and hardness of
the paper, H, HB or B grade of lead pencil is to be selected so as to make
the writing quite prominent.
It is desirable that the collector himself writes the field label. In
mixed collecting parties, a non-mammalogist may procure an example
of mammal. The field label for such a specimen is also to be written by
the mammalogist of the party. He, in such a case, naturally has to de-
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pend on the person who has actually procured the specimen, regarding
some of the field data. When a specimen is donated to the collecting
party or when a specimen is purchased locally, the field label for such a
specimen also is to be written in the same manner.
Some collectors may not have good handwriting, but if all the
entries on the field label are made clearly and legibly, preferably in
separate letters instead of running ones, the purpose will be fully served.

INSTITUTIONAL LABEL

In the laboratory, after a specimen is properly identified and registered, an insitutional label, otherwise known as the 'museum label', is
generally added to the specimen. An institutional label is generally a
printed one and bears the name of the institution. It has also space for
making entries like the institutional registration number, scientific name,
locality, name of the collector, date of collection, collector's number,
sex, etc. An these entries except the first two are naturally copied from
the field label. On the other side of the label are also copied from the
field label the data regarding the external measurements, weight, etc.
Utmost care should be taken while transferring the field data on the
institutional label to avoid any possible error in doing so.
In many institutions, especially those maintaining collections from
different countries of the world, the locality is entered on the institutional
label in a centripetal manner, i. e., the name of the country comes first,
then those of the state and district in that sequence, and finally the name
of the place from where the specimen was collected, e. g., 'India, Orissa,
Koraput district, Kashipur' In other institutions, including the Zoological Survey of India, where collections are mostly from one country
only, the centrifugal method is followed in entering the locality, e.g.,
'Kashipur, Koraput district, Orissa'
Both the systems are equally good. But it is desirable that the
geographical co-ordinates of the exact locality, as far as practicable, are
noted on the institutional label after the name of the place. This will help
in locating the place easily even if one is not conversant with the names of
districts, states, etc.
A separate institutional label is also to be written for the skull. This
label Inay bear only the registration number, scientific name, locality,
the nalne of the collector, collector's number, date of collection and sex.
It is desirable to write the registration number on the dorso-Iateral
aspect of the craniunl and also on each of the ramii of the lower jaw,
with pernlanent ink.
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The quality of the paper and the size of the label can be the same as
those of the field label, but the entries should always be made only with
permanent ink (India ink or some similar ink).
One final word of caution in connection with labels : the original
label, under any circumstances, should never be replaced with any other
label. The institutional label is to be tied to the specimen in addition to
the original label. If the original label is partially damaged, a copy of
the same may be made and this additional label may also be tied to the
specImen but the partially damaged original label should never be
removed.
If a specimen is obtained as a donation or by exchange from some
other institution and bears an institutional label, the same should not
be removed, only an institutional label of the recepient institution should
be added to the specimen. This will subsequently help in tracing the
history of the specimen.
SUMMARY

The importance of proper labelling of mammalian specimens can
perhaps never be overemphasised. If a specimen is to be utilised in
modern taxonomic research, it should have at least some essential data
such as the exact locality from where the specimen was collected, the
date of collection of the specimen, its sex, approximate age and various
external measurements, etc., clearly depicted on its field label. Some
additional data, namely the weight of the freshly killed animal and
notes regarding its reproductive condition, habitat, relative abundance
in the collecting area, etc., on the field label, make the specimen more
useful in the present-day taxonomic studies. The procedure for entering
these data in the field label is discussed. As the field label is expected to
last as long as the specimen, the material for the label should be highly
durable. Selection of the paper, string and the ink for the field label are
discussed. The procedure for the writing of the institutional label is
also mentioned.
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DISCUSSION
Q.

What is the quality of your label-paper? Is the paper stock that
you use for skin-labels the same as used for tags or labels of fluidspecimens?

A.

We use 'Skolar' brand drawing carridge paper both for the dry
a nd fluid-preserved specimens.

Q.

Why not catalogue all current localities with the exact location
documented on maps for future reference?

A.

The best method of determining a collection site
geographical co-ordinates.

Q.

Please provide the type of ink used for labelling. Is it used for
lebelling all tags for dry and fluid-preserved specimens?

A.

Lead pencil is used for field labels and 'Rottringer' pen and ink
for museum labels for both dry and fluid-preserved specimens.

IS

to have the
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ACCESSIONING AND CATALOGUING

D. E.

WILSON

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, National Museum of Natural
History, Washington, D.C. 20560, USA

INTRODUCTION

A good system of documentation serves as the memory of a museum.
Long after individual curators have come and gone, the records of the
museum will provide the necessary information about the collections.
Good records will greatly enhance the value of the collections, and poor
records will surely detract from that value.
Curating a collection of mammals carries with it the obligation to
maintain the collection in as good a condition as possible, and to maintain and add to the information about the specimens thereby providing
a complete historical track of their use and treatment. Good documentation for a collection is simple to acquire, and impossible to replace.
The operation of a museum carries with it a public trust. There is
an unstated rule that the museum with all of its contained collections will
endure in perpetuity. This durability of the collections is one of the most
important reason to maintain an accurate and complete system of
documentation.
The museum community has evolved a general system of documentation or registration of collections over the years. There are many variations on the general theme, but almost all museums use some parts of the
general scheme described herein.
In general, the registration process includes two separate processes :
accessioning and cataloguing. Accessioning makes a record of the reception of specimens into a museum's control. Cataloguing makes a record
of data for each individual specimen.

ACCESSIONING AND ACCESSION RECORDS

An accession consists of one or more specimens received from one
source, usually at one time. Specimens may be acquired in several ways.
Permanent acquisitions may come as gifts, purchases, field collections of
museum staff, or exchanges. Normally, only permanent acquisitions will
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be accessioned, but also it is possible to use your accession system to track
material coming in on loan or received for identification.
A simple but effective accession system might consist of three kinds
of record keeping devices: an accession ledger, a card file of donors, and
a file of accession paperwork.
The accession ledger provides a chronological record of all incoming
material. The ledger should be bound, and should contain low acid, high
rag content paper to ensure permanance. An alternative might be to use
preprinted forms that can be inserted into a typewriter, or generated by
machine (computer or word processor), then bound in lots of standard
size (200-500) as they are accumulated. Until permanently bound, the
loose sheets should be temporarily maintained in ring or post binders,
because loose sheets are too easily lost. In general, entries should be made
into the accession ledger as soon as possible after receiving an acquisition. Entries should be made with permanent ink and normally should
occupy a single line of the ledger.
Two common systems of numbering accession records are used today.
The simplest of these is a chronological series of number beginning
with one for the first accession and continuing with the next number
ad injinitul1l. Each accession gets a single number, whether it be a single
specimen, or several thousand specimens.
An alternative system is to use the year as a prefix and to then use
a sequential series for all of the accessions of a given year. Using this
system, for example, the first accession of the year 1983 might be numbered 1983/1 or 983/1 or 83/1 Using a two digit number for the year (83)
is not useful if your collection has been in existence since 1883 or if you
think it will be round in 2083. Naturally, we all expect our collections
to be around for another 100 years, so it is preferable to use a three or
four digit number for the year. The only advantage to using the four digit
nunlber is that it is more readily understandable, even to someone who
is otherwise unfamiliar with your system. The general advantage to the
date/accession system is that the number alone conveys some information
about the accession, namely, the year in which it was entered into the
museum collections.
The ledger should contain columns for the following information,
as a nlinimUITI, and might have others to suit your particular needs:
nUl11ber, date received, donor name and address, description of accession,
including estinlate of nUl11ber of specimens, how acquired, and remarks.
Use the renlarks colunln to note any pertinant facts such as danlage,
Inissing specimens, loss, special instructions, or other potentially useful
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data. Occasionally, collections may be donated with "conditions"
attached: The material must be exhibited, or must bear the donor's name,
or may not be exchanged without notifying the estate of the donor. The
remarks column can be used to note these conditions or to note that the
details are in the accession file. Also, you might want to use the remarks
column to record the catalogue numbers assigned to the accession, once
the specimens are catalogued individually.
The second part of the accession record is a donor file. Probably
this is most easily kept as a card file, with a separate card for each accession, filed alphabetically by donor or source. Each time an accession
comes in, a card should be completed including at least the name and
address of the donor, and the accession number. Then if someone wants
to know about the objects from a particular source, all they have to do
is to look up the name of the donor in the card file, read the accession
number(s), then look up the number(s) in the accession ledger. The
accession ledger, in turn, will provide further information, such as the
catalogue numbers of the objects in that accession, by which information
on specific objects can be retrieved.
The third kind of accession record is the accession file. All the pap~r
work for each accession should be put into a file folder or large envelope
and filed in numerical order in a standard file cabinet. This paperwork
might include such things as correspondence, letters of acknowledgment,
receipts, shipping papers, damage reports, itemised lists, collecting permits, and other documents relating to the transaction.
It might be useful to have a checklist form to fill out for each accession that specifies the individual steps that need to be taken to process the
material. An important part of the checklist should be to acknowledge
receipt of material to the donor. The checklist can then form the first
page in the accession file.
Before completing the accession paperwork, the specimens should
be fumigated to avoid any possibility of contamination of nlaterial already in the collection. If any or all of the accession is not going to be
catalogued immediately, you will need to temporarily store the specimens,
and if you are using a worksheet form, it should be kept with the accession
to help identify it until cataloguing is completed.
A quick summary of the accession process up to this point might
include: Receive the material, unpack it, look at it closely enough to
determine what it is and about how many specimens there are, enter it
into the accession ledger, and fumigate the specimens. Filling out a donor
card, putting any associated paperwork in the file, and "fine tuning" the
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records in the ledger can take place next or as additional information
about the acquisition becomes available. Then the collection can be put
a way in a temporary storage case along with some kind of identification
including the accession number.
CATALOGUING

The second major process in the registration system is cataloguing.
The accession records refer to a transaction, but the catalogue record refers
to an individual specimen. Each specimen in an accession will receive its
own unique catalogue number. This number can then be used to refer to
that specimen in publications or reports forevermore. Catalogue numbering systems can be selected to match the accession system. If you use the
simple numerical sequence for accession numbers, then it is probably best
to use a simple numerical sequence for the catalogue as well. However,
the catalogue numbers will be a completely different sequence than the
accession numbers. For instance, the first accession you have, accession
number I, might consist of 398 specimens. Each of those 398 specimens
will receive a separate catalogue number, so that the catalogue numbers
pertaining to that accession will be 1-398.
The alternative system, already discussed, was to use the year to form
the first part of the accession number. If this system is used, it can logically be extended to include the catalogue number. In our example then
of the first accession for 1983, the accession number was 1983/1. If that
accession consisted of 398 specimens, then individual catalogue numbers
could be assigned as 1983/1/1, 1983/1/2 ...... 1983/1/398. The 28th accession for 1983 then would be written 1983/28 and the individual specimens
would receive catalogue numbers 1983/28/1 though however many specj ..
mens make up the accession.
The catalogue itself may be in the form of a ledger, a card file,
or a multipart form that can be bound or filed in various ways. Traditionally, mammal collections have used bound ledgers as their catalogues, but
nowadays, with computer cataloguing becoming more popular, a variety
of systems are in use. Regardless of the system, the permanence of the
catalogue should be stressed. The catalogue number, written on or
attached to the specimen itself, is the key to all associated information
about the specilnen.
To be able to associate infornlation pernlanently with specific specie
tnens, we assign each a catalogue number. This number stands for one
specinlen and one specinlen alone. Each specimen receives its unique
number as it is entered into the catalogue. The nunlber should be written
both in the catalogue and on the specimen or on a tag attached to the
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specimen. The number can be written directly onto skulls and individual
bones in permanent ink. Each study skin should have an individual label
attached to it, and the museum catalogue number can be written on that
label.
However applied, the number should be easy to find, clearly legible,
durable, and must not interfere with the study of the specimen. As a rule,
the number should be placed in the same place on all labels, or written in
the same place on all skulls and bones.
The catalogue itself should contain the following columns as a minimum: catalogue number, accession number, original number (field
number), scientific name, locality, date collected, donor, collector, date
catalogued, sex, nature of specimen (skin & skull, fluid preserved,
skeleton only, etc.), and remarks. Each of these entries should be conlpleted for each specimen in an accession. All entries should be made in
permanent ink except for the scientific name, \vhich may need to be
changed from time to time based on re-identifications or nomenclatorial
changes.
If a large accession is being catalogued, it is preferable to arrange the
specimens in an orderly fashion before entering them into the catalogue.
One such logical arrangement is as follows: phylogenetically to genus,
then alphabetically by species, then by locality, then by date, then alphabetically by collectors name, then by collector's field number. By entering
large collections into the catalogue in a prescribed order, it makes it easier
to locate information about a particular specimen wh~n not all of the data
are known about it.
Additional types of catalogues can be maintained according to your
particular needs. Because the museum catalogue is arranged numerically
by catalogue number, it is sometimes useful to have card files arranged
by species or locality. Th~se can be generated as part of the cataloguing
process, or at a later date as time permits. If a multipart form is used for
the cataloguing process, the top copies should be bound as the museunl
catalogue, and then the oth~r copies can be filed in the ancillary files.
To summarise the cataloguing procedure, arrange the specinlens of a
particular accession in a logical sequence, assign and affix a number to
each, enter the data into the catalogue, and prepare any additional
catalogue files as necessary. A list of the catalogue numbers can then be
entered into the accession records, and the specimens are ready for
installation into the collection, if all parts are cleaned and ready, or
can be returned to temporary storage to await cleaned skulls or skeletal
material if necessary.
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If the specimen consists of more than one part, such as skins and
skulls, then the catalogue number must be written on, or attached to,
all parts. Uncleaned skulls should have a field tag attached, and the
catalogue number can be written on that tag, which should then remain
with the skull throughout the cleaning process. Once cleaned, the
number can be written on the skull itself with permanent ink.
Once all associated parts of a specimen are reunited, the material can
be installed into the main collection for future study and use. It is during
such studies that it frequently becomes necessary to obtain all available
information about one or more specimens. Having reviewed the accessioning and cataloguing process, I now examine some examples of how
those information systems might be useful.
Assume that a visitor has located a particular specimen in the collection and wants to know more about it. First of all, you can check the
catalogue number on the specimen, and then refer to that number in
the museum catalogue. The catalogue itself contains several items of
information about the specimen, and gives you an additional number to
refer to : the accession number. Using the accession number, you can
refer to the accession ledger and the accession file for information on
where the specimen came from and how it got there.
Another possibility might be a request from someone who wants to
know what happened to the material Dr. Jones donated a long time ago.
By going to the donor file and looking under Jones, you can read the
accession numbers of his donations. You can then look up the appropriate accession in the accession ledger, which will tell you if the material
is still in the collection or perhaps has been exchanged or transferred elsewhere. You can also find the catalogue numbers of the material in
that accession, and a quick look at the museum catalogue will give you
additional information about the specimens.
Additional catalogue files can be used to answer a variety of information requests such as : How many specimens of CYl10pterlis sphinx do
you have? If a species card file is maintained, it can be consulted
to obtain the necessary information. Often, requests are for information
on the number of specimens from a particular geographic locality, such
as a province, state, or country. If a geographical card file is maintained,
this type of information is readily available.
SAMPLE PROCEDURES FOR HANDLING INCOMING SPECIMENS

As an exanlple of how an actual system of accessioning and cataloguing works, the detailed instructions for handling incoming specinlens
received by the Museum Section, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, at the
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U.S. National Museum of Natural History are presented here. This is
not necessarily the ideal system for every museum, and you will want to
tailor your particular system to the needs of your museum.
Incoming new specimens are unpacked and then logged into the
~'Catalogue of Specimens Received," or accession ledger. This ledger
provides an accession number for the collection and acts as the first step
in the accession process. General information concerning the collection
is entered in the ledger (Fig. 1). A "Specimens received" data sheet
(Fig. 2) is then filled out in greater detail. This data sheet will remain
with the collection until the specimens are installed in the main collection.
A "Donor Card" (Fig. 3) is completed and filed immediately. Dry
specimens are then fumigated with liquid Dowfume for a minimum of
3 days. If the specimens were received from an outside source (someone
not employed here) a letter is written acknowledging receipt of the collection. In preparation for cataloguing, the specimens are identified to species
(if possible) and arranged phylogenetically to genus following Simpson
(1945). After genus, the specimens are arranged alphabetically by species,
then by locality, date and collector's number. If there is more than one
collector within each locality and date, the collector's names should be
arranged alphabetically. The specimens are then arranged numerically by
collector's field number.
When the skins are in order, all other parts to each specimen are
placed with the appropriate skin. Skeletons are inserted in proper
sequence among the skins but alcoholic specimens are usually kept separate and catalogued after the dry material, following the same arrangement as used for the dry specimens.
Copies of all field catalogues, notes, and permits are obtained and
they remain with the collection during processing, as well as correspondence and miscellaneous notes.
All cataloguing is done in permanent ink in a museum catalogue.
A copy of a catalogue page is attached (Fig. 4), which shows the types
of data entered. The only information not entered in ink is the scientific
name, which is written in pencil.
One specimen is catalogued at a time. For dry specimens, the
catalogue number is written in permanent ink on the front of the skin
tag and on every other tag associated with any part of the specimen (Fig.
5). Skin tags on wet specimens must be dried before this can be done. An
embossed label with the catalogue number is also added to fluid
specimens. The catalogue number series for the collection is entered in
the "Final Disposition" section of the Specimens Received data sheet and
individual catalogue numbers may be entered in the field catalogue by
their corresponding field numbers.
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SPECIMENS RECEIVED
HAHKAL SEcriON
NATIONAL FISH AND WILDLIFE LABORATORY
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Fig. 2.-Specimens received data sheet.
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Uncleaned skeletal material is separated immediately after cataloguing and sent to the osteological preparation facility. The skins are h~ld
separately from the main colJection while skeletal material is cleaned.
Alcoholics are either held up for research purposes or preplred for
installation into the collection.
Skeletal parts of specimens are taken to the dermestid beetle chamber
and placed in individ ual containers (small boxes and egg cartons), which
are then placed in a larger "bug box" Dermestid b~etles may be gathered
from other "boxes" if an insufficient number are present. The specimens
should be checked after a couple of days to see how they are doing. More
beetles ca'n be added if needed. Specimens should be removed from the
bug box as soon as they are clean to avoid damage to cartilage and labels.
It is important to use durable skull tags that will not be eaten by
the beetles, even if they become bloody or greasy.
As the specimens become cleaned and free of flesh, they are placed
in individual covered boxes and removed from the dermestid chamber.
The boxes containing the cleaned material are then fumigated for 3 days.
Mter being fumigated, each specimen is soaked in an individual jar
of warm 10% ammonia solution for 3-4 hours, drained, and soaked in
water for 1-2 hours. These times vary depending on the size of the specimen and how clean of flesh it is. Each specimen is then hand cleaned with
picks, forceps, or any other tool that allows safe removal of any remaining
flesh. Tags are not soaked but are left hanging outside the soaking container. The tag string is removed from the tag after the bones are cleaned.
The tag is placed with the specimen while it dries in an open container,
usually a box or egg carton. The specimens are allowed to air dry in the
drying room until completely dry, usually 3-5 days.
Dry specimens are then placed in vials or boxes. If they are not completely dry before being placed in a closed container, mould will form.
The material is then fumigated for 3 days.
The skeletal material is now ready to be numbered. One at a time,
each skeleton or skull is removed from its vial or box and the catalogue
number is applied with permanent ink from a steel pen to every bone or
fragment possible. The sex of the specimen is also applied to th~ skull
or largest piece of the skull. On the skull the number is written on the
cranium from front to back with the sex symbol applied above the
number (Fig. 6).
Labels are then typed (or computer generated) and inserted into vials
or boxes as appropriate (Fig. 7). Large skulls are labelled with museum
tags tied to the right zygomatic arch, if possible, and usually are not boxed
or labelled otherwise.
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Skeletal material is then matched with corresponding skins. Final
identifications of the specimens are made and the names are written on
labels and tags in pencil.
A letter is written to the donor thanking him or her for the collection,
providing the museum catalogue numbers assigned to the collection, and
indicating final identification. Occasionally the museum catalogue is copied
and sent to the donor. The "Specimens Received" data sheet is then
copied. One copy is placed in the "Specimens Received Data Sheet"' file,
which is organised by year and file number. The other copy is placed with
all of the correspondence, field catalogues, permits, notes, etc. that
pertain to the accession and is filed in the accession file which is also
arranged by year and file num ber.
Several segments of the collection have been data processed. Each
case of specimens for which this has been completed is marked to indicate
such and no specimens are installed until a computer data sheet (Fig. 8)
has been completed and returned to the Automatic Data Processing office.
North American specimens (Panama north) that will go into segments
of the collection that have not been data processed must be "carded"
before installation. This is a process of recording the specimen data on
cards (Fig. 9) that will be added to the phylogenetic-geographic card file.
The specimens are now ready to be installed in their appropriate
place in the collection. The collection is arranged phylogenetically to
the generic level following Simpson (1945), then alphabetically by species,
subspecies, country, and state and numerically within state. The curatorial locality cards in each tray should be updated, and drawer and case
labels corrected where necessary. The geopraphic file cards are installed
as the final step.
THE USE OF COMPUTERS IN THE REGISTRATION PROCESS

Computer usage is increasing rapidly in all segments of society
including museums. In addition to making possible research applications
that were virtually impossible a few years ago, automatic data processing
has proved a great boon to the curation of collections. Although the
details of completely machine processed accessioning and cataloguing
systems are beyond the scope of this paper, it should be pointed out that
every step of the documentation, registration, and paperwork processes
can be efficiently converted to computer processing if the resources are
available. A Bibliography on "Computers in the Museum" was compiled in June 1983 by Catherine D. Scott and Caroline L. Shugars of the
Smithsonian Institution. Copies may be obtained by writing to : Ms.
Catherine D. Scott, Chief Librarian, Museum Reference Center, Office of
Museum Programmes, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. 20560.
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CONCLUSION

Accessioning and cataloguing are the two processes that allow for
complete documentation of the history of each specimen in the collection.
The accession system, consisting of three kinds of records, an accession
ledger, donor file and accession file, contains documentation for each
acquisition, whether it consists of a single specimen or many. The accession records contain information on when, how, and from whom
incoming material was obtained.
Cataloguing is the process whereby information is recorded for each
individual specimen in an accession. An individual, unique catalogue
number ties each specimen to all associated data. A minimal cataloguing
system consists of a single ledger or file, arranged numerically by
catalogue number. Additional files, arranged phylogenetically or
geographically, or specifically designed for individual needs, may be
added to the cataloguing system.
Additional information on these topics can be found in Agrawal
(1974), Barcaw (1975), Borgstede (1974), DeBorhegyi (1958), Dudley et
ale (1979), Guthe (1970), Reibel (1978), Ross (1972), and Williams et ale
(1977).

SUMMARY

If the first obligation of a museum is to build and maintain good
collections, then surely the second obligation is to maintain accurate and
orderly records, without which the collections would be of little value.
Records provide documentation for each specimen in a collection and for
each collection in a museum. Accurate records permit present and future
users to obtain maximum information about each specimen. When a
specimen is added to the collection, therefore, complete information on
it must be obtained from the donor and collector.
Accessioning may be defined as the registration of one or more specimens from a single source, and usually at a single time. Cataloguing is
the registration of information relating to each individual specimen in an
accession. The registration process, then, normally includes the assignment of two numb~rs : an accession number for the group of specimens
that make up the accession, and a catalogue number for each individual
specImen.
There are several kinds of information records or files, each serving
a particular purpose or need. Commonly a museum will have an accession
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file, which may be a bound ledger or a card file. This file is usually arranged numerically. It describes the entire accession and provides information to answer the questions : What is the material ; when and how was
it obtained; and from whom was it received? A museum might also
have a separate donor (or source) file, normally arranged alphabetically
by the name of the donor, and bearing information about the source,
including a complete list of previous accessions fronl that donor. Another
important file is for accession documents. This is an open-ended file folder
or envelope system where all manner of supporting documents for the
accession may be kept. These supporting documents include but are not
limited to : transaction records, correspondence, news clippings, donor's
or collector's written records, publications or references thereto, photographs, research reports, and field notes. Material may be added to this
file at any time.
Apart from these three kinds of accession records, there is a catalogue
in which to record the complete description of each specimen including
an individual, unique, catalogue number. The numbering system can be
anyone that seems efficient for your p3.rticular operation. By far the most
common is a simple numerical sequence beginning with the number one
for the first catalogued specimen and continuing indefinitely. Another
system used is a three-part number indicating the date catalogued, accession
number, and specimen within the accession. This system also provides
a unique number for each specimen. The date/accession/specimen system
might yield a number such as 938/56/12, indicating specimen 12 in accession 56 in 1938. Regardless of the system used, each specimen in the
collection should bear a unique number, either written on it or attached
to it and for each specimen there will be one or more written records bearing this same number. Additional information files, such as those based
on locality or phylogeny, may be kept if separate records with this information meet a particular need.
Just as the specimens have to be kept safe and secure, the records
also should be maintained in a safe, fireproof location, and be made available only to authorised persons.
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DISCUSSION

Q.

Does your museum have any special system for accessioning and
cataloguing unusual materials such as tissue samples, photographs
or slides of karyotypes?

A.

We do not catalogue these materials unless they are accompanied
by a voucher specimen. A separate catalogue for these materials
could be established, and I would recommend a centralised system
rather than relying on individual curators to keep their own
records.
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Q.

In the museums where protein-taxonomy and chromosome studies
are being carried out, what methods are adopted in U.S.A. for accessioning and cataloguing the different variants reported in the same
identified species?

A.

The same system is used regardless of the level of identification of
the specimen. A specimen can be catalogued as 'Bat' or 'Cynopterus
sphinx' or Cynopterus sphinx sphinx' or 'C. sphinx sphinx,
Cototype B'

Q.

How would you compromise regarding your specimens and making
them available for viewing or study by persons whose value of these
specimens varies from yours?

A.

Research collections should be made available only to qualified researchers and a firm written museum policy restricting usage of
specimens is often helpful.
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ACCESSIONING AND REGISTRATION

P. K.

DAS

Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta

INTRODUCTION

An institution engaged in the taxonomic studies of animals would
surely like to collect more and Inore of specimens. But such specimens
can be of real use in the study of taxonomy only if precise and systeInatic records regarding the various data with respect to each and every
individual specimen thus collected, are maintained. Accessioning and
registration are the two processes, which aim at doing this. These two
processes come between the collection of the specimens in the field and
their final storage for future utilisation.
Neither exactly the same procedure is followed in accessioning and
registration of specimens nor even these two processes are known by
the same name, in different institutions of the world. However, the
purpose of these two processes, as stated above, remains the same in
all institutions maintaining large zoological collections for taxonomic
studies. The primary object of the present communication is to put on
record as to how accessioning and registration of mammalian specimens are followed in the National Zoological Collections of India,
housed in the Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta.

CURRENT METHODS OF PROCUREMENT OF MAMMALIAN SPECIMENS IN THE
NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS OF INDIA

For a proper understanding of the procedures followed in accessioning and registration of mammalian specimens in the Zoological Survey
of India, a thorough knowledge about the Inethods of procurement of
mammalian specimens (skins and skulls, fluid preserved specimens,
skeletal material, etc.) in this institution is an essential prerequisite.
At present, the Zoological Survey of rndia procures 111al11malian
111aterial by four different 111ethods, viz.-(l) by collecting in the field,
(2) by accepting donations of specinlen, (3) in exchange of specimens
with other museunlS, and (4) by purchase.
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Collecting in the field

The Zoological Survey of India procures the large majority of its
nlanlInalian specimens through actual collecting in the field, by its
workers. Mammalogists of the Survey, though primarily collect specimens of mamInal, they also collect other groups of animal, if and when
the situation permits. Similarly, workers of the Survey specialising in
other groups also try to collect mammals in addition to the animals of
their own interest. After reaching the headquarters in Calcutta, the leader
of a collecting party sorts out different groups of animal. The mammalian nlaterial of the collection is then forwarded to the Officer-in-Charge
of the Mamnlal and Osteology Section, for further processing.

Please receive the following specimens of mammal
collected during the Namdapha Survey, 1981 :60 examples of bat -

Crno12terus - 46 ex. (all wet)
Macroglossus - 4 ex. (3 wet, 1 dry)
S12haerias - 8 ex. (6 wet, 2 dry)
Magaero12s - 2 ex. (1 wet, 1 dry)
Total

60 examples

~ 1/918~

( Dr. Shyamrup Biswas )
Zoologist
Coleoptera Section

ole,

Mammal and Osteology Section

Fig. I. A note from the leader of a collecting party of the Zoological Survey of India,
to the Officer-in-Charge of Mammal and Osteology Section, forwarding a
lot of mammalian specimens. Original size of the sheet of paper: c. 210 by
330 miIJimetres.
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Receipt of donations

Every year, quite some number of specimens of mammal are sent
to the Zoological Survey of India, by different institutions engaged in
research on various aspects of mammal, for identification. After identification, most of these specimens are usually returned to the sender.
If, however, some of these specimens are found to be of interest to the
Survey in one way or the other, it is only with the written consent of
the sender that such specimens are received in the Survey as a premanent
donation. Sometimes institutions and individuals send specimens to the
Zoological Survey of India straightway as a donation. The Zoological
Gardens at Alipur, Calcutta, is another source of mammalian specimens. Mammal exhibits of the zoo, when dead, are usually sent to
the Zoological Survey, which receives them as a donation. It must be
made quite clear that all these donations are not only permanent, but
are also unconditional, i.e., after such donations the specimens involved
become the sole and permanent property of the Zoological Survey of
India.
Exchange

Besides the methods of obtaining specimens mentioned above,
procurement of specimens of taxa either totally unrepresented or poorly
represented in the collection, by way of exchange with other museums,
is also in practice in the Zoological Survey of India.
Purchase

Procurement of mammalian specimens by purchase, is least encouraged in the Zoological Survey of India. Nevertheless, it has actually
been done in the past. It is by this method that a portion of the mammal
collection (including most of the wet specimens) obtained by the Bombay
Natural History Society's Mammal Survey of India, Burma and Ceylon,
was procured by the Zoological Survey of India (Das 1984). In future
also, the Survey, perhaps, will not hesitate to procure specimens by
purchase if a collection be found significant.

ACCESSIONING

Mter the leader of a collecting party of the Zoological Survey of
India sends the mammalian material collected by him to the Mammal and
Osteology Section, the Officer-in-Cbarge of the section officially receives
the same, on behalf of the section. Necessary particulars of this lot of
specimens are entered in a bound ledger called the 'Acquisition Register'
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Fig. 2. A completed page of the acquisition register. Orignal size of the page : c
210 by 330 millimetres.

Each page of the acquisition register is approximately 210 by 330
millimetres in area, and has five vertical columns, viz.-{l) Sl. No., (2)
Date of receipt, (3) Source, (4) No. & particulars of specimens, and (5)
Remarks.
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A lot of mammalian specimens received from the leader of a collecting party is allotted a simple sequential number. This number is entered
under the first column. Under the second column, the name and designation of the leader of the collecting party is entered. The area from
which the lot of specimens has been collected is usually put under the
remarks column. If the specimens have been collected by a well-organised
faunistic survey trip or expedition, the name of the surveyor expeddition is entered under this column.
If a lot of specimens is received as a donation, the name and address
of the donor (individual or institution) is entered under the second
column, while the words 4Received as donation' are put under the last
column. Similarly, when a lot of specimens is obtained by exchange
with some institution or by purchase from some institution or individual,
the name and address of the other party involved in the exchange or
sale of specimens, are entered under the second column. Accordingly,
an entry like 'Obtained in exchange' or 'Obtained by purchase,' as
the case may be, is made under the last column.
When relevant particulars, as stated above, relating to a lot of
specimens are entered in the acquisition register, accessioning of that
lot of specimens is completed. This method, as followed in the Zoological Survey of India, is quite a simple one, and is in sharp contrast to
the method followed in many of the museums in the United States of
America (Williams et al. 1977, Wilson 1984). The serial number allotted
to a lot of specimens is never called the accession number. This number
is in no way helpful in subsequently tracing out any specimen of a particular lot bearing this number.
The Zoological Survey of India stresses upon putting down all
relevant information such as locality, date of collection, name of collector and sex, external measurements, brief notes on the habits and habitat
of the specimen, etc., on the label of the specimen itself. For this reason,
perhaps, the Zoological Survey of India can afford to have a simple
method of accessioning.
If, however, anybody is interested to know further details as to
what other groups of animal were collected by a collector or at which
localities the collector made collections during a particular collecting
trip, he is to refer to the col1ector's official report/field note book of
that particular trip, a copy of \vhich is deposited with the Field Survey
Division, and a second copy of the same is also deposited with the Library
of the Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta.
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REGISTRA TION

In the Zoological Survey of India, registration of a mammalian
specimen is done only when it is made ready for final storage and, of
course, properly identified. Registration involves making relevant entries
with respect to every identified specimen of mammal in a bound ledger
called the 'Specimen Register' The entries are invariably made with
permanent ink.
Each folio of the specimen register is approximately 420 millimetres
in length and 340 millimetres in width, with provisions for making 34
entries. It has 11 vertical columns, viz. (1) Reg. No., (2) Zoological
name, (3) Sex, (4) Locality, altitude, etc., (5) Name of collector, (6) Date
of collection, (7) Nature of collection, (8) Date of entry, (9) Order and
Family, (10) Det. by and (11) Remarks.
In the process of registration, each specimen receives an unique
number which is known as the Zoological Survey of India Registration
Number (abbreviated as Z.S.I. Reg. No. or simply Reg. No.). This is
just a simple sequential number, and accession number and the date of
registration do not form parts of the registration number, contrary to
the practice of cataloguing of specimens in many museums (Wilson
1984).
Particulars regarding the state of preservation of the specimen and
the parts preserved (skin and skull, in alcohol, skull extracted or otherwise, etc.) are entered under the seventh column. The date of entry in
the specimen register means the date on which a particular specimen was
registered. The name of the specialist identifying the specimen is put
under column 10. It is a general practice to enter the collector's number
under the remarks column. If any specimen bears catalogue number(s)
of one or more of the earlier catalogues *, the same is also put under
*The catalogues referred to above are as follows :Blyth (1863) catalogued the entire mammalian collection of the Asiatic Society
of Bengal, while Dobson (1876) appended a catalogue of the specimens of bat present
in the Indian Museum, to his monograph of Asiatic Chiroptera. Subsequently, Anderson (1881) and Sclater (1891) catalogued the entire mammalian collection of the Indian
Museum, in two separate parts.
The collection of mammals of the Asiatic Society of Bengal was given to the
Indian Museum. The later institution, in its turn, turned over its entire mammalian
collection to the Zoological Survey of India, at the time of its formation in the year
1916 (Das 1984). Since the mammalian specimens of the Asiatic Society of Bengal
and those of the Indian Museum are now part of the mammal collection of the
National Zoological Collections of India, these catalogue numbers are often referred
to facilitate tracing out further details regarding a particular specimen from these
published catalogues.
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this column. If anything regarding the condition of the specimen is
found to be worth mentioning, it is also entered under this column.
To every registered specimen of mammal in the Zoological Survey
of India, is tied a duly completed departmental printed label. This label,
besides bearing the registration number and the zoological name, also
provides data regarding locality, date of collection, collectors number,
name of the collector, sex of the specimen, etc. A duplicate of the printed
label is also tied to the skull of a dry specimen, and to that of a fluidpreserved specimen, if extracted.
The registration number is clearly written on a suitable place on
the dorsal aspect of the skull and also on both ramii of the lower jaw,
with permanent ink. Similarly, all suitable parts of an osteological
material are numbered with the registration number.

POST-REGISTRATION PROCEDURES

After the process of registration is over, the particulars of some of
the specimens are also entered in one of the two additional bound ledgers,
depending on the nature of the specImen.
Register of type specimens
The data pertaining to every type specimen are entered in a ledger
called the ~ Register of Type Specimens' In size, this register is similar
to the specimen register, but has 12 vertical columns, viz.-- (1) Sl. No.,
(2) Type-category, (3) Sex, (4) Z.S.I. Reg. No., (5) Name of species,
(6) Family, (7) Locality data, (8) Name of collector, (9) Date of collection, (10) Catalogue No., (II) State of preservation and (12) Remarks
(condition of type, etc.), and has provisions for making 26 entries in a
single folio. The serial number is a simple numerical sequence starting
with one for the first type specimen entered in this register, and is quite
distinct from the registration number (column number 4) which is the
same number as that in the specimen register mentioned before. Catalogue number(s) corresponding to one or more of the catalogues mentioned earlier is or are entered under column number 10.
Register for osteological specilnens
If only the skeleton (complete or incomplete) of a specimen is preserved, but not its skin or any other body-parts, the specimen is treated
as an osteological one. The data relating to such a registered specimen
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are further entered in a separate ledger known as the 'Register for Osteological Specimens' This ledger is similar to the specimen register but
has 12 vertical columns, viz.- (1) Serial No., (2) Zoological name, (3)
Sex, (4) Locality, altitude, etc., (5) Name of collector, (6) Date of collection, (7) Nature of collection, (8) Date of entry, (9) Order & family,
(10) Sectional Reg. No., (11) Det. by and (12) Remarks, and has provisions for making 32 entries in a single folio. As in the register of type
specimens, the serial number is a simple numerical sequence starting
with one for the first osteological specimen entered in the register, and is
quite distinct from the sectional registration number (column number
10) which is the same number as that in the specimen register. Statements like 'Complete skeleton', 'Incomplete (post-cranial) skeleton,'
etc., are entered under column number 7. Under the remarks column,
as usual, the catalogue number(s) and the collector's number are entered.
After the particulars of concerned registered specimens are entered
in one or the other additional register, the data of every specimen are
now entered on one or more printed cards.

Specimen index cards
Particulars of every registered specimen of mammal are entered
on a set of cards known as the 'Specimen Index Cards' A specimen
index card is approximately 150 millimetres in length and 100 millimetres in height. On the top of the card there are suitable spaces for
entering the systematic position and the zoological name of the taxon,
as also indications regarding the state of preservation (dry or wet) of
ZOOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA, Calcutta.

Phylum CHORDATA
Class

Genus . . . ~.ep..u._s._......L.t.~.n.~5?.~.$..,.I.1.~8

MAMMALIA

~;:.r t~~g~\~~HA

~pecjes.£ept).s. C!rgpicl).$. Ehye.nb~rB,1833D.,dry;~.
Reg. No.

20186

Locality

Date of
coli.

Colle<:tor/Donor

Remark's

JhaJjo:ykotti, 13 ,No~ S.Chllkr(lbor~ c1~ Ski"Yl
Ja-rn-mu &1975
SkuLL
Kashmiy

&-

Fig. 5. A completed specimen index card. Original size of the card: c 100 by 150
millimetres.

all the specimens entered on a single card, and their actual location
in the collection. In a specimen index card, particulars of specimens can
be entered under five vertical columns, vi=.-(l) Reg. No., (2) Locality,
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(3) Date of colI., (4) Collector/Donor and (5) Remarks. Wordings
like 'Skin and skull,' 'In spirit, skull extracted,' Incomplete skeleton',
etc., are entered under the remarks column. As the collection of mammals
in the Zoological Survey of India, is arranged according to the sequence
followed by Ellerman and Morrison-Scott (1966), so are the specimen
index cards. Such cards for osteological specimens are maintained
separately.

The specimen index cards not only provide the total number of
specimens of a particular taxon present in the Zoological Survey of
India, and further details as to their localities, dates of collection, collectors, etc., but also act as guides to the actual location of the specimens
in the collection.

Type cards

The data of every type specimen are entered on another set of cards
called the 'Type Cards' Each type card is 200 millimetres in length and
125 millimetres in height. Besides spaces for writing the systematic
position, the name of the taxon and the reference to the original description, on the top of the card, it has provisions for entering particulars of
specimens under seven vertical columns, viz- (1) Reg. No., (2) Type
Category, (3) Locality, (4) Collector, (5) Date of Collection, (6) Catalogue
No. and (7) Remarks (State of preservation, condition, etc.).
TYPES IN THE NATIONAL ZOOLOGICAL COLLECTION
ZOOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA

Soha J9BZ
Species Biswa1'Ylo~£P-teyus
biswasi SethCl, 1982
Reference: BuE£ . zoot Su ,lJ. g'Yld ta, 1- (3): 33/- 336

Genus

Reg

No

BLswa-m0(f0p-te)"us

Type
Category

locality

Collector

Date of
Ceillectlon

J-4 c Lot;j pe Debo.-n &,.350"'-

Sh~amru?

CHORDATA

Class

MAMMALIA
RODENTIA

Order

Family

SCrUR1DAE

Host and Habitat

Remarks (State 01 preservarlon condlrlon etc>

---

---

Z0705

Phylum

2T Ap-r 1981

- --

-

Ad.t; D'(i ;

2.b Kyn - eClS~ oj

/3iswas &

S'u.d

skin,

Mio.o, Na-mdapha.
TlYO-p di s l1'tet,
A-rul1O-chol
P-raaesh,

pa,t21

sku.

and

1tt

bClCU

tu Tn

971c1ia

Fig. 6. A completed type card. Original size of the card: c 125 by 200 millimetres.
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DISCUSSION

The process of accessioning, as followed in the Zoological Survey
of India, is a simple one, and largely differs from that followed in many
museums of the United States of America. This is mainly due to the
differences between the methods of procurement of specimens in the
Zoological Survey of India and U.S. museums. Specimens of mammals
only are accessioned in the Mammal and Osteology Section of the Zoological Survey of India, but corresponding to a particular accession number
of many of the American museums, the acquisition may contain nonmammalian material as well (Williams et ale 1977). The accession number
in the latter museums is quite significant, and may even form part of
the catalogue number. This helps in the susequent tracing out of a
specimen in a particular acquisition. The serial number allotted to a
particular acquisition in the Zoological Survey of India, is in no way
equivalent to the accession number. It never forms part of the registration number of the Zoological Survey of India. It also is of no help
in tracing out a specimen in a particular acquisition, subsequently.
The process of registration in the Zoological Survey of India may
be regarded as the equivalent of cataloguing in most of the museums
of the United States of America. Here again, the two processes differ.
The registration number in the Zoological Survey of India is a simple
sequential number, and neither the serial number corresponding to an
acquisition nor the date of entry form parts of it, as these do so in many
other museums of the world, even though the date of registration IS
entered in the specimen register, but under a separate column.
In spite of all the differences between accessioning and registration
in the Zoological Survey of India and accessioning and cataloguing in
many American museums, as discussed earlier, practically the same
purpose is served by accessioning and registration in the Zoological
Survey of India as accessioning and cataloguing do in many of the U.S.
museums.

SUMMARY

Accessioning and registration are two of the important processes,
which come between the collection of specimens in the field and their
final storage for future utilisation.
After the receipt of a lot of mammalian specimens from the leader
of a collecting party of the Zoological Survey of India or from a donor,
in exchange, or by purchase, necessary particulars of the specimens are

Accessioning and Registration
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entered in a bound ledger called the 'Acquisition Register.' This is the
simple process of accessioning as followed in the Zoological Survey of
India.
Specimens thus acquired are further processed in the laboratories
to make them ready for identification, and for final storage. Registration
of a mammalian specimen in the Zoological Survey of India is done
only after it has been properly identified. Registration involves making
relevant entries with respect to every identified specimen in a bound
ledger known as the 'Specimen Register,' with permanent ink. By way of
registration, every specimen gets a unique simple sequential number
called the 'Registration Number' To every registered specimen is now
tied a departmental printed label, which, besides other particulars of
the specimen, bears the registration number. Particulars of every registered type specimen are also entered in another bound ledger called the
'Register of Type Specimens' Similarly, relevant data of every registered osteological material are entered in yet another bound ledger
known as the 'Register for Osteological Specimens' Particulars of
every registered specimen are further entered taxon-wise. on a set of
cards called the 'Specimen Index Cards', while those of every type
specimen are similarly entered on another set of cards known as the
'Type Cards'
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STORAGE, ORGANISATION, AND UTILISATION OF
SPECIMENS IN MAMMAL RESEARCH COLLECTIONS
STEPHEN

L. WILLIAMS

Section of Mammals, Carnegie Museum of Natural History,
4400 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213, USA

INTRODUCTION

A mammal research collection can be compared to a library in
purpose-each is involved in organising and storing extensive series of
items. In libraries, these items primarily involve books, whereas in
manlmal collections, these holdings consist of research specimens. In
each case, it is imperative that a system of organisation be implemented
so that each item has a designated and predictable position in storage.
Such a systenl will allow any desired item to be easily retrieved and
replaced by anyone familiar with the system. The mammal research
collection does have some major differences that make organisation and
storage unique from that of a library. For instance, a mammal collection
usually has specimens that may consist of several parts (such as skin
and skeletal material). Also, a mammal collection often includes a
diverse assemblage of preservation techniques (such as dired skins and
fluid-preserved specimens) and specimen sizes that require various
methods of organisation and storage. Furthermore, there are unique
consideration that are important for developing a workable system for
these materials.
The primary consideration in developing any system of storage and
organisation for a mammal research collection is to protect each specimen
from loss or deterioration. An awareness of all potential dangers (for
exanlple, light, temperature and humidity, reaction with materials,
insect pests, mildew, flooding, atmospheric materials, fire, security,
and mishandling) is necessary. Many of the potential hazards to research
specimens can be eliminated, or at least minimised, by providing a suitable building for housing the collection. The bUilding should "provide
adequate protection from fire, water, dust, excessive heat or light and
other physical hazards" (Committee on Systelnatic Collections, 1978).
Other hazards include fluctuating temperature and humidity, atmospheric
pollutants, and inadequate security.
The amount of planning and implenlentation of proper climate
control mechanisms. air exchange and filtration systems, electrical
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services, fire prevention methods, and space utilisation are directly pro ..
portional to the quality of care provided to the collection. Ideally, climate
control should maintain relative humidities between 45 % and 65 %
(Brommelle, 1968 ~ Buck, 1964; Johnson and Horgan, 1979 ; Macleod,
1978a) and temperatures between 18° and 22°C (65°-72°F) (Stolow,
1966a), but n10st importantly, it should prevent rapid fluctuations of
either relative humidity or temperature (comments on one effect of rapid
temperature changes in a mammal collection are given by Van Gelder,
1965). An air filtration system should be able to eliminate most atmospheric pollutants and dust. Electrical services should include adequate
and proper lighting (Lull and Merk, 1982 ; Macleod, 1978b) and enough
electrical outlets to accommodate available working areas and equipment. Fire prevention methods should employ ways of eliminating
fire without causing a greater threat to the collection by the process
used (for example, water may cause greater damage than a localised
fire). The methods employed in space utilisation will determine the
control of several hazards such as insect pests, ultraviolet light (from
natural light sources), and security.
Considerations of secondary ilnportance for developing a systefll
of storage and organisation for a mammal research collection are accessibility and working with the resources available (Dunn, 1970; are Johnson
and Horgan, 1979 ; Waddell, 1971). Ideally, the collection should include
staff office, laboratory and preparation facilities, work areas, library
and map facilities, equipment and supply storage, rOOfll for a dermestid
colony (which should be isolated from the building housing the
collection), and adequate space for collection storage.
Although most Inanlmal collections currently use stationary case
and shelf units for storing the collection, nlobile compactor systems may
be worth considering, particularly where adequate space is a problem.
These systems provide greater storage capacity by moving rows of storage
units together to take advantage of unused aisle space (Fig. 1). These
units ride on a platforn1 equipped with metal rails and may be moved
singly or interlocked and moved in series. Methods of operation vary
from manual to electrical. Manually operated systems allow better
movement control and are less likely to be irnnl0bilised due to Inalfunction. Perhaps one of the most favourable aspects of compactor
systems is that they may be custom-designed to accolunlodate ahnost
any storage situation. Therefore, it would be possible to incorporate
exi~ting storage units with a cOlnpactor systenl. The size and position
of such a systenl will depend on the characteristics (for exanlple, weight,
size, and shape) of the itC111S to be stored, aI110unt of usage, and specific
storage rcquireI11ents. These systenlS I11ay also be 1110dified to provide
extra protection for security or protection fronl physical hazards, such
as atmospheric lllaterials, water, fire light, and insect pests.
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L ~Compactor

systems provide greater storage capacity by moving rows
,o f stora.ge units tog,ether to take advantage of unused aisle space (Section
of Invertebrate Zoology Carnegie Museum of Natural His,tory)..

Whether the method of storage is mobile or stationary, the area for
the coHection should include space for temporary storage ,as well as
permanent storage,. Temporary st'Orage areas are useful f'Or peri'Odic
fumigation, maintaining loans, working with new acquisitions, and
holding catalogued materials (generally, in a numerica sequence by
collection catalogue number) until all parts are processed and the entire
specimen is ready for permanent st'Orage. The methods used for perm,a nent
storage and organisation are among the most important factors for the
continuous care and future utilisation of the specimens, thus the
following wi)) attempt to serve as current treatise of the 'Subject.
The foHowing discusses considerations and meth'Ods of typical
storage and organisation techniques us'ed for specimens in mammal
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research collections in North America. These techniques have been
divided into those for skins, skeletal material, fluid-preserved specimens,
and other collection items. Further discussion is given to procedures
used for the utilisation of specimens in the collection. These subjects
have previously been discussed in A Guide to the Management 0.( Recent
Maml11al Collections (Williams et al., 1977). Although additional information has been incorporated, the publication by Williams et al.
(1977) served as a primary reference for the following text.

STORAGE AND ORGANISATION

Skins
Physical storage for mammal skins should provide protection
specifically from insect pests, mildew, ultraviolet light (from natural
light and fluorescent light fixtures), atmospheric materials, humidity
and temperature fluctuations, acidic paper, and exposure to abrasion,
tearing, or crushing. Extra security measures may be warranted for
commercially valuable specimens, such as exotic species or those preserved as tanned skins. The storage system should also allow safe fumigation, easy access for utilisation, efficient use of space, and in most
situations, be air-tight (to help control humidity fluctuations; Stolow,
1966b). Although these criteria are important for all storage situations
for mammal skins, the methods of storage and arrangement can vary
depending on the nature of the specimen (for example, study skins and
tanned skins).
Although standard study skins may be stored in various types of
enclosures (Van Gelder, 1965; Williams et al., 1977) most collections
use cases initially designed by the U.S. National Museum of Natural
History and described by Jackson (1926) and others (Johnson and Horgan,
1979 ~ Knudsen, 1966; Wagstaffe and Fidler, 1968; Williams et al.,
1977). These cases are modular for maximum flexibility and use of
space. They are referred to as quarter-units (approximate external
dimensions are L=72 cm, H=100cm, D==99 cm), half-units (L==145 em,
H=100cm; D=99cm), and full units (L==290cm, H=100cm, D==99
cm). The quarter-unit and half-unit cases have been particularly popular
for most storage situations. When single-stacked. the case tops can be
used for layout space. When double-stacked, the storage space is doubled
for the same floor area. They can be arranged in ro.ws, back ..to-back,
th us creating accessibility to cases on both sides of the aisle. They should
be spaced so as to permit easy tray removal and replacement (Fig. 2).
Quarter-unit cases can usually hold a maximum of 12 to 15 drawers for
specimens ~ half-unit cases can usually hold 6 to 8 drawers. Ideally,
the depth of the drawer will exceed the height of the contents to protect
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specimens from mechanical damages caused by other drawers. Each
drawer can be subdivided with paper trays for more convenient use of
space. These trays provide a clean, splinter-free surface for storage and
allow removal of several specimens at a time (Williams et al., 1977).
The standard case, with enclosed drawers and a single door, allows easy
access to, and fumigation of, the entire case. For specimens maintained
in these storage situations it is important that I) the specimens are not
crowded, 2) upper level drawers do not damage specimens in lower
level drawers, 3) the door and drawers be adequately labelled to expedite
locating specimens and avoiding unnecessary handling of specimens,
and 4) the case be air-tight and closed at all times (except when specimens are to be removed or replaced) for protection from physical hazards, specifically light, atmospheric materials, humidity fluctuations,
and insect pests.
The sequence of specimens in storage cases is relatively standard
with the order going from top to bottom cases (when stacked) and from
left to right; inside individual cases the sequence is from top to bottom.
The sequence within drawers will vary according to the number and
size of specimens and arrangement system adopted for the collection.
The primary objective is that the specimens follow a reasonable pattern
and are positioned so that the tags can be easily read. If space permits,
separate drawers or trays should be used for isolating different taxa
or general geographic areas. Generally specimens are placed in drawers
from front to back, starting on the left side with specimens lying parallel
to the front of the case, or from left to right, starting at the front with
specimens lying perpendicular to the front of the case (Fig. 3). If the
quantity and size of the specimens justify the use of trays to subdivide
the drawer, the arrangement within a tray will also be either from front
to back or left to right. The sequence of trays within the drawer will
depend on how the individual specimens are oriented. (Containers for
skeletal material belonging to skins may be kept in smaller trays, designed
for the purpose.) Exceptionally large study skins may require diagonal
placement within drawers or trays. When planning the placement of
specimens it is useful to incorporate adequate expansion space throughout
the storage facilities (Williams et al., 1977).
Prior to organising a collection each specimen should meet certain
criteria to promote continuity and ease of handling. For skins these
criteria are: 1) all original tags are maintained with the specimen;
2) for study skins, the tags are securely tied to the right ankle of the specimen (if the number of tags is excessive, it may be advisable to restring
all of the tags on a single string); 3) the acronym (or name)and catalogue
number of the collection are written in permanent black ink on each
tag; 4) each specimen is identified to subspecific level, if possible; 5)
all scientific names are written on tags with a pencil to allow easy and
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Fig. 2.-The tops of singl'e -stacked cases provide useful Jayou:t space, whereas
double-stacked cases increase storage space over a giv,en floor area. C,ases arranged
in rows, back-tQ .. back, with adequat,e aisle space for easy draw'e r removal and
r,eplae,ement, provide efficient use of space (Section of Mammals, Carnegie Museum
of Natural History).

Fig. 3.- Ahhough the precise arraogement of specinlens ina drawer will vary
according to '~iz:c, ~hapc~ and nUll1bers,. the prinlary objectiv'e isto provide adequate
~pace for in(liiv'iduul specin)ens. 1.0 position tile specin1ens so that the ,tag can
be easH) read , and to aHow adequate space for expansion.
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neat changes for misidentifications or subsequent taxonomic revisions;
6) the nature of the specimen (for example, skin only) is sometimes
recorded on the label. Extreme care should always be taken to insure
that all records and labels are legible and correct.
Considerations for the organisation of the collection are size and
number of specimens, type of preservation, available facilities, nature of
utilisation, and fields of interest of the professional staff. Assuming the
size and number of specimens is typical and adequate storage facilities
are available, it is probably best to organise the collection in a manner
that is logical and familiar to collection workers and users. For most
collections a phylogenetic arrangement is the most logical; the advantage
of such an arrangement is that related taxa are kept in close proximity
to one another. There are several sources that may be followed for
arrangements, such as Corbet and Hill (1980), Honacki et al. (1982),
and Simpson (1945). Generally, this arrangement is followed to the
level of subfamily; using a phylogenetic arrangement to the generic
level requires more familiarity and accounting for positions of newly
described or revised genera. Lower taxonomic levels, such as genus,
species, and subspecies are simply arranged alphabetically. An alphabetical arrangement is more functional because of the ease of retrieval and
reinstallation for all people that may work in the collection. Specimens
of the same taxa are arranged geographically following an alphabetic
sequence for the country, subsequent political subdivisions, and reference point (A few North American collections use a method, which
originated at the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology at Berkeley. This
method involves a geographical arrangement of localities from northwest
to southeast, beginning with countries and following with the same
arrangement within political subdivisions). At this point it may be
desirable to arrange the specimens sequentially by collection catalogue
number or incorporate a more complicated system involving further
subdivisions such as specific locality designations around a reference
point (localities are arranged from north to south; if two or more
localities are at the same latitude, the localities are arranged from west
to east), preparator (alphabetically), and preparation number (sequentially) (Williams et al., 1977). Whatever arrangement is followed, it is
important to have a method that will establish a predictable position
for each specimen. When the specimens have been properly and permanently positioned in the collection, the case and enclosed drawers
should be appropriately labelled to indicate the contents.
Another type of mammal preparation involves tanned skins. If it
is possible, the best storage for such skins is lying flat and separated frOITI
other specimens (Hawks et al., 1984). However, many collections have
established specialised rooms for the purpose. In these rooms, the skins
are tied through the eyes, ears, or nostrils with a cord; the skin and cord
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are suspended from hooks and crossbars on metal racks (Fig. 4). Generally, detailed arrangement and organisation are difficult in such storage
conditions, but specimen arrangement might be a taxonomic, geographic,
size, or a combination system depending on the number of specimens
and the dimensions of the storage chamber. Hawks et ale (1984) describe
the use of special hangers, constructed of PVC plastic pipe and ethafoam
sleeves, as an alternative solution that provides better methods of organisation as well as better care for the specimens (Fig. 5).

Skeletal Material
The storage of skeletal material should provide protection fronl
dessication, atmospheric materials, temperature and humidity fluctuations, and exposure to mechanical damage. In situations involving ivory,
additional security measures may be warranted. The methods of storing
skeletal material will primarily depend on size, whereas the method of
organisation will also include the nature of specimen preservation.
Skeletal material of small specimens is usually stored in standard
specimen cases (see Skins). Within the specimen case, skeletal material
of each specimen should be placed in a container of appropriate sizenot so small to risk damage and not so large as to waste space. Generally,
such containers involve selected sizes of vials or paper-constructed boxes
(Fig. 6). Vials may be either plastic (Palmer, 1946) or glass. Although
the former is less expensive, there is a greater risk of it reacting to heat
and some chemicals (Van Gelder, 1965). Vials composed of a quality
glass are less reactive, but more susceptible to breakage. The stoppers
for the vials are usually constructed of plastic, metal, or cork. They
should be air-tight, easily removed, and nonreactive. Polyethylene
plastic caps meet these criteria. Cork stoppers will become brittle with
age. Stoppers with a diameter that exceeds the diameter of the vial will
cause the vials to lie unevenly. Skeletal material that is too large for
vials must be placed in boxes. Ideally, these boxes are available in various
sizes to allow the most efficient use of space in the drawers. The lids
should fit snugly enough to remain on the box in the event the box is
turned over. It may be convenient to use smaller containers inside the
primary storage container to store small skeletal elements of the specimen. To assist in maintaining the organisation of vials and small boxes,
heavy paper trays are used. If a tray is not completely filled, it is possible
to prevent the specimens from moving around by snugly fitting a block
of ethafoanl next to the containers. Further protection for the skeletal
material can be provided by adding tissue paper to the inside of the
storage container. Cotton is not recommended for this purpose because
of its tendency to snag on specimen parts.
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Fig. 4- Tanned skins are Qft'en stored in fur rOOITIS by hanging them
from metal racks with the use of hooks and ,c ords (Departm'c nl

of Zoology, University -of Montana),
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Fig.

5~Tanned skins may be given better support and organisation
with the use of special hangers described by Hawks et at (Section
lo f Mammals, Carnegie Museum of Natural History)..
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Fig.6- Curatoria'l supplies used for the storage of manlmal specimens. Large
flat trays may be used for subdividing a drawer for study skins. Assorted vials,
boxes, ,a nd trays are s.uitable for skeletal material. Various sizes of glass or poly ..
ethylene containers may be used for ftuid-pres,erved material.
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Fig. 7 ~Hea vy~duty shelving provides an effect ive method
of storing and organising large skeletal materia'i (Section
of Manlnlals, Carnegl'c Museum of Natural History.

Generally skeletal nlaterials .of large specilllens arc stored in appr.opriate sized cardboard or wooden boxes with cov:e rs (Van Gelder, 1'965).
Lewis and R'e dfield (1970) reconlmend using fiberglass tote boxes \\thich
have the added benefit of stacking inside ea,c h other when not in use.
An attel11pt to ll1aintain an air"'tight storage situation should be made.
This nlay be pron1oted with the use of plastic bags (preferably of a heavyduty polyethylene con truction) to contain the sk'e'I,etal material within
lhe box. Colbert (19,61) decribes the construction of inexpensive, heavy.
duty :"helving su ilable for IlHlssive skeletal im aterial (Fig. 7)..
Cranial l11aterial presents a vari,e't y of unique storage problems.

Many !'>kuJJs

t11Uy

be stored with the pos'tcranial skeletons. However . if
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space-consuming antlers or horns are present, alternative storage techniques are required. For such situations the skull is usually stored separately from postcranial skeletal material (if present). Antlered or horned
skulls (Fig. 8) may be stored on parallel bars (Jackson, 1926), shelving,
or heavy-duty screening (with the use of hooks that are bolted to the
basioccipital of the skull (Williams et at., 1977). For any open storage
situation, it is recommended that plastic sheeting be carefully draped
over the specimens to provide protection from atmospheric materials,
particularly if the material is seldom used. Large skeletal material or
mounted skeletons can be particularly space-consuming. For such
specimens, exhibition may be the best solution.
Before skeletal material is placed in permanent storage, the data
and identification of each specimen should be verified. Also, it is equally
important that all nonosseous tissues and Inaterials be removed from the
bones, and all bones (if large enough) and tags be legibly labelled with the
collection acronym and catalogue number (using permanent black ink).
Because skeletal material is generally prepared with minimal data associated with the specimen tags (preparator's initials, preparation number,
and sex of specimen), it is necessary to provide an additional label so
that the material can be efficiently placed in its proper position in the
collection. These labels may include collection acronym (or name),
collection catalogue number, taxon, sex, nature of preparation, collecting
locality, collecting date, preparator, and preparation number (Fig. 9).
If the skeletal material represents the entire specimen, it is useful to
include external measurements and reproductive data. These labels
are placed inside vials or attached to the outside of boxes.
Usually the organisation of skeletal material will follow that used
for skins (see Skins). However, the nature of specimen preservation
will often determine how the skeletal material is handled. For specimens
preserved as skin and skeletal material, both parts are kept together so
that the entire specimen is available at one location. Specimens that
consist of only skeletal material, or a skull removed from a fluid-preserved
body, can be stored with other specimens, but such handling will probably result in inefficient use of space. Better space utilisation and ease
of handling can be provided by storing such specimens at the end of the
taxa (genus, species, or subspecies, depending on numbers of specimens
involved). Further ease in handling can be provided by colour-coding
labels (with coloured pencil) according to the nature of preservation of
the specimen (for example, blue for skeletal material only and yellow
for skeletal material removed from fluid-preserved specimens). For
every storage situation employed for skeletal material, it is important
that containers, drawers, cases, shelving, or other storage facilities be
adequately labelled to provide overall organisation and easier
utilisation.
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Fluid-preserved Material

Storage for fluid-preserved material should provide protection from
light, dessication (Van Gelder, 1965), abnormal alcohol concentrations,
heat, mechanical damage, and materials that react with the preservative.
The storage situation should also allow easy access for utilisation and
easy inspection of fluids.
Storage facilities for alcohol-preserved specimens are usually isolated
froln other parts of the collection. Ideally, these specimens would be
maintained in their own room which would have adequate ventilation,
fire prevention mechanisms, and no windows. Typically, fluid-preserved
specimens are kept on metal or wooden shelving to allow easy access.
Individ ual shelves should be equipped with holders for labels and safety
guards along the front edge. Aisle space between shelving units should
be wide enough to allow easy handling of stepladders and carts (Fig. 10).
Fluid-preserved specimens may be stored in a variety of containers
(Fig. 6) depending on the size and number of specimens. Wide-mouthed
glass jars are popular for storage of such materials. A modest selection
of jar sizes will accommodate most storage situations. The lids for jars
should provide an air-tight seal and be nonreactive with the preservative.
One of the better glass jars to use is equipped with a rubber gasket and
glass lid that is secured with a wire bail. Jars that use a bakelite lid with
a vinyl-coated, paper liner are also popular. Metal lids are sometimes
used, but polyethylene liners should be used with them to minimize
any reaction between the metal and preservative. Cork and neoprenerubber stoppers should not be used to seal containers because reactions
with the preservative will cause a decrease of the pH level and a darkening
of the solution (Levi, 1966). In situations where the number or size of
specimens exceeds the capacity of the largest jar, it is possible to use
stainless steel tanks, plastic carboys, or earthenware crocks. Dundee
(1962) descri bes the nlanufacture of storage tanks using plywood lined
with polyester resins. For large tanks, storage at floor level and the use
of casters or dollies is recommended.
Fluid-preserved specimens are usually fixed in a 10% formalin
solution. After the tissues have been fixed, the specimens are soaked
in running water to remove the formalin and then transferred to a pernlanent preservative of 70 % ethyl alcohol or 50 % isopropyl alcohol
(Hildebrand, 1968). It is important that specimens should not be
crowded in storage containers. Zweifel (1966) suggests that the volume
of th~ preservative should be twice the volume of the specimens. It is
particularly important that specimens remain submerged to avoid
dessication. It may be useful to fill all containers to a specified level
so that leaking containers and evaporation can readily be detected.
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Prior to placing fluid-preserved specimens in permanent storage,
the identification and data for each specimen should be verified. Each
specimen is labelled with at least a high-quality tag with the preparator's
initials, preparation number, and sex of the specimen. The collection
catalogue number is recorded on the reverse side of the tag or on a
separate tag. The ink used for labelling tags should be resistant to
alcohoL Tags are tied around the right ankle (or knee in bats). Because
tags on fluid-preserved specimens usually contain minimal data
associated with the specimen and such tags are difficult to read when
specimens are stored in fluid, it is necessary to provide a high-quality
paper label to identify the contents of a container. This label should
include at least the taxon, collection catalogue numbers, and collecting
localities (Fig. II). This label should be placed with the container
where it can be easily read.
The organisation of fluid-preserved specimens will depend on the
storage facilities, number of specimens, size of specimens, and type of
preservations. Some collections may elect to maintain different alcoholic
collections for different fluid preparations, such as whole specimens,
embryos, organs, and other parts. Assuming adequate space is a vailable, a systematic arrangement, similar to that discussed for study
skins (see Skins), is useful. Geographical arrangements following the
systematic arrangement are functional, in most cases, at the level of
country and the next political subdivision. Below these geographical
levels, it may be necessary to combine specimen samples from different
localities in the same containers to preserve storage space. If storage
facilities are limited, it may be better to store similar sized containers
together without regard to taxon. This method is used at the U.S.
National Museum. Such organisation will probably not follow a desirable systematic or geographic arrangement. Therefore, it is necessary
to identify storage locations and maintain a phylogenetically-arranged
record file for locating specimens. Advantages of this system include
better utilisation of space and the elimination of reshuffling as new
material is incorporated. However, retrieval and replacement of specimens and maintaining a specimen card file may be time-consuming.
Other Collection Items
Type specimens are the most valuable holdings of any mammal
research collection, thus the care of these specimens should never be
compromised. Considerations for the care of specimens has been discussed in previous sections. However, type specimens are usually afforded
additional care by being placed in their own special storage units that
are appropriately labelled and separate from the main collection. This
measure provides additional security by restricting access and eliminating such specimens from normal handling activities (for example,

Fig. 8.~Antlered or horned skulls may be stored on parallel bars (le~t), shelving (middle)., or neavy-duty screening (r.igl1t) (left, middle- Department
of Zoology, University of Montana; right-Section of M.ammals, Carnegie Museum .of N.a tural History)..

CARNEGIE "USEUM O£ NATURAL HISTORY
SECTION ot MAMMALS
65091

OCHOTONA PRI~CEPS LEMHI
IDAHO: BLAINE CO; 3 HI 5, 12 "I W
KETCHUM
GRO EN, J A 7 19
Fig. '9.- An additional tag is placed with skeletall material to provide basic data
for the material and to facilitate handling and org.anisation. This tag was com-

puter-generated.

Fig. lO.-Fluid·-preserv,ed specimens can be ea'sily stored and organised on shelving.
Ideally the shelf-units will be equipped with label holders and safety guards along
the front edge. Aisle space between shelving units should be wide ,e nough to
anow 'easy handling of stepladders and carts (Section of Mammals, Carnegie

Museum of Natu ral History).
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CARNEGIE MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
SECTION OF MAMMALS

Peromyscus leucopus

novabora~~?~~~

SPECIES

CAT. NO.

LOCALITY

Rhode Islana: Tiverton Co.; 1 ml N,
70053
114l •.•.••.•••.••.•••••••••
mi E Tiverton
.•..••••••••••••••••••••
.• ~ ....
_•.. _.••..••••.•.... _.. ••.•••••.••••.....••.....•..••.....•.•.•
70057-62
"
"
"
........•..•••••••••••••..........•.....•......••.••..••••...•••.•••..•••..•........•...•...•...•......................

.•........•............. ........ .••...••..•. - ..•.......••.. -••..•..•..•. -- .. -.....•.••...•.•.•..••.•..•••... -.....••••
~

Fig. ll.-A high-quality paper label is often used to list the fluid-preserved specimens
stored in a container. The dimensions of this label are 127 mm by 63 mm.
A larger label (140 mm by 95 mm) is also used for more extensive listings.

loans and collection shifting) of the collection. Each type specimen is
individually stored in an appropriate container to facilitate limited
handling and to provide better protection fronl mechanical damage.
Each specimen is also conspicuously labelled as a type specimen to insure
it will receive the proper handling and care. This labelling has traditionally
been indicated with red labels or red lettering. The labelling of each type
specimen should include a notation of the author, reference, and year
of publication of the type description. Type specimens are normally
arranged phylogenetically.
Occasionally, a mammal research collection will possess whole
body nlounts and trophy heads that have been removed from display
and require special storage. Many times these items are catalogu~d and
may be of considerable scientific value. These items should be protected
from the same physical hazards as those of study skins (see Skins). Often
data for such items are inadvertently lost, particularly during periods
when they may be exhibited. Therefore, it is important that each item be
fully and permanently labelled in an appropriate location, such as the
bottom or back side of the base plate. If the body or head mounts cannot
fit into protective storage units, it may be best to cover the specimen
with a cloth or plastic sheeting. The specimen should be periodically
checked for insect infestations and possible signs of deterioration (Van
Gelder~ 1965). Often the number of such specimens maintained by a
collection is not large enough to warrant a special arrangement; instead,
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it may be best to arrange these items in a manner that will provide the
most protection from mechanical damage.
Speciality collections may include a wide variety of items that have
their own storage and organisation requirements. These collections may
include osteological materials (for example, bacula, hyoid apparatus,
and ear ossicles), microscope slide preparations (for example, hair
samples, tissue sections, blood smears, sperm samples, karyotypes,
and parasites), and other mammal-related materials (for example, casts
scats, pellets, cheek and stomach contents, and nests). Osteological
materials are often stored with corresponding skeletal material of the
specimen, but some collections prefer to maintain separate storage
facilites for these items. Depending on the nature of osteological material
or other related materials, boxes, vials (Van Gelder, 1965), insect pins
(Friley, 1947), or microscope slides (White, 1951) can be used for storing
individ ual items. Microscope slides may be stored flat or vertically in
slide boxes or specially-designed cabinets. Organisation within a
specialty collection will often be phylogenetic to family or subfamily,
alphabetic to species, and then sequentially by collection catalogue number.
If the quantity of items in a collection is excessive, a more refined arrangement may be desirable. These arrangement systems may also be replaced
with a different, but more functional, system designed for the collection.
As with other parts of the research collection, it is very important to
provide adequate labelling of specimens and storage areas to maintain
the scientific integrity and facilitate handling of the material.

Many research collections maintain special teaching collections for
instructing public visitors and students. Such collections serve many
purposes besides education; they eliminate the need to use scientifically
valuable specimens from the research collections and they provide a use
for specimens that have no scientific value. Although teaching collections must be considered expendable in nature, any care whatsoever
given to the specimens will increase availability for continued use, thus
reducing the need for replacement. It is inlportant that all materials
in a teaching collection be separated from the main collection at all
times. Usually a general phylogenetic arrangement is suitable for teaching collections.
Specimens without proper data are virtually worthless to a research
collection, thus written records are just as much a part of a specimen as
the specimen itself. Written records in the form of field notes, field
catalogues, specimen data sheets, collection catalogues, accession records,
permits, and pertinent correspondence increase the value of specimens.
These documents should be protected from excessive moisture, insects.
ultraviolet light, acidic paper, heat, atmospheric materials, and mishandling. The methods used at any institution will usually be determined
by their respe<.:tive needs and resources.
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The utilisation of specimens in a research collection can lead to new
problems unless certain precautions are followed. For normal internal
usage it is a simple matter of temporarily removing material for examination and returning it to its proper place when finished. During such
examinations one should not neglect other specimens by inadvertently
leaving doors to cases or lids to jars open-each serves a purpose of protection and should therefore be used continuously. If specimens are to
be removed for extended periods of time a note explaining its absence
is recommended-such notes are referred to as "removal slips" (Fig. 12).
This note should include the catalogue number, name of species, items
removed, and person or place where the material can be found. Not only
will such slips inform other users of the status of the material, it will also
expedite proper placement of the Dlaterial when it is returned.
The loan of specimens is another major part of collection utilisation.
This aspect of collection management is one of the most important
endeavors that a research collection can become involved with. Not
only does a collection take on the important responsibility of properly
handling borrowed materials, but it also demonstrates to other institutions the professional standards that are maintained for care of specimens.
Therefore, a set of criteria have been established for the processing of
loans between institutions.
There are a few basic rules that are observed among mammal
research collections. These rules are : (I) loans are made between institutions and not individuals because of the legal obligations involved with
loans; (2) holotypes are never loaned (Committee on Systematic Collections, 1978); (3) the entire holdings of a taxa of any particular collection
are not loaned in a single transaction; (4) not more than 50 specimens
are sent on a loan at one time; (5) loans are made for a period of six
months with provisions for renewal, if necessary; (6) specimens on loan
should be isolated from the rest of the collection and given special care;
(7) borrowed specimens are never altered (for example, removing skulls
from alcoholics) without prior arrangements from the loaning-institution;
(8) loans are always returned in containers in which they were sent and
packed in a manner to best protect the specimens. Beyond these basic
rules, the procedures have become standard procedures.
The typical loan transaction (Fig. 13) begins with a formal written
request. The request should include information about the reason for
request, nature and number of specinlens desired, length of time required
for the loan, and any other relevant information. If possible, a loan can
be greatly simplified if specific parts (for example, only the skeletal
material) of the specimens are borrowed instead of the entire specimen.
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Following the loan request the material in the collection should be
examined for fulfilling the loan request and determining the procedure
necessary, based on the criteria Jisted above. If material is removed to be
sent on loan, a removal slip (Fig. 12) should be put in place of the specimens reInoved. All specimens and their parts should be inspected to
insure everything is properly labelled and in a condition ready to be
loaned. All damages, missing parts, and general conditions should be
noted.
After the material to be loaned has been assembled, four copies of
a loan form (Fig. 14) should be made. The information on the loan form
should include the lender's and borrower's names and addresses, shipping
date, value for insurance purposes, and a detailed description of the
nature and condition of each specimen in the loan. It may also be advisable to include information about preservatives, shipping container,
and data explanation. One copy of the loan form is retained in the files
of the lending-institution. The lending-institution sends a letter of notification concerning approval, disapproval, or conditions of the loan.
If approval is granted, the original and one copy of the loan form accompany the letter. These copies are verified with the loan upon arrival.
Any discrepancies are noted. One copy is retained in the permanent
files of the borrowing-institution ; the original is returned to the lendinginstitution to notify of the arrival and condition of the shipnlent. The
fourth copy of the loan form should accompany the shipment so that the
Inaterial, sender, and receiver are identified and associated with the
specimens. It is often convenient to colour-code the various copies of the
loan forms with regard to their specific purposes. It is also convenient to
maintain a ledger of all incoming or outgoing loan transactions. Such a
practice will provide better control of all loans.
The proper packing of loans is very important because adequate
protection must be provided to the material during that period of time
that it is out of control of either the lending or borrowing-institution.
For this reason shipments are typically sent in crush-resistant boxes
constructed of wood. Each specimen is individually wrapped with lightweight, white paper to prevent breaking and loss of parts. Skeletal
material should be lightly cushioned with soft tissue paper (cotton is not
recommended because of its fibrous nature). Breakable skeletal containers, such as vials, should be individ ually wrapped so that the contents
will be maintained in case of breakage. Hoffmeister (1973) suggests an
alternative measure of inserting vials in holes cut into panels of styrofoanl or blown polystyrene material. The contents of a loan should not
be crowded, and should be well-protected with sufficient amounts of
packing material. All packing material should be non-abrasive, nonstaining, non-linting, non-absorbent, and light-weight (Fall, 1965).
It is best not to send alcoholic specimens with dry specimens. Fluid-
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The following specimen(s) is (are) on temporary loan to ~~.;z>o~/erj

Fordhan? lin/v:; Bronx" NeU) YOrk {x-1'184-ao)oate

Jan 1984

21

(Name and In'stitutio;)
Catalog No.
Species

eH700J'j
Too4t 70D$O.; TOOSIJ
70052
10OS"-~ loo.s5.
70
~
)
.,

/eucopus nDVebOract:n.sl-S
Skin and .skull
Signature "'--tdtH&,~

iDerQn?S'SCuS

Parts Removed

Fig. 12.-Specimens removed from storage for extended periods of time are replaced
with a "removal slip" to explain its absence and to facilitate easier replacement
after use. The dimensions of this tag are 82 mm by 25 mm. The tag is also
coloured light blue for easy recognition.
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X-1984-00
CARNEGIE MUSEUM

PlnSBURGH, PA. 15213

TO ____ J2~1?_~rtment

of Biologi ca__~c i~nces

INVOICE OF SPECIMENS
DATE

_? 1____.J.~_~~!?:ry___~_2_~~ ____ ... _.... ____ _

Fordham
_-----_
....... _ _----University

SECTION OF ___ ._~i.?_~!!!~J_?___ ..

__ A-~2_l!~ New York

BY ___ ~. __~-! __ ._~_i lJJY_J!l_~ __ ... _.

...

...

__ .__ f' t ~_~_n t i 01) :

10458

Dr. R. _i=-.!.._!2g_w_l--'-e_r_______

__ ... _.... _. __ _
"_'_'.'

VALU!; _.. __ ._ .__ .J__4JHL__ Q_Q ___ .__ .__ .. _. ...... .

METHOD OF SHIPMENT ___ JQ~t~L_.?~.Iy.i~~_________ ._. ___ .__________ .. __ ._____ ._ .. _
.. _____________ .. _

The following specimens have been forwarded to you this day as a ___t.~_ID.P..Q_L~LIY. __ J_<2?!1 ____________ ._____________ ._

._---_._-----------------------------------------------------------.
THIS COpy TO BE SIGNED AND RETURNED AT ONCE

DESCRIPTION Of OBJECTS

15 specimens of
Rhode Island.
CM70048
CM70049
CM700S0
CM700S1
C~1700S 2
CM700S3
CM700S4
CM70055

Peromyscus leucopus noveboracensis from the state of
skin and skull; good condition
basioccipital missing
"
good condition
It

"
"

"
"

"
"

fluid-preserved (70% ethyl alcohol); skull removed
skin and skull; good condition
left zygomatic arch broken; auditory bullae
"
loose
CM700S6
good
condition
"
CM700S7 fluid-preserved (70% ethyl alcohol); skull removed; both
zygomatic arches broken; interp3rietal
missing
.,
CM700S8
(70% ethyl alcohol); skull removed; both
zygomatic arches broken; interparietal
region, basisphenoid region, and rostrum
damaged
CM700S9
(70% ethyl alcohol)
"
CM70060
"
"
CM70061
"
CM70062
"
"
Fluid-preserved material was collected from Rhode Island: Tiverton Co ,
1 mi N, Il mi E Tiverton.
Permission has been granted to remove and clean skulls from CM70059, CM70060 ,
CM70061, and CM70062
Loan is being shipped in t\vO wooden boxes. One box will contain the skins
and skeletal material
The other box will contain the fluid-preserved
specimens
II

Received _________________________________ . ____ .. _. __ , 19 ___ .___ _

_____________________________ ..il_bo_y.~________________________
Please advise of taxonomic changes or suggestions.
loan made for a period of ____________________ f? ___ m~u'Lth~ _______________________________ ._______________ unless renewed.

Fig. 14.-Form used for external loans at Carnegie Museum of Natural History.
Four copies of the loan are used during a loan transaction. The original
is retained by the lending-institution. Two copies are sent to the borrowinginstitution who retains one copy and returns the other copy to the lending-institution when the loan is received. The fourth copy accompanies the actual loan
during transit.
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preserved specimens should be wrapped with cheesecloth, gauze, or
paper towels. A sufficient amount of preservative is then added to keep
the specimens and wrappings from drying out. Next these materials are
sealed in several plastic bags. Sufficient padding should be provided to
protect the bags from being punctured by external sources. Further
protection can be provided with an airtight container in the event the
preservative escapes from the plastic bags.
Once specimens are properly packed, a shipping label is placed
inside and outside of the package. The fourth copy of the loan form is
attached to the outside of the package. If the loan involves a foreign
country, proper forms for importation and exportation (for example,
the U.S. Form 3-177) (Fig. 15) are included with the loan form.
Once a loan is received, it should be checked and the lendinginstitution should be notified of its arrival and condition as soon as
possible. When the material is ready to be returned, the borrowinginstitution sends a letter notifying the lending-institution that the loan
is being returned under separate cover. The loan is packed and labelled
as described above. A reply card is enclosed with the shipment so that
the lending-institution can nlail it back to notify of the receipt and condition of the loan when it is returned. The card is received by the borrowing-institution and placed in the permanent files with the loan sheet.
thus concluding the loan transaction.
When a loan is returned, it should be carefully checked to insure
that all specimens were returned undamaged. The specimens should be
fumigated before they are returned to their positions in the collection.
The specimens are placed in their proper place and the removal slip is
taken out. It is also advisable to fumigate the packing materia1.

CONCLUSIONS

It is reiterated that the primary consideration in developing any
system of storage and organisation for a mammal research collection is
the care of each specimen. Considerations of secondary importance
are accessibility and working within the resources available. Although
the requirements of specimen storage and organisation will vary according to the nature of the material (for example, skin, skeletal material.
fluid-preserved material, or other collection items), there are several.basic
considerations that should prevail throughout the collections. These
considerations are :
I.

the method of storage and organisation should be sinlple and
logical to promote familiarity to collection workers:
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2.

standard curatorial procedures (for example, keeping specimens in storage units at all times except during periods of
active examination, keeping cases closed, keeping all areas
clean, providing thorough and accurate work, conducting
pest control activities, and processing loans properly) should be
adopted and enforced;

3.

once a system of storage and organisation and curatorial procedures are adopted, they should be fully documented and then
followed throughout the collection;

4.

space in a mammal research collection is a valuable asset and
should not be needlessly used on unrelated materials or specimens having no scientific value, particularly when storage of
such items compromises the care of the rest of the collection;

5.

extensive labelling throughout the collection for the facilities
and specimens will promote effective organisation and efficient
utilisation;

6.

collection staff should be alert to factors and evidence of disorder
or physical damage, and immediately take measures to correct
problems; collection staff should challenge the methods and
materials used for storage and organisation of specimens, and
be receptive to progressive changes even if they should be
contradictory to traditional techniques;

7.

the growth and development of a research collection should
be dependent on its ability to provide proper space and care for
every specimen in the collection; if a research collection cannot provide the necessary space and care, it should refrain
from accepting additional material that would jeopardise the
care of already existing material in the collection.

SUMMARY

The primary consideration in developing a system of storage and
organisation is to protect each specimen from loss or deterioration.
Secondary considerations are accessibility and working within the resources available.
Organisation for most specimens usually follows a phylogenetic
arrangement to subfamily and an alphabetic arrangement to subspecies
with inclusive geographic areas also being arranged alphabetically by
decreasing political subdivisions. Further organisational methods may
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be required for other parts of the collection, depending on the materials
involved. The primary objective is having a designated and predictable
location in the collection for each specimen.
Considerations for physical hazards are important in establishing
storage and organisation method~ to be used in a collection. The planning of space and building facilities is important. Further planning is
required for the storage and organisation of skins, skeletal material,
fluid-preserved material, and other collection items, specifically type
specimens, body mounts and trophy heads, speciality collections,
teaching collections, and written records.
Study skins are typically stored in modular case~ equipped with
a single door and removable drawers. Tanned skins are either placed
in cases or hung in special rooms called fur vault~.
Skeletal material may be maintained in various ways depending
on the size and method of specimen preparation. Small skeletal material
may be placed in appropriate-sized vial~ or boxes and stored with the
study skins. Large skeletal material may be placed on ~turdy shelving.
Skulls with horns or antlers may be stored on shelves, parallel bars,
or screens.
Fluid-preserved specimens are usually maintained in 70 % ethyl
alcohol or 50 % isopropyl alcohol. Specimens may be placed in an
assortment of glass jars or larger containers suitable for the purpose.
For accessibility and organisation, storage containers may be placed
on &helving.
The proper utilisation of specimens in the permanent collection
is important. Special attention should always be given to the proper
handling of loans.
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DISCUSSION

Q.

What simple methods would you use to protect skin and skeletal
specimens from the bleaching effect of sunlight in the equatorial
region?

A.

The bleaching effect may be reduced by storing specimens away
from source of natural light, using curtains or blinds at windows,
keeping specimens in closed cases, and using U-V filters (over windows and fluorescent light fixtures).

Q.

What lVouid you recommend for protecting horn material of bovids
fronz the insect damage commonly experienced with rack type storage
in tropical countries?

A.

One solution is to paint the horn in polyvinylacetate using an alcohol
or acetone solvent. Such method should control insect problems
as well as provide reversible treatment. This procedure may be
used where problems exist, but it is not recommended as a standard
treatment for all specimens with horns.
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COLLECTION-STORAGE AND ORGANISATION WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO THE ZOOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA
S. CHAKRABORTY

Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta

INTRODUCTION

Although the Zoological Survey of India was established in the
year 1916, its collection contains some mammalian specimens which
are about 150 years old. At the moment, it has acquired the representative specimens from almost all the geographical regions of the Indian
subcontinent. It also has specimens collecting of which is at present
prohibited. Moreover, there are specimens from the geographical regions
where the biota has been destroyed by human activities or natural calamities. The present collection of mammals in the Zoological Survey of
India forms the basis of many important published accounts, and specimens from this collection are often needed by scientists of India and
abroad for further study or verification of published data. Thus proper
storage of the specimens and the organisation of the collection are highly
needed. Though there are certain common principles of storage and
organisation of the mammalian collection in different centres, there are
some differences among these owing to environmental and economic
conditions of the countries involved. In the present paper an attempt
has been made to discuss the principles of storage and organisation of
the mammalian collection and the procedures adopted for this in the
Zoological Survey of India.
GENERAL PRINCIPLES

Proper storage and organisation of the mammalian collection
means continued existence of the specimens along with all the attached
documents and the same should be readily available for scientific study.
To achieve this goal in tropical countries the following factors are to
be considered.
Suitable site

For storing the zoological collection a suitable site is to be
selected to reduce the chances of sudden or gradual damage of
the specimens. (i) Areas susceptible to flood, earthquake, and other
natural calamities should be avoided. An example will be sufficient to
explain the point. In 1942, the mammalian collection of the Zoological
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Survey of India was shifted from Calcutta to Varanasi under war emergency. Then came the most unfortunate happening, i.e. the flood of the
Varuna river at Varanasi in September 1943, when major part of the
collection was submerged under water for about three days. Many
specimens were lost and many, which were badly damaged, were finally
rejected. (ii) Too arid or humid areas with extreme climatic conditions
are also unsuitable, as to protect the collection in such areas require
much financial involvement. (iii) Industrial belt is to be avoided to
minimise the reaction of different gaseous by-products on the preserved
specimens. (iv) International border area should not be selected, as
this may involve sudden shifting of the collection and other connected
hazards in case there is a war.
Permanent building

Occasional shifting of the collection from one building to
the other means considerable loss, damage, and misplacement
of specimens. In fact mammal collection of the Zoological Survey
of India had been subjected to the effect of transit on several
occasions and in spite of utmost care there was loss and damage at all
the times. This can only be prevented by housing the collection in its
own building instead of a rented one. The design of the building is to
be planned according to the climatic conditions of the area, so as to
minimise the effects of wind, heat, humidity, rain, etc. Instead of small
rooms, it is better to have big halls which help in the arrangement of
collection cabinets in rows, and in space-economy. Sufficient space is to
be kept reserved as a provision for the storage of fresh material obtained
from the future surveys or other sources.
Space

Keeping of a large number of specimens one above the other
in a drawer or in a container is responsible for the damage of the
tail, ears, vibrissae, limbs and attached labels of the specimen. Moreover for taking out a particular specimen from a lower row, the entire
arrangement in a particular container is disturbed. Due to the shortage
of space, often steel trunks or boxes containing the specimens are kept
one above the other or in shelves of steel racks. Under these situations
more man-power is required for curatorial and maintenance work and
many of the containers are not likely to be checked year after year.
Further, display of specilnens for the public education is only possible
when there is sufficient space. Furthermore, it is preferable that the
entire collection, office and laboratories should be housed in the same
campus. Thus for the proper arrangement of the specimens and regular
curatorial work, sufficient space is needed.
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Containers
According to the nature of preservation (wet or dry) and size
of the specimens, proper containers are to be selected.
For
fluid-preserved specimens, glass jars of different sizes with air-tight lids
are most suitable. Different types of steel cabinets with movable trays,
or drawers, steel racks, steel trunks, wooden and card-board boxes,
glass cases, etc., are required for dry specimens. To keep the skulls of
smaller sizes, plastic vials with lid of suitable material or skull bags
can be used. Details of different type of containers used in different
centres, their positive and negative sides, etc., have been discussed by
Colbert (1961), Dundes (1962), Knudsen (1966), Long (1970), Lewis
and Redfield (1970), Palmer (1974), Dowler and Genoways (1976), and
Williams et. al. (1977).

Regulation of climatic factors
Excessive moisture, dryness, sunlight, temperature, etc., are potential threats to the preserved specimens and their labels. Rapid fluctuation of the above factors are also detrimental to the collection. Sunlight
causes the most damaging effect; the ultraviolet and the bluish portion
of the visible spectrum have the greatest ability to stimulate the chemical
changes. The ideal condition of the climatic factors is different for
different types of specimens. Jackson (1926) mentioned 21°C as being
a proper temperature for fluid and osteological material. Van Gelder
(1 %5) opined that daily temperature fluctuation in the storage area
should not exceed 8.3 0 C. It appears that 50-60 % Relative Humidity
is ideal for the storage area. Thus, air conditioning and humidity
control of the storage area are desirable. Use of curtains and fluorescent
lamps with acrylic filters will minimise the action of light (Stolow
1966).

Antijire measures
Dry skins and the different chemicals used in the preparation and
preservation of mammalian specimens are highly inflammable. Thus,
proper antifire measures in the storage area are a must. Foam-type
fire extinguishers are to be kept in different parts of the storage area, so
that these can be used at the time of emergency. Local regulations for
fire prevention inside the cabinets and racks are also desirable. Fire
insurance for the collection is not possible in developing countries
having limited budget. Moreover, it is not possible to assess the
commercial value of zoological collections, and many of the specimens
cannot be replaced by money.
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Atmospheric pollutants

In the tropical countries, in addition to its normal components,
air contains dust, moisture, sulphur dioxide, carbon dioxide, soot and
spores in good quantities. All of these are responsible for the damage
of specimens, labels, and containers. Moulds normally grow at a
Relative Humidity of 80 % and temperature above 20°C, a condition
available in most parts of the year in tropical countries. Thus, proper
vigilance is to be kept to reduce the entry of atmospheric pollutants in
the storage area.
Arrangenlent of specinlens

This is the most fundamental issue in the storage of a zoological
collection. Lack of proper arrangement of the specimens makes the
entire collection good-for-nothing. According to Zweifel (1966) there
are basically two different ways of arrangement of zoological specimens,
viz., (i) by catalogue number and (ii) by zoological classification.
Numerical arrangement requires a species index that lists the species
represented in the col1ection and catalogue number of all the specimens.
Without such an index, it would be necessary to search through the
entire collection or the numerical catalogue in order to assemble aJI
representatives of a particular taxon. Moreover, in numerical arrangement, if a container is misplaced, it is practically lost. In collections
arranged according to zoological classification, misplacement is
immediately detected from the name on the container. It is also
more economical in space, as a number of specimens of the same
taxon can be stored in one container, with labels on each.
Specimen cards

Specinlen card for each specinlen with all the details, viz.,
sex. locality, date of collection, col1ector or donor, condition of
the specimen, registration or catalogue number, external and cranial
measurements, keeping place, etc., should be prepared and arranged in
a card cabinet according to the zoological classification. Consultation
of these cards will often serve the purpose of the scientists and reduce the
incidences of handling and removal of the specimens from storage.
Mall-power

Most of the 111USeUms in developing countries do not have the
technical facilities of storage, such as proper container, sufficient space,
regulatory mechanisnl for atmospheric factors, etc. These drawbacks
can only be neutralised to sonle extent by nlanual labour with sufficient
man-power.
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RVEY OF 'INDtA

The Zoological Survey of India is T,esponsible for the storag'e and
maintenanc,e of the National Zoological Collections of India.. The
mammal ,a nd osteological collections at present contain about 22000
identified specimens including nearly 400 types. The major part of this
collection is maintained for scientific study and ,eo'mparison, while a
small part is displayed in the zoolo,gi,c al galleries of th'e Indian Museum.
At the moment,the collection is housed in three different buildings in
C,a lcutta, owing to the acute shortage 'Of space. A,e cording to the nature
of preservation, the entire coHection may be divided into the foUowin ,g
cat'e gories.

(0 Dry flat skins., (ii) dry

rolled spe,c imens, (iii) mounted specimens,
(iv) wet specim,e ns, (v) osteological mat,erial , (vj) anatomical parts like
bacula, testes ovaries, etc.
'T o ke,e p these huge collections, differ,e nt types of containers used.
Thes'e are bri,efly dis,cussed below .:-

Wooden cabinets

There are 48 wooden cabinets (Fig. I A) ,c ontaining chest of
drawers of different sizes and depths. and with glass tops. The drawers
can be taken 'Out from the cabinet for study and arrangem'e nt of the

spe'Clmens.

Fig. 1 A. - Rows of woodencabinels containing dry specimens of mammals.
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Steel cabinet

There is a glass-door steel cabinet with horizontal

helves.

Steel racks
There are 50 st'eel ra'c ks (Fig. I B) with a number of movable
shelves.

Jars

'Glass jars of differ,ent sizes. \\lith bakelite o r glass lid
Glass cases
Wooden or st'e elcases fitted with thick glass pane' are used in the
zoological gal1erie of t he Indian Museuol.

ig. 1 B.- Sleel rack wiLl movable shelves containing oSleological 'm aterial
in wooden or card-board boxes.

In addition to the above~ a large unlber of steel trunks .. wooden or
ca rd board boxes~ plast ic vials and skull-bags 'Of various sizes are also
used (ig. 2A).
Flat ' kins and rolled SpeCilllenS are kept in steel trunks, wooden
or card-board box,es or in drawers of cabinets~ according to their sizes.
Each cont~,iner u' ualJy ,c ontain specinlen of the sam,e species~ but
sometilnes for th'e econonlY of space~ specilnens of the allied specie' are
a Iso kept in (he sanle conta;ner~with or without partition between them.
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Fig. 2 A.-Different type ' of small 'c ntainers used main1y for keeping osteological

material.

Skulls are either tied with th,e r,e pective skin after putting the same
in the skull bag. or are kept separately in a glass via and placed in the
same container (Fig. 28). At t he top of each cabinet, there is a small
metallic holder in which a hand .. wriuen label is in 'erted. showing the
'Order or family to which the specinlen~ of the cabinet belong. The inner
' uTface of the door of cabinet bears .a label which is a guideline to the
contents of each drawer. To indj,c ale the contents 'Of the box or trunk,
a paper label is either pa ted on Its outer surface 'Or tied to the latch by
means of a thread. It was found that the latter sy. tenl is better than
pasting the label with gum.
Wet specimens are stored in glass jars of ditferent siz'es. having 90 ~~
ethyl alcohol or 4 ~~ formaldehyde so! ution c.l ' pr,e servativ,e. and placed
in the shelves of the steel ra<.;ks. It was found that bakelite lids prevent
the eV<lporation of alcohol to a gr at extent but ea ily ,c rack,

o

t'eological collection rang,es in size froln the skull of a shr,ew to
the ,e ntire skeleton of a whale or elephant. along with a Jot of unidentified
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ig. 2 8. --Arrangement of specimens in a wooden d r.awer of a wooden cabinet.

mat,e riaL Generally, the keletal mat,e rial of each specimen is kept sepa..
rately in a steel trunk or wood,e n/card-board box depending on its size,
and placed in the helf of the st'eel rack (Fig. 1 B). Sometim,es more than
one skeleton of the same species or allied spelcie '~ are kept separately in
small containers and then ·coHectiv,eIy placed in ,a steel trunk. Each
~)mall container bears a labeL and the label on the outside of the trunk
shows the total contents. larg,e osteological material particularly the
skulls are kept open on the shelves. A good number of skulls belonging
to the order Artiodactyla are suspended on the waH of zoological galleries
of the Indian Museum by nl,eans of hooks (Fig. 3A).

Mounted specimens or skeletons prepared for display are kept
in the glass cases or hung from the roof of the large mammal hall by
steel rods (Fig . 38). How,e ver, the materials suspended to the wall or
hung from the roof or kept open on the shelves are more exposed to dust
and mechanical damage.
Bacula, testes, 'Ovaries. ,e tc .. whenever extracted for study ar,e kept in
glass vials or mounted on glass slides. These are either stored in cardboard boxe~with ,c otton padding or in slide boxes. Each 'e xtra'c ted
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Fig. 3 A.-Skulls hung from the wall of the large mamma) gallery of the
Indian Museum.

Fig. 3 B.- Osteological material hangin,g from the r,o of of the large mammal
gallery of the Indian Museum.

anatomical part be,a rs the same registration number as that of the
specimen from which it was ,e xtracted and separate entri,es mad,e on the
original label.
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SI=,ecial care is taken for the storage of type-specimens which are
kept separate from the general collection. One steel cabinet and one
wooden cabinet with lock and key arrangements are used for the storage
of type specimens and the cabinets are kept in the cubicle of the Officerin-Charge of the Mammal and Osteology Section. Flat skins or rolled
specimens are wrapped with tissue paper. Skulls are kept in a special
type of small card-board box, with glass top. The specimens of a particular type series along with the skull box are then placed in a card-board
box of the required size and stored in a drawer of the wooden cabinet.
Type-series of the allied taxa are kept in the same drawer, with proper
labels. Wet type-specimens are kept in the glass jars of required sizes,
with 90 % ethyl alcohol and placed on the shelves of the steel cabinet.
Type-series of a particular taxon are kept in a jar, with an outside as
well as an inside label, in addition to the individual labels of the specimens. If the skull of a type specimen has not been extracted by the describer, it is allowed to remain as such unless required for study. Extracted
skulls are kept in the jar of the respective specimens but in separate
glass vials. Type cards with all the details of the type specimens are
prepared and maintained in a card cabinet.
Ecto or endoparasites collected from specimens in the field, after
proper preservation, are sent to the respective specialists of the department for identification, study, and storage.
Arrangement of the general dry collection is made according to
the listing of the species and subspecies in the 'Checklist of Palaearctic
and Indian Mammals' by Ellerman and Morrison Scott (1951). Specimens
of the saIne species or subspecies are arranged according to the country
of collection. Specimens belonging to the same country are further
grouped according to the alphabetical order of the collecting provinces.
However, for the dry and wet type specimens numerical arrangement is
adopted. It is done according to the catalogue number as shown in
Khajuria et 01. (1977).
Foam-type of fire extinguishers are maintained at different corners
of the storage area as a preventive measure against fire. On a certain
festival day of the year, trained persons from the antifire department
are posted near the storage area to prevent the hazards due to fireworks,
if any.
For the sake of convenience and regular supervision of the collection. office. laboratory, nlini-store of chemicals and collecting lnaterial,
library of important journals and books. steel cabinets containing
specimen cards and other documents are nlaintained in the same floor
in which the 111ajor part of collection is stored.
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From the comparison of principles and practice, it becomes obvious
that though proper attention is being paid to curatorial work and special
care is taken for the protection of collection against pests, dust, fire,
etc., but practically nothing could be done to regulate light, temperature,
humidity and other atmospheric pollutants. However, Zoological Survey
of India is going to have its own multistoried building in Calcutta in
near future and planning has been done to replace the wooden cabinets
by special type of steel cabinets with trays of different depths. Attempts
will also be made to aircondition the entire area of storage.
SUMMARY

Proper storage of large zoological collection means continued
existence of specimens in good condition along with all the attached
documents and easy availability of the same for scientific study and
comparison. To achieve this goal in a tropical environment, the following are the minimum requirements. (i) selection of suitable site and
building to hou~e the collection, (ii) sufficient space for arrangement
and display, (iii) proper containers for different types of specimens,
(iv) arrangements for the regulation of light, temperature, humidity
and wind, (v) antifire mea~ures, (vi) protection against insects, dust
and other atmospheric pollutants, (vii) arrangement of specimens in a
standard manner, (viii) ready supply of preservatives and other chemicals,
(ix) preparation and maintenance of specimen-cards and (x) man-power
for regular curatorial work. At the moment, the mammalian collection
of the Zoological Survey of India are housed in three different buildings
in Calcutta. The storage is done in wooden cabinets and steel racks.
On the shelves of steel racks specimens are kept in steel trunks, wooden
boxes, card-board boxes, glass jars, etc., of different sizes. Some of the
osteological material and the mounted heads are ah:o kept open on the
shelves or hanging from the wall with the help of hooks. Mounted
specimens are stored in glass cases of the galleries of the Indian Museum,
for display. The alcohol-preserved type specimens are stored in steel
cabinets which are kept separately from the general collection, under
~pecial care. Bacula, testes, ovaries and other body-parts, whenever
extracted for study, are kept in small glass vials with plastic lids. These
vials are stored separately in card-board boxes with cotton padding,
and separate entries in this respect are made on original labels. Ectoand endoparasites collected from the specimens are either preserved
in alcohol or mounted on glas~ slides and handed over to respective
specialists of the department for study and storage. Arrangement of the
~pecimens of the Indian subcontinent is done, as far as possible, according
to the arrangement of species adopted by Ellerman and Morrison
Scott (1951). For the sake of convenience and regular supervision of the
collection, laboratory, mini-~tore of chemicals and collecting material,
sectional library, steel cabinets containing specimen cards and other
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documents are maintained in the same floor in which the major portion
of the collection is stored. Though proper attention is paid to curatorial work and special care is taken for the protection of the collection
against insect pests, dust, and fire, practically nothing could be done to
regulate light, temperature, humidity, and other atmospheric pollutants
in the collection storage area. However, the Zoological Survey of India
is going to have its own multistoried building in Calcutta in near future
and planning has been done to replace the wooden cabinets by steel
cabinets with movable trays of different depths. Attempts will also be
made to air condition the entire area of the collection-storage.
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DISCUSSION

Q.

With space consideration so important, has ZSI developed a protocol
on how field-preparation should be done so that there is some assurance
that a specified number of specimens of each species taken will be
prepared by different procedures ?

A.

Before going to the field we make a list of species likely to occur
in that region. Four specimens of each species are generally collected,
out of which two are preserved in fluid and the other two are rolled.
Body of any additional specimen is converted into skeleton.

Q. I hal'e noticed open unscreened windoll<'s in your present collectionfacilities. Do you think it would be safer for storage protection
to take effort to prevent potential insect-pests from entering your
facility?
A.

We have screens for the windows. At the time of your visit, those
were removed for periodical cleaning.
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INTRODUCTION

Traditional museum collections of mammals include large numbers
of specimens stored whole or in pieces in some type of preservative.
Most commonly, these specimens have been "fixed" by either immersion
or injection with formaldehyde and later washed with water and then
stored in a dilute (70 %) ethyl alcohol. Historically, such formaldehydefixed specimens have proven to be extremely valuable to mammalogy.
In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when comparative gross
anatomy was especially popular and the modern science of systematics
was in its infancy (as taxonomy), fluid specimens were widely used for
research. From this beginning, museums have continued over the years
to acquire, accession, catalogue, and store thousands of fluid specimens.
Most collections have increased in ~ize and the methods of fixation and
~torage have remained essentially unaltered even though both the pace
and types of research have changed dramatically.
Regardless of how mammalogy ha3 changed, the original type of
fluid preservation was reasonably successful and certainly was not shortsighted. In fact, the obvious purpose of a fluid collection-to obtain and
store specimens for both current and future research-clearly was
achieved. Many of the specimens fixed in formaldehyde eighty to one
hundred years ago, still are suitable for a variety of forms of gross
anatomical investigations~ particularly tho';e involving myology, and
a reasonable percentage can be used-albeit with limitations-for
histological analysis. On the other hand, it certainly is time for us to
now reconsider our scientific needs and ask the question "how best can
we prepare for the future T'
With the foregoing in mind, the purposes of the present paper are
to: (1) review resources; (2) consider future needs; (3) review some of
the basic techniques; (4) present a selection of available techniques that
could become routine additions to museum technology throughout the
world, and (5) review some aspects of collection storage.
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RESOURCES

In the present brief paper it obviously would be impossible to fully
discuss or even mention in passing all of the various techniques available
for histology and histochemistry and other types of microscopic research
with value to mammalogy. On the other hand, it seems unlikely to me
that a great number of these techniques ever wil1 gain wide-spread acceptance as routine museum technologies because many are difficult or
impossible to use in the field and some are probably too highly refined
for common usage.
We are indeed fortunate that many reference books are available
and any particular, specific fixation problems that arise for non-routine
projects usually can be solved fairly quickly. Ideally, each museum
collection library should shelve one or more of these works. Among the
available books, I especially recommend the fol1owing : Lillie and Fullmer (1976); Culling (1974); Gray (1973); Humason (1979); Kiernan
(1981); and Chayen et al. (1973). Additionally, in 1979, the American
Society of Ichthyologists and Herpetologists issued a special '"'curation
report" that so far exceeds any similar information published for
mammals. This mimeographed report is available from the Smithsonian Oceanographic Sorting Center, Washington, D.C. 20560 and
summarises very clearly the conventional fixation and storage methodologies for fluid specimens.
Lastly, the reader also is advised to consult three excellent chapters
published fairly recently in Manlnlal Review (Brown and Stoddart,
1977; Brown and Hilton, 1979; Brown, 1979) and a chapter by Forman
and Phillips (1985) in a book on ecolog:cal Inethods These papers deal
specifically with histological and histochemical techniques for mammalogists and form an outstanding resource for those who are interested in
fluid collections for museum-based research.
FUTURE NEEDS

One unfortunate feature of our collective scientific future will be
the extreme difficulty of obtaining specimens for research. Indeed
although it is an unpleasant idea for those of us interested in the study
of wild species, it nevertheless is clear that many species either will
become extinct or extremely uncommon in native habitats in the near
future. Therefore, any consideration of future research must center
on the expected scarcity of specimens and, consequently, the importance
of being able to obtain as much data as possible from each specimen.
What kinds of future data might we, or our successors, wish to
obtain from specimens collected now? Although we cannot answer
this question with any degree of certainty, some ideas can be gained by
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analysing research trends. With this in mind, it seems clear that developments in cell and molecular biology are the most likely candidates
for application to mammal museum collections. Over the past several
decades, we have seen a progression in which standard histology, histochemistry, and recently, cell ultrastructure, have been applied to problems
in mammalogy. A very few selected examples, which serve to illustrate
this point, are mentioned here. Histology of integumentary gJands of
rodents has been used for systematic analysis (Quay, 1968). Histological
and histochemical techniques have been used to analyse and compare
the gastric mucosae of mammals (Swarup et al., 1971, Forman, 1971,
1972). Histological comparisons of reproductive tracts have proven
especially interesting (Gopalakrishna and Murthy. 1960, Karim, 1975,
Hood and Smith, 1983) and have been used as a significant foundation
for cladistical analysis of relationships (Hood and Smith, 1982). Histochemistry has been used to document changes in integumentary enzyme
activity before and during hibernation (Sokolov and Dzhemukhadze,
1982). Very recently, transmission electron microscopy has been
employed to compare cell structures within tissues in order to unravel
evolutionary pathways and systematic relationships (Phillips and Studholme, 1982, Tandler et al., 1983; Phillips et al., 1984). Aside from
these trends, in which increasingly more sophisticated microscopic
analysis is apparent, it also now is noteworthy that ethanol-preserved
tissues have been found to be suitable for extraction of nuclear DNA
and for DNA-DNA hybridization and analysis of phylogenetic relationships (Sibley and Ahlquist, 1981). All of these studies could have
been based on museum collections (indeed, most were) and perhaps are
representative of the future for fluid collections.
In summary, it seems likely that chemically-based techniques will
become increasingly available for general use by mammalogists and that
although we cannot predict exactly what these techniques will require,
we nevertheless should attempt now to set the stage for future work
along these lines. To simply continue old practices by themselves is to
risk losing major opportunities for future scientists and to put unfortunate limitations on museum collections.
FIXATION

Fixation is a process by which tissues are altered into a stable
configuration, often by the cross-linking of protein chains so that they
are denatured and deactivated. It is essential to understand that any
form of fixation (chemical or otherwise) creates a controlled artifactual
condition that allows for both storage (sometimes limited) and study
within a set of parameters that are established by the fixative itself. In
other words, once tissues have been fixed, they no longer are "natural,"
instead they are the product of fixation and it is that product that actually
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is studied. With this in mind, it is clear that the fixation process determines the limits of what can be learned with various types of analyses.
The fixation process generally tends to Hharden" tiss ues (within
limits) so that they can be more readily embedded and sectioned for
histology. Additionally, the fixation process also inactivates autolytic
enzymes, prevents bacterial decay, insolubilises tissue components,
and affects the extent to which either shrinkage or swelling can occur
during processing.
Selection of fixatives suitable for museum collections thus is partly
dependent on the suitability of the particular chemical artifact created by
the process itself. One reason why formaldehyde has remained so popular
for so long is that not only is it easy to use and available, but, additionally, its effect on tissue is such that a wide variety of options are left
open when research is carried out.
Aside from selecting the most appropriate fixative, perhaps the
actual application of the fixative is the most important step in the entire
process. Generally speaking, preparation of fluid specimens is a process
that is treated very casually by field mammalogists. Frequently, specimens that have been dead for as long as thirty minutes are placed in toto
in containers of formaldehyde solution. On the one hand, specimens
that have been treated so casually still are valuable in that their gross
anatomy can be studied later in the museum laboratory. However, if
any hope of future histological or histochemical study is to be fulfilled,
considerable care must be exercised at this stage of the preparation
process.
For quality microscopic study, it is essential for the fixation process
to begin simultaneously with, or even before, the death of the specimen.
Additionally, because the fixative does not penetrate tissues instantaneously, it is advisable that tissues be brought into physical contact with
the fixative as quickly as possible. Consequently, the standard museum
procedure-injecting 10 % formalin at scattered sites or opening the
abdominal cavity, or both. and then placing the specimen in a container
of formalin-is far too crude for most current microscopic research and
one can logically assume that future research also will suffer from this
procedure.
Several alternatives suitable for field work can be fairly easily incorporated into a typical field schedule. For example. at death the
thoracic and abdonlinal organs can be removed and immersed directly
in fixative. Large or conlpact organs (i.e .. liver and kidney) can be sliced
open and in those organs that have large lumina (i.e., the digestive tract),
the fixative can be injected into the lumen itself.
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Perfusion with a fixative can be done fairly simply, without elaborate
equipment (Quay. 1974). The advantage of perfusion, of course,
is that the fixative utilises the cirulatory pathway to reach tissues. The
procedure recommended by Quay (1974) employs large syringes with
needles of varying sizes. A five minute perfusion would require 100 ml
or more of perfusate. A major vein, such as the jugular, is opened following anesthetisation (sodium pentabarbital is an excellent choice).
Fixative next is injected into the left ventricle of the heart. The needle
should be clamped to the wall of the heart to prevent its escape under
pressure. Ringers' solution, or 0.85 % saline, can be injected into the
left ventricle until the effluent from the jugUlar is clear Caution must be
taken not to inject these fluids into the animal under high pressure as
this could introduce artifacts into the tissue. Kiernan (1981) has described a slightly more elaborate apparatus for perfusion in small
mammals, but yet one that could be readily adapted to field conditions.
Two containers, one with normal saline and one with fixative, are placed
1 meter above the specimen. Tubes exiting from the bases of the containers are closed-off with pinch clamps and joined to a Y -connector
that leads to a syringe. Saline solution is allowed to flow first into the
heart. When the outgoing liquid is clear, the pinch clamp to the fixative
is opened and that to the saline is closed. This procedure prevents the
serious problem of introducing air into the cardiovascular system, which
may occur when syringes are used by themselves. In theory, any fluid
fixative can be used for perfusion, however 10% neutral buffered formalin (NBF) is the fixative of choice for general histology and histochemistry. Quay (1974) has provided ample visual evidence that excellent histological results can be obtained by perfusing in small mammals in this way.
As a summary, I have listed below seven specific "hints" that should
be kept in mind while fixing tissues for light microscopic histology or
histochemistry.
(1) Fix as small a piece of tissue as possible; briefly fix large pieces
of very soft tissues (15-30 mins.) until they harden enough to
be sliced without unduly compressing them.
(2) Very soft tissues (e.g., bone marrow) can be wrapped in porous
paper (filter paper) prior to imnlersion.
(3) Lumina should be opened; thin or tubular pieces that nlay
roll or invert should be attached to paper against their outer
walls.
(4) Intratracheal injection of fixative is essential for lung tissue if
perfusion is not performed.
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(5) Tissues should never be so large as to be compressed or bent
by the container.
(6) The rate of penetration of tissue by fixatives varies inversely
with temperature, however, low temperature retards or arrests
autolytic changes and therefore may actually result in the best
fixation.
(7) Plastic or other non-metallic instruments must be used when
handling tissues in fixatives containing HgC1 2 •

Fixation for transmission electron microscropy (TEM) poses special
problems because if one wishes to study the infrastructure of individual
cells, then the entire fixation process becomes even more critical. Ideally,
perfusion undoubtedly is the best approach but within the constraints of
field work and the typical fixatives used, perfusion is not always practical.
In my laboratory, we have successfully adapted the following procedure
for field work. First, the animal is anesthetised with sodium pentabarbital
(50 mg/ml). Next, a polyethylene tube is passed into the stomach via the
mouth and esophagus. This tube is connected to a small (I cc) syringe
containing fixative, which is injected into the digestive tract. The specimen
absorbs the fixative but does not die immediately so that other organs
(i.e., salivary glands, eyes, thyroid glands) can be removed and minced
into small pieces (1 x I mm) in fixative. The mincing must be done carefully (dental wax or a sheet of moderately hard plastic makes a good
substrate) with a sharp scalpel blade or a single-edged razor blade.
If care is exercised and organs are removed without causing major
bleeding (i.e., by tying off major arteries if necessary), a wide variety
of organs can be removed successfully. Lastly, the digestive tract can
be excised and individual components minced while immersed in fixative.
At this point in the discussion, it would be worthwhile to mention that
many fixatives are extremely dangerous (some, such as formaldehyde~
are potential carcinogens) and proper precautions always should be
exercised when fixing specimens in the field. away from laboratorytype fume hoods. We routinely carry a supply of rubber surgical gloves
as part of our field gear because the TEM trialdehyde fixative contains
DMSO and thus is very quickly absorbed by the body.
FIXATIVES

The fixatives discussed in the following paragraph (as well as those
not discussed in detail) are summarised in Table I. The purpose of this
table is to provide an easy reference, beyond the text itself. Although
limited in number, these particular fixatives were selected because of
their- (I) adaptability to field work; (2) relative ease of handling and
storing; and (3) likely value to future research. Many additional~
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TABLE I. A general summary of eight fixatives that are especially useful in mammalogy
and which could easily be adapted for routine museum use

Name
-

Formula

Use

Special Instructions

-------

Bouin's

25 ml 40 /~ formalin ~
75 011 saturated
aqueous picric acid;
5 ml glacial acetic
acid.

General purpose;
Fix 24 hours; store
reproductive racts;
in 70% ETOH.
skin; connective
tissue; gastrointestina I
tract.

Carnoy II

60 n11 100% ETOH;
30 ml chloroform;
10 ml glacial acetic
acid.

Bone; cartilage
(chondroitin sulfates);
nuclei; carbohydrates;
fibrous proteins; mast
cells (histamine);
histochemistry of
proteins.

HelJy's

5 g Hg C1 2 ;

Hemopoietic;
Fix 12-24 hours.
hypothalamic;
neurosecretary
material (NSM);
mitochondria; myelin;
endocrine organs;
intercalated discs;
bone marrow.

2.5 g K 2Cr 20 7 ~
I g Na 2SO,. 10 H 2 0
]00 ml H 2 0.

Fix 6-8 hours;
2-3 hour wash in
100% ETOH
(remove chloroform).

NBF
(neutral
buffered
formalin)

100 cc 40 % formalin;
900 cc H 20; 4 g acid
sodium phosphate
(monohydrate); 6.5 g
anhydrous disodium
phosphate.

Genera I purpose;
muscle; connective
tissue; glands;
gastrointestinal tract.

Fix 24-48 hours;
wash with H 20 and
store in 70 % ETOH.

Sanfelice

80 ml I % erOa;
40 ml 40% formalin;
5 ml glacial acetic
acid.

General purpose;
nuclei; chromosomes.

Mix immediately
before use; fix
24 hours; wash
thoroughly in
running water.

General microanatomy; mitochondria;
connective tissue;
myelin; neurosecretry
material.

Fix 24 hours;
transfer to 95 %
ETOH.

45 g HgCl z ;
Susa
(Heidenhain's) 5 g NaCI;
20 g Trichloroacetic
acid; 40 ml glacial
acetic acid; 200 ml
40 % formalin;
1()()() ml H 20.
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Name

Formula

Use

Trialdehyde

5 g paraformaldehyde UI trastructure;
organelles,cell
dissolved in 25 ml
membrane; also good
H 20 with a drop of
for light-level histoNaOH. Add 15 ml
chemistry.
50 % glutaraldehyde,
6.25 ml DMSO, 0.25
ml of 0.1 m CaCI 2,
2.5 ml acrolein, and
dilute to 250 ml with
0.05 M cacodylate
buffer with 0.1 M
sucrose (makes 250
ml ~ use fresh daily)

Zenker's

Stock;
2.5 g K2Cr207;
5 g HgCI 2 ;
I g Na2SO.a;
100 ml H 2 0

Special Instructions

Fix 10-24 hours;
replace fix with 3 %
glutaraldehyde and
store at 4-5°C or,
in field, store at
ambient temperature in 0.05 M
cacodylate buffer
with 0.01 M
sucrose.

General microanatomy;
cell organelles.

5 ml glacial
acetic acid is added
just before use.

specific types of fixatives are available and the reader is referred to the
many handbooks for formulae and detailed information about them
(e.g., Lillie and Fullmer, 1976 ; Gray, 1973; Kiernan, 1981).

Histology and Histochemistry
Formaldehyde deserves special consideration here because of
its popularity and wide-spread use.
Formaldehyde usually is
available commercially as a solution of gas and water' such
a mixture contains from 37 to 40 % formaldehyde gas, by weight,
and usually is called Hformalin"
or Hformaldehyde."
Some
confusion has been caused by the fact that this commercial preparation
frequently has been treated as though it were a }00 % formaldehyde
solution.
Consequently, the
10 %" formalin used by museums
actually is a 4.1-4. 5 /~ solution (Lillie and Fullmer, 1976). It is
important to keep this peculiarity in mind while interpreting fixation
techniques described in literature because an actual 10 % solution is
significantly different from the 44} 0 %" solution used by many people.
For example, a 4.5~)/~ r"10~~") formalin solution will adequately fix
tissue in 48 hours at 20-25°C, whereas an actual 10 /~ solution can harden
tissues adversely in the same time period at the same temperature. In
H
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any case, heat will increase the action of the fixative (Lillie and Fullmer,
1976). Generally speaking, the best formaldehyde fixation is obtained
by long exposure at low temperatures, so if refrigeration or ice are available, a cold (O-SlC) 4.1-4.S~1o C~IOO~") formalin solution could be
expected to give the best results.
Commercial formaldehyde usually contains traces of methanol and
formic acid, and additional formic acid can be formed as a result of
oxidation. An acidic formalin solution can inhibit histological staining
reactions (azure-eosi n , for exam pie) and , therefore, formali n usually is
most useful when it has been buffered. When calcium carbonate is
added (in excess) to a formalin solution, the pH should rise to between
6.3 and 6.5. Not only is this approximate, but also it must be remembered that the pH will fall again as the tissue is fixed (Lillie and Fullmer,
1976). Neutral buffered formalin, which is preferable if pH is regarded
as critical for research purposes, can be prepared as follows: 100 cc
40 o~ commercial formaldehyde solution, 900 cc water' 4 g acid sodium
phosphate, monohydrate ~ and 6.5 g anhydrous disodium phosphate.
This mixture should be pH 7.0.
For field collecting, the polymerised form of formaldehyde has
several advantages. The most significant of these are weight and purity.
The polymerised form, paraformaldehyde, comes as a powder that can
be easily transported to a field site and then prepared on demand; 35 g
of paraformaldehyde powder in I liter of water will yield a 4 ~Io (by weight)
solution, which is equivalent to the standard ~~ 10 ~<>" formalin fixative.
The paraformaldehyde powder is added to boiling water along with a
few drops of sodium hydroxide (NaOH), which acts as a synergist. The
4 o,~ paraformaldehyde solution will lack formic acid and methanol and
if light-level immunocytochemical analyses are contemplated, it could
be the fixative of choice.
Table 1 contains formulae for several other fixatives that are broadly
useful for histology and are suitable for museum collections. Bouin's
fluid remains in fairly wide use, although Gray (1964) felt that; (a) its
only advantage might be that tissues can remain in it for lengthy periods
(but even so, immediate storage in 70% ETOH is desirable)~ and (b) it
may have the disadvantage of causing formation of vacuoles in cells.
Additional general fixatives (Table I) which should be considered include
Zenker's, Sanfelice, Susa (Heidenhain's), and Helly's. As with any
fixative, attention should be given to fixation times and wash and storage
procedures. Mercuric chloride must be removed following fixation and,
where rapid penetration is important (large pieces of tissue ~ rapid
autolysis), Carnoy II should be employed. Another mixture that is
widely recommended for large pieces of tissue because it penetrates
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I. - A diagrammatic representation of the field protocol used by a field teanl
working in Thailand in 1983. Notice the diversity of data that could be
obtained from a single specimen.

rapidly~

is Steive~s fluid (76 ml saturated aqueous HgCI 2 : 20 ml concentrated (40 %) formaldehyde: 4 ml glacial acetic acid).
Histochemistry generally presents a special set of problems because
general fixation procedures often are unsuitable. For example~ formalin-fixed tissues generally are unsuitable for demonstration of lipids
or glycogen, whereas alcohol-acetic acid-formalin can be used for glycogen
(but not lipids). The trialdehyde fixative described below can be used~
together with 10% neutral buffered formalin . for a wide variety of histochemical analyses~ particularly those involving complex mucosubstances. Pinkstaff e/ ale (1982) is an excellent source of information
about these procedures as applied to a histochemical study of salivary
glands.
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Electron Microscopy (TEM)
Glutaraldehyde has been widely reconlmended to field co]]ectors who wish to fix tissues for later study with transmission
electron microscopy (scanning electron microscopy can be readily
accomplished with formalin-fixed specimens and, insofar as field
work is concerned, does not require special procedures).
Unfortunately, in my experience, glutaraldehyde by itself simply is not an
adequate field fixative for quality transmission electron microscopy
(Phillips, 1985) and although it is relatively simple to obtain and handle,
it is not recommended for potential museum use. The most common
problems appear to be (1) osmolarity (causing destruction of certain
cellular organelles) and (2) slow penetration. Fortunately, ho\\,ever,
there is available a trialdehyde fixative (first described by Kalt and
Tandler, 1971) that has proven to be outstanding even under the most
rigorous field conditions (Phillips, 1985). This fixative makes possible
the routine collection of tissue samples that can be stored for later
analysis at the ultrastructural level.
The fixative consists of 1 % glutaraldehyde, 1 % formaldehyde (mixed
fresh from paraformaldehyde), 0.5 % acrolein, 2.5 % dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO) and 1 mM CaC1 2 in an 0.05 M cacodylate buffer at pH 7.2.
To prepare 250 ml (the amount that \ve prepare each day in the field),
one should first dissolve 5 g of paraformaldehyde powder in 25 ml of
distilled water (using heat and a few drops of NaOH). Next add 15 ml
of 50 % (steck) glutaraldehyde, 6.25 ml of DMSO, 0.25 ml of O. I m
CaCl 2 and lastly 2.5 ml of stock acrolein (remember that the acrolein
is a dangerous poison and must be handled carefully). Finally, dilute
this solution up to 250 ml with a 0.05 M cacodylate buffer with 0.1 M
sucrose.
In practice, I have found that minced tissues should be left overnight in this trialdehyde fixative; in the morning the fixative is replaced
with 0.05 M cacodylate buffer with 0.1 M sucrose. Tissues can be left
in buffer, even at tropical ambient temperatures, for at least one month.
When refrigeration is available, the tissues should be transferred to 3 %
glutaraldehyde and stored at 4°C. The results of this entire procedure
are remarkable (Fig. 2) and, thus, data that could be obtained from
such a museum collection represent a virtual quantum leap over current
practices.

Inllnunocytochemistry
Immunocytochemistry is a procedure by which tissue antigens
can be localised and viewed microscopically. In terms of future
research involving mammal collections, this technology should be
given prime consideration.
If antigenicity can be preserved In
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Fig. 2.

tissues~
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A trans.nission electron nllcrOgr.aph of retinal :p igment epi:theliunl fronl
a specinlen of Cy""opt(!l'u.\' sphinx that was fixed :in the field ,a nd 'Stored in
buffer. Note (he ,e Ktrenlely good fixation possible wi ,t h trialdehyde.

the possibilities then exist that a tr,e mendous range of antigens
,c an be localis'e d as antibodies be,c ome avail,a ble. Currently, imnlunocytochemistry would allow for such detailed studies as ,c omparisons of
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the ganglion layer of the retina and identification and localisation of
endocrine cells in the digestive tract. (Studholme et al 1987;
Yamada et al., 1988).
q

Tissue specimens that have been fixed overnight in 4 % paraformaldehyde and then stored in cacodylate buffer and sucrose (just as described above for transmission electron microscopy) later can be used in
the Iaboratory for light level immunocytochemistry. Bouin's fixative also
works very well for immunocytochemistry. The only apparent limitation
is that for transmission electron microscopy(instead of light-level microscopy), parafornlaldehyde fixation is far from perfect and ultrastructural
details are lost. Additionally, commonly used ultrastructural fixation
techniq ues are known to hinder the large immunological reagents (150500 K daltons) and often cause antigens to be non-immunoreactive.
Recently, however, Eldred et al. (1983) have described a technique that
seems to solve this problem and which should be applicable to mammalogical field work. These authors found that electron microscopic localisation of antigens could be accomplished on tissues that were pre-fixed
for one hour in 4 % paraformaldehyde with 0.1-0.2 % gluteraldehYde
at pH 7.4 and then fixed for 24 hours in 4 % paraformaldehyde at pH
10.4. Next, the tissues were washed for one hour in 0.] M sodium
phosphate buffer at pH 7.4 with 4% sucrose and 0.15 mM CaCI 2 and,
lastly, incubated for 30 minutes in I % sodium borohydride (NaBH 4).

DNA

Collection and preservation of tissues suitable for comparative
DNA analyses deserves mention because of indications that such
techniques are destined to become extremely valuable to systematic
research. In both birds and mammals, hybridization of nuclear DNA
has been accomplished with tissues (particularly liver and kidneys for
mammals) that have been both fixed and stored in 70 % ethanol (Sibley
and Ahlquist, 1981). Mitochondrial DNA (mt DNA) for comparative
populational or interspecific study with restriction enzymes can be
extracted from fresh or frozen tissues. Tissues are diced into reasonably
small pieces in 10 % sucrose and then placed in a cryotube and frozen
in the same solution. Such tissues must be thawed slowly (in ice water)
to about 4°C in order to limit enzymatic activity.

Insofar as storage is concerned, it appears that tissues can be kept in
ethanol for many years. An alternative would be to extract the DNA
and then store it in an aqueous form in containers that also contain a
small amount of chloroform (Sibley, per. comnl.). The frozen tissues
also can be kept indefinitely by placing them in a -70°C freezer.
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PROCESSING

General collection of fluid specimens is a routine process easily
accomplished under field conditions. But as mentioned previously,
this activity all too often has been treated casually so that museums
eventually hold collections of mammals that include some percentage
of partially decomposed specimens of limited scientific usefulness. As a
bare minimum, specimens must be fixed at time of death and, if at all
possible, the formalin should be neutral and buffered. It sometimes
happens that animals that have been dead for a short time (perhaps as
long as 25 minutes) still are worthwhile to fix, at least for studies of gross
anatomy or for later removal and cleaning of the skeletons. These
specimens always should be clearly labelled so that in the future a scientist wishing to use them will realise how they have been handled. The
obvious goal should be to do everything reasonable in the field to maxinlise the value of each specimen obtained.
I n preparing for field work, it is advisable to consider all of the
available technical alternatives and then to plan a field processing schedule
suited to the needs of the overall project. Obviously, one cannot save
all tissues in all types of fixatives on any given occasion. At the same
time, however, extensive data can be obtained by integrating a set of
technologies. As but one example of an approach to this problem, I
have summarised in Figure I the types of data that we were able to
obtain while doing field work in Thailand in 1983.
We used a group of seven persons (five or six would suffice)
to
process specimens: (I) one person prepared
as follows
fixatives each morning, minced tissues for TEM fixation, and
replaced fixatives with buffers; (2) one person anesthetised the specimens, intubated the digestive tract for perfusion with fixatives, removed
tissues and made specimen-by-specimen decisions about fixation and
procedures; (3) one person removed tissues for eventual DNA analysis
and placed them in either ethanol or 10 % sucrose and liquid nitrogen;
(4) two persons shared the karyotyping responsibilities; and (5) two
persons prepared skin and skull specimens and also fixed specimens
ill toto in 10 % formalin. The protocol presented in Figure 1 is but a
single example of how data collection can be maximised with careful
planning. If time permits and the field team remains in one place for
several day5., different techniques can be employed on different days on
a rotating basis.
STORAGE

Conventionally, mammal specimens fixed with formalin are preserved by storage in ethyl alcohol. A typical procedure would be to
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wash specimens overnight in running water to remove the formalin
(which tends to continue to harden specimens and which can become
acidic) and place the specimens in airtight glass containers filled with
70 % ethanol. The containers are stored (usualJy on metal shelves)
in a relatively cool, dark room.
Several aspects of this procedure deserve special consideration.
Firstly, although there sometimes is some disagreement about whether
or not the formalin should be washed out, most specialists would argue
that removal of the formalin is the best course. Aside from producing
formic acid, requiring that a buffer be added to the preservative (more
time consuming and more expensive), formalin also tends to harden
tissues so that light-level microscropic analysis becomes more difficult.
Secondly, some collections recently have started to store specimens in
isopropyl alcohol instead of ethanol. A mixture of 40-50 % isopropanol
is said to be preferred by some because: (I) in North America, it usually
is less expensive than ethanol; (2) it is less volatile than ethanol, and
(3) specimens are possibly softer (more easily manipulated) than those
preserved in ethanol. The negative aspects of using isopropanol out
weigh, at least in my view, the few advantages listed above. Isopropanol
is not suitable for preservation of tissues for histology and that in itself
eliminates one broad area of scientific value of the specimen. Isopropanol also is not so easily diluted as is ethyl alcohol; it also is harder to
test for true concentration and some collection managers have reported
separation of water and isopropyl alcohol.
Tissues intended for future histological use almost always should be
preserved in 70 % ethanol. Occasionally, some fixatives can be used
as a preservation medium, but from a practical viewpoint, it obviously
would be easier to manage a tissue collection stored in ethanol instead
of a collection stored in a variety of substances. Tissues fixed in trialde hyde for electron microscropy can be stored in buffered 3 % glutaraldehyde at 4-5°C. It is important, however, to check the pH of the
glutaraldehyde because if it becomes acidic, cell membranes and some
cell organelles will be damaged. Regular field fixation and storage of
TEM materials as a part of museum mammal collections is so new that
no one can predict with certainty how long refrigerated tissues can be
kept without significant loss of ultrastructural detail. Our experience
so far suggests that tissues can be stored up to ten years. An alternative to storage in glutaraldehyde would be to at least partially process
the tissues and then to store them following their embedment in plastic.
These small plastic blocks can be stored with very little shelf space and
do not require any special maintenance.
Most often, whole specimens of mammals are stored in glass screwtop jars. A surprisingly large variety of such containers are available
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but relatively few are really well-suited to museum use. Ideally, these
containers have no neck constriction; the closure (lid) will have a wellmatched thread system and an evaporation-resistent liner as wel1. Construction of containers is very important because a variety of common
problems can plague collection managers under the best of circumstances
and if the containers are inadequate, the problems are multiplied.
Specimens stored in fluid must be checked on a routine basis.
Unfortunately, in a typical collection, the alcohol preservative will evaporate at different rates from different individual containers, depending
upon tightness of the seal and the degree of ~'backing-off" of the lid.
Several management schemes are possible. One approach is to routinely
empty the contents of containers (a few at a time) through a sieve into a
large container. Fresh 99 % alcohol is then added to the old, filtered
alcohol and an alcohol hydrometer is used to adjust the solution to 70 %.
The process is conservative and insures that fresh, clear alcohol of the
appropriate concentration always will bathe the specimens. In some
collections, the managers prefer to keep all containers filled to the top
so that evaporation will be recogni~ed immediately. The only disadvantage to this approach is that it requires more alcohol because
not infrequently a given container will be only partially filled with
specimens.
SUMMARY

This report describes a variety of currently available field preparation
techniques and storage procedures for tissue specimens from mammals.
Both of these topics must be given increased attention if we are to be
successful in maximising data and preserving specimens for study by
future generations of scientists. In world-wide museum mammal collections the traditional approach has been to fix specimens in "10 %" formalin
and then to store them in a mixture of 70 %ethyl alcohol (or, sometimes
in formalin itself). Although this technique is not without pitfalls, it
nevertheles~ remains as the best, simplest, and most generally useful
field procedure for fixation and storage. At the same time, however,
there now are available alternative or supplemental techniques that are
nearly as easy to employ and which can provide us (and future generations) with additional, more technically advanced kinds of data. It
recently has beconle possible to fix tissues in the field for transmission
electron microscopy. A relatively simple trialdehyde-DMSO fixative (I %
glutaraldehyde, 1 % formaldehyde, 0.5 % acrolein, and 2.5 % dimethyl
sulfoxide) has proven in recent years to be remarkably effective, even
without refrigeration in tropical environments. Immunocytochemistry
now can be initiated in the field when specimens of mammals are
collected. Tissues need only be fixed in 4 ~Io paraformaldehyde
or Bouin's fluid to be suitable for this type of research.
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Tissues suitable for DNA-DNA hybridization can be both fixed and
stored in 70 % ethanol. With advanced planning, a field team can divide
mammal tissues into lots and employ a wide variety of fixations
(Fig. 1). The scientific val ue of the museum collection thus is greatly
magnified. Although future collections undoubtedly will include the
traditional containers of whole specimens stored in alcohol or formalin,
it also is possible to envision collections that will include slides. tissue
samples, and even micrographs as part of the data base.
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0/ histologi-

Q.

What systenl oj'cataloguing do you use,for your collection
cal slides?

A.

All slides, micrographs, or other such material (i.e. tissues) are
I abelled with the field collection number assigned from the CJP catalogue. This number would lead the researcher to either catalogue
or computerise data, which have additional information including
the deposition of the voucher, sex, locality, fixation, etc.

Q.

What fixatives and storage systenl in the field u'ould you suggest ,for
blood collection for protein-taxonol11Y ?

A.

Isozyme analyses can be done with materials that have been frozen
in liquid N 2 or dry ice. Cryoprotection with 10 %sucrose should be
considered. DNA-hybridization can be done with tissues fixed in
70 % ETOH or frozen Mitochondrial DNA can be isolated from
fresh or frozen tissue.

Q.

What is neutral, bufJered.fo~malin ?

A.

100 C.c. of 40 % formalin, 900 C.c. of water, 4 gm acid sodium phosphate (monohydrate), and 6.5 g. anhydrous disodium phosphate
(pH 7.0).

Q.

Will it be possible to use glycerine along H'ith preservative-fluid .for
s111all 111a111111als ?

A.

Yes, such a technique is possible but in my mind 70 % ethyl alcohol
is the best.

Q.

Do you have any idea about effects o/jornlalin on keratin or fogging
and discolouring of 111alnnlalian skin?

A. Formalin fixes keratin very well in so far as histology is concerned.
I n my experience formalin clearly affects the colour of hair. This
is probably due to formic acid present in commercial formalin which
acts as an oxidizing agent.

Q. Can you COl1l1nent on the best storage 111ediunl.for fluid-preserved specil11ellS once they are back in the MUSeUl11-Collectioll ?
A.

Formalin fixed specimens should be washed in water and stored in
70 % ethy I alcohol. Other media, though available, render the specinlens useless for histological studies.

Q.

Do you find oSlnie acid usejill for fixation o.l tissue .for electron111icroscop), '? Are there chernicals to preserve colour o.l biological
specilnens '?

A.

Osmic acid can be used for transmission electron microscopy. However, in certain special cases it is not the fixative of choice. A trialdehyde nlixture (glutaraldehyde. acrolein. paraformaldehyde) in a
buffer with DMSO is the best. I don't know how to preserve colour
in a fluid-preserved specimen but I would assume that pH is
extrenlely i rnportant.
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PREPARATION AND STORAGE OF FLUID-PRESERVED
SPECIMENS

AJOY KUMAR MANDAL

Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta

INTRODUCTION

The collection and preservation of animals for scientific study is both
an art and a science. By long experience in many parts of the world, proper methods for the collection and preservation of various groups of
animals have been evolved.
The main purpose of making Zoological collections is that properly
documented specimens in good condition should be readily available for
study/reference, whenever required. The value and utility of Zoological
collections for scientific research and education lie in the better and
efficient management of the collection.
A great variety of mammals occur in the tropics. The Recent
mammal collections in the tropics are continuously growing in size and
in number, and are a valuable resource for many disciplines, particularly
those affiliated with education, systematics, environmental studies, wildlife biology and para~itology. With the growth and development of
Recent mammal collections, numerous ideas concerning collection
management have been conceived. Some aspects, such as preparation
and storage of fluid-preserved specimens of mammals are important areas
for proper management.
In a limited scope of this paper the methods of preparation and
storage of fluid-preserved specimens of mammals, which are followed in
a tropical zoological institution like the Zoological Survey of India,
Calcutta, have been discussed. These have been compared with the
methods that are followed in some modern museums of U.S.A.

FLUID-PRESERVED MAMMALIAN SPECIMENS

The fluid-preserved specimens of mammals are generally small mammals, particularly insectivores, chiropterans, and rodents. Sometimes
small carnivores and lagomorphs are also preserved wet.
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Procedures
The format of the procedures that are followed with the wet specimens of mammals in the Zoological Survey of India are as foJlows :
After accessioning
Sorting
Washing
Semidrying
Change of label, if necessary
Temporary storage for identification
Extraction & cleaning of skull
Identification
Registration & labelling
Permanent storage and arrangement
SORTING AND WASHING

After accessioning an acquisition in a register known as "Acquisition Register", the wet collection cf mammals are sorted out into
respective groups as rats, mice, bats, shrews, etc., in enamelled
trays (Fig. I) with the help of a pair of forceps. Then they are
washed in running tap water for 15-20 minutes with a view to
remove fixative (formaldehyde or ethyl alcohol) so that the specimens
may be transferred to a permanent preservative (90 % ethyl alcohol
or 4 % formaldehyde sol ution).
SEMIDRYING AND CHANGE OF LABEL

After washing, the specimens are semidried in the open air by keeping
the trays in slanting position to facilitate draining of water from them.
Finally, the specimens are wrapped in dry absorbent cotton to soak the
residual external moisture, if any (Fig. 2). The time for semidrying varies
from 6-18 hours depending upon the nature of pelage and size of the specimen. If during the above mentioned process any field label is torn, it is
changed with a substitute label, after copying the data from the original
label.
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Fig. I- Sorting of sp drnens into respective groups.

Fig. 2- Seol.i drying of the speciolens .

TEMPORARY STORAGE

Jar types and siz,es
Specimens are now ready to be put into the glass jars. They are kept
in the glass jars matching \vith the size of the specimens. The glass jars
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should be slightly bigger than the specimens. At present, 12 different
sizes of glass jars are available. Among these, six are "Sigcal" (A & 8)
type with glass lid, three are --Vera"~ type with polythene lid and the remainder are bakelite -lid type jars. -'Sigcal"' A I type is the largest, having
its height 30 cm, bottom diameter 15 cm, diameter of the open mouth II
cm and circumferance 47 cm ; then comes ~-Sigcar' A2, after that 'Vera'
type I and then bakelite-lid type I and the smallest is the bakelite-lid type
III, having its height 10 cm, bottom diameter 5.25 cm, diameter of open
mouth 4.75 cm and the circumferance 17 cm. Among these jars, bakelitelid type is unsuitable for keeping wet collection because the lid easily
cracks during handling.
The most commonly used glass jars in the museums of U.S.A.
(Palmer, 1974) for keeping wet collections is the wide-mouth variety, with
a bakelite or polythene lid.
Jar label

A label is written \vith a soft pencil on a good, strong, durable paper
and kept in the jar for easy recognition of specimens in it. The data on
the label includes the name of the survey, number of specimens (e.g. II
rats or bats) . locality, date of collection, name of the collector, etc. The
label is placed in such a manner that it is visible from out side of the jar.
The size of the label depends on the size of the jar.
Preser~'atil'e

Ethyl alcohol (approx. 70 %) is used as preservative of the specimens.
After putting the specimens in the jar, sufficient amount of preservative
is filled in it to prevent desiccation. The level of preservative is always
kept higher than the specimens in the jar. Although we use ethyl alcohol
(90 %) as preservative, its strength comes down to 70 % after coming
in contact with moisture present within the specimens and the atmospheri~ humidity.
70 %ethyl alcohol, 45 %isopropyl alcohol or occasionally 10 %buffered
formalin (Anderson, 1965) are used as permannent preservatives in different museums in U.S.A. Isopropyl alcohol is more popular in U.S.A.
as it is cheap, safe to use and does not need tax clearance.
Size

o.l steel racks alld cubicle

Now the jars are ready to be stacked temporarily on steel racks.
These are arranged typologically. Each of the steel rack measures 250 cm
in height, 92 cm in width. and 61 cm in depth with five adjustable shelves.
Since steel racks are open on three sides, there is more of dust accumulation on the jars, which needs frequent cleaning.
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The Royal Ontario Museum uses~"Jight-proof curtains to shield
specimens located on metal shelving (Williams, Laubach and Genoways,
1977). As the alcoholic specimens are particularly sensifve to sunlight
it is stored in the Zoologi'c al Survey of India in dark places. To prevent
colour changes~ the use of butyl hydroxytoluene in formalin solution has
been suggested (Wh'i e and Peters, '969).
EXTRACTION AND CLEANING OF SK U

S

Extraction and cleaning of skulls are essential, prior to authentic
identifi'c ation. For extraction of skull, a sli.g t incision is given on both
sides of the mouth"and with the help of a scalpel and a stout needle the
skin is gradually loosened from the skull-muscles. After removing the
skuU, cotton is inserted in the head-skin of the specimen to simulate
the or.i,g inal size and shape of the head. A few carefully placed stitches
are given on the lips to prevent subsequent tearing of the head. After
extraction of skull a tag is t ied to it , bearing the collection num ,e r,
locality and date of collection of the specimen.
For cleaning the skulls are boi led for 45.. 90 minutes (Fig. 3)
depending on their size. Then the muscles are cleaned with the help of
a pair of forceps. The brain is scooped out through the foramen magnum
y a bent needle.

Fig.3-Boiling of skulls for clean ing.

The cleaned skulls with proper labels (Fig. 4) are put into separate
skulJ bags (Fig. 5) ac,c ording to the size of the skuHs, and the bags tied
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Fig. 4- Clleaned skull \'\lith label and glass tubes for delicate skulls.

with th,e hind legs of the respe'ctiv,e specinlen. If the skulls are delicate as
for exanlple of nlice or microchiropteran they ar'e kept into glass tubes
(Figs. 4 & 5) with proper labels and put into the same glass Jar In
which the specim,e ns are stored.

Fi g. 5- - Different size" o f skuU ~bag~ and glass tubes fo r storing skulls.

In nlust.!Uln~ or U,S.A , ~ the skelehll olat,e rials are ,c leaned by 't he
use of larva of d,ernlcstid be,et les (Grady . 1928: Borell. 1938 , Hall
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Fig. 6-Jars with perlm anent labels for storing.

and Russ'ell, 1933 ; H,eaJ, 1942 . Pet'erson'l 1'964 ; RU'~seH, 1947 , Roth
and Willis, 1950 ; Hooper 1956; Lauri and Hill .1951 Hi .l debrand,
1968 ; Sommer and Anderson~ 1974; Tiemeier, 1940). This is a very
good method and has the advantage of ,cleaning v1ery small and d,elicate
skulls without any damage to it. But 'On the other hand it is a potential
threat to mammalian collections because of the damage they can do t'O
pr,e pared skins especially in tropical environment. For this reason
dermeslid colony should be maintained isolated from the main
,c oUection (Gennaro and Salb, 1972 , HaU and Russ'el, 1933 Vorhies,
1948) preferably in another building. However in the Zoological Survey
of India due t'O Jack of space, the facility for maintaining a colony of
dermestid be,e tles for cleaning of skeletalmat,erial IS not available.

IOENTIFIC ATION

After skull cleaning, the specimens are ready for identification.
Identification is generally done by specialists to subspecific lev,e l. The
name of the taxon is written with a oft pencil on the field label or on a
substitute label.

REGISTRATIO

ANO LA BELLI G

After registration (which will be dealt in detail in another article)
a printed label of the Institute, bearing the registration number. name
of taxon. locality~ date of collection . name of ,c ollector, etc., is tied with
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the specimen. 'T he data on the label is written in waterproof black ink.
The extracted skull from the specimen is also marked with th,e same
r,e gistr.ation number

PERMANENT STORAGE AND ARRAN'GEMENT

The temporary j,ar~Jabel is replaced by a permanent label made
up of ,u Skolar'" brand cartridg'c p,a per. The name 'Of the taxon, sex,
registration number of each specimen, locality, collector, date of conec~
tion. et,c.~ are written 'Over it in waterproof Indian Ink (Fig. 6). After
that the jars are plac,e d on the steel racks (Fig 7). 'T he jars are arranged
phylogeneticaHy up to genus~ following the classification given by
Ellerman and Morrison-Scott (1951), and then the spelcies and subspecies
are ,a rranged alphabetically. Embryological and anatomical materials
are stored separately. wherever available" with suitable registr.ation
number

Fig. 7-Jar'~ arrang,ed on the steel racks.

The fluid-preserved type specinlens are kept separately frotn the
general collection and stored in steier almirahs for their safety and security. They are also arranged in the sanle manner as the g·e neral coUection
(Fig. 8').
Storage vessels should be filled .as close to the brinl as possible to
make any subsequ1ent loss 'Of fluid more readily discernabJe. Dessication
problems can be v'l rtually eliminated by the use of good quality storage
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vessels and p,e riodic inspection. Specimens should not be crowded
Into the vessels. Usually the volume of preservative shou ld be twi'ce
the volume of the specimens (Zweifel.. 1966).

At the National Museum of Natural History (USNM), Washington,
D.C. , jars are arrang,e d on shelves according to s,i ze and not according
to taxon (Williams, Laubach and Genoways, 1977), inst,e ad, a phylogenetic cardfile giving the location of each specimen is maintained.
Advantages of this system is the bett,e r utilisation of space. However
retrieval of specimens belonging (0 any given taxon is rather timeconsuming.

Some collections (for examp),e~ Royal Ontario Museu m. and 'T'exas
CooperativeWjldJife Collection, T,e xas) store the original published descriptionwith their holotype specim'e n' . The Departlnent of Mammalogy
at The Royal 'O ntario Museum follows rather ext,e nsive documenting
procedure with its type ho'i dings (Williams Laubach and Genoways"
1977).
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SUMMARY

Fluid-preserved specimens of mammals form a substantial part of
the mammal collections in a museum or institution. Preparation and
storage of these specimens in an efficient manner is a part of management
of collections. The procedures that are followed in an institution like
the Zoological Survey of India which is situated in tropical environment,
are described, and compared with the methods that are followed in
some sophisticated museums of the United States of America.
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DISCUSSION
Q.

Have you thought oj' using black cotton cloth suspended down the
front o.l the collection shelves to keep out light and nlinilnise dust
accumulation?

A.

Yes, we have thought about the problem and are planning to
provide some cover over our open racks.

Q.

Does boiling dalnage delicate skulls?

A.

Boiling for a longer time definitely damages delicate skulls. Hence,
such skulls should not be boiled for more than 45 minutes.
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INTRODUCTION

An integral part 01 the management of Recent mammal collections
is the storage equipment and supplies used in permanently protecting
specimens from damage or loss. If the storage equipment utilised in
a collection fails to exclude insect pests or allows other types of damage
to occur, even a well-curated collection can suffer a significant amount
of damage to specimens. Conversely, if the storage equipment and
supplies in a collection function as they should, it may be possible for
the specimens to last a number of years with little attention from a curator.
My objective in this paper is to examine the types of storage equipment
and supplies used in Recent mammal collections and to discuss the
advantages or disadvantages, if any, of particular equipment or supplies,
and to provide names and addresses of some distributors for these
materials.
Much of the information included herein is the result of a continuing research interest in collection management that stemmed from
work on an earlier paper (Dowler and Genoways, 1976) that dealt with
all types of equipment and supplies used in vertebrate collections.
The information provided here pertains primarily to mammal collections in the United States and Canada, with limited attention to collections throughout the rest of the world. Information on storage equipment and supplies from collections outside of North America is, in
part, from a questionnaire sent to selected mammal collections in South
America, Europe, Asia, Mrica, and Australia. The questionnaire was
designed to ascertain the equipment and supplies used in mammal collections and to identify distributors for these materials. J would like to
thank the following people who were kind enough to respond to the
questionnaire: I. Aggundey, National Museum of Kenya, Nairobi,
Kenya; M. Aimi, Primate Research Institute, Kyoto University, Aichi,
Japan, L. Cederholm, Zoological Museum, Lund, Sweden; J. P.
Gosse, I nstitut royal des Sciences nat urelles de Belgiq ue, Brussels,
Belgium; D. L. Harrison, Zoological Museum. Sevenoaks. Kent,
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Storage Equipnlent
Most specimens in Recent mammal collections are small to mediumsized study skins with associated skeletal material (usually skin and
skull preparations). For this reason, specimen cases or cabinets are
perhaps the single most important pieces of storage equipment in mammal
collections. Museum specimen cases in general should protect the
specimens from light, dust, insect pests, and severe humidity fluctuations,
while allowing easy access, safety in fumigation procedures, and providing an efficient use of space (Williams et al., 1977). These objectives
can be met with cases that are essentially air-tight and light-tight.
Specimen cases may be constructed of wood, metal (usually steel),
or both. Most European and African collections surveyed are currently
using wood cases, however, some either have all metal cases (Natural
History Museum of Vienna), cases constructed of metal and wood
(Zoologisches Forschungsinstitut und Museum Alexander Koenig), or
have more than one type of case construction (Museum national d'Histoire Naturelle; Kaffrarian M usem). There appears to be a trend in
North American collections tow'ards the lise of all steel cases (e.g. American Museum of Natural History, Carnegie Museum of Natural History,
Field Museum of Natural History, among others). Three major manufacturers in the United States provide all steel cases and, although all
have standard specimen case designs. all are willing to custom design
cases to nleet individual collection needs.
There still remain questions as to whether wood or steel is better
for specimen case construction. Wagstaffe and Fidler (1968) suggest
that steel cases have the advantage of being more fire proof and resistant
to insect pests than are wood cases. They mention the only disadvantage
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of steel cases might be rare circumstances when condensation might
occur on the metal. Wood construction of cases may have a related
advantage in that the wood may act as a buffer to rapid fluctuations in
humidity that might be detrimental to specimens (S. L. Williams, pers.
comm.). Wood may, however, exude vapors that cOHld affect the specimens over time (C. A. Hawks, pers. comm.). More research on the
effects of such factors on the permanence of mammal specimens IS
needed before definitive statements on case design can be made.
Many collections find it necessary to build their own storage cases
or have them built by local craftsmen, due to lack of readily available
manufacturers or prohibitive costs of such standard cases. Knudsen
(1966) provides plans for an all wood specimen case and brief descriptions of case designs are given in Jackson (1926) for those originally
used in the U.S. National Museum, and in Wagstaffe and Fidler (1968)
for specimen cabinets used in the Liverpool City Museum, England.
Plans for an all wood specimen case designed for use in the collection of
mammals at the University of Kansas Museum of Natural History,
USA, will be provided by the author on request.
Specimen drawers within the cases may be constructed of wood or
metal (steel or aluminum). Many collections choose to use drawers
of wood construction even in all steel cases because these are often less
expensive from manufacturers or can be built in-house at further saving.
Drawers of either type are generally uncovered, although some museums
(e.g. Zoologisches Forschungsinstitut und Museum Alexander Koenig)
use drawers with glass covers.
Case sizes are variable from collection to collection and often within
a collection two or more case sizes will be used. In the United States.
the most widely used cases are similar in dimensions to those described
by Jackson (1926) as 1/4 unit and 1/2 unit cases. The approximate
dimensions of these cases are 72 cm (width) x 100 cm (height) x 98 cm
(depth) and 145 cm x 100 cm x 98 cm, respectively. Many collections
in North America, Europe, and Africa also use cases of greater height
(to 190 cm or more). Cases with a height near 100 cm have the advantage
of serving as counter space for work areas in the collection. but can be
double stacked where needed to conserve space.
In general, curators selecting specimen cases should consider
several design features. Specimen case doors may be a lift-off type or
hinged. Some manufacturers have case designs that allow a case door
to have both options. Several collections now order cases with recessed
handles on the doors that eliminate the possibility of damage that often
Dccurs with handles that are exposed. Cases should be as air-tight as
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possible to maximise the effect of any fumigant used, as we]} as to maintain a relatively constant humidity within the case and to preclude entry
of dust or pests. Gaskets of closed ceIJ neoprene, Buna-N polyurethane~
or similar materials that contact the door will usually ensure a tight
seal. Natural rubber seals have a greater tendency to crack over time.
Cases should be painted to protect the metal or wood surfaces. Most
collections have white cases to increase reflected light in collection areas,
but certain white paints may have the additional advantage of containing pigments that absorb ultraviolet radiation that potentially can
damage any exposed specimens in the collection (Hawks, ) 988).
ColJections that are in areas with high relative humidities may
occasionally have problems with the development of mould or mildew.
Only three respondents mentioned any problems of this nature, and
general1y it appears to be rather rare in most co11ections. Within cases~
humidity levels may be controlled to some extent by the addition of
trays with a desiccant such as silica gel. One museum case manufacturer
in the United States (Steel Fixture Mfg. Co.,) is testing the design of
cases (primarily for art objects at this time) that include a tray for
desiccanC which may be removed for changing the desiccant without
opening the case door (J. A. Dickinson, pers. comm.). Desiccants such
as silica gel may be dehydrated and reused indefinitely and thus would
not be a continuing expense to the collection.
Another type of equipment now used in some collections of mammals
is the compactor. Compactors are mobile storage units of whole banks
of cases or cabinets that allows a greater number of cases to be stored
in a limited amount of space and yet still be accessed easily. They may
be manually moved or motor driven and can be custom designed to
meet the needs of a given coUection. Mammal collections utilising
such systems include those at the Zoological Museum, University of
Lund, Lund, Sweden, the American Museum of Natural History, New
York City, USA, and the Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago~
USA.
Storage of large skulls or skeletons is often a problem for curators.
Respondents to the questionnaire utilise a variety of storage methods
for large material including open storage on shelves, hanging skulls
on wire mesh racks. and storage in large wood or cardboard boxes on
shelves. Steel shelving is quite adaptable for this purpose, especially
when holdings of large skulls and skeletons are extensive.
Storage of large fluid-preserved specimens is often a problem due
to a lack of suitable storage containers for such specimens. For this
reason many coJJections do not usualJy maintain these types of specimens. The most widely used containers are stainless steel tanks either
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purchased from a manufacturer or custom designed and built for a
specific collection. A custom made stainless steel tank used in the
ichthyological collection of the Museum of Comparative Zoology,
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, USA, is briefly described by
Fink et al., (1979). All stainless steel tanks should have gaskets of
alcohol resistant materials such as Buna-N synthetic rubber or
Neoprene.
Other storage containers used for fluid-preserved specimens include
plastic pails of various sizes with tight fitting lids, and custom made
epoxy-lined marine plywood boxes. Polyethylene and polypropylene
tanks are also available, but Fink et al. (1979) report that some types
often do not seal well. Bottles and jars for smaller fluid-preserved
specimens will be discussed below.
Tanned skins and furs are often stored by hanging them from racks
in temperature and humidity controlled rooms, but many collections
simply fold skins and store them in specimen cases (Williams et al.,
1977). One collection (Zoologisches Forschungsinstitut und Museum
Alexander Koenig) stores skins of large mammals by hanging them
from racks in large metal cases specially for this purpose. Hawks et al.
(1984) describe alternative methods of hanging tanned skins (see also
Williams, 1988).
Original copies of collection catalogues and irreplaceable documents ideally should be stored in a fireproo f safe or file with photocopies available for general use (Van Gelder. 1965). Documents may
additionally be protected by storing them within cartons of acid-free
paper (Williams et al., 1977). See also Hawks (1988) for further
considerations for archival storage.

Storage Supplies
Most collections use dividing trays to hold specimens within specimen case drawers and to help prevent them from shifting in drawers.
Trays should be of sizes that fit exactly in the drawer and are modular,
i.e. different sized trays may be used to fill drawers in different arrangements. Specifications for paper trays commonly used in mammal
collections are given in Appendix A.
Skulls and skeletons of small to medium-sized mammals are usually
stored in either vials or boxes, depending on their size. Most collections
utilise several sizes of vials for skulls and skeletons of small mammals.
Both glass and plastic vials are commonly used. Plastic vials, although
more economical, may be susceptible to damage by some fumigants
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(WilJialTIS et (1/. " 1977), wherea~ glass vials tend to be resistant to fumigants. but are nlore expensiv1e and more easily broken. Closures for
plastic vails are usually snap .. on caps. C]osur,es for glass vials include
polyethyl'ene stoppers. plastic screw caps. corks, and metal caps
(Fig. 1). Polyethylene stoppers se,em to be preferred by most Ameri,c an
curators because they provide an etfe,ctlv,e eal and do not break or beconle brittle \vith age as do corks. M,etal caps such as thos,e shown in
Fig. I are rarely used now. perhaps becau e of their exp,ense or because

Fig. 1- Vjals used for storage o f sOlall nlamnlal skulls and skeletal nlat'e rial. Vials
on the left (1, 2~ 5, and 7 dranl) have polYelhylene stoppers and are commonly
used in .nanlnlal collect io ns. Vials .on the right have nletal caps and are no
longer conlmonly used.

they ar'e not r1eadily available. They also do not allow level plac,e:ment
of the vials .on their side' because of the rim of the cap. Snap caps used
on plasti,e vials and plastic s'crew caps also shar,e this characteristic. SCf,ew
\.;up vials are also less desirable because th,ey have constrict.ed necks. Most
colJe,ctions utilise three or more vial sizes with 2, 5~ .and 7 dram sizes
(19 ' 48 1111l1. 27 55 nlUl" and 29 65 mm" respectively) being among
the nlost widely used. G,elatin or polyethyl,ene capsules are used for pro ..
tecting sfllall bacula or individual bones too sm,all toO label in thes'e vials
or boxes.
Sonle coHe,ctions utihse plastic bags rather than vials for storag,e of
snHlI) skulls and skeletons as w'ell as pr,e pared skins. Although zip type
phlstic bags prote'ct specimens fronl dust and possible Joss of small bones .
they do not afford the speciInens protection from breakage. 'O ne coUec . .
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Fig. 2A. -Boxe~ conl'llonly u')ed for '\loragc of nlalllinanan "k,c!ctal Imat ,~rial. Box,c~
on the left are lwo-piec.c cOrl')truclion ~lnd lho",·c on the right ar lhrccpiece constntction. Se'e appendices A and R for ~peldficHion~.
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Fig. 2 C.-Diagranlmatic structure of a two-piece box.

tion utilising this storage method (the Department of Zoology, University
of Lund, Lund. Sweden) conlpensates for this disadvantage by storing
groups of bagged specimens in cardboard boxes.
Boxes of various sizes are usually utilised for skeletal material too
large to be placed in vials. Cardboard boxes are generally of two designs
(Fig. 2 and Appendix B). The shoulder or three piece box is stronger
and preferred by nlany curators. The two piece box is a less expensive alternative. Specifications for both types of boxes are presented in Appendix
B with dinlensions of the boxes used in two American collections. Some
European collections use plastic boxes rather than cardboard.
A collapsible corrugated cardboard box is used by Carnegie Museum
of Natural History. Pittsburgh. PA. USA. for storage of large
skulls and skeletons (Willianls. 1988). This box measures (in mm) 385
(I) 310 (w) 270 (h). but the height can be reduced by cutting off top
portion of the box. Lewis and Redfield (1970) describe the use of fiberglass tote boxes with dust-proof lids for the storage of large skeletal
Inaterial in anthropologic~d collections.
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Fig. 2 D.-Diagrammatic structure of a three-piece box.

Fluid preserved specimens are generally stored in jar~ or bottles.
with the exception of large specimens kept in tanks as previously described. A large variety of bottle types and sizes are used in mammal
collections. Fink et at. (1979) give an excellent review of the types of
bottles available for use in museums as well as provide information on
the types of closures most effective in preventing evaporation of
preservatives.
Three nlajor types of wide 111011th specilnen jar~ and closures are
used by curators: screw top jars. jars with gasket-type closures and jars
with snap-on polyethylene lids. Screw top jars utilise threaded caps of
nletal. polyethylene. or bakelite (a phenol-formaldehyde polymer). Gasket
type jars have glass tops with gaskets and a wire bail that ensures a tight
closure. Although nlany curators prefer jars with gasket type closures.
most North American coJJections utilise screw top jars routinely. due to
their greater availability. Jars with snap-on lids are used primarily by
sonle European collections.
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The major disadvantage to using jars with screw type closures is the
tendency of some screw caps to loosen over time (backing-off), resulting
in the evaporation of alcohol. This apparently is caused by differential
contraction and expansion of the cap and bottle under variable environmental conditions. Fink et 01. (1979) report that bakelite or phenolic caps
are more subject to backing-off and cracking, than any other closures.
Bakelite caps also can crack when initially tightened on jars. The cardboard liners of bakelite caps can partially breakdown when saturated.
and further contribute to loosening. Fink et ale (1979) reported that curators of ichthyological collections utilising jars with bakelite lids suggested
that collections needed to be checked for alcohol loss at least twice a year.
Metal lids have the disadvantage of being susceptible to rust, and
consequently allowing evaporation. The use of polyethylene liners can
partially solve this problem by forming a better seal than cardboard liners,
and by preventing contact of the alcohol with the metal part of the lid.
Palmer (1974) reported that standard canning jars with two piece metal
lids can be effective specimen jars when the metal liners are replaced by
polyethylene disks. The metal screw ring must, however, be wiped
thoroughly whenever the jar is opened or closed, to prevent rust, and the
metal lids nlay still rust over several years if stored under humid conditions. The nl0st effective closures for screw-top jars are polypropylene
lids with polyethylene liners. These lids will not rust, do not crack when
tightened. are less subject to backing-off, and provide a good seal
(Fink et al., 1979). It is suggested that lids on jars be retightened one day
after initially closing the jars. or just prior to permanent shelving.
Jars with a polypropylene insert type liner are available from Abico
Scientific Co .. Japan. or the liners may be purchased separately. The
liners fit the inner rim of the jar mouth and extend into the jar about 1
em (Fig. 3). Jars fronl this conlpany are available in sizes from 70 ml to
8 litres and have been used effectively in ichthyological collections (Fink
et al .. 1979 : Hartel. I 980b).
Gasket-type jars are probably the most popular type of jars used in
mammal collections. The glass tops are held tightly against a rubber
gasket by a wire bail. These jars have the distinct advantage of an automatic tight seal when the bail is in place on the top. There is no need to
retighten tops and bai I-top jars cannot back-off (Fink et al .. 1979). Leakage can occur if the bail is defective. but this can be determined
j mmediately after closing.
The gasket used in bail-top jars has a limited life and ultimately will
crack, permitting loss of alcohol. Although resistant to water, the gaskets
that conle with 1110st jars are less resistant to alcohol and will become
brittle and break with tinle. Replacements should be of a material more
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Fig. 3.-Insert type liner for jar closures nlanufactured by Abico Scientific Company.
Liner shown above, with its position in nl0uth of jar shown below (after Fink,
et al., 1979).

resistant to alcohol, such as Buna-N (synthetic nitrite rubber). New gaskets can usually be stamped by local nlachine cutting companies (Fink
et al., 1979). Hartel (1980a) reported that a synthetic rubber, EPDM
(brand name Nordel), nlanufactured by Dupont, is believed to be
superior to Buna-N as a material for replacenlent gaskets.
Production of gasket-typejars in North Anlerica appears to be linlited
to small jars of a single size (254 nll , 8 ounces) by only two conlpanies.
For that reason, collections using gasket type jars must purchase jars
imported from Europe, primarily from France (brand nanle Le Parfait
and Triomphe) or Italy (brand name Vasi Ernletici Fido). Irnported jars
are available in sizes ranging fronl 0.5 litre to 5 litres. The Vasi Ermetici
Fido jars are square in sizes under 4 litres, which may allow thenl to be
stored on shelves more efficiently (Fink et al. 1979).
Another type of jar used in European collections has a wide 1110uth
and a plastic snap-on closure. These glass jars are manufactured in Denmark, but several museums in other countries u~e this type of jar (e.g.
Zoological Museum, University of Lund, Lund, Sweden). They are available in several sizes from 70 ml to 3 litres. If the polyethylene lids seal
well. these jars might present a good sol ution to problenls with other jar
designs including backing off of screw lids, rusting of nletal lids, and
replacement of worn gaskets. No North American collections. to Iny
knowledge, are currently using this type of jar.
CONCLUSIONS

The storage equipment and supplies, as well as curatorial supplies
in general, used in collections of mammals are obviously important in
effective management of these collections. The expenses involved with
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field work to collect mammals is continuing to increase, and because of
this, newly collected specimens, as well as those already in collections, are
of increasing value. The rapid rate at which natural areas are being destroyed in the world further increases the importance of mammal specimens in collections today, for there may never be the opportunity to
sample some mammal populations again. For these reasons, curators
should be dedicated to ensuring the permanent preservation of specimens
under their care. There should also be an increased effort to maximise
the protection for specimens by utilising storage equipment and supplies
that will best afford this protection.
Historically, the selection of storage equipment and supplies has
often been dictated by tradition. Each succeeding generation of curators
in a collection might tend to use the same model, design, or brand of a
particular item because previous curators had set the standard for such
materials. The only factor that may alter this pattern in some cases is
the nonavailability of some item, which forces the curator to seek different
distributors or suitable substitutes for that item. The trend towards using
the same equipment or supplies as previous curators, although important
in some ways to the continuity and management of the collection, can
result in an ignorance of product advancements. The benefits of new
designs and improvements on existing products thus may not be realised
by the collection, and ultimately might result in the loss of specimens that
could have been saved.
Similar problems exist when curators build their own equipment or
have it constructed by local craftsmen (e.g. specimen cases), if the plans
or blueprints for such items are passed on from curator to curator through
the years. I n that situation, improvements on existing designs may never
come to light.
The solution to problems such as those described above is in
increasing communication among curators of mammal collections. This
communication I believe is the key, not only to determining the supplies
and equipment that best meet the needs of curators, but to solving
many problems dealing with collection management in general. One
means of increasing communication is through the publication
of a newsletter specifically designed to address problenls concerned with nlanagement of nlammal collections. In the United
States, the American Society of Ichthyologists and Herpetologists
(AS) H) Ichthyological Subcomnlittee on Curatorial Supplies and
Practices is producing HCuration Newsletter" as a means of
increasing comnlunication concerning collection management anlong
curators of ichthyological and herpetological collections. I am not
aware of any similar effort in the field of manlmalogy, but such a
newsletter in our discipline, if widely distributed. could have a
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A specific problem regarding equipment and supplies for most
systematics collections is the limited market they provide for such items.
The needs of individual collections or museums are usually not sufficient
in terms of quantity of individual items to warrant production by major
manufacturers. These manufacturers also cannot afford to invest the
time or money to add product lines, or improve or redesign existing products because the quantities of these materials ordered by a few museums
is insufficient to justify their expense. A case in point is represented by
the need for good quality specimen jars; many curators are forced to
purchase inferior jars because the best choice is simply not available.
Lemche (1973) proposed a solution for such problems in the form of an
international cooperative organisation to make very large purchases of
museum supplies (in this case, specimen jars). The Scandinavian cooperation was organised through the Zoological Museum of Copenhagen,
Denmark, which acted as the central purchasing agent for other museums.
Such a cooperative venture could solve many problems of availability of
collection supplies on a national or international basis.
In general, the curators of mammal collections should make an effort
to evaluate storage equipment and supplies currently in use, identify
problems or deficiencies that exist, and suggest improvements in the design
of future materials. Communication concerning such problems and
solutions among curators is one way to increase the possibility of permanent safe storage for specimens of mammals in collections today.

Distributors or Manufacturers 0.( Curatorial Equiplnent and Supplies
The following list includes information on places to obtain storage
equipment and supplies described above, as well as selected curatorial
supplies used in many mammal collections. Obviously, all manufacturers
or distributors ha ve not been listed. An effort has been made to list one
or more distributors from broad geographic areas; however, this has not
been possible in all cases. The absence of distributors does not reflect product quality or availability. This list does not constitute a product
endorsement for any distributor or manufacturer.
Adhesives
Royal Industrial Adhesive M6273; clear adhesive for sealing jars
containing fluid-preserved specimens.
Uniroyal Plastics Products, Division of Uniroyal, Inc. Adhesives
and Coatings Dept., 312 North Hill St., Mishawaka, IN 46544,
USA.
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3M Super Weatherstrip Adhesive (Part No. 08001); adhesive for
fastening gaskets to large tanks for storage of fluid-preserved specimens.
3M Company. 3M Center. St. Paul, MN 55101, USA.

Alcohol (Ethanol, Isopropanol)
Carolina Biological Supply, Burlington, NC 27215. USA.
Fisher Scientific Co., 711 Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 15219 . USA.
Southern Biological Supply Co., P.O. Box 68, McKenzie . TN
38201. USA.

Bags, Polyethylene
Ziplip. Minigrip polyethylene bags in various sizes. weights, and
styles.
Associated Bag Co .. 160 South 2nd St., Milwaukee, WI 53204,
USA,
Cole-Parmer Instrument Co., 7425 North Oak Park Ave., Chicago,
lL 60648, USA.
Joka Plast-Emballage AB. Box 5144, V Ronneholmsvagen 62,
20071 Malmo. Sweden.

Bottles, Jars for fl uid-preserl'ed specimens
Wide mouth jars with screw top closures of metal or bakelite. various
size~ and styles.
Carolina Biological Supply, Fisher Scientific Company.
Southern Biological Supply Co., (see addresses above).
O. Berk Co .. P.O. Box 605.501 Park Avenue South. Linden. NJ
07036. USA.
J. Rabinowitz and Sons. Inc .. 1300 Metropolitan Ave., Bklyn, NY
11237. USA.
Ampak Ltd., 2945 Andre, Dorval, Quebec, H9P 2R3, Canada.
Consolidated Bottle Co., P.O. Box 367, Station D. Toronto,
Ontario, M6P 3J9. Canada.
Polypropylene scre\v lids with polyethylene liners for wide mouth
Kol's Container Corp., 1408 DeSoto Rd., Baltimore, MD 21230,
USA.
Mack-Wayne. 130 Ryerson Ave .. Wayne, NJ 07470, USA.
Wide Ill0uth glass jars with plastic snap-on lids (specially for
Inuseunls). 70 Inl to 3 litres capacity.
Kay R. Grathwol Aktieselskab, Dronningens Tvaergade 35, 1302
Kobenhavn K .. Denmark.
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Wide mouth bottles with A bico insert type liner; 70 n,1 to 8 litres
capacity: also sell liners alone.
Abico Scientific Manufacturing Co., P.O. Box 12, Kashiwa, 277
Japan.
Gasket-type bottles, bail top and clamp top, with glass lids; varIOUS
styles and sizes.
J. G. Durant, Wade Blvd., Millville, NJ 08332, USA.
Grant-Howard Associates, P.O. Box 639, 465 Canal St., Stamford,
CT 06904, USA.
Wheaton. 1501 10th St., Millville, NJ 08332, USA.
Fedenza, 8300 NE underground Dr., Gladstone, MO 64118, USA.
A/S Christiania Glasmagasin, Postboks 8266. Hammersborg,
Oslo 1, Norway.
Societe Francaise des Verreries Mecaniques Champenoises 147,
Rue Ernest Renan 51, Reims B.P. 67, France.
Plastic bottles, 600 ml to 5litres.
Xactics (Pty.) Ltd .. P.O. Box 5012, 8000 Cape Town. South Africa.

Boxes for Skeletal Material
Cardboard boxes made to individual specifications; for examples,
see Appendix A.
American Packaging Co., Inc., 402 Lafayette St., New York, NY
10003, USA.
Helsingborgs Emballage AB, Box 5035, 250 05 Helsingborg,
Sweden.
Kartongfabrikerna, Malmo Kartongfabrik, Olof Svenssons.
Kartongfabrik AB, Ankargripsgatan 4, 21120 Malmo, Sweden.
A.E. Long and Co., Ltd., 32 Cranfield Rd., Toronto, Ontario,
M4B 3H4, Canada.
Rock-Tenn Co., P.O. Box 250, Mineral Wells, TX 76067, USA.
Thacker Container Co., P.O. Box 915, Addison, TX 75001, USA.
Plastic boxes for storage of small skeletal material.
Althor Products, Aspetuck Industrial Center, P.O. Box 1236,
Weston, CT 06880, USA.
Semadeni AS, CH-3072 Ostermundigen, Switzerland.
Fiberglass tote pans for storage of large skeletal material: stackable
containers with dustproof lids.
Cherokee Products Corp., 2933 Armory Dr., Nashville, TN 37204,
USA.
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Capsules, Gelatin

Various sizes for storage of sma)) bacula and other skeletal material.
Ernest F. Fullam, Inc., P.O. Box 444, Schenectady, NY 12301,
USA.
Caligor Physicians and Hospital Supply, 1226 Lexington Ave.,
New York, NY t0028. USA.
Capsules, Polyethylene
Polyethylene capsules of various sizes with attached top, for storage
of small bacula and other skeletal material.
Ernest F. Fullam, Inc. see above.
Ladd Research Industries, Inc., P.O. Box 901, Burlington, VT
05401, USA.
Cases, see Specimen Cases
Catalogue Storage Cases
Fireproof files for storing catalogues and recorc s.
Acme Safe Co., Inc., 150 Lafayette St., New York, NY 10013,
USA.
Compactors
Lundia Hyllor, Lundquists Snickerier AB, Box 40 056, 103 42
Stockholm, Sweden.
Lundia, Myers Ind ustries, Inc., Jacksonville, IL 62650, USA.
Spacesaver Corporation, 1450 Janesville Ave., Ft. Atkinson, WI
53538, USA.
Conserva tion Supplies
General supplies for conservation and archival preservation of
collection records, including such things as acid-free paper, envelopes,
and boxes.
Conservation Materials, Ltd., 340 Freeport Blvd., P.O. Box 2884,
Sparks, NV X9431, USA.
The Hollinger Corporation, 3810 South Four Mile Run Dr., P.O.
Box 6185, Arlington, VA 22206, USA.
Light Inlpressions Corp., Box 3012, Rochester, NY 14614, USA.
Talas, 104 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10011, USA.
University Products, Inc., P.O. Box 101, South Canal St., Holyoke,
MA 01041, USA.
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Desiccants
Silica gel for modifying humidity conditions within cases.
Multiform Desiccants, Inc., 960 Busti at Niagara, Buffalo, NY
14213, USA.
Drying Cases
Steel case with controlled heat for drying specimens; expanded
metal trays.
The Steel Fixture Manufacturing Co., P.O. Box 917, Topeka, KS
66601, USA.
Fumigants
Dowfume 75; 30 % carbon tetrachloride, 70 % ethylene dichloride.
Dow Chemical Co., Midland, MI 48640, USA.
Dimethyldichlorovinyl phosphate; DDVP, Vapona.
Bioquip Products, P.O. Box 61, Santa Monica, CA 90406, USA.
Texize, Division of Morton Norwich, P.O. Box 368, Greenville,
SC 29602, USA.
Paradichlorobenzene; POB.
City Chemical Corp., 132 West 22nd St., New York, NY 10011,
USA.
Fisher Scientific Co., see address above.
Penn State Chemical Co., 324 East Thirteenth S1., Topeka, KS
66612, USA.
Napthalene
Bioquip Products; see address above.
Penn State Chemical Co. ; see address above.
Gas Masks, see Respirators
Humidity Indicators
Paper cards indicating percent humidity.
Conservation Materials, Ltd.; Multiform Desiccants, Inc., see
addresses above.
Hydrometers, Alcohol
Hydrometers with or without thermometers; with Tralle (%) scales.
Carolina Biological Supply, Fisher Scientific Co.; see addresses
above.
Hygrometers
Measure temperature and relative humidity.
Fisher Scientific Co., see address above.
Forestry Suppliers, Inc., P.O. Box 8397, Jackson, MS 39204, USA.
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Jars, See Bottles
Labels

Labels for boxes for skeletal material; labels for jars with ftuidpreserved specimens.
Locally available from printers.
100 % cotton rag, water resistant paper for labels; Byron Weston
Resistall Linen Ledger.
Byron Weston Co., Dalton, MA 01226, USA.
Waterproof plastic papers for labels; Polypaper, syntosil.
Fisher Scientific Co., Forestry Supplier~, Inc., see addresses above.
Zurich Paper Mill on Sihl, Postfach, CH-8021 Zurich, Switzerland.

Map Cases
Steel cases for flat storage of maps; various sizes and designs.
Forestry Suppliers, Inc., see address above.
Hanlilton Industries, P.O. Box 137, Two Rivers, WI 54241, USA.
Lane Science Equipment Corp., 225 W. 34th St., New York, NY
10122, USA.
Steel Fixture Manufacturing Co., see address above.

Respirators, Gas Masks
Respirator~

and gas masks for safe fumigation of mammal col1ections ~ various styles and air filtration methods dependent on the fumigant
used.
Forestry Suppliers, Inc. see address above.
Willson Products Division, ESB Incorporated, P.O. Box 622,
Reading, P A 19603, USA.
Formaldehyde vapor masks (product No. 8754); disposable
nlask for eliminating formaldehyde fumes.
Occupational Health and Safety Products Division, 220-7W,
3M Center, St. Paul, MN 55101, USA.

Specimen cases
Steel cases with hinged or lift off doors, or both; some with recessed
handles ~ dra wers of nletal or wood; various styles and sizes.
Interior Steel Equipment Co., 2352 East 69th St., Cleveland,
OH 44104, USA
Lane Science Equipnlent Corp.; Steel Fixture Manufacturing
Co.; see addresses above.
Wert heinl, P. O. Box 192, A-IIOI Vienna, Austria.

Specimen Jars, see bottles
Specimen Tanks
Rectangular stainless steel tanks for holding large fluid preserved
specinlens: three sizes available; wheeled dollies also available.
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Steel Fixture Manufacturing Co., see address above.
Plastic pails with snap on lids for storage of fluid preserved specinlens; sizes from 16 to 21 litres.
Carolina Biological Supply; see address above.
Letica Corp., Rochester, MI 48063, USA.
Plastican Inc., Leominister, MA 01453, USA.
Rectangular polyethylene tanks with covers; capacities 21 to 84
litres; some with locking lids and drainage plugs.
Agri-tainer Corporation, P. O. Box 2004, Wenatchee, WA 98801,
USA.
Bel-Art Products, Pequannock, NJ 07440, USA.
Cole-Parmer Instrument Co., 7425 North Oak Park Ave., Chicago,
IL 60648, USA.
Fisher Scientific Co.; Southern Biological Supply Co.; see
addresses above.
Steel Shelving
Heavy duty shelving for storage of large skeletal material or fluidpreserved specimens.
Alco Equipment, Division of Aleco Steel Equipment Corp.,
3950 Tenth Ave., New York, NY 10034, USA.
Unistrut Building Systems, GTE Products, Corp., 35005 Michigan
Ave. West, Wayne, MI 48184, USA.
Steel shelving with rollers that allow extension of shelves for
access to stored tanks without removal from shelves; designed for
storing tanks of fluid-preserved specimens.
Steel Fixture Manufacturing Co., see address above.
Trays for dividing specimen drawers
Paper wrapped chipboard unit trays made to specifications; see
Appendix B.
American Packaging Co., Inc.; Rock-Tenn Co.; see addresses
above.
Ultra-violet light filters
Film sheets for windows or fluorescent bulb sleeves.
The Modern Co., Lytham Rd., Heald Green, Cheshire SK8
3RQ, England.
Rohm and Haas, Independence Mall West, Philadelphia, PA
19105, USA.
Solar-Screen Co., 53-II 105th St., Corona, NY 11368, USA
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Vials
Clear glass vials with polyethylene stoppers; vanous s)zes from
one to eight drams.
Brockway Glass Co., Tubular Products, Division 67, Walnut
St.. Suite 103, Clark. NJ 07066, USA.
Poly Tops. P. O. Box 93, 1600 Isando, Johannesburg, South
Africa.
Southern Biological Supply Co., see address above.
Plastic vials with snap-on caps; various sizes.
Brunnel Laboratories (Pty.) Ltd., P. O. Box 23103,0031 Innesdale,
Pretoria, South Africa.
Central Scientific Co., 2600 South Kostner Ave., Chicago, IL
60623. USA.
Poly Tops. Semadeni AS; see addresses above.
Watkins and Dorrcester, Fort Thames, Kent, England.
White Cross Surgical Medical Supplies, 260 Richmond St. West,
Toronto M5V I W8. Ontario, Canada.
SUMMARY

The safe storage of specimens is a primary concern of curators of
Recent mammal collections. Extensive field collecting serves little purpose if specimens from such research activities are destroyed due to
inadequate storage facilities or lack of maintenance. The storage
equipment and supplies used in mammal collections are an important
factor in insuring protection for these specimens.
The selection of storage equipment and supplies by curators is
often dictated by tradition, i. e. the specimen cases, boxes, jars. and
other itenls nlay be used in a given collection because previous curators
had used those particular products. This trend can result in an ignorance
of recent advancements in product designs, and potentially may affect
efficient I1lanagenlent of the collection. Increased communication anlong
curators of mamnlal collections concerning curatorial methods. supplies.
and equipnlenL especially on an international basis. can alleviate that
problem and promote higher standards for curation of nlanlnlal
collect ions.
Another problenl regarding equipnlent and supplies in the nluseunl
field in general is the limited nlarket for such nlaterials. Major nlanufacturers often cannot invest the time and money to add product lines
or inlprove. update, or redesign existing products because the denland
for such nlaterials is so low. For this reason, the personnel at nlany
tnatnnlal collections build tlluch of their own storage equipnlent (e.g.
specilnen cases) or have equipnlent built by local craftsmen. Again.
however. the design of this equiplnent nlay be carried over from a basic
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plan drawn up decades before. An effort should be made by curators
to evaluate storage equipment and supplies currently in use, identify
problems or deficiencies that may exist, and suggest improvements In
the design of future materials used in mammal collections.
Information on storage equipment and supplies used in selected
mammal collections throughout the world is provided. Important
criteria for selecting certain storage methods, equipment, or supplies,
and names and addresses of some manufacturers and distributors of
these materials are provided.
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ApPENDIX

Trays

j(J/'

A

Use ill Specinlen Case Drawers

Outside nleasurenlents for some trays used in the nlanll11a] collections of the AInerican Museum of Natural History, New York, NY,
USA (AMNH) and the Carnegie Museum of Natural History,
Pittsburgh, PA, USA (eM). All measurenlents in millimetres.
Length

Width

Height

MUSelll11

220

76

24

CM

328

76

24

CM

454

197

19

eM

303

84

25

AMNH

606

84

25

AMNH

304

228

25

AMNH

461

309

36

AMNH

Specifications: To be made of .048 white vat lined board and tightwrapped with white litho paper.
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B

Boxes for Skeletal Material
Outside nleasurenlents of some boxes used in the J11aJ11111al collections of the American Museum of Natural History, New York, NY,
USA (AMNH) and the Carnegie Museum of Natural History,
Pittsburgh, PA, USA (CM). All measurements in millimetres.

COllstruction

Length

Width

Height

Museunz

3-piece

62

56

49

AMNH

.,

78

41

47

eM

,,

100

62

49

AMNH

,,

110

57

60

eM

,,

138

74

66

AMNH

,,

166

84

70

AMNH

166

84

76

eM

208

135

107

AMNH

298

147

52

AMNH

"
2-piece

"

Specifications for 3-piece box:
(Note: Part B fits within Parts A and

e).

Part A (box lid)-To be made of .048 white vat lined board and tightwrapped with kraft paper.
Part B (tray)-To be made of .048 vat lined board and tight-wrapped
with white litho paper and glued in to the base (Part e).
Part C (box base)-To be made of .048 plain chipboard and tightwrapped with kraft paper.
Measurements for Part B are such as to allow for a snug fit within parts
A and C. Part B height shall be sufficient to reach to within 6 nlm of
the inside top of Part A when box is closed.
Specifications for 2-piece box:
Both parts to be made of .036 or .048 plain chipboard and tight-wrapped
with kraft paper. Measurements of bottom are such as to allow snug
fit within top.
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Q.

Usually the glass jars containing formalin develop cracks (become
brittle) in the lid portion after a few years. How can it be avoided?

A.

Cracks in bakelite and glass lids are caused by fluctuations in temperature and humidity. The sol ution is to store collections in such
an area where constant temperature and humidity are maintained.
Also neutral formalin should be used to prevent release of formaldehyde at higher temperature.

Proc. Wkshp Mgmt Mammal Colin Tropical Environ., Calcutta (1984).

STORAGE EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES

A. K.

GHOSH

Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta

INTRODUCTION

"Theoretically it should be possible to preserve an object indefinitely by placing it in a hermetically sealed container filled with an inert
gas with a fixed level of relative humidity and kept in the dark in low
temperature" (Stolow, 1966). This objective can never be reached in
museums for two reasons-(i) depriving researchers to examine specimens for scientific study, (ii) depriving members of the public from viewing zoological specimens and enjoying wonders of animal world. The
major concern of this workshop is with the first point of reference and
centres around management of Recent mammal collections in tropical
environment.

ROLE OF ENVIRONMENT ON ZOOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS IN THE TROPICS

Tropical environment has some characteristic features which are
distinctively different from temperate conditions. Humidity and temperature coupled with dust and pests pose major problems under an
unstable environmental condition.
At low humidity level, material may dry out, whereas at high humidity level organic material absorbs moisture and expands (Figs. I and 2).
Most damaging conditions occur due to rapid fluctuation, with material
undergoing shrinking and swelling in an unstable condition. To control such situations, an expensive central humidity control system or
a local humidifier or dehumdifier, such as silica gel in crystal form, is
recommended (Green, 1978). Simultaneously, effective recording of
temperature and humidity all through the year at different sites within
the storage area is essential to monitor conditions.
Light, both visible and invisible, may damage specimens of organic
nature by fading of pigment, dye and by physical deterioration. Flourescent light is usually recommended instead of daylight and working
areas should appropriately be separated from storage area to avoid
exposure of the latter to light for a longer period.
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In a tropical country like India, the dust factor poses a major prob-

lenl. With heavy dustfall of both particulate material and others, storage
area in urban centres like Calcutta becomes vulnerable to dust and dirt.
An effective air filtering systeI11 or proper storage cabinets with dustproof doors is or are needed to combat the menace.
The pest (both insect and non-insect) problem may also become
alarming in tropical conditions due to naturally favourable conditions
for their growth and development. Fumigation with selective chemicals to control moulds or insects remains the most effective measure.
Use of repellents. such as a I11ixture of chloroform, napthalene and
creosote or paradichlorobenzene, in storage space is recommended for
proper maintenance of collection.
The Zoological Survey of India (established in 1916) inherited
a substantial amount of material from the Indian Museum (established
in 1814) which institution in its turn received material from the Asiatic
Society of Bengal (established in 1784). These specimens underwent
the typical environnlental conditions of Calcutta with distinct seasonal
fluctuations of hUI11idity. temperature and daylight period.

RH

0/0

Fig. 1. Effect of change in relative hunlidity (RH) on the equilibriunl nl0isture content
(EMC) for various 1110istnre sensitive nlaterials at roonl temperature: 1. Wood;
2. Kraft paper; 3. Newsprint paper; 4. Fir plywood; 5. Honlosote board;
6. Masonite board; 7. Cotton; 8. Linen; 9. Styrolite; (expanded polystyrene. den"ity 0.02 gm/cc.) (frorn Stolow, 1966).
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The moisture and relative humidity (RH) play important role in
preservation of these specimens in wooden cabinets. It is well-known
that wood being moisture-sensitive, would absorb water vapour from
the atmosphere according to the relative humidity. Consequently, wood
changes dimensions. The RH-gradient with low and high level can often
lead to cracking and in case of one-sided painted surface, flaking of
paint. The contents of such cabinets, especially study skins, etc., obviously
become exposed to damage by fungi, other pests and dust. Increased
temperature will also effect a decrease in the equilibrium moisturecontent. The growth of mould becomes conducive at RH above 80 %
and temperature above 20° C.
However, the consideration of environment should be aimed at in
terms of local eli 'Date. Even within a broad framework of tropical
environment, considerable variations with respect to relative humidity,
temperature, precipitation and wind-direction can be well evidenced
(e. g .. , Calcutta, Jodhpur, Shillong, Madras: in January, on the same
date, Calcutta may have temperature at 26°C, Shillong 16 C and Madras
at 30°C).
G

A case study can be presented from the Zoological Survey of India.
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Fig. 2. Relationship between RH and temperature of air in a confined space originally
at 200 e and 50 percent RH. The Hplateau" indicates condensation. (fronl
Stolow, 1966).
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COLLECTIONS IN THE ZOOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA:

A

CASE STUDY

Many of the mammalian specimens in the Zoological Survey of
India date back to the 19th century, but only in 1955 the dilapidated
condition of wooden cabinets storing the collections was noted. Replacement was considered and vermin-and dust-proof steel cabinets with
light-weight trays were recommended for the purpose.
On the basis of blueprints prepared as per instructions of the Survey
officials, a noted nlanufacturer of furniture designed two items.
The first item. steel cupboards, measured 137 cm in height, 122 cm
in width and 61 cnl in depth externally. Each cupboard was designed
to be fitted with one central vertical channel frame partition (removable)
dividing the cupboard into two equal compartments. In each cupboard,
angles. each 2 cm by 86 cm by 41 cm. were proposed to be fitted along
the depth. for holding the trays. A total of 25 steel or plastic trays, each
measuring 4 cm in height, 48 cm in width at top and 53 cm in width at
bottom. and 56 cm in depth. would be housed in each cupboard. Each
cupboard could be enclosed in front by a pair of hinged steel doors, with
door-rubber linings (Fig 3).
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In the second item, the cupboards would not have vertical partitions
and each cupboard would have seven large trays, each measuring 9 cm
in height, 105 cm in width at top and 56 cm in depth externally (Fig. 4).
However, even after 30 years, no such cupboard could be prepared
through commercial enterprise, largely because of long-drawn administrative controversy on cost-benefit ratio and effects of change of conventional wooden cabinets to ones much better suited against environmental changes.
The skeletal preparations, both appendicular and cranial, also
faced severe problem of storage. The use of open shelves with slottedangle device is often recommended for large skeletons and fossil mammals.
In a tropical environment complete protection from dust, dirt and pests
can be ensured by covering the material with polythene sheets. Small
skeletal collections can be kept in metallic drawers of cabinets, instead
of plastic trays.
In any case, individualised care for cleaning and dusting as a routine
work is essential in tropical conditions. The dearth of storage space
often leads to mismanagement, crowding of material in haphazard
manner and severe deterioration in the condition of specimens.
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DISCUSSION

The storage of collections in the tropics depends on multiple factors,
VIZ.,

(1) Space allocation (floor) in the building
(2)

Height of ceiling, to calculate size and number of cabinets

(3)

Regular monitoring of collection

(4) Proper storage eq ui pment to ens ure long-term preservation
(5) Airconditioning to regulate relative humidity, moisture, also
dust and microbes
(6) Continuous power supply.
A problem in a developing country remains in the non-availability
of desired storage equipment. As the demand for such specialised items
remains low, no competent comnlercial enterprise feels interested to
include such items in its regular manufacturing list. Special fabrication
remains to be the only sol ution, but the cost in such a case will always
be much higher and can create problems in purchase.
The design of floors, in a composite collection holdings, to conform
with the desired result, remains another problem, where all collections,
both dry and wee including invertebrates and vertebrates are housed in
the same building, the design usually remains a standard floor lay-out.
The care, that every group of animal collection requires in storage,
being different, (including use of storage equipment), much of specialisation can be prescribed in a theoretical way, but can never be implemented.
The recording instruments also sometimes pose problems as for
their precision and maintenance. I mported items being restricted, the
situation remains difficult. Airconditioning on the other hand has been
tropicalised, but supply of power for central or package airconditioning
appears to be another problem.
However, a proper device, controlled environmental condition,
proper preparation of material in the field, and continuous monitoring
of material, can be listed as most relevant points for consideration for
the management of mammalian collections in the tropical regions.
Funding perhaps remains the singular stumbling block in such
endeavours.
SUMMARY

Tropical environnlent has some characteristic features which are
distinctively different from temperate conditions. High moisturecontent and temperature-gradient coupled with dust and pests often
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create problems in proper storage of zoolJgical collections including
mammalian specimens. The experience of lilore than 100 years of storing
museum specimens in the city of Calcutta and the resultant remedial
measures which one can recommend to overcome identified problem
areas, however, may not hold good for other localities in a tropical
country like India. As such, an uniform design of storage equipment
to suit all the 15 regional centres of the Zoological Survey of India, is
hard to conceive. However, special steel cabinets with plastic trays
and door-lining of rubber have been designed by the scientists of the
Zoological Survey of India, which if properly fabricated, are expected
to provide maximum protection of mammalian specimens against damaging abiotic and biotic factors.
Larger skeletal preparations can be accommodated in open shelves
with slotted-angle facilities, whereas the smaller skeletons can be kept
in metallic drawers of cabinets. Large skeletons should be covered
with thick polythene sheets.
Airconditioning of collection rooms In a tropical environment
is essential for proper storage. However, funding of such a scheme
always poses problem in developing countries. Even if the fund is made
available, the ever-increasing power crisis poses a severe threat. These
inherent difficulties can, however, be overcome by proper planning of
the building, floor-space, cabinet-size, present holding and future provisions along with adequate funding.
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MAMMAL COLLECTIONS IN INDIA: HISTORY,
PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS
J. C.

DANIEL

Bonlbay Natural History Society, Bonlbay

In 1957, H. S. Rao wrote a review of the knowledge in India of its
fauna through the ages. It is evident from this well written exposition
that knowledge and interest in India's fauna dates back to the early years
of recorded history. He recognises three periods, theCa) Vedic and Sangam
literature of Tamil Nadu Period (b) Sultanate and Moghul Period and (c)
Post Moghul to Modern times. It is in the last period that the systematic
study of the fauna commenced with the introduction of western science
into the subcontinent. This was through the arrival of the British and the
French. who, particularly the former, came as traders and remained as
conquerors. This new and alien concept took root and a serious study of
Indian mammals began in the early years of the ]9th Century. It is
likely, however, that the Indian fauna, particularly, the larger
mammals. were known to Western Science as is evident from the
naming of such species as the leopard by Linnaeus in 1758, but these
were evidently the description of menagerie animals.
The pioneer in the collection, identification, and. naming of India's
mammalian fauna was Hardwicke. He served as a Major General in the
army and used this opportunity to travel for collecting specimens, which
he had sketched in colour, using the services of indigenous artists. Among
a number of animals that he described are the Goral (Naenl0rhedus goraf)
and the Indian Gerbil (Tatera indica). Hard\vicke retired to England in
1823 and between the years 1830 and 1835 collaborated with J. E. Gray
of the British Museum in the publication of the well known '''Illustrations
to I ndian Zoology"
It is now the time to consider the French interlude in the study of
Indian mammals. The contribution they made was substantial during
the first three decades of the 19th Century. Their names will be well known
to those familiar with the taxonomy of India's mammals, birds, reptiles,
and amphibians. The first to arrive was Jean Baptiste Leschenault de la
tour, who came as the keeper of the Royal Botanical Gardens at
Pondicherry, in 1826 and returned to France in 1836 after collecting widely
in southern India and Sri Lanka. Pierre Medard Diard reached
Chandranagore in 1817 and in the company of Alfred Duvacel. Cuviers'
step son. collected widely in eastern India and Southeast Asia. Both died
in the east. Diard at Batavia in 1863. and Duvacel in Madras in ) 824.
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Another active French collector of this period was Dussumier, who was a
Captain in the French Mercantile Marine. The next to arrive was Victor
Jacquemont, who was more of a bon vivant than a col1ector. The only
species to his credit is Mar/nota caudata. Jacquemont died in Bombay
in 1832. A more successful collector was Charles Belanger who reached
Bombay in 1825, collected along the west coast, discovering several new
mammals and then proceeded east to Java through Pondicherry. The
last among the French travelling naturalists was Adolphe Delessert, but
his interest was largely in birds. The specimens that these naturalists
collected were studied in Paris and described by the Cuviers, Geoffroy,
Blainvil1e, and others and one comes on them repeatedly in the names
of the land vertebrates of the Indian Subcontinent.
The British had the time and opportunity for a leisurly and comprehensive study and for consolidating the knowledge contributed by the
pioneers. The necessary infrastructure in the form of museums for holding collections and scientific journals for publishing the results of their
study were available or were created. The Company's Museum in London
in the early years of the 19th Century and the British Museum formed
major repositories in Britain, whereas the Asiatic Society and the Indian
Museum organised at Calcutta in the latter half of the 19th Century. The
keepers and curators of these museums, Horsfield and Gray in Britain
and Blyth and Anderson in Calcutta, formed the focal point for the study
and report on collections which were published either in the Journal of
the Zoological Society of London or the Asiatic Society of Bengal or
Journals such as the HMadras Journal of Literature and Science"
published by local enthusiasts. Some of the British naturalists who left
their mark on Indian mammalogy either through collections alone or
collections and their description are W. H. Sykes, Walter Elliot and
T C. Jerdon for the Pennisula, Brian Hodgson for Nepal, John
McClelland, Tickell, Barbe and others for the Himalayas and eastern
India. The history of the study of mammals in the 19th Century has
been dealt with elaborately by Norman Kinnear in his article "The
History of Indian Mammalogy and Ornithology" published in two
parts in the Journal of the Bombay Natural History Society, Volumes
50 and 51. I shall not. therefore, go into more details here.
Systematic collection over a wide geographical area as opposed to
collection by individuals in particular regions was only undertaken with
the advent of the Bombay Natural History Society and its Mammal
Survey between the years 1911 and 1923. In the year 1911, the Committee
of the Society decided to undertake a systematic survey of the mammals of
India, Burma and Sri Lanka.
The purpose of the Survey was to secure a systematic series of carefully preserved skins and skulls of the mammals of the Indian region and
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Sri Lanka~ collected in different provinces, in order to provide the material
necessary for comprehensive study of the status, variation, and distribution of species. Such material was non-existent. The collection of Indian
mammals in the British Museum and in the museums in India were
remarkably inadequate.
The Society~s collection of nlammals had been built by its menlbers.
However, it was realised that a task of the magnitude of the proposed
Survey could not be Jeft to the efforts of private coJlectors. It was work
which could only be effectively carried out by trained collectors expressly
enlployed for the purpose and at no smalJ expense. The Society, therefore, issued an appeal for funds for carrying out the survey. The response
from its members was immediate. By the I st of Apri11911, over Rs. 10,000
had been subscribed in sums ranging from Rs. 5 to Rs. 2,000. Several of
the Indian Princes on the roll of the Society supported the survey very
generously. Before the end of the year the Mammal Fund had increased
to over Rs. 20,000. In the following year 19 I 2, the Governnlent of India
and most of the Provincial Governments interested themselves in the
survey and helped it with generous grants. Contributions were also
received from the Government of Sri Lanka and the Government of the
Federated Malay States so that by the end of 1913 the fund had swelled
to over Rs. 66~000 and in May of the following year it reached Rs. 80,929.
Contributions were received from the Trustees of the British Museum,
the Royal Society, the Indian Museum, Calcutta, and other scientific
bodies.
Between 1915 and 1919 Rs. 15,000 were received in donations from
nlembers, while a grant of Rs. 50,000 from the Government of India
enabled the Society to engage new collectors to carryon and complete
the survey which was brought to a close in 1923.
The Survey covered selected areas in western, central and eastern
Hinlalayas, Assam and states in eastern India; Baluchistan and Sind,
Gangetic Plains, the Peninsula, Sri Lanka, and Burma.
The value of the collection obtained by the Survey lay firstly in that,
for the first time a series of carefully prepared specinlens of Indian mammals~ obtained in different areas of their habitat were available and thereby
furnished data for the investigation of prob,lems related to their variation
and distribution. Secondly, in deciding the areas in which the collectors
worked, a special effort was made to cover the districts in which the earlier
naturalists collected.
No advance in systematic mammalogy was possible without the reexamination of material illustrative of the species named by the earlier
writers. The type specimens on which the written descriptions of these
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species were based, were in many instances no longer available. The Survey provided a series of topotypes obtained in the localities from which
the "types" originated.
The collection made in the Dharwar District where Sir William Elliot
collected 70 years previously, provided topotypes of no less than eight
species nanled by Gray from specimens obtained by Elliot. Collections
from Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa again furnished a number of specimens
which represented Htypes" which have either disappeared or were no
longer available for examination. Collections from Sri Lanka furnished
data, the absence of which had made it impossible to work out several
Indian species which had originally been described from Sri Lanka and
which had remained doubtful till the Survey was carried out. While
collections from Nepal by providing 4topotypical' material for jUdging
the many nominal species described by Hodgson as peculiar to Nepal,
proved one of the most valuable contributions made by the Survey to
Indian mammalogy. The Survey further provided valuable evidence
relative to the general distribution of mammals in the region which it
covered. It indicated the extent of the intrusion of 4northern' forms into
the Peninsula Region and provided valuable evidence relative to the
extent of the incursion of the pla ins· fauna into the Himalayan region
as was illustrated by the discovery in the mountains of Chamba and
Sikkim of such obviously low country species as the common fox and the
five-striped squirrel. The Survey also gave a more exact idea of the
distribution of species in southern I ndia and Sri Lanka.
4

Particulary interesting from the standpoint of distribution were the
collections made along the great barrier chain of the Himalayas. The
nlagnificent collection from Sikkim showed that a sharp line of demarcation existed at about 28:) N between the two distinct faunas, i.e. the
Palaearctic in the north and the Oriental in the south. This was indicated
by the juxtaposition of such Palaearctic genera as voles, mousehares,
water-shrews, marmots and musk deer with such characteristically
Oriental forms as flying foxes, tree-shrews, civets, mungoose, bamboo
rats, and barking deer. Further the collection indicated that the area is
a meeting point of the Indian and Malayan faunas of the Oriental Region
as was instanced by the numerous kinds of squirrels represented in the
collection which did not occur in the Indian Peninsula but were widely
distributed through Burnla, western China and Thailand. The intrusion
of these Malayan forms along the Himalayan chain weakened as one
travelled westward.
The Survey material again furnished frequent data relative to the
distribution of individual genera and species. The magnificent collection
of squirrels numbering 400 specinlens obtained on both banks of the
Chindwin River provided striking evidence that this river fornls a barrier
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to the westward extension of the different species of sq uirrels. The species
inhabiting the west and the east of the Chindwin river were found to be
generally referable to two different groups, thus indicating that the separation had been of long standing, long enough for the groups on each
bank to have respectively evolved a rich series of subspecies found in
succession from north to south.
Forty-seven reports of the collections obtained by the Survey and
worked out at the British Museum were published in the Journal of the
Bombay Natural History Society. They form useful local lists indicating
the various species obtained in the different localities in which the
Survey operated.
Whilethedescriptions of the earlier writers covered fairly completely
the various species of mammals occurring in India and Sri Lanka, the
Survey was instrumental in bringing to light several new genera and a
large number of new species, some of them of a very striking character.
As was expected, the collections furnished splendid material for the
study of variation which resulted in the description of nurr:erous raci,d
forms based on an examination of series of specimens collected over"
wide area. The material also made possible and necessary the revision
of various groups and genera which could not have been undertaken without the ample data provided by the Survey.
The enormous collection obtained by the Survey numbering over
50,000 specimens \\'ere worked out in detail at the British Mu~eum by
various authorities. The taxonomic results of the Society's Mammal
Survey appeared in 47 papers entitled the "Scientific Resuhs of the Mammal Survey" The substantial results so recorded form together a tremendous contribution to the progress of Indian systematic mammalogy.
The Survey collectors were not always able to make complete collections of animals from the districts in which they worked or to visit every
part of the area. Again the coJJections in a given area were only made
in one season. The magnificent series of squirrels including 200 specimens thoroughly illustrating the squirrel life of both sides of the Chindwin
River over a distance of 400 km had one flaw, it was secured only in one
season of the year and could provide no means of studying seasonal variations, if any. Again though a splendid colJection comprising 749 specimens \\'as obtained in the Dharwar district during the 4 months collection
in the area, a few months subsequently a new bat, a large, and showy
species, was discovered not even 64 km from the locality covered by the
Survey.
The Survey remains as one of the finest contributions ever made by
an amateur Society to the cause of scientific progress. The majority of
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the Survey collections are now housed at the Society and form an
immensely valuable holding from the fact that many of the species,
for instance Callosciurus squirrels from Burma are presently
unobtainable.
It is now tinle to consider the problems faced by non-governmental
organisations holding collections. There is unfortunately no consolidated list of organisations holding mammal and other collections and,
therefore, it is impossible to assess the quality of maintenance and study
of such collections and the shortfalls. The listing of institutions holdings
natural history collections, their present status and value, I am not here
confining myself to nlammals, is a matter of urgent priority. The Society's
collections are not perhaps in such dire straits as collections in universities
and smaller nluseums would be. The main problem is funds and inadeq uate staffing, for instance the Society receives funds for maintenance
establishment fronl the State Government in the form of grants for four
research assistants to maintain and work on a collection of over 1,00,000
specimens of all groups. No other assistance either from State or Central
Government is received in spite of the fact that our holdings are considered part of the national collections. In spite of these handicaps, the
Society maintains its collections at a good level. Curatorial functions
suffer. I am certain, with collections held in small organisations such as
museums funded by municipalities and universities as such collections
are given very low priority, hence, as I indicated earlier the need for a
status survey of mammal collections held in the country is an immediate
necessity. Another major problem is the impediment to field research as
a result of the interpretation of the Wildlife Protection Act by State Forest
Departments. It is unfortunate that applications for collecting permits for
research purposes are equated by Forest Departments at par with requests
for permits from persons or organisation doing commercial trapping.
The inability of forest departments to understand research needs is perhaps one of the reasons why royalties are charged for scientific collections.
Pernlits for collecting for scientific purposes and for conducting scientific
studies on wildlife should not be within the purview of Forest department
but should be issued by the Department of Environment, Government of
India. Unless this nlajor handicap is removed, there is very little scope for
development of taxononlic studies in this country.
It is an unfortunate situation that in present day there is no interested
anlateur in India studying nlammal-taxonomy. This is, reflected in the
status of private collections, for instance, the Bonlbay Natural History
Society has not had a single large scale nlanlmal survey programme since
the Mammal Survey ended in 1923. The collection has been static except
for the odd specimen brought in casually by researchers in other fields.
The only two organisations that are involved currently in the study of
manlmal taxononlY are the Zoological Survey of India and the N'ational
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Institute of Virology, Pune. In the case of the latter it is an off shoot of
their primary interest, the study of virus and virus infections.
In my opinion, the most urgent and immediate need is the identification of mammal collections held in this country whether in museums,
colleges, or other institutions. Once collections have been identified, it
is necessary to do a status survey to determine the quality of material held
and the quality of the data that is available on them. It will be then necessary to evolve an uniform code for required data and how far each of the
collections meet this desired criteria. Once an uniform data base has
been achieved it is essential to feed the data into a computer, devising a
programme that will enable retrieval of infornlation available on any
species in the collections in the country. Such a computer programme,
in course of time should be an international effort so that a researcher
on any particular family, genus, or species would be able to obtain information on holdings of that species throughout the world.
The direction in which future research based on coI1ections should
take is a matter which requires careful thought. It has to be recognised
that collections have considerable educative value and this facet has been
hardly used in India. Basic collections of species occurring in an area or
ill ustrating an ecological niche should fornl an essential teaching adjunct.
Collections should meet the requiren1ent of species specific studies, such
as the limits of distribution of a species, racial variation, sympatry, and
preparation of distribution maps, which should be constantly updated to
determine the status of a species in its habitat. Species specific collections
open a wide field of study based on colJections and require urgent attention in India presently to nlonitor environmental changes. The presence
or absence of a particular species could be an indication of environmental
health. Another study that is worth undertaking is to resurvey areas fronl
which collections had been obtained previously; for instance localities
collected by the Bombay Natural History Society, during its Mamlnal
Survey between 1911 and 1923. If such surveys could be undertaken in
the same period of the year when the earlier surveys were conducted, the
present status would give an indication of the status of the particular
environment. This would be an interesting exercise as regards the conlparative status of fauna of particular habitat over a period of years.
Finally, the aim of organisations holding natural history collections
should be to build up a collection which reflects the status of a group
or a species through all seasons ina year throughout its distribution.
Such a collection will be as useful for reference as a dictionary not only
to taxonomists but to others working on allied fields of enquiry as well.
SUMMARY

The paper describes the origin and history of Inamnlal collections
in India, and the role of the amateur in the study of 1ndian Mamnlals.
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The present status of mammal collections, their maintenance, study and
the problems and prospects of mammals and mammal collections
in India are described.

DISCUSSION

Q.

Would you please elaborate on the use of plastic trays-specific
problenls, benefits, etc.-and how these are suited for specimenstorage?

A. Easy handling and cleaning ; specially suitable for small mammals and birds; have not had breakages so far. Once the mould is
made by the manufacturer the cost goes down.
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PROBLEMS IN ESTABLISHING AND MAINTAINING
A NEW COLLECTION OF MAMMALS : ETHIOPIA
AFEWORK BEKELE

Zoological Natural History Museum
Addis Abeba University
Addis Abeba, Ethiopia

INTRODUCTION

Ethiopia is one of the few important centres of animal diversification
because of its wide range of climatic, geographical, and topographical
conditions. The variable topography of Ethiopia ranges from 100 m
below sea level at Dal101 in the Danakil depression (northeast Ethiopia)
to over 4500 m above sea level in the Simien and Bale mountains. Sixtytwo percent of the total area of the country lies in the lowland regions
while the massifs and plateaus comprise about 38 percent (Mesfin, 1970).
Over 50 percent of African highground above 2000 m is in Ethiopia
(Yalden, 1983). The most compact and extensive highlands are found
in Ethiopia. With the variation in altitude there is a marked difference
in climate, vegetation, and land use (Daniel, 1969).
Communities of settled agriculturalists, nomadic pastoralists, and
hunter-gatherers form the basis of this socially varied country (Tewolde
Berhan, 1972). The misused and abused natural resources need further
improvement based on a detailed study of the ecological relationships
among land, vegetation, and animals. This will be enhanced if adequate
determination of the animal species of the country is made.
Although some explorers have managed to collect some specilnens
from different accessible regions of Ethiopia, when compared to the
diverse fauna, the country seems virtually untouched. Scott (1958) compared this incompletely surveyed condition in Ethiopia with that of nlany
African countries and attributed this lack of completeness partly to the
difficulty of travel. The Ethiopian highlands both in the north, central,
and south are virgin grounds for specialists. Despite intensive \vork there
are still many inadequately known species as well as regions in Africa
(Haltenorth and Diller, 1980). Delany and Happold (1979) stress the
little known and poorly studied fauna of the Ethiopian highlands. These
areas are known to accommodate an exceptionally large number of species
of endemic mammals as compared to the other African montane regions.
Settlement is highly restricted in the extreme nlontane regions due to a
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harsh climate. Besides, many explorers do not stay long in these areas.
This wi)) result in inadequate trapping and c01lection and poor representation of the species. Many species of mammals are small and inconspicuous with secretive habits resulting in poor representation. The rain
forests of Ethiopia are also poorly known because of the inaccessibility
of the region by earlier collecting expeditions (Brown and Urban, 1970).
The stat us, distribution. and general ecology of the Ethiopian wildlife is
poorly surveyed and much field work and investigation is essential to
obtain the basic information (Blower, 1969). Despite the poor survey, the
country is still of great biological interest and importance where the two
biogeographical regions of the world intermingle (Largen, 1969). Zoogeographically, Ethiopia's fauna is of East African type with a small proportion of Palaearctic species (Mathews, 1977). Morris (1968) relates the high
endemicity of Ethiopian species to the large area of high plateau and its
isolation from neighbouring mountain areas. It is obvious that the country has neglected and depleted its wildlife resource and sti)), fair populations of many African and endemic species exist in addition to the finest
nlountain scenery in Africa (Brown, 1973).
Some of the few publications on Ethiopian mammals include Thomas
(1903, 1928), Allen (1939), Largen e/ al. (1974), and Yalden et ale (1976,
1977, 1980). A fair knowledge on most of the Ethiopian mammals with
their distribution can be obtained from these pUblications. More revisions of groups could also be carried out as adequate collections accumulate fronl tinle to time. Additional infornlation can be obtained from
different explorers. But published facts regarding mammals are scattered
through a vast anl0unt of literature printed in nlany Janguages or rare
publications (Walker. 1975). A developed country might easily get access
to these publications as compared to a developing country. When it comes
to the Ethiopian situation, the problem of getting information on the
distribution and ecological and behavioural studies of mamnlals is highly
aggravated. It is usually concluded that studies on the East African fauna
Inight broadly represent the fauna of neighbouring countries and, as more
i nforl11ation becomes a vailable, the pattern of distribution might not
diverge I1luch (Kingdon. 1971). The absence of adequate information on
the distribution of Ethiopian nUllllnlals has retarded the publication of
Inany findings based on a regional scale.

ESTABLISHING AND MAINTAINING COLLECTIONS

In a developing country like Ethiopia where virtually no research
tradition has been established and where foreigners have linlited access,
the problelns are severe to establish and nlaintain ne\\' collections. For
Inost people. allocation of nloney for this purpose is considered as a
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wastage. Most of the initial problems in starting and maintaining collections are an absence of a transport net\vork in most of the inaccessible
regions, rugged physiographic features, extreme variations in climate,
people's tradition, lack of trained manpower with a fair knowledge of
ecological areas and volume of extant collections, absence of free exchange
of experiences and cooperation with different governmental institutions,
inadequacy of reference materials, and financial handicaps to expand
space and buy chemicals and equipment.
Due to the rugged features of the country, the terrian in most areas
is inaccessible unless one uses mules. In other areas, dry weather roads
only connect the capitals of governate-generals. One has to be selfcontained to explore many of the regions. In addition, the small rivers
can easily swell during the season, block all available connections with
other areas and make transport difficult because of muddy ground. This
problem is beginning to be easily alleviated in some regions because of
the construction of new roads.

A big progranlme is underway to eradicate illiteracy within the shortest time possible. This is likely to change the people's outlook. At present, preserving wild animals is not tradition in Ethiopia. Ethiopia
consists of predominantly agricultural areas together with nomadic and
hunter-gatherer life. Coupled with this are dozens of tribes with their
own languages who are mostly at feud with each other and hostile to
explorers irrespective of their mission. An individual's expectation of
getting aid in many inaccessible regions should be mininlal. In addition.
some regions still possess the traditional culture where people gain status
by killing larger mammals. These peopJe are without an awareness of the
potential extermination of these large mamnlals due to hunting pressure.
This pressure of uncontrolled hunting is the greatest threat to the widllife
of Ethiopia as compared to the destruction of habitat (Bolton, 1972). In
some regions of Ethiopia there are tribes that consider \\eapons as a priceless asset and reward a newly born male infant with a rifle. Thanks to the
Ethiopian Revolution, a big programme is underway to embrace the
once-neglected tribes and to encourage them to participate equally in
the building of their nation and realise before hand the consequences of
destroying habitat.
Prior to the establishment of a collection, a knowledge of ecological
areas is of paramount importance. It is usually advisable, if possible. to
perform a primary survey of a given region instead of a chance trial (for
example, local inq ui ry). The initial survey shou Id gi ve sOlne idea of the
general volume of the collection. For this, a long-range plan is indispensable and should be associated with a stable progranlme. The drafting of
the plan should be with interest and only dedicated individuals can
accomplish this even if there are some ~etbacks. Putting the progranlme
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only on paper just for the sake of temporary survival should be discouraged. Tn most cases, sacrifice is essential for future development of
an institution. Sharing of experiences and exchange of views with
different people or institutions either abroad or locally are very indispensable. One can gain the experience of others without committing grave
mistakes or can lise the same procedure with minor modifications if
need be.
The other big obstacle is to get access to reference materials. The
published papers on mammals are scattered and available mostly in
specialised libraries. The only solution to this problem is to acquire
the literature by a loan system according to the agreement of less payment
with foreign institutions. This inadequacy of reference materials in a
developing country like Ethiopia coupled with lack of specialists will
add problems and force us to rely or depend upon alien help with minimal local experience. At the same time, the shortage of specialists has
forced us to send specimens abroad with high mailing costs. The alternative nlethod is to use the opportunity of getting help from different
taxonomists who come to Ethiopia for a short-term visit. Many of the
earlier collected specimens in Ethiopia have been stored in various
nluseUOlS of different countries. The type specimens are scattered making it difficult to obtain information on the taxonomy of many species.
Establishing contact with various museums of different countries might
nliniolise this problem. Shortage of trained personnel and experienced
research staff have affected the management of organisation of the
lnuseunl in addition to the difficulty of identifying local specimens.
Lack of funds has virtually curtailed organisation of collecting
trips, buying and maintaining of collecting equipment and exhibit cases,
and exchange of specimens. The Ethiopian fauna is very large, but as
seen frolll the present collection, the museum has not gone far in fulfilling its aiols (Tewolde and Beyene, 1981). Broadly, the aims of the
Zoological Natural History Museum are to serve as a reference collection of Ethiopian animal species in cooperation with professional biologists interested to perfornl research on Ethiopian fauna, to produce
scientific and popular publications on the Ethiopian fauna, and to provide
zoological collections for teaching purposes and the public in general.
People interested in performing research on Ethiopian fauna, except
for birds and Olal11nlals, will not find reliable species-lists available.
The OlUSeUl11 at present harbours a very small collection (Afework and
Shilnelis, 1983). It is true that. conlpared with the much celebrated fauna
of Ethiopia, a great deal of work should be done. The necessary infrastructure has not been laid. 'fhe local basis for rapid expansion has been
weak because the developlnent intially was based upon external inputs.
It takes tinle to reverse this catastrophe and a long-range plan must
be worked out. Although the door is open for collaborating foreign
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researchers, the tight security and certain procedural clearances are not
easily acceptable and so have created resentment.
Financial handicaps have not only acted as obstacles for the above
mentioned points, they have also curtailed the expansion of space and
the buying of chemicals and equipment indispensable for normal or
smooth functioning to strengthen the limited collections. After failing
to get sympathy with the concerned individuals, a project proposal was
drafted to get international help. This draft, "Ethiopian Fauna Project
Proposal", is being finalised and, if accepted, the implementation of it
is expected to alleviate some of the most acute problems.
To store even the scarce collection, shortage of space was a problem.
Through tortuous effort, the authorities were finaJly convinced that part
of the old building should be allocated. This building initially was not
meant for a museum. A museum building has to be built in a manner
that is convenient for research personnel, storage, and public display.
So, modification in a manner convenient for specimen display was carried
out. Both the temperature and humidity content of the air have to be
regulated to serve adequately for different seasons of the year. Lights
have to be adjusted, otherwise the damage on the collected specimens
will be very high in the long run and subsequent repairing can be a very
laborious job. Use of high voltage light will shrink the displayed, and
even the stored, specimens. Low voltage light will n1inimise the temperature creating a cold environment depending upon the season. Cold
temperatures can easily dissolve certain chemicals like salt making big
skins supple. The unusual contraction and relaxation of the skin of
mounted specimens will result in breakage and damage. So, the roonl
temperature of the museum should remain stable by using different light
intensities based upon the season. Humidity is a much less important
factor in Ethiopia except during the cold season and nights. In general,
establishing and modifying of the rooms of a museum will further vary
according to the region in the country.
For the proper organisation of collecting trips, proper chenlicals
and equipments are important. With the limited supply of funds, only
certain chemicals can easily be obtained. In the absence of some chemicals like hydrogen peroxide in the preparation of skull 1110unts. the
local method of using the powdered seeds of the el1dod plant (Phyto/accQ
dodecandera) is more acceptable. Considering the large areas of Ethiopia
over 1500 m above sea level, the plant has a wide distribution. It is
both safe, quick-acting, and not as toxic as hydrogen peroxide. The
seed can be used either dry or fresh. To overconle the shortage of facilities in the organisation of field collections for exhibits, we have nlanaged
to combine our field work with different institutions. This cooperation
will minimise expense. but one has to adjust the progranlnle according
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to the timetable of the different institutions. Until the time comes when
the museum becomes self-sufficient in expensive equipment, collections
for exhibits that need heavy equipment are ignored. Photographs of
big and whole specimens are pasted on the walls to compensate for the
absent collections.
Another alternative was worked out to counteract obstacles faced
because of the shortage of funds hindering the collections. The scheme
consists of training graduating students on simple collecting methods
and temporary storage practices. The museum at present is also used
as a display center for mammals and other animals in the study of zoological courses. This will inculcate interest in the minds of the students.
At present, the Department of Biology, Addis Abeba University, trains
students to become nl0stly future high school biology teachers. Biological research institutions are highly limited in Ethiopia. About 90
percent of the graduating students in biology realise that they have
to indulge themselves in the teaching profession. After the 1974 Ethiopian
Revolution, high schools are proliferating in most regions of the governate-generals. This will mean the recruitment of additional teachers
and the despatch of these graduated students to most regions of Ethiopia.
Most of these teachers usually come to Addis Abeba at least once a
year after the closure of the school. These teachers, if they have the
interest and techniq ue, can easily collect at least some specimens and
temporarily store them using local containers if they take with them
enough chemicals (formalin) prior to their departure. This programme,
although lately established, is beginning to bear fruit at least in some
regions of Ethiopia. In addition, nlore information can easily be obtained
and brought to the museum on the distribution and abundance of species
at different regions and seasons of the country. Through the accumulation of more infornlation, it will be easier to arrange bigger expeditions
at different times of the year depending upon the availability of funds
for larger specimens. The other way of nlinimising cost is by arranging
field trips with other institutions. The Ethiopian Wildlife Conservation
Department is one of the main institutions that shows an interest in
the preservation and collection of Ethiopian wildlife. In addition to
providing infornlation to the public, the institution can gain access to
the museum and entertain different tourists as well. A plan is underway
to facilitate this cooperation. In addition to this, nl0st of the museunl
staff members are familiar with the wardens of different national parks.
Some of these wardens have agreed to collect at least smaller specinlens
from their regions and thus add to the Inuseunl collections. Still another
source of boosting collection is from foreigners that conle to Ethiopia.
Without sonle foreigners getting the necessary licenses, they illegally
collect specimens and try to take the lnaterial with them fronl Ethiopia.
At the check point of the airport, the specinlens are confiscated, brought
to the Wildlife DepartnlenL and finally end up in the nluseunl. One
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obvious disadvantage to this kind of collection is that the information
on the card index wi II not be complete although collection sites can
easily be identified.

Maintenance of the collected specimens was also a problen1. As has
been mentioned in the previous discussion, that due to shortage of money
there is lack of storage space and cases. Part of the allocated rooms
were modified and a large area was obtained by joining two adjacent
rooms. Overcoming the shortage of space by trying to erect tukuls with
minimum expense usually ends up in disaster. The experience shared by
Buer (1971) in building a museum has given us a nice lesson. Because of
the limited money, arrangements were made to erect a grass-roofed
tukul using mud and an eucalyptus pole-frame. The specimens were
displayed and stored in proper order. Unfortunately, this effort of
building a small museum with little available money ended in disaster
Within a short time, termites consumed the eucalyptus pole-frame and
passed to the grass-roof, showering their daily rains of dust, droppings,
and themselves on the ground and part of the displayed specimens.
This resulted in the laborious job of occasional cleaning and a shortening of the life-span of the collected specimens. The obvious alternative
is to construct at least the base with a concrete barrier to keep the widespread and numerous varieties of voracious pests from entering the
building, especially in lowland areas.

The attitude, interest, and behaviour of the taxidermists ITIUSt be
taken into consideration when establishing and maintaining the collected
specimens. Experience reveals that although rushing may save time
during the preparation of the skin or head mount, its long-term effect
is to increase maintenance. If the taxidermist uses more programmed
time initially and follows step-by-step instructions with minor modifications based on experience, the future job of maintaining the specimens will be eased.
For permanent storage, dressed skins of large manl111als are hung
on racks or walls in a well-ventilated room with low humidity. Fortunately, except during cold nights and the rainy season, humidity is
not a problem at the present site of the museum building. Dust-proof
cabinets with interchangeable drawers are used for storage of snlall
and medium-sized mammal skins. Depending upon the varieties of
shapes and sizes, dust-proof wooden cabinets can be built locally with
minimal expense. Unless space is a problem, making, ITIodifying, and
repairing of these wooden cabinets is not difficult because of the availability of a carpentry shop in the institution. Unfortunately, these dustproof wooden cabinets are not fire or vermin-resistant.
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Small specimens are also stored in wet preparations of either alcohol
or formalin in glass or plastic bottles with screw-on caps. These are
available in different sizes and can easily be bought from the local market.
In addition, some medium-sized glass or plastic bottles initially imported
as containers for different purposes can be collected and reused with
minimal expense as compared to the new ones. These reusable containers
must be properly washed and cleaned to be used for storage purposes.
These plastic or glass containers are preferable to metal ones in that
they are rust-resistant when containing fluid preservatives of either
alcohol or formalin. The supply of wooden shelves to keep the plastic
containers is not a problem. However, the rooms are not fire-proof
and are ill-ventilated. As long as the containers are well-sealed and
kept in the dark, these specimens can be easily maintained for long
periods.
In contrast to the wet preparation, dry materials, even if wellpreserved and stored, are likely to be easily attacked by different pests.
In addition to insect damage, moisture will also create an atmosphere
conducive for growth of moulds (Wagstaffe and Fidler, 1968). Skins
and head mounts of large mammals should be properly maintained by
using different types of insecticides and fungicides. To maintain the
collection, usage of a solid fumigant such as napthalene flakes is recommended. The obvious disadvantage with napthalene flakes is that it
is highly flanlnlable. Sometimes, only a temporary shortage ofnapthalene
flakes can cause extensive damage in the collected and stored dry specinlens. We use local nlethods to maintain the dry collection in the absence
of napthalene flakes. This local method is to fumigate the room containing the collected specimens by using the resins of either Boslt'ellia
spp. or Con1Jniphora spp. Both these plants are widespread in lowland areas of most regions of Ethiopia and the resins can easily be collected from the wild habitat or purchased in the local markets. HoweveL
the resins should be used only occasionally and the frequent use might
result in a disadvantage. The odour of the fumigant might not be pleasant
for SOl1le individuals and nlight stay too long especially if the room is not
properly ventilated. In addition, continuous and frequent fumigation
with these resins will, in time, leave sonle of the resins attached to exposed
areas of the display or storage cases thereby attracting dust. Because
of the above disadvantages, these resins should only be used as a temponlry solution during shortages of other insecticides to properly protect
the collected specinlens in the nlUSeUl1l fronl insect pests.
SUMMARY

Despite the unique and diverse fauna of Ethiopia, a negligible
aillount of collecting has been carried out by different nlanlmalogists.
The inadequacy of the transport systenl. topographical features of the
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country, people's traditions, lack of trained nlanpower with knowledge
of the ecological areas and extant collections, shortage of space. and lack
of sufficient finances for buying proper equipment are discussed as some
of the main problems faced in starting a new c01lection. As an alternative
simple training of graduating biologists as collectors is stressed as a
nleans to cover most region~ of Ethiopia with minimal expense. The
use of powdered seed of the endod plant (Phyto/acca dodecandera) to
compensate for the shortage of chemicals for the field preparation of
sku11s is recommended. Modifications of space for the musuem depending upon the season and region, in addition to variou~ specimen preparation procedures are discussed as well. Cooperation with other governmental institutions, long range planning, and exchange of experiences
are outlined. Local methods of maintaining the specinlen collections
in the absence of naphthalene flakes i.e. the use of the resins of the
plants BoslVellia spp. or Conll11iphora spp. are introduced as alternative
insecticides.
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DISCUSSION

Q.

Whether any study has been carried out to el1sure that there )fill be
no interactioll of d(fferellt locally IHade plant-products 11'ith the speciIHens ill Ilear .Iilfllre ?

A.

So far, practically no study has been carried out. Probably future
work might reveal sonle side effects. Observations are being made
on the effect of these plant-products on the specimens.
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STARTING A NEW MAMMAL COLLECTION

G. U.

KURUP

Zoological Survey of India
Western Ghat Regional Station, Calicut-6

Study of preserved specimens of mammals as an important way of
understanding animal life has various applications. They range from
those of a study collection for a museum to those of the odd specimen
or two, or of a small collection of one or more species that is often the
by-product of some ecological or anatomical investigation of an individual
scientist. The latter category might also involve collections of broader
scope such as those made as a faunal inventory for ecological studies of a
locality, or random series of age, sex, species, comparing several localities,
or large series of a population to study individual variation. Or it may
also be done to delineate the distribution of a species or to assess the
status of a rare or endangered species, although the latter must be done
with extreme circumspection. However, many or all of these objectives
could overlap with those of museum collections. In fact, a modern
scientific collection of study specimens in a museum, if systematically
done with proper prior planning and recognition of principles, could
serve multiple functions, as mentioned above, besides taxonomic studies.
It is, therefore, the broad principles for general collecting and preservation of mammal specimens for museum, and similar organisations desiring to establish or augment large collections for faunistic studies that are
mainly dealt with here.
MUSEUM STUDY COLLECTIONS

Museum study co llections should serve at least the following main
functions (Fig. 1) :
1.
2.

To serve as a reference collection in identification of species
To facilitate taxonomical research especially in :
(a) recognition of species
(b) developing hierarchy
3. As authentic evidence for distribution of fauna
4. To extend the understanding of evolutionary mechanisms
5. To provide important body-organ parts for further morphological or anatomical el ucidation (like skulls, teeth, bacula, key internal
organs, etc.)
6. To provide exhibits.
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EXHIBITS

Fig. l.--Main functions of nluscunl collections. These enconlpass core functions of
elucidating taxonomical, evolutionary and distributional issues. Others fornl
encore or additional functions like serving as reference collection and exhibits
and for supplying organ-parts for other researches.

The first function as a reference collection, although of imn1ediate
utility and facility value, is actually the end result of serving all other
functions, and a deductive synthesis of all information gained in the
process. I n this sense, the basic functional core of museum collections
could be seen to centre around the second, third and fourth of those
Inentioned above i.e.: resolving the taxonomical, distributional and
evolutionary issues of the taxa concerned. Others are in the nature of
additional functions.
While a new nUlnlnlal collection should be planned for producing
rnaterial that ultimately serves all above functions \vith the immediate
objectives. towards these core functions.
MAMMAL COLLECTION

Mamlnal collections can be broadly considered under two categories.
Macro-species collections. 2. Micro-species collections.
AI acro-Species ('ollectioll.\'
Macro-species collections are now largely done only for nluseunl
exhibits or to 1111 the gaps in the existing collections as it involves large
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mammals whose taxonomy might be fairly well settled, and whose
populations in most of the cases are under severe biological or environmental limiting factors. However there are still some large mammal
species whose taxonomic status especially at the infra specific level, are
not yet clear. Limited collections in this respect are, therefore, still
necessary.
While planning for macro-species collecting the preliminary phase
includes:
1.

Preparation of a gazetteer of known distribution localities

2. Gazatteer-updating through questionnaires to Forest/Wildlife
Departments
3. Preparing a dossier of basic information on ecological factors
like endangered status, breeding season, pinch period, antler shedding,
etc. This would be necessary for specific purposes such as obtaining young
specimens, family group, males with good antlers in or out of velvet, ease
of collecting, etc.
4. Obtaining shooting or trapping permits, information on
closed periods or areas, and collaboration arrangements with forest
authorities.
If the purpose is to install habitat groups or diaramas, the ideal thing
is to collect enough specimens of a species reflecting its family, harem,
troop, or herd structure as the case may be. However, this is often not
possible, and if so, while an adult male and female would be the bare minimum, obtaining additionally a young, and if possible, an adolescent would
suffice for the purpose. However, it should also be borne in mind that
collecting large mammals is strictly subject to their conservation status
and objectives.

Micro-species collection
For studying collections of museums, it is the micro-species or small
mammal species that are of most importance and interest. Here the concept of series-collecting becomes val uable in meeting the Core objectives
mentioned earlier. A series-collection containing specimens representative of all populations for the entire distributional range of the species
that is also representative of the age, sex, and seasonal variation and if
collected in large numbers to reflect individual variation also, becomes
just about the most ideal series-collection of specie~ (Fig. 2). However,
this is seldom a practicable proposition, except in case of abundant
common species or those considered pests for which eradication
programmes are launched (eg. rodent pests). Development of such a
series might be possible over a length of time in the case of son1e subcommon species also, but is out of the question in rare, restricted,
or ecologically specialised forms.
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Fig. 2.-The ideal series collection. The series should ideally contain samples of each
population (A, B, C etc) of a species in the total range of its distribution
consisting of all age-sex classes and of specimens collected in all seasons in
the region of distribution. M, F, S, J, [ :-Male, female, subadult, juvenile
and infant classes.

However, for most of the small mammal species. a limited number
of specimens from each of the ecologically different areas collectively
representative of its. entire geographical range. randomly collected to
incl ude all age-sex classes and properly spaced in season would be an
adequate compromise and should serve most of the objectives. In certain
problematic cases further collecting could always be attempted according
to the facets of the problem. In museums all over the world there is a
general shift from broad purpose expeditions to those for intensive collecting of specific groups, families. or genera (Mayr, 1969). For example.
Lynes' study of the bird genus Cisticola. through collecting trips to every
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part of Africa, which not only settled problematic taxonomy of the genus
but also resulted in detailed studies of its ecology and behaviour (Lynes,
1930).
GEOGRAPHIC, GENETIC VARIATION

Taxonomists now tend to view biological classification as the ordering of populations (Mayr, 1969), and collecting, therefore, is sampling the
populations. The species problem is fundamentally a genetic problem
and the genetical question is intimately involved in many problems of
systematics such as morphogenesis, variation, isolation and the like
(Simpson, 1961). A number of recent studies bring out clearly the importance of series collecting in not only understanding taxonomical status
of a taxon but also providing much insight into evolutionary mechanism
operating in populations.
A number of rodent and shrew species are shown to be polymorphic
in their chromosome structure (Meylan, 1970 ; Ford and Hamilton, 1970),
sometimes leading to well known case of sibling or crypto species with
phenotypically unmanifest genetic differences.
Works of Semenoff and Robertson (1968) and Mc Dougall and
Lowe (1968) revealed the existence of "biochemically polymorphic species
like short-tailed vole where allelomorph frequency changed with the cycle
of population number, or of red deer populations showing frequency
change geographically from east to west. Sometimes pointers thrown out
by ecological studies could be further confirmed through series-collection.
For example, Stoddart (1970) shows that female water vole after one
reproductive season moves long distances to establish another range in
another colony in time for the next breeding, whereas the male is confined
to the original site. This indicates that a genetic variant can spread
rapidly in a population independent of environmental or geographic
factors and so also any disease in this population. Similarly house mice
in Britain tend to seggregate into a resident population in granaries and
a roamer population in the vicinity outside, each evolving different gene
frequencies, and also genetic isolation between resident demes in a region
loading to genetic differentiation through inbreeding. (Anderson, 1970 ;
Berry, 1970).
DISTRIBUTION, DISPERSAL

Distributional records provided by collections is the most authentic
source of information on the distributional range of a species both in the
past and in the present. With the general trend of shrinkage of most mammal habitats, collected specimens become invaluable evidence for the type
of populations that existed in an area from where it has since disappeared.
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In addition, exact knowledge of the distributional periphery of a species
is very important as it is at this peripheral zone that geographical isolates
and incipient new species form frequently (Mayr, 1969). It is particularly
important in case of species of uncertain status to determine their pattern
of distribution in respect of allopatry or sympatry.
In allopatric populations, collecting should be done in intervening
regions also, to look for intergradation (Mayr, 1969). Importance of data
on spatial distribution in classification of species and subspecies is shown
in more detail by Mayr (1942) and in higher taxa by Darlington (1957).
In this connection Simpson (1961) points out that data on spatial distribution not only place animals with precision in local populations but
also more broadly in a zoogeographic frame work.
Sometimes series collecting will be instrumental in understanding
the dispersal source of populations as in the case of British wood
mouse. Its various island populations while differing among themselves
in skull characters, collectively show an affinity not with the mainland
British form, but to the distant Scandinavian stock, suggesting their
direct introduction by the Vikings in the first millineum A.D. (Berry,
1970).
COLLECTION OF ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION

Mamnlal collections are also opportunities for collecting much
associated information. In keeping with the approach of mammal collecting as a sampling of the population, sampling is best done at random
and unbiased to that it would reflect the age and sex class structure of
a population. The mammal collector can also enhance the value of his
collection and field work, with film and sound recordings and observations of the behavioural ecology of the species along with samples of
associated parasites and artifacts of the aninlal itself such as nests . casts
of tracks, etc.
Breeding period is a particularly opportune time to collect information on a significant part of the behavioural repertoire of the species. A
modern mammal coJlector's field diary (Fig. 3) should contain detailed
notes on all these aspects. Both synecology and behaviour are increasingly used as tools in a comprehensive approach to taxonomical
re~earch and according to Simpson (1961) synecology is even a part of
taxonomy.
Similarly, a 111anlmal collecting trip is an unrivalled opportunity, to
procure material at a range and level for many associated histological,
anatomical, and genetical work. Sample specimens of whole bodies after
skinning could be wet-preserved and wherever not feasible owing to size.
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etc., care should be taken to preserve important internal organs in appropriate fixing and preserving chemicals.
TRAPPING

It is not intended here to go into the details of field techniques of
collecting and also preservation of animals, as there are a good number
of books already on the subject and also, no doubt, there are going to
be many contributions in this seminar itself devoted to this main subject.
However, because trapping is by far the most important field technique
in micro-species and series-collecting, principles of trapping that are relevant in the approach so far outlined above may also be briefly discussed.
As already mentioned, in most of the broad range mammal collections of a region or group, the objective should be to obtain a random
sample of the populations involved. Trapping should be designed for
this. There are two basic types of trapping: free trapping and bait-trapping. Bait-trapping introduces a problem of sample bias, as many mammal species are either trap-shy or trap-prone. The problem can be somewhat allayed by prebaiting, but not fully. As far as possible, therefore,
free baiting is to be preferred when random sampling is critical. Once
a collection is made from an area there should not be any further selective trapping to make the collection ostensible representative.
If the objective, however. is merely to collect specimens, the collector
should see that the catch may not be heavily dominated by one or two
abundant species, that will lessen the intensity of trapping less common
species. Also quicker methods of preservation may be used for common
species so that more time is available for collecting scarcer species.
A number offactors which affect trapping success have been reviewed
by Kikka\va (1964). Most important of these are the types of baits used,
physical and weather factors, structure and composition of the habitat,
availability of food, and type of traps and their deployment. Deployment
with regard to site, number of traps at points, spacing, and pattern (line
or grid) are all particularly important. As a rule, the number of traps at
each trapping point should be sufficiently high and in bait-trapping at
least about 20 %of the traps could be left empty. Intertrap distance might
vary according to habitat or species, but about 15 m could be considered
as standard for common species but random spacing is to be adopted if
the data have to be treated statistically.
NATIONAL MAMMAL SURVEY

is alnlo~t half a century since the nationwide collecting of mamInals initiated by the British Museum of Natural History contribute
]t
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so much to Indian mammalogy. Though Zoological Survey of India and
other agencies have been continuing to conduct mammal collecting in
various areas in the country, there had not been any co-ordinated nationwide mammal survey since then. The exponential expansion of human
population settlements, and other faunal decimating factors during the
last half century need no elaboration. As a class, perhaps mammals are
the most threatened and whose habitats and therefore the distributional
range shrunk enormously. There is an urgent need for collecting specimens of many species and populations before they disappear. There is
also an equal urgency to collect information on the current distribution
and status of all mammal species so that distributional maps for each of
them could be prepared as the most essential input for designing a conservation strategy. Exact distributional maps are now available only for
very few species (Kurup, 1978, 1980, for primates in S. India). Such mammal collecting and status survey should be essential components of
National Environment and Wildlife conservation strategy.

SUMMARY

A modern scientific collection of mammals in a museum, if systematically done with proper prior planning and recognition of principles
could serVe mUltiple functions besides taxonomic studies. The basic
functional core of museum collections could be seen to centre around
taxonomical research especially in recognition of species and developing
hierarchy, as authentic evidence of faunal distribution and to reveal the
evolutionary mechanism. Mammal collection falls broadly under two
categories namely, macro-species collection and micro-species collection. The former should include preparation of a gazetteer of known
localities, dossier on ecological factors like endangered status, breeding
season, pinch period, antler shedding, etc. However, collecting large
mammals is strictly subject to their conservation status and objectives.
Macro-species collection, is of importance and interest, made on seriescollection including representative of all populations of the entire distributional range with age, sex and seasonal variation data. Species
problem is fundamentally a genetic problem in relation to morphogenus
variation, isolation and the like.
Series-collection becomes invaluable evidences to determine the
past distribution of a disappeared species from the area and understanding the dispersal source. Knowledge about the distributional
periphery of a species is very important since the geographical isolates
and incipient new species emanate frequently at the peripheral zone.
Synecology and behaviour are increasingly used as tools in a comprehensive approach to taxonomy. Mammal collection procured at
range and level can be utilised for associate histological, anatomical
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and genetic works. Free-trapping is to be preferred to bait-trapping for
collection. There is urgent need for collecting selective specimens
before they disappear and to collect information for designing conservation strategy.
As an essential component of National Environment and Wildlife conservation strategy, a National Mammal Survey is proposed
to be carried out on 50 km geographical grid (roughly corresponding
to the medium-sized districts of our states), system. Proposed surveys
could be conducted by the existing regional establishments of the Zoological Survey of India.
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DISCUSSION

Q.

Can you elaborate your point "Quicker 111ethods of preservations
should be used .for conlnlon species in order to devote Inore tinle for
rare ani/nals" ?

A. In simple terms, after preparing first few specimens of a species as
study skins, the rest of the specimens caught in traps, etc. could be
wet-preserved in liquid preservatives which is a quicker method.
The time thus saved could be utilised for looking for and collecting
relatively rarer or trap-shy species.

Q.

What should be the standard sanlple-size for the 111useunl collection
of a species expressing variations at a gene level?

A. Standard number might vary according to species, their conservation
status, and objectives of collection. A minimum could be about
20 specimens of the genetical variants when statistical 'f test could
be applied. However, if mere collection is involved four specimens
from each population might suffice as far as small mammals are
concerned.
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PROBLEMS OF MAINTAINING A LARGE COLLECTION OF
MAMMALS IN A DEVELOPING NATION: NATIONAL
MUSEUM OF ZIMBABWE
ELIZABETH

M. JONES *

National Museum, P.O. Box 240, Bu/awayo, Zimbabwe
Every museum has its problems. Often the problems will be similar
to those of other museums, but are caused by different combinations
of factors. This paper will attempt to look at some of those problems,
their causes and their solutions in the National Museum, Bulawayo,
Zimbabwe.
DEALING WITH ISOLATION

Zimbabwe is a land-locked country in southern, central Africa.
Bulawayo is the second largest city in Zimbabwe (population approx.
400,000), and is some 480 km southwest of the capital city, Harare (Fig. I).
Although there is an international airport at Bulawayo, the majority of
international airlines fly directly to Harare, thus the foreign visitor must
make a further journey in order to reach Bulawayo. This means that
Bulawayo is a somewhat remote Iocationfor a major Natural History
Museum, and this isolation has contributed in many ways to the problems
experienced in the past, and will continue to contribute to problems to
be faced in the future.

A direct result of isolation is that, although the mammal collection
is significant in terms of its size and scope (Jones, 1985 ; Genoways
and Schlitter, 1981), it is seldom visited by foreign scientists. As a result
of difficulties in loaning specimens outside Zimbabwe due to both the
unreliability of the postal system and the stringent customs regulations
of numerous countries, the collections are vastly underutilised, poorly
known, and often ignored. Thus little interest (until very recently) has
been shown in the collection by the international community.
Lack of funding within the organisation in Zimbabwe has contributed to the problem of isolation as national personnel have had few
opportunities to travel during the last fifteen years, and therefore have
lacked the personal contacts with colleagues from other countries which

*Transvaal Museilln, P.O.

Box 413, Pretoria 0001, South A/rica.
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Fig. I.-Map of Africa showing location of Zinlbabwe, Harare and Bulawayo.
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are so important in the development of ideas and in keeping others informed about the collections.
This is a familiar story in many developing nations and has important
effects on the management of their collections. In order to properly
comprehend the importance of maintaining existing col1ections in as
perfect a state as possible, it is necessary for curators and their curatorial
assistants to see other museums, talk with other personnel, and in this
way obtain first-hand experience of well ordered collections. This also
permits diffusion of new ideas. In addition, it is important for curatorial
assistants to understand the nature and importance of the scientific
research which is based on the collections in their care. This understanding provides the basis for motivation to insure that colJections are
properly maintained.
These problems have been recognised by many of the major museums
in the developed world, and directors of third-world museums should be
encouraged to find out about, and to utilise the programmes offered by
these museums. It should be stressed that the programmes and internships
are not open to post-graduate students only. There are openings for
technical workers, providing opportunities for practical experience, and
often funding is available.
THE COLLECTION

The col1ection of mammals in the National Museum, Bulawayo,
is very large (above 80,000 specimens) and comprises several kinds of
collections, each with its own problems in preparation and storage.
Problems associated with the collections of large mammal hides, skeletons, and the small collection of spoor casts and scats were discussed in
a previous paper(Jones, in press). This paper will attempt to deal generally with each of the other collections, describing field techniques,
preparation techniques, and storage.

Small M anll11a/s
The collection of small mammals is divided into two sections: the
standard study skin and skull collection, and the "wet" collection. All
small rodents and insectivores are prepared as dry specimens and stored
in drawers in standard, ten drawer, wooden cabinets. The drawers
are constructed from a lightweight wood with a hardboard base. They
were lined with a thin layer of foam rubber to prevent specimens from
rolling, and to protect the specimens from direct contact with the hardboard. When foam rubber became unobtainable, blotting-paper was
substituted. A wooden bar is placed across the width of the drawer,
towards the front, to keep the skull vials in place (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2.-S1nall mammal storage showing positions of skull vials, wooden holding
bar, and study skins in each drawer.

Skull vials are standard, plastic, tablet containers with plastic lids.
Glass vials, when obtainable, are prohibitively expensive.

All new chiropteran material is stored wet in glass jars. There is
also a substantial collection of dry skins and skulls. Skins are prepared
in the standard fashion; however, due to the eVer-present threat of
insect attack, extra precautions to discourage insect activity are
taken. During the skinning process corn meal is not used, but substituted with heavy magnesium carbonate as a dusting powder. A mixture of 51b powdered borax, lib sodium silicofluoride and 4 tablespoons
purified creosote (Smithers, 1973) is used as a preservative and insecticidal powder which is rubbed into the inside surface of the cleaned
skin, and the insides of the feet and ears. The borax is a mild insecticide
and insect repellant ~ the sodium silicofluoride and creosote are both
preserving agents and insecticides. This procedure has been used for
over twenty years, and no deleterious effects have been noted either on
the specimens or in museum personnel. In addition, although there
are no figures to support this statement, the problems of insect invasion
within the collection seem to be of a smaller magnitude than In many
other collections.

Field techniques have been developed to cope with both the problems of live trapping and prevention of insect attack. Due to the unavailability of standard Sherman traps, K. M. Adams (curator of mammals, 1978) designed an efficient live trap, using locally available materials (see appendix).
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Although these traps are relatively heavy and cumbersome, and
do not collapse, they have several advantages. First, cotton waste is
placed in the back of the trap so the inmate can more easily survive a
sojurn in the trap in extreme temperatures. Both the wood and the
cotton act as insulators against heat and cold. Second, the back of the
trap is removable, which makes it both easier to see what is inside, and
to shake the animal out into a bag.
Field preparation of specimens is carried out in a slightly different
manner than preparation in the museum as a further precaution against
insect attack. Uncleaned skulls are treated with the borax/creosote/
sodium fluosilicate mixture, and napthalene is liberally introduced
into all the drying trunks containing skins. Field collections are fumigated with triple quantities of Vapona on arrival at the museum before
being allowed into the building.
Until recently, all skull and skeleton cleaning was carried out by
hand. Skulls were boiled in a solution of sodium perborate and water,
scraped clean, soaked in a saturated sol ution of sodi urn fluosilicate,
and sun dried. However, with the recent experimentation with a DerInestes colony for cleaning skull and skeletal material, the treatment
of these parts in the field has changed. Skull and skeletal material is
no longer treated with the insecticidal mixture described above, but
simply dried and kept separate from the drying skins.

Wet Collection
In 1979, a major policy decision concerning the preparation of
chiropteran material was made. It was decided that, in the future, all
chiropteran material would be stored in fluid. Although it is agreed
that working with fluid-preserved specimens is unpleasant and possibly
deleterious to the health of those working with the specimens, the material
suffers a great deal less from the distortion so obvious in dried specimens. Stored wet, nose-leaves maintain their characteristic shapes
(important in the rhinolophids which often can only be identified in
the field by their nose leaves). Lip shape in molossids is preserved.
In addition, the whole animal is preserved for various types of possible
future research. Skulls can easily be pulled from wet specimens and
masks can be worn to protect those handling the specimens.
Specimens are fixed for two weeks in 10% formalin buffered with
hexamine (Smith, 1947). They are stored in 5 % formalin buffered with
hexamine to prevent decalcification, with a drop of glycerine added to
each jar to keep membranes supple. During the 1970's, the entire wet
collection of bats was transferred from 10% formalin to a 40% solution
of Isopropanol following the successful use of this preservative in the
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National Museum's Ichthyology collection. In 1980, however, it was
discovered that the wing membranes of the chiropteran material were
becoming brittle and tearing easily, and so, gradually the specimens
are being transferred back to formalin, but at 5 %. The major part of
the national collection of Herpetological material has been stored in 5 %
formalin for at least twenty years (Broadley, pers. comm.) with no
apparent deleterious effects. Thus, it was decided to follow this example
with careful, regular monitoring of the situation.
The collections of rodents, stomach contents, reproductive organs,
and foetuses are stored in either 10% buffered formalin or 40 %
Isopropanol, both of which work well for those types of specimens.
The problem with obtaining suitable glass jars became acute in
1982 for all departments. Wide-mouth jars are difficult to find in Zimbabwe and are expensive. However, surprisingly, the problem proved
very inexpensive and quite simple to solve. An advertisement was inserted in the local newspaper, appealing to householders to donate
empty jars with lids. The response was overwhelming. One member
of the staff spent two weeks sorting jars, and we now have several years
supply.
The problem with lids, however, appears insurmountable. It is
no longer possible. in Africa at least, to purchase ball jars with glass
lids. The new jars are provided with metal lids. Metal lids of all kinds
rust rapidly, especially when in contact with formalin fumes, and often
do not seal well. Coating the inside surface of the lid and the threads
at the top of the jars with vaseline works well as a sealant, and provides
sonle protection to the metal from the corrosive effects of the preserving
liq uids. The lids. however, will require replacing in time. Bakelite lids
do not seal well, though again vaseline acts as a remarkable good sealant.
In addition, they eventually become brittle and crack or disintegrate.
Until such time as an inexpensive, tightly fitting, rust-proof, lasting lid
becomes available in the market, the museum worker must resign himself to having to inspect and replace lids from time to time.
Jars are stored on
Officer, Bulawayo, it is
jars on strong, wooden
fire situations, throwing
will burst.

wooden shelving. According to the Chief Fire
preferable to store flammable liquids in glass
shelving, as metal shelving tends to buckle in
the glass containers onto the floor where they

M ediunl-si zed M anll11a/s

MediulTI-sized mammals were prepared as standard, round skins
with skulls until storage space became a major problem. As the National
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Museum has its own tannery, which runs relatively inexpensively, it
was decided to tan medium-sized mamma] skins and store them in
standard cabinets as flat skins. This procedure applies to both incoming
specimens and old, already prepared specimens. Fresh skins are salted
with fine, dairy salt, dried, and stored until they can be incorporated
into a tanning run. Old specimens are relaxed, the stuffing is removed,
and then they are tanned very successful1y, provided the skinning was
carried out careful1y in the first place and the skins have not been damaged
by fat burn. This system, as well as alleviating the space problem, also
affords the skins a good meas ure of protection against insect attack.

INSECT CONTROL

The National Museum has not, in recent years, experienced major
problems with insect infestation in the collections. This is due to careful habits and constant monitoring of the collections.
Firstly, the chemicals used in the preparation of specimens have
contributed towards the deterrence of insect activity. Secondly, the
collections are inspected regularly; drawers are removed from cabinets,
all the specimens therein removed and carefully dusted with a paintbrush; the drawer is cleaned and the specimens replaced. This procedure is carried out whenever any member of the staff has a few moments
to spare. Napthalene was, until recently, placed as a repellant in each
cabinet on a regular basis, and any infestation discovered was dealt with
immediately, using various fumigants ranging from Gammatox to Paradichlorobenzene. All incoming specimens were fumigated prior to
introduction into the collection, and were inspected visually for signs
of insect activity.
In recent years, however, many of the fumigants and repellants
used have become either unobtainable (napthalene) or unsuitable due
to the increased knowledge of their effects on humans (Gammatox)
or the fact that the insects have built up immunities to the poisons.
A new, effective fumigant was therefore urgently required. Coopers
(Zimbabwe) and Coopers (South Africa) agreed to provide a fumigation
service for the entire museum, free of charge, using Vapona and Deltamethrin, provided they could write up the results of the exercise and
obtain some pUblicity. A good deal of research has been carried out
on the use of Vapona as a fumigant in museum collection, its effects
on the specimens and on humans. In the light of many favourable
reports, it was agreed to go ahead. The results were favourable and
an article describing the experiment will appear in Curator in due
course.
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All specimen cabinets are now fumigated regularly with vapona
strips on a rotational basis, and the entire building is fumigated twice
a year with DDVP (the active ingredient of Vapona) dissolved in carbon
dioxide and administered as an aerosol spray. The longterm
effectiveness of this system and the chemical itself, remain to be seen.
DOCUMENTATION

In the past, documentation of mammal specimens in the National
Museum was poorly carried out for a number of reasons. The reasons
will be listed here to provide examples from experience of what not to
do while developing collections.
During the 1950's and 1960's, the government departments dealing
with the control of Tsetse Fly in Zimbabwe (Southern Rhodesia) and
Zambia (Northern Rhodesia) culled many thousands of game animals.
The National Museum took the opportunity to salvage as many of the
skins and skulls of these culled animals as possible. As a result, there
was an influx of specimens into the collection so great that there was
not enough time to document all the specimens properly. Although
field registers were kept, few measurements were taken due to the volume
of material the field workers were dealing with. Geographical localities
were often lacking and specimens were either not labelled correctly or
not labelled at all.
Although this collection of mammals has been used for several
research projects, its use has been limited due to the paucity of associated data. Much of the material was never accessioned, and thus
there was no way of accounting for loss of specimens, or even of knowing the size and scope of the collection.
In addition, during the past twenty years, there has been a succession of curators of mammals, each with different ideas on work priorities and designs for documentation procedures. At one stage it was
policy not to accession specimens at all, but rather to maintain an official
listing of collectors prefixes and retain documentation by collector.
This has made it extrenlely difficult to ascertain what is in the collection,
how large it is, and most important, what is missing. In 1976, the Director
and Curator of Mamtnals decided on a policy (which should survive
each successive curator) for accessioning and documenting all mammal
specimens in a standard fashion. The need for establishing a fixed policy
for the acquisition and documentation of specimens to provide continuity cannot be stressed strongly enough. In order to avoid wastage of
valuable specimens. quality should take precedence over quantity in
collecting policy, especially in today's cliInate of conservation
awareness.
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Data acquisition, storage, and retrieval in the National Museum,
Bu)awayo, has already been covered (Wallace, 1976). The system was
developed to provide a cross-reference system to simplify data retrieval,
bearing in mind the possibility of computerisation in the future. An
example of each label and data card has been included below for
reference (Figs. 3, 4, 5).
Labels for dry specimens are manufactured from standard resistal
paper, and labels for "wet specimens" are made from syntosil paper
(Smithers, 1973). Both types of paper are available from Burnett Paper
Ltd., Beta House, Rectory Lane, Station Rd., Edgeware, Middlesex
HAS 7LG, England. Syntosil paper was developed during the second
World War to be used for Admiralty maps and charts carried at sea.
It is virtually indestructible, and a very good medium for use in labelling
"wet specimens." Resistal paper has been found to disintegrate in
Isopropanol over time, whereas syntosil has lasted well, over nearly
thirty years.

GENERAL COMMENTS-FITTING THE MUSEUM INTO SOCIETY

As can be seen from this discussion, the problems experienced in
the National Museum, Bulawayo, are problems which every museum
faces. However, in many third-world countries, the problems become
more acute due to lack of funding, isolation, and often to a lack of
properly qualified back-up staff. By publicising our institutions we
may eventually be able to attract foreign workers to our collections.
Each visitor is able to provide a fresh viewpoint, helpful criticism and
new ideas. Conferences, such as this one, are useful in that they are
held closer to the problem areas, enabling more third-world institutions
to send delegates because transport costs are more acceptable.
In Bulawayo, alleviation of some of our difficulties with funding is
found in an enthusiastically supportive public. Time and thought have
been spent on improving and maintaining our local image. The Museum
organisation is seen partly as a public resource. The Ministry of Education in Zimbabwe has provided an education officer for each museun1,
who plans school programmes and who has established a reputation as
a valuable educator. The public is encouraged to utilise the expertise
available in the museum staff to answer queries regarding the natural
world, and this service is frequently utilised. Advice is given to scholars
working on projects, school children occasionally even utilise the collections. Public relations in the form of tours for specially interested people,
or groups, is carried out by many staff members, and at all times the
director and curators are accessible.
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~~--------------------Length
Body _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

NATIONAL MUSElJMS OF ZIMBABWE
Oale _ _ _ _ Sex O_CoLNo. _ __

Length Tail _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~----------------------_______________________

Length Hindfoot _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

S~

~E~-------------Weight _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Forearm _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ :"010. _ _ __

Back

Front
Small-mammal Label

NATIONAL MUSEUMS OF ZIMBABWE

Species __________________________________
Date Collected - _ _ _ _ _ __ Sex _ _ __
Collector______________________ Col Noo _ _
Locality_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Grid Reference ____________________________
Habitat _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_______________ N.M.No. _______

Wet Specimen Label

OSTEOLOGY COLLECTION
NATIONAL MUSEUM
SPECiES .............................................................................................
N.M. No.............................................................................................

SEX ......................................................AGE ........................................
DATE ...................................................MASS .................................... .

LOCALITY ........................................................................................ ..
Belmont Printers. Byo.-98656

Skeleton Box Label
Fig.3.-Labels
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Species _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ locality·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Grid Ref_ _ _ __
tt.M No.

OATE

SEX

WEIGHT

O~AALL

LENGTH

H1NOf(l)l
EAR
TAIL
LENGTH LENGTH LENGTH

NO.OF
~CTATING
FOET.

TESTES

HABITAT

Fig. 4.-GeographicaJ Index Card.

Curators have also been involved in radio and television programmes dealing with the wildlife of Zimbabwe, which have universal
appeal and serve to boost the reputation of the Museum locally. In
addition, the public brings specimens to the museum. Road casualties,
bats and rodents trapped inside houses, and birds which have flown
into windows are handed in regularly. On several occasions, specimens
acquired in this way have provided new distribution records. This
public service is important, especially in view of stringent financial
restrictions and the attendant difficulties of embarking on field-work.
It also provides the public with a sense of contributing something
valuable to the study of their natural heritage.
A good relationship with the local press has been established.
Articles appear on issues as varied as the finding of a five legged frog,
or the discovery of a new dinosaur, to the opening of a new exhibit, or
the visit of an eminent member of the community. There is obviously
always room for improvement in public relations, however, the value
of the National Museum to the people of Bulawayo is reflected in the
overwhelming response to the appeal for empty jars. The involvement
of major industrial companies, as in the fumigation exercise, also reflects
the positive attitude that the people of Zimbabwe have towards their
museums.

COlLNO.
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MAMMALS

N.M. No •........................................
SPECIES ..................... ...... ................................... Q.V.M. No. .................................. .

U.M. No ..................................... .

SEX ............................... .

ALTITUDE ........................... .

DATE ........................... .

LOCALITY ..........................................................................................................................

GRID REF or BEARING ........................................ _.................................................... .
COLLECTOR ............................... ....... .......... COLL. No ........................................... ..
MEASUREMENTS:

Over~1I

............................ mm. Tall .................................... mm.
Hlndfoot .......................... mm. Ear ..................................... mm .
.................... mm.
............................... mm.

WEIGHT .................... Ibs. .. ..................

OZS.,

or ........................,.... ............ gms.

REPRODUCTIVE STATUS: MAMMAE Wet/Dry
Number .FO.ETUS .................. ,........ .
Position FOETUS... .......... ......... ...... R. ....................... L.
HABITAT ............................................................................................................ " ......... .
•• •••••••••••• I I ••••••• I I ••••••••••••• ,

••••••

</., .••• , •• -, ••.••••.•••••••••...••....•...••.•.••••••..•••••••...•..• , ...•..••....••

I

••

'

••

STOMACH CONTENTS ..............................................................................................
............................................................................................................................ ..... , ............ .
.... 4 ••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

NOTES .......................................................................................... :..................................... .
............................................................................................................................. .................. .
..............................................................................................................................................
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • ••• •••• 0. 0 . · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 · ' • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • •

TESTES: Abdominal/Scrotal
TESTES: Weight ............................. ,............................................................................. .
POSITION MAMMAE ............................................................................................. '" ..... .
FOETAL
{crown/rump .......................................................................... mm.
MEASUREMENTS Hlndfoot .................................................................................. mm.
Weight .......................................................................................... .

TEETH

I I I I I I I I: I I I I

MAROON

Fig. 5.-Standard Manllnal Fornl.
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CONCLUSION

The problems of maintaining a large collection of mammals in a
developing nation are, as can be seen, difficult and varied, but they are
not insurmountable. Basically, what is required to deal with the problems
is common-sense and a little ingenuity. It is very important to maintain
communication with other museums, ensuring a flow of new ideas and
realising mutual support, even if that support is only ideological. In
addition, it is important for back-up curatorial staff to be provided with a
sound understanding of what collections and collection management is
all about, in order to ensure that staff has sufficient motivation to carry
out their tasks effectively.
The collection of mammals in Bulawayo, Zimbabwe, is large, varied,
and provides a vast, untapped resource of material for those studying
the south-central African fauna. It is hoped that this article will serve
to make it better known, and to attract workers to utilise the collection
fully.
SUMMARY

The collection of Mammals in the National Museum, Bulawayo,
Zimbabwe, comprises over 80,000 specimens. However, although it is a
significant collection in terms of size and scope, it is underutilised due
to its remote situation and the difficulties involved in international loans,
the postal system and customs regulations.
Several aspects of the mammal collection housed in the National
Museum have been dealt withinprevious contributions, namely, the problems associated with the osteological collection, the large mammal hides,
the collection of spoor casts and scats, and documentation procedures.
This paper discusses the preparation and storage of small mammals and
medium-sized mammals; insect control; the problems experienced in
the past with documentation due to overloading of staff and lack of continuity in documentation procedures; and finally the way in which the
museum supplies a service in exchange for contributions and support
from the local population, including industry.
In describing the small mammal collection, it is postulated that preparation of skins using heavy magnesi urn carbonate rather than cornmeal as a dusting powder, and treating the skins with a borax and creosote
oil mixture, contributes to the prevention of insect attack. Careful field
methods also protect specimens from contamination. All chiropteran
material is stored wet in a 5 %solution of formalin buffered with hexamine, and jars are sealed with vaseline. Jars are placed on wooden shelves
rather than metal ones to decrease the risk of damage by fire.
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DISCUSSION
Q.

All oj' your chiropteran specimens are now kept in fluid. After a
period o.l tinle, however, the skull-bones might be altered in shape
and size. As skulls are conl111only used by systenlatists, this alteration can affect the results of a systematic analysis. Would it not be
better to renlove all skulls when the specimens are collected?

A.

Yes it would be better. We do, however, make every attempt to
neutralise the formalin sol ution in which the material is stored.

Q.

Are you recording all details o.l tanning procedures for each tanned
specilnen ? This would be inlportant in time in order to evaluate
long-ternl effects oj' tanning. Please elaborate.

A.

Yes. We use a modified form based on the one used at Carnegie
Museum.

Q.

What is your suggestion to reduce the possible HFatburn" during
preparation 0.1' skins?

A.

Careful original preparation of material, e.g., scraping all fat
off the skin before stuffing. Also one can wash the skin in soft
soap before stuffing.
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Q.

What are the advantages of having centralised national reference
collections in developing nations? Are there other collections of
mammals in Zimbabwe other than your collection ?

A.

Centralised reference collections supply a basis for present and
future research of all kinds, both within and outside the country.
In addition, the research which is based on collections forms an
important educational reservoir for both specialist and layman alike.
I am unware of any other significant or usable collection of
mammals in Zimbabwe.
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APPENDIX
Wire pivots
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Appendix : Fig. I.-Generalised diagram of live trap.

a) Trap set

b) Trap sprung
Appendix: Fig. 2.--Principles on which live trap works.
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Cotton waste
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Sides of trap
(8nnn hardboard)
Heavy duty steel wire
bent and inserted
through small hole
drilled through side
of trap.

. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Appendix : Fig. 3.-Method of insertion of wire levers.

Design of Live Trap

Length:

290mm

Breadth:

lOOmm

Depth:

95nnn

Materials:

8mm hardboard
sheet iron for trapdoor, back and pivot plate
heavy-duty steel wire
Appendix : Fig. 4.--Specifications of live trap.
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TECHNIQUES USED IN THE THAI NATIONAL
REFERENCE COLLECTION OF MAMMALS
SONGSAKDI YENBUTRA

Thailand Institute of Scientific and Technological Research, Bangkok
INTRODUCTION

The Centre for Thai National Reference Collection (CTNRC) of
the Applied Scientific Research Corporation of Thailand began its colJection in 1966, intending to build up a collection for a national museum
and for reference purposes. It is now the collection of the Ecological
Research Division, Thailand Institute of Scientific and Technological
Research (TISTR), and is the biggest collection of mammals in Thailand
with over 9,000 specimens and 7 holotypes. Most of the specimens are
prepared as conventional skin specimens. Only bats are preserved as
whole bodies in 70 percent alcohol.
ACQUISITION AND PREPARATION OF MATERIAL

The first phase of developing a mammal collection is the acquisition
of the material for the collection. There are only three sources of acquisition of materials in our collection-donations, exchanges, and institutional staff.

Donations: The material derived from this source is about 10 percent
of all the specimens in the collection and most of these were received from
the SEATO LAB collection and Boonsong's collection.
Exchanges: Only about two percent of the collection resulted fron1
exchanges, and most of these specimens are from Southeast Asia.
Institutional staff' This is a major source of material with nearly
90 percent of all the specimens in the collection resulting from collecting
by the staff. Most of these specimens are a by-prod uct of ecological research carried out in the Division.
Preparation procedures have been established for preparing specimens in the field by institutional staff, as follows

Field catalogue.-The field catalogue is a written record of all
specimens that are collected and preserved in any manner It is divided
into four separate books, one for each geographic region of ThailandC (central part), N (northern part), S (southern part), and E (eastern
part). Each specimen is assigned a field number that begins with the letter
C, N, S, or E. This letter is followed by the official code for the abbreviation of the province and then the next running nunlber from the
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Fig. I.-Field notebook for collection for the northern part of Thailand.
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appropriate regional field book. After that, the scientific name,
locality, collector, and date of collection should be noted in the fieJd
catalogue book (Fig. 1).

2. Measurements, lveight and sex.-Mammal specimens should
be measured and weighed prior to preparation. The measurements are
listed in the following order: 1) head and body length (HB) from tip of
nose to anus, 2) tail length (T) from anus to the tip of tail bone, 3) hind
foot length (HF) from heel to most distant claw tip, 4) ear length (E) from
base of notch to the uppermost margin of the pinna, and, in bats, 5) tragus
height (Tr) from base to tip, 6) forearm length (FA) from the outside of
the wrist to the outside of the elbow with the wing folded, and 7) weight
(W). The measurements are taken in millimetres and the weight is recorded in grams. The sex should be recorded using the symbols <3 for male
and ? for female. Use a question mark (?) if the sex cannot be
determined.
3. Specimen labels.-For each specimen recorded in the field
catalogue, a corresponding data tag should be attached to the specimen
(DeBiase and Martin, 1974). Labels or tags that we use for study skins
are about 82.5 mm by 82.5 mm (Fig. 2) and all of the data from the field
catalogue should be recorded on the study skin tags in permanent ink:
field catalogue number, sex, locality, date of collection, name of collector, measurements, weight and scientific name of the specimen. Labels
or tags for skulls and field-preserved specimens are only a small piece
of resistant paper which have only the collector's name, field catalogue
number, and sex of the specimen recorded on them.

71.,/t14$ rertrus
THAI

NATIONAL

Field No. HeM 1.

REFERENCE

COLLECTION

Date /'~II"-1Collector

S Y

Fig. 2.-Field specimen label used by the Thai National Reference CoJlection.

4. Specimen preparation and preservation.-The specimen should
be skinned as soon as possible after death (Anderson, ) 960; Miller,) 899).
If the weather is hot, the viscera should be removed from the specimen
immediately, and the abdominal cavity filled with cotton or toilet paper
Therefore, specimens that are trapped alive should be kept alive until
the collector is ready to skin them. Killing is done in a polythene bag
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with a few drops of chloroform. This also serves to kill ectoparasites
which can then be collected in tubes in 70 percent alcohol (one tube per
mammalian host).

Skinning.-Place the specimen on its back, make a small incision
in the skin of the abdominal region, and remove the skin, leaving the carpals, tarsals, and phalanges in position in the skin. Trim the flesh from
the leg-bones and remove any remaining flesh, fat, or glandular tissue
from the skin. Check the fur for dirt or blood. If the skin is dirty with
blood or grease, remove this by washing the skin in soapy water. After
this step, the skin of the specimen can be kept in 70 percent alcohol as
long as necessary until the collector has time to mount it. This technique
is important when there are a lot of specimens to work with or when the
specimen won't dry well in the field, such as in the rainy season. The
specimen can be taken back in 70 percent alcohol and mounted in the
institute.
4.1

4.2. Mounting.-Rub powdered borax over the entire skin, fill the
skin with cotton wool, close the incision; for medium-sized mammals,
the pawpad should be injected with 10 percent formalin. Tie the label
above the ankle of the right hind foot, and place the specimen belly side
down on a piece of cardboard for drying but not directly in the sunlight.
Aerosol insecticide (Dichlorvos 1 ~~ + Plifenate 2 O~) can be sprayed to
prevent insects such as flies and ants. Flies will lay eggs on the fur and
ants will eat some part of the skin such as ears, etc.
4.3. Skull preparatioll.-Remove the skull from the carcass by
disjointing carefully at the neck. Cut off only the large muscle and remove
nothing but eyes, tongue, and brain by injecting some water through the
foramen magnum with a syringe. The water will push the brain out from
the braincase. Tie the skull label and hang up to dry. If there is no time
to dry the skulls, they may be preserved in 70 percent alcohol. The cleaning of the skulls is usually done in the institute using dermestid beetles.
The skulls that are preserved in alcohol should be washed and dried first
before using the beetles to clean them.
Fluid prcservation.-In certain mammals, such as bats, the
form of the ears, nose, and wing tnembranes are important for identification. Therefore, a taxonomic collection of bats should always include
some wet specimens in addition to dry skins and skulls. The specimens
should have an incision in the wall of the abdomen and are preserved in
70 percent ethyl alcohol.
4.4.

PROCESSING, STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE OF MATERIAL

Cata!oguing.-Cataloguing procedures include a sequence of
identifying . nUlnbering, and recording events for each specimen of an
acquisition (Willi,tms et al .. 1977). Identification of individual specimens
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is the first phase of cataloguing for the collection, and all identifications
are based on the most recent classifications occurring in the literature.
Usually our identification process will start after the skull of the specimen
has been cleaned. After the specimen has been identified, the catalogue
number will be assigned to the specimen.
The catalogue number or specimen number for the mamnlal specimens in our collection start with the code number 54-, and follow with
the number in sequence from one. The specimen number, original
number or field number, date of collection, collector, locality, scientific
name, name of determinator and date of entry should be recorded on
the catalogue specimen label (Fig. 3) for each specimen. After that,
everything will be recorded again in the catalogue book in the sequence
of the running number (Fig. 4). Over the last three years, we tried to make
a card catalogue entry for each specimen (one specimen corresponding
with one card in the file). Data recorded on these cards are scientific
name, catalogue number, locality, collecting date, biological comments,
mode of preservation, collector, and all the measurements (skins and
skulls) (Fig. 5).

2. Storage.-The specimen with the catalogue label should be
matched with the skull which has the same catalogue number written
on it. Make sure that the specimen is completely dry and that there
are no signs of insect infestation in the skin and skull. If there are some
signs of infestation, put the skin and skull in a polythene bag with few
drops of chloroform. Glass vials are used for storing the skulls of
small mammals and are kept together with the skins on paper trays.
Put the trays in the drawers of an air-tight cabinet. Two or three
naphthalene balls should be put in one drawer. Plastic vials cannot be
used as they can be melted by naphthalene.
Specimens preserved in alcohol should be stored in wide-mouth jars
with rubber washers and glass lids held firmly in place by wire bails. These
should be stored on metal shelving in a dark room because alcoholic
speCImens are sensitive to sunlight.
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3. Maintenance.-Our collection of mammals is small and the
maintenance cost is very low. Usually we try to avoid most maintenance
problems by preventive measures. The specimens must be prepared as
carefully as possible before being placed in the collection. The collection
will be checked for pests and dust every month. The only pests that cause
damage to our collection are beetles. If they are found, the specimens
will be put into plastic bags with a few drops of chloroform. The entire
collection is dusted once a year For fluid-preserved specimens, a regular
inspection schedule should be established once a month to ensure that the
specimens are covered by the preservative (70 percent alcohol).

THE USES OF COLLECTION

There are only a few collections of mammals in Thailand and CTNRC
is the biggest one. As such, it serves all of the scientists and students in
Thailand who want to work with mammal specimens. Usually the CTNRC doesn't permit the loan of specimens out of the collection, but any
person can come to use the collection during working hours. Only a person who has a letter of recommendation from a university, institute, or
museum can borrow specimens from the collection.

NATIONAL LEGISLATION

The most important law in Thailand concerning collecting of material
is the Wild Animals Preservation and Protection Act (Lekagul and
McNeely, 1977). This Act became law on January I, 1961. It is designed
to control hunting ~ establish hunting seasons ~ prohibit the hunting, capture, or trade of certain rare species ~ limit the species and numbers which
can be kept in captivity' enable reserves to be established for the purpose of conserving wildlife; and establish a Wildlife Advisory Committee
to determine closed seasons, establish reserves, place species in the various
protected categories, and advise on rules and conditions concerning permission to hunt and trade in wild animals.
Species affected by the Act are placed in two categories-Reserved
and Protected. Reserved species are considered extremely rare and endangered and cannot be hunted, collected, or kept in captivity except
under very special cond it ions. Some are already extinct or nearly so
(Table I).
The Protected species are not in immediate danger of becoming extinct, but require regulation to prevent their populations from becoming
dangerously depleted. Protected species are placed on two schedules.
Sched ule I anlnlals (Table 2) are those which are not usually hunted for
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meat and their hunting, capture, or keeping in captivity are allowed only
under license. Schedule 2 animals are the game species which have historically been hunted for meat or sport (Table 3). Hunting of these species
is allowed under license by appointed officials.
The act is enforced by the Wildlife Conservation Division of the
Forest Department, police officials, forest police officials, provincial
governors, and chief district officers. Those convicted of breaking the
hunting law are subject to one year imprisonment and a fine not exceeding
10,000 baht ($500 US).

SUMMARY

There are only a few collections of mammals in Thailand. The Thai
National Reference Collection now is the collection of Ecological
Research Division, Thailand Institute of Scientific and Technological
Research (TISTR), and is the largest collection of mammals in Thailand
with the 9000 specimens and 7 holotypes. The techniques that are used
to manage the collection usually follow the techniques of the national
natural history museums in the United States and European countries,
but our own techniques for acquisition, preparation processing, storage
maintenance, the uses of collection and national legislation are described
in detail.
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Table 1
Reserved species

1. Rhinoceros sondaicus 2. Dicerorhinus sumatrensis 3. Cervus eldi 4.
Cervus schomburgki 5. Cervus porcinus 6. Bubalus bubalis 7. Bos sauveli
8. Capricornis sumatraensis 9. Naemorhedus goral

Table 2
Schedule 1 : Protected species

Cynocephalus variegatus 2. Primates (all) 3. Manis (both) 4. Hylopetes
(all) 5. Petaurista (all) 6. Ratufa (both) 7. Atherurus macrourus 8. Hystrix
brachyura 9. Mustela (all) 10. Martes flavigula 11. Arctonyx col/aris 12.
Melogale personata 13. Lutrinae (aU) 14. Viverricula malaccensis 15. Viverra
(both) 16. Prionodon (both) 17. Arctictis binturong 18. Hemigalus derbyanus 19. Cynogale benetti 20. Felinae (all) 21. Elephas maximus 22. Tapirus
indicus

Table 3
Schedule 2 : Protected species

Selenarctos thibetanus 2. Helarctos malayanus 3. Panthera tigris 4. Panthera pardus 5. Tragulus (both) 6. Muntiacus muntjak 7. Cervus unicolor
8. Bos gaurus 9. Bos javanicus

DISCUSSION

Q.

What is the temperature in the oven where you dry your specimens?

A.

Between 50° and 60 0

c.
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CAPTURE OF MAMMALS BY TRAPS FOR STUDY PURPOSE

R. K.

GHOSE AND

V C.

AGRAWAL

Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta

INTRODUCTION

Various types of firearms are now in use for sports, game-hunting,
and collecting of animals for research and museum exhibit purposes.
But the collecting of animals with a firearm is a matter of chance. First,
because majority of the mammal species are nocturnal and second
the tropical forests of our country are unpenetrable to vision due to
thick undergrowth. Therefore, the sighting of an animal is very difficult.
As such we depend mainly on mechanical methods like trapping, netting,
etc., some of which though not very effective yet reduce the chances of
damage to specimens, particularly their skulls.
The traps used in India come broadly under two categories, namely,
dead fall traps and live traps. In addition to these, some traps and
snares which are made indigenously, are being used by aboriginals
for sports, game-hunting, etc. However, minor modifications in one
or the other type of the commercial or aboriginal traps are not uncommon.
Various designs of traps have been suggested by Bourke (1925), Venkitasubban (1948), Kirkpatrik (1955), Abraham (1958), Naider (1962),
Batra (1969), Fitzwater (1969), Barbehenn (1969), Agrawal (1981),
etc. However, some traps and snares widely used in India are dealt
with in this paper. The success in a trapping operation is achieved
by the use of right kind of trap, its mechanical condition, proper setting,
suitable bait, etc. Hence, these factors have also been briefly touched.
DESCRIPTION OF TRAPS

Dead Fall Traps

Tanjore bamboo trap
This consists of three pieces of bamboo tied in the form of a triangle.
One of the three bamboo-pieces is longer than the other two and works
as a stake of the trap. One end of a bow string is tied with the upper
end of the stake. The opposite end of the bow is then fixed with a long
stick, which works as a lever. The side of the lever pole is then tied at
the junction of the horizontal ~V' of the triangle. The lever pole works
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by a loop to which the bait is set. The bow of the trap is kept at high

tension and the trap is fixed to the pUddle. The bait, generally of paddy,
is placed beneath the horizontally placed arm of the triangle, close to
the ground. On either side of the straw, puffed rice is kept for enticing

d

Fig. I.-Sketch of some dead fall traps. a, Tanjore bamboo trap; b, Tanjore
bamboo trap in set position; c, Tanjore bamboo trap with catch;
d, Urang rat trap; e, Panther trap.
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the animal. The animal while eating, disturbs the set position of the
trap. The bow straightens and the animal is caught at the neck. This
trap is generally used for catching small animals like rats, hares, etc.
(Figs. I a, b, c).

Urang rat trap
It consists of a hollow bamboo in which an entrance hole is made
at one end. A small bow (called 'Tuti') holding a blunt headed arrow
is fixed to the open end of the bamboo and the bow-string is pulled
tight by a bamboo splinter, wedged against a node inside the bamboo.
The bait is fixed to one end of the splinter, the other end of which is set
on the bow-string. An animal which touches the splinter in quest of
food dislodges it. The arrow, being released automatically, kills the
animal (Fig. I d).

Bow and arrow trap
Panther trap: In this trap a bow i~ tied to two small 'Y~ stakes,
facing the narrow opening of a fence through which the animal enters.
Another ~Y' stake is planted in front of the bow. A piece of bamboo,
rounded at one end and notched on the other, is taken. While the notch
is fixed against the anterior 'V' stake, the rounded end holds the bowstring backwards. The anterior end of the bamboo is then tied with a
small wooden plank, placed in the open gateway. An arrow is set facing
the gate. The whole trap is set with great care. The bow is so set that
the arrow flies diagonally upwards. A leopard trying to enter through
the opening of the fence, steps on the wooden plank and immediately
releases the arrow, which strikes the animal in the chest or head, and
kills it. This is a trap which is usually used by Urangs in southern Bihar
and northern Orissa to save their cattle from panther-attack. It can
also be used in the forest by setting a "kill" inside the fence (Fig. I e).
Tiger trap : Three large bows, capable of propelling arrows (120 to
150 cm in length) carrying barbed head of iron (22 to 25 cm long) are
taken. These bows are set in a triangle around a kill. Then each bow
is set for firing with a trip-string. The bows are so aligned that the arrow ~
which travels with considerable velocity on release, fly about 50 cm
above the level of the ground. At a reasonable distance around this
setting, a life saving thread, called the 'Dharamsuta', is set at chestheight above the ground, to warn human-beings about the setting of
this trap. A carnivore on its way to the 'kill' touches the trip-strings,
which releases the arrow, either causing a mortal wound on the animal
or killing it instantly. This trap is, however, very effective for gun-shy
animals, which do not usually return to the kill after taking the first
meal from it during prebaiting (Figs. 2 a, b).
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Breakneck or break back trap

These are the most commonly used traps having spring operated
devices, used mostly in catching animals of the size of rats, shrews, etc.
In this type, the trapping arrangement is so sensitive that it kills the
animal instantly, as soon as the latter touches the bait-pan. However,
in the breakneck type of trap, the occipital region of the animal's skull
is very often damaged, making it unsuitable for scientific study. These
traps are suitable for field rodents (Figs. 2 c, d).

Live-Traps
Multiple catch trap
Wonder trap: This trap has a counter-balanced entrance. In this
type, when an animal enters the trap, its weight makes it fall into the
cage below. The counter balance on the trap-door brings it back into
place. This trap takes more than one animal at a setting and is suitable
for commensal forms like house-rats, shrews, etc. (Fig. 3 b).
Single catch traps
Remote-triggered-door trap: Examples of this type of traps are :
Wooden trap, Jananese wire trap, Sherman trap, Weasel trap, etc. These
traps work by upsetting a delicate balance, when the bait-stick is disturbed by touching. Although such traps hardly catch more than one
animal at a setting, these are more effective than the mUltiple catch trap
for field-rodents (Fig. 3).
Pit-traps This is a steep-dug trench or hole into which an animal
falls. Such type of traps with local modifications in devices, are still used
in India largely for big animals like elephants, but also for smaller ones.
The catching of elephants in 'pit-traps' is commonly known as "Khedda
Operation" and is practiced in some parts of India like Karnataka, Orissa,
Assam and Bihar. In this method the elephant is driven and made to
fall in a pit loosely covered with twigs and branches of trees. It is
then caught, starved to make it weak, and then tamed. In pig-trap,
a field is fenced and a few gaps are left in the fencing to allow
the pigs to visit the field regularly. These gaps are then alternately
closed for a few days, keeping the others open. In the temporarily closed
gaps, a 'V' shaped ditch about 120 cm deep, is dug in each gap. The
upper loy' section of the ditch is about 60 cm across. The ditch is loosely
covered with branches of trees, twigs and earth. These gaps are now
opened. The pig walking over this false setting, falls in the ditch with
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its body wedged into the upper 'V' and the legs dangling in the narrow
section, without touching the bottom (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4.-Sketch of a pit-trap with catch of a pig, shown from tail end.

Snare traps: This trap is used mainly for catching wild cat, fox,
hare, etc., and sometimes is operated over the burrow openings of
rodents. Generally, for catching foxes and wild cats, a shallow hollow,
12 to 15 cm deep, is dug and a stake is fixed in the centre. A noose
made up of string, of about 60 cm circumference, is set around it, and
its other end is tied to a bamboo or a splint over head at about 3-3.5 m
above the ground. A second string attached to the stake is tied with
the string of the noose in such a manner that the bamboo or the sapling
bends over it in the form of a spring. The bait (meat or intestine of animal
is tied to the stake. The jungle cat, fox or any other predator, which
comes to dislodge the bait, loosens the stake and the bamboo flies back
to its normal position. Consequently, the anim'al is noosed around
the neck or chest. For catching hares, no pit is made but the bait,
such as grain, rice, etc., is sprinkled in the centre of the noose (Fig. 5).
Net-traps: Many of us are acquainted with the nylon Hmist net"
which is used for catching bats, either near their roosts or in their feed ing
area. While "mist net" is a recent introduction in India, net-traps of
various sizes and shapes have been used throughout the country since
long. Many of these are set on the ground among the bushes or on the
trees, for catching hares and monkeys respectively.

The practice of catching langurs with nets is prevalent in nlany
parts of the central and eastern India. For catching langurs alive, the
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Fig. 5.-Sketch of a snare trap in set position.

regular movement route of these animals are watched. Afterwards, a
selected branch of a tree is carefully cut on the underside so that the
proximal portion of it loosely hangs by a very small connection on the
upper side. Then bag-like nets woven with creepers are hung beneath
the cut branches. Monkeys approaching these branches are disturbed
by noise created by the people awaiting at a distance. Some of the
monkeys.. while making quick movements, break the cut branches by
their own weight., slip down and are trapped in the bag-nets.

Hare trap I n this trap a long low barrier is erected in the shape
of a large "V~ using the cut branches of trees. At the apex of the ~V' and
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at intervals between the arms, some gaps are left. These gaps are covered
with loose nets, the ends of which are pegged to the ground. When the
animals like hares are disturbed in the forest by the trappers, they run
in panic through the arms of the 'V' and are immediately caught in the
net-traps.
Glue-trap: The animals get entangled in some sticky substances,
like the bird-lime, and are caught alive. Although this method is chiefly
used for catching birds, it is equally effective for small and large-sized
mammals. This method is prevalent in Madhya Pradesh.

In practice, the tracks of the animals are covered with large leaves
(preferably dried ones), smeared thoroughly with bird-lime made from
Pipul tree-latex and mustard oil. The animal, which may even be of the
size of a tiger, walking through that path, puts its feet on the leaves,
which adhere to it. As the animal tries to shake off the leaves, it collects
more of them on the feet and legs. It then tries to lick the leaves off, but
still more adhere to its mouth, head, and ultimately the eyes. The animal
starts roaring out of fear and rolls on the leaves. The trappers, waiting
nearby, catch the animal with nets or kill it with arrows.

FACTORS RELATED TO TRAPPING

Setting of traps

Animals are trapped either for some specific study or to know the
faunal composition of an area. Different strategies are adopted for
the same.
To kno\\' the faunal composition of an area, especially of small
mammals, a suitable area in each of the different habitat-types such as
cultivated field, waste land, pastures, orchards, hillocks, river or nullahsides, caves, etc., is selected. Traps are set at an interval of 7-10 m
throughout the area. For studying the population of rodents, these are
set in a rectangular grid-pattern, as it ensures easy calculation of the
size of home-range, etc. When the place is irregular, no geometrical
system is followed and the traps are scattered evenly over the area.
The task of setting the traps is a bit difficult, if a particular species
of animal is to be collected. It requires a good deal of experience and
knowledge of the habits and habitat of the animal to be caught. At the
onset, the approximate place of visit of the animal or its track is carefully watched for a number of days. If the animal is highly secretive
or nocturnal, presence of their pug-marks, scats, etc., help in finding the
areas of its visit. Burrow openings, heaps of fresh mud, shallow sitting
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places devoid of grass, tracks in the grass-field, etc., are indicative of the
presence of burrowing rodents, moles, lagomorphs, etc.
Traps are set along the track of the animal. For trapping fossorial
animals, it is set a little away from the burrow-openings. Breakneck
traps are generally placed perpendicula r to the track of the animal and
live-traps are placed parallel to the track but slightly away from it.
For trapping arboreal animals, the traps are tied on the trunk of the
tree with a piece of wire or nailed so that it may not fall down.
For trapping field rodents, insectivores, and lagomorphs, Japanese
wire traps, wooden traps, Sherman traps, breakneck traps, snares, etc.,
are more effective. These are sometimes camouflaged with a layer of
mud or smeared with manure. Care is also taken that the trap is firmly
set on the ground to prevent any wriggling, when the animal is about to
enter it. The base of the breakneck trap is kept in level with the ground.
It is tied to a nearby bush to prevent its loss. For indoor-animals like
the house-rat or mice, wonder traps serve the best purpose.
Second important factor is the size. The traps should not be either
too big or too small in size as compared to the size of the animal to be
caught. A Sherman trap is too small for a large-sized bandicoot-rat or a
hare. Similarly, a Japanese wire trap is too large for a mouse. Even if
the latter is caught, it may escape through the wire-mesh.

Smell in traps

There is a popular belief in lndia that once a rat is caught in
a trap, it should be washed before resetting. Animals, no doubt, have
the ability to perceive the odour of its own kind, but the odour of the
animal or its faeces and urine tends to attract other animals of its kind.
Hence, the trap in which a particular species has been caught should
not be washed before reuse. However, if an animal like a shrew, which
has an obnoxious odour, is caught, it is better to wash the trap before it
is set for catching rodents .

.NUl11ber of traps and duration

Better results in trapping are always achieved by setting as many
traps as possible. The actual number depends on the size of the area,
mininlum hOlne-range of the species, nunlber of tracks, etc. Traps are
generally set at a place for a reasonable time, say 3-4 days, after which
these are shifted to a new place.
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Bait

Bait is considered to be an important factor in trapping success.
The baits given should be fresh. The use of some aromatic substance
like peanut-butter or mustard oil gives better results. Use of some exotic
food as bait attracts the animal. Besides giving the bulk of the bait
inside the trap, a little is sprinkled all around it. Some of the commonly
used baits are nut, cheese, bread, peanut butter, fried pakora, roasted
dry fish, intestine of dead animals, meat, pressed rice mixed with peanutbutter, etc~
Mechanical condition and check ing

One of the most important factors in trapping is the mechanical
condition of the trap. Before setting a trap, its working condition and
sensitiveness should be checked. The spring should not be too tight or
too loose.
After setting the trap, it is necessary to check it at regular intervals
as precaution against heat or cold, predation or mishandling. However, for diurnal animals, traps are set in the early morning and checked
at least in the morning, forenoon, and evening. For nocturnal animals,
these are set in the afternoon and are checked in the evening, midnight
and early morning.
SUMMARY

The collecting of mammal specimens with firearms is easy when the
animal is visible and within the shooting range. However, the sighting
of an animal in dense tropical forests is a matter of chance and luck,
specially when the majority of mammalian species are nocturna1. For
collecting purpose, therefore, we depend on mechanical method s like
trapping, netting, etc., which also reduce the chances of damage to
specimens, particularly their skull. In this paper, an account of various
traps used in India is given. A1so, factors related to the successful capture
of animals with these traps have been briefly discussed.
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DISCUSSION
Q.

Can you prow'de the names and addresses of Inanufacturers or distributors for the renzote-triggered door traps and break back traps
described in your paper ?

A.

We shall provide you the names of the firms dealing with them
separately. However, these traps are readily available in the Calcutta
market.

Q.

Instead of giving description of the traps and success only, won't
you think that it will be helpful to the participants if you illustrate
those traps in your paper ?

A.

The figures will be included In the proceedings of the workshop.
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MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS IN OLD HISTORICALLY
SIGNIFICANT COLLECTIONS: ZOOLOGICAL
SURVEY OF INDIA
K. C.

JAYARAM

Zoological Survey oj India, Calcutta

INTRODUCTION

The zoological collections of the Zoological Survey of India date
back from the days of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, which was founded
in the year 1784 by Sir William Jones. Scientists of the present generation and of the future owe a deep indebtedness to these pioneers who
thought fit to acquire, study, and preserve the valuable animal wealth
of the then British India. Many of them were not professional zoologists
or taxonomists for that matter like us, but took to natural history more
as a hobby and out of inquisitiveness. In common with some of the
other collections in the Zoological Survey of India, the Mammal collection is also one of the historically old collections of the world. Some of
the specimens are more than 150 years old.
Mammal collections were made by such veterans in the 19th century
as V Ball, W.T Blanford, H. H. Godwin-Austen, B. H. Hodgson, J.
Scully, F. Stoliczka, R. Swinhoe, W. Theobald, S. R. Tickell, R. C.
Tytler, J. Wood-Mason, etc. These learned men toured the length and
breadth of India, Burma, the present Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Pakistan
and even beyond as far as Yunnan. The mammal co11ections diligently
made by them were presented to the Asiatic Society of Bengal who in
turn donated them to the Indian Museum. The Zoological Survey of
India on being established on the I st July 1916 by an act of the Government of India, inherited all these collections. These collections together
with those procured by the Zoological Survey of India by actual collecting in the field, are now called the National Zoological Collections
of India.

AREAS OF COLLECTIONS

As stated earlier the acquisitions in the Zoological Survey of India
range geographically from not only the lnain Indian peninsula, but also
from adjacent countries. This was nlainly possible because of the different expeditions which were organised for some political reason or whatsoever. Thus the First and Second Yunnan Expeditions in the year
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1868 and 1875 under the leadership of Dr. J. Anderson brought a wealth
of mammals from that area. Similarly the Persian Boundary Commission
(1870-1872) made valuable collections from the Pamirs and Central
Asia. The Yarkand Mission (1873-74) explored the Central Asian
areas of Afghanistan and Kashmir and brought back valuable material.
The Dafla expedition to the present Arunachal Pradesh (1874-75) worked
in difficult terrain to collect material. In the present century, collections
made by the officers and staff of the Zoological Survey of India are
noteworthy. Thus the Chilka Lake Survey for Mammals in 1914 yielded
much additional material. The Survey of Siju caves in Meghalaya in
1922 added some small mammals, specially bats. During the Second
World War, Dr. M. L. Roonwal who was especially recruited to become
a mammalogist of the department was seconded as a Major to work
in the Eastern front notably in Manipur and adjacent areas of Burma.
He was sent mainly to check and find out the cause of Scrub-typhus
infection and the carrier believed to be a rodent specially of the genus
Rattlls. During the course of this assignment in 1945, Dr. Roonwal
made excellent collections of small mammals, especially rodents which
augmented the ZSI Mammal collection to a very great extent. These
collections are valuable in the sense that they are from very interesting
areas, zoogeographically. These collections are not Hhistorically old"
in the strict sense and hence we will not deal with them any further.
However, it must be said that in respect of care and maintenance of these
collections. some of the aspects discussed later apply equally.

HOLDINGS

Thus it can be inferred from above that the entire mammalian
collections which were present in the Indian Museum formed the nucleus
of the Zoological Survey's mammalian holdings. This consisted of
4,872 examples which incidentally is the first ever systematic mammalian
collection in India. From this small beginning. through the various
acquisitions, the present possession runs to about 22.000 specimens of
which about 400 are types.

PROBLEMS OF MAINTENANCE

Before we begin to discuss the different problems associated with
the maintenance of such collection. it would be interesting to trace back
as to how these were stored from the beginning. The Zoological Survey
of India when founded in 1916 consisted of only four or five officers who
took over the entire responsibility of care and upkeep of not only the
manllnal collections but also of other groups of animals received from
the Asiatic Society. The office of the Survey was housed on the topmost
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floor of the present Indian Museum building evidently because of the
close link with the Indian Museum itself. In the early part of this century
steel was a rare commodity and wood being considered as sturdy and
cheap and with lack of fabricating technology for steel, wood was chosen
for the cabinets for keeping the collections. These cabinets made of
Burma Teak have stood the test of times all these years, though they must
necessarily be replaced now.
With such provisions for keeping these old collections, it is but
natural the problems of maintaining them continuously over a period
of more than 65 years in the Zoological Survey of India become complicated and beset with difficulties. The climatic conditions of the country
as a whole, and of Calcutta in particular, the lack of air conditioning
arrangements, the heat, dust, pests and the wear and tear due to handling
affect the condition of the co11ections. We shal1 discuss these aspects.
India is a tropical country as is known to al1, but the climatic conditions vary vastly from one area to another. The diversity is so marked
that often it is said that in India one can blister in the scorching heat
of the Rajasthan desert and at the same time enjoy the cool climate of
the Himalayas within a few hours of flight. In general the Northern
plains show extremes of heat and cold, whereas further south the climate
is more or less congenial. The rainfall is also in a similar manner much
varying, the eastern region as Meghalaya, Assam, and the western region
as Maharashtra, Konkan, and Kera]a receive a heavy share of the monsoon rains. The plains of West Bengal also have an equal share of the
monsoon rains. The city of Calcutta where these collections have been
housed for a number of years has the climatic picture as below:
Temperature
Rainfall
Humidity

Summer 38.1-4I.7°C, March-May
Winter 9-36°C, January-Feb.
1581 mm (NE Monsoon, June-September)
60-90%

It will be seen that the temperature and relative humidity are highest
in summer months and comparatively low in winter months. This variation in the temperature and humidity in turn impinges on the collections,
even though they have been kept covered under glass topped wooden
drawers. The resulting loss of fur or hair due to drying up of the specimen, discoloration and finally tendency to become brittle are the effects
of such climatic variations.
The collection is housed in a busy centre of the city, opposite a huge
marketing complex. The wooden cabinets already being heavy because
of their being made of Burma teak and coupled with the contents of
mammal-skins, bones, skulls, etc., have perforce necessitated their
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being kept just above the ground level, on the first floor. This being very
near the main street unlike the other collections which are further up
in the same building, the chance of dust entering the fioor where these
are kept is greater. Further when these collections are taken out for
regular maintenance, or for research purposes, they are immediately exposed to outside dust, the periods ranging from a few minutes to even
some days depending upon the nature of the requirements for which
they have been pulled out. These minute dust particles consisting mostly
of fine sand grain, soot, carbon from the exhausts of passing automobiles
settle in between the hairs of the skin and body of these specimens.
Those ultimately cause erosion and the skin gets crack or even torn at
places.
The trays or drawers containing these collections are protected from
pests by putting naphthalene and paradichlorobenzene in them. The
vapour emanating from these chemicals are not very strong, but help
to keep the collections free from insect pests, cockroaches, etc. However,
these repellants do effect the collections as a whole. The major effect of
these chemicals is the loss of colour.
The handling of the collections IS a must since they are meant for
only such research investigations. Handling is done manually and no
mechanical device is designed. Where a large number of examples or
boxes are to be moved, some trolley-trays are used, but even here loading
of these is done manually. The step in examining the specimens such as
unpacking, re-measurements, photographying, dusting, etc., all cause
some damage or the other, though it is slow and cumulative, depending
upon the number of occasions a particular lot is handled. These often
cause brittle parts, loss of original shape and size, and direct exposure
to climatic conditions like heat, dust, etc.

REMEDIAL MEASURES

It is obvious that for keeping these collections. climate controlled
condition is a necessity. With a laboratory complex where collections
are kept under such controlled condition, at one sweep the problems of
dust, heat, humidity, etc., would be minimised. The collections should
be segregated from the working place so that they are least affected by
dust generated by movements of personnel. The cabinets of wood can
be replaced by steel ones. If the same are kept under climate-controlled
conditions rusting would be minimal. Plastic trays, could be ultilised
for keeping collections. Already the types are segregated and this should
be continued. A single booster dose of fumigant or pesticide which would
protect the entire holdings in toto should be adopted instead of individual or piecemeal treatment.
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The Zoological Survey of India is getting its permanent ten storied
building and we intended to adopt these measures for the protection of
these collections. But keeping in view the costs, and also the fact that the
Survey has to cater to all its sections and not only to mammals, it may not
be possible to achieve the ideals as one would wish to have. A beginning
is being made and we hope during the course of successive years these
collections would receive the protection~ care, and maintenance they
richly deserve.

SUMMARY

In common with lTIOSt collections in the Zoological Survey of India
the Mammal collections also date back to historical times as far back as
1784. The bulk of the collections have been derived from the Asiatic
Society of Bengal who in turn handed over their possessions to Indian
Museum in 1875. The Asiatic Society received valuable collections from
the First (1868) and Second expeditions to Yunnan under the leadership
of Col. J. Anderson, the Persian Boundary Commission (1870-72), the
First and Second Yarkand Missions and the Dafla Expedition (1874-75).
Beginning from small number of 1330 examples received from the
Asiatic Society, the holdings of the mammals in the Zoological Survey
of India now stand to about 22000 specimens including about 400 types.
Maintenance of the old collections pose several problems especially
in a tropical environment and more particularly in a humid city like
Calcutta. Added to the depradations of climate, the damage due to
handling for research, for maintenance, for routine curatorial works as
change of labels, preservation, addition of information data, transit
to loan/exchange parties, pest control measures and effect of pesticides
themselves are significantly problematic. Keeping in view of the fact that
in a large developing country as India where manpower is to be judiciously maintained and used unlike in advanced countries where
mechanical means are utilised, the problems of management beconles
complicated.
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MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS IN OLD, HISTORICALL Y
SIGNIFICANT COLLECTIONS OF MAMMALS :
ZOOLOGICAL REFERENCE COLLECTIONS OF
THE NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF SINGAPORE

c.

M.

YANG

and H. K.

LUA

Departnlent of Zoology
National University of Singapore, Singapore

INTRODUCTION

The Zoological Reference Collection holds about 140,000 identified
reference specimens that represent research work carried out over the
whole history of the former Raffles Museum (now the National Museum
of Singapore), which was established in 1820. The collection also includes
reference materials of the former Federated Malay State Museums.
The collection was housed in the museunl building until it was transferred to the National University of Singapore in 1972. It is now stored
temporarily on the campus of the Nanyang Technological Institute in
Jurong and is being curated and maintained by six museum staff
members.
The collections have been gradually built up by donations, purchases, contributions, and many collecting expedition~ in Indo-China,
Thailand, Malay Peninsula, Borneo, Sumatra, Java, and other areas of
Southeast Asia since its establishment. It is now a historical record of
the animal life of this region as a large proportion of the specimens
were collected in places where the natural habitats have been completely
destroyed. Some of the species represented have become endangered
species and are protected by la\v.
Out of the total of 140,000 specimens in the collection, 14,300 specimens are mammals. These belong to 41 families, 130 genera, 315 species,
and 771 subspecies (Yang and Chou, 1985). The majority of these
specimens have been described or listed by Robinson, Kloss. Chasen,
and others (Chasen. 1940: Jones and Jones, 1976).

STORAGE

The majority of the mammal specimens are preserved dried as skins,
skulls, or mounted materials, but a small number of bat specimens are
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preserv,ed in 75 (I.: alcohol. The dry and wet materials are stored in
separate rooms. Ae,eording to the size and nature of the specimens~
they are kept in various types of storage 'equipment.
Large-.\'i:ed .speciJl1ens

Large specinlens such as elephants tapirs gaurs, wild pigs, nlaiaysian
bears. and orang utans are mostly preserved as flat skins (fold,e:i or rolled)
and a few are as mounted specimens. Thes,e bulky specimens and their
big skulls are stored in huge wooden boxes with sizes varying from J20
enl W by )40 em 0 byllO ,em H to 250 cnl W by 90 ,em 0 by 80 em H
(Fig. I).

Fig. 1. Storag'e .of targe-sized specimens in wooden boxe ' .

Skins, skulls, and Jllounted spe'Clnlens of nlonkeys. gibbons, por~
cupi nes~ gi~Hll squirre,ls. carnivores. mouse d,eer.. and other m,ediulTIsized nHlnlnlals ar,e stored in nlediunl-sized \\'ooden boxes ranging froOm
40 enl W by 90 cnl 0 by 30 cnlH to 90 enl W by 120 enl D by 30-50 enl H.
They are pi(,ed froOm two to five boxes in a stack. Each box is fully packed
with specinlens~ sonletinl,es as nlany as 50 (Figs. 2 and 3).
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Fig. 2. ·- Storage boxes for medlum·sized specimens in wooden box.es.

Small-sized specimens
Smaller specimens like rats, squirrels, shrews tree shrew' , and
bats are stored in glass-topped boxes of three different sizes 18 em W
by 90 em 0 by 12 ,c m H, 18 cm W by 44 em D by 12 em H, and 18 em
W by 38 em D by 6cm H. These glass",topped boxes are placed in the
drawers of wooden cabinets, about 120 em W by 100 em 0 by 170 em
H in size. Each cabinet has eight drawers; each drawer can hold six
big glass-topped boxes (Figs. 4 and 5)..
The majority of these small-sized specimens are prepar:ed as round
skins, some as flat skins. The skulls are placed in plastic or glass tubes
and stored together with thei r skins.
Fragile specilnens

The specimens of flying lemurs were formerly overlapping each
other and packed in the medium-sized storage boxes. Becaus,e these
flying lemurs are preserved with their flying membranes stretched out,
their brittle and delicate flying membranes are easily damag,ed.
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In recent years, a new type of wooden cabinet has been constructed
for storing these flying lemurs as wen as other fragile specimens which
are not in good condition. The cabinet is J 23 em W by 71 'c m D by 107 em
H in size ~ they are reasonably dustproof and ,a irtight. These cases hold
a maximum number of 40 small trays (53 em W by 65 cm 0 by 5 cm H)
or 20 big trays (I ) 0 em W by 65cm 0 by 5 em H) (Fig. 16).. All tr.aysare
interchangeable and ,a djustable. 'T he specimens are placed in a singJe
Jayer on the tray so as to give them better protection and to avoid un-

necessary handling of these fragile specimens. The skulls are kept together with the skins.

Fig. 3.-A box of proboscis monk,eys. 'Skins ,a nd mounted specimens.
~to fed (ogelher.
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specinlen'\ 'itored ,in

glass~topped boxe~.

Fig.

5. ~G)ass-topped

bo:xes for storage of

~mall~sjz,ed specim~n~.
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Fig.

6. ~Wooden

cabinets with adjustabl,e trays for storin.g fragile specimens such a's
Hying lemurs .

. •g. 7.. - Slorag\! ,c ahine ts for l"rger skuHs and skde,tons.
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Sk ulls and skeletons
Bigger skulls of carnivores, ungulates., and other large mammals
are stored in wooden cabinets of 168 cm W by 76 em 0 by 193 em H.
Each cabinet has 12 drawers of 75 em W by 70 cm .D by 26 em H in siz,e
(Fig. 7). Skeletons are also stored in these cabinets. The small skulls
are either kept in small cardboard boxes, gl.ass tubes, plastic containers,
or plastic bags to pr,ev,ent loose teeth or bones from being mixed up.
These small skulls are stored with their resp1e·ctive skins in the same box.

Wet specimens
Some of the bats .a nd other miscellaneous Spec.inlens are preserved
in 75 % alcohol in glass jars. A layer of greas1e is applied on the glass
covers to prevent evapor.ation of the alcohol from non-airtight jars.
Specimen jars ar'e stoT'e d on steel erected shelving (9 1 em W by 61 em 0
by 200 em H) (Fig. 8).

Fig . .s.- Storage of wet collection on open shelves.
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Most of the wet materials are preserved whole with their body
contents and skulls. Some of the bats are preserved with only the body ~
their sku]Js have been removed and stored as dried materials.
Type speci/nens

Type specimens are stored separately from the non-type materials so
as to give special attention for curating and Inaintenance. They are
stored according to their sizes in various types of storage equipment as
discussed above.

LABEL AND ARRANGEMENT

All the specimens, either preserved dry or wet, have a label tag
with catalogue number and all relevant data. The specimens of the
same taxon and locality are placed in the same container wherever
possible. Each container has a label with the name of species, number
of specinlens, and locality.
All type specimens have coloured tags and labels to differentiate
them from ordinary specimens. The holotypes are in red, paratypes In
yellow. and syntypes in green. Blue is used for topotypes.
All specimens are arranged systematically according to their classification up to family level. whereas genera, species, and subspecies are
arranged in alphabetical order. Specimens of a subspecies are arranged
according to locality, country, and geographical range.

MAINTENANCE AND PROBLEMS

Housing and storage

Since the transfer of the colIe·:tion from the National Museum to
the National University of Singapore, it had been shifted three times
in the last 10 years as there was no perJ11anent housing provided to
accomnlodate the colle~tion. The shifting has done some damage to
specimens, especially to those old, fragile, and large mountej specimens.
The collection is now temporarily housed at the Nanyang Technological Institute Library Building, occupying a floor area of 600 m 2 of
which manlnlal occupies about 190 m 2 . Because the housing space is
inadequate, all specimens have to be packe::J and overlapped in the
storage cases. The storage cases have to be pilej several boxes high in a
stack. Furthermore, most storage boxes are a century old and they are
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neither airtight, dust proof, nor vermin-proof. Therefore, intensive
labour is involved in checking and maintaining the collection.
The shortage of storage area has not only caused inconvenience
for examination and maintenance, but also caused damage to the specimens. During examination or routine inspection of specimens, they
have to be removed one by one from the boxes. Some skins are stored
together with mounted specimens which have their limbs or tails expanded and easily become entangled with other specimens (Fig. 3). All of
these have caused the specimens to be damaged easily. Frequent handling
or careless handling has done a considerable amount of damage to the
specimens, especially if users are in a hurry to examine the materials in a
short period of time.
Improperly prepared specimens are more easily damaged than
others. Some of these specimens have no proper physical support for
heads, limbs, and tails, others have rusty wire which breaks easily.
Humidity and temperature

At present, the collection is housed in a non-air-conditioned building.
Therefore, the temperature and humidity of the environment of the
collection storage area fluctuates day and night throughout the year.
The temperature ranges from 23°C to 35°C while the relative humidity
from 60 % to 97 %.
Because moulds will grow rapidly in a high humidity environment
and because the preservatives, insecticides, and fungicides will evaporate
faster at higher temperatures, the periodic inspection for moulds, pests,
and preservatives are carried out at intervals of 4 months. During the
rainy season (from October to January), the dry specimens are inspected
about once every 2 months. The wet specimens are checked about once
every 6 months for topping up the preservative.
Dehumidifiers are used in the collection storage area every night to
reduce the humidity in the room. The room is opened for ventilation
during daytime.
Control of moulds

Moulds are not only found on the skins and skulls but also on the
wooden boxes and cabinets, especially their joints. Skins that are not
well prepared (for example, oily) are more frequently found to be mouldy.
Brushes and mini vacuum cleaners (12 volts) are used to remove moulds
from the specimens, boxes, and cabinets; at the same time dust is also
removed. Those mouldy specimens are treated on the affected parts
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with 5 ~~ carbolic acid. Acetone and a solution of 5 % formalin was
found to be not as effective for the treatment of mouldy skins. Mouldy
skulls and skeletons are washed if necessary and sun-dried, and finally
treated with 10 o~ formalin.
Mouldy cabinets and boxes are treated with 30 %formalin. Solutions
of 10 o,~ and 20 o~ formalin were tested but were found to be not effective
in killing spores in joints or gaps of wooden cases.
Control 0.( pests
Pest infestation does not cause any major problem in the collection.
At present, the pests found in the collection are mainly cockroaches and
silverfish. They are brought under control by using Baygon insecticide.
Napthalene is used as an insecticide in all storage boxes and cabinets.
To prevent crystals from appearing on the specimens, the napthalene
is wrapped in cotton wool before being placed in the boxes. Periodic
checks at intervals of about 4 months are carried out to ensure a continuing supply of napthalene.
Although paradichlorobenzene and vapona are effective insecticides
(Wagstaffe and Fidler, 1968; Williams et al., 1977· Edwards et al.,
1981), they are hazardous to museum workers. We found that napthalene is safer, effective, and an inexpensive insecticide to use in nonairtight storage containers.
All incoming specinlens are fumigated before placing them into the
collection. New boxes or cabinets and all other materials, for example,
cloth, paper, cotton wool and others are treated with a mixture of I
part chloroform, 1 part carbolic acid, 4 parts petrol, and 6 parts naphthalene before usage.
CONSERVATION AND REPAIRING OF SPECIMENS

If during routine checking damaged specimens are found with
broken limbs or tails, they are immediately repaired. Bracing or bandages, sotne with extra support, are applied to the danlaged specimens
(Fig. 9). Loose teeth or bones are glued into position. Due to easier
damage to the old and brittle specimens while handling, all mediumsized speCitllens and large skins and skulls are placed in plastic bags
so as to give extra protection against dust and to avoid careless handling (Fig. 10). Skins that are beyond repair are wrapped with cloth
and placed in plastic bags. Holes are punched in the bags for air ventilation. Danlaged or brittle labels are either sealed with 3M Scoth Magic
Transparent Tape No. 810 or with plastic bags. A new label with all
relevant data is added to speCitllens that have a torn label.
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Fig. 9. - Repairing of danlag'ed specimens.

Fig. JO.-Specimens repajred and placed in plastic bags to give added protection and
support.
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CONCLUSIONS

Mould is the mo~t serious problem for maintaining the zoological
collection in this humid tropical environment, but it is under control by
routine inspection and treatment with fungicides and insecticides. Although the collection is now housed temporarily in an inadequate area,
an area of about 1000 m 2 in two stories in the Science Library Building
on the new National University of Singapore campus has been allocated
to accommodate this collection. The new building is expected to be
completed in 1985. The following facilities have been proposed for
housing the collection: (I) dry and wet collections to be stored on
separate floors; (2) 24 hour air-conditioning at 20°C temperature and
50-55 ~Io relative humidity; (3) provision of a movable compactor storage
system, which is airtight, dustproof, and vermin-proof; (4) storage
cabinets with adjustable trays; all specimens will be arranged on a
single layer and will not be overlapping.
Under the above housing and storage conditions, specimens will
be free from moulds, pests, and dust. They can be easily examined and
unnecessary handling will be avoided. Therefore, specimens which are
brittle or have been damaged will not deteriorate further.

SUMMARY

The zoological reference collection has its onglfl from the former
Raffles Museum collection, which was established in 1820. Presently,
the collection has a total of about 14,300 mammal reference specimens
primarily from Southeast Asia. The majority of the specimens are
preserved dried, whereas a small number are stored in 75 % alcohol.
The wet specimens do not present much problems, but considerable care
has to be taken for the dried skins and large mounted specimens. Because
of inadequate storage area, uncontrolled temperature and humidity
of the building, non-air-tight, non-vermin proof storage boxes and
cabinets, and related problems, the collection faces more maintenance
problems especially to the old and brittle specimens. Methods of storing~
preserving, and maintaining this historical collection are discussed.
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DISCUSSION

Q.

Plastic bags protect the specimens from dust nicely but how do you
remove the possibilities of reaction of plastic with different chemicals
used in maintenance work?

A.

There are possibilities but at present we do not have these problems.

Q.

Do you have any trouble with condensation inside the plastic bags
in which skins are stored? What about inside glass-topped boxes ?

A.

We do not have any condensation trouble with plastic bags or glasstopped boxes.

Q.

Have you any idea about side effects due to formaldehyde fumigation
or have you noticed any side effect in your own collection?

A.

There is possibility of side effects but I have not noticed any side
effects in our collection yet.
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THE NEED FOR POPULAR NATURAL HISTORY
PUBLICATIONS CONCERNING MAMMALS
MICHAEL

A.

MARES

Oklahoma Museum of Natural History, University of Oklahoma,
Norman, Oklahoma 73019, USA

INTRODUCTION

The level of environmental education found within the boundaries
of any particular country varies greatly throughout the world. Disparities
in formal and informal training in conservation biology or natural history
may be as great as those characterising gross national products. Education is a multifaceted enterprise that acts at all levels of society. It encompasses formal education in the school systems, as well as public education
which does not occur in a classroom situation. Generally, grade schools,
high schools, and universities are the primary agents of formal education,
whereas public education, or education of the masses, is a much more
diffuse endeavour. Public education utilises a large number of avenues
for access to its audience, such as newspapers and other print media,
radio, television and films, posters, books, lectures, and various other
elements of communication of present-day societies. Among the very
important contributors to public education in environmental biology and
natural history are the many science and natural history museums of the
world. Each year these museums, through their public and professional
activities, are responsible for bringing accurate information about nature
and man's place in his natural world to an audience of tens of millions
of lay people. Not only are museums charged with presenting varied
topics on nature to the public, but they must do this in such a way that
their audience must be sufficiently attracted to the museum to want to
stay and learn, and may even have to pay for the privilege of visiting the
museum. Accomplishing the educational mission of the natural history
museum in a society that may not value the role of the museum sufficiently
to offer adequate financial support to the organisation is a constant
challenge to museum directors, curators, and other museum professionals.
We can view the educational operations of a natural history museum
as having various components that interact with all levels of society. These
interactions can either be active or passive, with active programmes being
those that reach out to the public in an intensive and very effective manner (discussed below). Natural history museums often contain a number
of extensive systematic collections. The collections are, of course, the very
heart of the museum, forming the backbone of all museum operations.
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Whether the collection is one of fossils, insects, birds, or mammals, it
is the basis for exhibits, publications, teaching programmes, and research.
I n this paper I will examine some of the ed ucational operations of a

single part of a natural history museum, the collection of mammals. In
some organisations, a mammal collection may in effect be the entire
museum, whereas in larger museums the collection forms a small part of
the broader museum operation. Nevertheless, educational programmes
associated with mammal collections mirror the function of the overall
museum. I will first discuss how mammal museums (or mammal collections) interact with society, and will then focus on one aspect of museum
operation that I believe is critical to the effectiveness of the overall educational programme-the production of popular literature dealing with
natural history.

MAMMAL MUSEUM OPERATIONS

A museum is a synergistic organisation deriving its effectiveness from
interactions among its components. In a sense, each component reflects
the overall mission of the museum. Thus, considering how a mammal
collection functions lends some understanding to general museum operation. More important, increasing the quality and diversity of mammal
collection operations should lead to more effective programmes in general,
since not only is the general museum programme synergistic, but education of the public is also a synergistic activity. Fire the interest of the
public in mammalian biology and they will wish to know more about
birds, reptiles, fossils, and the like.
Figure 1 illustrates the varied educational programmes of a museum
or collection. Note that programmes may either be active or passive.
Passive programmes generally involve the most basic museum activities,
such as collection development and preservation, exhibit design, and resident expert advice. In such activities, the audience generally comes to
the museum and learns passively, whether walking through an exhibit or
asking a curator to identify an animal. Passive programmes range from
the expensive (exhibits) to the inexpensive (expert advice). They may affect
the general public, or may have professional biologists or government
bureaucrats as the primary audience. Passive programmes that affect the
general public, such as exhibits, are designed in such a manner that a
person spends as much, or as little, time as he desires with the
exhibit.
Active educational operations generally deal with a nlore select
audience. This type of educational activity often demands much staff
time and may also be monetarily expensive. However, learning in the
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Fig. I.-The diverse functions of natural history museums, noting especially the
distinction between "passive programmes" which appeal to a broad audience
(General Public, Government Officials, and Professionals in museum subjects),
and "active programmes," which are primarily intended for the General
Public. Active programmes require extra efforts by museum professionals, yet
these very programmes may have the most far-reaching impact of all museum
operations as far as rea) education is concerned.

target group is likely to be much more intensive. An in-house programme, such as a curator lecture series, for example, may reach only
small groups of people, but a well-illustrated and inspiring presentation
can teach people much about the subject in question. Outreach programmes, such as travelling exhibits shown in schools and accompanied
by a museum professional, can have a direct impact on children's education in natural history.
It would be instructive to examine how these programmes operate
in an actual museum setting, but such a discussion is beyond the scope
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of this paper. What I will concentrate upon in the rest of this paper is
the third type of active educational activity-publications.

MUSEUM PUBLICATIONS

Museums produce numerous kinds of publications, from pamphlets
to books and scientific journals. Basically, however, publications are
either designed for a professional audience or for the general public. It
might at first appear that technical and popular publications are independent of one another, but this is probably not so. As Mares (1982) and
others have argued, technical publications are the basic data for popular
publications. The reasons for this are as follows.
As a country develops its cultural and scientific identity, there seems
to be a comparable pattern of development of a societal awareness of
natural history. Interest first begins in cataloguing the floral and faunal
resources of the country. The first step in this process is a complete survey of the country's biota, particularly (for economic reasons) in the
areas of woody plants and vertebrates. The data that accrue as a part of
any survey are fundamental data on taxonomy, macro- and microdistribution, and general natural history. As these foundational scientific
papers are published, they become available to the scientific community
and to those few people who act as an interface between the scientist and
the general public-the authors of field guides and other types of publications intended for education of the public.
All field guides owe their existence to the basic research done by
numerous biologists who are often only capable of communicating their
findings to an audience of specialists. As the number of specialised
investigators increases, there is a small number of them who can write
with sufficient clarity and who will dedicate the time necessary to synthesise the technical literature and present it in a form that is usable by a
wide audience of non-scientists. Such semi-technical literature can have
a broad influence on society by interesting the public in various aspects
of their environment. Mares (1982) has examined how mammal literature
in the United States developed over a span of about 75 years. Beginning
with the faunal survey work of C. Hart Merriam and his team of investigators from the U.S. Departn1ent of Agriculture in the late 1800's, the
literature of mammalogy proceeded through a technical phase into a
popular one that began on a large scale in the 1950's.
The relationship of basic research to the literature of n1ammalogy
is shown in Figure 2. Both technical and popular literature begin with
basic survey work. As the results of survey research are published there
is an increase in the scientific literature. This increase occurs not only
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because the survey results themselves are being published, but because as
they are published other scientists pursue questions that can only be
formulated after the basic survey results have been obtained. For
example, a basic taxonomic study showing that a taxon thought to have
been a single species is actually a multispecies complex might very well
ultimately lead to stud ies examining niche relationships, comparative
physiological research, genetic relationships, or speciation patterns. All
research of this type can only be designed after basic survey work has
clarified species relationships and distributional patterns.
All of the technical literature comprises the foundational literature
for semi-technical works such as field guides, just as the survey research
publications proved foundational for much of the technical literature.
Technical research publications have little direct impact on the educational level of the general public. Such literature is often published in
obscure journals and frequently involves a specialised jargon. Moreover, such literature is written with little concern for the palatability of
the prose. Thus, even if technical literature were widely available to the
public, it would probably not be read. Semi-technical literature, therefore, serves as a bridge between the scientific establishment and the moreeducated general pUblic.
Field guides and their ilk have direct effects beyond their impact on
the general public, however. They serve to bring broadly synthetic material to the scientists, themselves, and thereby increase scientific awareness
and activity. Imagine, for example, a specialist in rodent taxonomy working in South America. South America has a remarkably complex fauna
and a specialist on one taxonomic group may be very poorly versed in
another group of mammals. A field guide could thus bring together disparate data in a format that would be quite useful to specialists such that
their taxonomic sophistication is significantly elevated. Such a pattern
is seen again and again in the use by ornithologists of field guides to the
birds of particular regions with which they have limited familiarity.
There is another very important role for the semi-technical publications, however, and that is serving as the bridge between the scientific
literature and the numerous authors who produce the popular literature
on nature that is intended for the widest possible audiences of ad ults and
children. This very extensive literature may range from children's stories
about a particular species, to general stories reviewing adaptations, to
comic strips whose message is centred on some aspect of natural history.
This literature is the true ed ucator of the masses, and it may well prove
to be a keystone in the development of public awareness about nature.
It is this most basic non-technical literature, which may be presented
merely as colouring book for children or as anthropomorphic accounts
of wild animals, that introduces a great number of children and adults
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to their natural environment. Thus, the child who has grown up reading
about a supposedly humanised and friendly rabbit or deer is more likely
to be receptive to ideas concerning conservation of wild creatures, while
being more sensitive to practices that potentially disrupt natural communities. Nobody wants to kill Bambi !
Without a clear public awareness of nature, there can be no conservation ethic developed within a society. Greater public awareness may
be manifested by more people deciding to enter the natural sciences.
After all, most scientists are drawn from the pool of citizens comprising
the scientifically aware portion of society. Equally important, public
awareness may take the form of increased monetary support for research
and education, as well as increased moral support by the public for the
work of the scientist. It must be kept in mind that government bureaucrats, university administrators, administrators of elementary schools,
business leaders, journalists, and other influential citizens are drawn from
this same pool. The views of this segment of society concerning mammalogy, ornithology, conservation and other topics related to museum
work are largely formed by obtaining scientific information that is presented in a popular format, whether through story books, television,
newspapers, magazines, comic strips, or movies. The actions of these
citizens impact directly on museums, and on the various subdisciplines
of field biology.
The model presented in Figure 2 is obviously a very simplified representation of what is, in fact, a highly complex relationship. There are
three major links in the figure: technicalliterature-semi-technicalliterature-popular literature. Basic survey research initiates the process, and
increased public awareness of nature with effective action to deal with
environmental problems and to support science (i.e., a conservation ethic)
is the culmination of the model. There are numerous feedback mechanisms within the model that are operating at anyone time, however, and
their magnitude may vary over time. Thus a particularly effective and
popular book may have an abrupt influence on public attitudes and scientific awareness. Rachel Carson's HSilent Spring" (1962) was such a work,
having a seminal effect on how environmental deterioration is viewed
today by the society of the United States. Paul Ehrlich's HPopulation
Bomb" (1968) is another popular publication that had a pervasive effect
in the United States on current views concerning population growth. It
is doubtful, however, that either of these books would have had such
wide acceptance by the public if highly influential semi-technical works
such as Peterson's (1934) field guide to birds (and subsequent and related
publications) had not been published years earlier in massive printings
that reached nlillions of citizens. It is no accident that in the dramatic
opening paragraphs of Carson's (1962, p. 14) HSilent Spring" was written
the following description:
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Fig. 2.-A flow chart showing the relationships between basic survey research and
the development of a societal conservation ethic, via various types of publications. Note especially that basic survey research leads to an increase in
the technical literature of natural history, which directly affects the availability of the semi-technical literature. The latter is directly related to both
scientific and public awareness of nature and to the availability of popular
literature. All interact to develop a public conservation ethic.

"'There was a strange stillness. The birds, for example-where had
they gone? Many people spoke of them, puzzled and disturbed.
The feeding stations in the backyards were deserted.
The
few birds seen anywhere were moribund
they trembled violently
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and could not fly. It was a spring without voices. On the mornings
that had once throbbed with the dawn chorus of robins, catbirds,
doves, jays, wrens, and scores of other bird voices there was now
no sound; only silence layover the fields and woods and marsh."
These words struck directly at a sensitive chord in the psyche of the population of the United States. Carson used the widespread interest of the
populace in birds and bird watching to dramatise the effects of uncontrolled use of pesticides. The book proved a landmark in stimulating
additional research on pesticides and in leading to laws to control environmental pollutants.
The Peterson field guide series is another good example of how complex the links in Figure 2 may be. The original Peterson guide to birds
was published in 1934. The first printing sold 2000 copies within one
week and was repri nted repeatedly thereafter (in several new editions).
More than two million Peterson guides to eastern U.S. birds have been
sold in the intervening 50 years, with another million field guides to
western U.S. birds sold also (Graham, 1980). However, in addition to
their tremendous individual success, the Peterson bird guides led to field
guides being published for other disciplines. Guides to birds were followed by guides to shells, butterflies, mammals, rocks and minerals, European birds, animal tracks, ferns, trees and shrubs, reptiles and amphibians, wildflowers, stars and planets, insects, birds of Mexico, birds' nests,
edible wild plants, and the atmosphere! More important, the remarkable
financial success of these field guides led to the development and publication of many other guides dealing with diverse topics of the natural world
and differing in style and format from the original guides (Fig. 3). Thus,
the synergistic relationship of the feed back points illustrated in Figure 2
is clear. Field guides to one group of organisms stimulated the production
of many other field guides to a vast array of organisms and aspects of the
natural world.

THE NEED FOR FIELD GUIDES IN MODERN SOCIETIES

Given the fact that field guides and other semi-technical publications
are integral components of the public's awareness of nature, it is instructive to examine the availability of these materials in the world. In 1981,
I sent a short questionnaire to mammal collections throughout the world.
The questionnaire dealt with the availability in the country of publications dealing with faunal surveys, taxonomic keys, field guides and children's literature on mammals. Morever, the language of publication of
these materials was also requested. I have summarised the initial
results elsewhere (Mares, 1985), and a more detailed paper has been
published (Mares and Braum, 1986). However, a few points are of
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Fig. I.- An ,exaimple of the gr,e at d iv,e rsity offield guides available in th.e United
Sta'tes today. The above guides were pur,ehased at a si ngle bookstore in
a SOla n city (Tucson, Arizona) ;n the western pa rt of the country. Similar guide~
are r,eadi'l}, available in almost aU cities and towns o f mod'est size o r targer
throughout the count ry.

interest her,e. Results fronl 56 of 74 countrj,es queri,ed ind icate that
the United States, Canada, Europe, Australia, Nevv Zealand and South
Africa have a strong literatuf,e In mall1maIs at all levels" popular through
te'chnicaL For most of the world, however, and particularly for South
America and most of Africa, one or more of the key components shown
in Figur'e 2 are lacking. Many countries that appear t.o hav'e a strong
literature hav,e fe\\' published materials available in the comnlon language
of the country. Throughout Africa, for ,exampl1e published materials are
either in English, Fr'ench'l or G'e rman. Few or no materials on nlan1l11als
exist in any African language. Below . will exam ine the literature situation in two cou ntries, the United States and Argentina, I choose these
countries because I have worked and lived ext'en ively in both . and
because they are at different stages of deve'lop ment conc'erning the role of
literatuT'e on nature in the formulation of an environmental ethic.
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ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS IN THE UNITED STATES

In the United States, we have what is perhaps the most developed
society from the point of view of mammalogical studies. The American
Society of Mammalogists (ASM), a professional organisation of mammalian biologists that today boasts more than 3,000 members and publishes the internationally known "Journal of Mammalogy", was founded
in 1919. A major driving force in the formation of the society was Dr. C.
Hart Merriam, who had initiated the biological inventor) of the United
States in 1885 (Osgood, 1943). By 1940, Merriam and the biologists
he trained had collected over 136,613 mammals in the United States,
Alaska and Mexico, representing most of the known species and su bspecies in the region. Their published works were extensive and included
the remarkable series of monographs published under the series title,
HNorth American Fauna", These detailed monographs on systematics
and natural history provided foundational data on most taxonomic
groups of U.S. mammals, as well as many state surveys.
By the time the ASM had formed, the United States had been well
surveyed from the standpoint of its flora and fauna. The foundation had
been laid for the scientific edifice that was to be constructed. In addition to
the large collection of mammals in the U.S. National Museum, and those
in other private museums, the early 1900's saw the establishment and
development of several university museum collections that were used in
research and teaching, particularly graduate education. Early curators of
university museums often published both scientific and semi-technical
works, and such activities were continued throughout the 1900's. More
important, a few of these university mammalogists established extensive
graduate programmes-programmes which not only produced more mammalogists, but larger and more complete collections. As the number of
mammalogists increased dramatically, they were no longer readily able to
find employment in the traditional fields of academic research or
collection management. Thus, they were forced to move into new areas
of employment, such as state government or private industry.
This development of mammalogists in the United States was paralleled by similar developments in other fields of vertebrate biology, such
as ornithology or herpetology (Porter, 1972). Indeed, no one field
was independent of the others and it was not uncommon for a scientist to publish papers in several fields of research. Examples would include
work on non-mammalian taxa by such renowned mammalogists as
Merriam (1877), Grinnell (Grinnell and Miller, 1944), Blair (1960),
and nlany others. The new mammalogists frequently trained
graduate students who worked on other taxonomic groups, and other
vertebrate zoologists did the same. A definite snowball effect occurred
in the developnlent of vertebrate zoologists. By the 1970's, each state had
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mammalogists employed by the state and federal government, by industry, and as independent consultants. Mammalogists were employed at
all levels of education, from elementary schools through universities.
Consider how explosive this disciplinary evolution was, with comparable patterns occurring in all taxonomic fields. Taxonomically-oriented
biologists were soon outnumbered by scientists with interest in physiological and ecological mammalogy. The flowering of vertebrate research
was underway. It had all begun with the early survey research, and it
took less than a century to produce a rapidly expanding informational
base on mammalian biology and other disciplines.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to isolate one discipline, or even
several disciplines, and still be able to perceive the changes in environmental awareness that were occurring in the society of the United States.
As people became more interested in wildlife, and as sport hunters demanded access to wildlife fo r hunting, laws were passed that protected
game and non-game wildlife species as a state and national resource
(Tober, 1981). State and national parks were established, and
protection of wildlife was entrusted to both state and national law
enforcement officers.
Within U. S. society, more and more people were receiving some
sort of formal training in one or another aspect of natural history, whether
in grade school or high school. Beyond this formal education, however,
was a great deal of informal education about nature. Beginning in
the 1960's and continuing to the present day, U. S. citizens receive an
almost constant flow of information on some aspect of environmental
biology. Newspapers carry stories about animals or plants, pollution
or ecology. Additional information is available in magazines, books,
comics, and on television and movies.
The interrelatedness of informal education systems is particularly
noticeable in the United States. The citizens have been conditioned over
time to possess a favourable attitude toward their natural environment.
This attitude is manifested in laws being passed that protect species and
habitats. Biologists are generally well respected by the society, whether
they be wildlife technicians or research scientists ; the importance of
their work is appreciated by most segments of the population. While
the overall levels of public awareness and concern may not be as high as
professional biologists or officers in national wildlife societies might
wish, they nevertheless operate within a society that in 1981 contributed
13.7 billion dollars to some aspect of wildlife biology (Lane, 1983).
Membership in environmental organisations in 1981 was more than 16
million people and, in the 1980 presidential elections, one of the candidates for president was Dr. Barry Commoner, a well-known
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environmental scientist, whose political platform was primarily based on
matters pertaining to environmental awareness, including nuclear arms
control.

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS IN ARGENTINA

In Inany ways, Argentina recalls the United States of an earlier era.
The country is large and supports a low population having a high literacy
rate. There is a well-developed middle class and, despite recent economic
problems, Argentine society is well-industrialised, modern and dynamic.
Like the United States of the late 1800's, however, Argentines have yet
to develop a widespread conservation ethic, and the level of environmental awareness of the citizenry is low. Nature is still viewed as an entity
that needs to be subdued in order to provide some measurable monetary
profit to society (Ojeda and Mares, 1982). By examinIng the history
of mammalogy in the country, we can obtain some idea of why the
present-day situation has developed.
Unlike the United States, Argentina never had a coordinated national
faunal survey. No giant in mammalogy who possessed the requisite
political connections (as did C. Hart Merriam, with his friendship of
President Theodore Roosevelt) ever appeared on the scientific/political
scene. Several of the renowned naturalists who worked in Argentina
were foreigners and published their work elsewhere. Examples are
Felix de Azara, who worked in the late 1700's and early 1800's and
published in Spain, Alcides d'Orbigny (worked in the early 1800's and
published in France. where his collection was sent), F. Lahille (early
1900's, works published in France), and J. A. Allen (worked in early
1900's, published in the United States) (Crespo, 1961). In the early
1900's, large collections of 111ammals \A'ere nlade for people employed
by the great British Inanllnalogist, Oldfield Thomas, who published
numerous systematic studies of A rgentine mammals.

In 1925. a towering figure in 111all1malogy. the Spaniard, Angel
Cabrera, began living and working in Argentina. In his scientific career
he would publish 218 scientific articles on mammals, 27 books and more
than 400 popular articles (Crespo, 1960). Cabrera and his frequent
collaborator. Jose Yepes, collected throughout Argentina, but never in
the exhaustive nlanner characteristic of Merriam and his associates.
Later 1l1anllnalogists, such as A. C. Llanos, Jorge Crespo. and de la
Barrera also collected in various parts of the country, but the collections
they anlassed were not extensive by North American standards. Their
published works, however. provide nluch of the foundational material
on the natural history of Argentina's nlanllnals. Nevertheless. as
recently as 1980. the five largest col1ections of mamnlals in Argentina
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contained a total of only 32,260 specimens of mammals (Genoways
and Schlitter, 1981). This can be compared with the United States,
where in 1973 it was reported that 10 individual collections of mammals
each contained more than 32,000, with the sum total of all U. S. mammal
collections being approximately 2,200,000 specimens (Choate and
Genoways, 1975).
Clearly, the basic survey work required to initiate the process of
mammalogical informational research/ed ucation has not been carried
out in Argentina, despite the heroic personal efforts of several mammalogists. Because of this, there has not been a rapidly increasing technical
research base in the country. Thus, the foundational literature that is
the key to the semi-technical publications on nature is to this day unavailable within the country. Many early collections of mammals had
been preserved in museums outside the country, but even these coJJections were not too extensive, nor had they been Inade by Argentine
scientists. The sporadic collecting activities of the 19th and 20th centuries were no substitute for broad based systematic surveys that had
been well studied and had the results published within a reasonable
time. The first important link in the causal chain has thus never been
forged.
Lacking basic research papers and survey pu blications, it was not
until 1981 (Olrog and Lucero, 1981) that a field guide to the Inammals of
Argentina was published. The book is primitive by modern standards,
but was a Hfirst" and its very small printing was exhausted in less than
two years. No widely available field guide to any vertebrate group
in Argentina has yet been published. The semi-technical bridge between
the scientist and the educated public has not yet been built, nor are the
materials with which to build it at hand.
With semi-technical publications scarce, out of print, or unavailable
entirely, it is no suprise that literature dealing with mammals in a nontechnical popular fashion has not been published. Those authors with
the interest or ability to write about nature in a popular fashion would
have to consult the primary literature in A.rgentina, the United States,
England, France and Germany in order to construct a story on an
Argentine mammal.
As noted above, education is a process of great complexity. Primary
literature in Argentina is scarce, semi-technical literature even more
uncommon, and popular literature on nature hardly available at all.
Thus, most people in Argentina do not perceive the need to learn about
nature, their curiosity has never been piqued. Environmental ed ucation
at the elementary and high school levels is practically nonexistent. There
is a general unawareness in society about Argentina's fauna and flora
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and little concern for the pronounced habitat modification that is affecting the entire country (Ojeda and Mares, 1982). While laws are passed
to protect wildlife, there is no enforcement of these laws and little understanding on the part of the public as to why laws that are ecologically
based should be supported.
Even though Argentina has had a number of very fine mammalogists, the pattern of research collection in the United States where professors of mammalogy and their students amassed extensive collections
(e. g. Berkeley , University of Kansas, University of Michigan, Harvard
University, University of New Mexico) has not developed. Thus, training
programmes in mammalogy and other disciplines never developed in
Argentina, whereas collections of mammals in the United States are
growing by about 120,000 specimens per year, or four times the number
of mammals that have been amassed in Argentine collections in over
100 years. The pervasive influence of trained mammalogists, ornithologists and other field biologists on their society has not been felt in
Argentina. The intricate web of interrelationships that characterises
the development of an ecological ethic has never been constructed
(Mares and Ojeda, 1984 ; Ojeda and Mares, 1984).
The differences between the pattern of development of a social
awareness of nature in Argentina and the United States are profound.
It must be remembered, moreover, that Argentina is much more advanced
in its basic data base and in its environmental awareness than are most
countries in the world. The critical mass of young biologists interested
in mammals that is required to begin an irreversible trend in scientific
development is even now forming. This cannot be said for many countries on earth.

THE ROLE OF MAMMAL COLLECTIONS AND CURATORS

Curators of mammal collections are the initial force in the model
described in Figure 2. Their minimal duties involve assisting in aspects
of passive education (Fig. I) : serving as advisors on exhibits, developing collections, and acting as resident experts on questions dealing
with mammals. However, minimal efforts are no longer acceptable for
curators. The complexities of the modern world and the needs of modern
society are such that fulfilling one's professional duties at a minimal
level does little to advance the cause of science. Technological pressures
on habitats and burgeoning human populations are rapidly altering
the world's ecosystems. We are faced with massive extinctions in the
coming decades if we do not stay the current rate of species loss (Council
on Environmental Quality, 1982). Because of the causal chain illustrated
in Figure 2, it is clear that museum curators have a responsibility to
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provide the foundational data necessary to aid the transition from an
unaware public to one that is actively concerned with nature. Collecting mammals and curating the collection is not sufficient activity from
professionals who should be playing a key role in public education.
I suggest, however, that even the production of scholarly works should
be viewed as insufficient activity on the part of curators.
Who is in a better position than a curator of mammals to produce
the semi-technical field guides that are necessary in each society? The
curator knows the fauna of his region more profoundly than do other
scientists. Who, more than the curator, has a greater personal involvement in the development of an environmental awareness in his society?
And who more than the curator has ready access to the primary materials
required to produce semi-technical publications? The answers to these
questions are obvious. If we are to have the all-important informational
bridge between the scientist and the lay public, it is incumbent upon us,
the curators, to develop these works.
The work of C. Hart Merriam and his immediate associates, as
well as the work of the curators of research collections in the United
States, was a critical stimulus to the development of natural history
research and to the societal conservation ethic that is in operation today.
Merriam, Allen, Grinnell, HalJ, Burt, Hooper and others not only helped
develop a science, but had a significant if immeasurable impact on
their society. Their actions helped shape our current views of nature.
Their work shows us that, although widespread public education is an
extremely slow process, it can occur over a single lifetime. At present,
the level of environmental awareness throughout most of the world is
low. Yet we realise that without an environmental ethic, without public
policies that are closely attuned to environmental needs, the quality
of life in the world of the near future will be decidedly poorer. Indeed,
many of the species we so desperately need to study will no longer be in
existence. Museums, through passive education programmes and particularly through active programmes can be one of the primary agents
of public education. Their curators are a vital link in the system and
their actions can make the difference.

SUMMARY

A survey of the availability of popular literature on mammals was
conducted by means of a questionnaire that was mailed to mammal
curators and museum workers throughout the world. Responses show
that there is a wide disparity in the types of literature that are available
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within a country for the use by non-technical readers. Scientific accounts
of the mammals of any particular country or region are usually published
in English or German, and are widely utilised by museum specialists in
all countries, although the availability of even these specialised works
may be quite limited. Nevertheless, there is a general awareness by mamalogists of the technical literature concerning the mammals of their country,
even though this literature may be outdated or no longer in print. The
situation obtaining with the scientific literature, however, is in marked
contrast to that found for the popular or semipopular literature on mammals that is produced for a general nonspecialist audience. Few countries
of the world have a literature that brings non-technical information on
mammals to the general public. In this report, I compare the types of
mammal literature available in the United States, an exceptionally rich
area for all types of mammal literature, with those available in Argentina,
a country having an exceedingly impoverished mammal literature.
[ examine the history of the development of these two patterns of
literature availability and discuss the importance of popular and technical
literature to the evolution of a conservation ethic. It is clear that a general
conservation awareness by citizens at all levels of society is important
if a country is to develop an effective programme of environmental
protection. The widespread availability of popular literature on nature,
such as mammal field guides written in the native language of the country,
is an important component of conservation education. The publication
of such guides and associated literature seems to be a synergistic processas a guidebook on one particular taxonomic group appears, others follow.
As these books proliferate, there is a general upgrading of the public's
awareness of nature, including those non-specialists who are in decisionmaking roles in government, industry and education.
The United States developed its elevated level of conservation awareness over almost a century, a time period which saw a rapid diminution
of biotic resources because of widespread habitat modification and largely
uncontrolled hunting practices. An important factor in the development
of conservation ideas in the United States was the availability of a data
base on the distribution of biotic resources. This data, acquired through
intensive faunal and floral surveys, offered a strong foundation for the
ecological and management research that characterised the Twentieth
Century. It would have been difficult indeed to have initiated ecological
studies on species whose fundamental taxonomic status had not been
worked out before-hand. All ecological research assumes that the organisms examined are correctly identified and have their phylogenetic affinities at least initially worked out. Thus ecological research and, by extension, conservation biology, have systematic and survey research as their
foundational literature.
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In Argentina~ basic systematic and biogeographic research is incomplete. Although the level of information on mammals and other taxa
has improved greatly in recent years, there is still no complete survey of
the country's mammals that has been published. Because of this, field
guides and other widely disseminated popular materials have not become
generally available. The complex interrelationship of literature availability and a formal interest by students and educators in the subject of
environmental awareness that occurred in the United States has not taken
place in Argentina. General environmental interest among the public is
low~ and an effective conservation ethic is yet to develop. While the lack
of such an ethic cannot be directly related to the paucity of foundational
literature in the country, it seems to offer compelling evidence that a
natural historical informational base is a sine qua non of environmental
awareness.
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DISCUSSION

Q.

The popular publications which are produced-ho~t' are they distributed and how are they sold? Do they bring any profit to the
publisher? Are they subsidised?

A.

Some field guides are subsidised. Many bring a profit to the publisher-often a significant profit. Publishers have their own distribution system, although mail-order lists are frequently used.

Q.

After outlining the evolution of public awareness in natural history
and thus support to the scientists. What is your advice to those of
us who are interested and yet have no support in our own countries?
Should we sit around and wait for our national public to evolve au'areness of nature ?

A.

I believe that we are responsible for assisting the public to develop
an awareness of nature. We do this via our public education activities, including publishing semi-technical and popular literature.
Thus waiting is not the answer. We have waited long enough.

Q. Although much progress has been made in environmental education
in the U. S., is there still not a large segment of the general public
particularly in urban areas that lacks knowledge about wildlife and
ecology?

A.

Yes-the general public often seems to know less about wildlife
than we, the professional biologists might desire. But their awareness of the environment is actually quite high when viewed on a
global scale. Nevertheless, much work remains to be done on the
population of the U. S. to elevate their awareness of nature.

Q.

For the survey of the availability of popular literature you mailed
questionnaires throughout the world. I would like to know if any such
questionnaires was sent to India? In fact, inspite of economic pressure,
ZSI, BNHS, CAZRI, Dept. o.f Environment and many other organisations used to publish popular articles and monographs on natural
history in English and regional languages. ZSI publishes a regular
journal 'Zoologiana' with popular articles.

A. Several questionnaires were sent to various Indian Collections,
although I do not have the actual data at hand. All collections
listed in the Genoways & Schlitter survey of the World's mammal
collections were queried.
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ADVANCES IN SYSTEMATIC MAMMALOGY
ROBERT
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BAKER

The Museum and Department oj'Biological Sciences.
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INTRODUCTION

It seems to me that it is not only an impossible task but a bit presumptive to think that a short paper such as this can do justice to the
subject of advances in systematic mammalogy. Additionally, if they
are truly significant "advances" it is unlikely that anyone person is
capable of properly presenting a balanced presentation and perspective
overview. Therefore the reader should understand that the opinions
below are biased from a single person's viewpoint and the literature cited
is not intended to be comprehensive. With these protective caveats I
make the following observations.
The changes in systematic mammalogy have been on many fronts
ranging from the changes (and in some cases advances) in the philosophy
of systematics, to high tech methodologies. I shall try to touch on the
full spectrum.
PHILOSOPHY AND ApPROACH TO DETERMINING RELATIONS

1 think that most systematic mammalogists agree that a systematic
classification should reflect evolutionary history and common ancestry.
However, even if we knew the true family tree of all mammals, 1 think
that there would be disagreement among mammalogists on how to
convert such a tree into the categories ; genera, families, orders, and
so forth. Not only do we not know the true family tree, we also have
the problem that many currently recognised genera, families, orders,
and other categories have a history of being defined from a Gestalt, often
with little agreement as to their limits. Systematics has often been as
much art as science and higher taxonomic categories have simply been
what taxonomists have called them. Therefore, it should not be surprising that in systematics there have been repeated efforts to make
classification methodologies more scientific,
The two most recent attempts have been numerical taxonomy or
phenetics (Sneath and Sokal, 1973; Rohlf and Sokal, 1981) and cladistics (Hennig, 1966: Farris, 1979; Funk and Brooks, 1981 Platnick
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and Funk, 1983). Thank goodness, it is far beyond the scope of this
paper to deal with the details of these two camps of thought, but the
reader is referred to the numerous, often heated, discussions published
during the last ten years in the journal, Systematic Zoology. Basically
phenetics and numerical taxonomy would classify taxa based on how
similar they are without regard to whether the similarities are primitive
or derived. Alternatively cladi~tics associates taxa only if they share
derived character states. Additionally, cladistics embraces the ideas of
parsimony and out groups (Wiley, 1981 Watrous and Wheeler, 1981 ~
Farris. 1982: Maddison et al., 1984; Smith and Hood, 1984).
Several points appear to me to be worthy of note. First, a significant
number of the persons who favour either cladistics or phenetics often
border on a religious commitment to these ideas. In my opinion, there
is no place in science for such a fanatic attitude and I do not think that
systematics is better off as a result of these over zealous people. It is
ironic that such a religious fervor is associated with an attempt to be more
scientific. Second, as far as mammals are concerned, very few papers
have successfully employed these techniques to a point where a superior
classification has resulted. To some extent this is because there is a
large gap between theory and application. The bottom line is, however,
that the theories of numerical taxonomy and cladistics have had little
impact on development of the currently accepted mammalian classification (Anderson and Jones, 1984). Third, one extremely valuable aspect
of cladistical analysis is that it provides a measure of convergences and/or
reversals. For example for chromosomal rearrangements identifiable
with G-bands, convergent evolution seems to be a significant problem
(Robbins and Baker, 1981 ~ Rogers, 1983 ~ Hood et 01., ] 984). However,
not until anatomical, electrophoretic, DNA as well as other types of
data sets are analysed under similar methods will it be apparent if convergence is less a problem for these data sets. Fourth, I would also
like to note that although earlier taxonomists may not have understood
our more modern" techniques, I have been impressed with how accurate some of these early works have proven when tested with more recently developed methods. Examples are Osgood's (1909) revision of
Peronl),s(,lIS and Miller's (1907) revision of the families and genera of
bats.
U

On a more specific level, for G-band chromosomal data generated
in my laboratory we have attempted to use the cladistical methods (Patton
and Baker, 1978; Baker and Bass, 1979; Baker et al., ] 983; Haiduk
and Baker, 1982, 1984: Stangl and Baker, 1984). Hood and Smith
(1982) also used a cladistic analysis of the histology and anatomy of the
femaJe reproductive tracts of bats. An example of biochemical data
being cladistically analysed is Goodman et 01. (1982a), who produced a
hypothesised phylogenetic tree for the mammalian orders and fairly
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detailed study of many primates. In all of these studjes, there is generally
a good agreement with existing classifications and in several examples
where previous classifications have been poorly defined the new study
also was indecisive.
COMPUTERS AND NUMBER CRUNCHING

As data sets become more complex and varied it is only natural
that computers and associated statistical programmes would be critical to
systematic analysis, regardless of the philosophy that is favoured. Just
as each data set (morphological, chromosomal, genic, and others) has
its own strengths and limitations, so does each statistical programme and
a most critical aspect of successful utilisation is the proper choice of
the programme for a specific question involving a specific data set. From
my perspective, one needs a computer just to keep up with the available
programmes and my understanding of what these programmes can do
is primarily faith in the word of statisticians and computer types.
Nonetheless here is my limited overview.
Basically there are two broad categories of systematic methods for
dealing with multivariate data sets-clustering and statistical. Typically
(although not necessarily) the statistical techniques are considered to
be part of phenetic methodology, and involve some type of analysis of
overall similarities. Clustering methods may be phenetic (based on
overall similarities) or cladistic (based on shared derived similarities).
Neff and Marcus (1980) provided an overview of systematic philosophies,
algorithms, and available computer programmes.
During the past decade or so a number of computer programmes
and programme packages have been developed and distributed in order
to ease analysis of data and to proliferate the systematic philosophies of
the programmes' authors. Three widely used cladistic packages available
are PAUP (David L. Swofford), PHYSYS (James S. Farris), and Joe
Felsenstein's package. Each of these does Wagner-type clustering under
a number of user-defined constraints, and various of them will also
do other types of analyses (For example, character compatibility, userdefined tree analysis).
Notwithstanding the availability of these and other programmes for
some years, few cladistic studies of mammals have utilised them. Carleton
(1980), in his study of cricetine rodents, utilised and compared results
from Prim networks, Weighted Invariant Step Strategy (WISS) trees,
and Wagner trees based on morphologic data.
Phenetic clustering methods have been more commonly used in
mammalian systematic studies, perhaps due in part to the \yidespread
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availability of the NTSYS package developed by Rohlf, Kishpaugh,
and Kirk. This package provides a number of clustering programmes as
well as principal components analysis and minimum spanning network.
Authors who have used various of these techniques in systematic studies
include Findley (1972), Genoways (1973), Best (1978), and Carleton
(1980). Other statistical methods used less typically or for more specific
application include discriminant analysis (Smith and Starrett, 1979),
and analysis of variance (Owen and Webster, 1983).
A ubiquitous concern in systematic analysis of mammal data sets
is that of size. Lemen and Freeman (1984), in an analysis of bat data,
provide a discussion of the taxonomic meaning carried by the size and
shape components of a morphometric data set. The usual approach to
the Hproblem" of size has been an attempt to remove the effect of size
by the use either of ratios or removal of the first principal component
(for example, Best, 1978 ~ Douglas, et al., 1984). However, use of either
of these techniques assumes linearity of size relationships among taxa
(Pimentel. 1979), and Atchley (1978) has raised other objections to the
use of ratios. Wood (1983) suggested that the systematist's real objective
should not be to remove the effect of size, but rather that portion of the
data set variance, which he called the Hcommon part" ~ he further outlined a regression procedure to accoInplish this.
One of the potential problems of the incorporation of complex
conlputer-aided data analyses is that the researcher may depend too
heavily on a posteriori reasoning. Often, the hypotheses tested are generated after the data analysis has been performed. The danger in such
processes is that the investigations become data oriented and the study
is not conceived as an integra] part of the scientific method. In order
for the field of systematic biology to advance significantly as a recognised
science greater emphasis must be placed on experimental design and
ad herence to scientific principles.

NEWER TYPES OF DATA FOR SYSTEMATICS

An old cliche in systenlatics is that ~"systenlatists aren't proud, and
they will use any data available." With the expanding hOI izons of bjotechnology the potential data are mind boggling. Cellular structure,
subcellular structure, and biochemical studies have all recently been
interpreted in a systenlatic framework. Studies on sperm morphology
(Forman and Genoways, 1979), ultrastructure and light microscopic
histoJogy of the alitnentary cana] (Phillips et al., 1984), surface structure
of arvicoline rodent teeth (Koenigswald, 1980), and hair structure in
heteronlyids (Holnan and Genoways, 1978) serve as examples of the
types of morphological data used in a systenlatic context.
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E lee t roph ol·e.\' i.\'
Protein electrophoresis is by far the most commonly used technique
for determining the genetic relatedness of taxa. As a result of electrophoretic studies there have been assessments and reviews of genetic
variation in natura) populations (Nevo, 1978) and the reader is referred
to Smith et al. (1982). Prior to electrophoretic studies of natural
populations, it was generally accepted that species of animals contained
little genetic variability. Smithes (1955) and Lewontin and Hubby (1966)
demonstrated that organismal populations did indeed contain high
levels of genetic variability. Additionally, electrophoretic studies of
this variability have clearly documented that the populational structures
over short geographic distances are much more complex than previously
thought (Selander, 1970 ~ Chesser, 1983, Ryman et al., 1980).
Because of the amount of variability found in natural popUlations,
the systematic value of electrophoretic studies in mammals has genera]]y
been most valuable to the lower taxonomic levels (species and closely
related genera) rather than in relations of higher levels (such as orders
and families).
The primary problems associated with electrophoresis are that it is
difficult to be sure that the identical l11igration of a band on a gel indicates
genetic identity, as well as and the inability to make comparisons between
distantly related taxa. Nonetheless because electrophoresis is relatively
inexpensive and easily performed from a technical standpoint, it will
continue to be a widely utilised technique.

Immunology
One of the oldest biochemical techniques used to study systematic
relationships of mammals has been immunology. Probably the most
significant results of the immunological studies is the development
of the molecular clock hypothesis (Sarich, 1969 ~
Wilson et al.,
1977; Sarich and Cronin, 1980), which has resulted from microcomplement fixation studies (Sarich and Wilson, 1966). Because immunological studies have considerable resolving power for both closely and
distantly related taxa and because the techniques are relatively well
understood, I suspect that the technique will continue to be used in
mammalian systematics (A.rnold et al., 1982 Baker et 01., 1981 Fuller
et al., 1984). Nonetheless, the inlmunological techniques have the problems of 1) only estimating how different the proteins are from different
taxa (Sarich and Wilson, 1966) (2) exanlples of well documented nonclock like evolution (Arnold et al., 1982) and, (3) a reduced resolving
power because of variation of reciprocity studies (Sarich and Cronin,
1980).
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Sequencing of Amino Acids of Proteins
One of the types of data that has been most successfully converted
into systematic hypothesis is that generated from amino acid
sequences analyses from polypeptide chains (Goodman, et al., 1982a,.
1982b, 1982c). Data from such studies have the advantage of being
discrete, readily analysed by cladistical methods, and sufficiently conservative in rate of evolution that comparisons between higher taxa
(such as orders and classes) can be made. Because there are literally
thousands of available proteins, the theoretical limit for such studies.
is boundless (Goodman, 1982). However, because these studies are
relatively expensive and technically complicated, it is likely that such
studies will be performed in a limited number of laboratories and on a
relatively small number of proteins and taxa.
DNA Analysis
As DNA is the genetic material, there is considerable anticipation
in the development of the various techniques required to produce
the type of data needed for systematic work. Although this is a
relatively new field some of the first studies have been most promising
(for instance see the DNA/DNA hybridisation studies of Brownell,
1983 and Sibley and Ahlquist, 1984; the restriction endonuclease maps of
Templeton, 1983; the mitochondrial DNA studies on primates by Brown
et al., 1982, Peromyscus by Avise et al., 1979 and Lansman et al., 1983,
and Geomys by Avise et al., 1979 ~ DNA spacer sequences studies of
Appels and Honeycutt, in press; and studies on the genomes of closely
related species, Dover et al., 1980). There are several problems associated with DNA studies (Dover, 1980), however, it appears to me that
the number of laboratories, and number of productive scientists, and
the magnitude of medical and scientific funding of DNA biochemistry
will result in an immediate significant volume of literature, some of
which will be systematic in nature. Certainly this is the hottest area of
systematic research.
Chromosomal Studies
Ever since chromosomal data have been available, they have
been interpreted as having systematic value. Newer techniques for
mammalian chromosomes produce differential staining which is thought
to document genetic homology (Haiduk and Baker, 1984). At this
time, it is probably safe to conclude that non-differentially stained
chromosomes and C-bands (regions of highly repetitive DNA sequences) will have very limited systematic value (Baker et al., 1983).
Of the various types of differential staining techniques, G-bands appear
to be the most useful to systematics. With the advent of bone marrow
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methods (Lee and Elder, 1980), field techniques (Baker et al., 1982),
and high resolution banding (Yunis et al., 1980; Yunis and Prakash,
1982) the potential uses are great. The primary problems associated
with determining G-band homology are that in some closely related
taxa the G-band sequences can be radically rearranged (Baker and Bickham, 1984), genetic homology is assumed but not proven, and convergent
evolution has been found in a number of cases. Chromosomal G-bands
have been used to provide systematic hypotheses in a number of papers
(Yunis et al., 1980; Baverstock et al., 1983; Baker and Bass, 1979;
Baker et al., 1983). Additionally, chromosomal data have some value
in defining cryptic species (Baker, 1984; Capanna, 1982).

ROLE OF MUSEUMS

One final note about the role of museums in systematic studies
involving the more recent advances in biotechnology. The need for
voucher specimens deposited in reputable museums is imperative.
Museum personnel can playa most valuable and critical role in being
sure that proper data are obtained, in order that specimens used in the
newer types of studies are clearly referenced as a tissue source for specific
systematic studies. Problems associated with such systematic studies
and vital tissue collections are addressed in Dessauer and Hafner (1984)
and Baker and Haiduk (1985). It is my opinion that we are at a most
exciting time for discoveries in the area of mammalian evolution and
systematics and the museums of the world are a most critical component
to the proper scientific procedures associated with such discoveries.

SUMMARY

As new scientific methods have been developed that provide more
detailed information on molecular and cellular biology of mammals,
it is only logical that such methods be used to generate data for systematic studies. For maximum value such studies must not only maintain
a state of the science for these modern techniques but they also must
conform to modern museum standards. Proper voucher specimens
must be prepared in a way to document which tissues and types of data
were taken and what studies were made. If a museum contains specinlens
with such data, it significantly increases the value of that collection.
Methods that are commonly used include: differentially stained
chromosomes, electrophoretic definition of proteins, immunological
studies on proteins, amino acid sequences for a specific protein, DNA
hybridization, and mitochondrial DNA studies by restriction endonuclease. How to evaluate the results of such studies and problems in
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establishing a credible data set are discussed. All techniques that have
been extensively studied, show areas where that technique can provide
definition in some parts of the classification of mammals. However,
all techniques that have been extensively studied also show areas in
which they provide little or no resolution. Clearly, knowing the strengths
and weaknesses for any given method is critical to designing proper
systematic research programmes. Within most mammalian taxonomic
groups, systematic schemes are in need of critical test and the future
belongs to a balanced study from a variety of systematical techniques
including data from the classical, skin, skull, and other anatomical
methods as well as those from more sophisticated molecular techniques
that are now becoming available.
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INTRODUCTION

To protect their integrity for scientific research, biological specimens
must be preserved with as little alteration as possible. The often striking
successes of museum conservators in salvaging art, history, or ethnographic objects may have little application in scientific collections.
However, the knowledge acquired by conservators and other researchers
about the factors which cause deterioration of organic materials can
readily be applied to aid the preservation of Recent mammal specimens.
The increasingly sophisticated research techniques used in mammalogy underscore the need for an approach to collection care which seeks
to preserve through preventive conservation and to protect research
potential through minimal alteration of the specimen. In the absence of
data to prove otherwise, it should be assumed that any reaction a specimen undergoes after it is collected threatens both these goals.
Environmental factors such as light, temperature and humidity, and
atmospheric pollutants have been shown to cause damage to other museum
objects and have the potential to damage mammal specimens. Materials
such as metals, wood, paper, paints or other surface coatings, plastics
(including rubber), and chemicals used in preparation and fumigation
may also react with specimens and the reactions may be accelerated by
environmental factors.

ENVIRONMENT

Light

Light has the ability to stimulate both physical and chemical change
in objects. When a particle of light, a photon, is absorbed by a molecule,
the molecule reacts to the input of energy by (a) emission of heat,
(2) fluorescent emissions, (3) internal chemical change, (4) rupture of
chemical bonds, or (5) transfer of energy to another molecule (FelJer
1964a).
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The deteriorating effects of light on an object vary with the susceptibility of the object to the absorption of radiant energy (Feller, 1964a;
Stolow, I 966a). Organic materials are particularly susceptible (Plenderleith and Werner, ) 97)). Potential for photochemically induced deterioration is also governed by the intensity of the light source, the length of
the exposure, and the spectral characteristics of the light (Feller, I 964a,
I 964b ~ Stolow, I 966a, 1966b).
Portions of the electromagnetic spectrum of particular interest to
museums are the wavelengths from 300-1000 millimicrons. This includes
visible light and parts of adjacent infrared and ultraviolet regions as shown
in Fig.)
The light sources most commonly encountered in scientific
collections are ( ) incandescent lamps which have a high output in the
infrared, but are low in ultraviolet emissions, (2) fluorescent tube fixtures
which emit substantial ultraviolet radiation but are low in infrared, and
(3) daylight passing through windows or skylights which transmit both
ultraviolet and infrared radiation (Feller, 1968; Lull and Merk, 1982).
During collecting, specilnens may also be exposed to direct sunlight.
When the low energy photons in the infrared wavelengths (700-1000
1111-'-) are absorbed by an object, they rapidly and efficiently generate heat,
stimulating physical deterioration through desiccation and embrittlement
(Feller, ) 968 ~ Lull and Merk, ) 982~ Macleod, 1975). In fresh skin, the
infrared radiation in sunlight rapidly dries exterior surfaces, trapping
moisture and bacteria inside the skin where they cause decomposition
of the tissue (Bienkiewicz, 1983; Tancous et al., 1959). The heating effects
of infrared radiation promote defornlation of anisotropic materials such
as bone and ivory (Plenderleith and Werner, 1971) and cause colour
change in ivory (Brill, 1980).
Light in the visibile range (400-7001111-'-) is capable of producing
photochemical activity. However, it is the shorter wavelengths of the
ultraviolet region (300-400 lnlJ.) which are most energetic and are responsible for most photochemical damage (Feller, 1964b ; Greathouse et al.,
1954; Lull and Merk, 1982; Macleod, 1975).
The disulfide bonds in hair keratin are ruptured and amino acids,
especiany cystine and trytophan, are rapidly degraded by ultraviolet light
(Lennox and Rowlands, 1969). The interfibrillary proteins of animal skin
may be denatured by ultraviolet light and strong ultraviolet radiation
breaks down the walls of the fat cells within the skin, permitting the fats
to ooze out into the hair (Balfe, 1948; Lloyd, 1948).
Light in the ultraviolet region degrades the cellulosic polymers of
paper used for labels and records (Clapp, 1978). Dyes in paper (for
exanlple, the red colourants often used for holotype labels) are degraded
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by light and contribute to the decay of the paper as they deteriorate
(Greathouse et al., 1954). Paper becomes increasingly acidic as it undergoes photochemical decay and the acidity accelerates the degradation of
the dye (Brill, 1980). Once photochemical activity has been induced,
deterioration will continue even after the paper has been removed fronl
the light (Brill, 1980; Feller, 1964b). This suggests that all paper records
should be protected from light and pigmented labels should not be used
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as original labels for specimens. If red labels are used with holotypes,
consideration should be given to replacing them with new labels on a
regular basis so that acidic decomposition products do not have an opportunity to migrate into other labels on the specimen, or into the specimens.
Devices to detect and monitor ultraviolet radiation may be constructed or may be purchased commercially (Lafontaine, 1980; Padfield,
1967). Infrared radiation is measured with infrared thermometers and
surface temperature probes (Lafontaine, 1980). Light intensity may be
measured with a simple light meter of the type used in photography.
Neither infrared nor ultraviolet radiation is visible to the human eye.
Therefore, neither contributes necessary elements to the lighting for
storage, research, and exhibit areas (Macleod, 1975). If incandescent
lamps supply lighting, ventilation will be needed to reduce heating effects
of the lamps. The ultraviolet radiation of fluorescent fixtures can be
filtered with rigid plastic filters or with flexible plastic filters which fit over
the fluorescent tubes (Macleod, 1975; Smithsonian, 1982). Windows
may also be fitted with rigid plastic filters or covered with shades, drapes,
or venetian blinds which will also reduce the intensity of incoming light
(Stolow, 1966b).
Lull and Merk (1982) recommend that paper not be exposed to light
intensities above 50 lux and that bone, ivory, horn, leather, fur, and skin
should not be exposed to intensities above 150 lux. The amount of lighting needed can be reduced by reflecting the available light on glossy white
surfaces. The use of paint containing zinc oxide or titanium dioxide pigments is recommended because these pigments absorb ultraviolet radiation (Feller, 1964a; Macleod, 1975). Zinc oxide pigments help inhibit
the growth of mould on paint surfaces and may be preferred for use in
the tropics (Whiteley, 1966).
The length of exposure to light may be reduced by storing specimens
in light-proof cases and by keeping specimens covered when outside the
cases. Lighting in any collection area should be extinguished when the
area is not in use.
Photochemical damage is usually irreversible and is accelerated by
other environmental factors (Feller, 1964a).
Temperature and Hurnidity

Few mammal collections enjoy the complete climate control provided
for many art and history collections. The environment surrounding
scientific specimens often reflects the climate in which the museum is
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located. Seasonal extremes may be modified by heating and/or air conditioning, but these are often used only during working hours, allowing both
temperature and relative humidity to fluctuate over a broad range on a
diurnal basis.
Study skins, tanned hides, bone, and ivory are hygroscopic materials,
that is, they give up or take on moisture until they reach an equilibrium
with the moisture content of the surrounding air (Buck, 1964; Macleod,
1978; Stolow, 1966c). Each change in relative humidity subjects the
specimens to dimensional changes. In the absence of a well controlled
environment, changes are apt to take place overnight or within a matter
of days. Anisotropic materials, such as bone and ivory, respond to dimensional change in more than one direction and rapid fluctuations in relative
humidity may cause them to warp, crack, or split (Werner, 1968). Study
skins are composed of a variety of materials, each of which may react to
humidity fluctuations at differing rates, amounts or directions, subjecting the skins to uneven stress (Bromelle, 1968; Johnson and Horgan,
1979; Macleod, 1978).
Prolonged exposure to extremely low or high relative humidity may
be damaging to some specimens. At very low humidity animal hair is
subject to matting and felting from static electricity (Kaplan, 1971). Stambolov (1969) states that at relative humidities below 50 %, tanned skin
becomes brittle as loss of water content leads to a decrease in physical
strength.
Relative humidities above 65 % are associated with the growth of
mould and mildew (Florian, 1976; Macleod, 1978; Stambolov, 1969).
Although mould and mildew yield to a variety of chemical treatments
(Bienkiewicz, 1983, Dahl, 1957; Florian, 1976), it is certainly preferable
to avoid the need for fungicides.
Temperature alone is important primarily for its effect on relative
humidity. Gradual temperature changes have little effect on most museum
objects (Buck, 1964; Johnson and Horgan, 1979). However, when
coupled with high humidity, temperatures from 25°C to 30°C are
optimal for biological deterioration from mould, mildew, bacteria, and
insects (Coremans, 1968; Wessel and Thorn, 1954), and temperatures
from 30°C to 40°C are damaging to tanned skins (Bowes and Raistrick,
1967). Every 10°C rise in temperature normally doubles the rate of chemical reactions, accelerating the deterioration caused by other environmental factors or by reactions with other materials (Bromelle, 1968 Buck,
1964; Johnson and Horgan, 1979).
At very low temperatures (below freezing) untanned skins become
fragile and are easily damaged in handling (Bienkiewicz, 1983). At low
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temperatures tin, which is sometimes used for specimen labels, changes
from a crystalline metal to a grayish powder and should not be used with
specimens which will be frozen, refrigerated or exposed to low temperatures in unheated storage facilities.
Temperature and relative humidity readings may be taken by a
variety of methods. Hygrothermographs are expensive, but are accurate
and require little staff time. They produce a graph depicting both factors,
24 hours a day, for a period of up to two weeks. Thermohygrometers
are less expensive but must be monitored manually. Temperature alone
can be monitored with standard thermometers or maximum-minimum
thermometers. Relative humidity can be measured with Assman-type
or sli ng psychrometers, hygrometers, and paper indicator strips impregnated with cobalt salts. Plenderleith and Philippot (1960), Lafontaine
(1980), and Macleod (1978) give detailed reviews of monitoring devices
for museum environments.
Limiting the frequency and range of fluctuations in temperature and
humidity are the most important considerations for museums. Where
possible, temperatures should be compatible with human comfort, about
20-23°C, and should be maintained within a range of about 5°C (Buck,
1964). Seasonal relative humidity changes should not exceed 20 % and
diurnal changes should be substantially less (Buck, 1964). A range of
45-65 ~ (Buck, 1964~ Macleod, 1978) or 40-60 % (Johnson and Horgan,
1979; Smithsonian, 1978a) might be acceptable for most mammal
speCImens.
0

A facility designed to incorporate complete climate control allows
specimens to be transferred in and out of exhibit or storage areas without
risk. However, fully controlled environment is difficult to introduce into
an existing building and may cause physical damage to the structure
(Admur, 1964; Coremans, 1968). Admur (1964) describes methods to
achieve climate control on a room or isolated area basis.
Inside sealed storage or exhibit cases it is possible to create a microclinlate in which relative humidity is independent of the external humidity
levels and in which an increase in external temperature will result in a
gradual increase of internal relative humidity (Stolow, 1966d; 1977). The
J1licroenvironment can be created by using pre-conditioned silica gel as
a desiccant or humectant. Silica gel is chemically and physically inert
and nlay be repeatedly regenerated by oven drying at 250°C (Smithsonian,
1978b, 1981 Stolow, 1977). The amount of silica gel needed will vary
with the aIllount of other hygroscopic nlaterial in the case and it will require SOlne experinlentation to determine an appropriate anlount. However this is one of the least expensive nlethods of climate control (Stolow,
1977).
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Atmospheric Pollutants

The atmosphere around any museum may have gaseous or particulate
components detrimental to natural history collections. In coastal areas
the atmosphere contains chlorides which may recrystallise on objects.
These chlorides are hygroscopic particles that will attract moisture and
may attract and hold other pollutants (Bromelle, 1968; Plenderleith and
Werner, 1971). Saline impurities in the air may corrode iron or brass
tail and leg supports in study skins, and the zinc and steel used for storage
cases (Greathouse et al., 1954; Yocum and Upham, 1977).
Rural atmospheres contain dust (acid or alkaline, depending upon
the parent soil) and mould spores (Greathouse et al., 1954). Acids cause
hydrolysis of paper records and labels (Clapp. 1978). Alkalies degrade
pigment granules in animal hair (Kidd, 1977). Dust may be abrasive and
can serve as a nutrient for microorganisms (Wessel, 1954; Yocom and
Upham, 1977). Mould spores can regenerate on hygroscopic materials
(Ayerst, 1966; Stolow, 1966c).
Urban atmospheres may contain hydrogen sulfide, sulfur dioxide,
nitrogen oxides, high levels of ozone, and sooty, tarry or abrasive particulates (Bromelle, 1968, Greathouse et al., 1954; Plenderleith and Philippot, 1960; Plenderleith and Werner, 1971). Hydrogen sulfide damages
paint finishes and most metals (Yocom and Upham, 1977). Sulfur dioxide is absorbed into protein and cellulosic materials where it combines
with moisture to produce sulfurous acid, which in turn oxidises to sulfuric
acid, and ultimately disintegrates the materials (Plenderleith and Werner,
1971, Yocom and Upham, 1977). Hydrogen sulfide, nitrogen oxides,
and ozone damage paper (Clapp, 1978), and ozone degrades paint and
rubber (Yocom and Upham, 1977). Particulate pollutants absorb moisture and gaseous pollutants and hold them on the specimens (Brome)]e,
1968).
Lafontaine (1980) discusses methods of measuring air pollutants.
Yocom et ale (1977) describe the relationship of outdoor pollutant levels
to indoor environments and note that particulates can be reduced by
keeping windows and doors closed and using adequate filters for incoming air. Dust covers of cotton muslin or muslin covered with polyethylene sheeting may be used for materials stored on open shelves (Johnson
and Horgan, 1979).
Control of gaseous pollutants requires air conditioning which recirculates air and includes filters, air washing and activated carbon absorption (Yocom et aI., 1977; Bromelle, 1968).
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Wood
Storage cases for mammal specimens are usually fitted with wooden
drawers. Wood offers some cushioning properties and may help hold
moisture in creating a microclimate (Stolow, 1966d, 1977), but once exposed to light, wood surfaces are photooxidised, resulting in an increase
in the acidity of the wood and the formation of volatile degradation
products including .carbon monoxide, methanol, formaldehyde and
organic acids (Hon et at., 1980; Kalnins, 1966).
Wagstaffe and Fidler (1968) associate the use of wooden storage
drawers with foxing (fading) of animal hair. Formaldehyde causes formation of new disulfide bonds in hair keratin (Stoves, 1947). Contact with
acidic materials may damage leather (Stambolov. 1969 ; Tancous et at.,
1959) and will eventually destroy paper used for labels (Clapp, 1978;
Wessel, 1954).
Personal communication with representatives of the U. S. National
Bureau of Standards, the U. S. Forests Products Laboratory and the Paint
Research Association, Middlesex, England revealed that no coating will
completely eliminate the emission of volatiles from wood. These agencies
recommended two-component epoxy or polyurethane systems for coating
storage drawers. Both systems are solvent, chemical, water and abrasion
resistant (Miles and Briston, 1979).
As an alternative to wood, metal drawers with a baked enamel finish
may be used in storage cases. Baked enamels are superior to air dry
finishes for abrasion and chemical resistance (Cowling and Roberts, 1954 ~
Schur, 1975). If wood cannot be coated or replaced, it may be lined with
a non-reactive material to help protect the specimens. Liners made with
the Hacid-free" papers available from conservation materials suppliers
are not recommended because these are usually alkaline buffered to a
pH of about 8.5 and may be detrimental to protein based materials preserved for scientific research.
Plast ics (Including Rubber)

Clear polyester filnl without additives (for example, plasticiers or
ultraviolet inhibitors) is a tough, abrasion and chemical resistant material
which can be used to create envelopes to protect fragile papers (Library
of Congress, 1980). The filnl can also be used to line wooden storage
drawers or shelving, although it may generate static electricity in dry
en v iro n III e n t s.
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High density expanded polyethylene foams are resistant to moisture,
strong alkalies and most organic acids, are insoluble in all solvents at
temperatures below 80°C, have excellent cushioning properties and provide a non-abrasive, non-skid surface (Dow Chemical Company, 1969;
Mellan, 1976; Miles and Briston, 1979). These properties make it an
excellent material for lining wooden drawers and shelves. Experiments
at The Carnegie Museum of Natural History show that polyethylene foam
melts at temperatures below those at which mammal study skins are
damaged by heat. However, the tests indicate that temperatures above
140°C are necessary before this presents a serious problem.
Rubber products are usually found in mammal collections as door
seals for storage cases and as stoppers for fluid preserved specimens.
Natural rubbers have good resistance to alkalies and dilute acids, but
resistance to some hydrocarbon solvents is poor (Miles and Briston, 1979),
an important factor where fumigants based on hydrocarbons are used.
Levi (1966) reports that rubber stoppers dissolve in alcohol, lower the
pH of the fluid and deposit sulfur crystals on specimens.
Polychloroprene (neoprene) is a synthetic rubber resistant to flame,
abrasion, oils, greases, most solvents, dilute and concentrated acids,
microbiological attack and ozone, and has a low permeability to gases
(Allen, 1972; Lightbody et al., 1954; MacLachlan et al., 1966; Miles
and Briston, 1979). These properties make it a good choice for door seals
on storage cases. However, Levi (1966) notes that neoprene stoppers have
leached antioxidants into the alcohol of fluid preserved specimens.
Paper

Specimen trays, boxes for skeletal material and most specimen labels
are made of paper or paperboard. In addition to deterioration by environmental factors, paper is degraded by contact with acidic materials and
by acidic substances incorporated into the paper during manufacture,
including acid-inducing metallic salts, residues from bleaches, non-cellulosic components of the wood pulp, and acidic sizings (Clapp, 1978).
Whatever the source of the acidity, a pH below 5.5 is considered to be a
critical stage in the deterioration of paper (Plenderleith and Werner, 1971).
Papers with an all-rag content or produced from highly chemically purified
wood fibers seem to be among the best in terms of permanence (Wessel,
1954).
Acids in specimen trays and boxes will migrate into the paper labels
on specimens (Clapp. 1978) and will damage the inorganic portion of bone
and ivory (Goffer, 1980; Plenderleith and Werner, 1971).
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Clapp (1978) describes a variety of pH testing kits and devices available from conservation materials suppliers. The pH of a random sampling
of all incoming shipments of paper boxes trays and labels should be taken
when the materials are received and the samples should be reserved for
future tests to determine the pH of these materials as they age. If pH
decreases over time, old boxes and trays should be replaced with new ones,
or should be lined with non-reactive materials.
HAcid-free" papers buffered to a pH about 8.5 may be used as the
paper for permanent collection records and "acid-free" file boxes may
be used to store field records. Alkaline buffering has been shown to be
beneficial in the preservation of many cellulosic materials (Clapp, 1978).

Paints and Coatings
Coatings are usually comprised of a pigment, a vehicle (drying oil
or resin), solvents, plasticizers, driers (metals combined with organic acids
to form metallic soaps), and a variety of additives for special properties
(Cowling and Roberts, 1954; Robinson, 1981). Many of these components are designed to volatilise as part of the curing of the coating and
coatings oxidise naturally as they age (Cowling and Roberts, 1954). The
impact of these volatile products on mammal specimens is unknown.
Titanium dioxide pigments are the least reactive white pigments and
have excellent chemical resistance, while many coloured pigments are
attacked by solvents (Clark, 1975; Singer, 1981). Organic vehicles and
plasticizers serve as nutrients for mould and mildew (Cowling and
Roberts, 1954).
Manufacturers can provide technical data on the properties and
components of coatings. This data, along with information on when,
how and where coatings were applied should be part of the records pertaining to a coUection.

Metals
Steel, iron, zinc, tin, brass, and monel are a few of the metals used
with or near mammal specimens. Metals react with their environment to
form thin films of oxides, sulfides, chlorides or carbonates. Corrosion
becomes active when films are discontinuous, or when hygroscopic dust
or traces of fatty matter provide enough moisture for corrosion reactions
to occur (Plenderleith and Toracca, 1968; Promisel and Mustin, 1954).
When dissimilar metals are in contact either directly or through an electrolyte, a current flows between them and the metal having the highest
electrochemical potential is preferentially corroded (Goffer, 1980; Promisel and Mustin, 1954). Painted metals are subject to corrosion whenever
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the paint surface is disrupted by nicks or scratches and once corrosion
begins, it will spread underneath the rest of the coating (Cowling and
Roberts, 1954).
Bone and ivory are readily stained by corrosion products (Johnson
and Horgan, 1979). Animal skin may be rendered resistant to biological
decay by metallic salts, but will be stained in the process (Plenderleith and
Werner., 1971). Iron particles from corrosion of iron and steel not only
stain, but catalyse the change of sulfur dioxide to sulfuric acid (Clapp,
1978).
Monel, a nickel-copper alloy which has been used for labels, storage
tanks for fluid preserved specimens, and tail and leg wires in study skins,
is resistant to zinc chloride, fatty acids, most other organic acids and many
alkalies. However it is not resistant to sulfurous acid, ammonia solutions
and hypochlorite bleaches (Mogerman and LaQue, 1950).
Preparation Chemicals and Fumigants
Study skins have been treated with arsenic compounds, sodium
flurosilicate, borax, zinc chloride, alums, salt, magnesium carbonate, formalin and mercury compounds, to name a few. Skeletal material may
have been cleaned with borates, ammonia compounds, enzymes, sodium
hypochlorite or various combinations of the above and other chemicals.
Tanned skins may have undergone a formidable variety of chemical processes. Specimens have been preserved in a great number of different
fluid mediums over time, although the most common technique involves
formalin followed by tap water, then ethyl or isopropyl alcohol.
Coetzee (1985) and Downing (1945), among others, have made contributions to understanding the effects of selected chemicals on colour
change in study skins. The underlying chemical alteration of the specimens which are reflected in these changes have not been documented.
Certainly the selection of preparation materials should be aimed
at maximum preservation with minimal alteration of the specimens.
Unfortunately, much of the basic research needed to achieve this goal
IS not available at this time.
There is a need for records documenting the preparation materials
used with particular specimens. This will allow researchers to assess the
value of a specimen for their research requirements and will provide a
data base for evaluating the effects of the materials on the long term preservation of the specimens. A simple description of each preparator's
methods should be part of the permanent records for a collection. Brief
notations on any variations from the standard methods could be added
to pertinent field records.
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The same considerations should be applied to fumigant chemicals,
many of which are solvents (for example, carbon tetrachloride and
ethylene dichloride). Although the effects of these fumigants on human
health and on a variety of materials have been documented to some degree, the reactions between these chemicals and the specimens are not
well understood. Specimens may have been exposed to a number of different fumigants, as well as a number of different preparation chemicals.
The effects of these combinations are also unknown.
Permanent records which document fumigation procedures will help
provide the data necessary to understand the long term effects of the fumigants on the specimens.

SUMMARY

Recent mammal collections are threatened as museum objects and
as scientific research specimens by environmental factors such as light,
temperature, relative humidity, and atmospheric pollutants. Materials
sharing an environment with collections may react with specimens,
altering their integrity for scientific research and jeopardising their
preservation.
Organic materials are particularly sensitive to light. Infrared wavelengths cause desiccation of fibrous proteins and mechanical defornlation
of anisotropic materials such as bone and ivory. Ultraviolet radiation
degrades amino acids, denatures fibrous proteins, and weakens papers
used for labels and records. Light damage is reduced by limiting the
length of exposure, reducing intensity of sources and using ultraviolet
filters.
Mammal specimens are composites of hygroscopic materials which
undergo uneven dimensional changes as humidity fluctuates. High
temperatures accelerate chemical reactions, desiccate tissues, and coupled
with high humidity, promote growth of microorganisms. Control of the
range and frequency of temperature and humidity changes should be at
the building or room level. Where this is not possible, control can be
achieved by creating microclimates inside storage cases.
Atmospheric po)lutants are both particulate and gaseous in nature.
Particulate pollutants are abrasive and/or hygroscopic. They may hold
atmospheric sulfur dioxide which can convert to sulfuric acid. Gaseous
pollutants require chemical filters. Specimens can be protected from
particulates by nlechanical filters and dust covers.
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Materials used with specimens for preparation, storage and fumigation must be carefully recorded since most of these materials may react
in some way with the specimens. Metals may undergo electrolytic reactions in the presence of moisture, permitting corrosion products to deposit
on specimens. Wood exudes a number of volatile products, including
organic acids. Paperboard specimen trays and paper labels are often
acidic and become more acidic over time. Paints and varnishes contain
volatile compounds. The long term reactions between specimens and
various insecticides have never been rigorously explored, but the chemicals involved are often highly reactive.
The effects of the interaction between Recent mammal specimens and
environmental factors, and between specimens and materials sharing the
same environment have never been quantitatively analysed. There is
evidence to show that interactions exist and that they may threaten both
the scientific integrity and the preservation of the specimens. The damage
from these factors is insidious because it is often imperceptible on a day
to day, or even a year to year basis.
Any alteration to a specimen, however subtle or inconspicuous, has
the potential to destroy the value of that specimen for the increasingly
sophisticated analyses used in modern research.
Collection care should be aimed at producing a stable, non-reactive
environment for the specimens. All factors which may alter the specimens
should be carefully documented.
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DISCUSSION

Q. How and what type of light arrangenlellt do you give to the SpeCil11enS
to bring out its natural c%llr ?

A.

You may pick any lighting with a colour temperature designed to
enhance the ability of your eyes to see the colour of the specimens.
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Dr. Wilson can explain the type of lighting used for this purpose at
the U. S. National Museum. However, your eyes cannot see infra-red
and most ultraviolet radiation, so light in these ranges contributes
nothing to this type of lighting.

Q. Is there a better desiccant than Silica gel to use for control of humidity
levels l1'ithin specimen-cases ?
A.

There are a number of other desiccants on the market, however, none
of them incorporates in a single product all the properties of silica
gel. Silica gel is chemically and physically inert and may be
repeatedly regenerated by oven drying. Silica gel can also be used
as a humectant to raise the relative humidity in dry areas.

Q. Some people have told us in this conference that they use the sun to dry
their specimens and to keep off fungi. What is the minimum sun
exposure that can be practiced without damage to the specimens ?
A.

The ultraviolet radiation in sunlight will indeed kill mould and mildew, and some mould and mildew may be killed by the heat generated
from infrared wave lengths. I know of no study which addresses the
length of exposure to direct sunlight which will harm fresh mammal
skins. However, the intensity of direct sunlight means that exposure
must be brief (probably under one hour) since damage potential from
light is a function of the intensity and the length of exposure.

Q. In at least one collection of mammals located in a tropical country liJne
is used in cases as a cheap, de-humidifying compound for very humid
conditions. Do you know any harmful effects with this system, and
would it be a potential alternative to electric systems of humidity
control in developing countries?
A.

It depends on whether or not the mineral has been calcined. A calcined lime may give off a great amount of heat as it rehydrates. If
that is not a problem, lime might be used as a desiccant ~ however,
it is alkaline and any contact with the specimens should be avoided.
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STUDY OF PELLETS, FOOT-PRINTS AND PUG-MARKS
A. K.

MANDAL

Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta

In order to know the mammalian fauna of an area the standard
method is the collecting of specimens of as many species as possible,
and their preservation. However, now-a-days collection of many species
of mammals has become prohibited or restricted due to the strict application of wildlife protection acts. As such, the importance of applying
alternate methods for recording the presence of various species of
mammals in a particular area cannot be overemphasised. Positive
identification of a mammalian species based on its specific call is an usual
practice at the point. Observation, collection and preservation, whenever feasible, of foot-prints, pug-marks, faecal and bird-pellets, etc.,
are the other most useful methods for authentically recording species of
mammals in an area.
In the present communication, with the help of some illustrative
examples, an attempt has been made to show how the study of pellets,
foot-prints, and pug-marks can be useful in determining the identity of
..
.
a specIes In a gIven area.
PELLETS

Pellet means the indigestible part of the food material cast out in
the form of pills, small balls or lumps from either of the extremities of
the alimentary tract. Pellets cast out through the anus of mammals are
popularly known as faecal pellets, while those regurgitated by some
birds from the proventriculus through the mouth are generally called
bird -pellets.

Collection and Preservation
Collection of pellets can be made with the help of a pair of blunt
forceps by applying the slightest possible pressure so as to avoid any
possible damage to the shape of the pellet. The pellets thus collected
are put in a vial and its mouth securedly closed with a dust-proof lid.
Freshly collected pellets can also be kept in a specialised type of plastic
bag provided with dust-proof lid. However, the most suitable and convenient way of preservation of pellets is to dry them in air and to store
them in paper or plastic bags. Samples of pellet can also be dried in an
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oven at 80° to 85°C, for six to ten hours, depending upon the quantity
and the water-content of the pellet. The material can now be shifted to
plastic containers which, in turn, are sealed for final packing and onward
transmission to the laboratory. Fumigation of the pellets with carbon
disulphide should preferably be done if these are to be stored for a longer
period. These can also be dipped in a solution of celluloid in acetone.
Acetone being highly volatile, readily evaporates, resulting in a thin
coating of celluloid over each pellet. This coating not only maintains
the shape of the pellet for a longer period but also protects the pellet
against insect attack. For subsequent parasitological studies of the
faecal pellets, however, normally 1 o~: aqueous solution of Formaldehyde
is considered as a good preservative. It is, of course, very difficult to
avoid disintegration of the pellets in the field during the rainy season.
The best method, however, to record the undistorted pellets, is to take
photographs before their collection.

Faecal Pellets
In contrast to scats (faeces usually of carnivores) and dung (faeces
of bovine artiodactyles, perissodactyles, and of the proboscidians as
well), the faecal pellets (faeces of most of the artiodactles, rodents and of
lagomorphs) are quite distinct.
The pellets of an animal can be easily located in its area of activity,
such as its tracks, feeding ground, near salt licks, water sources, etc.
The pioneering works of Bennett, et al. (1940) on deer-pellets,
Webb (1940) on rodents and rabbit-pellets, Emlen et al. (1957)
on pellets of small mammals, and Cochran and Stains (1961) on
pellets of deer, other large ungulates and of rabbit are worth-mentioning
here. Further, pellet group counts have been taken into account for the
estimation of food intake along the feeding area of an animal (Korschgen 1971). The differences in size and shape of the pellets particularly
in Sam bar (Cervur unicolor), Spotted Deer (CervlIs axis) (Fig. 1A), Barking
Deer, (Mlintiaclis 111untjak) (Fig. 1B) and in different species of antelopes,
specially in Chinkara (Gazella ga::ella) (Fig. 1C) are well recognisable.
For example, there is little difference in size between the pellets of Barking
Deer and Chinkara, but the presence of a characteristic 4beak~ in the
form of a nodule, in each pellet of the latter is sufficient to isolate it from
that of the former. Likewise, identification of many other species of
mammals can conveniently be made on the basis of their pellets.

Bird Pellets
Most of the birds of prey (Order Strigiformes, fan1ilies Tytonidae
and Strigidae) herons, bitterns (Order Ciconiiformes, families Ardeidae
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f-jg. L - Fac~al pdlch of (A) Spotted Decr, Cl'fl'US axis, (B) Bark li ll g I)~~r,
AIJul.I(i'((cus Imml/lU'k and (C) Chinkara., Ga:ella pa:.t!lla
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and Ciconiidae) Kestrel and Hobby (Order Falconiformes, Family
Falconidae), and nestlings of some Kingfishers (Storkbilled and Brownwinged, Order Piciformes, Family Alcedinidae) are in the habit of throwing the indigestible portion of their meal through the mouth from the
proventriculus, in the form of a pellet (Fig. 2A). Bird-pellets ·contain fur,
feather, chitin of insects, bones, pieces of mollusc-shells, etc., which are
not broken down by the digestive juices. The pellet is found near the
roosting sites, nests, in feeding areas, and in such other suitable places
with least human interference. Examination of the pellets provides
information about the dietary habit of the bird. Authors like Errington
(1930), Wilson (1938), McClure (1945), Banfield (1947), Driver (1949)
and Dorney et al. (1958) have contributed much in studying pellets of
different groups of bird. Khajuria and Ghosal (1970) have studied the
pellets of the Barn Owl, Tyto alba, in India (Fig. 2B).
Study of bird-pellets, especially the owl-pellet, has some special
importance. Owls being nocturnal, their pellets can give an idea as
to the smaller mammalian fauna, mainly nocturnal, in its area of activity.
By examining owl-pellets one may even come across remnants of such
species of mammals as are very difficult, if not impossible, to collect by
usual methods, either due to the secretive nature of these animals or
due to the inaccessibility of their usual haunt.

FOOT-PRINTS AND PUG-MARKS

The foot-print can be defined as an impression or a print formed
by the foot, whereas the pug-mark is the impression fornled by the paw.
Paws are the characteristic features of carnivores, while other groups
of animal leave foot-prints along their tracks.
The foot-prints and pug-nlarks can easily be located on damp or
nluddy soil, and on sand or snow. The impressions on rocks also can
sometimes be obtained if the paws or feet are wet or lTIuddy. A log or
such other firm structure on the forest-floor and having a thin layer of
mud as a result of flooding due to recent rains, can precisely preserve
pug-marks and foot-prints of smaller malnmals. Excellent foot-prints
and pug-nlarks could be seen on a sheet of snow lying over a hard substrate. These can also be located along the aninlal tracks, in the feeding
area of an aninlal or near a source of water. During the dry season when
most of the water reserviors are dried up, even the predator and the prey
are cOl1lpelled to visit the same place wherever there is a trace of water
left, for drinking. This nlay be considered a~ the ideal spot for the study
of foot-prints and pug-nlarks in that season.
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Fig. 2A.-Photograph of entire pellet of the Spoued Owlet, Afh(»}1£1 hrama.
Fig. 2B,- Photogralph of the skeletal renlains of a House Shrew, Stilleu"
recovered from the peHet of the SpoUed Owlet Atltene h1'(II1U1 ,
Fig. 2e.- Photogr.aph of the pug.. mark of the right hind leg of a tiger.
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Collection and Preservation
In case of foot-prints and pug-marks, the sketch and/or photograph
with scale, as also their casts, may be taken in the field. Measurements
of different parts of foot-prints and pug-marks should also be noted.
Paraffin wax or Plaster of Paris can be used for making casts. Before
making any cast, a well-defined impression should be chosen and loose
soil or dried leaves over it should be removed so that the contour of the
impression may not be changed. The foot-print or the pug-mark is to be
surrounded by a suitable strip of card board or metal foil folded to form
a rectangular frame and pressed on the ground. Melted paraffin or
Plaster of Paris mixed thoroughly with water is to be poured carefully
over the impression surrounded by the frame. After 10 to 20 minutes the
hardened cast can be taken out. Loose soil adhered to it can be removed
under running water. For the safety of the cast during transport, it
should be re-enforced with suitable pieces of steel wire netting. If required, positive casts may be prepared from the negative one made in
the field. In that case, the surface of the negative cast is to be rinsed
with an aqueous solution of Potash. Vaselene can also be used instead
of Potash solution. These casts can now be stored in boxes.
Stewart (1912) was one of the pioneers who published an account on
foot-prints of animals. Subsequently, much work was done by Mason
(1943) and Drothy (1945) on animal tracks. A detailed account can
also be had from Murie (1954). Bang and Dahlstorn (1974) and Brown
et al. (1984) have contributed much on animal tracks and signs of British
and European birds and mammals.
It has authentically been proved that in some animals the pug-marks
of the left hind leg can reflect even the age and sex. As for example, in
the case of the tiger the pug-marks of the left hind leg of the male is
square in shape while that of the female rectangular. The sketch of the
pug-nlark of the left hind leg of a tiger (Fig. 3A) and that of a tigress (Fig.
3B), and a photograph (Fig. 2C) of the right hind leg of a tiger, obtained
during the 'Tiger Census' in the Sundarbans Tiger Reserve, West Bengal,
India, clearly show the differences in the pug-marks due to sex. The
well-known method of estimating population by counting pug-marks IS
another aspect of the study of pug-marks to be nlentioned here.
Since the study of faecal pellets, bird r:ellets, foot-prints and pugnlarks can give sonle idea regarding the nlammalian fauna of a particular area, it is desirable that a standard atlas may be prepared out of
these subsidiary evidences and kept in the museunl along with the specinlens. For the preparation of this atlas initially representative samples
from the zoo aninlals can be utilised. Once prepared, the atlas will be of
trenlendous help to the field workers engaged in the study of wildlife.
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In this paper, a brief account on the importance and method of
studying the different type of pellets as well as foot-prints and pugmarks of animals has been dealt with. Further, it is proposed that a
standard atlas should be prepared out of these subsidiary evidences and
kept in the museum along with the specimens.

A

B
Fig. 3.-Sketch of the pug-mark of the left hind leg of a (A) tiger and
(B) tigress.
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SUMMARY
In order to know the representative fauna of a particular area
the collection of animals is generally made; authentic sighting or the
call of an animal is also taken into account. When all these positive
evidences fail some alternative methods can be thought of, which may give
an idea about the faunal component of a place. Initially, the study of
faecal pellets and bird pellets can be taken up. The faecal pellets,
their shape and size, particularly in artiodactyls, provide sufficient infornlation to identify species. On the other hand, the bird pellets and
their contents can clearly indicate about the nocturnal fauna, especially
the smaller ones, occurring in the activity area of a bird. Special emphasis may be given to the well known method of studying the footprints and pug-marks of animals in determining their age, sex, population-size, etc., in many cases.
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DISCUSSION

Q. Does the Zoological Survey have a reference collection of identified
faecal pellets? If so, does the collection include sample fron1 small
mammals such as rodents, insectivores and bats?

A.

We have just now initiated to build up the col1ection of pellets
and identify them, so that ultimately we can prepare a ~standard
atlas' out of these material.
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Q. In the U. S. a method has been developed using difference in pH level
to identify and distinguish between similar appearing faeces of various
ungulates (e. g. deer Vs big horn sheep Vs prong horn antelope, etc.)
Has any work of this nature been conducted in India ?
A.

No such method has been adopted to identify the droppings. It
will be followed if it is found authentic in identifying them.

Q. Are there any published sources of information on distinguishing
faeces, pellets, pug marks of Indian malnmals from other Asian
countries?

A. There is no consolidated work on the subject.

Q.

What n1ethods do you use for the preservation of faecal matters?

A.

Usually dry them up and store in plastic bags. Details you may have
in this proceedings after publication.

Q.

What method and technique you use to separate and identify the food
materials found in faecal pellets?

A.

Microscopic studies of the faecal pellets often led to identification
of the prey species. Some of the food material can be identified if
microscopial exami nation is performed.

Q. How should faecal pellets, footprints, and pugnlarks be accessioned
into a nluseum collection? Should they be catalogued along with the
standard specimens (i.e. the skins and skeletal material), or should
a separate record be kept for this material?
A.

Separate records should be kept. Pellets nlay be preserved dry
along with the collection.

Proc. Wkshp Mgmt Mammal Colin Tropical Environ., Calcutta (1984).

CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT, UTILISATION,
AND CARE OF COLLECTIONS OF BACULA AND PHALLI
STEPHEN

L.

WILLIAMS

Section of Mammals, Carnegie MuseU111 of Natural History,
4400 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213, USA

INTRODUCTION

Studies of phallic morphology of mammals have been useful in
differentiating species and assessing systematic relationships. Although
these uses have been the primary reason for examining the structures,
there are other applications, such as studies of histology or growth and
development with age, that would be equally worth investigating. Traditionally, studies have included either the phallus (Arvy, 1978) or baculum
alone (Anderson, 1960; Burt, 1960; Dearden, 1958; Hamilton, 1946;
Harrison and Brownlow, 1978; Krutzsch, 1959, 1962; Long and Frank,
1968; Sinha, 1976; Thomas, 1915), or the baculum and external phallic
morphology (Hooper, 1958, 1959, 1960, 1961, 1962; Hooper and Hart,
1962; Hooper and Musser, 1964; Lidicker, 1964; Williams, 1982;
Williams et al., 1980). Data collected for these studies usually involves
general characteristics, bacular position, and phallic and/or bacular
measurements. These data have proven to be an important aspect of
mammalian systematic research and systematic collections (voucher and
reference material), thus special considerations for the development,
utilisation, and care of these materials are warranted.
The information that is available for the development, utilisation,
and care of collections of bacula and phalli is scattered and collectively
it does not cover the subject. The following will attempt to consolidate
the available information on the subject, and include further comments
based on the objectives and methods of mammal research collections
(Williams et al., 1977). The following discussion is divided into sections
for development (methods of collecting and preserving phalli and bacula),
utilisation (methods for identification and research purposes), and care
(methods of permanent storage).

DEVELOPMENT

Before studies of the phallus can be initiated, a basic knowledge of
suitable fixatives is beneficial. Phallic tissues may be fixed for gross
examination with 9 5 ~/~ ethyl alcohol (Knudsen, 1966), I 0 ~~ formalin
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(1 part commercial 37-40% formalin and 9 parts water; Knudsen, 1966;
Quay, 1974; Taylor, 1967), neutral buffered formalin (4 g acid or monobasic sodium phosphate monohydrate (NaH 2P0 4 .H 20) and 6.5 g dibasic
phosphate anhydrate (NaH2 PO 4) dissolved into 1 litre 10% formalin;
Quay 1974). or AFA (50 ml 95% ethyl alcohol, 10 ml commercial 37%
formalin, 2 ml glacial acetic acid, and 40 ml distilled water; RusseIJ,
1973). Van Gelder (1965) also recommends embalming fluid (1 part glycerin, 1 part 37 % formalin, 1 part 90 % ethyl alcohol, and 3 parts water)
for fixing tissues. (Other fixatives and techniques are also available for
studies of microstructure.) Most materials should remain in fixative for
at least 7 to 10 days. Large phalli may require direct injection of fixative
to prevent inner tissues from decomposing (improperly fixed tissues may
decompose or incur damage to connective tissues during subsequent
processing; Taylor, 1967). Comparing the fixatives, Russell (1973) comments that 95 % ethyl alcohol is not a rapid-acting sterilizer and fixative,
thus disintegration of material may occur. Although standard formalin
is an ideal fixative it is usually acidic with a pH of 3.0 to 4.6 which can
become more acidic with time. This acidity will cause decalcification of
bones and deleterious chemical changes in other tissues (Quay, 1974;
Van Gelder, 1965). The deleterious effects of standard formalin solutions
can be minimised with buffers that will bring the pH closer to 7.0. AF A
is a good fixative that has a bleaching effect on the specimen which facilitates easy examination of external characters and subsequent clearing and
staining. Standard formalin solutions, embalming fluid and AFA should
be thoroughly washed out of the tissues and replaced with 70 % ethyl
alcohol as soon as possible after fixation is completed. Russell (1973)
suggests decantation for one hour, whereas Knudsen (1966) recommends
soaking the material in distilled water for 24 hours. Buffered formalin
may be treated the same way, but both buffered formalin and 70 % ethyl
alcohol are considered acceptable preservatives for permanent storage
(Quay, 1974). The use of 70% ethyl alcohol is most often recommended
(Levi, 1966; Quay, 1974; Taylor, 1967a, b).
Material obtained for stud ies of phallic lnorphology fllay be
obtained fronl preserved specimens in research collections or from
freshly collected specimens. In either case an awareness of this research
resource is essential so that appropriate procedures for preservation are
followed. Ideally, these proced ures will become a standard part of
specilnen preparation so that there will always be the potential to use
the material for research and identification even if it is not used by the
initial investigator.
As a lllinill1al effort, it is recoll11nended that during the preparation
of standard study skins of 111ale specimens, the phallus be everted and
left attached to the skin (Friley, 1947). Care should be taken to avoid
inadvertently cutting or breaking the baculum (if present) or any of
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the connecting skin. Those mammals that have a baculum include a few
insectivores, all carnivores, n10st bats, most primates, Inost rodents
(DeBIase and Martin, 1981), and pinnipeds. Once the phallus is properly
removed with the skin, further attention is required to avoid sewing the
phallus inside the specimen. The phallus is then dried with the rest of
the skin and wiJl always be associated with the specimen until it is
reInoved for purposes of identification or research. When the phallus
is removed from the skin it should be rehydrated by allowing it to soak
in water for several hours. When the shape is restored it is then processed
through stages of fixation, washing, and storage in a preservative.
Fluid-preserved specimens may be treated in a similar Illanner as
study skins. If there are specific plans to study phallic morphology of
a Inammal group, it is reC0I111nended that the phallus of fluid-preserved
specimens be everted prior to fixation. Efforts to evert the phallus
after fixation are difficult and may cause the n10rphological features to
be distorted or damaged. The phallus of fluid-preserved specimens should
follow the saIne sequence of fixation, washing, and storage in a preservative (which may have been done while it was still attached to the
specio1en).
For active studies of phallic morphology it may be desirable to
immediately evert and remove the phallus from the specilnen, and then
preserve it in a fixative. When a part of a specimen is removed, it is
essential that it be properly labelled so that it can be reassociated with
the rest of the specil11en. One method is to simply place the label and
excised specimen parts in a vial. If the availability of vials or fixative
are limited, it may be desirable to tie the label to the base or proximal
end of the phallus and then store phalli from several specilllens in one
container. For such situations crowding of specimens should be avoided.
Considering the methods discussed for developing a collection of
phalli, the option of leaving the phallus attached to the specimen provides the easiest technique, allows association of all specimen parts,
and still makes the material available for examination at a later date.
However, the inlmediate removal and fixing of the phallus provides
better preservation, thus l11aking the InateriaI more suitable for detailed
examination.
Collections of bacula may be developed in similar ways as phallic
collections. The Inain consideration is removing extraneous tissue from
the baculu111. An awareness of cartilaginous and/or cOlnpound osseous
parts of the bacuJuITI is necessary. For bacula that are large and completely osseous, standard Inethods of cleaning skeletal material (for
example, dermestid s) may be used. Friley (I947) and Hamilton (1946)
discusses alternative methods, using maceration in potassium hydroxide,
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for snlall specimens. For bacula that are partially cartilagenous and/or
composed of l1lultiple osseous parts it is best to try to keep these parts
associated and in a natural condition. This may involve rerr:oval of
tissues by potassium hydroxide maceration or careful dissection, and
storage in a liquid preservative (to avoid alterations caused by desiccated
cartilage ).
Bacula are usually maintained in individual containers. If the
baculum is dry and large enough, it should be labelled with permanent
black ink (Van Gelder, 1965). Otherwise an appropriate label should be
placed in the container with the baculum.
UTILISATION

When utilising phalli and bacula for identification and research
purposes it must be realised that within a species considerable variation
of these anatomical structures is likely. This variation can be partially
explained by natural nongeographical and geographical differences.
Therefore, efforts are needed to minimise the amount of variation so
that reliable assessments are possible. For instance, substantial differences are often attributed to age variation (Dearden, 1958; Harrison
and Brownlow, 1978; Kennerly, 1958; Williams, 1982). To eliminate
that variable for most comparative studies it is best to use only specimens of the same age, preferably adult individuals because it is safer
to assume that the phallic and bacular development will be complete.
Analysis of other forms of natural variation (for example, individual and
geographical) are improved with adequate sample sizes from different
geographical areas.
Although an understanding of natural variation is important for
phallic studies, mechanical variation, or variation resulting from methodology, are perhaps of greater importance. Causes for mechanical
variation can occur at almost any stage of the study. For instance,
phalli improperly everted, removed, or preserved may appear different
fronl those that have been properly treated ; the softer tissues of the
phallus can be easily damaged or deformed by crowded conditions in
storage containers or desiccation during examination; methods used
for documenting characters and taking measurements of each specimen
can easily result in further inconsistencies. To minimise variation attributable to mechanical causes requires a concerted effort to standardise
every detail of the entire procedure and use the sanle procedure for
each specimen.
Often studies of the phaJlus have involved clearing and stalnlng
proced ures. These proced ures are primarily useful in determining the
position and components of the baculunl within the phallus. Thus, it is
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often a necessary preliminary procedure for determining parameters for
more detailed studies. The process of clearing and staining has been
described by several authors (Davis and Gore, 1936 ; Friley, 1947;
Hildebrand, 1968; Knudsen, 1966; Russell, 1973; Taylor,1967a,b).
Generally the procedure involves fixation and preservation (previously
discussed), clearing, staining, destaining, and storing in glycerine. The
following is a more detailed discussion of the steps not previously discussed. Before any part of the clearing and staining process is performed
on any specimen, the external characters and dimensions of that specimen should be fully documented. The process is irreversible and it is
possible that the procedures will alter the surface and dimensions of
the phallus.

Clearing
The clearing procedure is a maceration process that leaves the
non-osseous tissues in a state approaching a gelatine consistency and
transparent appearance. A 1 ~~ or 2 % potassium hydroxide solution
(lor 2 g KOH and 100 ml H 20) is usually used (Friley, 1947; Hildebrand,
1968; Knudsen, 1966; Russell, 1973). Russel (1973) suggests using
quantities of KOH solution equalling the volume of the sample. The
amount of time that phallic samples will remain in the solution will vary
according to size, with very small samples requiring about one hour,
medium-sized samples requiring two to four hours, and the larger samples
requiring eight to 12 hours (Friley, 1947). The time may be reduced by
warming the solution. The initial clearing is completed when the baculum
starts to become visible when held up to the light. There should not be
much concern if samples are not totally transparent at the end of this
step ; clearing will continue as long as the tissues are in KOH solutions.
Taylor (1967a,b) comments that the use of KOH for many materials,
particularly those preserved for long periods of time, are not always
satisfactory because excessive swelling may occur. He recommends
the use of enzyme powders (for example, pancreatin, pancreatic protease,
or trypsin) and sodium borate solution (30 parts saturated sodium borate
solution and 70 parts distilled water) as an alternative. The phallus is
placed in a volume of sodium borate solution that is 10 to 40 tinles
greater than that of the sample, and then about I cc of enzynle powder is
added to the solution. The sample is mascerated in the solution until
it is almost clear. If the tissue has not been sufficiently cleared in 7 to
10 days, the solution should be replaced.

Staining
The staInIng procedure is used for colouring the cartilagenous and
osseous components of the baculum so that they will be apparent when
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viewed through the cleared tissues. The staining of cartilagenous and
osseous tissues is two separate proced ures.
The staining of cartilagenous tissues may not be necessary if the
baculum lacks cartilagenous parts or the investigator chooses to omit
this part of the procedure because of difficulty of acquiring suitable
results. However, if staining cartilagenous tissues is desirable, it should
precede the staining of osseous tissues. Toluidine blue dye solution
(100 ml 70% ethyl alcohol, 2 ml 0.5% hydrochloric acid, and 0.6-0.12
g dye) is recommended for staining cartilage (Burdi, 1965 ; Williams,
1941). Before use, the solution should stand for 24 hours and then be
filtered. The amount of stain used should be about 20 times the volume
of the specimen. The staining time required is about two days, but will
vary according to the size of the specimen. The sample must be destained
before staining of osseous tissue begins. Removal of the dark blue
stain is accomplished by multiple washes in ethyl alcohol-20 hours
in 35 ~;p 28 hours in 50 ~~~, and 8 hours in 70 ~/~ ethyl alcohol (Burdi, 1965).
To stain the osseous portions of the baculum, 1-8 drops of alizarin
red S stain solution (saturate alizarin red S with 5 parts glacial acetic
acid, 10 parts glycerin, and 60 parts water) is added to each 100 ml of
KOH (Hildebrand, 1968 ~ Russell, 1973) ~ a deep purple colour will
result. The time required for staining will vary from four to six hours
depending on the size of the sample (Russell, 1973). Following the
period for staining, the specimen is transferred to fresh KOH solution.
Destainillg

The destaining procedure involves removing the stain and saturating
the tissues with glycerine. This is accomplished by methodically placing
the sample in progressively increasing concentrations of glycerine for 24
hours each. The first solution is 20 parts glycerine, 3 parts 2 o~ KOH,
and 77 parts water. The second solution is 50 parts glycerine, 3 parts
2 () () KOH, and 47 parts water The third solution consists of 75 parts
glycerine and 25 parts water (Knudsen, 1966 Russell, 1973). Russell
(1973) suggests maintaining the materials in the respective solutions for
one to three weeks each. Finally the sample is placed in 100 () 0 glycerine.
Storing

Glycerine (100 () (J is the liquid used for pernlanently storing cleared
and stained tissues. ft saturates the tissues and increases their firmness.
Clearing and staining of phalli are not absolutely necessary for
studies of the phallus in fact, such procedures nlay not be desirable.
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Not only is the procedure time-consuming but it can be a rather frustrating effort. The procedure may result in important and diagnostic
epidermal structures being sloughed off (Hooper, 1958; Lidicker, 1968).
Furthermore, it causes a softening of the tissues which (Hooper, 1958;
Taylor, 1967) react to external pressures and surface desiccation by
quickly changing shape; this, in turn, creates problems of taking accurate
external measurements and identifying lnorphological features. Perhaps
the greatest problem is that it may not be possible to get accurate measurements of the baculum even though it is clearly visible. Cleared tissues
surrounding the baculum can cause distortion, thus making precise
measurements questionable. To obtain accurate measurements of the
baculum, it may be necessary to carefully dissect the baculum from the
phallus. If this is done to a phallus that has been cleared and stained, the
remaining tissue may become amorphous and virtually useless for further
examination-thus, the only remaining part of the phallus is the baculum
itself. Therefore, it is reiterated that the clearing and staining process
is primarily useful for determining the position and components of the
baculum.
As an alternative method to the clearing and staining procedure, it
is recommended that more emphasis be placed on using only material
that has received no more treatment than standard preservation. This
will save time and it will allow the use of material that would have considerably fewer mechanical variables. Furthernlore, the firmer tissue
will normally retain epidermal structures and be less affected by external
pressure and surface desiccation. The first step involves documenting
in detail the external morphology and measurements (photographs
can be useful for this purpose). Next, the baculum is dissected and the
documentation is repeated. Although the dissection of the bacululll
destroys part of the softer tissues, it is possible to remove the bacululll
carefully and leave most of the remaining phallic parts intact and certainly suitable for further examination of epidermal structures and most
external morphological features.
Hooper (1958) and Lidicker (1968) provide illustrations discussing
terminology of phallic characters. The typical phallic and bacular
measurements include length of distal tract, length of glans, length of
protractile tip of glans, greatest diameter of glans, length of bacuJUI11,
length of cartilage, height of baculum base, and width of baculunl base
(Hooper, 1958; Williams et al., 1980 ~ Williams, 1982). To establish
the size relationship of the phallus to the body size, phallic dinlensions
are usually compared to a non-phaIlic character. Hooper (1958, 1959)
used the length of the hindfoot. However, that dilnension is subject to
preparator's error and cannot be verified. Other studies (Willianls et al ..
1980; Williams, 1982) have used condylobasal length. For bats,
the forearm can serve the saIne purpose, as well as indicate the
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age of the animal. For most other mammals it will probably be necessary
to have the skull extracted so that a cranial measurement can be taken
and the age of the specimen verified.
The ability to accurately measure parts of the external phallus and
baculum is very important. For very large specimens, dial calipers
accurate to 0.1 nlm would be adequate. However, measurements are
1110re difficult with smaller material. It is possible to produce enlargenlents of the structures with the use of a camera-lucid a scope or with
photographs. In either case, a millimetre scale should be included in
every enlargement (it is very easy to alter measurements with the slightest
focus adjustment). The actual magnification is determined by measuring one millimetre on the enlarged scale. Then it is a simple matter of
taking measurements from the enlarged figure and dividing by the magnification to get the actual phallic or bacular dimensions. These measuring
techniques allow easy verification, if necessary. It is also possible to take
measurements of small materials with the careful use of a micrometer.
(During periods of examination, it is advisable to work quickly and
beware of active dimensional changes resulting from desiccation. These
changes are particularly fast if the observation lights are placed too
close to the specimen.)
The final results will depend on the quality control used throughout
the examination and the amount of material exanlined. Data for one
specimen will indicate basic characteristics and possible dimensions.
With more specimens available, a more precise description is possible
and statistical methods can be cond ucted.

CARE

The care of phallic lTIaterial involves establishing a storage situation that will provide continuous protection and nlaintain the integrity
of the specimen. The first aspect of providing perpetual care is adequately
labelling each item so that it can be easily identified. Labelling should
include at least the collection catalogue number and taxon. Other identifying numbers and collecting locality can also be used for the organisation
and handling (relTIoval and replacement) of the material. It is also very
inlportant that the remainder of the specinlen be catalogued in the
research collection and to be available as a voucher for su bsequent
verification of data, such as age and identification.
Phallic I11aterials Inay be individually contained in a variety of
ways. However, Inany of the Inethods are nlost applicable for snlalls
species of Inalnlllals. White () 95 J) suggests the use of microscope slide
for dry bacula. Dry bacula nly also be attached to insect pins (Friley.
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] 947). Vials are probably the most functional and versatile storage
containers for most phallic materials, particularly if air-tight caps are
used. Vials can accommodate dry and fluid-preserved material, and
assortment of specimen sizes in equal-sized containers (Jarger specimens may require the use of long jars or boxes), and a flexible method
of organisation. Vials that are used for fluid-preserved material should
not be placed in a position that would make leakage possible; for prevention of leakage, as well as evaporation, it may be necessary to seal the
cap with plastic tape or melted wax (Van Gelder, 1965). For vials containing either dry or fluid material it is possible to provide additional
protection during storage, and organisation capabilities, with the use
of Styrofoam (Hoffmeister, 1973) or wood panels that have appropriate
sized holes made to hold the vials.
For most situations, fluid-preserved material is permanently stored
in either 100 % glycerine or 70 % ethyl alcohol depending on previous
treatment. Material that has been cleared and stained should be stored
in glycerine. The use of metal (Jabels or vial caps) should be avoided because it wi]] cause colouring of glycerine. It is recommended that thymol
crystals be added to the glycerine to prevent mould growth (Taylor,
1967a, b). Any material that has not been cleared should be permanently
stored in 70 % alcohol. For material stored in either glycerine or alcohol,
all efforts should be made to prevent loss of liquid and desiccation. If
any phallic material is allowed to dry after fixation it is unlikely that the
original shape will ever be obtained. Levi (1966) discusses possible
methods of reconditioning material that has been dried.
In research collections of Recent mammals phallic materials may be
stored and maintained in different manners. Dry bacula may be placed in
separate containers, such as gelatin capsules and stored with the osteological materials of the specimen. Likewise, fluid-preserved phallic
material may be placed in appropriate locations with the alcoholic
collection. However, it is not uncommon to maintain a special collection consisting of only phallic and bacular material. In such situations
the material can conveniently be stored in a phylogenetic arrangement to
subfamily and then alphabetically to species or subspecies. Further
criteria may be used for organisation, but for situations that do not
involve large series of specimens a simple sequential arrangement by
collection catalogue number should be adequate.
CONCLUSION

Studies of the phallus and/or baculum offer an easy 111ethod of
obtaining valuable information from specimens acquired for the research
collection. There is still considerable potential and need for quality
research in this field.
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When studies are being initiated, it is important to be aware of
natural and mechanical factors that may contribute to variation. To
minimise these factors, efforts should be made to use adult individuals
as much as possible, and to substantiate the available data with appropriate sample sizes. Furthermore, it is very important to refine and
standardise the methodology of the entire study. For the sake of preserving the phalli and maintaining material for future reference, it is recommended (except for determination of the position and components
of the baculum) that clearing and staining procedures be replaced with
simple dissection.
It is not intended that this paper serve as the final word on the
subject. Anyone working with phallic material may discover that the
precise techniques developed for a particular study may not work as
well for another group of mammals or set of conditions. There are
various other applications that are worth further consideration, such
as the use of X-ray (Hildebrand, 1968), freeze-drying (Hower, 1964,
1967; Meryman, 1960, 1961), and possibly others (Hildebrand, 1968).
It is hoped that the available information has been consolidated, and
that this paper will serve as a useful reference for future work.

SUMMARY

Phallic morphology of mammals can be applied to identification
of species and various research projects, such as differentiation of species,
as~essing systematic relationships, histology, and growth and development. Because of the research potential and obligation of mammal
collections to maintain voucher and reference material special considerations are warranted for the development, utilisation, and care of
collections of bacula and phalli.
The developlnent of a phallic and bacular collection begins with
the accumulation and preservation of such materials. The collection
of these materials should be at least a standardised operation of specinlen preparation. If studies involving the phallus are actively being
conducted, then other Inethods are available to improve the quality of
the material.
When utilising phallic nlateriai for research or identification purposes, it is important to be aware of natural and mechanical causes of
variation. Because of age variation, it is best to use adult specimens
for most conlparative studies. Younger individuals are most useful for
studies of variation with age or growth and development. A major
cause of mechanical variation in these studies is the process of clearing
and staining. This process is Inost useful in deternlining the position and
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components of the baculum. Once this is done with representative
specimens, it is recommended that the description and measurements
be taken from material that has only been preserved. To obtain data
from the baculum it is recommended that it be carefully dissected from
the phallus so that both will be available for future examination. Examination procedures require detailed descriptions and accurate measurements.
The care of phallic and bacular material requires adequate labelling
of each item to promote organisation and ease in handling. These items
may be stored in glass vials with air-tight, non-metallic caps. Fluidpreserved material will be stored in 70 /~ ethyl alcohol or, if cleared and
stained, in I 00 ~~ glycerine. Bacula may also be stored with nlicroscope
slides, insect pins, or in boxes. Both fluid-preserved and dry materials
may be stored in the research collection by various methods.
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DISCUSSION

Q.

Can the larvae of dermestids be used for the extraction of baculum

A.

Removal of the baculum may be done by careful dissection, maceration with potassium hydroxide, or with small dermestid larvae.
The most suitable method used will depend on the species of mammal
involved. For those species of mammals having multiple osseous
or complex cartilaginous structures the use of dermestid larvae
would probably not be desirable.

?
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NON-PEST MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS IN MAMMAL
COLLECTIONS IN TROPICAL ENVIRONMENT
R. K.

GHOSE

Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta

INTRODUCTION

The importance and value of reserve collections and museum exhibits of mammal, like any other zoological material, are understood by
everybody, and the necessity of its maintenance is beyond any controversy. In broad outline, management of mammal collection includes
various aspects such as collection preservation, storage, damage by pests,
and non-pest related problems. Effective care and management of
all these factors are the basic duty of a scientific institution or a
museum.
An institution or a museum, ~hether in a temperate, tropical or in an
arid country, faces almost the same basic problems in maintaining a
mammal collection. Slow but gradual deterioration of a stuffed skin,
fluid preserved material or skeletal material, takes place from handling
of the collection either for storage or for study purposes, accession, etc.
The major injury, hO~'ever, is due to high percentage of humidity, temperature, light, and pollution. The~e factors have their worst possible
effect in maintenance of mammal collections, particularly in tropical
climates. Grease free specimens, proper storage, use of correct preservative, prevention against damage and loss, updating of scientific names,
etc., are important factors in maintenance of mammal collections.
However, many of these problems can be handled satisfactorily with the
execution of a number of preventive measures and periodic supervIsion.
While different management aspects have been discussed during
various sessions of this workshop, in this paper only the non-pest
maintenance problems, together with treatments to be undertaken, are
discussed. In literature, however, a number of references are available
on various aspects of preservation, storage and maintenance of collections. Some of them to mention are Anon (1962), Colbert (1961), Feller
(1964), Force (1975), Funk and Sherefy (1975), Giles (1966), Hall (1962).
Jackson (1926), Morrill (1962), Palmer (I974), Stolow (1966a, b), Wagstaffe and Fidler (1955) and Zweifel (1966). An account of the collection.
preparation, storage, management, etc., of mammal collection has been
given by Williams ef al. (I 977).
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ENVIRONMENT

Temperature and moisture
The effect of temperature and moisture on collections is of great
concern as regards their maintenance and care. Temperature is, however, of primary importance, for it regulates the moisture content at a
particular place. It has great effect in tropical countries. In tropical
plain lands, during summer, temperature vary between 40 and 50°C,
and in winter, the barometer may fall down at places as low as O°C,
thus bringing high fluctuation in atmospheric moisture contents. Temperature and moisture may fluctuate daily, weekly, as also subject to
sudden changes, which effect the indoor weather of the laboratory,
accordingly. The collection of skins, fluid-preserved specimens, and
osteological material, if remain uncared for, absorb water vapour from
the atmosphere. The collection absorbs water vapour from the moisture
sensitive wooden furniture and card board boxes in which it is stored,
also from wrapping papers and packing cotton and skull bags made of
cloth, etc. When the humidity is high, skins and bones absorb more
moisture and expand, when it is below optimum they shrink. Rapid
fluctuation in moisture content is more damaging to older material,
resulting in cracking and warping of specimens.
An optimum moisture and temperature control in storage areas,
exhibition halls in the museums and in the laboratory are the best solution
to retain the constant geometry of the collection. For this purpose various
measures are to be taken to reduce humidity in general storage conditions.
In this connection, the first step generally taken is to store the specimens
inside closed cabinets, show cases, habitat-cases and boxes, which are
somewhat impervious to moisture, thus controlling the constant exposure
of the collection to higher relative humidity. Use of dehydrated silica
gel has also been suggested for eliminating moisture in storage places.
There is one advantage in using it, the gel can be dehydrated by heating
in oven for further use. Air conditioning the whole laboratory or the
museum building is, however, considered to be the best means of temperature and moisture control. In case of inability to control these
factors in the whole building due to lack of finances, humidifiers and
dehumidifiers may be installed in storage rooms. To make the conditioning fully effective, windows should be tightly sealed and the doorways installed with automatically-closing doors.
It is suggested that relative humidity within a range of 45 to 65 ~ lJ
and temperature from 18 to 23°C are most suitable for the maintenance of collections (Stolow, 1966a). Hence, this optimum RH and
temperature should be maintained inside the laboratory as far as
possible.
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Light
Light is a form of energy, which has the ability to emit heat for photochemical changes in animal skins, thus fading the pigments of the specimens. The colour changes in the study skins can be visually noticed after
its long exposure to light and can also be measured with a calorimeter.
The fading or yellowing Cfoxing') of the study skins and fluid-preserved
specimens with which many of us are aquainted, is due to the effect of
intensive exposure to light.
All types of lights like sunlight or light from electric bulbs and
flourescent lamps have varying degrees of effect on the preserved specimens. The intensity of day light fluctuates depending on the angle of
the sun, season, the conditions of the atmosphere, and the degree
of scattering from clouds or dust particles, and effects the colouring
matter of the collection accordingly. In tropical countries, perhaps the
zenith blue skylight causes greater damage to the skins. It is proved
that incandescant light is less damaging to skins as compared to zenith
blue skylight and flourescent lights radiating tltraviolet rays (Stolow,
1966b ). However, the deteriorating effect of light is considerably speeded
up by external factors like higher temperature, higher humidity, and
the pressure of oxygen. It is recorded that for every ten degree rise in
temperature the rate of photochemical change on the collection is doubled.
In normal practice, closed dark rooms which is lighted only during
handling of specimens, is prefered for avoiding the effects of light on
mammal collections. Closed almirahs, shelves, and boxes also preserve
the collection from the deteriorating effect of light. In institutions, due
to space shortage, where a common hall is used for the sitting accommodation of scientific staff and for keeping the collection cabinets,arrangement should be made to keep the storage area dark as far as practicable by
putting off the lights, and by providing opaque curtains to windows of
the room. The shelves containing the specimens in preservative should
also be shielded from light by covering those with opaque plastic sheets
or otherwise. For protection against the ultraviolet radiation effect of
flourescent lights, plastic shields containing UV absorbent shreds, should
be used. However, incandescant light is comparatively better in collection areas.

Pollution
Dust is one of the major problems in the maintenance of collection
in a tropical environment. Many of us who handle collections, storage
almirahs, shelves, etc. are aware of the noticeable quantity of dirt, which
attract moisture profusely, causing remarkable damage to skins and
osteological material. The air, besides its chief constituents like nitrogen,
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oxygen and a few rare gases .also contains carbon dioxide, sulphur
dioxide, and pollutants like dust, microorganisms ,etc. The last two
items i.e . ., dust and mi·c roorganisms, with atmospheric moisture pro ..
duce nlould" causing abrasion to skin and fr.agility toO skeletal material.
Th,e growth of the pollutant mould is also facilitated by condusive anlount
of relative humidity and temperatuf1e . The ~foxing~ of skins to some
e.x tent is also believed to be due to mould-formations, rich with microorganisms. Sulphur dioxide ,emitted by industries is an important poUu ...
tant, for it js easily converted into sulphate-compounds that blister and
itch the surface of skins. ·The soot present in the atmosphere may also
conta in absorbed sulphur compounds that act as pollutants.

Fig. J .-A few uncared bovid skuJJs in the ,coJJection.

·To prevent the collection fronl various effects of pollution is a diffi ..
cult job. but by checking the flow of pollutants and moisture to the
cofJection. one Illay nl1nin1ise the pos ibility of nlould growth. Thus~
collection alnlirahs, shelves ,and boxes with clos1e-fitting drawers and lids.,

museum exhibits in show·cases with sealed glas'S walls, storage rooms and
exhibition halls with caulking windows and weatherstripping doors
reduce the entry of dirt in th,e collection . CJosled box'e s and trunks save
skel,etal Inaterial frOll1 rnould gro\vth. Uncared for skeletal material
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like big skulls (Fig. I) and long limb bones lying here and there in collection storage due to space problems can be protected from dust by wrapping them in polythene sheets. To remove the mould the specimens
should be periodically brushed. Over and above, an efficient and properly designed air filtering system in the storage room and museum hall,
along with regulated relative humidity and temperature. is the best way
to eliminate pollution problems in collection.

OTHER FACTORS

Fat

The presence of fat on the skin, spoils the material ultimately. Fats
on the skin oozes out in course of time and damage the fibres in it by
way of oxidation. The fat present in the osteological material, when
exuded, collects dirt and attracts pests, besides giving offensive smell.
The skins may be saved from the effect of fat by degreasing the skin
by dipping them in fat solvents like carbon tetrachloride, white petrol
etc., till the excess of fat is removed and then drying it. The use of petrol
requires special attention against fire, for it is highly inflamable. Other
chemicals may also be used, but are costly. For degreasing the osteological material the method usually applied is to wash them with hot
water and detergents, then rewash it with water followed by bleaching
with 4 ~~ hydrogen peroxide. Finally it is dried.
Fluid-preserved collection

Formalin solution (10 %) is a good preservative of mammal specimens in the field, but permanent storage in this solution is a poor choice,
for specimens in formalin solution become dark, obliterating the colour
pattern and decalcifies the bones. It is also highly corrosive to metal,
jar tops and becomes acidic after sometime. Therefore, 70-75 % ethyl
alcohol is widely used for wet preservation of mammals. Whatever
preservative is used, its strength should be checked from time to time,
since there is possibility of its dilution from body fluid of the specimen
and from atmospheric moisture.
For Storage, containers (glass jars) of various shapes and sizes
with several kinds of closures are in common use.
The best
jars are the 'Killner Jars' with a rubber washer and a glass lid, held
firmly by a cap. Killner jars of different sizes are not readily available in
the market and they are costly even. Wide-mouth glass jars of different
shape and sizes (Fig. 2 a) with glass tops are hence, used for the alcoholpreserved specimens. However, which ever jar is used, the lid of it must
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be s,e aledwith petro),e um jeHy to prevent evaporation of the preservative.
h is also desired that the volum,e of preservative should be at least twice
that of the specimens (Zweifel, 1966).

Fig. 2.-a. Some wide mouth glass jars of different sizes used for storing wet
mammal collection ~ h. Photograph showing the wire handle provided
to a hedgehog skin for easy handling.

Dried up alcohol-pres,e rved specimens som'e tim,e s need to be rehydrat,e d. In ge': leral practice" it is done by treating the material through
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a graded series of alcohols to water. Others, such as aerosol solution or
1 % trisodium phosphate solution are also useful (Williams, et al., 1977).
Skulls are often taken out from fluid preserved specimens for study
purposes. The gaps thus formed are filled in with cotton, keeping the
shape of the head, and stitched to prevent subsequent tearing of the head.
Handling of material

Much of the damage that our collection receive is as a result of
handling. The way in which specimens are stored can reduce the amount
of bad handling they receive. Care is necessary to avoid overcrowding
of specimens in the containers. To avoid injuries to specimens, the best
idea should be to keep dry collection in a single layer so that the material
can be easily seen or handled. For lack of space, material can also be
stored in shelves in more than one layers, with acid free tissue papers
between the layers, so that the specimens are not up to the point of
crushing and wrinkling due to over weight (Fig. 3). In case of wetspecimens, allowing a single specimen in one jar is the safest way of
maintaining them. Often there are number of old fragile specimens in
the collection. Special handling instruction for them should be marked
on the outside of the container in which it is kept. Another way to reduce
the potential damage to body parts as tail in hare, squirrel, etc., or for
easy handling of specimens having spines on the body, like hedgehog, porcupine, etc., is to provide wire handle to them during preparation of the study skins (Fig. 2 b). Many specimens, such as a large
skull, a flat skin or a fragile specimen may benefit from a frame, and
damage to its parts can be avoided by putting supports to them.
Repair of material

Pieces of skins, appendages, teeth, etc., sometimes get detached
in handling. All such things should be reattached with some impervious
adhesive (Duco, Stickfast, etc.) or by stitching.
Flat Skins

Tanned skins in the collection are subject to drying and tearing.
Such skins are to be treated with preparation of sulphonated neats foot
oil which should be applied on the flesh side of the hide (Williams et
al., 1977).
Wrapping paper

At times some material, such as very old and poorly preserved
specimens, needs to be wrapped in papers. Attention should be given
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Fig. 3.- Storagc of sk ins and skulls in the ,coUect ionalmirah.

tha't the tissue papers are .acid fre,e. otherwise the pecimens \vill beeom,e
brittle due to ,acid Ie r'eaetion .
Many problenls oncar,e of specinlens can be handled even with
linlit d supervisory staff and fund at the disposal of an institution. Howev,er in addition to the problerTIs n"entioned ,above, adequate r'e gistralion ,a ndcataioguing of mat,eriaL compilation of spe,cies index-earde
with appropriate data~ are also considered to be factors in maintenance
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of the collection. The second important factor is to protect the collection
from fire, earthquake, etc. Suitable fire fighting arrangements should be
made so that in case of fire it may be extinguished without much damage
to the collection. Spirit collections should be housed in special buildings
like one maintained by the ZSI. Further, to cover losses due to natural
calamities, the collection and the building in which it is housed should
be insured as far as possible. Though it will not directly save the collection, but in turn will partly meet the huge expenditure incurred in building up that collection.
SUMMARY
The importance of the collection of mammals is an established fact.
Their maintenance is nevertheless equally important, especially when
many tropical species are becoming threatened at a fast rate for various
reasons. With the knowledge of some fundamentals about collection
care, the maintenance of these material, even for a small institute with
its limited financial resources and staff strength, is not difficult. As it is
considered here, moisture, temperature, light, pollution, space problem,
handling of specimens, etc., are some of the important factors related
to the non-pest management and maintenance of our tropical collection.
Within the limited scope of this paper, these basic points, together with
a few others, have been discussed.
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DISCUSSION

Q. Is fluctuation of tenlperature alone responsible for the darnage of
dry skins as shoH'1l by slides ?
A.

I have not shown any slide related to the effect of temperature on
skin. The slides shown were on the spectral quality of light that
increases with the rise of temperature and effect of humidity on
various objects. However, it is an established fact that temperature
has deteriorating effect on skin.
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Q.

In your paper you have mentioned that acid-free tissue paper should
be used to wrap specimens. The paper termed "acid-free" in U. S. is
actually alkaline-buffered to a pH of 8.5 or higher and is not recommended for use since it may damage the protein based specimens. Is
the acid-free paper, recommended by you, of the same type?

A.

Presently we are not using the acid free paper, but it is a proposal.
The point mentioned by you is worth considering.

Proc. H/kshp Mgnlt Manlmal Colin Tropical Environ., Calcutta (1984).

PEST CONTROL MANAGEMENT FOR MAMMAL
COLLECTIONS
HUGH H. GENOWAYS* and DUANE A. SCHLITTER

Carnegie Museum of Natural History,
4400 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213, USA

INTRODUCTION
The over 700 mammal research collections throughout the W orId
(Choate and Genoways, 1975; Genoways and Schlitter, 1981, 1985)
hold almost 5 million scientific and exhibit specimens. Because considerable amounts of time, effort, and expense are expended in obtaining
and maintaining such materials, many methods have been devised to
insure the safety and value of the specimens. Museums have traditionally
used storage cases to protect their specimens from damage caused by
light, dust, moisture, physical abuse, and pests (Williams et al., 1977).
Although such cases afford satisfactory protection against most damaging
agents, they have only limited value against pests, particularly insect
pests. Insect pests can easily enter storage areas during normal staff
activity. They can be introduced into the storage cases with incoming
loans or field collections or they can enter the case when it is open for
use. Insects can exist in collections in various life stages and are capable
of totally destroying research specimens.
It is the responsibility of the curator to protect the collection against
attack by insect pests. However, this is a concern that may in many
ways be beyond his area of expertise. It requires him to be able to identify
the insect causing the problem and to know enough of the life history
of the species to be able to combat it. He must have the latest information on insecticides so that he can use the most effective one but stil1 be
able to safeguard the health of his staff and the long-ternl preservation
of the collection.
In the following sections, we have tried to give a brief description
of common insect pests known to attack mammal collections. We have
outlined procedures for an overall pest management plan and for the safe
application of insecticides. Finally, we have compiled the latest information on insecticides that is available for use against pests. It must be
emphasised that this is the information that was available as of I January
*University of Nebraska State MUSeU1l1, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln,
NE 68588---0338, USA.
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1984. New information will become available in the future and it is the
obligation of the curator to keep himself informed.
INSECT

PESTS

A number of groups of insects are recognised as pests of museum
collections. However, most information available concerning these
pests is drawn from research studies done in temperate parts of the
World. Many of these pest species are cosmopolitan and occur in both
temperate and tropical regions. Some, in fact, are naturally occurring
tropical species which have been carried, during historical times, to the
temperate countries and then have become indoor pests in these new
homes. Such species will without a doubt establish themselves as pests
in museum collections as collections are established in these tropical
countries. In cosmopolitan families with pest species occurring only in
the temperate regions, relatives confined to tropical regions may prove
to be equally serious pests of museum collections. Studies focusing on the
identification and detailing of life histories of pests in museum collectio:~s in tropical countries are lacking. There is a critical need for such
studies and persons maintaining museum collections in tropical countries can participate in this type of research by collecting data during
their normal curatorial activities.
The primary insect pests of museum collections are discussed in the
following accounts. General information on damages and life histories
are given as it relates to pests of actual mammal specimens or associated
items such as written records or books. Not covered are some pests,
such as termites, which may destroy the actual buildings housing the
collections or, in some instances of severe infestations, wooden specimen
storage cases.
Farni(v Den1]estidae

Of the beetles that commonly infest museum collections, the family
Dermestidae, usually referred to as dermestids or carpet beetles, are
the worst enemy. The species in this large family of beetles can be divided
into three groups based on their feeding habits (Mallis, 1964) : (I) species
which are obligatory carnivores, mai :1taining themselves on animal
matter or material containing animal protein ~ (2) species which normally
live on aninlal matter but can reproduce on a diet of vegetable matter
only ~ and (3) species which are obligatory vegetarians. The majority
of species belong to the first group. A number of species in the family
have becolne conlmensal in their habits, but any local species in any
country can become a pest in museum collections. Those species which
are generally recognised as pests in museum collections (Edwards et al.,
1981) are the Furniture Carpet Beetle. Anthrenus jlavipes Le Conte:
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Varied 'C arpet Heetle, Anthrenu' i',erhasc; (Linna,eus); Black 'C arpet
Beetle, Attagel1us n1egastonla (Fabricius)~ larder Beede, Dermest,es
lardarius Linnaeus; Carpet Beetle, Reesa vespula (Milliron); Odd
Beetle, Thylodria.s contractus M'otschulsky' and the Cabinet Beetles,
Trogoderma inclusun1 Le Conte, T ornatum (Say), T slernale Jayne,
and T lariabile BaUion. 'T he larv.al sta,ge is the primary damaging stage
in the derm,e stids (Fig. I). Targeted it,ems found in a mammal collection
are skins, tanned hides and leather, wool and fur, hair, and horn (Figs.
2 and 3). Other items which may be attacked are materials from mammal
nests such as hair or feathers and samples of food items such as seeds.
Adults of dermestids range in length from 1.8 mOl in the Furniture
Carpet Be,etle and Varied Carpet Be,etle" up to 7.5 mm in the Lard,er
Be'etie, a long and slender species. G1enerally., adults are about 3-4 mm
for most species. Larvae range in length from 2 mm up toO the longest
instars of the Black Carpet Heede and Larder Beetle at 8-13 mm. Eggs
Inay be deposited on the targeted food SOUf'ce but also may be se,creted
in the storage area (Mallis, (964). The Larder Beetle ,commonly deposits

Fig.. I.-Debris from dermesHd beetle ~ induding excrenlent, larva1::;kins, dead adult
beedes., and hair from amammaJ specimen.

its ,eggs in cr,evices and cra,cks adjacent to the food SQur'ce" whil,e the
Black Carpet Beetle may deposit its eggs in the lint around the base ..
boards of walls .and in the ducts .of oentral heating systems (Mallis, (964).
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The life cycle of the Black ,C arpet Beetl,e is typic,al for the family,
although varOation is present as a result of conditions of t,e mper,a ture,
food, and humidity (Mallis, 1964). The eggs, very fragile in nature,
hatch after 6 to 11 days in normal conditions. The larva, covered with
stiff hairs, is long and narrow, up to 8 mm in length. Although generally
brown, tbe colou.r of t e larva seems to depend on the food source. At
normal temperatures, the larva may live for 25'8 to 639 days. Five to II
moults occur normally but up to 20 may .occur under unfavourable conditions._ Pupation lasts for 6 to 24 days. Adults live for just over a month
and egg-laying may commence within .one week of emergence. From 42
to I 14 eggs may be laid in multip e batches of .one~week separations
Linsley (1946) studied derm,e stids in California where he found
that a number of species required po Hen in their diet for successful production of eggs. He found that these be,etIes were commonly brought
into buildings with ell' flowers or potted .ornamentals and that thes'e
new infestations~ ,c onsisting of mated ,a nd fed females, were a greater

Fig. 2. ~Two mammal specimens showing the results of attack by dermestid beetleso

threat for serious outbreaks than were those individuals which might
have reached sexual nlaturity within the confines of the building.
Wodsedalek (1912) studied the life history of the Cabinet Beetle,
T,.~godetnla ornalUl11. He found 't hat the larvae of this beetle would
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Fil. 3.-Close up view of one .of the bats in Figure 2. N.ote dermestid damage to the
wing membranes. A narrow uropatagiu m has been completely destroyed.

feed on the commodity upon which they hatched if it is edibJ,e, and would
wander away only when this food was al !l1.ost ,e ntirely c.onsum,ed. Mor,e
interesting y., he had .one larva that lived f.or 1884 days without any food
whatsoever during this time. Although shrinking drastically during
periods .of forced starvation, when offered food, these same larvae began
rapidly regaining normal size and vigour.
The Odd Beetle, Thylodrias contractus, .is notable for the sexual
dimorphism that exist between ad ult maJes and females. The female is
larviform in the adult stage.

Family Cleridae

Probably a n'u mber of species in this cosmopolitan family are pests
of museum collections. A sing e species, Necrobia rujipes De Geer,
commonly referred to as the Red-legged Ham BeetJe, will be discussed as
an example of the family (Mallis, 1964; Edwards et al., 1981). The adult
is from 3.5 to 7 mm in length with a dark metallic blue dorsum and red
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legs. The larvae do not resemble dermestid larvae. They are 9-10 mm
in length, cylindrical in shape, white in colour, and possess a contrasting
dark brown head. Both adults and larvae may cause damages, primarily
to dead animal flesh, with the ad ults being generally surface feeders.
These beetles are cannibalistic and will feed on dermestids, carrion,
bones, and meats as well. Up to 2000 eggs may be laid by a single female.
Only 30 days may be required for the egg-to-adult stages to occur. Several
generations may occur per year and, when handled, adults may emit a
strong odour.

Family Anobiidae
Two species of this family of beetles have been identified as serious
pests in museum collections even though these beetles do not feed on
museum specimens (Mallis, 1964; Edwards et al., 1981). Rather, they
feed on items associated with the specimens, namely wood, bookbinding,
and especially paper, including books and other paper records. These
two species are the Drugstore Beetle, Stegobium paniceum (Linnaeus),
and the Cigarette or Tobacco Beetle, Lasioderma serricorne (Fabricius).
In both instances, the adults are reddish brown in colour and small in
size, measuring 2.2 to 3.7 mm in length. The white, C-shaped larvae
are about 3 to 4 mm in length. Both the larval and adult stages cause
damage. The life cycle of the Cigarette Beetle is from 45 to 70 days
while that of the Drugstore Beetle is from 6 to 7 months. Cigarette
Beetles lay an average of 42 eggs which hatch in from 6 to 10 days. In
warm regions, there may be five or six overlapping generations per year.
Mallis (1964) reported that the Drugstore Beetle had such an appetite for books that in one instance this pest bored in a straight line through
a whole shelf of books. Drugstore Beetles lay the eggs singly in the
foodstuff. The larval stage may range from 4 to 5 months. In fairly
warm environments, up to four broods per year are known.

Fanlily Lyctidae alld Fanli1y Bostrichidae
Two further families of beetles include species that are of less importance as pests in museum collections. These are the Powderpost Beetles,
Lyctlls sp. in the Lyctidae, and the Bamboo Powderpost Beetles, Dinoderus
nlinllties (Fabricius) in the Bostrichidae. As adults both of these groups
of beetles are dark brown in colour and small, measuring between 2 and
5 mm. The larvae are small, measuring less than 5 mm, and white with a
dark brown head. The larvae are the only damaging stage for the Powderpost Beetles, but both larvae and adults cause damage in the Bamboo
Powderpost Beetles. Damaged are primarily items made from wood or
other plant material. Bamboo is especially vulnerable to damage but
any wood used in nlaking storage cabinets, specinlen drawers, or shelving
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may be attacked. Dust resulting from the boring and the emergence
holes are especially noticeable.
The Powderpost Beetles deposit their eggs in surface pores of wood.
The Bamboo Powderpost Beetles lay their eggs in specially constructed
egg tunnels or in pores leading from the egg tunnels. The latter beetles
have an average life cycle of 51 days with 41 days devoted to larval
development and 4 days for the pupal period. In the Powderpost Beetles,
the larval stage may cover a period of 2 to 9 months, depending on the
species and condition of the food source. Pupation in this group of
beetles is slow, taking from 12 days to 3 weeks. Mating and egg laying
commences within 2 days of emergence and an average of 51 eggs are
laid which incubate in about 8 days.
Both of these groups of beetles are dependent on starch as a food
so prefer items made of seasoned hardwoods as a food source. Softwoods and conifers are not readily attacked. Because these beetles
readily breed in common commercial items such as furniture and tool
handles, they are now cosmopolitan in distribution.

Family Tineidae
Clothes moths of the family Tineidae are of equal importance with
dermestid beetles in their destructive capabilities in museum collections.
In the United States, two species are regarded as the primary pests
(Mallis, 1964; Edwards et al., 1981). These are the Webbing Clothes
Moth, Tineola bisselliella (Hummel), and the Casemaking Clothes Moth,
Tinea pellionella Linnaeus. Ferguson (1950) showed that in the United
States these moths were more common in the southern states, whereas
dermestid beetles were more important pests in the northern states.
He attributed this difference in part to the fact that higher humidities
are more conducive to development in clothes moths while the dermestids are better able to withstand the colder weather and lower winter
humidity in the northern states. The higher humidities and more stable
temperatures in tropical environments are more favourable for clothes
moths.
Adult Webbing and Casemaking Clothes Moths are characterised
by having narrow wings that are fringed with long hairs. They are
yellowish or golden-coloured and small in size, measuring between 7
and 10 mm in length. They prefer darkness and, when disturbed, will
run rapidly or fly to conceal themselves. Females ordinarily do not fly.
Only the larvae feed in these moths.
Upon emergence, the adults may mate and lay eggs the first day.
Adults live for about 14 days, depending on the temperature. The ovaL
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Fig. 4.-Webs from Webbing Clothes Moth on an ethnological specimen. The entire
specinlen was cover,ed with ha1
i r before the aHac.k of these moths.

Fig.

5.~Cases

on this ,e thnolog:ical specimen indicat'e that the damaging pest was the
Ca)e·m aking Clothes Moth.
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ivory white eggs are laid singly or in groups of two or three. Females
lay an average of 50 eggs but may layover 200. Although the females
die after laying all of their eggs, males often live several weeks longer
and continue mating throughout their life span.
Hatching of eggs occurs in from 4 days to 3 weeks, depending on
environmental conditions. In heated buildings, larvae will emerge and
feed during the cold season. Overwintering in the egg does not occur
since the embryo can not withstand a long incubation. The emerging
larvae are white, translucent, and about I mm long. Full grown larvae
may reach 12 mm in length. Starving of larvae seems to have no measure
of control since older ones may live without food for some time and, as
adults, are capable of producing fertile eggs. Larvae of Webbing Clothes
Moths spin a feeding tunnel of silk which incorporates some of the
fibers on which it is feeding, as well as its excrement (Fig. 4). On the
other hand, larvae of Casemaking Clothes Moths rarely spin a web.
Rather, the larvae produce a case of silk and interweave this in some
of the fibers on which they are feeding. The case is carried along as the
larvae moves. As they grow, the larvae enlarge the case on each side or
end by making slits and filling these with new case material. When ready
to pupate, the larvae seek a protected place and close up the cases (Fig.
5). The Webbing Clothes Moth larvae produce a case when ready to
pupate. Pupal development takes about 10 days. An average of two
generations per year occur. Pheromones from females seem to attract
males and induce courtship behaviour.
Clothes Moths target items such as hair, hides, wool, fur and feathers
(Fig. 6). Normally the hair or fur is eaten but, in severe infestations, the
skin may be eaten as well (Fig. 7).

Family Lepismatidae
The Silverfish, Lepisma saccharina Linnaeus. and the Firebrats.
Thermobia domestica (Packard), are common pests of items associated
with the actual specimens in a museum collection (Mallis, 1964~ Edwards
et al., 1981). As such they are not often recognised as pests, until after
the damages have occurred. The nymphs and adults of these two insects,
and some other relatives as well, feed on paper, bookbindings, starch
foods, and book glue. They readily remove the glaze from paper, thus
they may destroy written records, catalogues, and registers, or other
papers associated with the museum collection. They may infest and
severely damage libraries as well as stored books or museum publications.
Both starches and proteins may be consumed by silverfish.
Silverfish and their relatives are cosmopolitan. Numerous species
occur in the tropics as well as temperate regions. The Firebrat is grayish
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Fig. 6.-An ethnolog,ic,al specimen in which almost ,all of the hair has been removed
by clothes mOlhs. Note that the underlying skin -hO'ws little damage.

Fig. 7.-ln h\!avy inf~'\t~ltj,ons hy dothes nloths, even the underlying skin will be
darnagcd.
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in colour with dark markings and reaches a maximum length of 13 mm.
It prefers localities where the temperature is over 32°C. The Silverfish
has a silvery sheen on its body and attains a maximum length of 13 mm.
Silverfish prefers a temperature range of 22 0 to 27 ac.
Eggs are white when laid but turn brown in a few hours. They are
usually deposited in crevices. The incubation period depends on the
temperature with hatching at 43 days at 22°C and 19 days at 32°C. From
50 to 100 eggs are usually laid, usually singly or in small groups of two
or three each. After the instar stages, the nymphs grow rapidly and
develop scales after the third moult. Reproduction begins after about 3
or 4 months and the entire life cycle is 2 or 3 years. One to three generations may occur each year. These insects are nocturnal and secretive.

Families Blattidae and Blatellidae
Two families of cockroaches are generally considered to be pests in
museum collections (Edwards et al., 1981). The following species are
important although other, local species may also be important-German
Cockroach, Blatella germanica (Linnaeus); Brown Banded Cockroach,
Supella longipalpa (Fabricius); Oriental Cockroach, Blatta orientalis
Linnaeus; and American Cockroach, Periplaneta americana (Linnaeus).
Cockroaches feed on leather, parchment, and wood, as well as the more
commonly eaten starchy materials, sugars, and fermented foods.
A large amount of variation exists in the life history of cockroaches
(Mallis, 1964; Edwards et al., 1981). Both nymphs and adults cause
damage. Cockroaches are shy, nocturnal insects. Some species prefer
hot, drier conditions while others prefer moist ones. Thus control
measures that involved heat or humidity control will have little impact
on cockroaches unless targeted toward to specific species.
The eggs are laid in an egg case or ootheca that is usually dark
brown and attached to some object or deposited in a crevice. Females
lay from 6 to 14 egg cases with an average of about 9. Each egg case
may contain up to 16 eggs in two equal rows. Incubation varies from
38 to 49 days depending on environmental conditions.
Nymphs hatch within a short span of time and leave the egg case
at the same time. As many as 13 moults occur before the adult stage is
reached after an average of 400 days. Sexual maturity may be attained
after only 7 months.
Depending on the species, from one to four generations occur per
year and each generation may live up to 30 months. Parthenogenesis
occurs in cockroaches.
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GENERAL PEST MANAGEMENT PLAN

Every collection of mammals must have a pest management plan.
This plan must include all mammals in the museums including specimens on exhibit, in public areas, material for sale at museum shops,
and those on open storage such as mounted heads in the collection area
or offices as well as those in the research collections.
Any management plan must start at the outside of the building.
It is far better to exclude insect pests from the collection than to try to
kill them after they have entered the collection. Air conditioning of
the collection area is an excellent step in preventing insects from entering
the collection area. This allows all doors and windows to be kept closed
during all types of weather. If air conditioning is not possible, all windows,
doors, and vents must be screened. All window sills and door frames
should be inspected for cracks or crevices that would allow insects to
enter. These must be sealed.
The next line of defence is the collection area itself. In this area, the
defence begins with good housecleaning (Peltz and Rossol, 1983). The
area should be kept clear of trash, boxes, and collection supplies. These
provide excellent hiding areas for all types of insects. The areas around
and under cases, in all corners, and the tops of double-stacked cases
should be kept clean of dust and lint. A vacuunl cleaner is excellent for
these purposes but is not absolutely necessary. All members of the
museum staff should be made aware of the necessity for keeping all
areas clean. The final defence in the collection area is the cases themselves. These should be kept closed unless work is being conducted in
them. All specimens should be kept in the cases unless they are being
actively used.
The final solution for insect pests is fumigation of the collection
itself. It must be emphasised that this is the final solution and that
it should be used as such. The fUlnigants are dangerous poisons and
their use always places the specimens and staff at risk.
The collection should be inspected on a regular basis for any signs
of insect activity. This should include the entire collection and should
be done at least every six months. If insect activity has been found in
the past, the curator nlay want to have more frequent inspections. The
collection staff should be alert for signs of activity whenever working
in the collection. Curators should be certain to instruct all staff members
on what these signs of activity are. They should be shown adult and
larval clothes nl0ths and dermestid beetles. They should be able to
recognise the larval exoskeletons and excrement left by feeding larval
dermestid beetle (Fig. I). Clothes nloths make characteristic webs or
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cases (Figs. 4 and 5). Careful instruction of all staff members in
recognising these signs may prevent serious damage to a portion of the
collection.
If the collection is to be fumigated, this should be done on a regular
basis. A record should be kept of each fumigation and this record should
be posted in the collection area. Fumigation of the entire collection
probably should be done no more than once a year, unless the collection has been experiencing unusual insect pest problems, then twice
a year will be sufficient. We are basically against continuous use of
insecticides in the collection because of the continuous exposure of the
staff and collections to these potentially harmful substances.
The two manners in which insects are most likely to be introduced
into the collection area are with incoming field collections and with
loans. One case should be set aside for fumigating this material. It is
best that this case be located away from the collection area to reduce
risk of insects being brought in with them. All packing materials that
will be saved should be fumigated as well. A colony of dermestid beetles
is extremely useful to the operation of a collection of mammals. However, this colony should be maintained in a building separate from the
collection to reduce the risk of accidental introduction of these beetles
as pests into the collection.
Exhibition material and specimens on open storage can be protected
by contact poisons such as arsenic, aldrin, or Edolan-U. If these are
not used, exhibit specimens can be protected by hanging a vapona (DDVP)
strip in the exhibit case. Material on open storage can be placed in
plastic bags with vapona or paradichlorobenzene (PDB).
Curators should remember that other items beside the specImens
can also be the target of insect attack. Wooden items and paper can be
attacked. These items must also be inspected on a regular basis.

GENERAL PROCEDURES FOR Ap.PL YING INSECTICIDES

Although the exact procedures for applying insecticides will vary
from one collection to another and with the particular insecticide being
used, there are some general procedures that must be considered when
applying any insecticide. The first and most important consideration is
for the long- and short-term health needs of the staff. The next most
important consideration must be for the long-term preservation of the
specimens. These two needs must be considered by any curator before
selecting and using any insecticide (Williams et al.. 1977: Willian1s
et al., 1985).
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All collections should have a written insecticide procedure. This
procedure is based upon the label instructions on the insecticide container (Fig. 8). No one should mix chemicals to make his own insecticide
mixture.
No insecticide application should be performed alone. All workers
must be trained and familiar with the insecticide methods, precautions,
and emergency procedures. There should be a written emergency plan
and first aid kits equipped to handle any emergency relating to the insecticide that is being used. The workers must have available all of the appropriate equipment and facilities to prevent exposure to the insecticide.
All workers should be trained in the use of the available equipment and
facilities.
Insecticides that are not being used should be isolated in a locked
storage cabinet. The containers need to be well-marked. Insecticides
that are to be discarded must be disposed off in a manner safe to personnel, facilities, and the environment.
No smoki ng or other sources of ignition can be allowed In the
collection storage area while the insecticide is being used.
INSECTICIDES

In this section, insecticides that have been used in museum collections are listed. We have listed these in categories according to their
desirability for use in museum collections (see also Williams et ai, 1985).
This listing represents the current knowledge concerning these insecticides. New products are coming onto the market all of the time and new
information about old insecticides is becoming available. The curators
of collections of mammals must keep abreast of this information In
order to give maximum security to their collections and staff.
These insecticides may come in the form of gas, liquid, or solid.
Those that are in the form of poisonous gases or liquids and solids that
evolve a poisonous gas are termed fumigants. These are dangerous
poisons and should be handled as such. Curators must be certain that
staff members who apply a fumigant are thoroughly trained and provided
with all of the necessary equipment. Read and understand all label
instructions on any insecticide before use (Fig. 8). Other insecticides
that are listed in this section are contact poisons or baits.
INSECTICIDES RECOMMENDED FOR USE

Dimethyldichlorovinyl phosphate (C 4 H 7 0"PCI 2 ; Vapona, DDVP,
no-pest strip ).- This insecticide is a liquid that can be used as a spray, in
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bait (Negherbon, 1959), or in evaporative strips. The latter can serve
as a fumigant for storage cases, thus making it applicable for mammal
collections. However, in highly humid conditions such as in the tropics,
an acid is formed that may corrode metal and drip onto specimens;
care must be taken in the placement of strips to avoid damage. One
strip (16 cm ~'" 6 cm A 0.5 cm) can be used for each 28.3 m 3 of closed
storage space.
Johnson and Kritzman (1985) reported on 18 years of using Vapona
in the Puget Sound Museum of Natural History. In each of the standardsized museum cases (.91 m 3), they introduced one-thirtieth of a vapona
strip ; these were replaced every three months. They never experienced
a single instance of specimen damage or active infestation during this
period. Museum personnel reported no actual or suspected ill effects
from the insecticide. They found no evidence of colour changes or other
deterioration of specimens kept with strips for up to 18 years.
The Section of Malnmals, Carnegie Museum of Natural History,
is now using DDVP as a fUlnigant, but with a procedure different from
the Puget Sound Museum of Natural History. It was found by Stephen
L. Williams that one-thirtieth of a strip in a 28.3 m 3 case will not kill
adult and larval dermestid beetles in 7 days of continuous exposure.
The success at the Puget Sound Museum of Natural History with this
concentration is probably a result of its repelling power rather than its
killing power. One-fourth of a strip was found, however, to inactivate
all adult and larval dermestid beetles after five days of continuous exposure. The collection is now fumigated twice annually with a quarter
strip per case for periods of 10 days. The strip is introduced at the top
of the case in a wooden holder \vhich gives maximum exposure to the
surface of the strip. This insures the rapid build-up of lethal levels of
the DOVP. If the strip is placed in a holder with sides, a high concentration is formed near the strip but will not rapidly diffuse throughout
the case.
This nlethod has several advantages. It builds a lethal level of the
insecticide so it is acting as a fumigant and not just a repellent. It can
be used to treat incoming materials which may already contain live
pests. ft gives minimum exposure of the staff to the pesticide. DDVP is
supposed to be relatively harmless to humans, but there are many things
which we do not know about at present. Some menlbers of Carnegie
Museum of Natural History staff have complained of headaches in
collection areas with OOVP in cases. This is probably caused by one
of the plasticizers in the strip. The ne\v strip fronl Texize Corporation
is not supposed to include this plasticizer in the strips. However, it is
important to renlember that the collection area should be well-ventilated
while the strips are in the cases and that the cases should be aired for 24
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hours after the strips have been removed. This method also reduces
the exposure of the specinlens to the fumigant. There is stilJ far too little
known about the effect of DDVP and other fumigants on the specimens
and their longevity. The first breakdown product of DDV P in the
presence of water is phosphoric acid. The new strips are not supposed
to Usweat" or Hdrip " as did the old strips, but no testing has been done
in tropical environments. However, beyond the effects of these obvious
concentrations of acid, we do not know the effects on specimens of the
low concentrations that result from the OOVP which has vaporised.
The obvious solution to this problem is to expose the specimens to the
fumigant for as short a period as possible.
The effect of exposure to human beings is relatively nlild when used
in recommended dosages. Higher dosages may affect the central nervous
system, eyes, respiratory system, and cardiovascular system. Acute
exposure may result in relatively mild symptoms such as the inability to
walk and chest discomfort to more violent symptoms such as unconsciousness and seizures (Peltz and Rossol, 1983). It is also possible
that birth defects may result from exposure (Edwards et al., 1981;
Peltz and Rossol, 1983).
Paradichlorobenzene (C s H 4 CI 2 PDB).-At room temperature this
insecticide exists as colourless crystals that will sublinle to form an effective
fumigant. It is usually used in open containers placed in the upper parts
of storage cases because the fumes are heavier than air. The advantages
are that it provides an easy, effective, and continuous fumigation method
which is noncorrosive, non-staining, and relatively safe from fire hazards.
One of the side benefits of this fumigant in the tropics is that it is antifungal. If lnildew is found in the collection, dissolve POB in 70 ~/~ ethyl
alcohol and spray the mixture on the specimens. One disadvantage of
POB is that in high concentrations as a fumigant, crystallisation can
occur anywhere on specimens and storage cases. Clear plastic skull
vials have been found to be seriously etched by POB with opacity and
severe deforming of the plastic occurring after long exposure or when
stored at high temperatures (Johnson and Kritzman, 1985).
For the effective use of this insecticide about 0.4 kg/2.83 m 3 (9 pounds
per 1000 ft3) is recommended (Ed wards et al., 1981). The main d isadvantage is that its continuous use imposes a continuous health problem
for personnel. Exposure is primarily by inhalation and skin contact,
but may also include ingestion. Body parts affected by exposure include
the eyes, skin, kidneys, liver, respiratory system, and central nervous
system (Edwards et al., 1981). With one or two years exposure, hepatitis,
cirrhosis, and eye cataracts are possible (Negherbon, 1959; Peltz and
Rossol, 1983). Acute exposure may result in dizziness, headaches, nausea,
and loss of coordination (Ed wards et al., 1981; Peltz and Rossol, 1983).
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Carbon dioxide (C0 2 ).-Carbon dioxide is a colourless and odourless
gas that comprises 0.03 % of the earth's atmosphere. It is an ideal funligant because of its killing ability in higher concentrations and its relatively limited hazard to health, specimens, or facilities. Carbon dioxide
should be used in concentrations of 60 % for four days when temperatures
are over 20°C. Lower concentrations may be used for longer periods
of time; higher concentrations have little added effect (Jay, 1971). Lower
humidity will cause CO 2 to be more effective (Jay et al., 1971). One
kilogram of liquid CO 2 will provide 0.54 m 3 of gas at 100 % concentration
(Jay, 1971). The Field Museum of Natural History has investigated the
feasibility of using CO 2 to fumigate collections. One of the main problems
encountered is obtaining totally sealed specimen cases that will hold the
positive pressure caused by the CO 2 gas. This fumigant offers good
potential for use in mammal collections, but more research will be needed
to determine appropriate methods and equipment for its use. Exposure
to CO 2 is dangerous to humans only in high concentrations, which will
cause difficulty in breathing. Because it is heavier than air, accumulations
may occur in unventilated areas. Caution should also be taken in handling storage tanks of liquid CO 2 which have an inside pressure of 21.1
kg/cm 2 (Jay, 1971).

Pyrethrunl.-This is a viscous, brown, liquid oleoresin that is a COlltact poison which may be used in a spray or dust fonn. It is among
the safest, most useful, and effective pesticides (Negherbon, 1959). It
is derived from the flowers of Chrysanthemunl cinerariaefoliunl with the
active ingredients being six closely-related esters (Schofield and Crisafulli, 1980), which are termed Hpyrethrins" Because pyrethrins break
down rapidly in sunlight, they will not accumulate in the collection or in
the environment.
Because of the instability of pyrethrum, it is usually mixed with a
synergist that will prolong its life. Because it is a contact pesticide
(Edwards et al., 1981), it should not be applied to specimens because of
potential damage to the specimens and exposure to anyone handling the
specinlens. Pyrethrum can be applied as a spray or in powder form. As
a spray, it can be introduced into a museum case killing any live insects.
As a powder, it is mixed with silica gel and synergists to give long-term
protection and is sold in the U.S. under the commerical name HDrione"
(Schofield and Crisafulli, 1980). The silica gel helps increase the killing
power of Drione because it will abrade the waxy cuticle of insects and
is a desiccant. We do not recomnlend, however, the use of Drione
dust in nluseunl cases. The dust will become entangled in the hair
of SpeCil11enS and 111ay change the colour reflectance, and we are not
certain of the long-ternl human health effects of breathing this fine
dust.
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Drione can be used very effectively in mammal collections as part
of an overall pest management programme. Drione can be applied as a bulk
powder or as an aerosol powder. In either of these forms, it is recommended for use around and under museum cases and in cracks around windows
and doors or other places where it is suspected that insects may be
entering the collection area. The bulk dust may be applied with a rubber
squeeze bulb. When applying either form of Drione, the worker should
wear rubber gloves, plastic goggles, and a respirator equipped with
replaceable filter cartridges approved for use with highly toxic dusts and
sprays.
Although the toxicity of pyrethrum to man is relatively restricted,
this pesticide can still affect the skin, respriatory system, and central
nervous system (Edwards et al., 1981). The unrefined extract can cause
an allergic reaction in anyone prone to hay fever. The refined extract
is metabolised in the human body to water-soluble compounds that are
excreted without ill effects (Schofield and Crisafulli, 1980).

Baygon.-This is the trade name of a bait or contact poison made
with the active ingredient of 2-( 1 methylethoxy) phenol methyl carbamate,
also simply called methyl carbamate. The insecticide is placed on an
inert carrier such as ground corncobs along with an attractant to form
the bait. Baygon IS a very effective bait for cockroaches. The bait should
be placed in dark, out-of-the-way places that would be frequented
by the roaches. Only small amounts should be used at anyone time
because the methyl carbamate becomes inactive after about 2 weeks.
INSECTICIDES AV AILABLE FOR USE

75.-Dowfume 75 is a mixture of 70 % ethylene dichloride
(CHCJ) and 30 % carbon tetrachloride (CCI 4 ). The latter is added to
reduce the flammability (Edwards et al., 1981). This clear liquid is used
in open containers where it evaporates to form a highly toxic fumigant.
Because the fumes are heavier than air, the evaporation containers should
be placed near the top of the storage cases. No damages caused by the
fumigant to specimens, textiJes, or metals have been reported. However,
some plastics and rubber are softened when exposed to the fumigant
(Edwards et al., 1981; Negherbon, 1959; Peltz and Rossol, 1983).
DOl~fume

Quantities of 0.4-0.8 kg/2.83 m 3 are recommended (Edwards et al.,
1981) ; duration should be about four days at normal temperature. The
entire collection area must be evacuated while the Dowfun1e is in the
cases. The cases must be opened and aired for at least 24 hours before
the staff is allowed back into the area. The staff members who introduce
the fumigant or open the cases for airing must wear full-face respirators
(no one with a beard should apply this fumigant) equipped with black
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canisters. They should wear cotton coveralls over their clothing
and cotton or rubber covers over their shoes. They should not wear
gloves. If fumigant is splashed onto their hands, gloves tend to hold it
against the skin where it is absorbed.
The containers for the fumigants in the cases should be glass because
this fumigant corrodes metal. The best way to introduce the fumigant into
containers is with a compressed-air hand sprayer. The spray nozzle
should be removed so that single stream of fumigant is introduced.
Care must be taken so that the pressure is not too high. High pressure
will cause the fumigant to splash back out of the receptacle.
Exposure to Dowfume 75 is dangerous. Both ethylene dichloride
and carbon tetrachloride can enter the body by being inhaled, ingested,
or absorbed through the skin. Chronic effects of carbon tetrachloride
and ethylene dichloride include problems with the skin, liver, kidney
damage, gastrointestinal tract, eyes, and cardiovascular and central
nervous systems. There may be diminished urinary flow with red and white
blood cells and albumin in the urine. Both poisons are suspected of
causing cancer in man. At least carbon tetrachloride is also suspected of
affecting reproductive systems. Acute exposure may result in death
(Edwards et al., 1981). This fumigant has a synergistic effect with alcohol that is consumed either before or after exposure. This combination
has resulted in many fatalities (Peltz and Rossol, 1983).

Naphthalene (C1oHs).-At room temperature, naphthalene exists
as white crystals that will sublime to form a low toxicity fumigant
(Negherbon. 1959). It is best used as a repellent in collection storage
cases. Its effectiveness as an insecticide is questionable (Edwards et al.,
1981). Nephthalene is usually used in open containers in storage cases.
There are no reported damaging effects to specimens or storage cases.
However, recrystallisation may occur on any surface (Edwards et al.,
1981 ).
Quantities of 0.45 kg/2.8m 3 is recommended for effective use (Williams et al., 1977). Nephthalene can be dangerous with exposure to
large doses by skin absorption, inhalation. or ingestion. Direct contact
to the eyes by dust can produce irritation and cataracts. Inhalation of
large dosages may cause hemolysis of red blood cells. Severe hemolytic
anemia can result even at low exposure if the person has glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase deficiency.

Arsenic (As 20a).-Arsenic is a contact poison that has been widely
used for powdering study skins of nlalnmals. Although this poison is
effective for killing insects that are eating specimens, it is hazardous
to preparators and individuals handling the specimens because of skin
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absorption and/or inhalation. Prolonged exposure results in loss of hair
and nails, and eventually death. There are some data that arsenic may be
a cancer-causing agent in humans (Lederer and Fensterheim, 1983).

INSECTICIDES TO BE USED ONLY UNDER RESTRICTED CONDITIONS

Aldrin and dieldrin.-These are contact poisons that bond with
keratin in hair, claws, and horns. The main problem in using these
insecticides is finding a safe procedure to apply them to the specimens.
Currently in the U.S., aldrin is licensed only for application in effluentfree mothproofing. It is applied in water as an emulsion spray. Because
aldrin, and its breakdown product dieldrin, are extremely dangerous,
they should be applied only under very controlled conditions that will
not expose staff members.
The one use that aldrin may have in a museum context for mammal
specimens is for material that will be on long-term exhibition. This
would give these specimens protection from pest attack. It is not recommended for research specimens because the aldrin binds permanently
with the hair and may have some long-term effects on the colour of the
hair.
Exposure affects the skin, kidneys, liver, and central nervous system.
Chronic effects may result in a syndrome imitating epilepsy. Acute
exposure may result in convulsions possibly alternating with severe
depression. The convulsions may be preceded by headches, visual disturbances, dizziness, and nausea. Aldrin and dieldrin are suspected
to cause liver and lung cancer and genetic changes (Edwards et a/., 1981).

Sulfury/ fluoride (S204F4 ; Vikane).-At room temperature, sulfuryl
fluoride is a colourless, odourless, nonflammable gas. It is a good, thorough
insect fumigant with rapid penetration and no damaging effects on a
wide assortment of metals, rubbers, textiles, leathers and other materials
(Negherbon, 1959). Because it exists as a highly active gas, it should
be used as a fumigant for building structures or in chambers specifically
constructed for fumigation, and not in storage cases. A dosage of 0.090.18 kg/2.83 m') is recommended (Edwards et al., 1981).
Exposure to this gas affects the eyes, respiratory system, centra)
nervous system, and kidneys. Such symptoms as conjunctivitis, nausea,
vomiting, tremors, and convulsions may be expected. Long-term exposure
may result in defects in bones and teeth (Peltz and Rossol, 1983).

Edolan-U (Mitin).-This is a contact poison that bonds with keratin
in hair, claws, and horns. This is an aromatic sulphonamide derivative
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that does not kill or repel the insects but makes the material unsuitable
for consumption.
Edolan-U will find its main use in treating mounted specimens that
will be on long-term exhibition. The Edolan-U is applied in a water
solution, which is concentrated in a solution strong enough to turn the
water a milky opaque colour. This solution should be heated to 48.9°C
(120') F). The hair should be cleaned by wiping it with a cloth dampened
with white gasoline. The Edolan-U solution is then sprayed onto the
hair, being certain that it is damp down to the skin. After a IS-minute
waiting period, the hair should be quickly dried by any appropriate
method (Funk and Sherfey, 1975).
Exposure can occur by skin contact, inhalation, or ingestion, and
will affect the skin and eyes (Ed wards et al., 1981). It is possible that
further use and investigation of this relatively new product will reveal
other health-related problems. Nevertheless, gloves and goggles should
be worn to protect the applicator. Because Edolan-U is toxic to fish, it
must be used in such a manner as to prevent any effluence (Funk and
Sherfey, 1975). Edolan-U, when burned, decomposes, releasing hydrogen chlorides, carbon monoxide, and oxides of nitrogen and sulfur
(Edwards et al., 1981).

Borax (Na2B,07.10H20).-This is a contact poison that is sometimes dusted on the inside of study skins during preparation to kill
insects that may feed on the specimen. Use of this insecticide will cause
colour changes in hair, thus reducing the scientific value of the specimen.
Health-related problems resulting from exposure to borax include heart,
skin, stomach, and central nervous system (Negherbon, 1959).

INSECTICIDES TO

A VOID

Ethylene oxide.-This fumigant is highly explosive so it is usually
mixed with a retardant such as in carboxide, which is 90 % CO 2 and 10%
ethylene oxide. This fumigant is very dangerous and should be used
only in commercial fumigation chambers. Ethylene oxide reacts with
proteins to cause premature aging of protein material such as n1ammal
skins. It settles in fatty materials of specimens ~ several weeks of being
thoroughly aired are required before it is safe to handle the specimen
without fear of skin absorption.
Exposure affects the eyes, skin, blood, central nervous system, and
respiratory system. It causes leuken1ia and genetic changes in humans
(Edwards et al., 1981; Peltz and Rossol, 1983).
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M ethoxychlor.-This is a colourless crystalline, contact poison which
is a biodegradable form of DDT It is normally used as a powder or
spray and therefore has limited use around mammal specimens because
of potential hazards to the specimen and anyone handling the specimen.
Exposure to this insecticide may affect the liver, kidneys, and central
nervous system.
Methyl bronu'de
materials containing
containing proteins.
fumigant should only

(CH3Br).-This is a fumigant that reacts with
sulfur such as fur, leather, and other materials
It also reacts with, and blackens, metals. This
be used in commercial fumigation chambers.

Exposure affects the eyes, skin, respiratory system, and central
nervous system. Acute exposure may result in headaches, nausea, and
tremors, which may become widespread developing into epileptic-like
convulsions. Death may result from pulmonary or circulatory failure
(Ed wards et al., 1981; Peltz and Rossol, 1983).

Carbon disulfide (CS 2 ).-This is a liquid at room temperature that
evaporates to form a highly toxic fumigant. Carbon disulfide has been
the most commonly used fumigant in mammal collections in the United
States for the past 50 years. However, with the growing realisation of
the danger of carbon disulfide, it is now not being used in any of the
major collections. There were never any serious accidents with carbon
disulfide while it was being used, but there are no data on the long-term
effects that it had on the staff members who used it. Carbon disulfide
is particularly dangerous because it is explosive and flammable (flash
point=20°C) (Edwards et al., 1981; Negherbon, 1959).
Acute effects include dizziness, nausea, headache, fatigue, loss of
coordination, and unconsciousness. High dosages can result in nerve
damage, psychosis, and possibly death. Chronic exposure will affect the
nervous system, kidneys, liver, heart, and eyes. Symptoms include severe
behavioural and psychological changes, tremors, shuffling gait, memory
loss, and impotence. Carbon disulfide is known to cause reproductive
damage in humans (Peltz and Rossol, 1983).

Carbon tetrachloride (CC1 4).-This nonflammable, nonexplosive
poison that is a liquid at room temperature, evaporates to form a fumigant of relatively low toxicity to insects (Negherbon, 1959). Carbon
tetrachloride as a vapour will soften waxes and rubber, such as the gaskets that are used to seal museum cases.
Reactions in humans involve the skin, liver, kidneys, central nervous
system, and possibly reproductive system. Liver cancer may also result
from exposure. Acute exposure is often fatal, particularly if alcoholic
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beverages, which provide a synergistic effect, are consumed during or
after exposure (Ed wards et al., 1981 ).

Ethyl acetate.-This is a clear liquid at room temperature that
evaporates to form an effective fumigant. It is dangerous to use because
of its volatility and flammability (flash point=7.2°C). Also, exposure
damages the heart, lungs, kidneys, and liver (Negherbon, 1959).
Ethylene dichloride.-This is a liquid at room temperature that
evaporates to form a fumigant. High flammability (flash point= 13.3°C)
precludes its use in mammal collections. Ethylene dichloride will settle
in fatty tissue, making long-term airing of specimens necessary. It produces highly toxic phosgene gas when burned or exposed to high heat or
ultraviolet light in the presence of moisture.
The skin, eyes, liver, lungs, kidneys, cardiovascular system, and
central nervous system may be affected by exposure. It may cause cancer ; acute exposure can be fatal (Edwards et al., 1981).

Hydrogen cyanide.-This is an extremely poisonous gas that may
cause death in humans within minutes (Edwards et aI., 1981). Chronic
exposure may result in skin rash, itching of throat and nose, burning
of the eyes, and a metallic taste in the mouth. This fumigant should not
be used in museum collections under any circumstances (Peltz and Rossol,
1983).
SUMMARY

Control of insect pests that attack the collection is one of the major
concerns for curators of mammal collections. Among the common
pests that will damage and destroy mammal skins and fur are the dermestid beetles of the family Dermestidae and clothes moths of the family
Tineidae. Dermestid beetles will damage skin areas such as the exposed
ears and wing membranes as well as the fur. These beetles can be highly
useful in cleaning skeletal material of mammals, but it also increases the
possibility of introducing them into the collection area. Extreme care
must be taken to prevent this from happening. The clothes moths primarily attack the fur, although in extreme infestations the underlying
skin may be damaged as well. There are other pests that attack materials
associated with the collections. Drugstore beetles, cockroaches, and
silverfish will damage any paper items, especially those with animal
glues applied to them. Powderpost beetles and false powderpost beetles
will attack wooden items such as storage cases or shelving.
Any pest Inanagement plan must start at the outside of the building
by trying to exclude the pests. Measures that can be taken include air
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conditioning the building, so doors and windows may be closed, screening
doors or windows that remain open, and fumigating incoming field
collections and loans. Inside the building the cases should be kept closed,
good housekeeping must prevail, and the collection should be inspected
on a regular basis. The last resort in the management plan should be
fumigation of the collection.
If the collection is to be fumigated, certain safety rules must be
rigidly followed. Use an appropriate pesticide and precisely follow all
label instructions. No pesticide is applied by a lone staff member. The
collection area must be well ventilated while the pesticide is in the cases.
The collection staff should be prepared for any emergency and appropriate first aid items should be available.
Pesticides that are currently recommended for use in mammal
research collections are DDVP, paradichlorobenzene, carbon dioxide,
Drione, and methyl carbonate. Other pesticides that are available for
use in collections but whose desirability, for various reasons, is lower
than the first group include Dowfume 75, naphthalene, and arsenic.
There are some pesticides which may have some use in collections of
mammals for restricted purposes such as application on display speci ..
mens. These may be used under very restricted conditions such as in
commercial fumigation chambers or affluent-free application. These
pesticides include aldrin, dieldrin, sulfuryl fluoride, edolan-U, and borax.
Pesticides that curators should avoid using under any circumstances in
collections of mammals are ethylene oxide, methoxychlor, carbon disulfide, carbon tetrachloride, ethyl acetate, ethylene dichloride, and hydrogen cyanide.
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DISCUSSION

Q. If all the chemicals we use as insecticides possess different side effects,
in some cases adverse, do you think it is advisable to use preventive
precaution only till we get chemicals with no or minimal side effects?

A.

We do not anticipate a time will ever come when chenlicals with no
side effects will be available. These chemicals are designed to kill
living organisms, therefore, we can expect side effects to humans.
We can look forward to a time that possibly some other means of
control such as biological agents may replace chemicals. However,
we do not expect this to happen in the foreseeable future.

Q. In our country there are a number ofprivate as well as semi-Government
agencies for the pest control. What do you think of shifting responsibility of pest control to these agencies in addition to the vigilance
by the scientific personnel attached with collection?

A.

Private or semi-Government agencies may be used for pest control.
This removes the staff from the danger of applying these poisons.
The presumption is that these professionals will have a better knowledge of the insecticides than the museum staff. However, the responsibility for the long term safety of the staff and collection still
remain with those curators, in charge of the collection. They must
keep themselves informed about the insecticide being used. They
must then take any measure necessary to protect the staff or
collection.

Q.

What is the desired distance between the pest management house
and the main building? With such a risk for the working staff do
you have a life insurance done for them at your place (museum) ?

A.

The beetle colony needs to be in a structure physically separate
from the collection storage area. No set distance is necessary.
The museum has life insurance for staff members. However, this is
part of our job benefits and not because of the dangers of insecticides.

Q. In fumigating the collection of manlmals at Carnegie Museum of
Natural History, do you treat the whole collection sinlultaneously,
or section by section ?

A.

We fumigate the entire collection at one time. We choose a tinle
when the staff will be away from collection area during the time
that the DDVP is in the cases.
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Q. In your presentation no microbiological control for insect pests are
mentioned. For example Bacillus thuringiensis can effectively control
caterpillars of Tineidae (Lepidoptera). These are specific for Lepidopteran insects. Such bacilli for coleopterans can also be found
out and used. What is your opinion ?
A.

Nothing such as this has ever been tried in research collections.
However, we look forward to the day when biological control will
replace chemical control.

Proc. Wkshp Mglnt Mammal Colin Tropical Environ., Calcutta (1984).

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS IN COMPUTERISATION
OF COLLECTION DATA
JOHN

F.

SUTTON

St Norbert Co I/ege,
De Pere, Wisconsin 54115, USA

INTRODUCTION

There is little doubt that computers hold the key to success in the
rapidly evolving Information Society which is replacing the Industrial
Society of the early to mid Twentieth Century. With the advent of
computers, new horizons are being opened, questions which take months
of answer in the traditional environment of museums can now be answered
in a period of minutes with the push of a button. Suddenly all a researcher
ever wanted to know about a species of murid is at his fingertips, waiting
for the frontiers of science to be rolled further back. This position is,
of course rather idealistic and futuristic but it typifies the attitude of
many museum personnel who have had only peripheral contact with
computers and computerised systems. While computers do indeed
offer many advantages to the museum professional, these advantages
do not come easily. Computerisation of museum records is no small
task and can lead to serious problems if it is undertaken without proper
planning. For each successful museum project there are perhaps a
hundred unsuccessful attempts. These are not good odds, but there
are steps which museums can take to increase the probability of success.
Computers with all their speed and accuracy are incredibly dumb.
They cannot think. They will not solve curatorial problems unless they
are preconditioned (programmed) to do so. They cannot make good
data out of a collection of dissimilar information. They will not save
time, money, or personnel unless the reasons for and methods of implementation have been carefully defined. It is vitally important that the
existing manual system is clearly understood since it will be the source of
data for the new system. Furthermore, the ability of the computer to
provide the services required depends entirely on the ability to clearly
define what is to be done, and the framework in which it is to be done.
The basic reasons for computerisation nlay be simple or complex
depending on the particular Inuseum involved in the project. Larger
museums tend to approach computerisation from the aspect of ad hoc
reporting in order to fill the constant demand for information contained
in their collections. Linked to this nlay be the desire to speed up the
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curatorial effort by producing speciJnen labels, loan sheets, location
indices, etc, from a single computerised record. Other museums may use
a computer to produce cross-indices to its main catalogue similar to
multiple card files, but the bulk of the data remains on the manual system.
Still others may use small conlputers to carry out individual collections
management tasks such as loan preparation.
Computerisation of collections data is not a simple decision. Does
a museum with 1,000 specinlens need to computerise its collection?
How about 10,000 or 100,000 specimens? Where is the line or is there
a line? There really is no magic number above which computerisation
is feasible and below which it is not necessary. A zoological garden
(zoo) may have only 1,000 specimens but it may be required to keep
complex breeding or nutritional records. For this organisation a computer might be indespensible, but for the small natural history museum
with good manual records and low demand for information contained
in its collections records, a computer is probably not necessary.
In the age of computers where cost of Inachines is rapidly declining
and capacities are increasing as various vendors announce new products
on an almost daily basis, it is easy to get swept up in the excitement and
push toward computerisation of mUSeUlTI records. Extreme care must
be taken when computerisation is considered. Not all computer systems
are what they appear to be in the four colour full page advertisements
seen in almost every publication. There are procedures which should
be followed in order to avoid buying a machine which is underpowered
for the task at hand or overpowered for the needs of the museum.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE MUSEUM

The starting point for determining whether a museum should or
should not computerise its data is the goals and objectives of the museum
itself. Any decision to move in this direction will have a definite budgetary
impact because computerisation cannot be done without some commitment of capital. This means that Inoneys will either have to be raised or
diverted from other areas currently being funded by the museum. Computers are not a one time expense item. They require continual attention both in terms of personnel and supplies. Computers once installed
usually do not (nor should they) last for more than three years without
upgrade to a larger nlachine or more storage capacity.
The inlportance of the collections and the associated data must
be evaluated in light of other museum needs such as education or public
programnles, routine maintenance, or, collection growth. All these items
and many others cOlnprise the total budgetary picture of the museum
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and fall within a predefined order of priorities for that museum which
generally reflect its goals and objectives. If the museum is functioning
efficiently with manual records and the move to a computerised system
cannot significantly impact these costs, it may be better for the museum
to avoid computerisation. Alternately, if a museum has a heavy research
component and demands for information are more than the museum
can support, but it wishes to do so, computerisation may be an efficient
mechanism to increase productivity without increasing staff over the
long run.
The goals and objectives of the museunl as a whole must be clearly
understood because it is within this framework that any computerisation
project must exist. The project must fit comfortably in order to enjoy
continued budgetary support which it will need to be successful.

TYPES OF COMPUTERISA TION

As alluded to above there are different types of computerisation
which an institution may undertake. Each type requires different amounts
of resources and fulfills different needs. The most common type is complete computerisation of the main cataloguing system. The end product
of this type of system is basically reporting of data in various forms not
before possible in the manual system. This not only provides differing
formats but also reduces the amount of clerical time necessary to develop
the reports. Additionally, there are by-products such as label production,
loan processing, and location files which complement the curatorial
effort. This type is not only the most common today but also the one
which is most prone to failure because of the enormous amount of data
involved and the time required to enter this data.
A second type of computerisation involves inventory control. In
this type only a subset of the data is recorded into a computer system in
order to track the movement of specimens during and after the cataloguing effort. This type of system is most used in art museUOlS where a
lengthy period of time may pass between the acquisition of the items and
the time it enters the collection. In this system, items are tracked as
they are moved within the museum, shipped out on loan, or sent out for
repair. Generally application of inventory control does not exist in a
natural history museum. Natural history museums use a subset of the
catalogue information to record the location of a specimen within the
collection and its status.
The third general category of computerisation involves collection
management in the restricted sense. Here there are a variety of small
computer programmes which may do label production, produce loan
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reports or track fumigation and other historical data concerning the
collection as a whole. Most of these applications do not contain detailed
information on specific specimens, rather aid the collection manager in
performance of routine tasks in caring for the collections in his charge.
This application at this time is not well developed in most museums
using computers, however, much of the work done by collection managers
has potential for computerisation.

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

The systems analysis phase of the project is the most important segI11ent of any computerisation project. It is this phase which demonstrates
whether a computerised system is really necessary or whether the manual
system can be continued with greater success. Great care must be taken
to carryout the systems work in detail because any decisions made here
will have repercussions throughtout the remainder of the project. Basically the systems analysis is divided into three parts. The first part deals
with the historical perspectives of the current system and the foundations
on which it was built. The second part examines what is being done now
based on the existing foundations and modifications to them through the
years. The final part encompasses the expectations of the new system
-the plan for what is to be accomplished.
Understanding the historical perspectives of any cataloguing system
is ilnportant because the system has probably changed through the years
as different curators added or deleted fieJds of information from the
catalogue reflecting the changing demands of researchers through time.
For instance, in most catalogues locality data is very general in earlier
stages of the collection records, however, as the trends in systematics
changed and the field of ecology blossomed the need for more specific
locality data grew and the catalogues began to reflect this need. These
variations within a cataloguing system are reasonably transparent to a
researcher browsing through the collection records but any computerised system must take thenl into account if data retrieval is to be
utilised to its fullest extent. The full range of data within a catalogue
must be defined with all its variations in order to properly convert the
data fronl a Inanual system to a computerised one. If a date is recorded
in several different formats, a single standard format must be decided
upon and all other formats should be converted to it at some time during
the process in order to obtain maximum utility from the new systenl.
Understanding the current systenl is also ilnportant because a
museunl cannot define a new systenl without understanding the existing
base of inforn1ation fronl which the new system will be generated. There
are several things that Inust be fulJy understood in this area. The data,
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of course, is of primary importance when documenting the contents and
function of an existing system. Each field or data element must be precisely defined in order to record the nature of the field, the format it
takes (er 12 Nov 1983 or 11/12/83), the necessity of that field, the source
of the data, and the uses to which that data may be put. The standardisation of the data is critical to the success of a computerised catalogue.
Without standardised data, retrieval of information would be extremely
difficult. Data definitions and data standards then are a key ingredient
to a useful systems analysis. Data definitions refer to the uses of fields
of data while the standards refer to the formats and conventions to be
used in recording these data elements.
Understanding the data elements IS Important, however, there are
other aspects of the current system which must also be understood in
order to successfully conclude a systems analysis. Up to this point only
the data itself has been discussed but the data are only the building blocks
upon which a much larger system of documents and interrelationships
are built. The data collected together obviously form the master catalogue in most cases, but there are other files and indices which require
constant curatorial attention. Data are recorded in field notes, on loan
sheets, in cross reference files, inventory lists, preparation lists, and
a variety of other documents which are maintained or generated by the
curatorial or collections management staff. All these documents are
interrelated through the basic data present in the master catalogue and
each of these documents must be examined closely to determine whether
they should be integrated into the new system or be dropped and replaced
with a computerised function. Again, the uses of the data must be considered in the decision regarding the proper definition and standard to be
applied to a particular data element.
Finally, after all the review and definition, the museum should arrive
at a point where a document exists which defines the current and historical
nature of the data and all related documents and processes. The museum
should now understand exactly how its own system was put together and
what functions are currently being carried out within its curatorial
areas.
The museum must now embark on the task of defining what is
required from the new system. First of all, the entire range of standard
reports must be defined. This would include such things as master lists,
all cross reference reports, loan reports (skin and skull tags), and any other
report which will be generated on a regular and ongoing basis. These
reports must be laid out in detail to include the printing format, data,
paper to be used, etc. Following this all requirements for ad hoc reporting should be defined. This would include all data elements which the
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museum perceIves would be necessary to service the needs of its
researchers.
Once all the reports are defined in terms of data elements needed,
a final set of data standards are drawn up which precisely define the format of each data element which the museum has deemed important
enough to include in the reporting requirements discussed above. These
data standards might not include all data which was previously recorded
in the manual system or may include other elements which were not previously captured. This list of data elements and their definitions now
become the basis for the new cataloguing system.
Now that all the reporting requirements and the data standards are
clearly delineated, it is time to re-examine the manual system to see if it
can accomplish all that the museum requires without undo difficulty or
expense. Perhaps a decision to compute rise should be withheld or delayed
until such time as the manual system cannot handle the load. If this decision is reached, the exercise was not a waste of time, because the museum
now has a documented record of its data and reporting requirements
upon which any future decisions regarding collections records can be
based.
If however, the decision is reached that the manual system cannot
handle the requests for information either because of poor organisation
of records or lack of resources, the process must continue on
so that computerisation may be attempted with the greatest probability
of success.
The final step in a systems analysis which leads to computerisation
involves definition of the collection as a whole in terms of size, number
of data elenlents per record and the size of each record. This is usually
done by adding the total nunlber of characters in each data element (this
is defined in the data standards for each data element) to acquire the maximum length of a single specimen record. This length is then multiplied by
the total number of specimens in the collection to give an approximate
collection size for later use in estimating the amount of computer storage
needed to hold the current collection's data. An estimate of collection
growth is also inlportant in order to plan for the future.
Conlputers have the ability to rearrange information and present
it ina different order than entered-this is called sorting. The systems
analysis nlust present some considerations of sorting in ternlS of the
levels or depth of sort the cOlnputer systenl will be required to do. In
many instances the predefined reports will illustrate this. An example
of sorting depth would be this hypothetical report request which could
appear on a curator's desk.
"'Please give Ine a list of all rodents from
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Africa, listing each family and included species for each country" The
computer sort required to do this report with one pass through the data
after continent and order Rodentia has been selected, would be done in
the follo\\-·ing way :
( 1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

sort
sort
sort
sort

by
by
by
by

country
family
genus
species

Although this is a fairly simple sort, many computer systems do not
have the ability to sort to four levels as this example requested.
Also implied here is the ability of the computer to print out the
information requested from the curator. Even though many computer
systems can store the collections data and sort down many levels, there
is not always an efficient mechanism for reporting that information to
the user if hardcopy (printed report) is desired. A computer will be able
to generate the standard reports discussed earlier because those reports
will be done through a specific set of computer code called a programme.
Programmes are written to generate a hardcopy report on request.
These programmes take considerable time to prepare and are not easily
modified. Ad hoc reporting, such as the request from the curator above,
require a mechanislTI called a report writer which will generate a
reasonably well fonnatted hardcopy report with a minimum number of
commands. These report writers vary tremendously in quality and the
systems analysis should contain information on the expectations of the
lTIUSeUm for the report writer. It is usually preferable to design a few
ad hoc reports and include them in the systems analysis so that report
writers on various machines can be tested against those requests.
Basically the systems analysis is now done and the museum is ready
to begin the task of seeking the proper computer to do the work defined.
The systems analysis has provided the following information which
can be used to compare nlachines and software:
(I) List of data elements to be captured and entered into the machine.

This list contains the format and size of each data element.
(2) Exact specifications of all reports needed from the system on a
regular basis.
(3) All the functions which interact with the main catalogue and
the definitions of those functions.
(4) The size of the collection. (The total arr.ount of storage space
needed to hold the entire collection.)
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(5) The requirements for sorting depth.
(6) The requirements for ad hoc reporting and the report writer.

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

It is now time to return to the goals and objectives of the museum.
Having determined that it is worthwhile to do the systems analysis earlier,
it is now time to return to the administration of the museum to present
this work and explain in detail why the new system is necessary to continue to function in accordance with the goals and objectives of the
museunl. It is imperative that strong backing be demonstrated by administration. In all probability any system which will do what is expected from the systems analysis is going to require a significant investment. The cost parameters should be carefully discussed with
administration so that a system can be designed to fit the needs of the
museum within the budgetary franlework established. If the systems
analysis is so expensive that a machine outside of the funding range is
required, it is better to go back and reduce the amount of work planned
for the machine than to press ahead with a machine that is too small to
successfully handle the tasks required. A machine which is too small or
underpowered will lead to frustrations and probably to project abandonnlent within a short span of time.

If the budgetary support is present for the proper machine, do not
leave the administration with the feeling that once purchased, the machine
will serve needs of the museum for an extended period of time. In all
probability, with proper staffing, a project will require an upgrade in
computer power or storage in three years or less. Computers once put
into an environment, tend to fill to capacity. The uses for them extend
far beyond all the contingencies planned for in the systems analysis.
Conlputer familiarisation generally breeds more demands for additional
resources and the adnlinistration nlust recognise that this will occur.
However, support is acquired, it is absolutely essential to have it.
Without administrative support the project will fail! A large number
of projects in the United States have failed and are failing for this reason.
Projects were started without proper financial backing and moved too
slowly with inadequate machinery. It is better to shore up a manual
system than to begin a conlputer project which is underfunded.

HARDWARE

The actual l11achine and its associated devices are called hardware.
Generally speaking there are three classes of hardware: nlainframes.
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minicomputers, and microcomputers. All three of these can be and
have been used in museum environments with varying degrees of success.
The mainframe is the largest class of machines. These machines contain
the largest memories, the best software, most versatile capabilities, and
are the most expensive to purchase, operate, and maintain.
Generally speaking these machines are restricted to large computing
environments such as governments, universities and hospitals. There
are few museums in the world which can afford to purchase and maintain a machine of this size to handle its internal affairs. The price of
these machines start at about $500,000 and goes up with annual maintenance contracts beginning at $5,000 per month not including specialised
person nel to operate them.
It is, however, not unusual for museums to use these mainframes
for collections management if it is associated with a university or has
access to government computing resources. The museum may rent time
and storage space on these large machines and take advantage of the
power and resources available in them. With this type of arrangement,
the museum does not bear any of the problems associated with operation
of a computer but reaps the benefits of its use. The rental of time and
space may not be prohibitive within the scope of the museum budget
depending the arrangements which can be worked out with the host
institution. It is generally affordable, at least in the early stages of computerisation where files and storage requirements are small.
The second class of machine is the mInIcomputer. This class of
machine costs less than the mainframe with costs ranging between $60,000
and $400,000 for machines of varying capacities. The minicomputer
does not have the range of software available for it that the mainframe
has but does have adequate software for most applications. The memory
capacity is usually sufficient to carry out museum related tasks and
enough storage can be put on the machine to handle large museum
data files.
Storage of data is an important consideration for a project such
as catalogue computerisation. If a museum collection contains 100,000
specimens and each specimen record is 500 characters long, a total of
50,000,000 characters of storage will be required to hold the collection
data. This amount of storage does not include any programming to
handle the data, overhead to operate the computer (operating system)~
work area to formulate reports and sort records, nor any roonl for expansion. Depending on the software chosen, which has a direct effect
on how the data is stored, a minimum of 1.5 to 2 times the amount of
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storage to hold collection data will be needed to provide adequate resources and expansion space for the project. In the case of the example
a storage device (called a disk drive) will have to be about 75 to 100
megabytes in capacity. A megabyte is defined as a million bytes or
characters of information in machine readible form. Minicomputer
capacity usually ranges in size from 50 megabytes to about 3,000 megabytes or 3 billion characters of storage.
Mainframes and minicomputers share many features in common
and the difference between the two may only be one of scale or available
software. One of these shared features is the ability of the machines to
support mUltiple users doing different tasks at the same time. This
timesharing feature can be extremely important if the museum plans
to use a number of personnel to input data and carryon other functions
simultaneously. Timesharing also has some problems which must be
considered at the time a machine is purchased. The number of users
and the type of work being done can directly affect the performance of
the machine because each user and each task performed requires a portion of memory in which to work. In the early stages of data entry,
the demands on the memory are relatively low because data entry requires
more typing than processing. However, when, the files begin to be searched
for information and sorted for reports, the demands for memory rise
considerably causing a decrease in performance. This performance
drop is usually an indication that the machine must be upgraded to a
larger model or that memory and storage must be increased.
Unlike the mainframe and the minicomputer, the microcomputer
is much smaller, cheaper, and does not usually support multiple tasks
occurring simultaneously. The major limiting factor for 1110st museum
applications however is the amount of disk storage available on which
the coJJection data files may be stored. While these machines may be
exce))ent for small tasks such as loan reports, label writing, word processing, etc, they are wholJy inadequate for processing the large files
created froln natural history coJJections. TypicaJJy a microcomputer
contains less than 40 miJJion characters of disk storage. This may be
enough to contain cross reference files to a collection but not enough
to contain the collection data itself.
Research and development nloneys are being poured into the
Inicroconlputer and sonle startling gains in their capacities and performance have been nlade in the last year or two, however, they have
not progressed to the point where they are relatively risk free and as
useful as the larger machines. In time the microcomputer and the
mini-computer will probably merge taking the best of both types of
Jllachines.
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The hard ware component of the museum system then must be
considered carefully in terms of the definition of the project to be completed. If total catalogue entry is to be attempted, access to a mainframe
or minicomputer is the preferred route at this time. If, however, a small
project dealing with loan processing, labelling, etc, is contemplated, a
microcomputer may be the machine which can best do the job
economically.

SOFTWARE

All of the types of machines mentioned above are nothing more
than pieces of equipment with no function at all until the software is
added to them. The software is the programmes or machine instructions
which interpret the commands to make the machine produce a desired
result. Software is the key to picking the proper computer system to
perform the functions outlined in the systems analysis. Very few software products will do all of the functions designed in systems analysis
but many will approach the needs of the museum.
There are several things which should be kept in mind when looking
at a software package to do any job, especially handling files the size of
collections. A good software package should be able to handle data
files of almost any size, it should have a good report writer, be able to
handle multiple levels of sorting, it should be able to store and modify
stored data efficiently, and it should be relatively easy to operate. Many
of these considerations were discussed earlier, but are worth repeating
again because once a software and hardware system is selected, the
museum must live with shortcomings as well as its benefits.
When searching for the software package to do the task defined it is
always worthwhile to examine the techniques of other similar museums
to see if they are applicable. Get expert advice from wherever it is available and read as much as possible about implementing software
in museum situations. Do not restrict the search for software to museUll1S
however, because computerising collection data is really not that much
different from inventory control, a process which has been computerised
in many industries for many years. These industrial applications may be
exactly what is needed and are especially useful if a mainframe computer
is available. It may be possible that no system can do what is desired by
the museum and the whole process or at least a good part of it must be
generated by hiring an outside consulting firm to develop the programmes
needed to accomplish the task. This is probably the most expensive
option which is available to the museum. In the last two years there
have been many general purpose programmes developed for machines of
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all sizes and it is highly likely that one of these can serve as base system
for computerisation of collection records. Even with a good base system,
some custom programming wiJl need to be done.

SUMMARY
Computerisation of collection information is not a simple task
and should not be attempted without considerable planning and support.
The two most important aspects of computerisation is the acquisition
of administrative support and the development of a detailed systems
analysis for the existing systems including an exact plan for what is to be
accomplished. If these two items are successfully carried out, the selection of the hardware and the software to actually effect the plan will fall
easily into place. Not all museums will have the expertise to carry out a
full systems analysis needed to insulate themselves from failure. It is
highly desirable to spend some funds to hire experienced individuals
who are familiar with museum records as well as computer systems to
aid the museum in either doing the systems analysis or training internal
personnel in the techniques of doing it. The cost of doing this may vary
considerably depending on the scope and complexity of the project,
but it will probably be worth the expenditure in time to save frustration
by museum personnel.

It should be pointed out finaJly that the complexity of a successful
implementation is much greater than could be explored here in these
few pages. There are Whole areas involving implementation and documentation which were not explored here. It is suggested that the attached
references be consulted in detail before embarking on any computerisation project.
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DISCUSSION

Q. Unemployment being a great problem in nlany of the developing
countries, don't you think that computerisation will further reduce
the job opportunities for the museum specialist?
A.

Computerisation generally leads to increased employment although
the type of employment may vary slightly. I hear of no case where
a computer was installed in a museum causing a reduction in
personnel-it really is the opposite.
Your comment reflects a corr mon fear about computerisation
However, its been my experience that one of the added expenses
that computerisation provides includes technical personnel to run
the computer, as well as semi-technical and clerical positions that
may be added for the data entry, proof-reading of newly entered
files, etc. In my own personal experience, the computer has actually
increased my own workload because it seems that the more information man can access, the greater his opportunities for utilising
that information. The computer provides an information explosion,
it becomes the decision of the curator how that information will
be utilised.

Proc. Wkshp Mgmt Mammal Colin Tropical Environ., Calcutta, (1984).

APPLICATION OF DOCUMENTATION STANDARDS
AND AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING IN
RECENT MAMMAL COLLECTIONS
SUZANNE

B.

McLAREN

Section of Mammals, Carnegie Museum of Natural History,
4400 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213, USA

INTRODUCTION

The idea of computerisation of museum collections for data
management was first considered during the mid-1960s. A need for some
better means of information retrieval was becoming obvious to many
people who used museum collections for research (Anderson, 1963; ElIin,
1970/1971 a; Squires, 1970). The potential for numerical manipulation
in the computer field had already been realised for a number of years,
and the development of computer technology had seen what was termed
its 'third generation' by 1963 (Chenhall, 1975a). However, the electronic
manipulation of words is somewhat more complex than the handling of
numbers. This complexity was one hurdle that had to be overcome before
museums could seriously consider computerisation of their collections.
In 1965 it would have been difficult for most museums to house the largesized equipment that would have been necessary to store and manipulate
their collection data (Hall, 1972). Computer technology has rushed forward so rapidly that today it is nearly impossible to write anything specific
about computers without discovering that the information is out-of-date
by the time it has been printed. Innovations are literally occurring daily
and many of these changes are favourable for the type of work required
for both museum collection management and research purposes.
Since about 1965 various individuals associated with museum collections have pushed strongly for the computerisation of their collections.
There were often serious disagreements within an institution as to the
advisability of such a move (Elisseff, 1970/1971). The question of data
manipulation is complicated further when trying to cross disciplinary
lines and determine how one should treat objects from different collections containing both scientific and historical specimens or art objects.
Individuals from different departments within a museum may not have
the need to interact with each other as much as they do with colleagues
from their own discipline at other museums. Thus, in general, individuals
with an interest in computerisation of museum collections sought out
members of their own discipline and often acted independently of other
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departments in their own museum (Anderson, ] 975; Chenhall, ] 975b;
Shetler, 1975). Task forces were set up to study the idea of producing
data banks or computer networks (Ellin, 1970/197] b; Greenberger et
al., 1973; Vance, 1967, 1975). The idea of setting up a network seemed
much more likely to justify the cost of computerisation. It was often
hoped that funding could be found for such a data banking project without drawing heavily upon one's own institutional resources. Doubters
within one's own museum could thus be circumvented, and doubters
within one's discipline would simply miss out on the easy access to
volumes of data that networking promised to provide.
In 1975, the Association of Systematics Collections' Council on
Standards focused its attention on data standards for Electronic Data
Processing (ASC Council, 1975). During the same year, under the auspices of the American Society of Mammalogists', a workshop was held
to develop a computerised network among mammal collections, called
Network for Information Retrieval in Mammalogy or NIRM (Anderson,
1976; Grotta, 1975). It sounded like a good idea, but funding was not
forthcoming for the NIRM project.
Sarasan and Neuner (1983) and Peebles and Galloway (1982) report
that hundreds of computerisation projects among various disciplines were
in progress by the late] 970s within the United States, but they complain
that many of these projects were poorly conceived and launched because
computerisation was the thing to do. Most recently published information on computerisation in museum collections cautions against overexpectation (Shetler, 1974). Interestingly, many mammal collections do
not appear to have ridden so unanimously into the fray as some other
disciplines did. A recent survey of 360 North American institutions with
nlammal collections, cond ucted by the American Society of Mammalogists' Committee on Information Retrieval revealed that less than 30
respondents are involved in computerising their collections (McLaren,
1985). No reports were received of any project failures but lack of response from some institutions may indicate disappointment in son1e projects known to be in progress. Many respondents were interested in
computerisation but felt they lacked the know-how to begin. These people
are in the enviable position of being able to (I) learn from the mistakes of
others (2) benefit from the ever-improving state of computer technology ~
(3) and utilise some of the positive information specific to mammal collections which grew out of the N-IRM comn1ittee work, and which has been
expanded since that tilne.
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

The conlputer is like few other inventions devised by nlan. It can
be used in hund reds of different applications with trenlendously diverse
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results. Knowledge of its capabilities has become a profession in its own
right. Specific terminology has grown up around its usage and familiar
words have taken on new meanings when applied to the computer.
A museum's use of the computer differs markedly from the more
traditional uses found in the business world. For this reason, the most
important step to be taken when considering computerisation is to educate oneself. This can be accomplished by becoming familiar with the
basic terminology and reading about how the computer functions. The
literature should be checked for information that has been published by
others who are applying the use of computers to the museum field (Foote
and Zidar, 1975; Lytle, 1967; Sarasan and Neuner, 1983). Roberts and
Light (l98)) have produced a comprehensive report of progress toward
electronic documentation with international scope, giving capsule summaries of work in seventeen countries. The American Society of Mammalogists' Committee on Information Retrieval can provide information
pertaining to computerisation projects that are underway for North
American mammal collections. By discussing the matter with other computer users in the museum setting, it may be possible to gain valuable
insight into the difficulties they have encountered and avoid some problems. If it is possible to arrange a visit to other collections with functional
computer systems, it will be easier to visualise the type of system that may
be developed at one's own institution, or find out what not to use. After
visiting more than one collection, an appreciation can be gained for the
different types of equipment that can be used to achieve similar ends.
Whereas keypunch machines and card readers were the state of the art
for generating and inputing data several years ago, Visual Display Terminals (VDTs) now perform the same function more effectively (Pankhurst,
1972). Thus, depending on when a collection began to computerise, its
size, and budget, many different forms of equipment may be seen. This
diversity is only the tip of the iceberg in terms of the multitude of choices
and decisions to be made on the road to computerisation.
A museum collection presents unique problems for data handling.
A very large data file is produced and usually plans are made to retrieve
information from that file in a number of different configurations. This
retrieval and sorting requires vast amounts of space that are unprecedented
among business applications. Seeking the proper devices to accomplish
the desired goals wilI probably be more successful if some working knowledge of the computer can be incorporated with one's expertise on the
museum collection (Wilcox, 1980). Learning how to ask the right questions is the essential basis for building an automatic data processing system. Of course, canned programmes are available and are strongly
advocated by some people (Krauss, 1973). However, if this approach is
taken, an even stronger foundation of computer knowledge may be
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advisable. Material is often printed to provide an overview of preexisting generalised programming for museum collection use (Creighton
et al., 1973).
When considering computerisation for a collection, the staff must
conle to grips with sonle questions that seem nearly too obvious to ask.
Sarasan and Neuner (1983) point out that business and industry take a
methodical approach that is not often seen in museums considering this
large undertaking. They suggest that the following steps should be
documented in writing before any computerisation project is launched:
1.

Analysis of the existing manual system;

2.

Definition of problems;

3.

Establishment of goals;

4.

Determination of steps needed to achieve these goals;

5.

Estinlate of realistic time frame for the project;

6.

Estilnate of costs;

7.

Evaluation of whether a project is worth doing given the projected time and costs.

For nluseunl personnel, the expenditure of time involved in reaching
Step 7, has apparently seemed unimportant at times. When the money
becomes available and there is a feeling that computerisation would help
overcome problenls in data management, it has seemed most clear that
one should nlove as quickly as possible toward typing information into
the computer, and getting on with problem-solving with the assistance of
the computer. This is probably one giant step towards failure because
difficulties with a manual system can be magnified by the constraints that
computer systenls dictate. Solving problems in the midst of computerisation slows progress and throws any timetable out of the window. Recognition of collection problenls does not negate the advisability of computerising but realistic assessnlent of problems allows for truly realistic estinlates of the tinle it nlay take to computerise a collection.
Many collections that have existed for decades and which contain
thousands of specinlens suffer from data nlanagement difficulties that
make analysis of that system a nightmare. Examining the problems with
the goal of rectifying sonle of them may be very time consunling. However, the result of such analysis can only be healthy for the collection in
the long run. Whether or not conlputerisation Will ultimately be judged
the best idea for the collection, analysis of the systenl \vill not be effort
lost. It can assist in developing sOlne good ideas about the efficiency of
the present way of doing things.
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Each collection has its idiosyncracies and its own goals. The staff
of a particular collection has the best feeling for the use of specimens and
data, and the purpose of various operations at their facility. Examination
of the existing system of registration and/or cataloguing is a good starting
point. One must define what data associated with each specimen are
essential to management of the collection and useful for research
purposes.
The fundamental problem in dealing with a manual system that may
have been started a century ago is that many changes have occurred over
those decades-geographic and taxonomic name changes, changes in the
type of specimen preservation (Sutton and Black, 1975), and changes in
curators with different philosophies and different interests. A computer
works by taking human language, turning it into machine-readable
language for manipulation and then changing it back to a readable form
for its user. Therefore, it is usually necessary to make changes in the
written word of the manual catalogue so that it conforms more easily
to machine-readable data.
Each specimen carries with it a set of data. This set is referred to as
the specimen record. Within each record are related groups of information such as the taxonomic and geographic data. Each of these groups
can be broken down into more fundamental units which are usually called
data fields or categories. It is best for later purposes of information retrieval to have well defined data fields that have been reduced to very simple
units (Mello, 1974). For example, the geographic data may be subdivided
into as many as five units-continent, country, state or province, district
or department, and specific locality.
For the purpose of examining the data contained in a specinlen
record, each data field in use on the manual system or in any crossreferencing files should be placed on a list. Any categories which are
not currently used but deemed desirable should be added to this list.
The entire manual system need not be placed on the computer file.
By sampling 150-200 records (Sarasan and Neuner, 1983) at regular
intervals throughout the collection, and listing all data under discrete
categories, one can arrive at a fair approximation of the average number
of characters per record. It may be helpful to tabularise the total number
of characters involved in each record when deciding which data fields
should be entered on the computer (Fig. 1). Then, knowing the total
number of specimens in the collection, these data can be extended to determine the number of keystrokes needed to enter the entire collection onto
the computer file. These statistics will contribute to the prudent determination of the data fields which should be included on the automated
system. The frequency of usage versus the amount of file space required
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Fig. 1.-A tabularised scheme for assessment of specimen record size. (Adapted from Sarasan and Neuner, 1983).
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will be best judged for each collection individually. This information
will make it possible to estimate a timetable for data entry, and provide
the basis for deciding upon the size of the system required.
Particularly long data fields can be shortened by using abbreviations.
One example is the system employed at Carnegie Museum of Natural
History for describing the type of preservations used for each specimen,
thereby avoiding the need to devote a large amount of space to descriptive information. The category is referred to as 'Nature of Specimen'
(NS), and all entries are translated into a two letter code such as 'SS' for
skin and skull ; ~SB' for skin, skull and body skeleton; 'AL' for alcoholic preservations, and 'SK' for skull only. When reducing information
to code like this, the efficacy of standardisation among collections within
the discipline becomes more profound.
Definition of each unit or data field, the acceptable vocabulary, size
limitations on each field, and acceptable sequences of entering data, or
syntax, should be proposed at this point. Specimen records are set up for
the computer so that each data category is assigned a certain position
where the conlputer 'expects' to find information suitable for that category. For example, the country where a specimen was collected may
always be the fifth piece of data given for each specimen. The computer
may be told that this category will not exceed twenty letters in length and
that it will always be alphabetic with no numeric or special symbols.
Limitations to be placed on the data fields can be intelligently determined
using a 150-200 specimen sample (Sarasan and Neuner, 1983) from one's
own collection and the tabularised scheme. Data entry must be planned
with the realisation that information retrieval is not just something that
the computer does. Data must be put into the system with an understanding of the method of retrieval. Otherwise, much time will be expended on building a data bank without any means of getting the information back out. Silly as this may seem, there are (Sarasan and Neuner,
1983) numerous examples of collections that rushed forward to enter their
data without paying much attention to the quality of the information
being provided for the computer. Of course a computer can be programmed to salvage such a mess but the cost in money and time may be prohibitive, especially if several years have already been expended on imprudent
data entry.
In the process of trying to establish a Network for Inforn1ation
Retrieval in Mammalogy, the NIRM Committee garnered a list (Fig. 2)
of what they deemed mandatory data fields for each specimen. Further
data could be added depending upon the spatial constraints of the COlllputer system being chosen by a particular institution. These groups of
selected data fields were to be used by the proposed computer network
which has not come to fruition to date. It was intended that individual
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institutions would use the es~ential fields for divulging information to
other collections, and maintain the optional categories of choice for the
management of one's own collection. These lists were drawn up with a
great deal of thought and they provide a handy set of guidelines when
analysing an existing manual system. The tabularised scheme is still a
very good idea when drawing conclusions about a specific collection and
when attenlpting to set up a timetable for data entry.
MANDATORY DATA FIELDS
Institution Identifier
(Museum Acronym)

SUGGESTED OPTIONAL DATA FIELDS
Specific Collecting Locality
Preparator's Name

Catalog/Serial Number
Preparator's Field Number
Genus
Species
Date Collected
Continent or Country
State or Province
County, District or Major
Island Group
Sex
Type of Preservation
Ocean
Sea

(if marine mammal
collected in
open waters)

Fig. 2.-Mandatory and selected optional data fields set for the National Network for
Information Retrieval in Mamnlalogy.

In an effort to produce uniforrnity in the nlanner in which written
language is re-written for the conlputer, a publication called HDocumentation Standards for Autonlatic Data Processing in Mammalogy" (Williams
et af. 1979) was produced. Within the publication is an extensive list of
categories currently being used alnong computerised mammal collections
(Fig. 3). A nlajor portion of the paper is actually a data element
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dictionary which discusses every category which might be recorded for a
mammal specimen. Each category is defined and a format is described.
Variations, omissions, and examples are provided. The material can serve
as a helpful model but should not be substituted for a careful analysis
of one's own system.

INSTITUTIONAL DATA

SPhCIMEN DATA

Institutional Acronym

Type of Preservation

Division Acronym

Sex

Collection Catalog Number

External Measurements

Availability Status

Weight

Accession Number

Age

Special Number

Reproductive Data

Donor

Ecological Notes

Date Cataloged

Date Collected

Published Records

Collector

7ype Description

Collector's Number
Preparator

GEOGRAPHICAL DATA

Preparator's Number

Continent or Country
state or Province

TAXONOMIC DATA

County, Parish, District, Department,

Order

or Major Island Group

Family

Specific Locality

Genus

Reference Point

Species

Reference Point Modifier

Subspecies

Township and Range

..

Elevation

OTHER DATA

Ocean

Remarks

Sea
Bay, Inlet, Strait, Gulf, or Channel
Latitude and Longitude
Fig. 3.-Data fields currently in use among various mammal collections in North
America.
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What are the goals of prod ucing a computerised mammal collection ? They can be many-fold but most analysts begin by discussing the
production of a catalogue. Chenhall (1975a) reminds us that cataloguing is
not just a numerical registration of specimens. It is a cross-referencing
system which can be based on geographic, taxonomic, or other data categories-the catalogue is a finding device. The computerised catalogue IS
then, possibly the ultimate finding device.
In nlany collections, cross-referencing indices are maintained that
assist in finding taxonomic, geographic, and donor information, as well
as other specimen data. Information found in the master catalogue can be
cross-referenced many ways but often the work expended on multiple
cards for each specimen places a limit on the number of indices which can
practically be produced manually (Rensberger and Berry, 1967).
In analysing a manual system, a list of the various indices extant in
the current system should be produced, even if some of these indices are
not up-to-date. Determination of whether key categories perform the
function for which they were originally created is important to this phase
of the analysis. By analysing the way in which the various card catalogues
support and supplement each other, decisions can be made about which
data are pivotal to a good retrieval system. In following such a listing
procedure, the basis for a data element dictionary unique to a collection
is developed.
Sarasan and Neuner (1983) suggest two other steps for analysis of
the manual system. All pre-printed forms, such as loan invoices and
accession records, should be gathered and analysed to determine their
function and users. Forms represent an extension of the collection
documentation. Analysis may lead to the discovery that some of these
forms closely tie in with the data fields being considered for computerisation. The final step in systems analysis involves the step-by-step listing
of the manner in which collection management tasks are performed. By
listing which files are accessed and which forms are used, a procedures
111anual can be developed. Carefully stepping through the system, a better
appreciation can be gained for where the problem areas might lie. Finding
bottlenecks in the system nlay give some insight into areas of difficulty
in the data entry process. Judgement can also be nlore precisely made as
to the impact of computerisation on the various steps of the manual systenl. A proced ures n1anual often represents the first attempt to produce
written rules of operation for a collection and, as such, will have longternl usefulness. If professional help is sought for programming, this
proced ures n1anual 111ay be helpful in bringing S0l11e museum awareness
to a business-oriented progranlnler Systems analysis can be performed
professionally and in greater detail than described here. It is likely to be
expensive and its acceptability n1ay depend largely on personalities
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(Squires, 1966). The suggestions made on the preceding pages provide
an invaluable opportunity for those individuals responsible for a collection to clearly understand the working of the system. The time required
for such an undertaking must be weighed against the cost of having someone else do it. The most important point to be made about systems analysis is Hwho, how, and when H, NOT Hif" it will be done.

RETROACTIVE DATA CAPTURE

Another decision that must be made is the method by which old
records are placed onto computer files. This job is called retroactive data
capture, and there are numerous ways of accomplishing this task. In the
process of developing the procedures manual, a useful system may become apparent for one's own collection. The two most popularly discussed methods are sometimes referred to as the single pass strategy and
the multiple pass strategy. With each method in mammal collections,
skin tags are usually used as the primary source of data.
A specimen is theoretically handled once under the single pass
strategy, and this is its strongest point. Questions that arise regarding the
data are checked against hand ledgers and original field notes or other
sources of confirming information before moving on to the next specimen.
Using this method, things can move very slowly, when forgotten specimen
data problems resurface and must be handled.
The mUltiple pass strategy or modular method of data entry has
become very popular. This may be dueto the disappointments experienced
using the all-at-once or single pass method. Problems with the former
method have arisen when data entry must be curtailed for some reason
and no viable results can be shown due to the time spent in problem solving. The limited amount of data which has been captured turns out to
be of little use since any attempt at information retrieval accesses only a
fraction of the total collection data at this point.
The modular method requires that choices be made as to the inlportance of various data fields. Only a selected number of categories are
entered the first time through the collection. If problems exist, blanks
are left to be filled later. A skeleton of essential data fields, entered for
the entire collection allows the automated system to begin functioning
while other categories are grad ually included to add nleat to the
data file.
At least two problems arise with using specimen labels as the basis
for retroactive data capture. First, the specimens must be handled by the
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person keying the data into the computer which involves quite a slowdown as tags are turned in search of various information. The other alternative is to transfer data onto a worksheet before entry so that the data
capture can be done directly from paper. While this method may be more
convenient than dealing with the specimens, it offers more opportunity
for human error as data are transferred from tag to paper and then again
into the computer file. Secondly, only those specimens that are encountered are placed onto the computer file. If the collection is several decades
old, the chances are that numerous specimens will be overlooked-those
specimens which are on exhibit, on loan, removed for repair, or misplaced
and forgotten for some reason.
By usi ng hand written ledgers or file cards rather than the specimens,
the data entry process can advance without dealing directly with the specimens. This method of data capture worked very well for the Section of
Mammals at Carnegie Museum of Natural History. Once all of the 'old'
data were entered, taxonomically sorted masterlists were retrieved from
the automated file and used to curate the entire collection. In doing so,
identifications could be verified and geographic and other specimen information could be checked, as could the consistency of the syntax and
vocabulary used for the computer file. This method has provided a relatively accurate, workable system while corrections are made. When
inconsistencies are noted, programming allows for vocabulary lists to be
generated (Fig. 4). Several different spellings for the same word can be
listed with counts for each form of the word. Corrections are then made
by individual record or by a general sweep through the computer file,
depending on the magnitude of the required change. Taxonomic updating can be done in the same manner Missing specimens are singled out
and numerical mix-ups can be traced, using the computer retrieval
system.
Using the manual ledger as the primary data source can also utilise
the 1110dular nlethod of data entry. Choosing a minimum of categories
for initial entry, as the basis for a curation or general inventory
programlne, output could be generated in the form of data worksheets
(Sarasan, 1979). Blank data fields must be filled when contact is made
with the specimens.
Whatever the method of retroactive data capture, a step-wise procedure should be set forth in writing. An on-going record of what material
has been entered and by whom should also be kept. By carefully
documenting procedure and progress, disruption due to interruption or
change in personnel can be kept to a minimum. In addition, errors in
entry procedure can be traced to the individual responsible before too
large a series has been handled improperly.
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VOCABULARY LISTING OF CAMEROON IN CM COLLECTION

PAGE 1

CAMEROON
COUNT

3243

CAMEROUN
COUNT

1266

KAMEROON
COUNT

692

KAMEROUN
COUNT

710

TOTAL COUNT

5911

Fig. 4.-Reproduction of a single page print-out of a 'vocabulary list' The various
spellings of the word 'Cameroon' in the mammal computer file at Carnegie
Museum of Natural History are used in this example. This information search
is used when the need for corrections is suspected so that the size of the problem can be ascertained.

Before retroactive entry is undertaken, some expeditious means
should be devised for transferring specimen data to the individ ual data
fields which have been chosen. The Video Display Terminal (VDT) has
made this part of the operation lTIuch easier than the old keypunching
method. A screen can be developed that lists all of the data categories
eventually being used on the computer file, with space for the appropriate data to be entered. If at all possible, the entire record for a specimen should fit onto a single screen, and the data categories should be laid
out in a logical manner for smooth entry from the primary data source.
By passively querying the typist for each discrete unit of data, the unfalTIiliar breakdown of information units on the screen can quickly be
learned.
The specimen record entry screen used by the Section of Mamn1als.
Carnegie Museum of Natural History, is shown in Fig. 5. The left-toright and top-to-bottom flow of information on the screen follows the
left-to-right flow of information on the handwritten ledgers in current
use. When one record is submitted to the computer, the catalogue number
advances by one but all other data remain the same. Only categories that
have changed for the next record need to be altered, thereby reducing the

C.::ltalog nl..Ir.1l:>er:
Farr.i ly:

-:8(')21
---

SORICIDAE

order:

INSECT IVORA

Genus:

CROCI DURA

~pe::ie::;:

FLAVESCENS

Subspecies:

Sex:

Continent: AF

Country :

M

State:

CAMEROON

County:

:;pccific Location:

4 KM

l\ltitude:

S,

2 KM E

Latitude/Longitude:

Date Col:ected (DO MMM YYYY):
Collector:

ROBBINS, L W

Preparator:

_R_O_B_B~I~N_S~,

Spe Number:

rSEKA

15 AUG 1978

03 36N, 10 48E
Nature:

------~~------------------------------

__L__
W___________________________

Prep Number:

10074

Accession Number:

30379

Sea: ______________________

Ocean:
Bay or Inlet:
Loan Number:

Availability Status:
Date Loaned(DD MMM YYYY):

On Loan To:
Cormnents:

A: (Added by whom)
M: (Most recent change by whom)

Fig. 5.-Specimen Record Entry Screen in use by the Section of Mammals, Carnegie Museum of Natural History.
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amount of information which must be re-submitted in subsequent records. In other words, if the genus of record ~ I' is Pferopus, that name
remains in place when the catalogue number changes to ~2'
If specimen
~2' is also Pferopus, the word does not have to be re-written. If specimen ~3'
is Hipposideros, the typist will type over top of the word Pteropus with
Hipposideros, and this new genus name will be recorded for record ~3'
and carried along to record ~4' All categories are handled this way, which
can make data entry very rapid. Care must be taken to avoid ilnproperly
carrying data from one record to the next.
All data fields which may be used to the system should be included
when programming is first undertaken since addition of further categories
into the working system may be difficult and, therefore, costly. Careful
planning cannot be overstressed.
COMPUTER INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

Early discussion of computer use for information retrieval in nluseunl
collections usually focused on research aspects, and since much attention
was given to networking, this is understandable. However, the collection
managenlent aspects are of equal, if not greater, potential. While Sarasan
and Neuner( 1983) remain extremely skeptical of the existence of functional
information retrieval systems, the system at Carnegie Museum does work
and can be queried for every field on file or combinations of those fields.
This makes it possible to produce a catalogue of all specimens from any
collector or preparator, to search for a particular preparator's nunlbers,
or for specimens involved in mix-ups to search for all specimens collected
before 1900 ; to discover what percentage of the collection is made up of
Rodentia or to produce a catalogue of type specimens (Manning, 1969).
The possibilities seem limitless, and in terms of collection management
potential, the computer has proven itself a powerful assistant.
For the purpose of organised data output, the data displayed on the
Video Display Ternlinal can be rearranged in many ways. One way to
display a masterlist of all file data is to group the information into related
categories, as shown in Fig. 6. Since several of the data fields shown here
have collection management functions only, some categories are suppressed when supplying data to answer outside inquiries regarding the collection (Fig. 6). It is also sometimes desirable to produce output suitable
for research within the collection. By suppressing redundant taxonomic
and locality information, a simple data sheet can be produced (Fig. 7).
Sonle of the older handwritten catalogues in use by the Section
of Mammals, at Carnegie Museum of Natural History do not contain all
of the data fields which the current manual and automated system utilise.
Categories that have been added include order, family, and continent
This has proven helpful for collection management and for answering

Vl
00
00

MASTERLIST FORMAT
44263

OR:
FM:
GN:

SP:
5S:

CHI ROPTERA
MORMOOPIDAE
PTERONOTUS
QUADRIDENS
FULIGINOSUS

COUNTRY:
STATE:
COUNTY:

JAMAICA

SP. !.DC:

ST CLAIR CAVE

ST CATHERINE PAR

PREP: GENOWAYS, H H
COLL: BAKER, R J AND GENOWAYS, H H
DATE: 29 JUL 1977
NS: AL
SEX: F

PREP NO:

3288

SP NO:
ACC NO:

28513

COMMENTS:

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

42943

OR:
FM:

GN:
SP:
SS:

CHI ROPTERA
VESPERTILIONIDAE
MYOTIS
NIGRICANS

COUNTRY:
STATE:
COUNTY:

ARGENTINA
SALTA
ORAN DEPT

SP. LOC:

15 KM S ORAN

PREP:
COLL:

DATE:
NS: SS
SEX: M

MARES, M A
MARES, M A
03 SEP 1976

PREP NO: 3005
SP NO:
ACC NO: 29477

~Q~~§!----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MODIFIED MASTERI,IST FORMAT
44263

OR:
FM:
GN:
SP:

CHIROPTERA
MORMOOPIDAE
PTERONOTUS
QUADRIDENS

COUNTRY:
STATE:
COUNTY:

JAMAICA
ST CATHERINE PAR

DATE: 29 JUL 1977
NS: AL

-------~~!--~~!~!~Q§~~-------~~!-~!--~!_£~~!~_£~~~------------~~~!-~--------------------------------------------42943

OR:

FH:
GN:
SP:
SS:

CHIROPTERA
VESPERTILIONIDAE
MYOTIS
NIGRICANS

COUNTRY:
STATE:
COUNTY:

ARGENTINA
SALTA
ORAN DEPT

SP. LOC:

15 KM S ORAN

DATE: 03 SEP 1976
NS: SS
SEX: M

Fig. 6.-Examples of the Masterlist format used for collection management, and the modified Masterlist,
used for answering outside inquiries regarding specimens in the Section of Mammals, Carnegie
Museum of Natural History.

PRIMATES AT CARNEGIE MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

10/14/84

ATELES PANISCUS CHAMEK
BOLIVIA
DEPT SANTA CRUZ

RIO YAPACANI

---------------------------------------~~--~-----~~~~~--~-----.

CM

2772

F

SS

22 AUG 1913

STEINBACH, J

556

CM

2773

F

SB

23 AUG 1913

STEINBACH, J

557

CM

2774

M

S5

23 AUG 1913

STEINBACH, J

558

CM

2775

F

SB

26 AUG 1913

STEINBACH, J

559

-

ATELES PANISCUS PANISCUS
SURINAME NICKERIE

KAYSERBERG AIRSTRIP

~--------------------------------~-------------------- ---------

CM 68450

F

SK

03 MAY 1980

GROEN,

CM 68451

M

SK

03 MAY 1980

WILLIAMS, S L

J

A

2075

--- --_. --_. ---- --_. ---- ---- ---- ---- ---

--- ---- --- ---

--- --_. --_. ---- ---- --

5203

Fig. 7.-Reproduction of computerised collection information formatted for use as a data sheet.
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outside tnquiries. If it were desirable to know what African squirrel skeletons are contained in the collection, the computer file would be queried
to generate a list of only the African sciurids for which complete skeletons
have been preserved.
Although the addition of orders and families was done directly from
worksheets at the time of initial data entry, continental designations were
placed on file using a "global' change or addition feature within the programming system. With the global addition, the computer would, for
example, be instructed to search for all instances where 'Cameroon' was
listed under "country' As each record of a specimen collected in Cameroon was encountered, the designation for "Africa' would automatically
be placed under the continent data field. This method avoids human error
in the form of misspellings on individual records, and misinformation
which can occur using the previously described manner of expanding the
taxonomic categories. It does not, however, utilise automatic data processing to its fullest potential since each country was handled on an
i nd i vid ual basis.
As noted by Sarasan and Neuner (1983), if genus and species names
are entered initially, programming can be done to allow a computerised
s\veep through the files for the production of additional taxonomic hierarchy. Using this method, the computer is provided with a table of taxonomic names and their hierarchical relationships. Every genus name
encountered on the master file elicits a search of the table for the proper
order and family names. These are, then, automatically entered into the
proper data fields for that specimen record. The emphasis here is that
somethings can be done extremely efficiently by computers that are not
done as quickly, easily, or accurately by human beings. The converse is
also true.
Becoming educated about computers and extensively evaluating a
coJiection with computerisation in mind will aid in assessing which tasks
are best done by Inan or machine. Just as a supervisor assigns one individual over another to a particular task, based on his talents, the "talents'
of a cOlnputer system must also be learned, in order to be used to its fullest
potential. A1though Sarasan and Neuner's suggestion for taxonomic
expansion may work for sonle collections, those that contain numerous
synonymies nlay prove to be an extremely complex programming problem.
This is a prinle example of the way in which a curator's intimate knowledge of his collection, conlbined with a basic understanding of the workings of a conlputer system could save time and money in the long run.
OTHER COMPUTER USES

IS

The use of available cOlnputer space for bibliographic file production
another possible fu nction of the electronic data processing system.
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Although not directly linked to the collection file, it does directly support
research activities and may have a more realistic networking future than
the computerisation of collections.
There are some other possible uses of the computer within museunl
coJlections which are peripheral, but directly related to the collection
itself. Vance and IBM corporation (1973) discuss some of these other
possible uses for the computer within the museum setting which may be
persuasive in the argument about whether to computerise or not. It may
actually be the functions of the business office, museum membership office,
public education department, and museum related bookstore or gift shop
that create the iOlpetus for acquisition of a computer within an institution
(Freundlich, 1966). It may become necessary fronl the point of view of
the business office to place collections onto the system based on insurance
needs for inventory control. [n this way, the accessioning process and
specinlen loans gain a position in the programming. This is one way of
backing into the computerisation business. Unfortunately it does not
take into account the tremendous need for planning the complex project
of computerising a museum collection, to say nothing of an institutionwide undertaking of this nature.
At Carnegie Museum of Natural History, not every department has
computerised its collections. Therefore a master file of accessions is not
currently in place. However, individually computerised departlnents do
have the capability of producing their own master accession lists, because
""accession number" represents a data category which has been included
for each specimen record. The possibility of drawing these data into a
central file does exist, if desired, in the future.
Planning has also been initiated for computerised loan control.
Several programmes have been devised to tie into the main mammal
collection data file for direct application to specimens on loan. First, there
is a loan invoice (Fig. 8), formatted in three slightly different ways. One
copy is produced for our files, one copy is produced for the files of the
institution receiving the loan, and the third copy is used for shipment and
acknowledging receipt of the shipment.
At the same time that catalogue numbers of the various specin1ens to
be loaned are entered onto the computerised invoice, the numbers \vill
also be entered on three other files. One of these is called the Specimen
Record Maintenance File. This is identical in appearance to the Specimen Record Entry Screen (Fig. 5) but it appears whenever a previously
entered specimen is recalled to the screen. Each time the record of a speci01en on loan is queried, it will be noted that the specimen is out on loan
and when it is slated for return (Fig. 9). A second file, called the Specinlen
History File, will keep a perpetual tally of the various institutions to which
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CARNEGIE MUSEUM LOAN RECORD
(Please si~n and return this copy when
the loan items have been_received and checked~)
Phone no.: (412)'
Section of
Carnegie Museum of Natural History
4400 Forbes Avenue.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213 U.S.A.

Page 1 of 2
From:

To:

Attn:
Loan no:
Type of transaction:
Authorized by:
Insured by:
Method of shipment:

Date;
Value:
Duration:

-------------------------------~---------------------- -------------------------

Description of items:

comments

CM no.

--------------------------4--------------------------- ------~--~---------------~

Condition of loan:

-------------------------------------------------------------

Signature: ______________________________ Date: ____________________________________

------------------------------------------------------------------------------Date returned to CM Section:

.Signature:

Comment s:
Place form in active loan file.
Fig. 8.-Carnegie Museum Loan Record Invoice generated by computer.

Catalog number:
Fami ly :

Genus:

OORICIDAE

Species:
Sex:

Order:

58021

Subspecies:

FLAVESCENS
Continent:

M

Country:

AF

--------------------

CAMEROON

County:

State:
Specific Location:

4 KM S, 2 KM E ESEKA

Latitude/Longitude: 03 36N, 10 48E

Altitude:

Date Collected (DD MMM YYYY): 15 AUG 1978
Collector:
Preparator:

ROBBINS, L W
ROBBINS, L W

Nature: SA

Prep Number:

10074

Accession Number:

Spe Number:

30379

Sea:

Ocean:

Availability Status:

Bay or Inlet:
Loan Number;

X-1984-S

Date Loaned(DD MMM YYYY): 10 JAN 1984

On Loan TO: TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY
Comments:

A: (Added by whom)
M: (Most recent change by whom)

Fig. 9.-Specimen Record Maintenance Screen with loan notation, used by Section of Mammals, Carnegie Museum
of natural History.
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a particular specimen has been loaned, and for how long. The third loanrelated file will be an internal reminder about the duration of each loan.
That way, inquiries can be made if a loan has not been returned within
the agreed upon period of time.
Using the master file, labels for skeletal material can also be computer
generated. An example of the type of labels used at Carnegie Musuem of
Natural History appears in Fig. 10. Letter quality printing of these labels
is most desirable. For the purpose of fitting the labels into small skull
vials, it Jnay be necessary to red uce the size of the original computer output.
Q\RNEI;1E MUSElM OF NATIJRAL HIsroRY
SEX:I'ION OF ~

.,

CARNEX;IE MlJSElM OF NA1tJRAL HISfffiY
SOCTION OF ~

1938 T

1297 T

PERCMiSCUS rouooorus ALBIFRONS
FI.DRIDA: W\l.IOO CO; WflTFIEll)

1ODD, WEe 124

F/SS 17 APR 1903

~I URUS

IAN;SIXlWII STEI.N&\CHI.
&LIVIA: SANTA ClUJZ: SANTA CRUZ IE IA
SIERRA

:

CARNEmE MJSEUM OF NA1tJRAL lUSIffiY
SEcrION OF MAM1AJ..S
3415 T

MISS

18 FEB 1912

F/SS 14 JUL 1909

CARNEX;IE MUSEUM OF N\1URAL HISTCRY
SOCTIOO OF MAM1AJ..S
3430 T

SIEOO:EPHALEMYS ALBOCAUIY\TA
E1HICFIA: ARUSI: OOlALO MrS, INYAIA
CAMP

RAFFFRT'i,DGll

STEI.NBt\CH, J 358

AWICANIHIS ABYSSINICtE IilOO

EIHICPIA: ARUSI: OORA MrS BASE CAMP,

sourn

:

QITlALO MIS

RAF'F'OO'Y, D G 26

M/ SS 28 FEB 1912

Fig. lO.-Examples of the skeletal label format used by the Section of Mammals,
Carnegie Museum of Natural History. This label will be reduced in size for
inclusion inside skull vials.

Other types of information can also be generated using the master
file but primary data sources such as skin tags should always be retained.
Data generated by the computer should be considered a supplement not
a replacement for such information. Because of the computer, infornlation need not be arduously transferred by hand time and again, but verification of identifications and other data should still reIllain the domain
of each individual researcher (Calneron, 1970/1971). Those who fear
autonlation can be assured that the conlputer nlay be helpful in deciding
that a new species has been found, but the opportunity to nanle it will
always be the privilege of the researcher.
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In summary, it should be stressed that education and planning with
regard to a computerisation project are essential. The computer can be
a time-saving instrulnent, but new taks will replace old ones, and in the
end, computerisation \vill not make the day any shorter. It can make an
ever-growing collection nlanageable, and help to meet the needs ot the
information explosion which computers everywhere appear to be precipitating. The future of computers in general may be limited only to human
ingenuity but applied to a specific systenl this can be an expensive
premise on which to proceed. When dealing with one's own collection,
it is best not to overestimate the computer. The computer will need you
every step of the way.

SUMMARY

The idea of using computers in the Inuseum setting was first
considered in the mid-1960s. The cost-effectiveness of computerisations
is still strongly argued by many individuals from large and small collections alike. There are currently less than three dozen North Anlerican
museums computerising their Inammal collections. However, the ability
of the computer to process large quantities of data in extremely short
periods of time could revolutionise both the handling and scierLtific use
of museunl specimens.
A network linking many collections was the fOCllS of much early
attention on the subject of computerisation in Inanlmal collections.
Because of the consideration givea to such an idea, some very careful
ground work was laid for determining which categories of data ought to
be recorded on computer files. Under the auspices of the American
Society of Mamlnalogists' Committee on Information Retrieval, a set of
Doculnentation Standards has been published. The computerisation of
collection data necessitates a close exalnination of the precision with
which previous information has been recorded for the specimens in o:le's
collection. Whether automatic data processing is eventually undertaken
or not, this type of scrutiny, with an eye for standardisation, call have a
healthy effect on a collection.
Among the specimen data categories discussed are some which are
considered to be mandatory if any sort of network were to work successfu1Jy. These mandatory categories include nluseum acronynl ~ collection
catalogue number; genus; species; d ate collected; sex; type of preservation ; country or continent; state or province county, parish, district.
department or lnajor island group ~ or appropriate Inarine equivalents,
if marine mammals are taken in open waters. There are several other
categories \vhich can be useful for \vorking within one"s own collection
including specific locality, preparator's name and field number. The
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addition of several other taxonomic levels can also be helpful. These
optional categories are discussed in detail.
Once specimen records have been entered, numerous peripheral tasks
can also be executed using the computer. Those to be discussed include
the processing of loan records, production of loan invoices, accession
records, inventory of materials for insurance purposes, the up-dating of
taxonomic information and changing of geo-political names, curation,
responding to requests for information regarding the collection, statistical
analysis and research.
The computer can be a useful tool but should not be accepted on the
basis of replacement for other curatorial procedures. Its output should
also not be used to replace the direct examination of specimens for research. Its use from one collection to another will vary because institutions are as unique as the specimens they house. Implementation of a
computer system must conform to the idiosyncracies of the collection
which it is intended to serve. Possible approaches to this task are
discussed.
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WILLIAMS,

DISCUSSION

Q. Many mamnlal collections outside of North America have systenlS of
cataloguing where individual specimens are numbered based on specimens collected each day regardless of species or number collected. Can
such a system be accommodated in a computerised collection or would
a renumbering of specimens using a systen1 of increasing numbers such
as the one promoted by Wilson in an earlier paper be necessary?
A.

Because of the wide ranging capability of computers, I feel quite
certain that a means of cleverly handling the circun1stances you suggest can be devised. I think, that computerisation can be made to
fit each co11ection's unique needs and, therefore, a blanket solution
ll1ay not be desirable. One lTIUst weigh the importance of standardisation of documentation, the idiosyncracies of a collection and the
cost of bringing data into compliance with the Standards. Catalogue
numbers are probably one of the nl0re flexible categories, and
computerisation would certainly facilitate a search through a conlplex
numbering system.
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ARMS, AMMUNITION AND ANIMALS-THEIR RELATIONSHIP
B. Roy

Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta

INTRODUCTION

In an era when nearly all the nations have been convinced about
the importance of conservation on animals and have already imposed
prohibition on shooting, it may appear paradoxical to select the present
theme and its title, and as the scribe happened to be a scientist intimately involved with the conservation of wild animals for nearly three
decades the animal lovers may even brand it as an act of sacrilege. The
purpose of this article is to highlight the utility of ballistics for the specific
purpose of scientific study and lTIUSeUm display-the main concern here
is for the collection of animals for scientific study.
Firearms are still considered the essential and integral gear for
collection of animals particularly mammalian species. Although there
has been a radical change in the approach to this problem, but, by and
large, ballistics are still being extensively used in major part of the world,
particularly in underdeveloped countries where sophisticated equipment or alternatives are still not available.
EVOLUTION OF FIREARMS

It is interesting to review the evolution of firearms during the last
few centuries. The revolutionary changes in ballistic have been so fast
and varied that latest weapons which are much admired, appreciated
and adopted may within a short period become obsolete.
Muzzle-loading firearms of old age to the present day breach loading
sophisticated weapons has been a long journey. As early as I 550, smooth
bores were being rifled. By 1750, a variety of innovation and developments had taken place. By 1835, Manton of England brought out 8
bore percussion lock SB rifle. In 1840 Dickson presented a noveltythe double barrel two grooved rifle, in addition to the .577 cal percussion
lock DB rifle by Cogswell and Harrison. All these weapons were of
muzzle loading category.
The year 1850 is an important land mark when John Rigby introduced breach loading firearms-a pin fire D.B. underlever hammer
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rifle. Since 1930 there had been a steady and remarkable development.
HoJland and Holland did away with the hammer and introduced .500
cal hammerless DBBL rifle, so also .470 cordite DBBL hammerless rifle
by Atkins of Purdey.
Todays the n10st extensively used rifles are repeating bolt-action
either semiautomatic or manual. The existing DBBL rifles for which
cartridges are available in India are classic weapons. Among the S.B.B.L.
Rifles there are .458 cal magnum preferably with muzzle break, and
.375 cal magnum, .30/06 cal rifle, .300 cal magnum, .270 cal rifle, etc.
And for medium and ~mall games .22 cal rifle, .220 swift, or .222 cal
rifle. The modern age singles are strong enough and ea~ily taken apart.
All shotguns are slnooth bores by definition. The present shotguns
are of different gauges-commonly 10, 12, 16, 20, 28 gauges, etc. The
popular brand of .410 shotgun d oe~ not suggest the gauge but the calibre
nleasured in mm. In the early days of muzzle loading weapons there
was no standard in gauge, but the hunter used to pour gun powder and
shots at his own sw'eet will. The term gauge denotes the number of
ba1ls Inade out of one pound of solid lead.
Since the last century shotgun ballistics had undergone radical
changes. Diverse types of shortshells and projectiles were recommended
for different kind of birds and Inammals. Although shot shells are made
in various lengths-2" 2~" 21" and 3"-the standard one in UK IS
2~-", w'hereas 21" shells are popular in America and other countries.

MODERN ARMS V)S-A-V)S ANIMALS

The I110dern weapon is already a complex contraption the employ111ent of which has further been complicated by the even more abstract
question of atnmunition. In the early days it was simpler when the variation in the form and cOlnposition of big game cartridges were relatively
Ii 111ited. There w'ere only soft and solid nose bullets. Basically they
have not changed a great deal, though the Germans and the Americans
have developed a varjety in its shape and performance, the British arm
I11akers have remained tnore conservative.
While on a Inission for collecting large and dangerous animals.
it is prudent to restrict the types of cartridges to be used and even to
select a rifle which is not only powerful enough but takes popular and
readily available fresh cartridges. It is not only judicious but essential
to tnatch the bullet to the type of ganle against which the weapon is to
be used. For a large nlatnnlal the \veapon has to be an especially powerful
one. The superiority of the specially powerful weapon over other weapons
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is determined primarily on the principle of its construction, in its special
power and in the specific methods of its employment. Until a few years
ago the heavy express rifles denoted the DB .600, .500, .577, .470, .465,
.400/450, etc, while the medium calibre weapons were single barrel nlagazines. With the introduction of .458 cal magnum, although it is a single
barrel, it has superseded the other high velocity rifles and is now being
widely used in Africa as well as in India for heavy, thick and thin skinned
Inammals. Incidentally, it may be mentioned that in the heyday of big
game hunting in Africa, the famous professional hunter, the late W. D. M.
Bell had used .275 Mauser quite successfully on elephants although it
was supposed to be too light for such animals. But his phenomenal
success \vas chiefly due to his extraordinary n1arksmanship and profound knowledge of the animal's anatomy. And when all points are
considered it is wise to pile up the odds in favour of the hunter/col1ector
and at any cost the charging ferocious animal should be rr.et with the
utmost stopping power.
Quality is most vital in big game weapons. A coJJector for large
mammals needs the highest possible quality, i.e. the calibre of Magnunl
group. The magazine rifles have a more complicated mechanislTI than
that of the doubles. The entire mechanism must work swiftly, accurately, and flawlessly. In actual field conditions where the collector is
standing face to face with the big dangerous game, a defect in functioning
can lead to a fatal accident. British gunsmiths such as Rigby, Holland,
Purdey, etc., were the pioneer prod ucers of d ou ble barrel reliable rifles
exclusively meant for big game. The existing doubles for which
cartridges are still available are really classic weapons. Yet nlany of
these rifles are of no use at present for non-availability of the cartridges
a'ld being replaced by the ever developing Inagazine rifles most of which
are truly dependable. In the recent past over-under double rifles have
been developed mostly in continental countries, and have the advantages
of a single sighting plane and vertical flip.
Once 9.3;( 62 (.366) rifle was acclaimed the best medium bore weapon right from elephant to antelope. ft had 285 gr. bullet with soft
and solid nose. It was followed by the widely popular .375 ll1agnU111,
and some British bolt action rifles like .404, .416, .425, etc. [n doubles
there were .375, .400/450, .465, .470, .500, etc. Unfortunately due to nonproduction of cartridges many of them are obsolete now. It may be
ll1entioned that double barrel rifle, though heavy, has its advantage.
It is short, well balanced, and having a low line of sight, can be pointed
very accurately. Above al1, double is the rifle lnade for two shots in
quick successioI1, which bolt action cannot render Today's 1110st extensively used game weapons are repeating bolt action rifles either serniautomatic or manual. Author's personal choice goes for .458 nlagnUI11
with 500 gr. or 510 gr. bullets both soft and hard. It has aln10st the sanle
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ballistic as that of .470 double but with an added facility of flatter trajectory. It is superb for hunting big games like elephant, rhinoceros, bison,
buffalo, etc. In addition, .400/450 cal DBBL, .470 cal DBBL, .465 cal
DBBL, .378 cal DBBL or .375 cal magmum are very good for deep
penetration of thick skinned large mammals. However, solid bullets
are required for such animals. Again, for the heavy soft skinned dangerous mammals like lion, tiger, leopard, bear, etc., the same .458 magnum, .400/450 DBBL, .465 DBBL or .375 magnum have the maximum
knockout capacity. Bullets should be only soft-nosed. Even for heavy
nondangerous mammals like sambar, blue bull, barasingha, etc., the
same firearms \vith softnosed bullets are good enough.
The deer/antelope family vary in size, habit and vitality apart
froin being available in different topography of land. Hence, the term
'deer rifle' covers a lot of range and needs personal choice. For deer and
antelope, especially in deep forest, a short rifle with fairly heavy bullet
of moderate velocity serves better. They are .315, .30/06, .30/30, .275,
.220 swift, .270, etc. The author's preference is for .30/06 cal single
rifle.
For mountain game, there is a wide choice. However, a light well
balanced 2 I" barrel .270 single rifle with one well-fitted 3x scope will be
the best answer. Apart, there are .280, .308 and .30/06 rifles all of which
have a flat trajectory. A sling is a must while shooting on the mountains.
For medium to small nlanlmals, selection should be made fro111
.222 Ren1ington, .243 Winchester, .22 magnum and .22 L.R. with a
variety of cartridges. Recent introduction of 'Stinger' Anlerican brand
of cartridges offer more flat trajectory than the conventional ordinary
.22 bullets.

MODERN AMMUNITION VIS-A - VIS ANIMALS

The bulJets for a 1110dern sporting rifle can be basically classified
as follows
Light and fast bulJets for vernlin.
2.

Bullets that expand rapidly and reliably on small and nlediunl
ganles such as deer, antelope, etc.

3.

Bullets that are reliable for deep penetration on heavy non
dangerous aninlals such as antelopes, nlountain sheep and
goats, sanlbar, blue bull, etc.
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4.

Bullets for heavy soft skinned dangerous mammals like lion,
tiger, leopard, bear, etc.

5.

Nonexpanding metal jacket or solid heavy bullets for deep
penetration on games like elephant, rhinoceros, bison, buffalo,
etc.

The cartridges are categorised in three classes : Rimfire, Centerfire
and Shotshells. In rimfire bullets the primer is sealed in the rim, in centerfire the primer is sealed in the centre in a brass case. And shot shell
includes all cartridges that contain 'shot' (tiny pellets), instead of a single
projectile like rifle. The problem of manufacturing game bullets which
will make everyone happy, perform reasonably well on each variety of
game and at different ranges, is a difficult task and the answer is yet to
be found.
The simplest type of bullet is the plain one of lead, slightly alloyed,
such as .22 bullet used on small mammals and vermin. Bullets for
medium and large soft skinned animals have plenty of lead core exposed
at the nose and encased in a bit hard metal. The full metal jacket or
solids are exclusively used on thick skinned animals. Most high velocity
bullets are made with sharp points just to retain the velocity better and
flatter. Some are called 'Boat Tail' or 'Taper Heel' for easy stabilisation
on extremely long range accuracy. Best bullets are designed for controlled expansion and not for blowing up in pieces. Good solid bullet
does not change its shape when extracted from animal's body except
marks of riflings all over the projectile. There are a variety of bullets
available for sporting firearms. Nevertheless it is for the collector to
select the exact bullet for the right aninlal.
Placement of shot

Though brain shot is the most effective one, it is intentionally avoided
during collecting for scientific purpose. Next comes heart shot or lung
shot in the shoulder area. The lung area presents the largest target.
It is preferable to use extremely high calibre bullets that will knock down
and disable the animal even when poorly placed. Skull and skeleton
of the specimen collected are useful for scientific study. Their minimunl
damage has to be assured while shooting.
Use of scopes

All scopes gather light, hence it is possible to take accurate shot
under condition when iron sights would be useless. In addition, the
brightness often enables the hunter to see through bush and pick out the
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exact vital point of an animal. A 4X scope is excellent for big game
shooting in the plains while 21 or 3X is ideal for hunting in the mountain.
Epilogue

For scientific collection of medium-small to small mammals the
role of firearm has almost given way to traps and nets. Moreover, firearm
has its limitation, one has to have a look at the animal before shooting
and this procedure has its pit falls-right from losing a sought-after
species to gunning down an unwanted one. Moreover there are a variety
of animals that escape notice or are too quick for shots.
In a subcontinent like India with different forest types, climate
zones and altitude ranging from sea level to high snow covered mountains with myriad of mammalian fauna, selection of firearm for specimen
collection is a difficult proposition. Although its selection is mostly a
matter of personal choice, it is through the years of field experience and
personal knowledge that certain weapons could be identified as more
suited for specific mammalian species. Moreover there is practical
difficulty of carrying too many arms or ammunition in the field along
with other gear. It is proper to limit the number of arms and to be specific
about the object of collection. Shooting is not the end in itself, taking
of measurements, skinning and preparation of skeletons are time consuming jobs. Care of arms and ammunition from dust, moisture or rain
add burden to problems in field camps, so also the care and treatment
of the specimens collected. WeJl selected weapons with matching ammunition will make field collecting more objective and fruitful.
It is important that the collector should be well versed and confident about the functioning of the ballistics vis-a-vis the specimen to be
collected to avert catastrophe and to achieve the optimum advantage
and utilisation of his arnlamentarium.

SUMMARY

Firearm is an integral gear for the collection of mammalian specimens for the purpose of scientific study as well as for museum display.
Due to the tremendous ilnprovement in ballistics, there is a sea change
in the development of arnlS and amnlunition and today's weapons become
obsolete tomorrow.
Nevertheless, the relationship or the selection of right arnlS along
with the right ammunition to be used for a particular mammal is very
inlportant. The knowledge of rudinlentaries like the tnuzzle velocity of
a firearm, the conlposition of a cartridge or bullet, or the trajectory
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they follow help a great deal in collection of a particular specimen with
least of injury and less of pain. Moreover, skull and skeleton of the
specimen collected, is also useful for scientific study. Their minimum
damage has to be assured. The selection of arms or ammunition will,
therefore, vary from a large mammal to a medium or a small one.
The paper deals with in detail the arms and ammunition that should
be used in India for shooting and collection of mammals in their typical
Indian habitat and the problems usually faced during their collection in
the field.
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DISCUSSION

Q. In North America, cOlnbination shotgun-rifles in an over-under style
are widely used for collecting and hunting. Have you used such a
weapon for collecting and do you find it useful ?
A.

Yes, I have used such combinations in different bores and found
them very useful.

Q.

What arms and ammunition you lvould advise for the collection of
mammals like Dolphin ?

A.

Neither I have collected any Dolphin nor do I know of any firearm
suitable for collection of such aquatic mammal.
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PERSONNEL POLICIES IN INDIA (ZSI) IN MANAGEMENT OF
ZOOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS
B. K.

TIKADER

Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta
INTRODUCTION

The Zoological Survey of India is now 68 years old. It was founded
in the year 1916 by the then British Government lnainly because of the
cumulative research findings of earlier naturalists like Edward Blyth,
Alcock, John Anderson, and others. The Survey inherited the Zoological
collections from the former Museum of the Asiatic Society of Bengal
and of the Indian Museum at Calcutta. These collections have now
developed through field explorations during the last six decades or so
to the present holdings of more than a million specimens of all the animal
groups from Protozoa to Mammal. The care, maintenance and preservation of the National Collections is one of the most inlportant functions of the Survey.
The Zoological Survey of India is supported by many specialists
working on almost all groups of animals. It is the only organisation
which provides indentification of zoological specimens of economic
and general interest to various government departments, universities,
research institutes, colleges, and even to interested individ uals, without
charging any fee.
The Survey has been exploring the rich and diverse faunal wealth
of the entire country in almost all areas. It undertakes field surveys as a
routine work for collecting of animals for studying their taxono1l1ic
status, bioecological features, biogeographical patterns, and the faunistic
compos:tion of a particular region or habitat in the country. When
necessary, special surveys are organised to colJect particular groups of
animals. In recent years we have taken a mopping up progranllne to
cover differellt states with an ultimate view to have the faunal picture
of the entire country. As a result of these surveys and study a very large
collection of detennined specinlens has been acculnulated. Further
specinlens have been added through exchange and donation. More often
individuals 'A ho send their lnaterial for ll1ere identification, leave the
Inaterial in the care of the ZSI as they are interested only in the classificatory aspect of thei r collections. By a special appeal Inade by me last
year we are trying to obtain all the type Inaterial of the species described
by various authors in the country in ZSI, now declared as the National
Zoological Collections of India.
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It is but natural that these collections and their management involve
a lot of personnel. In view of the large size of the country and the widely
diverse habitats, the collections so accumulated are rather huge. The
work load consequently is also heavy and to meet with this situation we
are often forced to place additional personnel for certain larger groups
and are unable to adopt a uniform pattern of staffing at least in respect
of numbers. To quote an example, it is well known that two-thirds of
the animal kingdonl is occupied by insects and it is but natural that
Entomology occupies a prime place in ZSl in respect of the total
number of staff.

ORGANISATIONAL PATTERN

The Zoological Survey of India as mentioned earlier, has to cater
to all groups of the animal kingdom as far as possible. With this in view,
we have divided the entire Survey into sections and divisions. The base
unit is the section which is headed by a Zoologist in Group A level.
The section comprises, in most cases, a Group B officer-Assistant
Zoologist and a number of supporting staff such as Senior Zoological
Assistant, Zoological Assistant, Junior Zoological Assistant, and so on.
The typical composition pattern of a section is as follows :
Zoologist-Group A, Incharge of the Section
Assistant Zoologist-Group B
Senior Zoological Assistant-Grou p C
Zoological Assistant-Group C
Junior Zoological Assistant-Group C
Laboratory Assistant-Group C
Collection Tender-Group D
Lab. Attendant-Group D
Most sections have this pattern. The number of personnel posted
against each category varies depending upon the size of holdings and
the groups of aninlals allocated.
There Inay be a sc\:tion \vithout a Group A level scientist, if the
\vork load is light or the holdings do not warrant such a position. Often
we have clubbed together two or three groups of the animal kingdonl
under one section such as Anlphibia and Protochordata.
Three or four sections are placed under a division with a senior
scientist at the supervisory level. For example the Birds and Mammals
are placed under one division though there are separate sections for
these, each section being headed by a Zoologist. Several divisions are
grouped and placed under a Deputy Director who in turn reports to
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the Joint Director and the Director. The general organisational pattern
in the Head .. quarters is as under:
Director

I

J oint Director

I

Oy. Director (A)
(Lower Chordata)

I

Suptdg. Zoologists
(Divisional incharge)
\

Zoologists
(Dies of sections)

I

Sectional Staff

I
Dy. Director (B)
(Higher Chordata)

I
Suptdg. Zoologists
(Divisional incharge)

I

Zoologists
(Dies of sections)

I

Sectional Staff

I

Dy. Director (C)
(Entomology)
1

Suptdg. Zoologists
(OJ visional incharge)

I

Zoologists
(Dies of sections)

I

Sectional Staff

The main responsibility of research and lTIaintenance of collections
is with the Zoologist or the scientist who is incharge of the section.
Invariably for this purpose. as far as possible, a specialist trained and
with expertise in a particular group is posted in that particular section.
Thus for the Mammal section the officer-in-charge is a nlammalogist by
training and specialisation. This is adopted in most cases, but often it
may not be feasible to place a particular specialist in the section dealing
with the group of his specialisation because of non-availibity of the particular position in that section. Thus, for an example, I may cite the posting of a Coleoptera specialist in the Invertebrate Palaeozoology Division
since there is no position available of his specialisation in the Coleoptera
Section. However, lhough he is administrative]y held responsible for the
section under his charge, he has the freedom and choice to continue work
in hIs group of specialisation. We are trying to rectify these anomalies
by restructuring the entire cadre in a flexible component lTIanner whereby
all these difficulties will be solved. The Zoologist-in-Charge of the section
is also responsible for the care, nlaintenance, proper registration and u pkeep of the collections. His duties are as follows :
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Research in the group and attend to identification and enquiries
Care and maintenance of collection
Supervision of work of the section

The supporting staff generally assist the Zoologist-in-Charge in various duties. The Collection Tender, as the name indicates, is a trained
person by years of long training and may often not be specially qualified
acadenlically or in the field of Zoology. He replenishes preservatives of
the collections and looks after the proper upkeep of the collections. He
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does not have the responsibility of attending to loans or exchanges or
cataloguing work which are looked after by the senior supporting personnel. The research is generally carried out by Senior Zoological Assistants and the staff above this level.
PROBLEMS OF MANAGEMENT

The Inajor problenl in management of these collections is the nonuniform pattern of staffing. Thus certain sections may not be having
adequate staff to cope with the rush and clearing of backlog
of work, and at the same tinle there may be some sections
where the staff po~ted may not have that nluch work to attend to.
ReshufflJing and posting of the personnel is beset with difficulties in a
federal structure as ours, since we are obliged to show a definite person
against the sanctioned post. Even at the proposal stage for more personnel we have to justify the requirements and categorically indicate
where the strengthening would be needed. Moreover, a section such as
that of Malnmals, needs persons who are trained in the work and it may
not be helpful if a man trained in pinning insects all through his career
is posted there or vice-versa. Also, as the future prospects of the employee
have to be kept in view, and with the promotions on seniority particularly
at the lower level, certain anomalies are bound to occur. In a large country
like India where ll1anpower is cheap and with the avowed aim to provide
job to the unemployed, no strict policy in the matter of recruitment or
education can be laid down at the lower level. Perhaps this 111ay be true
in almost all the developing countries.
The nlaintenance of collections are 1110Stly done manually by these
trained persons. Unlike western countries, mechanical devices are neither
used nor necessary. The depredations due to weather, and damages in
handJing, transit, routine examinations, periodical dusting, removal
during pest control operations, etc., are kept in check with the help
of these trained persons who know the value and importance of
collections.
SUMMARY

Managelnent of Zoological Collections is peculiar in a sense that
these collections are beset with several problenls. This is especially so in
a developing tropical country like India where we are by necessity forced
to keep a balance between nlen and ll1aterial. In the Indian context the
choice of this appropriate conlposition of the personnel structure involves,
bringing a proper balance between the specialist and generalist with a
lilnited use of nlechanical devices. With a broad two tier system of the
specialist and supporting staff, the primary ailn is to diversify capability
even anlong specialists to enable theln to oversee and supervise collections of differing nature. These aspects are elaborated in this paper.
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USE OF STAFF AND ADMINISTRATIVE
HIERARCHIES : USA
J. R.

CHOATE

Fort Hays State Museunls, Fort Hays State University,
Hays, Kansas 67601, USA

INTRODUCTION

Professional and technical personnel of a museunl often perceive
their adnlinistration as, at best, a necessary evil. In many instances, this
perception is accurate. In some instances, in fact, the administration
actually detracts from the satisfactory performance of personnel in carrying out museum programmes. This need not, and should not happen.
Administrative and staff hierarchies represent lines of authority and
conlmunication, and should be designed so to maximise staff efficiency.
The purposes of this paper are: first, to characterise the kinds of administrative and staff hierarchies that exist for natural history lnuseums in the
United States, and to explain how these hierarchies affect the responsibilities of museum personnel; second, to define responsibilities and functions of the administration, curators, and staff of a museum; and finally,
to propose ideas to consider in establishing new museums.
ADMINISTRATIVE HIERARCHIES IN AMERICAN MUSEUMS

Administrative hierarchies for university museunlS often are the
result of historical accidents. As such, they reflect how sonleone, at some
time in the past, interpreted the role of the museum within the larger role
of the university. More often than not, a new president of a university
reorganises the administrative hierarchy, and this sometimes shifts the
chain of command for a museunl fronl one administrator to another.
And, because museums often are not a principal concern of new university presidents, little thought may be given to alternative administrative
hierarchies. As a result, the museUln ll1ay be added to the bottom of some
administrator's list of responsibilities, and no effort may be made to assess
which of the possible lines of authority would be best for the mUSeUI11.
Fortunately, administrative hierarchies at most universities are changeable,
and a strong Inuseum director lnay be able to nlodify the hierarchy to
suit the needs of the museum. Although university nluseums emphasise
education (Williams, 1969) as their principal function, research and service also are inlportant. The priority assigned to these functions depends
on the administrator to whom the museum director reports.
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The director of a university museum usually reports to a vice
president, a dean, or the chairman of an academic department. Large
museums typically are the responsibility of a vice president. The Vice
President for Academic Affairs (Fig. 1a) is the chief officer for all academic functions at most universities; he is charged with quality and quantity
of education at the university, and also may oversee the research and service functions. He reports directly to the President and, of the potentially
many vice presidents, he characteristically is the most powerful. Accordingly, museum directors who report to the Academic Vice President
need convince only one person-or two if the President becomes involved
-to obtain approval for museum programmes. On the other hand,
if the answer is Hno", there is nowhere else to go-there is no other
administrator to argue the cause of the museum for you. And, because the
Academic Vice President is in charge of all educational functions, he may
slight programmes, such as those of museums, that emphasise research
or public service and are involved indirectly in education but may not
generate credit hours. In short, the Academic Vice President is not an
appropriate administrator for a university museum unless: (I) the emphasis of the museum is education; (2) the vice president understands
museums; (3) the vice president is in charge of, or fully appreciates,
research.
A second vice president to whom some university museum directors
report is the Vice President for Support Services (Fig. 1b). This administrator commonly is responsible for the provision of services to the campus
community. These services may include libraries and museums as well
as lnaintenance of buildings and grounds. The service-oriented philosophy of the Vice President for Support Services is totally inappropriate
for the administrator of a museum, in which service to the campus
community typically is a relatively minor function (but see Guthe,
1966).
Another vice president to whom some directors of university
museums report is the Vice President for Research and/or Graduate
Studies (Fig. I c). This vice president often has been involved in research
himself, and typically understands many of the problems museums have
in carrying out their programmes. Moreover, because this vice president is
responsible for research and/or graduate programmes, he is less concerned
than the Acadenlic Vice President with quantity than with quality of programnles. Finally, this vice president may control the research funds of the
university, some of which Inay be available to help support museum programmes. On the negative side, this vice president typically has less power
than the Acadetnic Vice President and must be an effective negotiator if
his progralnmes are to receive the attention they deserve. Also, because
nlany of the progranlnles that report to the Vice President for Research
and/or Graduate Studies Inay be funded through grants and contracts, the
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Common Alternative Administrative Hierarchies
for University Museums (USA)
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vice president must be an effective fundraiser. In short, the Vice President for Research and/or Graduate Studies is an appropriate administrator for a university museunl if: (I) the emphasis of the museum is
research; (2) the museum interacts with academic departments in the
training of graduate students; and (3) the vice president is an effective
adnlinistrator who can influence other administrators.
A fourth vice president to whom sonle directors of university
museunlS report is the administrator responsible for, among other things,
public relations. This person nlay have any of a number of titles; at my
university he is the Vice President for University Development and Relations. I will illustrate this administrative hierarchy later. The Vice President for University Development and Relations is charged with promoting good relations with the public and alumni and with soliciting endowment funds for the university. Accordingly, his departments often include
programmes that appeal to the public-athletics, museumf" and so on.
Some of these programmes, especially athletics if the teams have winning
records, generate money for the university, and the Vice President for
University Development and Relations may be able to procure some of
that money for his progranlmes. Accordingly, this administrative connection can be of benefit to museums. Also, because this particular vice
president has no connection with academic programmes, he tends to be
interested in quality of programnles rather than quantity. Actually, his
greatest interest is in appearances; if his progranl1nes look good, they
attract endownlent funds. Therefore, this vice president is enthusiastic
about museunl exhibits, special programmes for the public, practical
research, and anything else he can wave in the face of potential
benefactors. On the negative side, the Vice President for University
Development and Relations typically has less power than adnlinistrators concerned with acadenlics, but this is countered by the fact
that he I1lay have the president's ear as a result of his involvement in
fundraising. In short, the Vice President for University Development
and Relations is an appropriate ad ministrator for a university museunl
if; (I) the llluseUln has exhibits and enlphasises programmes designed
to benefit the public; (2) at least sonle of the research conducted in
the Inuseunl has public appeal; and (3) the vice president is effective in
fundraising and in other interactions with the public.
Directors of sillall, interdisciplinary university meseunlS sOlnetinles
report to the Dean of Arts and Sciences (Fig. I a), who in turn reports
to the Acadenlic Vice President. This can be a disaster; the Dean has all
the concerns related to quantity of progranlnles that I mentioned earlier for
the Acadenlic Vice President, but l1luch less power. Accordingly, he nlay
have little tinle or concern forHuninlportanf' progranlnles such as museunlS,
which neither generate credit hours nor contribute directly to the acade111ic progranl111CS in his charge. Even if museunlS sponsor acadenlic
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programmes, they are not apt to have large enrollments and therefore may
be relatively insignificant in the eyes of the dean. Or, even worse, the academic programmes may be for graduate students and therefore may not
fall within the realm of influence of the dean. In short, the Dean of Arts
and Sciences is a suitable administrator for a university museum only if:
(I) the dean really understands and appreciates museums and research,
(2) the dean is influential with the Academic Vice President; and (3) the
museunl functions prilnarily in support of acadenlic programmes.
Directors of small, departmental university museums typically report
to the chairman of an academic department, such as the Department of
Biology (Fig. la). The chairman may regard the museum as an important part of the departnlent, in which case he will be supportive. Or, he
may regard the museum as a liability that costs too much and takes too
much space. If the chairman thinks of the museum as a liability, the only
hope for the person in charge of the museum is to convince a higher
administrator of the need to remove the museum from departmental control. If the chairman supports the museum, he can be an effective administrator even though he is at the bottom of the administrative pyramid. In
a museum where the objective is to remain isolated from the public and
conduct relatively inexpensive research, there can be no better administrator than a benevolent departmental chairman. If, however, the museunl
needs extramural funding for large projects or has exhibits and conducts
programmes designed to benefit the public, the departmental chairman has
too little power to be an effective administrator. Moreover, the departmental museum is never conceived as any more than a resource for the
benefit of departnlental programmes. In short, the chairman of an
academic department is more suitable as an administrator for a small
museum than is the Dean of Arts and Sciences but, as the museum grows
and its programmes expand, it may become necessary to transfer the
museum to the hierarchy of a higher adnlinistrator.
Actual administrative hierarchies for university Inuseums are illustrated by two examples, the first a small university with two museums and
the second a large university with one museum complex.
Fort Hays State University (Fig. 2) is a slnall, state-funded university
with fewer than 6000 students. It offers programmes of study leading to
undergraduate and graduate degrees but does not confer the Ph .0. degree.
It has two museums, the Sternberg Memorial Museum and the Museunl
of the High Plains. The Sternberg Memorial Museunl has exhibit halls
and provides progranlnles of public service and ed ucation. It houses l110re
than 2,000,000 specimens, including an outstanding collection of fossils,
but has no collections of Recent plants or animals. The MuseUln of the
High Plains has no exhibits and is used primarily in research and graduate
education. It houses about 750,000 specinlens, including the world's
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largest collection of fossil grasses and nearly 25,000 mammals, in separate collections of Recent mammals, birds, reptiles, fishes, insects, and
both Recent and Fossil plants.
The two museums each has an assistant director who superVIses
staff activities and administers routine operations of his respective
museum. The assistant directors report to a common director, who is
responsible for managing the budgets and coordinating the programmes of
the museums. The director also admini~ters the joint educational and
public service programmes of the two museums and oversees the
activities of an association of local citizens who participate in mu~eum
functions.
The director reports to the Vice President for University Development and Relations. This vice president is one of four who report to the
President of the university, who, in turn, reports to the State Board of
Regents. The Board of Regents is appointed by the Governor of Kansas
and receives its authority from the State Legislature; It serves as the top
adlninistrator for the university and its museums. This administrative
hierarchy is simple and orderly, and has no multiple lines of
authority.
Texas Tech University (Fig. Ic), on the other hand, is a large, statefunded university with about 24,000 students. It confers undergraduate
and graduate degrees, including the Ph .0. It has one university museum
complex that includes the museum proper, a cultural center, and a historic landmark. All three units of the museum complex have exhibits or
otherwise appeal to the public. The museum proper houses collections
representing numerous disciplines, including more than 40,000 Recent
mammals.
One director administers all the programnles of the Texas Tech
University museum complex. The chain of command becomes complicated above the level of director because different programmes of the
museum are the responsibility of different administrators. The museum's
academic programme, which leads to an M.A. degree in Museuln Science,
falls under the Dean of Arts and Sciences, who subsequently reports to
the Vice President for Academic Affairs. However, because this acadelllic
programme is for graduate students, the director also reports to the Dean
of the Graduate School, who reports to (and happens to be the satne person as) the Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies. The director also reports to this vice president with respect to research undertaken
in the museum. The Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies
is the top administrator so far as research is concerned, but he, in turn.
reports to the Vice President for Academic Affairs regarding acadeInic
programmes at the grad uate level. Finally, the director also has a direct line
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to the Academic Vice President, who in this capacity generally oversees
all programmes of the museum. Accordingly, the Academic Vice President
is the director~s most powerful administrator but the director has the
advantage (or disadvantage, depending on the circumstance) of having
two additional ad ministrators with whom to negotiate programmes and
from whom funding potentially can he obtained. This bureaucratic
administrative hierarchy is much more complex than those in smaller
universities, and in fact it is much more complex than 1 have explained
it to be here. Depending on the personalities involved, this complexity can be a liability or a benefit. The one thing such bureaucracy is
certain to do is increase the volume of paperwork required of the
director
Adnlinistrative hierarchies in large public or private museums in the
United States reflect two external sources of influence. The first is the
world of business. A large public or private museum is, in fact, a business
with an appreciable operating budget and a staff that may number in the
hundreds. The product that the museum sells is service, both to the general public and to society at large. Income from sales of service COlnes only
in part fronl the immediate beneficiaries of the service, and then only if
the museum charges an admission fee. Rather, most funds are received
from corporations and wealthy individuals who recognise their obligation
to support the needs of society or, nlore often, need a tax write-off.
Another source of funding is foundations, 111any of which are philanthropic
organisations established to minimis:! tax indebtedness. Accordingly,
the higher adnlinistration of a large public or private museum often is
concerned mostly with fundraising, and the administrative hierarchy of
the museUIn typically is organised in businesslike manner to insure the
effective use of funds and the maximal generation of services.
The second external source of influence on the administrative hierarchies of large public or private museums in the United States is academic.
The curators and administrators of such museums often are frustrated
acadenlicians ~ the developmental stages of their professional careers were
spent at universities, and they never lost the itch to return to the serene,
thought-provoking atmosphere in which they spent their nlost impressionable years. One result is a tendency to rely heavily on the university comInittee systenl of Inanagenlent, which functions as a small trade union,
for exalnple of curators, to compile and convey concerns froln the working
level of the Inuseunl to the adnlinistration or to inlplenlent programmes
originated by the adnlinistration and passed down to the working level
of the Inuseunl (Nicholson, 1974). Another result is that salary scales
and professional pronlotions often are based on those at universities and,
if the conlparison with a trade union holds true, there 111ay be little or
nothing in the way of nlerit increases in salary for high productivity or
Ineritorious perfornlance (Parr 1958). In these ways, the administrative
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hierarchy n1ay be designed in conservative, businesslike manner to maximise efficiency yet Inay exhibit symptoms of bureaucracy that tend to
stifle productivity.
The mission of a large public or private museum stems from
its commitment to serve the public and society at large. Accordingly,
such museums emphasise public service (including public education, but
not education as practiced at universities) and research. To maximise
the quality and quantity of public service and research, these functions
are at least partly separated from each other by the administrative hierarchy (Parr, 1958). In other words, exhibits and public education programmes tend to be isolated from scientific collections on separate lines
of authority. In this manner, scientists associated with museums are used
as a resource in planning and designing programmes for the public but are
insulated from routine public inquiries and daily public service activities.
This enables curators and other scientists to spend the majority of their
time doing what they are most inclined to do-that is, research and curation (Parr, 1958)-and relegates the routine tasks of providing services to
museum educators and technicians hired specifically for that purpose.
That is not to say that curators are entirely isolated from the public; they
still respond to inquiries relating specifically to the collections in their
charge. However, the degree of insulation provided by the adlninistrative
hierarchy minimises routine intrusions that can be handled just as well
by someone with less, or different, professional or technical training.
This, to my way of thinking, is the greatest advantage of the more
businesslike administrative hierarchy of private or public museums over
those generally found in academic museums.
The director of a large public or private InuseUln Inay be at the
top administrative level of the lnuseum hierarchy. Or, he lnay report
to a higher administrator who is responsible for several InuseunlS or
comparable institutions. Or, he nlay report to a governing board of
laypeople who possess final authority in matters related to the pursestrings of the museum. Finally, he nlay report to a public official or
governll1ental agency whose role resembles that of a governing board
of laypeople. The design of the adn1inistrative hierarchy is dictated
by the nature of the ll1useunl and the source of funding for the institution. More times than not, the hierarchy is fixed. The adlninistrative
hierarchy cannot be changed as readily as it ca 1 in a university setting.
Accordingly, the director selected for such a InUSeUtn tnust be a persuasive negotiator who can deal effectively with his higher adlninistration. Moreoever, he must be able to convey the nlission of the tl1USeUlll.
the excitelnent of reaching out for goals within that 111ission, a qd the
certain public benefits of activities associated with those goals to a sonletimes disinterested or overly budget-minded group of individuals or
bureaucrats. This is nearly the reverse of the situation found in
1
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university lnuseums, where the appropriate higher administrator conceivably can be selected to deal with the museum director.
Perhaps the difficulty of the role of director of a public or private
l11useum explains why many directors are ineffective, at least in the eyes
of their subordinate staff members. This also might explain why persons
other than scientists who have worked their way up through the ranks
of the museum often are selected as directors of such lnuseums. There
are two ways of looking at this matter. A former curator who has worked
his way up to the level of director of a public or private museum understands the mUSeUI11 better than any non-scientist ever can, but the former
curator has spent n10st of his life intentionally insulated from the public
and often has not become an accomplished practitioner of public relations. A businessman or an extroverted entrepreneur, on the other
hand, would be much better suited for dealing with the public and with
higher levels of authority, but doubtfully ever would flllly understand
the inner workings of the 111useum and never could hope to develop
the ""lnUSeUI11 conscience" that characterises his curators-without
which he cannot understand his curators (Parr, 1973). I do not propose
to say \vhich OptiO;l is best ~ in selecting a director, the only guidance
I can give is to pick the person who seems least likely to do the worst
job.
The adnlinistrative hierarchy of the Carnegie Museu111 of Natural
History illustrates the businesslike chain of comll1and in large public
or private Inuseums. The Curator of Manln~als (Fig. 3) is one of six
curators who report to the Chief Curator of the Life Sciences Division.
The chief curator, in turn, reports to the director of the lnuseum. The
Chief Curator of the Life ScieL1ces Division (Fig. 4) is one of three chief
curators for systelnatic collections, alld all three are separated fro 111
the other 111ajor areas of responsibility in the museum, such as exhibits
and education, by the administrative hierarchy. This formalises the
isolation I Inentioned earlier, which protects the curators of collections
from excessive involvement in activities other than curation and research.
The Director of the Carnegie Museunl of Natural History (Fig. 5) is
one of four directors and several other administrators who report to
the President of the Carnegie Library and Institute. The president is
the top administrator, but his decisions undoubtedly are influenced by
pressure from individuals, foundations, corporations, and other organisations whose contributions constitute ll1uch of the operating budgets
of the library and the nluseUll1S.
STAFf HIERARCHIES AT REPRESENTATIVE MUSEUMS

Staff hierarchies in Aillerican ll1useun1S ideally protect the curators
fro111 interruptions and routine technical work that can be handled as
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well or better by technicians than by a scientist. Such protection is not
possible at very small museums, where the curator, in addition to curating the collection in his charge, may function as an educator, a carpenter, a preparator, and a clerk/typist during the day, and then sweep the
floors before leaving the museum in the evening. However, at most
museums the curator is afforded relief from at least some of these routine
activities in the form of staff assistants. This is true for both university
museums and private or public museums, but the ways in which these
different kinds of museums protect their curators usually differ appreciably. Again, I must generalise somewhat and illustrate "typical"
museums in order to point out these differences.
The staff hierarchy for the museums at Fort Hays State University
(Fig. 6) illustrates how labour-intensive university museums may be.
The most active collections in the two museums have the greatest number
of student assistants, but the curators of even relatively inactive collections at least have student secretaries. The reason for this heavy reliance
on student labour is that the curators have numerous responsibilities
other than curation.
Few university nluseums have full-time curators. At American
universities, curators are expected to teach classes, work with graduate
students, conduct research and publish the results in scholarly journals,
seek and obtain extramural funding, participate in the deliberations of
innumerable committees, advise the administration, be respected members of the community, respond to requests from governmental agencies,
participate in various professional activities, and, if any time remains,
curate the collections entrusted to them. Of these duties, teaching and
out-of-class activities with students that result from teaching take the
most time and effectively break up the day so that few uninterrupted
blocks of time remain for curation. Accordingly, curators in university
museums cannot really curate their collections (Colbert, 1958); all
they can do is teach someone else to curate the collections for themof course, under their watchful eye. Fortunately, eager students are
plentiful. These students, whether paid for their help, awarded college
credits, or simply Hpermitted" to work without remuneration just for
the experience, comprise the mainstay of the actual labour force in university museums.
A curator typically picks a graduate student or an advanced undergraduate as curatorial assistant. This person actually assumes much
of the role of curator for the collection so long as he retains that position.
The curator carefully trains the curatorial assistant and works with
him until he is confident the student thinks like the curator. This is
important; for the curatorial assistant to be effective in the eyes of the
curator, the curatorial assistant nlust nlake the same decisions under all
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circun1stances as the curator would make. One way the curator can
insure that subsequent curatorial assistants always respond the same
in a given circumstance is to prepare a curatorial manual in which the
technical labour of curation is carefully explained. Of course, some
decisions must renlain the responsibility of the curator, but a welltrained curatorial assistant, perhaps working half-time while taking
classes at the university, can protect the curator from n10st of the repetitive functions of curation.
Like curators, curatorial assistants also become overworked. This
is especially so when skeletal materials must be cleaned and numbered
or computer files must be updated or corrected. Accordingly, at most
university museums the curator recruits other students to assist the
curatorial assistant. In the United States, the so-called "work-study
programme" provides a minimal salary to needy students to work while
attending college. This programme enables museums to hire students at
little cost to the museum to help in curatorial activities. The curator or
curatorial assistant can train work-study students to clean and number
skeletal materials or manage a computer file, after which time the curatorial assistant can assume responsibility for supervising their workagain, under the watchful eye of the curator.
A student secretary is almost as valuable to a curator as his curatorial assistant. Student secretaries may be employed inexpensively
with work-study funds, and typically may work 10 to 20 hours per week.
Son1e are accomplished typists, perhaps training as business or legal
secretaries or office n1anagers, and even can perform such functions as
word processing after they become familiar with the particular computing system available to the museum.
Students also function in other ways in university museums. I have
one assistant who helps curate but also doubles as an artist, and two
husky football players who serve as guards for exhibits. Finally, graduate
students who use a collection in their thesis research are expected to
participate in the curation and maintenance of the collection as part of
their professional training.
Staff hierarchies in large private or public museums serve the same
purpose as those in university museums, but they are designed differently.
For one thing, there cOlnll10nly is nlore than one curator for a collection, and the curators ll1ay partition responsibility for the collection
either taxonoll1ically or geographically. This is illustrated by the staff
hierarchy for the Section of Mamll1als at the Carnegie Museun1 of
Natural History (Fig. 7). Second, the curators and 111any other paid
staff n1en1bers have full-time positions. The 1110St in1portant of those
staff positions typically is the collection n1anager, who 111ay have a masters
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degree in museum science and be a highly trained museum technician.
The nature of other positions depends on the emphasis of the collection,
but there usually are more full-time positions and fewer part-time positions, at least relatively speaking, in large public or private museums
than in university museums. Moreover, the full-time appointees have
fewer responsibilities that take them away from the collection in public
or private museums than in university museums. Part-time positions
at public or private museums may include work-study students from
nearby universItIes and almost always include volunteers, who
generously donate their time and may become excellent museum
technicians.

USE OF STAFF

In the United States there is a saying: "When you are young if
you are not a liberal you have no heart; when you are older if you do
not become conservative you have no smart" If one believes this proverb, then the time in one's professional career to consider stepping up
to the position of museum director coincides with the time one begins
to vote Republican! This generalisation may not be valid, but the fact
remains that a director must focus as much attention on the well-being
of the organisation as a whole as on the well-being of the individuals
that comprise the organisation. Accord ingly, the person selected as
director should have vision, and should be able to lead, not push, his
curators toward envisioned goals.
The first responsibility of the director is to perceive the mission of
the museum. I say perceive, because museums have missions even if
they never have been enunciated as such. By a mission, I mean a
statement of purpose: the mission of the Fort Hays State Museums is to
preserve the past, explore the present, and thereby assist society in planning for the future of the Great Plains region of North A merica. This
mission does not restrict investigations in areas other than the Great
Plains or even outside North America so long as those investigations
can be related to the Great Plains region. A director who perceives
the mission of a museum can better represent the museum professionally,
to the public, and to higher administrators.
With the mission of a museum in mind, the director can define
short-term and long-term goals of the museum, hopefully with input
from the curators, and can allocate resources so to develop, maintain,
or enhance programmes identified by those goals. In this regard, the director should evaluate planned activities to ascertain that they relate to the
goals, and should coordinate all goal-directed undertakings. The director must do everything possible to insure that funding is adequate to
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achieve goals, and is responsible for administering the museum budget
(Apostolou, 198 I ; Clark, 1982). Some of that budget must be used to
maximise the quality of facilities and working conditions. Once activities
are underway, the director should evaluate their effectiveness. With respect to staff, the director is responsible for personnel management and
can enhance productivity of staff by allocating wages based on merit.
In dealing with personnel, the director should promote a smooth flow of
communications in both directions. Also, the director must convey
the flavour of the museum to the community, and should solicit input
from the community regarding societal wants and needs (Hume, 1969).
The last, and perhaps the most important and least recognised,
responsibility of the director is to realise just how unimportant he is
to the museum. The actual work of the museum is accomplished by
personnel associated with collections and other programmes. The activities of the director, at least ideally, are supportive in nature and should
enhance the productivity of those persons, especially the curators.
The collections are the focus of any museum, and the curators of
collections therefore are the most important persons in museums. Curators are the source of prestige, scholarly recognition, and creativity in
museums. If a museum has a national or international reputation, it
practically is never because of the activities of the director or those of
exhibit personnel: rather, it is because of the activities of one or more
of the curators.
First and foremost, curators are responsible for the collections.
entrusted to them (Grinnell, 1922). If a curator fails at everything
else but is successful with respect to the collection in his charge, he will
be remembered as an effective (albeit rather unproductive) curator.
Most curators are expected to conduct research (especially on the collections of the museum), and this usual1y involves planning and supervising
field expeditions designed to contribute to the growth of the collections
and the enhancement of the research base (Parr (958). Also, many
curators participate in teaching or other academic functions at universities. With respect to exhibits, curators provide technically accurate
information and can be a source of innovative ideas. AdditionalJy,
most curators administer a curatorial budget and supervise subordinate
staff. The priority assigned to these roles differs in different museums,
but research usually is emphasised (Colbert, 1958; Parr, 1958: Nicholson,.
1974: Conway, 1978).
Finally, curators are the museum's link with nature (Amadon,
1971). As university faculties become more and more specialised and
experimental, curators are among the few remaining Hnatural historians"
It is especially important that curators perpetuate knowledge in the
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broad field of natural history lest the field become stagnant or be lost
altogether (Amandon, 1971). It also is important that at least some
curators take a portion of their time to write popular articles and books
that express the excitement of natural history to laymen and public
officials (Bogert, 1958).
The most important function of the technical staff of a museum
is to facilitate productivity in curation, research, education, and public
service by the effective application of technical expertise. For the technical staff associated with a particular collection, this translates into doing
everything possible to enhance the productivity of the curator (Colbert,
1958). For the exhibit staff or education staff, this means applying
input from the curators (when needed) to the provision of services in
these vital roles of the museum (Bergmann, 1974). Technicians must
be highly qualified specialists within their fields, and these qualifications
sometimes lead technicians to think of themselves as the focus of the
museums. In this regard, technicians should remember that a museum
can continue to function, albeit inefficiently, without a qualified technical
staff. On the other hand, without professional curators, a museum
ceases to be more than a warehouse with exhibits. Accordingly, the
technical staff of a museum should rely on the curators for suggestions
based on scientific knowledge, but should consciously avoid the temptation to take more from the curators than they give. On the other hand,
curators should treat technicians as professionals and should recognise
the invaluable expertise they possess-expertise others in the museum
might not have-which can be used in the provision of services others
in the museum might not have time to provide.
The support staff of a museum generally includes the secretaries
(unless they are included among the technicians) plus assistants of various
kinds who are paid by the hour or have part-time appointments, students
hired with work-study funds or receiving college credit, and volunteers.
The duties of these persons obviously vary from one museum to
another. However, when their duties involve collections they should
receive written instructions in the form of curatorial manuals (Choate
et al., 1977, 1978). The support staff of a museum can be almost
indispensible to the effective provision of services of various kinds because
these individuals can perform many of the functions that technicians and
curators otherwise would have to perform. Therefore, it is critical that
support personnel be selected carefully (Reibel, 1974), be trained meticulously in intellectually rewarding tasks (Flint, 1959 ~ Compton, 1965;
Heine, 1965 ~ Seidelman, 1965), and be informed of the goal of the
museum and the philosophies and methods employed to achieve those
goals (Flint, 1959). Members of the support staff who are treated as
professionals will work in a professional manner and will be deserving of
professional and public recognition for their contributions (Flint, 1959).
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EASTABLISHING A NEW MUSEUM

As noted by Inverarity (1959), ~'The development of a museum is
somewhat like the growth of a painting. The first stroke of the brush by
its form, value, and color has a bearing on the last stroke of the finished
painting." This demonstrates the importance of establishing the mission
of the museum early on. If the museum is to be part of a larger institution,
the mission obviously must be compatible with the objectives of that
institution. Once the mission is established, it should be determined (Parr,
1962) whether the museum is to be a cooperative of separate departments,
each devoted solely to its special interests (such as mammalogy or
ornithology), or an integrated unit in which all departments apply knowledge from their disciplines to a central theme (such as man and his
environments). Many large museums, such as the Carnegie Museum of
Natural History, try to do both, but smaller museums and especially new
museums should select one or the other strategy because the most appropriate administrative and staff hierarchies for the two types of organisations may differ. Most new museums begin as several independent collections, and automatically become a cooperative of uncoordinated entities
unless a decision regarding the nature of the organisation is made at the
beginning.
Next, the most appropriate administrator to whom the director will
report should be selected. This administrator should participate in the
selection of a director compatible with both the administrator and the
persons who were involved in the initial organisation of the museum.
One of those original organisers may be selected as director because he
is more familiar than outsiders with the mission and type of organisation
of the museum. Initially, the new director also may wish to serve as a
curator, at least until the pressures of the two positions become too great
for one person. Subsequent selection of other curators and staff (Schmidt.
1958) necessarily involves the appointment of persons qualified to function optimally within the limitations imposed by the mission of the
museum and its type of organisation.
After the initial growth stage of a new museum, it may become necessary to revise decisions made regarding the mission and the organisation
of the museum. In fact, if one of the goals of the museum is the provision
of service to the public, then the wants and needs of the public will dictate
periodic re-evaluation of museum programmes. Accordingly, museum personnel must be willing to accept changes in their responsibilities and
priorities to correspond to the dictates of the recipients of museum services. A change in the mission of a museum, however, never should
devalue the scientific collections of the museum or the importance of
their curators. It must never be forgotten that collections can exist
without museums, so long as the collections are properly maintained
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(Van Gelder, ) 964), but museums cannot exist without
(August, 1983).

collections

SUMMARY

Administrative hierarchies in American museums reflect the nature
of the institutions involved. Hierarchies of large private or public institutions, such as the Carnegie Museum of Natural History, insulate curators
from exhibits and from educational and public service functions associated
with exhibits. This enables curators to concentrate on their primary functions, curation and research. At universities, education often ranks even
higher than curation in terms of priority although research may dominate the time of curators. At large academic institutions, such as Texas
Tech University, different functions of museums (for example, research
and education) may pertain to different lines of authority in the administrative hierarchy. At smaller academic institutions, such as Fort Hays
State University, the chains of command are simpler and priorities of
museum personnel depend on the administrators to whom museum
directors report.
Departmental museums at universities typically are under the Dean
of Arts and Sciences and emphasise undergraduate education. University
museums that are under the Vice President for Academic Affairs emphasise both education and research ~ those that report to the Vice President
for Research place the highest priority on graduate education and research; those that report to a Vice President whose role is service to the
campus community or maintenance of good relationships with alumni
and friends place greater emphasis on service.
Staff hierarchies below the level of curator ideally protect curators.
from external interruptions and internal routine. Curators should have
tinle to think, plan, make decisions, conduct research, and write; they
should not have to answer the telephone, type, number skulls, or
perform other tasks that secretaries or technicians could do as well or
better.
It is the responsibility of the museum director to perceive the mission
of the museum and facilitate accomplishment of goals within that mission. Activities of administrators should enable curators to be more
prod uctive because curators are, and should be, the focus of museums.
Each curator, first and foremost, is responsible for proper curation
and nlaintenance of the collection in his charge. Moreover, the curator
represents the hierarchical level of a museum at which research occurs.
Finally, the curator shares his expertise in education and service activities. No other level in the hierarchy of a museunl is responsible for so
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many of the functions of the museum. Administrators and staff may
place demands on the time of a curator, but their activities should free
more of the curator's time than they take.
When a new museum is established, it is possible to predetermine
its mission and design a hierarchy well suited to that mission. After the
mission is determined, persons qualified to perform high priority functions within the mission can be selected for administrative, curatorial,
and staff positions. In selection of staff, it should be kept in mind that
museums and their personnel must be capable of evolving as the needs
of society change. A change in mission, however, should never devalue
the collections of the museum or deemphasise the importance of their
curators.
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DISCUSSION

Q. How can the ultra conlplex and unwieldy organisational structure of
l11useUlns at universities in the U.S. be improved?

A. The conlplexity is not a disadvantage if the museum director is com-·
patible with the administrators. It is more important to clearly
identify the roles of personnel by their placement in the administrative hierarchy and this can be done with either a complex
university hierarchy or businesslike museum hierarchy.
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THE VALUE OF RECENT MAMMAL COLLECTIONS
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INTRODUCTION

Natural history museums acquire objects or collections for three
general purposes or goals. These purposes are to serve the pu blic through
programmes of education, exhibits, and research (Ripley, 1973; Nicholson,
1983). Natural history museums maintain collections for the express
purpose of achieving these goals. Nature centers, on the other hand, are
institutions that do not maintain collections for purposes other than
exhibition or education (Netting, 1962). Collections in nature centres
include items used only for exhibition or education and often little, if any,
material is maintained for changing the exhibited or educational items.
The real value of collections in a natural history museum lies in their primary use to accomplish these three purposes or goals.
Once collections of natural history specimens are acquired, processed,
and curated, they are a non-renewable natural and national resource for
the countries which maintain them. In this regard, natural history specimens are like photographs. They each represent something from a point
in time that has been captured and preserved for posterity. The natural
history specimen represents the material evidence of a specific generation
in the evolutionary history of a species. This material evidence of the
diversity of nature can never be duplicated nor replaced, and its total value
to science and the pursuit of knowledge can never be truely appreciated.
These specimens become part of the total resources of a country as well
as the museum that cares for them.
INTRINSIC VALUE

The value of Recent mamnlal collections can be described as being
intrinsic or extrinsic. The intrinsic value derives its worth fron1 the essential nature of the specimens in the collection. Intrinsic value is usually
measured in monetary worth. Major natural history museums, such as
the Smithsonian Institution, American Museum of Natural History, or
the British Museum (Natural History), have millions of specimens in their
collections acquired over more than 100 years fronl all of the far corners
of the globe. Many of these specimens are literally worth considerable
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sunls of nloney. Generally when asked to list such specimens, the material in the ethnography collections or the specimens of gems, semi-precious
stones, and certain minerals in the mineralogy or geology collections come
to nlind . However, mammal collections also may include specimens of
considerable intrinsic value. Tanned furs from any of the fur-bearers
such as spotted and other large cats, sea otters, and beaver, or even many
of the large ungulates, such as the bison, musk-oxen, yaks, vicuna, and
guanaco have an intrinsic value. Although mammals living in more tropical countries do not develop the luxuriant winter fur that is found on
mammals in temperate and arctic environments, nevertheless the tanned
hides of most of the large- and medium-sized mammals, such as elephant
leather, zebra, monkey, antelope, etc., command high prices when used
in clothing such as coats and vests, furniture coverings, wall and floor
decorations, etc.
Ivory has historically been important in commerce. Jewelry, statuary,
and other items made of ivory command high prices. Elephant tusks,
hippopotamus teeth, warthog and wild pig tusks, walrus and narwhal
tusks, and whale teeth are commonly used. For many years, the canines
of Anlerican elk have been used in a piece of jewelry for identification by
a fraternal lodge. Any museum specimen with teeth consisting of large
anlounts of ivory is a potential source for commercial exploitation and
thus the specimen has intrinsic value.
Many museum specimens consist of parts that can be used for medicinal, religious, or other purposes. The species of rhinos in both Asia
and Africa have been over-exploited for their horns. These horns have
been regularly used for medicinal purposes and for producing special
handles for daggers or knives. In other cultures, ground bone, hair, or
dried flesh may be used in producing local medicine. Bones, claws, and
hair are used in sonle cultures for producing religious relicts. The same
iteJ11S may be used for decorating masks or robes for ceremonial use. The
carving of bone for jewelry, statuary, and other items has become increasingly popular in many developing countries. The bone can be from either
wild or domestic manlmals. Most of these items can be obtained from
111USeUJ1l specimens as well as in the wild.
Mounted trophies, whether head only, head and shoulder, or whole
l11ounts, may cOlllmand large anlounts of money. Museull1 collections
that include such specimens have an increased intrinsic value. Unique or
anol11alous specilllens 111ay have intrinsic value. Such specimens are
usually of historical significance or may exhibit an anomalous anatol1lical
condition.
With their varying alllounts of intrinsic value, such specinlens frolll
a Inanlmal collection 1l1ay be sufficient in sonle cases to justify ll1aintajning
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collections in museums. Certainly the intrinsic value of specimens justifies
the need on the part of museum administrators to insure that museum
personnel adhere to strict codes of ethical behaviour and that well-designed
security systems are in practice and adhered to strictly by all personnel
and visitors associated with the collection.
EXTRINSIC VALUE

It is in the extrinsic value of collections wherein the highest justification can be attained for maintaining Recent mammal collections.
The extrinsic value of collections allows the natural history museum
to achieve its three purposes or goals-namely, education, exhibits,
and research.

Education and Exhibits
Natural history museUfllS have best performed the traditional
role of interpreting, exhibiting, and popularising the field of natural
science (Squires, 1969). Striking advances are being nlade in the
field of museum exhibition and education. These advances are obvious
to anyone who regularly travels to museums. The use of new techniques
of exhibit lighting and labelling and of producing foreground materials
have allowed for increasingly better and more exciting exhibits. Not
only are specimens from the collections used in these exhibits and educational programmes, but the ultimate interpretation and popularisation
of the concepts focussed upon in these programmes are made possible by
studying specimens and the published materials in the associated
libraries. Because of these exhibit and educational programmes, the
museunl passes from the realm of being only a storehouse for the
safekeeping of the material evidence of past generations to becoming
centres for visual learning.
As exciting as this may be, however, the need for collections for
exhibition and education will always be low. Miller (1929) reported
that in June, 1928, the Smithsonian Institution exhibited barely 1,400
of the about 214,000 specimens in the Recent mammal collection.
Presently, it is doubtful that any more than that number is exhibited
at that institution at anyone time even though the mammal collection,
now numbering over 600,000 specimens, is the largest in the world
(Choate and Genoways, 1975 ; Genoways and Schlitter, 1981 ~ Blair.
pers. comm.).

Research
It is in the area of research where the collections have their greatest
potential extrinsic value. Specimens are necessary to carry out
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collection-oriented or systematic research on mammals. Such research
should be the primary research goal of curators of mammal collections
and the purpose for which collections are maintained (Netting, 1962 ;
Genoways, 1988).
Without question, in order to properly conduct research in systematics, a collection of specimens is required. Netting (1962) reviewed
the history of systematic research and its relationship to museums and
their collections. He divided the study of natural history into three
periods of different time lengths characterised by strikingly different
attitudes upon the part of the practitioners of the science and the public.
The initial period he referred to as "Practical Systematics" which
began roughly two million years ago and ended with Linnaeus in 1735.
This period is best characterised by efforts to classify everything for
its practical value-what items could be eaten or worn, had therapeutic
value, or other uses.
The period of practical systematics was followed by a period of
HDescriptive Systematics" from 1735 to 1934. This period dawned
with the origin of the binomial system of taxonomic nomenclature or
the Linnaean system. During the period, the species category was the
centre or focus. Comparative morphology and geographical distribution were used extensively by taxonomists. Probably more than
half of the species of living organisms were collected, studied, and described with an incredible amount of this activity taking place during
the last half of the nineteenth century under extremely difficult field and
laboratory conditions.
The next period he referred to as HNew Systematics" Although
the change to this period was gradual, the ever increasing study of genetics, especially within populations, changed the appreciation of the
species concept by taxonomists. Genetics, ecology, behaviour, biometrics, and karyology, among others, gave deeper insights into the
relationships of popUlations through space and time. Collection-based
research was being supplemented with studies of living organisms and
nluItiple systems. The utilisation of collections to supplement research
in areas outside of the traditional ones conducted in natural history
mUSeUI11S took on new purpose. Collections in natural history museums
were no longer Inerely objects of curiosity that represented organisms
brought together fronl the far corners of the globe and used simply
to describe these organisnls, often years after they were seen
alive.
During this period of New Systenlatics with the increasingly nlore
sophisticated studies supplenlenting the traditional taxonomic ones,
specimens in ll1useunl collections becanle vouchers used to physically
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and permanently document data from these studies. Yates (1985)
described a mammalian voucher specimen as necessary to verify the
identity of an organism used in another study and, by so doing, assuring
the repeatability of the study. In actual fact, the specimens in a museum
collection have always served these purposes, although they sometimes
only verified the presence of a particular species at a locality and insured
that the data on the specimen tag referred to that species. But now the
need for vouchers from other studies took on additional gravity. Voucher
specimens were classified into three types by Yates (1985): (1) type
specimens, upon which names of taxonomic units are based; (2) taxonomic support specimens, specimens of primary importance in taxonomic studies other than nomenclatural studies, such as range extensions
and life-history studies; and (3) biological documentation specimens,
representative organisms derived from studies or projects other than
primarily taxonomic ones such as biochemical studies or environmental
impact projects. This latter category of voucher specimens includes
most of the material acquired by mammal collections in many museums,
especially those in developing countries where applied research projects
are being demanded by governmental authorities. Yen butra (1988)
reported that nearly 90 percent of the growth of the more than 9000
specimens of mammals in the collection at the Ecological Research
Division of the Thailand Institute of Scientific and Technological Research
resulted from voucher specimens taken during ecological research by
the divisional staff.
Recent mammal collections have a secondary level of extrinsic
value that may, in the span of history, prove to be of ~ven more importance than any others. The collections serve as a resource for future
research projects. The specimens and associated data are available
for use in research projects that may utilise new techniques or methodology; the sophistication of these techniques or methods depends
directly on the ingenuity of future generations of researchers (Lee, 1979).
One of the best examples of utilisation of old collections comes from
studying organisms other than mammals, but aptly illustrates the point
being made here.
Even the most vivid imaginations would not have conditioned the
caretaker of the bird collections in Sweden to contemplate the use of
collections that 10hnels (1973) would develop to assess the impact of
mercury in the environment in present-day Sweden. Not having appropriate quantitative data to calculate the level of mercury in the environment, 10hnels (op.. cit.) measured the level of mercury in feathers in
museum specimens of goshawks, ospreys, and great crested grebes
collected from 1840 up to the present. A direct correlation could be
shown between the mercury content of feathers in goshawks and the
introduction of alkyl-mercury as a disinfectant of seeds around 1940.
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On the other hand, the mercury content of feathers of ospreys and great
crested grebes showed a curve that is parallel to the industrial development in Sweden. Industrial discharges ultimately affect the water environment and, since both of these birds feed on aquatic organisms, the level
of mercury in the feathers reflected the increased amounts of mercury
in water in Sweden.
In order to counter critics, 10hnels (op. cit.) also studied feather
replacement in ospreys to show the natural levels of mercury in the
environment. Ospreys migrate from Sweden to Africa. Studies of
moulting in museum specimens showed that some feathers in adults
are replaced in Sweden, some during the winter in Africa, and some
enroute. Those feathers replaced in Sweden had high levels of
mercury, those replaced south of the Mediterranean had very low
levels, and those replaced en route, roughly two months after leaving
Sweden, showed that the mercury could be rapidly eliminated from
the body.
Other research projects that may utilise museum collections as a
resource are studies of ecology and life history. Again the actual research
depends on the ingenuity of the researchers. Parkes (1963) aptly
reviewed the incredible amount of information on living birds that
could be obtained from collections of bird specimens. An interesting
study showing differential migration patterns and onset of migration
between males and females of the North American bat Lasiurus cinereus
was possible from a study of museum specimens by Findley and Jones
(1964).
With the increasing attention being given to environmental change
and habitat destruction, museum collections are receiving more attention from persons involved in projects designed to assess or monitor
such changes. Specimens in museum collections can show what species
were present historically, what species might be expected at a site if an
inventory was done at present, or, by deduction from the presence or
absence of specific species, what type of habitat was present historically
versus that existing today.
The geographic distributions of species can be determined from an
examination of museum specimens. Persons mapping the distributions
of species are often hesitant to accept a geographic record for a particular species, especially if it is one that exhibits taxonomic difficulty in
identification. unless that locality record is supplemented with a preserved
voucher in a museum collection. Biogeographic relationships can be
best studied utilising the specimens maintained in museum collections
or the published studies of species distributions resulting from vouchers
deposited in these collections.
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Numerous disciplines involving research peripheral to Recent
mammals utilise museum collections. Studies of the paleontology and
zooarchaeology of mammals are absolutely dependent on adequate
comparative collections of Recent mammals. These disciplines require
an additional dimension in the scope of the mammal collections, namely
the presence of synoptic samples of skeletons and fluid-preserved specimens. In addition to the routine need for comparison and identification,
a paleontologist may need to know whether some particular aspect of a
fossil bone involves a muscle insertion and so must resort to the ultimate
dissection of a Recent mammal specimen.
Studies of medical entomology, medical zoology, and parasitology
often resort to an examination of Recent mammal specimens to better
understand a perpJexing phenomenon such as how a Jeg of a parasite
might attach to hair. But routinely, researchers in these areas use the
specimens in collections to identify the hosts collected by them in their
research. Such hosts should always be deposited in a museum collection
as they will add to the body of knowledge of those who will come next
for such identifications and serve as a voucher for future verification
as taxonomies change.
Mammal collections are extensively used as reference specimens in
zoological illustrating and in the field of natural history art. Specimens
serve as models to artists working in numerous media of art where
natural history subjects are being considered. They also are used by
curators of art collections and of ethnography collections to identify
objects in older collections. Illustrators of books, field guides, and
other similar publications require reference specimens for their work.
These specimens are best obtained from museum collections because
then, when the illustrations are completed, scientists working with the
collections can check the work for accuracy.
Finally, one of the most important uses of a Recent mammal coJlection is in its use in teaching. Specimens for such purposes should be
segregated from the main collections. But every effort should be nlade
to encourage students in zoology to examine and study mammal specimens from a museum collection as the experience can be very exciting
for the students and strongly reinforce their interest in studies of wholeorganism zoology such as in the fields of ecology, behaviour and ethology, anatomy, taxonomy, etc.
Although collections are the greatest asset of a natural history
museum, they can also be their greatest liability (Washburn, 1968;
Nicholson, 1983). Few justifications exist for random and unrestricted
accumulation of enormous numbers of specimens although such caution
should be tempered with the fact that future utilisation of the collections
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may be possible in ways not yet contemplated. Costs for obtaining,
processing, and maintaining the collections can be considerable. These
potential costs must be carefully weighed in consideration of those costs
inherent in achieving the goals of the natural history museum.

SUMMARY

The real value of collections lies in their primary use to accomplish
the museum's purpose or goals. Natural history museums generally
have three purposes or goals for acquiring objects or collections. These
purposes are to serve the public through programmes of education,
exhibits, and research. Natural history museums, as opposed to nature
centres, maintain collections to achieve these goals. These collections,
once acquired, become a non-renewable natural and national resource
for countries maintaining them.
Collections of Recent mammal specimens have an intrinsic and
extrinsic value. The intrinsic value derives its worth from the essential
nature of the specimens. Mammal collections may contain tanned
furs; ivory in the form of teeth or tusks; selected parts of specimens
usable in medicinal, religious, or other purposes; mounted trophies;
and unique or anomalous specimens, all of which have a degree of
intrinsic value. These objects, with their varying amounts of intrinsic
value, may be sufficient in some cases to justify maintaining collections
In museums.
It is in the extrinsic value of collections, however, wherein the
highest justification can be reached for maintaining Recent mammal
collections in museums. The collections can be used directly as a resource
in exhibition and education programmes. But few actual specimens
are ever used for such purposes at any given time.
It is in the area of research where the collections have their greatest
potential extrinsic value. Specimens are necessary to perform collection
oriented or systematic research on mammals. Such research should
be the primary research goal of curators of mammal collections and
purpose for which collections are maintained. But the value of collections can be expressed by numerous other extrinsic uses. Specimens
serve as vouchers for research projects of immediate past and insure
that such research can be rechecked or duplicated in the future. These
voucher specimens physically and permanently document data in an
archival sense.
Collections have a secondary extrinsic value as a resource for
future research projects. The specimens and associated data are available
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for use in research projects that may utilise new techniques or methodology. They may serve as a resource for studies of ecology and life
history, environmental assessment and faunal change, geographic distribution, biogeographic relationships, paleontological relationships
and identification, zooarcheology, medical entomology and zoology,
and parasitology. They may serve as reference specimens for identification and comparison in zoological illustrating and even natural history
art and in introductory training in mammalogy.
Although collections are the greatest asset to a natural history
museum, they can also be their greatest liability. Few justifications
exist for random and unrestricted accumulation of enormous numbers
of specimens. Costs for obtaining, processing and maintaining the
collections can be considerable. These potential costs must be carefully
weighed in consideration of those costs inherent in achieving the goals
of the natural history museum.
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RESOLUTIONS AND RECOMMENDA nONS
Based on the opinions expressed by participants, the following
recommendations were made.
1.0

General

1.1 Having successfully completed the 1st International Workshop
on Management of Zoological Collections : Recent Mammal Collections
in Tropical Environment, it is hereby resolved that this valuable excercise
be continued by convening the 2nd International Workshop at a suitable
location within the next three years.
1.2 Considering the complexity of the fauna of the Indian subcontinent and the many decades that have intervened since the last formal
mammal survey, it is recommended that a renewed national mammal
survey of India be undertaken. Careful consideration should be given
to the methodologies to be used in survey work and in localities to be
studied.
1.3 In the interest of furthering the knowledge of mammalian fauna
of developing nations, it is recommended that professional Taxonomists
be given all encouragement and facilities to collect and exchange material
with interested sister organisations.
) .4 In developing nations an attempt should be made to establish
a centralised reference collection of Inammals that would contain, as
the ideal condition, representatives of all the mammalian fauna of the
respective country. Such a collection should receive governmental
support to help in maintenance and in collection expansion.
1.5 Scientific exchange at the broadest possi ble levels should be
encouraged between all nation~. This exchange can be most fruitful
when scientists engage themselves in cooperative ventures such as research
projects, training programmes, or other similar endeavours. Such cooperation offers the most rapid means of exchanging nlethodologies,
recent literature, and other items of importance to scientific advancement.
1.6 The publication of field guides and other semitechnical literature
should be considered a priority task of curators. Whenever possible.
such field guides should be produced via international cooperation.
if such cooperation facilitates the efficient production of these nlaterials.
Such guides should be produced in a common language such as English
and also in the language of the country and should be inexpensive and
readily available to the general pUblic.
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1.7 Since basic information on taxonomy and distribution forms the
fundamental material for more advanced scientific research an effort
should be made to prod uce an annotated checklist of mammals of the
Indian subcontinent. Such a checklist should include a survey of Indian
mammal holdings in collections outside of India, as well as a complete
survey of the literature on Indian mammals.

1.8 Museum professionals with international interests should formulate a manual of collection management that is truly worldwide in scope
taking into account the limited budget and lack of certain materials
that characterise many developing countries. The manual should present
a step-by-step approach to collection operation that offers practical
advice to mu~eum professionals throughout the World.
1.9 Every attempt should be made to update and obtain information
on the holdings of mammal collections on a worldwide basis wherever
such is not available.

1.10 Type catalogues should be prepared and publi~hed. Whenever
possible, colour transparencies or photographs should be prepared of
all type specimens. Original descriptions should be stored with the type
specImens.

2.0

Collecting

2.1 When general collecting is undertaken for small mammals a combination of traps should be used (snap traps, live traps, pitfalls, snares,
etc.) to maximise the number of species taken.
2.2 ColJectors should try different types of baits to find
effective baits for particular areas and seasons.
2.3 Visiting roost sites and use of mist
methods of collecting bats.

nets are

the most

the recommended

2.4 Collectors should make special efforts to obtain species with unique
habits such as burrowing or arboreal species.
2.5 Collectors should make special efforts to sample all available habitats
within an area.
2.6 Field collectors should lnaintain a catalogue of consecutive numbers
for all 111aterial collected. They should also maintain notes describing
the circunlstances under which the specinlens were taken. These should
become part of the pernlanent nluseum records.
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2.7 When collecting rare or status indeterminate species consideration
must be given to the future survival of the species in nature as well as
to providing research materials.
3.0

Labelling of specimens

3.1 Skeletal material should be labelled immediately in the field. The
tag should contain at least preparator's name, number and sex of the
specImen.
3.2 The specimen label should contain at least certain minimum data
entered on permanent labels with permanent ink. These data should
include: precise locality data, country, state or province, specific locality,
and altitude; coordinates to specific locality ; date of collection arranged
as day, month, and year with month written and not referenced as an
Arabic or Roman numeral ; sex ; collector's name and number; standard
external measurements.
3.3 All portions of a specimen should bear the museum catalogue
number. This should include all cleaned and dried skeletal material,
skin tag, and skull tag.
3.4 Labels with most of the catalogue information should accompany
vials or boxe~ containing skeletal material.

4.0

Preparation

4.1 Use of larvae of dermestid beetles should be encouraged in cleaning
skeletal material whenever possible.
4.2 Skeletal material ~hould never be boiled because this causes loosening of teeth, cracking of teeth and bones, warping of bones and cartilage
and loosening of cranial sutures.
4.3 Skeletal material for cleaning by beetle larvae should not be poisoned
or chemically treated.
4.4 After cleaning by beetle larvae, skeletal material should be washed
carefully with the least harmful substances possible, preferably a soution
of ammonia and water (1 :3).
4.5 In preparation of skins, care should be taken to avoid the use of
chemicals that can have a harmful effect on either the skin (especially
coat colour), or the preparator. The use of borax or arsenic-bearing
compounds is strongly discouraged.
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4.6 If a fluid collection is intended for future histological research~
the preserving medium must be carefully selected. For example, formalin fixed tissues should be stored in either 70 % ethyl alcohol or dilute
(5 ~/~) buffered formalin. Isopropyl alcohol should not be used.
4.7 A mixture of formalin (9 parts water and 1 part 40 % commercial
formaldehyde) that is buffered and neutral (PH 7.0) is the best general
fixative available and is the fixative of choice for museum mammal
collections.
4.8 Tissues should be fixed while fresh, preferably coincidental with
the time of death of the specimens.
4.9 Whenever possible, a variety of fixatives should be employed by
col1ectors. This approach maximises the future value of each specimen.
4.10 Fluid collections should be adequately maintained, the preserving
solution should be checked and/or replaced at regular intervals.
4.11 Information on fixation procedures should be kept for each
speCImen.
4.12 Tissues for future research by transmISSIon electron microscopy
should be fixed in a trialdehyde solution (glutaraldehyde. acrolein paraformaldehyde).
4.13 Tissues for mt DNA analysis or DNA-DNA hybridisation should
be fixed in either 70 % ethyl alcohol or frozen in liquid nitrogen after
cryoprotection in I 0 ~/~ sucrose.
4.14 Tissues for light level immunocytochemical analysis should be
fixed in 4°:' paraformaldehyde.
4.15 Tissues for isozyme analysis should be fixed by freezing. preferably
in liquid nitrogen. and then stored frozen at 75°C.
5.0

Collection management

5.1 New acquisitions should be accessioned by recording the following
information as a minimum accession number, date received, donor's.
name and address. description. number of specimens, how acquired
and remarks.
5.2 Each specinlen should receive a unique catalogue number and the
following infornlations should be recorded in the museum catalogue:
Catalogue nunlber accession number. field number. scientific name,.
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locality, date collected, donor, collector, date catalogued, sex, type of
preparation and remarks.
5.3 Museum records such as accession ledgers and catalogues should
be kept in a locked fire proof vault or cabinet.
5.4 Specimens should be stored using a simple and logical organisation ,
all procedures in use should be documented in a written curatorial
manual. Extensive labelling throughout the collection promotes efficient
use. Constant vigilance should be exercised to correct problems of
disorder or damage.
5.5 Specimens should be stored in cases with neoprene or rubber door
seals to exclude dust, light, and moisture. Rubber deteriorates and neoprene, therefore, is preferred. Silica gel can be used to lower humidity
if mould or mildew is a problem.
5.6 Climate control systems should be installed, wherever possible.
Arrangements should be made for a back-up system in case of power
failure.
5.7 Holotypes should be deposited in appropriate national institutions
offering long-term protection. When a large number of paratypes are
available, some of these may be distributed to other appropriate institutions.
5.8 Holotypes should be maintained separately from the general collection and should be identified as such in some distinctive manner (as with
red pencil or ink).
5.9 Data standards and curatorial methods for museums should be
standardised, as far as possible, at the national if not the international
level.
5.10 Specimens should be prepared and regularly inspected In such
a way that minimises the likelihood of damage by insects.
5.11 Petroleum jelly or some suitable alternative should be used as a seal
on jars of fluid-preserved specimens to prevent evaporation of fluids.
5.12 Paper used for labels for specimens in fluid should
tion.

resi~t

deteriora-

5.13 Supplies and equipment for collections should be standardised,
where possible, so that different institutions can make joint purchases,
thereby minimising cost.
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5.14 Museum personnel should provide catalogue data on specimens
in collections in response to reasonable requests from colleagues from
other countries who cannot visit the museum to examine specimens.
Such information is secondary and should not be used as primary data.
5.15 Travel and cooperation between museums should involve not
only curators and administrators but also skilled technicians.
5.16 Curators world-wide should consider preparation of an international newsletter pertaining to curatorial methods and supplies.
5.17 Cotton or similar fibrous materials should not be used for packing
skull vials because it damages the dentition.
5.18

Holotype should not be sent on loan.

5.19 When loaning specimens, every effort must be made to protect
them while they are in transit. The preferred method for shipping is
wooden containers. Fluid-preserved specimens should be shipped
separately.

6.0

Pest control

6.1 Each collection should have a pest control plan. This plan should
take into account the safety of the staff as well as the long term maintenance of the collection.
6.2 When the collection area is not air conditioned, all windows,
and vents should be screened with wire mesh.

doors~

6.3. All incoming materials (such as field collections and loans) should
be fumigated upon receipt.
6.4 Good housekeeping must be part of any pest management plan.
This includes keeping the collection area clear of unused materials and
cleaning around and under cases.
6.5 Insecticides should always be applied by a team of at least two
people.
6.6 When funligating or other application of insecticides is done, the
staff should be provided with proper equipment and facilities. There
should be a first-aid kit and an emergency plan of action in case
of accident.
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6.7 The insecticides of choice as of this date are those containing one
of the following active ingredients: 2, 2-Dichlorovinyl dimethyl phosphate (DDVP) ; paradichlorobenzene ; pyrethrum methyl carbamate,
depending upon the easy availability and proper usage of any or all of
them.
7.0

Computerisation

7.1 Computerisation of collection data has many advantages over
traditional means of data storage and thus should be considered as a
priority item.
7.2 Computerisation should not be attempted without a cost benefit
analysis and careful review of available hardware, software, and experiences of those already involved.
7.3 Even if computerisation of a collection is unlikely in the foreseeable
future, preparations such as development of standardised data sets
should be undertaken as soon as possible.
7.4 To assist with possible Hnetworking" with other countries, data
storage should be compatible. Two examples follow :
Month (3 letters)

t
Dates: 30 Sep

1983~ Year

(4 numbers)

t

Day (2 numbers)
Locality : Asia : India, West Bengal, 3 km N, 2 km W Calcutta.
7.S The minimum mandatory data fields for each specimen are as
follows:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Institution identification (museum acronym) ;
Catalogue/serial number;
Genus
Species;
Date collected ;
Continent or country;
g) State or province ;
h) Country, district, or major island group;
i) Sex;
j) Type of preservation ;
k) Ocean (for marine mammals collected in open water) ;
1) Sea (for marine mammals collected in open water) ;
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n)
0)
p)

8.0

Specific collecting locality ;
Preparator's name,
Preparator's field number;
Latitude and longitude.

Administrative considerations

8.1 Once the decision to establish a systematic collection has been
made, institutions are committed to properly maintain the collection.
This commitment should be binding even if the institution reverses its
initial decision, in which case the institution should see that the collection
is transferred to another national institution where it will be properly
nlaintained.
8.2 Directors of museums should identify goals for the museums and
should ascertain that museum activities are directed towards accomplishrnent of those goals.
8.3 A change in goals for a museum must never devalue the scientific
collections of the museum or the importance of their curators.
8.4 Personnel engaged in management and research on mammalogical
collections should have adequate experience as well as qualifications
for their positions.
8.S Each collection should have a curatorial manual In which all
standard curatorial procedures are carefully described.

8.6 Museums should have established procedures for fire safety and
other potential emergencies.
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